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IN
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MATTER

OF

E. GRIFFITHS HUGHES, INC.
COMPLAINT (SYNOPSIS), FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THJ!l AJ,LEGED
VIOLATION OF SEC. 6 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 19U

Docket 1966.

CQmplaint, Aug. 13, 1931-Deci.rion, June 19, 1933

Where a corporation engaged in the sale of a laxatiYe salts, and a bath salts,
to wholesale and retail druggists ;
(a) Represented in advertisements in newspapers and magazines that said
laxative salts constituted. a cure for obesity. and would reduce excess fat,
facts being that preparation in question, sold with detailed directions for
diet recommended in connection with taking thereof, constituted a saline
laxative similar to numerous other preparations in competition with which
1t was sold, and, whlle of possible value, along with other similar laxatives, in connection with treatment of obesity through diet and exercllle,
did not itself constitute a cure or remedy for such condit.lor.t;
With capacity and tendency through additional appeal thus given said preparation over and above the properties also claimed for it as a saline laxative, eliminant, and aperient, to drive other similar laxatives not thus
misrepresented from the market, and thereby unduly restrain trade in the
general class of commodities concerned, injuriously atl'ect competitors
dealing in bona fide preparations adapted to and used for reduction of
excess fat and sold through drug stores to the general public, at its solicitation or on prescription of a physician, and mislead and deceive purchasing public and induce their purchase of preparation in question as and
for an obesity remedy; to the substantial injury of said competitors; and
(b) Represented said bath salts in advertisements in newspapers and magazlnes as a preparation, which (1) radiated great quantities of oxygen, with
invigorating etl'ect, (2) had physiological and therapeutic etl'ects upon
the body, (3) was imported from England, ( 4) had the properties of the
famous old spas and produced the etl'ects of treatment at such places, and,
(5) had medicinal and therapeutic etl'ect, facts being preparation had no
such etl'ects as claimed, and aforesaid statements and representations were
false and unwarranted in every respect; with capacity and tendency to
mislead and deceive the purchasing public as to said preparation and
induce purchase thereof in such mistaken belief;
With etl'ect of diverting business to it from competitors who in no way misrepresent the quality, uses, etl'ects, properties, or origin of the products
dealt in by them, and with tendency so to divert, to the substantial injury
and prejudice of such competitors :
1

2
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Held., That such practices, under the conditions and circumstances set forth,

were all to the injury and prejudice of the public and competitors, and
constituted unfair. methods of competition.

Mr. Harry D. Michael for the Commission.
Mr. .Albert f!dward Maves, of New York City, .f?r respondent.
SYNOPSIS OF CoMPLAINT

Reciting its action in the .public interest, pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Tra~e Qommission Act, the Commission charged
respondent, a New York corporation engaged in the sale of certain
proprietary-preparations to wholesale and retail druggists in States
other than the St-ate of New York, for ultimate resale to the consuming poblic, and with principal office and place of business at Rochester, with advertising falsely or misleadingly, and misbranding
or mislabeling as to properties, results, and source or origin of product, in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of such Act, prohibmethods of competition in interstate
iting·
. . the use. of unfair
.
commerce.
.:· R~sporident, as charged, engaged ·as above set forth for more than
one year last past in the sale of its " Kruschen Salts " and " Radox
Bath Salts" or '' Radox" through advertisements in newspapers
and magazines and through statements on the cartons of its said
bath salts, and on leaflets and circulars enclosed therewith, makes
fake and misleading statements which represent or imply that said
I{ruschen Salts constitute a cure or remedy for obesity and will reduce excess fat, and that said Radox Bath Salts, when used in bath
and as otherwise directed, releases and radiates great quantities of
oxygen, thereby producing an invigorating and energizing effect upon
the body as well as other physiological and therapeutic effects; also
that " the use of said preparation relieves pain and that it has
medicinal or therapeutic value in various uses; that it is imported
from England; and that it combines the properties of the worldfamous medical spas and produces the effects of treatment at such
places." 1
~

1 Advertisements set forth In the complaint relating to said Kruschen Salts Include
the followlnJI':
" The Modern Way to Slenderize."
" Kruschen Salts baa proved ttself a thoroughly dependable, quick, pleasant, and
what'l best-a Safe and, IIeaithy method of reducing."
"Here's the recipe that banishes fat and brings Into blossom all the natural attractiveness that every woman possesses. Every morning take one-halt teaspoonful of
Kruschen Salts In a glass of bot water before breakfast. Be sure and do tbls every
morning for • It'1 the little dally dose that takes orr the tat',"
"Kruschen method of weight reduction sensible and safe."
"Get on the scales today and see bow much you weigh-then get an 81!-cent bottle
of Kruse hen Salts (lasts 4 weeks), take one-half teaspoonful every morning In a glass
ot hot water and when you have finished tbe first bottle weigh yourself again."
"The Modern Bate Way-Right Way to Lose Fat."

E, GRIFFITHS HUGHES, INC.
1

3

Complaint

The facts are, as alleged, that said first named product does not
materially reduce excess fat, but merely acts as a purgative or laxative or diuretic, and said bath salts "when used in the bath and as
otherwise directed, do not release and radiate any material amount
of oxygen and not sufficiently to have any material physiological or
therapeutic effect upon the human body; that said salts, when used
as aforesaid, do not have any material medicinal or therapeutic
value, and statements and representations to that effect are greatly
exaggerated, unwarranted, and misleading; that said salts are not
imported from England but are prepared for respondent in this
country; and that said salts do not combine the properties of the
world-famous medical spas nor does their use at home produce the
effects of treatment at such places."
Said misleading, erroneous and exaggerated representations of respondent, as charged, have had and do have the tendency and capacity to (a) confuse, mislead, and deceive members of the 'public into
believing that said Kruschen Salts are a cure or remedy for obesity
and that their use .will reduce excess fat, and that said "Radox"
bath salts" when used in the bath and as otherwise directed, radiate
oxygen in great quantities and sufficiently to produce an invigorating
and energizing effect and to produce material physiological and
therapeutic effects; that said salts, when used as aforesaid, have material medicinal and therapeutic value; that they are imported from
England and that they combine the properties of the world-famous
Advertisements relating to " Radox " " Radox Bath Salts not only combines the same valuable properties of the worldfamous Spas of Marlenbad, Carlsbad and VIchy, but It also radiates great quantities
of oxygen In your bath water-and everyone knows what wonderful elfects oxygen
has on the system I Never before have you ever felt so refreshed and soothed, your
entire system Is stimulated to a new life and activity,"
" Right from England-"
Statements appearing on the cartons and packages of said "Radox Bath Salts"" Radox Radiates Oxygen."
"A balanced preparation which Impregnates the water of the bath or band basin
'With valuable snits, and super-charges It 'With oxygen, forming an artltlclal mineral
'Water combining the properties of the world-famous medicinal spa. waters of Carlsbad,
VIchy, Marlenbad and Similar Baths."
" When you add Radox to your batb--Qxygen Is liberated-enlivening and gloriously
stimulating the entire body."
" It has an antisePtic action."
"Promotes the elimination through the pores of the sldn of acid secretloQns from tho!
blood, often the basic cause of Many Skin Alfectlons."
"Radox Bath Water Is a • • • sedative in cases of skin alfectlons."
"All soreness, lntlammatlon, due to chilblains • • • soreness pains • • • arA
relieved quickly by a Radox Foot Bath."
Statements appearing on the leallets or circulars enclosed therewith" Tired, tldgety nerves are quieted-"
" Here from England-"
" Radox (a balanced preparation ot mineral salts), dissolved In the bath form an
artitlclal mineral water super-charged with energizing oxygen, bringing within reach of
all the cleansing, rejuvenating, energizing bcnetlts of many or the World Famous Spa
Waters of Europe and similar medicinal baths hitherto only enjoyed by the wealthy."
1020150•-s5-voL 18-2
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Findings

spas and that their use produces the effects of treatment at such
places ", and to (b) induce members of the public, by reason of the
erroneous beliefs thus engendered, to purchase and use such products
and to divert trade to respondent from competitors engaged in sale
in interstate commerce of similar preparations; all to the prejudice
and injury of the public and respondent's competitors.
Upon the foregoing·complaint, the Commission made the following
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO

THE

FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Commistion, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes", the
Federal Trade Commission issued and served its complaint upon
the respondent, E. Griffiths Hughes, Inc., a corporation, charging
said respondent with the use of unfair methods of competition
in interstate commerce in violation of the provisions of Section 5
of said Act.
Respondent having entered its appearance and filed its answer to
said complaint, hearings were had and evidence was introduced in
support of the allegations of said complaint and in opposition thereto
before a trial examiner of the Federal Trade Commission theretofore
duly appointed.
Thereupon this proceeding came on for final hearing, and counsel
for the Federal Trade Commission and counsel for respondent having
submitted briefs and having been heard in oral argument before
the Commission, and the Commission, having duly considered the
record and being fully advised in the premises, makes this its findings
as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom:
FINDINGS AS

TO THE

FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, E. Griffiths Hughes, Inc., is a corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue
of the laws of the State of New York, and has its principal place of
business in the city of Rochester in the State of New York. Said
respondent is now and has been engaged for more than five years
last past in the sale in interstate commerce of certain proprietary
preparations, known and designated respectively as "Kruschen
Salts" and "Radox Bath Salts ", or "Radox ", to wholesale and
retail druggists located in the various States of the United States,
other than the State of New York, for ultimate resale to members of
the public. Said respondent causes and has caused its said products
when so sold to be transported in interstate commerce from its said
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place of business in the State of New York to, into and through
States of the United States other than New York, to such wholesale
and retail dealers to whom said products are and have been sold.
PAR. 2. The respondent herein, in soliciting the sale of said Kruschen Salts has made use of advertisements inserted in newspapers
end magazines circulated in and among the various States of the
United States to.members of the public, which said advertisements
contain statements which represent or imply that said preparation
is a cure or remedy for obesity and that it ·will reduce excess fat.
Among such statements so used by respondent in referring to said
salts are the following:
Its the little daily dose that does it.
The modem Way to Slenderize.
Kruschen Salts has proved itself a thoroughly dependable, quick, pleasant,
and what's best-a sate aniJ health11 method of reducing.
Here's the recipe that banishes fat and brings into blossom all the natural
attractiveness that every woman possesses. Every morning take one half teaspoonful of Kruschen Salts in a glass of hot water before breakfast. Be sure
and do this every morning for it's the little dally dose that takes o:tr the fat.
If you want to lose fat with speed get an 85-cent bottle of Kruschen Salts.
A youthful slender figure means everything today and women have at last
found an unusually e:trective, pleasant, and actually healthy way to control their
rebellious curves wlth Kruschen Salts.
Kruschen method of weight reduction sensible and safe.
Get on the scales today and see how much you weigh-then get an 85-cent
bottle of Kruschen Salts (lasts 4 weeks), take one halt teaspoonful every
morning in a glass of hot water and when you have finished the first bottle
weigh yourself again.
The Modern Safe Way-Right Way to lose Fat.
A fashionable slender figure as well as glorious magnetic health can now
be yours 1 Just take a half teaspoonful of Kruschen Salts in a glass of hot
water every morning before breakfast.

and other statements of like import. 1
PAR. 3. Kruschen Salts is a saline laxative, the qualitative and
quantitative analysis of which, as shown by the testimony, is as
follows:
Approximate
percentage

Magnesium sulphate --------------------------------------------- 66. 70
Sodium sulphate---------------------------------------------------- 2.17
Potassium
sulphate
------------------------------------------------- 10.70
8. 30
Sodium chloride
____________________________________________________
Potassium chloride------------------------------------------------- {trace)
Citric acid--------------------------------------------------------- 1. 45
Water of hydration to make---------------------------------------- 100.00

The above is the analysis of said product as deduced from the
testimony of the chemists who testified on behalf of the Commission.
Qualitatively, said analysis is corroborated by respondent's testi-
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mony. No quantitative analysis was given by respondent's witnesses. The president of respondent company, appearing as a witness for respondent, testified that said ingredients represented the
qualitative composition of Kruschen Salts and stated in regard to
potassium chloride merely that there was no question about it being
contained therein. However, he did not state the percentage of
potassium chloride and refused to give the quantity when asked for
it by counsel for the Commission on cross-examination, said refusal
being insisted upon after an objection to the question by respondent's
attorney was overruled. Consequently, the presence of said ingredient in the quantity of a trace, as stated above, is taken as correct.
However, respondent has not contended that potassium chloride
is the effective ingredient in Kruschen Salts in the treatment of
obesity, and no evidence was offered to that effect. On the other
hand, there is substantial evidence in the record that potassium chloride is not indicated in the treatment of obesity, and
there is no evidence to the contrary. There is also unrefuted testimony that the addition of potassium chloride to a preparation of
the foregoing analysis in a greater amount than a trace would not
result in a mixture constituting a treatment for obesity, or indicated
in such treatment. Respondent offered· no evidence to refute said
percentages given in the above analysis, other than the testimony
given by the president of respondent company, referred to above, in
regard to potassium chloride. Said witness refused to answer such
questions as were put to him by the attorney for the Commission on
cross-examination in regard to the quantity of ingredients, although
he was instructed to do so by the examiner who presided nt the
hearing. There is no evidence that the claimed function of Kruschen
Salts in reducing excess fat is due to the proportions in which the
various ingredients are present.
Five doctors of medicine and one pharmacologist testified on behalf
of the Commission to the general effect that a preparation of the
constituents as given above, and taken in the dosage recommended
by respondent, does not constitute a treatment for obesity and will
not of itself reduce excess fat. Some of these witnesses also testified
that no single ingredient taken by itself is so indicated. Only one
medical witness gave contrary medical opinions on behalf of repondent, and this witness gave no satisfactory scientific explanation of
the action of said preparation or of any of its ingredients in this
regard, nor was any given by any other witness. Said witness
advanced the theory that a loss of fat results because of the formation of insoluble soaps in the small intestine a.fter the ingestion
of magnesium sulphate (epsom salts), because of the formation of
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marnesium bicarbonate and sodium sulphate, and the subsequent
con7binin(J' of the ma(J'nesium bicarbonate with fats contained in the
ingested ~eal, and thus the fats so affected would n?t be absorbed.
However said witness stated that he had no experimental knowledge of the' theory advanced, and that he did not know that anyone
else had such knowledge. It was shown by Commission's evidence
that such effect would not result to any appreciable extent. It was
further shown tha.t it would not likely ensue because of the fact that
the Kruschen Salts, when taken before breakfast, as directed, as
a treatment for obesity, is taken long after the food of the day before
has passed from the stomach and small intestine into the colon.
Besides, the salts pass from the stomach ahead of any fats that may
be included in the morning meal, with the result that there is little,
if any, fats to be so acted upon. Moreover, it was shown that even
if such action took place, the amount of fat so affected would be
insignificant. Said theory, moreover, fails to take into account the
effects of carbohydrates as fat-producing foods. It is shown by the
testimony that carbohydrates constitute the chief part of the diet
and are one of the chief sources of excess fat in the body.
Said medical witness for respondent is the author or editor of
various books in which methods of treatment of obesity are given
which prescribe diet as the controlling factor and which do not give
saline laxatives as the effective medium in such treatment. Extracts
from said books· introduced in evidence are not in harmony with the
testimony of said witness but support the scientific opinions expressed by witnesses for the Commission.
Five other doctors of medicine testified on behalf of respondent but
their testimony does not consist of medical opinions on the question
involved. All gave testimony to the effect that they gave Kruschen
Salts to various patients and that such patients after a time showed
losses of weight. The medical witness previously referred to gave
similar testimony in addition to his other testimony. The Commission finds •that said· tests, so-called, were not scientifically conducted or controlled and were not of such a character as to warrant
the conclusion or to be the basis of an opinion that the taking of
the Kruschen Salts effected any reduction in weight that might have
ensued in such cases. Further, such tests were not so conducted as
to eliminate from consideration intervening causes or factors which
bring about loss of fat or loss of body weight. The evidence in
regard to such so-called tests is unsatisfactory, inconclusive, and
entitled to but little weight. Respondent's claim that Kruschen
Salts of itself will effect reduction is further not in harmony with
cletailed directions for dietary treatment contained in a circular
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enclosed in the package of salts which are recommended to be followed in connection with the taking of the medicine, as well as such
suggestions embodied in some of the advertising matter.
After considering all the evidence the Commission finds that
Kruschen Salts does not constitute a cure or remedy for obesity and
does not of itself reduce excess fat.
PAR. 4. There are many proprietary preparations sold in interstate commerce in the United States of the same general character
as Kruschen Salts. Among such products, as shown by the evidence,
are Carlsbad Salt, Carlsbad 'Vater, French Lick Salts, Pluto 'Vater,
Sal Hepatica, Squibb's Epsom Salts, Squibb's Laxative Salt, Squibb's
Milk of Magnesia, Jad Salts, Eno's Effervescent Salt, Sal Vita,
ADS Laxative Salt, Abbott's Sal Lithia, Abbott's Saline Laxative
and Puretest Epsom Salts. All of said preparations come under the
general classification of saline laxatives as does Kruschen Salts.
All produce a laxative effect when taken in proper dosage, the extent
of the laxative effect depending up<m the size of the dose. Kruschen
Salts produces a mild laxative effect when taken in the dosage
advertised by respondent for the treatment of obesity. Larger doses
increase such effect.
Kruschen Salts is described as "an agreeable aperient employed
when an intestinal flush and bowel activator is indicated" on the
cartons in which it is displayed for sale and sold. Further, it is
recommended thereon for its" therapeutic efficiency" in "promoting
the elimination of the waste from the intestinal tract " and for use
where " a mild saline laxative is required."
In some of its published advertisement~, as shown by exhibits in
evidence, respondent makes many statements indicating the use of
its salts as a laxative and as an eliminant. Among such statements
are the following:
• • • the six revitalizing salts of Kruschen that keep your body tree from
toxins and acid and cause your internal organs to function properly • • •.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Kruschen is more than just a mere laxative salt-it's an ideal blend of six
separate minerals which not only eliminate poisons and waste accumulations
but which • • •.
• • • Kruschen keeps tbe bowels, kidneys and liver in fine condition-it
frees you from poisons and toxins • • •.
• • • Kruschen is a superb combination of SIX separate mineral salts
which act on glands, nerves and body organs as do the salts at the famous and
expensive Spas of Europe.
It keeps the body free from harmful acids and poisons • • •.
• • • they clean out the Impurities in your blood by keeping the bowels,
kidneys and liver in splendid working shape • • •.
• • • Remember Kruschen is more than just a laxative salt • • •.
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• • • When you take a half teaspoonful of Kruschen Salts in a glass of
hot water every morning before breakfast, you are putting into your system
a superb combination of 6 mineral salts which help the blood, glands, nerves,
and body organs to function properly-and eliminate waste accumulations • • •.
Kruschen Salts are the daily health dose of millions of people the world
over.
One-halt teaspoonful of Kruschen in a glass of hot water every morning
gently but surely stimulates the liver, bowels and kidneys to a healthy
elimination.
One bottle of Kruschen Salts (lasts 4 weeks) costs but a trifle and one bottle
will prove a vast beneflt to people who have constipation, headaches, indigestion, rh-eumatism, depression, acidity, and autointoxication through improper
elimination.
A halt teaspoonful in a glass of hot water every morning amazingly helps to
keep one healthy and the stomach, liver, bowels and kidneys in splendid condition-frees your system from harmful toxins and acids.
Unllke most salts Kruschen isn't simply a laxative-if that's all you want any
old kind of salts with any kind of a label will do-but is that all you want?

There is evidence that in some drug stores saline laxatives, including Kruschen Salts, are displayed together on the shelves. There
is some evidence that lay: people entertain a belief that saline laxatives are effective in reducing excess fat. The evidence discloses that
a saline laxative may be used in connection with other treatment
for obesity for the purpose of relieving constipation or producing
evacuation of the bowels if such is desirable for any reason where
conditions for such use exist. Such conditions may exist in many
cases of obesity. Any of the saline laxatives named herein could
be used for such purpose and any could be advertised for such use
in connection with a true reducing treatment.
At least two of the saline laxatives named above, to wit, Carlsbad
Salts and Carlsbad Water, are recommended for use in the treatment of obesity in connection with diet and exercise. All of said
saline laxatives, doubtless, could properly be advertised in the same
way, provided their true functions were indicated and it were not
represented or implied that such salts constituted the reducing medium. It further appears that French Lick Salts is recommended
as being useful in the treatment of obesity.
The Commission finds that Kruschen Salts is in competition with
the products referred to and that trade would necessarily be diverted
to respondent from such competitors by reason of misleading representations as to the effects of Kruschen Salts in the treatment of
obesity. Since Kruschen Salts is designated and known as a saline
laxative and advertised for its use as a laxative in addition to its
advertised use as a treatment for obesity, the latter claim gives thf>
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product an additional sales appeal calculated to increase its sale at
the expense of other saline laxatives not so advertised. Advertising
by respondent that Kruschen Salts of itself effects reduction, since
such claim is unwarranted, is unfair to competitors who sell saline
laxatives for use with a reducing diet without any claim that the
saline laxatives effect reduction.
Several representatives of dealers in saline laxatives were asked
for their opinions as to whether or not their products were in competition with Kruschen Salts and as to the competitive effects of
representation as to the latter as a treatment for obesity. Mr.
Neville R. Ashcroft, treasurer of Harold F. Ritchie & Co., Inc.,
sales agent for Eno's Effervescent Salts, testified that his company
considered their product to be in competition with Kruschen Slllts.
When asked his opinion as to the effect of representations that
Kruschen Salts is a remedy or treatment for obesity on the sale of
other saline laxatives, he said that it was a hard question to answer,
that Eno's is in a class by itself and that users of his product would
use no other. However, he said:
We have never advertised it as a !at reducer. We feel that, If a person goes
into a store and has the two products put side by side, if they want the saline
laxative properties as well as the fat-reducing properties, there might be a
tendency to buy Kruscben's and not buy Eno. But, It they are looking tor
Eno's, or are looking for a laxative and are not particularly interested in a
fat reducer, we do not think that the mere fact that Kruschen is selling it
as a fat reducer would alrect the sale of Enos.

Henry C. Young, in charge of the medicine department of Louis
K. Liggett Co., when asked if his company handled "other saline
laxatives that are in competition with Kruschen Salts", replied,
"Yes, sir", and then explained his answer by saying, "'Ve carry
other saline salts."
Lee H. Bristol, vice president of Bristol-Myers Co., manufacturers
of and dealers in proprietary' articles, among which is Sal Hepatica,
an effervescent saline laxative, stated that, as a matter of opinion,
Sal Hepatica is in competition with Kruschen Salts. He further
testified that misrepresentation of a saline laxative for weight reduction, if such representations are accepted, would have a general
tendency to increase the sales of the product so misrepresented and
decrease the sale of other saline laxatives. He further stated that
exaggerated claims might cast reflection upon the entire field of
competition. On cross-examination he was asked," Has any advertising of Kruschen Salts, to your definite and certain knowledge,
resulted in any injury to the sale of your product, Sal Hepatica W",
to which he replied, "I could never prove that it had." However,
on redirect examination, he testified that regardless of his inability
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to point out concrete instances his " opinion still stands." His
company does not advertise Sal Hepatica for weight reduction.
Dr. H. Sidney Newcomer, ·connected with E. R. Squibb & Sons,
manufacturers of and dealers in proprietaries and biological prepa.rations, including Squibb's Epsom Salts (packaged), Squibb's Laxative Salt and Squibb's Milk of Magnesia, all classified as saline
laxatives, said that he assumed that Kruschen Salts was in competition with all saline laxatives including those of his company. He
was asked the following question :
What would be your opinion, Doctor, as to the etrect of misrepresentation of
a saline laxative as a treatment tor obesity or excess fat, on the sale of other
saline laxatives which were not so represented?

To which he replied:
We feel that there is only a certain business in this sort of product to be
obtained, and that we could obtain a larger business, i! we could use more
startling claims.

He was further asked:
Would the etrect of more startllng claims, as you term it, be to increase the
sale of the saline laxative so advertised at the expense of others, in your
opinion?

To which he replied:
Yes, I think that is true. It is a matter of opinion.

Dr. Newcomer testified that his company did not advertise any of
its saline laxatives as a treatment for obesity or excess fat. On
cross-examination he adhered to his opinion as previously shown
but said that he did not know of his own knowledge that his company's business had been injured or interfered with by the advertising of Kruschen Salts for weight reduction and obesity.
Moritz Eisner, president of Carlsbad Products Co., importers of
and dealers in Carlsbad Salt and Carlsbad Water, differentiated
these preparations from saline laxatives generally on the ground
that these are natural products while " the others are artificial products" and, consequently, in his opinion, they are not in competition.
However, he stated that both are used for the same purpose and in
that sense they are in competition, namely, as a laxative. When
asked to state his opinion as to the effect of misrepresentation of
a saline laxative as a treatment for obesity or for the reduction of
excess fat, he said he did not know. Then when asked if the tendl:'ncy of such a practice would be to increase the sale of the one at
the expense of the others, he replied :
I could not tell you about th~t. I have not bothered about anything else.
I have tried to sell that Carlsbad Salts and tried to increase the sale-.
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William H. Wulftlefl', manager of Wyeth Chemical Co., manufacturers of a;nd dealers in proprietary medicines, including J ad
Salts, a. saline laxative, testified that-Kruschen Salts and Jad Salts
are in competition" Just as a saline laxative." On cross-examination
he replied in the negative, to .the following question: . ,
Insofar as Kruschen Salts is advertised nationally to the public as a treatment for obesity and weight reduction, are Kruschen and Jad Salts 1n
competition?

However, on re-direct examination, when asked if such was a.
misrepresentation and the product involved was "merely a. saline
laxative", whether it would still be "in competition with all other
saline laxatives", he replied:
If it is a saline product, advertised as such, it is 1n competition.

The representation that Kruschen Salts is a treatment for obesity
and that it will reduce excess fat, taken in connection with the
fact that Kruschen Salts is a saline laxative and is designated as such
by respondent and is advertised as having the therapeutic functions .
of saline laxatives in general gives it such an additional sales appeal
as not only to increase its sale at the expense of others but also
has the tendency and capacity to eventually drive other saline laxatives from the market that are not so represented and thus unduly
to restrain trade in the general commodity of which Kruschen Salts
is a type.
In addition to the competition of Kruschen Salts with saline laxatives, said product, when advertised and offered for sale as a treatment for obesity, is in competition with bona fide preparations,
adapted to and used for the reduction of excess fat, such as thyroid
extract preparations, among which are Squibb's Thyroxin, Parke
Davis & Co.'s Thyroid Extract, and Burroughs-,Vellcome &l Co.'s
Thyroid Extract, as shown by the evidence. These products are kept
in drug stores and are for sale to the general public on their own
solicitation or on the prescription of a. physician. Such competitors
would likewise be injuriously affected by respondent's representations in regard to Kruschen Salts as a. treatment for obesity, and
such representations are unfair to such competitors as well as to the
others previously mentioned, since, as heretofore shown, they are not
warranted by the facts and are beyond the therapeutic effects of
respondent's said product.
In the course and conduct of its said sale of Kruschen Salts,
respondent has been, and is now, in competition in interstate commerce with such other dealers heretofore mentioned as well as with
other individuals, firms and corporations engaged in the sale in
interstate commerce of preparations similar in kind and as to pur-
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poses of use to said Kruschen Salts sold by respondent as aforesaid.
The Commission further finds that respondent's said misrepresentations of its said product have the tendency and capacity to cause
substantial injury to its said competitors and probably will result in
such injury.
PAR. 5. The use by respondent in its advertising matter of statements which represent or imply that Kruschen Salts is a cure or
remedy for obesity and that it will reduce excess fat has the tendency
and capacity to mislead and deceive members of the purchasing
public into the belief that such is the fact and to induce the purchase
of said product as the result of such mistaken belief.
PAR. 6. The respondent herein, in soliciting the sale of Radox
Bath Salts, has made use of advertisements inserted in newspapers
and magazines circulated in and among the various States of the
United States to members of the public which said advertisements
contain statements which represent or imply that said preparation,
when used in the bath, radiates great quantities of oxygen; that
such radiation of oxygen produces an invigorating and energizing
effect upon the body, as well as other physiological and therapeutic
effects; that said product is imported from England; that it combines the properties of the world-famous spas and produces the
effect of treatment at such places; and that it has medicinal and
therapeutic value when used as aforesaid. Among such statements
so used by respondent are the following:
Radox Bath Salts not only combines the same valuable properties of the
world-famous Spas of 1\farlenbad, Carlsbad and Vichy, but lt also radiates
great quantities of oxygen ln your bath water-and everyone knows what wonderful etl'ects oxygen bas on the system1 Never before have you ever felt
so refreshed and soothed, your entire system is stimulated to a new life and
activity,
Right from England.

7. Radox Bath Salts, when used in the bath, produces no
therapeutic effects upon the body. This was the substance of the
testimony given by the Commission's medical witnesses. No testimony was given to the contrary by respondent's witnesses. Said
preparation, when used in the bath, releases a small amount of oxygen and such release has no therapeutic effect upon the body. There
is no warrant for the representation that said preparation radiates
great quantities of oxygen in the bath water. Radox Bath Salts
do not combine the properties of the world-famous spas, as represented, nor does its use at home produce the effects of treatment at
such places. Said preparation is not imported from England but is
prepared and packaged in this country as testified to by the president of respondent company. 'I'he representation that one's "entire
PAR.
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system is stimulated to a new life and activity " by the use of said
preparation is unwarranted.
P.m. 8. The use by respondent in its advertising matter of statements which represent or imply that Radox Bath Salts, when used
in the bath, radiates great quantities of oxygen; that such radiation
of oxygen produces an invigorating and energizing effect upon the
body, as well as other physiological and therapeutic effects; that the
preparation is imported from England; that it combines the properties of the world-famous spas and produces the effects of treatment
at such places; and that it has therapeutic value when used as aforesaid, has the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive members
of the purchasing public into .the belief that such are the facts and
to induce the purchase of said product as the result of such mistaken
beliefs.
PAR. 9. In the course and conduct of its said business, in the
advertising, sale and distribution of said Radox Bath Salts, respondent has been and is now in competition with other individuals, firms,
and corporations engaged in the sale in interstate commerce of
preparations similar in kind and as to purposes of use to said Radox
Bath Salts sold by respondent as aforesaid.
PAR. 10. Said competitors of respondent in the sale of its said
products have caused and do now cause their said products when
sold by them to be transported from various States of the United
States to, into and through States of the United States other than
the State of the origin of the shipment thereof.
PAR. 11. There are among the competitors of respondent in the
sale of said products those who in no wise misrepresent the qualities,
uses, effects, properties or origin of said competing products, and
respondent's acts and practices as hereinbefore set forth tend to and
do divert business to respondent from its competitors, to the substantial injury and prejudice of said competitors.
CONCLUSION

The practices of said respondent, under the conditions and circumstances described in the foregoing findings, are all to the injury
and prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors, and con.
stitute unfair methods of competition in commerce and are in violation of an act of Congress approved September 2G, 1914, entitled "An
act to create a Federal Trade Corrunission, to define its powers and
duties, and for other purposes."
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ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having be€n heard by the Federal Trade Commission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondent, the testimony in support of the charges of said complaint and in
opposition thereto, briefs filed herein and oral argument by counsel
for the Commission and for the respondent, and the Commission
having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said
respondent has violated the provisions of an act of Congress approved
September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade
Commission, to define its powers and duties and for other purposes",
It is ordered, That respondent, E. Griffiths Hughes, Inc., its officers,
directors, agents, representatives, servants, and employees, in connection with the offering for sale, sale or distribution in interstate commerce of " Kruschen Salts " and " Radox Bath Salts ", or of said
preparations under any other name or names, ce.ase and desist from
representing directly or indirectly:
(1) That said" Kruschen Salts" constitutes a cure or remedy
for obesity or that it will of itself reduce excess fat.
(2) That said "Radox Bath Salts" has therapeutic value
when used in the bath; that it releases great quantities of oxygen
when so used; that its use at home combines the properties of
world famous spas or produces the effects of treatment at such
places; that it stimulates or energizes the body; or that it is
imported from England.
It is further ordered, That such respondent shall, within 90 days
after the service upon it of a copy of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and
form in which it has complied with the order to cease and desist
hereinabove set forth.
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IN THE MATTER OF

GEORGE L. WALKER, DOING BUSINESS UNDER THE
NAME AND STYLE OF WALKER MEDICINE CO.
COMPLAINT (SYNOPSIS), FINDINGS AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLJOOED
VIOLATION OF SEC. 1i OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 2059.

Complaint, July 11, 1932-Deoi&ion, July 18, 1933

Where an individual engaged in the compounding, preparation, and sale of
proprietary or so-called patent medicines,
(a) Included in designation of one of said preparations, the words "Indian
health tonic", and represented said preparation as "the unfailing remedy
for laziness and a drowsy, tired, sleepy feeling", and as relieving "weakness and tired feeling In one day", facts being preparation in question
was not a general health restorative and use of the word " health " without proper limitations, In the name of the medicine, or otherwise ln connection therewith, was unwarranted, and said medicine did not constitute
a remedy for laziness and a sleepy feeling, unless due to constipation, and
would not relieve weakness and a tired feeling, unless caused by anemia,
and then only to a slight extent;
(b) Represented said preparation as one for liver, kidneys, and blood, relleving
bladder and kidney trouble, and as one which relieved In one day a bad
cold or cough, grippe, or fever, facts being said medicine had no specific
etrect on the liver or any particular etfect on the kidneys, and no therapeutic etrect on any disease of the blood, except, possibly, 1n cases of
anemia, would not relieve bladder trouble, and did not constitute an
etrective treatment for colds or grippe, nor a treatment for fevers generally, nor an etfective one for ordinary fever and one which would relieve
fever 1n one day; and
(o) Represented said preparation as one which relieved pain In the neck,
side, shoulder, back, or hips in one day, and one which relieved rheumatism, giving quick relief from pain, and also female diseases and women's
troubles, facts being lt would not relleve pain ln the neck, etc., and was
not generally beneficial 1n the treatment of rheumatism, other than as
a laxative or pUl·gatlve where the condition was connected in some way
with constipation, and would not give quick relief from pain ln such cases
and had no etfect ln female diseases and women's troubles and would not
be beneficial in treatment thereof unless ln cases of constipation;
With tendency and capacity, through said exaggerated, misleading, and un·
warranted representations whlch passed beyond the medicinal value of
the prPparatlon and did not truthfully and accurately state the thera·
peutic elrect thereof, to confuse, mislead and deceive the general public
into believing that said medicine had general curative properties in restorIng health, without regard to the particular aliment, and constituted a
remedy for, or would give rellef in, the diseases nnd aliments named, or
constituted such remedy or relief generally, without qualification or llml·
tatfon, and to induce the purchase and use of surh medicine because of
such erroneous bellet's thereby caused, and divert trade to said Individual
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from competitors engaged in the sale of products similar in kind and purposes of use, to aforesaid medicine, and in sale of products adapted to and
used in the treatment of aforesaid diseases and ailments, and with the
effect of so diverting business to said individual from competitors, Including those who in nowise misrepresent the therapeutic uses and etrects of
the medicines dealt in by them, to their substantial injury:
Held, That such practices, under the conditions and circumstances set forth,
were all to the injury and prejudice of the public, and competitors, and
constituted unfair methods of competition.

Mr. Harry D. Michael for the Commission.
SYNOPSIS OF CoMPLAINT

Reciting its action in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Commission charged
respendent George L. 'Valker, an individual doing business as
Walker Medicine Co., engaged for ten years or more last past in
the compounding and preparation of proprietary or so-called "patent " medicines, including one known and described as " Walker's
Old Indian Health Tonic", and in the sale thereof to purchasers
in the various States of the United States, and with principal office
and place of business in Atlanta, Ga., with naming product misleadingly, advertising falsely or misleadingly, and misbranding or mislabeling as to results or quality of products, in violation of the
provisions of section 5 of such act, prohibiting the use of unfair
methods of competition in interstate commerce.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and in ·,selling the said
'' Walker's Old Indian Health Tonic " makes statements and representations through printed coupons or circulars distributed in the
different States, and the labels on the containers thereof, as to the
therapeutic value or effect of said medicine, many of which are
misleading and deceptive in that they either greatly exaggerate or
do not truthfully and accurately state the therapeutic value thereof,
said statements and representations holding out the same as a cure
or treatment for liver, kidneys, blood, drowsy, tired feeling, cold,
etc. 1
Facts are, as alleged, that said medicine is not a remedy for the
ailments set forth in respondents' circulars and labels, nor does its
therapeutic value warrant statements or representations that it will
1 Statements, among others, made In the coupons and circulars, as alleged In the complaint, are set forth In the findings, ln/ra at p. 19.
Statements, among others, made on the labels, aa alleged In complaint, Included the
following:
" Walker's Old Indian Health Tlonlc."
"The Unfailing Remedy tor Laziness and a Drowsy, Tired, Sleepy Feeling."
" Relieves Indigestion, ••• Dizziness, Sick HeadRche, Numbness or Chills, Kidney or
Bladder Troubles, Piles, Jaundice, ••• Weakness, Tired Feeling."
" Stimulates and Purities the Blood."
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give relief therein and such therapeutic value is not such as to war·
rant use of word " Health" in the name of said medicine since it
is not a general health restorative.
Said representations, as charged, have the capacity and tendency
to confuse, mislead, and deceive members of the public into believing said medicine has general curative properties in restoring
health without regard to the particular ailment, and constitutes
a remedy for those enumerated, or will give relief therein, and to
induce purchase and use of said medicine in such erroneous belief,
and to divert trade to respondent from competitors engaged in
sale in interstate commerce of similar preparations; all to the
prejudice or the public and competitors.
Upon the foregoing complaint, the Commission made the following
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Commission,
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes", the Fed·
eral Trade Commission issued and served its complaint upon the
respondent, George L. 'Valker, doing business under the name and
sfyle of 'Walker Medicine Co., charging him with the use of unfair
methods of competition in interstate commerce in violation of the
provisions of Section 5 of said Act.
Respondent having entered his appearance and filed his answer
to said complaint, hearings were had and evidence was introduced
in support or the allegations of said complaint and in opposition
thereto before a trial examiner of the Federal Trade Commission
theretofore duly appointed.
Thereupon this proceeding came on for final hearing upon the
record and brief of the attorney :for the Commission, respondent
having failed to file a brief herein, although opportunity was given
therefor, and the Commission, having duly considered the record
and being fully advised in the premises, makes this its finding as to
the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom:
FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, George L. Walker, is the sole owner
and manager of the business conducted by him under the name
'Valker Medicine Co., which said business has been owned and con·
ducted by respondent for more than ten years last past with his
principal place of business in the city of Atlanta in the State of
Georgia. Said business consists of the compounding, preparation;
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and sale of proprietary or so-called" patent" medicines. One of said
medicines is known and prescribed as "Walker's Old Indian Health
Tonic " which is and has been sold to members of the public and to
retail dealers for ultimate resale to members of the public, in various
States of the United States other than the State of Georgia, and said
respondent causes and has caused said product when so sold to be
transported in interstate commerce from his said place of business
in Georgia to, into, and through States of the United States other
than the State of Georgia to members of the public and retail dealers
to whom said product is and has been sold.
During said time other individuals, firms, and corporations are
.and have been engaged in the manufacture and sale of proprietary
medicines similar in kind and as to purposes of use to that manufactured and sold by respondent as aforesaid. Also, during said
time other individuals, firms, and corporations are and have been
engaged in the manufacture and sale of proprietary medicines
adapted to and used in the treatment of the respective diseases and
bodily conditions for which the respondent herein advertises and
recommends his said medicine. Said other individuals, firms, and
-corporations have caused and do now cause their said products when
sold by them to be transported in interstate commerce from their
several places of business in various States of the United States
to, into, and through States other than the State of origin of the
shipment thereof. Respondent herein has been during said time
in competition in interstate commerce in the sale of his said product
with the several products of such other individuals, firms, and
-corporations.
PAR. 2. Respondent herein, during said time, in soliciting the sale
of and in selling said "Walker's Old Indian Health Tonic", makes
use of and has made use of certain printed coupons or circulars which
he causes to be transported from his place of business in Georgia
to places in other States where said medicine is offered for sale
and sold and where said coupons or circulars are distributed to and
among the purchasing public. Said coupons or circulars have imprinted thereon various statements and representations as to the
therapeutic value or effect of said medicine, among which are the
:following:
Walker's Old Indian Health Tonic.
For liver, kidneys, blood.
The Unfalllng remedy for laziness and a drowsy, tired, sleepy feeling.
Relieves a bad cold or cough in one day.
Relieves la grippe In one day,
Relieves fever In one day,
Relieves weakness and tired feeling In one day.
102050"-35-VOL 18-3
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pain in the neck, side, shoulder, back or hips in one uay.
bladder and kidney trouble.
rheumatism, giving quick relief from pain.
female diseases and women's troubles.

PAR. 3. Respondent's said medicine is composed of the following
ingredients in approximately the proportions indicated below:
Magnesium sulphate------------------------------ 16. 68 grams per 100 cc.
l<'erric Chloride------------------------------------ • 78 grams per 100 cc.
Quinine sulphate--------------------------------- • 062 grams per 100 cc.
A very small amount of aromatic sulphuric acid.

Said formula was obtained by an analysis of a bottle of respondent's medicine. An analysis of a second sample showed only slight
variations in the quantitative analysis. Questions asked Commission's medical witnesses were based on tha analyses of both samples.
Two such medical witnesses gave opinions as to the therapeutic uses
and effects of said medicine.
On behalf of respondent no quantitati-re analysis was given. Respondent testified that the chemist who testified on behalf of the
Commission failed to find the presence of citric acid in the medicine
and that quantitatively the analysis is incorrect. However, citric
acid has no therapeutic effect, as admitted by respondent's medical
witnesses. Respondent used two medical witnesses, one of whom
was his son. The questions to these witnesses were based on an
assumed qualitative analysis only, namely, "sulphate of magnesia,
quinine, aromatic sulphuric acid, citric acid, and ferric chloride".
There is little, if any conflict between the testimony given by the
medical witnesses for the Commission and that given by those for
the respondent in regard to the therapeutic uses and effects of respondent's said medicine and the individual ingredients thereof. In
conformity to such testimony, the Commission finds that said
"Walker's Old Indian Health Tonic" is not a general health restorative and that the use of the word "health" without proper limitations in the name of said medicine or otherwise in connection therewith is unwarranted. The Commission further finds that said medicine has no specific effect on the liver; that it has no particular effect
on the kidneys; that it has no therapeutic effect on any disease of
the blood except that it might be of some benefit in cases of simple
anemia; that it is not a remedy for laziness and a drowsy, tired,
sleepy feeling, unless such conditions are due to constipation; that
it is not an effective treatment for colds or coughs or la grippe; that
it does not constitute a treatment for fevers generally, is not an
effective treatment for ordinary fever and would not relieve a fever
in one day; that it would not relieve weakness and tired feeling unless
such condition is caused by anemia, and then only to a slight extent;
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that it will not relieve pain in the neck, side, shoulder, back or hips;
that it will not relieve bladder trouble; that it is not g€nerally beneficial in the treatment of rheumatism, except to act as a laxative or
purgative where the condition is connected in some way with con·
stipation, and will not give quick relief :from pain in such cases;
and that it has no effect in :female diseases and women's troubles
and would not be beneficial in such treatment unless the patient is
constipated.
The Commission therefore finds that said representations of respondent in regard to the therapeutic effects of said medicine are
exaggerated, misleading, unwarranted in fact, beyond the medicinal
value of the same, and that they do not truthfully and accurately
state the therapeutic effect thereof.
PAR. 4. The said representations of respondent as to the therapeutic value and effects of said medicine have had and do have
the tendency and capacity to confuse, mislead, 'and deceive members
of the public into the belief that said medicine has general curatiYe
properties in restoring health, without regard to the particular ailment, and that it is a remedy for, or will give relief in, the diseases
and ailments named therein, or is such a remedy or will give such
relief generally without qualification or limitation. Said representations of respondent have the tendency and capacity to induce
members of the public to purchase and use said medicine because
of the erroneous beliefs engendered as above set forth, and to divert
trade to respondent from competitors engaged in the sale in interstate commerce of products similar in kind and as to purposes of
use to that of respondent and those adapted to and used in the treatment of said respective diseases and ailments.
PAR. 5. There are among the competitors of respondent in the
sale of said medicine those who in no wise misrepresent the therapeutic uses and effects of their said medicines, and respondent's acts
and practices as hereinbefore set forth tend to and do divert business
to respondent from its competitors to their substantial injury.
CONCLUSION

The practices of said respondent, under the conditions and circumstances described in the foregoing findings, are all to the injury and prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors,
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce and are
in violation of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914,
entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define
its powers and duties, and for other purposes"·
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ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission upon the complaint o£ the Commission, the answer o£ respondent, the testimony in support of the charges of said complaint and
in opposition thereto, and the brief of counsel for the Commission,
and the Cmrunission having made its findings as to the facts with
its conclusion that the respondent has been and is now violating the
provisions of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its
powers and duties, and for other purposes",
It is ordered, That the respondent, George L. ·walker, his agents,
representatives, servants, and employees, in connection with the offering for sale, sale or distribution in interstate commerce of " Walker's
Old Indian Health Tonic", or o£ said preparation under any other
name or names, cease and desist from using the word " health " in
the name of said product and from representing directly or indirectly:
(1) That said medicine is a remedy or cure for or relieves diseases or disorders of the liver, kidneys, or bladder, or that it is a remedy or cure for or
relieves female diseases, women's troubles, pain in the neck, side, shoulders,
back, or hips.
(2) That said medicine is a remedy or cure for diseases of the blood or that
it w111 relieve the same unless such representation is limited to simple anemia.
(3) That said medicine is a remedy or cure for laziness and a drowsy, tired,
sleepy foollng; or that It will relieve the same unless such representation is
limited to such conditions resulting from constipation.
(4) That said medicine is a remedy or cure for weakness and a tired feeling
resulting therefrom; or that it will relieve the same unless such representation
is limited to conditions due to simple anemia.
(5) That said medicine is a remedy or cure for colds, coughs or la grippe;
or that it wlll relieve such aliments unless such representation is limited to
the effects on said allments of relieving const111ation if such condition be
present.
(6) That said medicine is a cure or remedy for fever: or that it wlll reUeve
fever generally.
(7) That said medicine is a cure or remedy for rheumatism; that it gives
quick relief from pain: or that it wlll relieve rheumatism and pain unless such
representation is limited to such conditions resulting from constipation.

It is further ordered, That such respondent shall, within 60 days
after the service upon him of a copy of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and
form in which he has complied with the order to cease and desist
hereinabove set forth.
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IN TilE MATI'ER OF

PITTSBURGH TILE &l MANTEL CONTRACTORS'
ASSOCIATION ET AL.
COMPLAINT AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION Oil' SEC. 5
Oil' AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 1979.

OompZalnt, Oct. 19, 1981-0rder, Aug. 11, 1983

Consent order requiring respondent association, its members and other agents,
representatives, servants, and employees to cease and desist "from directly
or indirectly making appUcatlon of any resolution, rule, by-law, understanding, or agreement, having for its purpose or effect interference with,
or restriction upon the purchase, sale or importation into the State of
Pennsylvania from any other State of the United States of tiles or
similar materials, including a vitreous enamel tile on a steel base heretofore designated and known as 'Porstelain ', manufactured and sold in
Interstate commerce by the Porcelain Tile Company, and particularly from
giving any further force and effect to that certain resolution adopted
by respondent Pittsburgh Tile & Mantel Contractors' Association on the
9th day of July A.D. 1929, making it an offense for member concerns
to deal in said product formerly known as 'Porstelain ', Prwided, That
this order shall not be construed as restricting the respondent Pittsburgh
Tile & ~Iantel Contractors' Association in determining the bona fide
eligibility requirements for membership therein."

1llr. PGad B. Morehouse for the Commission.
Davies, Jones, Beebe &: Busick, of Washington, D.C., and Alter,
Wright & Barron, of Pittsburgh, Pa., for respondents.

.

Col\IPLAINT

Acting in the public interest pursuant to the provisions of an act
of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create
a. Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and
for other purposes", the Federal Trade. Commission charges that
the respondents named in the caption hereof have been and are using
unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce in violation
of the provisions of Section 5 of said Act, and states its charges in
that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPll 1. Respondents, Pittsburgh Tile & Mantel Contractors'
Association, Certified Tile Corporation, Beach view Mantel & Tile Co.,
Dormont :Mantel & Tile Co., Highland Mantel & Tile Co., Lincoln
Mantel & Tile Co., Starr Tiling Co., and Twin City Tiling Co. are
all Pennsylvania corporations having their respective places of business in Pittsburgh. Respondent Frank J. Haggerty Mantel Co. is
a Pennsylvania corporation with its principal place of business at
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Homestead, Pa. Respondents David Morris, Frederick Lawrence
Gruf, and Fred L. Graf constitute a limited partnership formed
under the laws of Pennsylvania, doing business under the style of
Morris, Graf & Co., Ltd., and having their principal place of business at Wilkinsburg, Pa. Respondent Edward M. Aiken, doing business under the firm style of Aiken & Co., has his principal place of
business in Pittsburgh. Respondent R. E. Logan, doing business
under the style of R. E. Logan & Co., has his principal place of
business in Pittsburgh. Respondents Hettie A. McNeilly, Thomas
McCutcheon, James McNeilly, and Louis McNeilly are copartners
doing business under the firm style of McNeilly Mantel & Tiling Co.
with their principal place of business at McKeesport, Pa. Respondents Mary A. Spellman and James J. Spellman are copartners doing
business under the firm style of M. J. Spellman & Co. and having
their principal place of business in Pittsburgh. Respondent E. J.
Hubbert does business under the firm style of Standard Mantel &
Tile Co. and has his principal place of business in Pittsburgh. Respondent Pittsburgh Tile & Mantel Contractors' Association will be
hereinafter referred to as the, "Association". Respondents, other
than the Association and Certified Tile Corporation, are members
of the Association and are hereinafter referred to as " member
concerns". There are other tile and mantel dealers in Allegheny
County, Pa., who are, or were recently, members of the Association,
but are not joined herein as respondents. They are under suspension
from the Association pursuant to ~~~Ction taken as described in
paragraph 10.
PAR. 2. 'fhe Association was formed, as a corporation not for
profit, in 1904, under the name Mantel & Tile Dealers' Credit Association o£ Allegheny County. A change o£ corporate name to the
present title was authorized in 1919. The Association is not_ engaged in the sale or purchase of any commodity. It is a trade Association. It has no capital stock. The member concerns of the Association are dealers in tile and mantel in Allegheny County, Pa. They
not only sell tile and mantel and related materials, but contract with
purchasers for the installation o£ tile and mantel. In the regular
course of their business member concerns purchase the commodities
in which they deal from manufacturers thereof and others located
both in Pennsylvania and other States, and cause the same to be
transported from the said various States to their respective places
of business in the county aforesaid. Member concerns are in competition in their said described trade, both among themselves and
with nonmember corporations, partnerships, and individuals engaged in the purchase, sale, and installation of mantel, tile and
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similar materials. Member concerns have the major part of the tile
and mantel trade in said county.
PAR. 3. The Certified Tile Corporation was formed as a corporation for profit, in 1928, with 500 shares of stock of $100 par value
each. It is engaged in buying and selling tile and mantel and related materials, purchasing the same, in the regular course of its
trade, both in Pennsylvania and in other States, and causing the
said materials to be transported from the various States of manufacture to the warehouses of said corporation in Pittsburgh. Sales
of the materials so purchased by the Certified Tile Corporation
are by it made to member concerns of the Association exclusively.
The Certified Tile Corporation is in competition with other vendors
of the same or similar materials in the said county who cause the
materials so purchased to be transported from other States into
Pennsylvania for resale to member concerns and to others competing
with member concerns, as in paragraph 2 hereof alleged. The member concerns of the Association are subscribers to the stock of the
Certified Tile Corporation. The said stock and certificates thereof
are held by the Association in escrow as partial security for the adherence of member concerns to the policies of the Association hereinafter set forth. The Association controls the Certified Tile Corporation. The president, treasurer and secretary of the Association
are respectively the president, treasurer and secretary of the Certified Tile Corporation. Suspension from the Association is deemed
by the respondents to work a forfeiture of the stock in the Certified
Tile Corporation, owned by any member, during the period of any
member's suspension.
PAR. 4. The avowed purposes of the Association as set forth in
article II of its charter are as follows:
That the purpose for which the corporation is formed is the encouragement
and protection of trade and commerce among those engaged in the business of
dealing in mantels and tile in the County of Allegheny, in said Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, by inculcating among them just and equitable principles; by
establishing and maintaining uniformity in commercial usages; by acquiring,
preserving, and disseminating valuable business information; by avoiding and
adjusting, as far as practicable, the controversies and misunderstandings which
are apt to arise between individuals engaged in trade when they have no ackno,vledged rules to guide them; and by these means, to attain to the end that
membership in this corporation may be an assurance to the public of skill,
honorable reputation and probity.

PAn. 5. The member concerns have mutually bound themselves to
follow a uniform and concerted course of action on all matters, both
such as may be deemed to be within the purview of the charter provision of the Association set forth in paragraph 4 hereof, and on any
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other rule of action which the Association may adopt, subject to penalties, by the express terms of article VI, section 3, of the Association's bylaws, in manner following:
The members of this corporation shall be bound to abide by the decision or
the corporate body in all matters coming within the purview of the second
article of the charter of incorporation, and of the general policy of the corporation adopted pursuant to said second article, and the violation or departure from.
or willful disregard of either the general rules laid down by the corporation in
furtherance of the purpose of its creation, or of any particular rule of action
adopted and laid down by the corporation in any given case, shall upon conviction by the corporation, subject the party so violating, departing from or disregarding the rulings and general policy of the corporation, to the payment of a
fine in such sum as the corporation may, by resolution, fix.

In case of the nonpayment of any fine imposed upon any memberconcern, it is provided by article VIII, section 2, of the bylaws, that
the delinquent member shall be suspended from membership in theAssociation.
PAR. 6. All concerns joining the Association after the formation
thereof, have agreed, by the express terms of article IV, section 4, of
the bylaws, to abide by the policy adopted by the Association, as to
the conduct of the business in which they are engaged. Applicant
concerns, under article VI, section 7, of the bylaws, do not become
members in good standing in the Association until they have caused
signature to be duly authorized and made of the charter and bylaws
of the Association. The duty of reporting violations of the Association's policies, committed by member concerns, is expressly assumed
by all members under the terms of article VIII, section 1, of thebylaws.
PAR. 7. It is also agreed by the member concerns of the Association, by the express terms of article VI, section 1, of the bylawst
that no member shall resign from the Association so long as it is
engaged in the mantel business, the tile business, or both.
PAR. 8. Membership in the Association confers upon member concerns great advantages not enjoyed by nonmember competitors.
Among the said advantages are the following:
(a) The exchange of trade and credit information with other members;
(b) Credit prestige in the trade;
(c) Prestige in the trade as to the quallty of materials and workmanship~
(d) Tbe certification or guarantee of materials and workmanship by theCertified Tile Corporation, which are only available to member concerns;
(e) The prlvllege of buying certain materials which the Certl:ll.ed Tile Corportation has secured the exclusive right to sell in the aforesaid county and
which It sells to member concerns only;
(f) The privilege of buying certain materials through the Certified Tile Corporation at discounts greater than those obtainable by nonmember competing_
mantel and tile dealers;
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(g) 'l'he right to participate ln the dividends of the Certified Tile Corporation;
(h) The good will and cooperation of other member concerns; and
( i) The rights and privileges in general of membership in both the Association and the Certified Tile Corporation, and of stock ownership ln the latter
-corpora tlon.

PAR. 9. In 1929, certain of the member concerns of the Association,
not parties respondent herein, made contracts for purchasing and
importing into said Allegheny County, Pa., from the State of. Mis-souri, that certain enameled metal product known as "porstelain ",
which product said members were then installing and selling in competition with the materials installed and sold by other member con-cerns and by nonmembers engaged in said county in the business
described in paragraph 2 hereof.
PAR. 10. On July 9, 1929, a resolution was adopted by the Asso·ciation, wherein it was declared that dealing in said " porstelain "
was an offense within the provisions of the bylaws set forth in paragraph 5 hereof, and further, it was therein declared that member
concerns continuing thereafter to deal in " porstelain " would become
subject to the said bylaw provisions. Thereafter, the said member
concerns which had dealt in said "porstelain ", as in paragraph 9
herein set forth, having failed or omitted to discontinue their trade
therein, were by this Association fined in substantial sums, were suspended from membership in this Association and were excluded
from the advantages of such membership set forth in paragraph 8
hereof; and they are still deprived of said membership and its said
advantages.
PAn. 11. Among the purposes of the understandings and activities set forth herein in paragraphs 4 to 10, inclusive, are the
following:
(a) To prevent, insofar as possible, the purchase and importation into Penn-sylvania, and the sale of said "porstelain ", and completely to prohibit such
purchase, importation and sale by member concerns of the Association;
(b) To coerce certain member concems to break their contracts, previously
made, for the said purchase, importation and sale of said "porstelain";
(c) To diminish the confidence of the trade ancl of consumers in said
•• porstelain" and to prevent the establishment of such confidence;
(d) To damage and, Insofar as possible, to destroy the trade of both the
producers and the dealers in the said "porstelain" from other States Into
Pennsylvania and in that State;

PAn. 12. The effect of the understandings and the activities of
respondents as alleged above in paragraphs 4 to 10, inclusive, has
been and is as follows :
(a) To diminish and restrict the purchase, the importation from other States
toto Allegheny County, Pa., and the sales in said county, of said "porstelain ";
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(b) To close to the producers and shippers of said " porstelain " numerous
outlets for interstate trade therein;
(c) To bring to bear the coercive influences of ostracism, trade isolation and
the loss of the business and monetary advantages, hereinabove in paragraph
8 set forth, upon member concerns neglecting or refusing to adhere to the
policies and agreements of the Association as respects said " porstelain ";
(d) To impress upon member concerns against which action, as described
in puragt·aph 10, has not been taken by the Association, that they cannot deal
In said "porstelain" without Incurring serious penalties;
(e) To deprive dealers in tile and mantel of the free and unobstructed
conduct and control of their respective businesses in such manner as the managers of each concern rna~· deem fit, anu to intimidate and prevent dealers
from trading in said "porstelain ";
(f) To deprive the buying public of Alleg!;eny County, Pa., of the benefit of
the free and unobstructed competition between said "porstelain " and other
materials sold and used for the same or similar purposes;
(g) To substantially lessen, hinder, restrict and restrain interstate trade
in said "porstelain ", with resulting benefits to the trade of manufacturers of
and dealers in competing materials;
(h) To conduce to a monopoly in Allegheny County, Pa., in favor of the
materials approved by the Association.

PAn. 13. The practices and methods of competition hereinabove
described have the capacity and a dangerous tendency to substantially lessen competition in interstate trade in tile and mantel and
allied materials and to create a monopoly in favor of certain materials approved by the respondents, in an important market for these
materials, and said practices and methods have actually lessened
such competition in the said market. The said practices and methods
of competition of respondents are against the public interest and
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce between the
States, in violation of Section 5 of the aforesaid Act of Congress
known as the Federal Trade Commission Act.
OllDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having come on for final hearing by the Federal
Trade Commission upon the respondents' answer waiving all further
procedure and consenting that the Commission may make, enter and
serve upon them and each of them an order to cease and desist from
the methods of competition charged in the complaint and the Commission being fully advised in the premises, and it having been
stipulated and agreed by and between counsel for respondents and
counsel for the Commission that the names and designations of
certain of the respondents as they appear in the caption and body of
the complaint hereinbefore entered and served upon all of the following respondents, may be considered by the Commission as having
been amended to conform to the proper names and designations of
said respondents as they hereinafter appear.

PITTSBURGH TILE & MANTEL CONTRACTORS' ASS'N ET AL,
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It is now m'dered, That said stipulation and agreement be and the
same is hereby approved, that the complaint be so amended, and
that the respondents, Pittsburgh Tile & Mantel Contractors' Association, Certified Tile Corporation, Beechview Mantel & Tile Co.,
Dormont Mantel & Tile Co., Highland Mantel & Tile Co., Lincoln
Mantel & Tile Co., Starr Tiling Co., all corporations formed under
the laws of Pennsylvania; W. P. Ramsey, doing business as Twin
City Tiling Co.; David Morris, Frederick Lawrence Graf, and Fred
L. Graf, doing business as a Pennsylvania limited partnership association under the style of Morris, Graf & Co., Ltd.; Edward M.
Aiken, doing business under the style of Aiken & Co.; R. E. Logan,
doing business under the style of R. E. Logan & Co.; James Louis
McNeilly, Hattie A. McNeilly, and Thomas McCutcheon, copartners,
doing business under the style of MeNeilly Mantel & Tile Co.; Mary
A. Spellman and James J. Spellman, copartners doing business under
the style of M. J. Spellman & Co.; and E. J. Huber doing business
under the style of Standard Mantel & Tile Co., and the agents,
representatives, servants, and employees of each of them cease and
desist from directly or indirectly making application of any resolution, rule, bylaw, understanding or agreement, having for its purpose or effect interference with, or restriction upon the purchase,
sale, or importation into the State of Pennsylvania from any other
State of the United States of tiles or similar materials, including
a vitreous enamel tile on a steel base heretofore designated and
known as " Porstelain " manufactured and sold in interstate commerce by the Porcelain Tile Co., and particularly from giving any
further force and effect to that certain resolution adopted by respondent Pittsburgh Tile and Mantel Contractors' Association on
the ·9th day of July A.D. 192D, making it an offense for member
concerns to deal in said product formerly known as "Porstelain ",
Provided, That this order shall not be construed as restricting the
respondent Pittsburgh Tile & Mantel Contractors' Association in
determining the bona .fide eligibility requirements for membership
therein.
It is further ordered, That the respondents and each of them shall
within 60 days after service upon them of a copy of this order,
file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail
the manner and form in which they have complied with the order
to cease and desist hereinabove set forth.
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"\.'

Wl1ere the terms "Indian" or "Indian made", generally coupled with the
word "jewelry", or with the word or words "bracelet", "ring", "concha
belt", or other words descriptive of various articles of jewelry, had long
come to be known by the public as defining silver jewelry products made
by Indians of the Southwest, by hand processes exclusively, and to be
purchased by the public as such, and jewelry sold to the public under said
terms had acquired a reputation for beauty, artistic character, Individuality,
and wearing qualities, and enjoyed a wide, popular demand and distribu·
tion, and the Indians and Indian traders concerned had a valuable good·
w1II in said terms as applied to products hand-hammered and fashioned
exclusively by band tools and processes (enhanced by the widespread
sentiment in favor of the Indians, and the products of their arts and
handicrafts); and thereafter a corporation engaged in the production
of sUver jewelry by machinery, with Indian employees, white foreman,
officers and sales forces, and in the sale of said jewelry In competition both
with Indian traders and others selling jewelry made by Indian silversmiths, and with those engaged in the sale of machine made silver jewelry,
in styles simllar to those used by the Indians, under such designations
as " Indian design " jewelry,
Designated its said products as "Indian" or "Indian made" and sold the
same to dealer customers throughout the country as " Indian jewelry "
and "Indian made jewelry", and so labeled, and described the same in
catalogs and advertising literature furnished to its said customers,
with the e1rect that some were misled and deceived Into buying said much
more cheaply made products as and for those made exclusively by band
as aforesaid, there was put Into the bands of others, not misled, the
means whereby the public might be induced to buy its said machine-made
products as and for the much more costly and artistic products made by
band, and hand tool processes, exclusively, by Indians, its own customers
were aided in substantial numbers In sell1ng Its said products to numbers
asking for jewelry under said terms without realizing that they were made
in large part, or in any part, by machinery, and the public was thereby
caused to purchase its said less costly and lower priced jewelry as and
for that hand-hammered, fashioned, and ornamented by Indians by the use
of hand tools and processes, exclusively, and was induced In a large proportion of cases to purchase said articles which it otherwise would not
have purchased ; and
With the result that It was thereby enabled to undersell competitors selling
true Indian band-made jewelry, retailers were Induced to stock and sell
1ts said machine-made prouucts by reason of the great advantage thus
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enjoyed over retailers stocking and selling the much more costly Indian
jewelry, made by hand, exclusively, and with the tendency thereby to
eliminate true hand-made Indian jewelry from many outlets of trade, to
the detriment of the manufacturers and vendors of such jewelry, and with
great resulting hardship to Indian silversmiths throughout the Southwest,
great numbers of whom could not dispose of the hand-made products of
their skill, and the depression in the Indian jewelry line was thereby increased, and with the further result that competitors selling machine-made
jewelry, in Indian hand-made styles, as "Indian design", were injured
due to retailer's trade advantage in stocking and selling machine-made
articles sold to and by them under terms understood by the public as
designating the more costly, artistic, durable and prized hand-made products, as above set forth:
Held, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were to
the prejudice of the public and competitors, and constituted unfair methods
of competition.

Mr. Euqene W. Burr for the Commission.
Mr. John S. Simms, of Albuquerque, N.Mex., for respondent.
SYNOPSis or CoMPLAINT

Reciting its action in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Commission charged
respondent, a New Mexico corporation engaged in the manufacture
and sale of silver jewelry, and with factory and principal place of
business at Albuquerque, N.Mex., with misrepresenting nature, or nature of manufacture of product dealt in, and advertising falsely or
misleading in said respect, in violation of the provisions of Section 5
of said Act, prohibiting the use of unfair methods o:f competition
in interstate commerce.
Respondent, as charged, engaged as aforesaid in the manufacture
of such jewelry by machinery, by Indian workmen, supervised by
white foremen and operating modern equipment, including rollers,
dies, punching machine, acetylene torches, lathes and stamping machinery, represents its said jewelry products as " Indian Made"
and as made by the "Navajos", and (in certain advertising) as
made by the Indians by the primitive methods of hand production,
in soliciting the purchase of its said product by means of oral representations and by advertisements, circulars, leaflets, catalogs, and
other ways; notwithstanding fact that said products are :machine
made, of lower cost, and less beautiful than the Indian hand-made
products with their popularity and reputation for beauty and wearing qualities which the consuming public many years ago came to
associate, and still associates, with the term" Indian" and" Navajo"
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as applied to silver jewelry 1 and said various machine made articles
do r..Qt, as do those made by the Indians, differ, one from another,
but are uniform within the respective types.
Such acts and things, done by respondent, as alleged, "have the
capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive and do actually mislead
and deceive the purchasing public into the belief that the products
manufactured and offered for sale and sold by respondent as aforesaid, are products manufactured by hand by American Indians; and
they have the tendency and capacity to induce and have induced the
purchase of respondent's jewelry in reliance upon such belief; and
thereby have diverted and now divert trade from and otherwise
injure competitors of respondent", who include in their number
numerous " manufacturers, dealers and distributors of jewelry who
market such products under representations such as not to oo misleading or deceptive to the purchasing and consuming public."
Use by respondent, as charged, of such misleading and deceptive
terms and statements constitutes practices or methods of competition, "which tend to and do (a) prejudice and injure the public,
(b) unfairly divert trade from and otherwise prejudice, and injure
respondent's competitors, and (c) operate as a restraint upon and a
detriment to the fair and legitimate competition afforded by handmade Indian jewelry in interstate trade", and "said false, misleading and deceptive acts, practices and methods of respondent under
the circumstances a1.1d conditions hereinabove alleged are unlawful
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce" within
the intent and meaning of Section 5.
Upon the foregoing complaint, the Commission made the following
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, the Federal Trade Commission issued and served
a complaint upon the respondent, Maisel Trading Post, Inc., charging
it with the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce in
1 .As alleged in the oomplalnt "there are In the southwest portion of the United States
tribes of Indians, Including the Navajo Indians ln Ne'l'l Mexico and Arizona who for
many years have made, and still make, jewelry from silver by hand processes; and the
said Indians have through several generations developed great skill and artistic ablllty
in the said craft. The Bald craft bas a.cqulred certain tribal and religious significance
and 1t Is part ot the practice and tradition therein that no articles so produced by Indiun
band labor are Identical, one with another. The enid 'Indian' or 'Navajo' jewelry has
acquired a reputation for beauty and wearing qualities and a wide popularity nnd dis·
tributlon, and said Indians have a valuable good will In the terms 'Indian jewelry • anu
'Navajo jewelry' as applied to said band made products. The consuming public many
years ago came to usoclate, and still associates, with the said terms 'Indian' and
'Navajo', aa applied to silver jewelry, the significance of band-made products fashioned
and produced by Indian craftsmen."
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violation of the provisions of said act. Respondent appeared and
filed its answer. Thereafter hearings were held at Gallup, Santa
Fe, and Albuquerque, N.Mex., and evidence, both oral and documentary, in support of the complaint and in defense, was introduced
before a trial examiner duly appointed by the Commission. The
proceeding was submitted on briefs and oral argument and has been
brought on for final determination.
Now, therefore, the Commission, having considered the pleadings,
the oral and written argument and the record herein and, being duly
advised in the premises, makes this its report stating its findings as
to the facts and the conclusions drawn therefrom:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FA(.,'TS

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of New Mexico with its plant and
principal place of business at Albuquerque in said State. About
1927 a business for the production and sale of silver jewelry was
established by one Maurice Maisel, now president of respondent, and
this repondent was incorporated and took over the said business about
1930. Respondent has since conducted the said business.
PAR. 2. Respondent, in the regular course of said business, sends
sales agents, and advertising material from its said principal place of
business in New Mexico into other States and causes its said jewelry
when sold to be shipped from its said place of business in the State
of New Mexico to purchasers thereof located in numerous States of
the United States.
PAn. 3. In the regular course and conduct of its business respondent has uniformly been and still is, in constant competition with
other corporations and with individuals and partnerships which are
engaged in the sale and distribution of silver jewelry products
in trade among the States. Certain of respondent's said competitors
are so-called Indian traders and others who buy jewelry made by
Indian silversmiths or employ Indian silversmiths and sell the products of said Indians in various States of the country. Doth respondent and the said described competitors designate their merchandise as
"Indian" or "Indian made" which merchandise is produced by
Indians. Others of respondent's said competitors are engaged in
the manufacture and sale of silver jewelry not made by Indians, but
made in styles similar to those employed by Indians, and these competitors designate their products as "Indian design" jewelry. Respondent and both groups of competitors seek to sell their products
to the same class of customers, to wit, curio dealers throughout the
United States.
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PAR. 4. The Indians of the southwestern section of the United
States were not workers in silver before the Spanish conquest. The
making of silver jewelry was early taught to them by the Spaniards.
For generations many members of the Navajo tribe and of the Zuni
and other Pueblo tribes of New Mexico and Arizona have made silver jewelry exclusively by hand tools and processes. These Indians
have developed great skill and artistic ability in this craft and their
products ar:e widely recognized both by experts and the public as
a form of genuine art. The Indians in earlier times received the
silver in the form of coins, generally Mexican pesos. They now
usually receive it in tlie form of "slugs" of the standard fineness
of "coin silver". After applying heat the Indian silversmith beats
the softened silver into the desired form, whether a bracelet, ring,
concha for a belt, pendant or other article by hand-hammering and
fashions and decorates it by hand tools and processes. The article
is often decorated in part by precious stones of which the turquoise
is by far the most commonly used. The turquoises are received
from whites in finished form ready for mounting.
Many Indian silversmiths use modern hand tools and equipment
made by whites including acetylene torches, American or French
draw plates for drawing wire, dies, and molds. Others use more
primtive tools, dies, molds, and draw plates, largely made by
themselves. Machinery is not in use by Indian silversmiths except
that the stress of competition from producers of jewelry largely made
by machinery, intensified by respondent's misleading trade terms,
as hereinbelow in paragraph 10 described, has resulted in the introduction by a very few Indians of machine rollers to replace handhammering. Almost all Indian silversmiths working outside of
respondent's plant, however, maintain the exclusively hand methods
of production. After the article of jewelry is completely fashioned
and decorated there is a nonlustrous, white appearance which would
in time be removed by wear, but which until removed renders the
article unattractive to the public. This is best removed by machines,
buffing wheels, which are in use by many Indian silversmiths.
These wheels when legitimately used are not means of produchlon.
They are, however, sometimes used dishonestly to wear down new
jewelry so as to simulate and to sell, as old, articles of jewelry,
which have long been worn by Indians, and have for that reason
a sentimental value and a higher price on the market as " Old
Pawn"· The silver jewelry now made for a nation-wide distribution has a greater variety than that formerly made for the Indians
themselves. In the early days of the craft the Indians made and
acquired jewelry largely for personal ornamentation and as a means
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of investment of family savings. Articles once unknown to the
Indian craft are now fashioned by Indian silversmiths for sale to
whites, such as cigarette holders, knives, spoons and many others.
The tendency of the craft is also strongly toward lighter weight
articles as contrasted with the massive jewelry which the Indians
formerly made for themselves and other Indians. Genuine "Old
Pawn" articles are generally massive in their silver content and
are purchased chiefly by connoisseurs and collectors.
PAR. 5. Respondent employs in its plant only Indians as makers of
its jewelry products. The number so employed by respondent has
varied from about 12 to about 60. They are supervised by a white
foreman. The officers and sales forces of respondent are whites.
Respondent buys its silver in the form of sheets of various gauges
and rolls the same to the required thickness by machine rollers in
lieu of hand-hammering. The sheet is then stamped out by machinery as nearly in the required shape as practicable and is then
smoothed by hand-filing processes. If ornamented by turquoises the
latter are mounted by hand. If the ornamentation is wholly or in
part by design to be superimposed upon, or cut completely through
the article of jewelry, this ornamentation is produced by machine.
If the ornamentation is by the use of dies, the dies may be inserted
in a machine and the ornamentation made mechanically or, in other
cases, such ornamentation is added by the use of hammer upon handmanipulated dies.
Conchas for belts are made by machinery. There are processes of
annealing, bending, punching and soldering, which are necessarily
done by hand even in respondent's plant. Among types of machines
in respondent's plant used for making jewelry are the following:
Hand and power drop press, double-geared power rolling mill, foot
press, screw press, double bench crank machine, flexible shaft and
motor outfit and draw bench crank machine, together with other
machines for making tools to be used in silver jewelry making. The
use of machinery enables respondent to turn out many times the output per workman, which is possible under exclusively hand methods.
The greatest curtailment of time is in the substitution of machine
rolling for hand-hammering. The cost of production of respondent's products is far less than that of Indian hand-made jewelry
made in like designs and weight of material.
PAR. 6. The individuality, the artistic quality and the beauty of
the article is lessened to the extent that machine work replaces hand
work in any process of production of silver jewelry. The fashioning
of an article of jewelry by the hand application of a hammer is a
process of creation into which the silversmith puts his individual
102050"--35--VOLlS----4
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powers as a craftsman and artist. The substitution of mechanical
rollers, which reduce the silver to a sheet of precisely the thickness
required, diminishes greatly the quality of the product. Persons
who are familiar with silver jewelry made in Indian styles can in
general correctly sort the exclusively hand-made jewelry from that
made with the aid of machinery, on their quality distinctions, and in
particular they can distinguish jewelry which has been hand-hammered from machine rolled products. At times, however, pieces on
the border line of quality or pieces especially made to disguise the
method of production cannot be accurately distinguished. Handhammered jewelry is superior to that rolled by machinery in temper
and durability.
PAR. 7. With the increase of tourist travel to the southwest and
the development of the Indian curio business throughout the entire
country, the public demand for Indian hand-made jewelry has gradually increased. The silver jewelry products made by Indians by
exclusively hand processes have long been sold to the public as" Indian" or " Indian made ", terms generally coupled with the word
"jewelry" or with the word or words "bracelet"," ring"," concha
belt" or others descriptive of various classes of articles. The public
have long known and purchased the said exclusively hand-made
jewelry produced by Indians under these terms, constantly understanding by said terms that the product has been, not merely made by
Indians, but made by Indians by hand. The jewelry sold to the
public under the said terms has acquired a reputation for beauty,
artistic character, individuality and wearing qualities and a wide
popularity, demand and distribution. The Indians and Indian traders have a valuable goodwill in the said terms as applied to products
hand-hammered and fashioned exclusively by hand tools and processes. This goodwill is greatly enhanced by a widespread sentiment
in favor of the Indians and the products of their arts and crafts.
This public regard for articles purchased under the said described
trade terms adheres to the jewelry products of Indians only so far as
these products are exclusively made by hand tools and processes.
The desire to purchase and retain an article of " Indian " jewelry is
almost entirely destroyed if the ultimate buyer believes or learns that
the Indian maker thereof employed machinery in the rolling or
fashioning of the silver as a partial or entire substitute for handhammering and hand-ornamentation.
PAR. 8. Respondent sells its products to dealer customers throughout the country as "Indian jewelry" and "Indian made jewelry"
furnishing these dealer customers with catalogs, advertising literature and labels on its jewelry bearing these terms. The said cat-
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a.logs, advertising literature and labels come to the attention of
the ultimate buyer.
P .AR. 9. One effect of respondent's trade terms, as in paragraph
8 hereinabove described, is to mislead and deceive some dealer customers, though a minority thereof, into buying respondent's products in the belief that these products are made exclusively by hand.
Another effect is to put into the hands of other dealer customers,
who know that respondent's products are largely made by machinery,
the means whereby the public may be induced to buy, the products
of respondent as and for products exclusively made by hand tools
and processes by Indians. Dealer customers of respondent are thus
in substantial number aided by respondent's said trade terms in selling said products, and do sell them, to numerous customers who ask
for jewelry under the said mentioned terms and who do not realize
that respondent's products are made in large part, or in any part, by
machinery. The said use by respondent of said trade terms causes
the public to purchase respondent's jewelry in the belief that said
jewelry has been hand-hammered and fashioned by Indians exclusively by the use of hand tools and processes. Thereby the public
is induced in a large proportion of cases to purchase articles of respondent's jewelry which, but for the use of respondent's trade terms
hereinabove described, they would not purchase.
PAR. 10. The respondent, through the use of rollers and other machines, is able to produce as many times greater output than can be
produced by the same number of craftsmen producing by hand
tools and processes exclusively. Respondent can therefore undersell its competitors who make and market jewelry exclusively made
by hand. By the use of respondent's said described misleading trade
terms respondent obtains a great advantage over competitors who
sell true Indian hand-made jewelry. Retailers who stock and sell
respondent's products have an advantage over retailers who stock
and sell Indian jewelry made exclusively by hand. The public,
not realizing that respondent's jewelry is produced in large, or in
any, part by machinery tend to buy the lower priced article of
jewelry; hence retailers are induced to stock respondent's goods
in preference to Indian jewelry made exclusively by hand tools and
processes.
The tendency is to eliminate true hand-made Indian jewelry from
many outlets of trade to the detriment of the manufacturers and
vendors of Indian hand-made jewelry. This results in great hardship to Indian silversmiths throughout the southwest section of the
United States. Of the large Navajo tribe one-tenth approximately,
or 4,500 nre dependent for their livelihood on the silver jewelry
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craft. O:f the smaller Zuni tribe one-fifth and in other tribes many
are dependent upon this craft. Great numbers of Indian silversmiths who employ exclusively hand methods of production cannot
dispose o:f the products of their skill. This is only in part due to
the economic depression which strikes especially at luxury merchandise. Other products of Indian skill equally in the luxury
c.lass have been notably less curtailed in sales than Indian jewelry.
Tho depression in the Indian jewelry line has been increased by
the trade terms of respondent.
PAR. 11. Other competitors of respondent who manufacture and
sell jewelry made in general in the styles of Indian hand-made jewelry but who designate their products " Indian design " jewelry are
injured by respondent's use of the above described trade terms. By
their term "Indian design" jewelry these competitors at least partially place the trade and the public on notice that their products
are not necessarily exclusively made by hand tools and processes.
There is a trade advantage to the retailers in placing on stock an
article which is sold to them, and can the better be sold by them,
under trade terms which are understood by the public to describe
hand-made jewelry, over placing in stock so-called "Indian design"
jewelry.
CONCLUSION

Respondent's trade terms are literally true but mislead and deceive the public and divert trade from respondent's competitors to
respondent.
The use of said trade terms by respondent without such explanation as will prevent the misleading and deception of the public is
unfair and unlawful.
The acts and practices of respondent under the conditions and
circumstances described in the foregoing finding!'l are to the prejudice of the pubJic and respondent's competitors and consitute unfair methods o:f competition in interstate commerce within the intent
and meaning o:f Section 5 of an act of Congress entitled "An act to
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties,
and for other purposes."
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been considered by the Federal Trade
Commission upon the pleadings, the evidence received, and the oral
and written argument, and the Commission having made its findings
as to the facts and the conclusion that respondent, Maisel Trading
Post, Ine., has violated the provisions of an act of Congress approved
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September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes",
It is now ordered, That respondent, its agents, representatives, and
employees, shall cease and desist from designating, describing or offering any of its silver jewelry products, made partly by machinery,
for sale in interstate commerce by label, stamp, catalog, advertisement or otherwise, as "Indian" or "Indian made", either with or
without the addition of the word "jewelry" or the addition of a
word, or words for the class of article, as " bracelet ", " ring "
"concha belt", or the like, unless the label, stamp, catalog or advertising shall clearly and expressly state, in immediate context with the
said descriptive terms in conspicuous lettering at least three-quarters
as high and three-quarters as wide as the lettering of said descriptive terms, either that the jewelry so designated, described or offered:
{a) has been rolled by machine, or
{b) has been pressed by machine, or
(c) has been partly ornamented by machine, or
(d) that there has been used in its production a combination of
rolling, pressing and/or partial ornamentation by machine,
as may have been respectively the method of the manufacture of
respondent's various products so designated, described or offered for
sale: Provided, however, That the use of hand tools or nonmechanical equipment of whatsoever kind in production, and further that
the use of buffing wheels for the polishing of fully fashioned pieces
of jewelry, shall not preclude the use by respondent of the terms
" Indian" or " Indian made " for any hand-made product, without
the making of any explanatory statement.
It is further ordered, That respondent shall, within 60 days after
the service upon it of a copy of this order, file with the Commission
a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which it has complied with and conformed to the order to cease and
desist hereinabove set forth.
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Where an Individual engaged In Utah In pt·oduclng and marketing alfalfa
seed, including a variety thereof commonly designated and known as
"Grimm", and in the shipment of said seed in bugs into and through
various other States, to retail grain uealers, and mrect to ultimate purchasers, placed upon bags of his said seed, official Utah seed certification
blue tags, which he had caused to be taken and transferred from other
bags of seed inspected and certified by the State Department of .Agricul·
ture, notwithstanding fact that his aforesaid bags had neither been inspected
nor certified by said Department and uid not contain the highest quality of certified seed obtainable, nor seed of [lure "Grimm" variety as
understood from extensive use of such blue tag certification: with effect
of misleading prospective purchasers and purchasers Into the erroneous
belief that said seed was of the same purity of variety and pedigree and
had been subjected to the same careful verification of origin, purity of
variety, pedigree of quality, freedom from noxious weeds, and hardiness
as Grimm alfalfa seed of the highest quallty, inspected and certified by
aforesaid Department for the State of Utah, and with a tendency so t()
mislead, and to divert trade from competitors to himself:
Held, That such practices, under the circumstances set forth, were to the preju·
dice of the public and competitors, and constituted unfair methods of
competition.

Mr. PGad B. Morehouse for the Commission.
SYNOPSIS OF COMPLAINT

Reciting its action in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Commission charged respondent individual, engaged at or near the town of Delta, Utah,
in producing and marketing alfalfa seed, including a variety thereof
commonly designated and known as "Grimm", and in shipping
said seed into and through various other States, with misbranding
or mislabeling as to official indorsement or sponsorship, in violation
of the provisions of Section 5 of such Act, prohibiting the use of
unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce, in that respondents as alleged, places upon bugs of his said seed, neither containing highest quality of certified seed obtainable, nor seed of pure
Grimm variety, and neither inspected nor certified by the Utah De-
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partment of Agriculture, official Utah seed certification blue tags 1
taken and transferred from other bags inspected and certified by said
department; with effect of misleading purchasers and prospective
purchasers into erroneous belief that seed in question " is of the purity
of variety and pedigree and has been subjected to the same careful
verification of origin, purity of variety, pedigree of quality, freedom
from noxious weeds and hardiness as ' Grimm ' alfalfa seed of the
highest quality", inspected and certified by said department, and
with tendency so to mislead, and to divert trade from respondent's
competitors to it; to the prejudice of the public and competitors.
Upon the foregoing complaint, the Commission made the following
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an act or Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes",
the Federal Trade Commission issued and served a complaint upon
the respondent, :M. B. Lytle, an individual, charging him with the
use of unfair methods of competition in violation of the provisions
of said act.
The Commission duly served said complaint upon respondent on
the 11th day of March, 1933, stating its charges in that respect and
containing a notice of a hearing upon a day and at a place therein
fixed, to wit, the 14th day of April, A. D. 1933, at 2 o'clock in the
afternoon at the offices of the Federal Trade Commission in the city
of Washington, D.C. Respondent having failed to appear at the
place and time so fixed or to answer or to show cause why an order
should not be entered by the Commission, the said complaint was
thereupon reissued and served again by registered mail with a new
notice resetting the aforesaid hearing for the same place upon the
9th day of June, 1933, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon. At respondent's
requests extensions of time having been granted up to and including the 3d day of July, 1933, within which he might file answer to
the aforesaid complaint or show cause why an order should not be
entered by the Commission and respondent having continued in his
failure and refusal so to do, thereupon this cause came on for final
disposition upon the complaint pursuant to paragraph (3) of rule
III of the Rules and Regulations duly adopted for the purpose of
carrying out the provisions of the aforesaid act, due notice of which
was served upon respondent with the aforesaid complaint, and the
1 Matter alleged 1n the complaint relating to Inspection and certltlcatlon 1n question, Is
set forth 1n paragraph 2 of the tlnillngs, infra at p. 42.
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Commission having duly considered that respondent is in default,
and being fully advised in the premises makes this its report, stating
its findings as to the facts and conclusion drawn therefrom:
FINDINGS AS TO TIIE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is an individual who is now and for
more than two years last past, has been engaged, at or near the town
of Delta in the State of Utah, in the business of producing and
marketing alfalfa seed including a variety thereof commonly designated and known as "Grimm"· 'When sold, respondent causes the
said seed to be shipped in bags from Delta, Utah, into and through
various other States of the United States, both to retail grain dealers
for resale and direct to the ultimate purchasers thereof.
In the course and conduct of his business as aforesaid respondent
is and has been in direct and substantial competition with others engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of alfalfa
seed of the variety known as" Grimm"·
PAR. 2. For agricultural reasons widely known and approved, a
true knowledge of the source, origin, purity of variety, pedigree of
quality, freedom from noxious weeds, and hardiness is of great importance to the ultimate purchaser of alfalfa seed. Because of that
considered importance, the State Department of Agriculture of Utah
recognizes and regulates the inspection and certification of alfalfa
seed grown within said state by inspecting the alfalfa while growing,
passing upon the aforesaid factors, sealing the bags at the source,
supervising the cleaning of the seed, and attaching to those bags containing the highest quality of " Grimm " alfalfa seed a blue tag containing the State's official certification as to the source, purity of
variety, pedigree, origin, freedom from noxious weeds and hardiness.
Through extensive use such blue tag certification has come to and
does indicate to the purchaser that the bag to which it is attached
contains the highest quality of certified seed obtainable, and on that
account the purchaser pays a higher price than for other grades of
alfalfa seed.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of his interstate business as
aforesaid, respondent has caused to be placed upon bags of his alfalfa.
seed, which have not been inspected or certified to by the Utah State
Department of Agriculture and which do not contain the highest
quality of certified seed obtainable, and which do not contain seed
of pure Grimm variety, official Utah seed certification blue tags
which said respondent has caused to be taken and transferred from
other bags of seed which haYe been inspected and certified to by the
said State Department of Agriculture.
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The transfer and unauthorized use of the aforesaid blue tag by
respondent upon seed not officially inspected and certified to by the
Utah State Department of Agricuture has a tendency to and does
mislead prospective purchasers and purchasers into the erroneous
belief that the said seed was of the same purity of variety and pedi·
gree and had been subjected to the same careful verification of ori·
gin, purity of variety, pedigree of quality, freedom from noxious
weeds, and hardiness as Grimm alfalfa seed of the highest quality
which had been inspected and certified to by the State Department
of Agriculture for the State of Utah, and has a tendency to divert
·
trade from respondent's competitors to respondent.
PAR. 4. The acts and things above alleged to have been done by
respondent are to the prejudice of the public and to the competitors
of respondent who are engaged in the sale and distribution in inter.
state commerce of alfalfa seed, and are unfair methods of competi.
tion in commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of
an act of Congress entitled "An act to Create a Federal Trade Com·
mission, to define its powers and duties and for other purposes",
approved September 26, 1914.
CONCLUSION

The practices of said respondent under the conditions and circum.
stances described in the foregoing findings are to the prejudice of
the public and of respondent's competitors and are unfair methods
of competition in commerce and constitute a violation of Section 5
of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An
act to create a Federal Trade Commision to define its powers and
duties, and for other purposes"·
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having come on to be disposed of by the Federal
Trade Commission upon the failure of respondent to file answer
to the complaint of the Commission duly served upon him and upon
said respondent's failure to show cause why an order should not be
entered by the Commission requiring him to cease and desist from
the violations of law as charged in said complaint, and the Commis·
sion having made its findings as to the facts and conclusion that
respondent has violated the provisions of an act of Congress np·
proved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other
purposes ",
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It is now ordered, That respondent, M. B. Lytle, his agents, servants or employees in connection with the sale in interstate commerce
of alfalfa seed, cease and desist:
-(1) From placing or causing to be placed upon the bags or sacks
upon which such alfalfa seed is sold official Utah seed certification
blue tags, or in any other wise representing that his said seed has been
officially inspected and certified to by the Utah State Department
of Agriculture, when such is not the case.
(2) From attaching to the bags or sacks in which said seed is
so packed, distributed and sold, tags of the identical shade of blue,
which through extensive use have come to indicate officially certified highest quality alfalfa seed of the "Grimm" variety, when
such bags or sacks do not contain such quality and variety of alfalfa
seed-unless and until respondent in conspicuous printing on said
blue tags clearly and truly informs the purchasers and prospective
purchasers of the actual varieties and qualities of the said seed therein
contained.
It is further ordered, That the said respondent within 60 days
from and after the date of service upon it of this order shall file
with the Commission a report or reports in writing setting forth in
detail the manner and form in which they are complying and have
complied with the order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth.
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IN

THE MATTER OF

COOK PAINT & VARNISH CO. AND MARK L. JONES,
INDIVIDUALLY
<:OMPLAINT (SYNOPSIS), FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 1959.

Complaint, June 17, 1931-Decision, Sept. 23, 1933

Where a corporation engaged in the manufacture of varnish, paints, shellacs,
wood-fillers and kindred products, and its salesman or agent through whom
it contacted and solicited furniture manufacturing customers and prospective customers in certain States, paid and offered to pay to trusted employee foremen finishers of said manufacturing customers and prospective
customers, without their knowledge or consent, substantial sums of money
as a reward for recommending or procuring purchase of said corporation's
product.> by their employers, or as an inducement for continuing so to do,
or opposing purchase of competitors' product; with result that competitors
unwilling to resort to such practices found it practically impossible to
obtain any considerable business, trade was unfairly diverted to it, and fair
competition based upon price and quality was eliminated:
Held, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were to
the prejudice of the public and competitors, and constituted unfair methods
of competition.

Mr. Richard P. Whiteley for the Commission.
Littlepage & Littlepage, of 'Vashington, D.C., for respondents,
along with whom appeared McCune, Caldwell & Downing, of Kansas
City, Mo., for Cook Paint & Varnish Co.
SYNOPSis OF ColiPLAINT

Reciting its action in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Commission charged
respondent, a Delaware corporation, engaged in the manufacture
and sale of varnish, paints, shellac, wood-fillers, and kindred products, to manufacturers of furniture and others in various States,
and with principal office and place of business in Kansas City (and
with a Cincinnati division or branch called Blackburn Varnish Co.,
which trade name it used in the sale and distribution of certain of
its products in interstate commerce) ; and respondent individual, its
sales manager or general salesman, with bribing employees of com-
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petitors, in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of such act,
prohibiting the use of unfair methods of competition in interstate
commerce.
Respondent company, as charged, through respondent individual,
who acted in its behalf has during several years last past offered
and given to finishers, foremen, and other employees of manufacturers of furniture to whom it sells its said products, without the
knowledge and consent of said manufacturers, the respective employers of said employees, substantial sums of money as inducements
to influence said employers to purchase its products, to recommend
such purchases to their said employers or the use of its said products,
or as promised gratuities for having induced such purchases by such
employers or having recommended the use of its products to them,
such payments having been made by said individual in cash only, in
order to conceal said transactions and the identity of the donors.
Said acts and practices, as alleged, have tended to induce and have
induced the purchase of said company's products by furniture manufacturers, and have tended to divert, and have diverted trade from,
and thereby injured said competitors; all to the prejudice of the
public and respondent company's competitors.
Upon the foregoing complaint, the Commission made the following
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an act of Congress approved September 2G, 1914, the Federal Trade Commission issued and served a complaint upon the respondents, Cook Paint & Varnish Co., a corporation
organized, existing, and doing busines-s under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Delaware, and upon Mark L. Jones, an individual, charging them and each of them with! the use of unfair
methods of competition in commerce in violation of the provisions
of said act. Respondents having entered their appearance and filed
answers to the said complaint, hearings were had before a trial
examiner theretofore duly appointed and testimony was heard and
evidence received in support of the charge~ stated in the complaint
and in opposition thereto. Thereafter this proceeding came on regularly for final hearing before the Commission on the complaint,
answers, testimony and evidence received and briefs and oral argument in support of the allegations of the complaint and in
opposition thereto, and the Commission having duly considered the
record and being now fully advised in the premises makes thi,s its
report, stating its findings as to the facts and its conclusions drawn
therefrom:
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PARAGRAl'H 1. Respondent, Cook Paint & Varnish Co., is a corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue
of the laws of the State of Delaware with its principal office and
place of bu,siness in the city of Kansas City, State of Missouri, and
with an office in the city of Cincinnati, State of Ohio. Said respondent has a division or department called Blackburn Varnish
Co., which name respondent corporation uses as a trade name in
the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of certain of repondent corporation's products. The ::;aid division of respondent
corporation, namely, Blackburn Varnish Co., has its principal office
and place of business in the city of Cincinnati, State of Ohio. Respondent, Cook Paint & Varnish Co., is now, and for several years
last past, has been engaged in the manufacture of varnish, paints,
shellacs, wood-fillers, and kindred products, and in the sale and
distribution thereof to manufacturers of -furniture and others located
at places in various States of the United States. Said respondent
causes said products when so sold to be transported from its places
of business in the citie~ of Cincinnati, Ohio, and Kansas City, Mo.,
into and through other States of the United States to purchasers
thereof located in a State or States of the United States other than
the States of origin of said shipments, and in the course and conduct of its said business, r~pondent Cook Paint & Varnish Co. is
in competition with other corporations, partnerships, firms, and
individuals also engaged in the manufacture, sale, and distribution
of varnish, shellacs, paints, wood-fillers, and kindred products between and among the vario~ States of the United States.
P .AR. 2. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business re·
spondent Cook Paint & Varnish Co. employed respondent Mark L.
Jones as its salesman or general salesman, and said Mark L. Jones
was engaged, as the agent or representative of respondent Cook Paint
& Varnish Co., in the sale of said company's varnishes and kindred
products throughout various States of the United States, particularly
in the States of Virginia and North Carolina, from the latter part
of April, 1927, until the end of July, 1930.
PAR. 3. During the month of April, 1927, the respondent Cook
Paint & Varnish Co. acquired the plant equipment and inventory of the Blackburn Varnish Co., a corporation then engaged in
the business of manufacturing and selling varnishes and other kindred materials, with its principal place of business at Cincinnati,
Ohio. Thereupon, respondent Cook Paint & Varnish Co. caused the
said Blackburn Varnish Co. to be dissolved and a new corporation
to be organized under the laws of the State of Ohio, which new
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corporation was given the same name as that of the old corporation.
All of the stock of said new corporation has since been owned by
respondent Cook Paint & Varnish Co. and said new Blackburn Varnish Co. has been and is operated as a department or division of
respondent Cook Paint & Varnish Co. and under the direction and
control of said Cook Paint & Varnish Co officials. Prior to the acquisition by respondent Cook Paint & Varnish Co. of the property
of the old Blackburn Varnish Co., one Mark L. Jones had been and
was engaged as the salesman or agent or representative of said old
Blackburn Varnish Co. in the sale of its varnishes, paints, and kindred products under a written contract, whereby he received certain
commissions on all sales made by him.
PAR. 4. At the time that respondent Cook Paint & Varnish Co.
had under consideration the acquisition of the plant equipment and
inventory of the old Blackburn Varnish Co., there was outstanding
against said Blackburn Varnish Co. and its agents, representatives,
servants, and employees a cease and desist order issued by the Federal Trade Commission on July 19, 1926, forbidding said company
and its representatives to engage in the practices commonly known
as commercial bribery. An investigation had been carried on by an
organization known as the Unfair Competition Bureau of the Paint,
Varnish & Lacquer Industry, maintained by the members of the N ationa! Varnish Manufacturers' Association and of the Paint Manufacturers' Association of the United States, with regard to the activities of the said old Blackburn Varnish Co., particularly with respect
to the practice of commercial bribery, and with especial regard to the
activities of its aforesaid representative, respondent Mark L. Jones.
The said Unfair Competition Bureau had been organized January
1, 1918, with headquarters in ·washington, D.C., principally for the
purpose of suppressing commercial bribery in the paint and varnfsh
industry, in cooperation with the Federal Trade Commission. As
a result of this investigation, the head or director of said Unfair
Competition Bureau had obtained evidence showing that the said
old Blackburn Varnish Co., through several of its salesmen and
particularly through respondent Mark L. Jones, had been secretly
paying bribes to foremen of certain furniture manufacturers in Virginia and North Carolina in violation of the outstanding cease and
uesist order issued against the said company by the Federal Trade
Commission, and had turned said information over to the chief
examiner's bureau of the Federal Trade Commission for its attention. Subsequent to this investigation and while the matter was
still pending before the Federal Trade Commission, the aforesaid
head of the Unfair Competition Bureau of the Paint & Varnish
Industry, one M. Q. Macdonald, learned through trade papers that
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respondent Cook Paint & Varnish Co. was considering the acquisition of said old Blackburn Varnish Co.
The president of respondent Cook Paint & Varnish Co. at that
time was one Charles R. Cook, and he has continued as president of
respondent corporation up to the present time. Said Macdonald immediately got into communication with said Cook, and went to
Kansas City, Mo., in the early part of April, 1927, where, in a conference lasting several hours, he gave Cook full information about
the investigation he had made into the affairs of the old Blackburn
Varnish Co. and specifically informed him that the investigation
showed that said Blackburn Varnish Co. had been and was engaging
in the practice of commercial bribery in violation of the outstanding
cease and desist order of the Federal Trade Commission, and that its
activities in that regard had been and were being carried on principally through respondent Mark L. Jones. 'Vi thin two weeks after
this conference respondent Cook Paint & Varnish Co. acquired the
plant equipment and inventory of said former Blackburn Varnish
Co., took over its contract of employment with respondent Mark L.
Jones and continued Mark L. Jones in its employ as salesman and
representative until the end of July, 1930. At the time respondent
corporation took over the contract of employment of respondent
Mark L. Jones, said contract contained a provision that said Jones
should not give bribes, gratuities or any form of gift or subsidy to
any customer or any employee of such customers in contravention of
law or of the rules established by the Federal Trade Commission,
and a similar provision was placed in the subsequent contracts of
employment under which Jones served respondent Cook Paint &
Varnish Co. during the years 1928, 1929, and 1930. Other than including in its contracts with respondent Jones the provision that
said Jones would not engage in the practice of commercial bribery,
which provision had been included in the contract between Jones and
the old Blackburn Varnish Co., no effort was made by respondent
Cook Paint & Varnish Co., or by its officials, to see that respondent
Jones did not engage in the practice of commercial bribery, despite
the information conveyed by the Unfair Competition Bureau of the
industry as to his previous activities in that practice.
PAn. 5. In the southern part of Virginia and in the northern part
of North Carolina there are located a number of manufacturers of
furniture who purchase, for use in finishing their furniture, large
quantities of varnish, shellac, wood-fillers, and other kindred products. Among said furniture manufacturers were the ,V, M. Bassett
Furniture Corporation of Martinsville, Va., and the Bassett Furniture Co. of Bassett, Va. Each of the aforesaid two furniture manu-
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facturing companies maintain a department in which the furniture
manufactured by them is finished by the application of varnish and
other finishing materials and employ a number of workmen for that
purpose. The workmen so employed are under the supervision, direction and control of foremen, called foremen finishers. It is the
duty of the aforesaid foremen finishers to supervise the application
of the finishing materials and to report to their employers in what
manner said materials function and whether or not they are satisfactory. The foreman finisher for tlie W. M. Bassett Furniture
Corporation of Martinsville, V a., from August, 1928, to May 1, 1930,
was one A. F. Lambeth, jr., and the foreman finisher for the Bassett
Furniture Co. of Bassett, Va., from about August 1, 1927, to about
August 3, 1930, was one George W. Snyder.
Immediately after A. F. Lambeth, jr., entered the employment
of the W. M. Bassett Furniture Corporation as foreman finisher
in August, 1928, respondent Mark L. Jones called upon him at his
residence in Martinsville, Va., and told said Lambeth that he, J one~:.,
was going to sell materials at the '\V. M. Bassett Furniture Corporation. He informed Lambeth that he had a load coming in or
already in and that he would split his commission with Lambeth
on everything that he, Jones, sold to Lambeth's company. At the
time of his conversation Jones handed Lambeth $65 in cash. On
other occasions the said Jones paid Lambeth amounts ranging from
$390 to $454 each, always in cash, making at least eight of said
payments, totaling $2,977. Said Jones told Lambeth to bank the
money paid him as far away from home as possible, and Lambeth
opened an account for this purpose in Greensboro, N.C., some sixty
miles from Martinsville. Said Lambeth already had a banking
account in a Martinsville bank, where he deposited the salary paid
him by the W. M. Bassett Furniture Corporation. At no time,
throughout the whole period while these payments were being made
to said Lambeth by the said Jones, did said Lambeth or said Jones
tell anyone connected with the aforesaid W. M. Bassett Furniture
Corporation about said payments. And during the period when respondent Jones was paying the aforesaid bribes to said Lambeth,
no person connected with the said W. M. Bassett Furniture Corporation, except said Lambeth himself, knew that the said bribes were
being made.
PAR. 6. Immediately after George '\V. Snyder entered the employment of the Bassett Furniture Co. of Bassett, Va., as foreman finisher, in August, 1927, he met respondent Mark L. Jones on the
street in Bassett. Said Snyder had known said Jones for a number of
years. At the time of this said meeting in August, 1927, Jones
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handed Snyder about $200 in cash, stating that he was splitting
with Snyder the commission received by him, Jones, on varnish
and shellac that he was selling to the Bassett Furniture Co. for the
Blackburn Varnish Co. division of respondent Cook Paint & Varnish
Co. Jones also informed the said Snyder at that time that he
would pay him a certain percentage of commission so received by
Jones, and Jones continued to make payments to Snyder, always
in cash, and usually shortly after shipments of the respondent
corporation's products were delivered to the Bassett Furniture Co.
at Bassett, Va. On one occasion said Snyder drove over to :Martinsville, Va., to the Thomas Jefferson Hotel, with a foreman finisher,
by the name of Holbrook, employed at another factory, and called
to see respondent Jones in his room at the Thomas Jefferson Hotel.
On that occasion respondent Jones took Snyder in the bath room
and shut the door and there paid him $190 or $197 in cash. Upon
another occasion Snyder met said Jones at the Thomas Jefferson
Hotel in Martinsville, Va., and Jones introduced Snyder to a man
who was with Jones, telling Snyder that the man was his boss or
sales manager. Payments were made by respondent Jones to Snyder
on numerous other occasions, on an average of about once a month
and soon after shipments of respondent corporation's products came
in at the Bassett Furniture Co. factory. These payments averaged
$200 each. During the period of his employment with the Bassett
Furniture Co. and while these bribes were being paid to Snyder
by respondent Jones, neither the said Snyder or the said Jones told
anyone connected with the said Bassett Furniture Co. about said
payments. And during the period when respondent Jones was paying the aforesaid bribes to said Snyder, no one connected with the
said Bassett Furniture Co. except said Snyder himself knew that
said bribes were being paid.
PAR. 7. One Fred A. Hugenberg, who had been employed as as~dstant factory manager by the old Blackburn Varnish Co. prior to
the time respondent Cook Paint & Varnish Co. took over certain of
the Blackburn assets and business, was continued in that capacity
in the Blackburn Varnish Co. division of respondent corporation
from about April, 1927, to about the middle of the year 1928, when he
became assistant superintendent of said division and its local city
salesman for Cincinnati. In January, 1929, said Hugenberg was appointed manager of the Blackburn Varnish Co. division of respondent
Cook Paint & Varnish Co., continuing in that capacity throughout
the year 1929. During the period when said Hugenberg was manager of the Blackburn Varnish Co. division of respondent Cook
Paint & Varnish Co., he made several trips to certain furniture
1020~0"--35--VOLlB----~
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factories in the State of Virginia, said factories being customers of
respondent corporation, which said customers were solicited and sold
by said Mark L. Jones on behalf of said respondent corporation,
stopping at the same hotel and occupying a room adjoining that of
said Jones. While said Hugenberg was in his own or Jones' hotel
room on one of his said visits to Virginia he was introduced to A.
F. Lambeth, jr., and George 1V. Snyder by said respondent Mark
L. Jones. The said Lambeth and Snyder, at that time, were both
foremen finishers of furniture factories which were purchasing
respondent Cook Paint & Varnish Co. products through said Mark
L. Jones. Said Hugenberg at that time told said Lambeth that
respondent Jones would be around to see Lambeth every once jn a
while to look after what Lambeth was to get and that Jones would
fix things up with Lambeth. Said Hugenberg was introduced to
said George 1V. Snyder by respondent Jones as Jones' boss or salesmanager.
PAR. 8. Respondent Mark L. Jones was indicted by the grand jury
of Henry County, State of Virginia, at the July 1931 term of the
Circuit Court of saiU county, for corruptly influencing agents, servants and employees, to wit, A. F. Lambeth, jr., and George W.
Snyder, employees of 1V. M. Bassett Furniture Corporation and
Bassett Furniture Co., respectively, through the payment of certain
specific sums of money. Said indictment charged that said Mark
L. Jones, on certain specified occasions, did unlawfully promise and
give money and other gratuity of the value, respectively, of $65,$389,
$420, $389, $420, $420, $420, and $455 to A. F. Lambeth, jr., the employee and servant of 1V. 1\f. Bassett Furniture Corporation without
the knowledge and consent of the said 1V. M. Bassett Furniture
Corporation, with intent to influence the action of said A. F. Lambeth, jr., to the prejudice of the business of said W.l\L Bassett Furniture Corporation.
The aforesaid grand jury further charged in the same indictment
that said respondent .Mark L. Jones, on certain specified occasions,
did unlawfully offer, promise and give money and other gratuity of
the value, respectively, of $250, of $200, and $200, to the said George
Snyder, an agent, employee and servant of Bassett Furniture Co.,
Inc., without the knowledge and consent of the said Bassett Furniture Co., Inc., and with intent to influence the action of the said
George Snyder to the prejudice of the business of the said Bassett
Furniture Co., Inc.
The said grand jury further charged that said respondent Mark
L. Jones, at various times and places, in said county of Henry, State
of Virginia, from the 1st day of August, 1929, until the 1st day of
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January, 1930, did unlawfully offer, promise and give money and
other gratuity, of value, to A. F. Lambeth, jr., as the agent, employee
and servant of \V. M. Bassett Furniture Corporation, without the
knowledge and consent of the said W. M. Bassett Furniture Corporation, his employer as aforesaid, with intent to influence the action of
the said A. F. Lambeth, jr., to the prejudice of the business of the
said \V. M. Bassett Furniture Corporation.
The said grand jury further charged that the said respondent
Mark L. Jones, at various times and places, in said county of Henry,
State of Virginia, from the 1st day of August, 1928, to the 1st day
of August, 1930, did unlawfully offer, promise and give money and
other gratuity, of value, to one George Snyder, he, the said George
Snyder, then and there being an agent, employee and servant of
Bassett Furniture Co., Inc., and that he, the said Mark L. Jones,
then and there made said offer, promise and gift, of money and 'other
gratuity, to the said George Snyder without the knowledge and consent of the said Bassett Furniture Co., Inc., as employer as aforesaid, with intent to influence, the action of the said George Snyder, to
the prejudice of the business of the said Bassett Furniture Co., Inc.
Thereafter respondent Mark L. Jones appeared by counsel before
the Circuit Court of Henry County, Va., and pled guilty to corruptly
influencing agents, servants and employees as found by the indictment returned by the grand jury of the said county and, with the
consent of the attorney for the commonwealth and the defendant,
the court proceeded to hear and determine the cause without the
intervention of a jury, and after hearings, evidence and argument
of counsel found the said Mark L. Jones guilty as charged in the
indictment and sentenced said Jones to pay a fine of $500 and to
serve two months in jail. The said court further ordered that, as
there were circumstances in mitigation of the offense, the jail sentence be suspended during good behavior of said Jones for a period
of one year.
The bribes paid by respondent Jones to the aforesaid Lambeth
and to the aforesaid Snyder were the same bribes which said Lambeth and Snyder testified herein were paid them by Jones because of
the sales made by him to their respective employers of the products
manufactured and sold by respondent Cook Paint & Varnish Co.
PAR. 9. The respondent Cook Paint & Varnish Co. purchased the
plant equipment and inventory of the old Blackburn Varnish Co.
with full knowledge of the fact that the said company had been
engaging in the practice of commercial bribery, particularly through
its representative or salesman Mark L. Jones, and thereafter continued in its employ for a period of more than three years the afore-
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said Mark L. Jones, and took no adequate precautions to prevent
the ~ontinuance of the practice of commercial bribery by the said
:Mark L. Jones. During the period from April, 1927, to July, 1930,
inclusive, while the said respondent Mark L. Jones was in the employ of respondent Cook Paint & Varnish Co., the said company
p.aid said J on€s large salaries and commissions, amounting to the
sum of $49,616.01 for the period from April19, 1927, to December 31,
1927, inclusive, and amounting to $62,917.79 for the period from
January 1, 1929, to December 31, 1929, inclusive. No bona fide or
adequate effort was made by respondent Cook Paint & Varnish Co.
to ascertain whether or not respondent Mark L. Jones, during the
period from April, 1927, to July, 1930, was paying bribes to employees of customers or prospective customers out of the large sums
of money paid him as salary and commissions by respondent
company.
PAR. 10. The duties of foremen finishers in the :factories in which
furniture is manufactured by the '\V. M. Bassett Furniture Corporation at Martinsville, Va., and by the Bassett Furniture Co. of Bassett,
Va., include the supervision of the finishing work completely, from
the time the furniture enters the finishing department until the finish
has ooen entirely applied. The greater part of the exterior surface
of furniture made by these two factories is not upholstered and must
be treated or finished by the application of varnishes, such as those
manufactured by respondent Cook Paint & Varnish Co. The foreman finisher has a number of men working under him to do the actual
finishing work, but he has complete charge and supervision of their
work and is responsible for the way in which the furniture js finished.
While the foreman finisher does not purchase the finishing materials
used by his employer, he has to report to his employer as to how said
materials function and whether or not they are satisfactory. The
employers of Lamooth and Snyder, the foremen finishers who were
paid large sums of money by respondent Jones, relied largely upon
the opinion and recommendation of said foremen as to whether or
not the finishing materials used by them were satisfactory. One of
said employers testified that, while he examined the furniture after
it was finished with certain materials to determine whether its appearance was satisfactory, he relied pretty nearly 100 percent on the
recommendations of the foreman finisher, because said foreman was
the only man in the organization who knew anything about the finishing, or the mixture, or the application of the finishing materials.
PAR. 11. In trade territories where the representatives or sulesmen
.of paint and varnish companies make payments of substantial sums
.of money to employees of customers and prospective customers to
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induce such employees to use their influence in having their employers purchase or use the materials sold by the companies represented
by the salesmen giving such moneys, representatives or salesmen of
competing companies, not resorting tQ such practices, find it practically impossible to obtain any considerable amount of business. In
one instance a high class salesman employed by a company to travel
in the paint and varnish sales territory in Virginia and North Carolina reported to his employers that it was almost impossible to obtain
any business in that territory without resorting to the practice known
· as commercial bribery. Because of this report and of the unwillingness of the company in question to resort to said practices it withdrew
its representative from that territory, after expending a considerable
amount of money in an unsuccessful effort to obtain business legitimately. There are manufacturers of varnish and kindred products
who sell, or attempt to sell, or have attempted to sell their products
in commerce in competition with respondent Cook Paint & Varnish
Co. in the States of Virginia and North Carolina and other States of
the Union, whose companies do not engage in the practice known as
commercial bribery.
PAR. 12. The foregoing acts and practices of respondents, and each
of them, of secretly giving or offering to give substantial sums of
money to employees of customers or prospective customers of said
respondents, or those of said respondents' customers or prospective
customers, without the knowledge or consent of their employers, as
inducements to influence said employees to purchase the products of
respondents, or to recommend such purchases to said employers, or
to recommend to said employers the use of respondents' products, or
as promised gratuities for having induced such purchases by such
employers, or for having recommended the use of respondents' products to such employers or to influence such employers to refrain from
dealing or contracting to deal with competitors of respondents, or to
influence such employers to continue to deal with respondents have
had the capacity and tendency to injure respondents' competitors
and have injured said competitors by unfairly diverting trade from
their goods to those of respondents, and have otherwise injured said
competitors of respondents; and the effect of the aforesaid acts and
practices of respondents has been to eliminate fair competition
based upon the price and quality of competing products.
CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of respondents, and each of them under
the conditions and circumstances as deGcribed in the foregoing findings are to the prejudice of the public and respondents' competitors
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and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an act of Congress entitled "An
act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and
duties, and for other purposes ".
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answers of the
respondents thereto, the testimony and evidence introduced, and the
briefs and oral arguments of counsel for the Commission and counsel
for the respondent Cook Paint & Varnish Co., and the Commission
having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that respondents and each of them have violated the provisions of an act
of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for
other purposes",
It is now ordered, That respondent Cook Paint & Varnish Co., a
corporation, and its officers, directors, agents, representatives, servants, employees and successors, or each of them, and respondent,
Mark L. Jones, individually, in connection with the advertising,
offering for sale, and sale in commerce between and among the several States of the United States and in the District of Columbia of
varnish, shellac, paints, wood-fillers, and kindred products, do cease
and desist from directly or indirectlySecretly giving or offering to give sums of money to employees of
customers or prospective customers of Cook Paint & Varnish Co., or
those of its competitors' customers or prospective customers, without
the knowledge or consent of their employers, as inducements to influence said employees to purchase the products of respondent Cook
Paint & Varnish Co., or to recommend such purchases to said employers, or to recommend to said employers the use of respondent
Cook Paint & Varnish Co.'s products, or as promised gratuities for
having induced such purchases by such employers, or for having
recommended the use of respondent Cook Paint & Varnish Co.'s
products to such employers or to influence such employers to refrain
from dealing or contracting to deal with competitors of respondent,
or to influence such employers to continue to deal with respondent
Cook Paint & Varnish Co.
It is further ordered, That the said respondents, Cook Paint &
Varnish Co., a corporation, and Mark L. Jones, an individual,
within CO days from and after the date of the service upon them
of a copy of this order, shall each file with the Commission a report
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in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
they are complying and have complied with and conformed to the
order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth.
Commissioner Humphrey dissenting, in memorandum attached.

Dissent of Commissioner Humphrey
One of the one hundred and twenty-five employees of the respondent, Mark L. Jones, admitted three acts of bribery. He plead guilty
to these acts and was fined. All this occurred and Jones left the
employ of the respondent more than one year before the complaint
was issued. These three acts of Jones constituted the only wrongdoing charged in the complaint. This was stated by the attorney for
the Commission at the final argument of the case. There is no evidence and no act from which it can be presumed that such bribery
will ever be renewed. All the circumstance and evidence is to the
contrary. Under these circumstances, the Commission has no jurisdiction. There is no direct evidence of any kind that goes to show
that the respondent, Cook, ever knew anything about the actions of
Jones, complained of, and every act and circumstance, and Cook's
whole business career, gives a lie to such conclusion.
The witness, McDonald, is discredited by his own testimony, and
shown unworthy of belief. The other witnesses depended upon
to show knowledge on the part of Cook are confessed bribe takers.
The attempt to show guilty knowledge on the part of Cook by introducing pleas of guilty on the part of Jones, when Cook was in no
way connected with or had knowledge of the proceedings, is a legal
outrage and undoubtedly prejudiced the right of Cook.
But suppose, but by no means admitting, that the respondent did
know of these three acts of bribery committed by Jones-which as
I have said, constitute the only wrongdoing charged in the complaint-Do these three acts of one employee out of 125 constitute a
method of doing business by the respondent 1 'Vhat would be the
legal sense of issuing an order for respondent to cease and desist
from a practice when it is admitted that such practice was abandoned
more than three years ago, and more than a year before the complaint was filed and there is no testimony or circumstance from
which the inference can be drawn that it is to be resumed. I cannot see any justification for the expenditure of time and money in
the prosecution of a case that is so manifestly without public interest.
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IN THE MATTER OF

JOHN MoGRAW, E. A. GLENNON, COPARTNERS DOING
BUSINESS UNDER THE NAME OF ROYAL MILLING CO.,
ETC., AND INDIVIDUALLY
MODIFIED ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

Docket 159'1.

Order, Sept. 25, 1933

Order modifying order in 15 F.T.C. 38, relating to the use of trade or other
names which include the words "milling company", or words of like
import, and the making of representations, by concerns engaged in the
purchase, mixing, and sale of plain and selfrlsing flour, in competition
with others slmllarly engaged, and also with those actually grinding wheat
Into flour and making and selllng such products: as in the order set forth.

The motion heretofore filed by counsel for the Commission to modify the order to cease and desist that was originally issued by the
Commission in the above-entitled case, having been heretofore, after
due notice to respondents, presented and submitted to the Commission, and the Commission, having considered the same and being
fully advised in the premises, now sustains said motion to modify
said order to cease and desist.
It is therefore ordered, By the Commission that the cease and
desist order heretofore issued by the Commission in this case be, and
hereby is, modified by changing the period at the end of the first
paragraph thereof to a semicolon and adding immediately thereafter
the following words, to wit:
unless and until respondent shall insert and use also the words "Not Grinders
of Wheat" in Immediate conjunction with its title, corporate name, trade
name or other designation, and in letters equally legible and conspicuous, when
said title, corporate name, trade name or other designation is used on stationery,
letterheads, bags, containers, advertising matter, or otherwise.•

It is fwrther ordered, That all other portions of said original order
be and remained unaffected by this order. 2
• Snld paragraph required respondents, their representatives, etc., to" Cease and desist trom carrying on the business of selling fiour In commerce among
the several Statea ot the United States under a trade name or any other name which
Includes the words • milling company • or words of like Import, and trour making rep.
resentatlons through advertisements, circulars, correspondence stationery, or In any
manner whatsoever, designed to promote or otherwise atrect Interstate commerce, that
they or either of them is 11. manutacturer of fiour, or that the fiour sold by them or
either ot them comes direct trom manufacturer to purchaser, unless and unt!l respondents,
or the Individual respondent using such words or making such representations, actually
owns and operates or directly and absolutely controls a. factory or mill wherein Is made
by grinding or crushing the wheat berry any and all flour sold or otrered tor sale by
them or either ot them onder such title or naure, or by or through any such
representations."
• The second and remaining paragraph ot the order oonstltoted the usual compUance
provision calling tor such a. report w!tbln 60 days.
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Memorandum
MEMORANDUM:

Similar modifying orders were issued as of the same date in the
other cases of the Royal Milling group as follows:
D. V. JoHNSON, doing business under the name of TENNESSEE
GRAIN Co. and TENNESSEE MILLING Co. Docket 1598. (See 15 F.T.
48.)
NASHVILLE RoLLER MILLS ET AL. Docket 1599. (See 15 F.T.C.
49.)
SNELL MILLING Co. ET AL. Docket 1600. (See 15 F.T.C. 51.)
J. A. 'VELLs ET AL., doing business as State Milling Co. and Myracle Milling Co., and individually. Docket 1602. (See 15 F.T.C. 55.)
E. C. FAIRCLOTH, SR., ET AL., doing business as Cherokee Mills and
individually. Docket 1604. (See 15 F.T.C. 57.)

c.
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l\fAGNECOIL COMPANY, INC.
COMPLAINT AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. II
OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT, 26, 1914

Doc'ket 18-i6.

Complaint, June 16, 1930-0rder, Sept. 25, 1993

Consent order requiring respondent, Its officers, etc., in connection with the
sale in interstate commerce of its blankets or other products, fitted with
wiring devices, to cease and desist from,
Representing either orally, or by written or printed reading or pictorial matter
that,
(1) Said products(a) Constitute a great discovery or discoveries in electrotberapeutics or will
cure or prevent diseases, ailments atrord a beneficial or remedial influence
therein other than such as may result from beat afforded by said products
and from a subjective, mental stimulus or effect which may result from
hope and confidence in said products; or
(b) .Are based upon and make practical application of the biological, chemical
and other scientific discoveries and theories of well-known scientists or
are the result of painstaking tests and long experience; or
(c) When used as directed, transmit a radio-magnetic energy or a thermoelectromagnetism to the person using the appliance, causing an increased
activity and revitalizing of the organs and cells of the body, a charging
of the blood stream with electromagnetic energy, an elimination of poisons
and waste matters or a magnetic stimulation of the various cells of the
human body; with a resulting alleviation or cure of diseases or ailments
from which the person may be sutrering; or
(d) .Are used, endorsed and recommended by prominent and well-known physicians, scientists, hospitals, educators and other well-known and prominent
persons, and have been tested and endorsed by such persons and by institutions for medical and scientific research; provided that nothing in the
aforesaid paragraph shall be: deemed to prohibit it from advertising or
representing its said products as so endorsed or recommended where
treatment by beat or elimination by sweating are Indicated; or from
advertising or representing that its said products are endorsed and recommended by certain specified physicians and others for such purposes
as said physicians and others actually do recommend them, for where such
endorsements are confined to conditions where beat or ellmlnatlon by
sweating are indicated and no compensation in any form is paid
therefor ; or
(2) It occupies a large bullding in which Its products are manufactured and
Its business generally conducted and that it bas laboratories and an advisory and a consulting board of medical experts for analysis and advice
in cases where respondent's products are being or are to be used; provided
that nothing in such paragraph shall be deemed to prohibit it from advertising or representing that it occupies such portion of the building in
which it Is located as it actually does occupy.

Mr. Eugene lV. Burr for the Commission.
Ball, Musser & Mitchell, of Salt Lake City, Utah, for respondent.
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Acting in the public interest pursuant to the provisiOns of an
act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties,
and for other purposes", the Federal Trade Commission charges
that Magnecoil Co., Inc., hereinafter referred to as respondent, has
been and is using unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of said act, and
states its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Magnecoil Co., Inc., is a corporation
organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Utah, with its principal office and place of
business in Salt Lake City, State of Utah. It is engaged in the
business of manufacturing and selling, to persons located in various States of the United States, blankets and other appliances
through which are run or into which are woven copper wire connected to an attachment for plugging into an electric light socket,
and in causing said products, when so sold, to be transported from
the place of manufacture through and into other States of the United
States to the purchasers thereof. In the course and conduct of its
said business respondent is in competition with other corporations,
partnerships and individuals engaged in commerce between and
among the various States of the United States.
PAR. 2. In order to induce the public to purchase its said products, respondent causes to be inserted in newspapers, magazines,
periodicals, and other publications of general circulation throughout the United States and in certain sections thereof, advertisements offering its said products for sale and soliciting the purchase
thereof, and sends from its place of business in Salt Lake City,
State of Utah, to purchasers and prospective purchasers living at
points in various States of the United States, letters, pamphlets,
booklets, and circulars concerning its said products and offering
the same for sale. In the aforesaid advertisements and literature
respondent causes to be set forth many false, misleading, and deceptive statements and representations to the effect:
(a) That said products when used as a cover for the human body or a
portion thereof will benefit, cure and prevent all diseases, ailments and defects
of the human body, a great many of which are specified by name in said
advertisements and literature, and that such products constitute the greatest
discoveries in the field of electro-therapeutics. Whereas in truth and in fact,
respondent's said products have no curative or therapeutic value apart from
and except because of the heat generated by the electric current passing
over the wires of said products, that is, except as a beating pad, and will
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not benefit, cure or prevent any of tbe various diseases, ailments and defects
of tbe human body,
(b) That said products are based upon and make practical application of
the biological, chemical and other scientific discoveries and theories of wellknown scientists and are the result of painstaking and long experience and
tests. Whereas in truth and in fact, said products are not so based and
make no practical appllcatlon of any scientific discoveries or theories for
the cure or prevention of human diseases or ailments.
(o) That the said products when used as respondent directs set up a radiomagnetic energy and a thermo-electro-magnetism which is transmitted to
the person using the appliance causing an Increased activity and revitalizing
of the organs and cells of the body and a charging of the blood stream with
electro-magnetic energy, and an elimination of many times more poisons and
waste matters than is possible by any other metbod, and a magnetic stimulation of the various cells of the human body, with a resulting cure of any
disease or ailment of which the person may be suffering. Whereas in truth
and in fact, said products when so used do not produce any radio-magneticor thermo-electrcr,magnetism which is transmitted to or has any effect upon
the human body, and do not cause any results other than those which would
be produced as a result of and because of the heat generated in the appliances.
(d) That said respondent occupies a large building in which its products
are manufactured and its business generally conducted and tbat it has laboratories and an advisory and a consulting board of medical experts for analysis
and advice in cases where respondent's products are being or are to be used.
Whereas In truth and in fact, respondent occupies only a part of one :!loor in
this building and has no laboratory or medical advisory or consulting board.
(e) That said products are used, endorsed and recommended by prominent
and well-known physicians, scientists, hospitals, educators and other wellknown and prominent persons, and have been tested and endorsed by such
persons and by institutions for medical and scientific research. Whereas in
truth and in fact, said products are not and have not been so used, tested,
endorsed or recommended.
(f) Respondent makes other false, misleading and deceptive statements and
representations in lts said advertisements and literature of like tenor and
effect as the statements and representations In this paragraph above specifically set forth.
PAR. 3. The aforesaid false, misleading, and deceptive statements
and representations made by respondent in its advertisements nnd literature have the capacity and tendency to and do cause many persons to purchase and use respondent's products in the belief that
said statements and representations are true.
P .AR. 4. The above alleged acts and practices of respondent are
all to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors,
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within
the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an act of Congress entitled
"An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers
and duties, and for other purposes", approved September 26, 1914.
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ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been considered by the Federal Trade
Commission upon complaint of the Commission and the substituted
answer of respondent which answer constitutes a waiver of further
proceedings herein and a consent that the Commission may make,
enter, and serve upon respondent an order to cease and desist from
the methods of competition in the complaint herein alleged,
It is now ordered, That respondent, Magnecoil Co., Inc., its officers,
· directors, agents, employees, and successors do cease and desist from
advertising or representing either orally or by written or printed
reading or pictorial matter, in connection with the sale of its blankets, or other products fitted with wiring devices, in commerce between and among the several States of the United States, or between
any State and the District of Columbia, or between any State or
the District of Columbia and any foreign country, or in the District
of Columbia :
(a) That its blankets and other said products constitute a great
discovery or discoveries in electro-therapeutics or will cure or pre\"ent diseases, ailments or defects of the human body or will afford
a beneficial or remedial influence. therein other than such as may
result from heat afforded by said products and from a subjective,
mental stimulus or effect which may result from hope and confidence
in such said products of respondent; or
(b) That respondent's said products are based upon and make
practical application of the biological, chemical and other scientific
discoveries and theories of well-known scientists or are the result
of painstaking and long experience and tests ; or
(c) That the said products, when used as respondent directs, transmit a radio-magnetic energy or a thermo-electro-magnetism to the
person using the appliance causing an increased activity and revitalizing of the organs and cells of the body, a charging of the
blood stream with electro-magnetic energy, an elimination of poisons
and waste matters or a magnetic stimulation of the various cells
of the human body; with a resulting alleviation or cure of diseases
or ailments from which the person may be suffering; or
(d) That said respondent occupies a large building in which
its products are manufactured and its business generally conducted
and that it has laboratories and an advisory and a consulting board
of medical experts for analysis and advice in cases where respondent's products are being or are to be used; or
{e) That said products are used, endorsed and recommended by
Prominent and well-known physicians, scientists, hospitals, educators
and other well-known and prominent persons, and have been tested
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and endorsed by such persons and by institutions for medical and
scientific research.
Provided, however, that nothing in paragraph (d) contained shall
be deemed to prohibit respondent from advertising or representing
that it occupies such portion of the building in which it is located
as respondent actually does occupy; and nothing hereinabove in
paragraph (e) contained shall be deemed to prohibit respondent
from advertising or representing that its said products are endorsed
and recommended by said described persons and hospitals where
treatment by heat or elimination by sweating are indicated; or to
prohibit respondent from advertising or representing that its said
products are endorsed and recommended by certain specified physicians and for others for such purposes as said physicians and others
actually do recommend their use where such endorsements are confined to conditions where heat or elimination by sweating are indicated and no compensation in any form is paid therefor.
It is fwrther ordered, That the respondent, Magnecoil Co., Inc.,
within 30 days after the service upon it of a copy of this order,
file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail
the manner and form in which it has complied with the order to cease
and desist hereinbefore set forth.
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IN THE MATTER OF
E. R. SIERING, DOING BUSINESS UNDER THE TRADE
NAME OF DR. CHEESEMAN MEDICINE COMPANY
COMPLAINT AND ORDER IN R·EGARD TO THID ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC.
OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED ~EPT. 26, 1914
Docket 2092.

II

Complaint, Feb. 28, 1933-0rder, Sept, 25, 1933

Consent Order requiring respondent, trading under the name and style of
Dr. Cheeseman Medicine Co., his agents, etc., in connection with the sale
or offering in interstate commerce of a certain medicinal preparation, to
desist from advertising or in any otherwise representing directly or by
implication that (a) said preparation can be depended upon for relief in
female troubles, or (b) that letters or other statements concerning the
efficacy of the said preparation in the treatment of any ailment have been
authorized or signed by C. S. Cheeseman, M.D., when In truth and fact
such letters or statements are not so authorized or signed.

Mr. Robert H. Winn for the Commission.
COMPLAINT
Acting in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions of an act of
Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create a
Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for
other purposes", said Commission charges that E. R. Siering, trading
under the name of Dr. Cheeseman Medicine Company, hereinafter
referred to as respondent, has been and is using unfair methods of
competition in commerce, in violation of the provisions of Section 5
of said act, and states its complaint in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is an individual, having his principal
office and place of business at 11 East Twelfth Street, New York
City. Respondent is now and has been for more than two years
last past engaged in advertising and selling a medicinal preparation,
designated "Dr. Cheeseman's Pills", which is represented as a treatment for delayed or suppressed menstruation. Respondent causes
said medicinal preparation, when sold, to be transported from his
place of business in the City of New York, State of New York, into
other States of the Union to purchasers thereof at their respective
locations.
PAn. 2. Respondent, in the course and conduct of his business, has
tnade false or misleading statements and representations in advertisements inserted in various publications having interstate circula-
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tion, including "American Farming", issue of December, 1931, and
otherwise:
Ladies positive relief for delayed or overdue periods. Harmless • • •
Dr. Cheeseman's Pills-For delayed or suppressed periods, give positive
relief • • • Double strength in stubborn cases. Harmless • • •
• • • For delayed or suppressed periods give positive relief in stubborn
cases.
Millions of women throughout the world have used our famous pills for their
wonderful health giving powers.
Dr. Cheeseman's Pills regulate the system and quickly allay suffering and
relieve irregularities.
Every woman who values her health should always have a box of these
wonder pills convenient.
Avoid serious consquences-keep healthy-neglect is often dangerous.
They have banished untold suffering from millions of women throughout
the world.
• • • removes all worry and danger of suppressed periods.
The irregularities that menace the health and cause most of the headache,
backache, colic, and nervousness with which women are periodically afHicted
are eliminated through the use of Dr. Cheeseman's P1lls.
They have given relief in the most stubborn cases-and have proven one
of the greatest blessing womanhood has received from science.
There is no longer reason to suffer the periodic pangs of distress and pain.
Let Dr. Cheeseman's Pills solve your problem.
A trial wlll convince any woman.
They are officially guaranteed under the Pure Food and Drugs Act.
Dr. Cheeseman's Pills are certain to allay the suffering that comes from
monthly irregularities due to any cause.
Their reputation is founded on • • • unfaillng satisfaction.
They are • • • certain in their results.
These pills may be taken with perfect safety according to directions.
• • • Dr. Cheeseman's Pills have relieved women of worry and pain.
Let them do the same for you.

In truth and in fact said statements and representations were and
are incorrect in certain respects and exaggerated in others, in that
said preparation cannot be depended upon generally to induce menstruation; it does not possess health-giving powers; it is not harmless, and has not been guaranteed under the Pure Food and Drugs
Act. Said statements and representations have the capacity and
tendency to mislead and deceive the purchasing public into buying
said medicinal preparation, in the erroneous belief that they are
true, and that the use of said preparation will accomplish the results
set out or indicated in said advertisements.
PAn. 3. In the course and conduct of his business, respondent has
also distributed, in interstate commerce, to prospective purchasers of
his medicinal preparation, aforesaid, circular letters purporting to
have been signed by C. S. Cheeseman, M.D., when in truth and in
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fact said letters were not signed by C. S. Cheeseman, M.D., nor by
his direction.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of his business respondent is
in competition with corporations, partnerships, firms and individuals
engaged in the sale and shipment in interstate commerce of medici.
nal preparations used for the treatment of ailments similar to those
for which respondent recommends his "Dr. Cheeseman's Pills",
whose ability to compete successfully with respondent has been and
is being lessened and injured by the methods of respondent set forth
in paragraphs 2 and 3 hereof.
PAR. 5. The practices and methods of competition utilized by re·
spondent, described in paragraphs 2 and 3 hereof, are to the detri·
ment of the public and respondent's competitors, and constitute
unfair methods of competition in commerce within the intent and
meaning of Section 5 of an act of Congress entitled "An act to create
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for
other purposes", approved September 26, 1914.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having come on for final disposition by the Fed.
eral Trade Commission upon the complaint and respondent's answer
waiving hearing on the charges set forth in the complaint and re·
fraining from contesting the proceeding, thereupon pursuant to
paragraph (2) of Rule III of its Rules and Regulations duly
adopted for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of an act of
Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and
for other purposes", the Commission having considered that re·
spondent by such answer has thereby consented that the CoiiL.-nission
may make, enter and serve upon him an order to cease and desist
from the unfair methods, and the Commission being fully advised
in the premises:
It is now ordered, That the respondent E. R. Siering, trading
under the name and style of" Dr. Cheeseman Medicine Company"
and his agents, servants, representatives, and employees, in con·
nection with the sale or offering for sale in interstate commerce
of a certain medicinal preparation known and designated as " Dr.
Cheeseman's Pills" ce~se and desist from advertising or in any
otherwise representing, directly or by implication:
(1) That said preparation can be depended upon generally to
induce menstruation; or that it possesses health-giving powers; or
that it is harmless; or that it has been guaranteed under the Pure
102050"--35--VOLlS----6
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Food and Drugs Act; or that it has any therapeutic value whatsoever other than is actually the case;
(2) That letters or other statements concerning the efficacy of the
said preparation in the treatment of any ailment have been authorized or signed by 0. S. Cheeseman, :M.D., when in truth and fact
such letters or statements are not so authorized or signed.
It is further ordered, That respondent shall within 60 days from
the date of the service upon him of a copy of this order file with
the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which he has complied with the order herein set
forth .

•
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IN

THE l\fATTER OF

HIRES TURNER GLASS COMPANY
COMPLAINT (SYNOPSIS), FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN R·EGARD TO THE ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF SEC. 0 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 1985.

Complaint, Nov.

4, 1931-Decision,

Sept. 26, 1933

Where a corporation engaged in the manufacture and sale of mirrors, designated and advertised as "copper back", or "copper backed", or "backed
with copper", products made by it under licensed process involving the
covering of the retlecting medium with a mixture of shellac and copper
dust, spread thereon by brush or spray, notwithstanding fact that (1) said
products were not the more costly, expensive, durable and favorably known
mirrors, long prior thereto generally understood by the trade and ultimate
consumers from said terms as those in which the retlectlng medium ls
covered with a protective coating consisting of a continuous film or sheath
of solid metallic copper applied through the electro plating process, and (2)
said appllcations did not result in the appllcatlon to the glass of a solid
continuous metallic copper coating or film;
With tendency and capacity to confuse, mislead and deceive the trade and
members of the purchasing public as to the nature of manufacture of its
aforesaid mirrors, and induce the purchase and use thereof in such
erroneous belief, and divert trade to it from competitors engaged in the
sale of ordinary or similar mirrors, and from competitors engaged in the
sale of the genuine and more costly " copper back" or "copper backed"
mirrors, and who do not misrepresent the kind, structure or mode of manufacture of their respective products:
Held, That such practices, under the circumstances set forth, were to the
prejudice and Injury of the public and competitors, and constituted unfair
methods of competition.

Mr. Harry D. Michael for the Commission.
Mullen, Mullen, Shea & Massey, of Washington, D.C., for
respondent.
SYNOPSIS OF CoMPLAINT

Reciting its action in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Commission
charged respondent, a Pennsylvania corporation, engaged in the
manufacture of mirrors and other glass products, and with principal
place of business in Philadelphia, with misrepresenting product
as to nature or manufacture, and advertising falsely or misleadingly
in said respects, in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of such
act, prohibiting the use of unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce.
Respondent, as charged, engaged as aforesaid in sale of said
mirrors to furniture manufacturers, contractors, builders, and other
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users of mirror glass, advertises and describes as "copper back
mirrors", "copper backed mirrors", "mirrors backed with copper",
and by other similar designations, certain mirrors put upon the
market by it within the last two years, notwithstanding the fact that
said mirrors are not the preferred, genuine, copper back mirrors,
sheathed with copper through the electrolytic process, as known to
the trade and purchasing public from such designations, but are
made in the usual way through placing a coating of silver upon the
glass, and applying to such coating, by brush or other mechanical
means, a mixture of copper dust and shellac. 1
Said representations have the capacity and tendency to confuse,
mislead, and deceive the trade and the public into the belief that
respondent's mirrors are backed with a continuous sheath of solid
copper, without regard to the method used, or that they are so
backed with copper by the use of electrolysis, and to induce their
purchase and use thereof in such mistaken beliefs, and to divert
trade to it from competitors engaged in sale in interstate commerce
of ordinary mirrors, and those engaged in the sale of the more
costly, genuine" copper back" mirrors, whom it is enabled to undersell, while meeting, approximately, the prices of manufacturers of
the ordinary mirrors; all to the injury and prejudice of the public
and competitors.
Upon the foregoing complaint, the Commission made the following
REPORT, FINDINGS As TO THE FACTs, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes", the
Federal Trade Commission issued and served its complaint upon the
respondent, Hires Turner Glass Co., a corporation, charging said
respondent with the use of unfair methods of comp~tition in inter1 The process employed 1n making the genuine copper-back mirrors, as understood
by trade and public, and the advantages associated with such mirrors, and the preference
therefor, are alleged In paragraph I! of the complaint as follows:
PAR. 1!. That long prior to the time that respondent began to manufacture and sell
said mirrors and to describe them as aforesaid, other manufacturers of mirrors had
devised and used il method and m>Ode of covering the silver on the backs o! mirrors
with a continuous sheath or layer o! solid copper by the use of electrolysis, and such
mirrors had been described by the manufacturers thereof and had become e,nd are now
known In the trade and by the purchasing public as " oopper backed" or " copper back "
mirrors. That mirrors backed with a sheath of copper by the electrolytic process as
aforesaid came to be and are now known In the trade and among the purchasing public
as mirrors that will not deterLorate as ordinary mirrors do and that resist the action
of the atmosphere and climatic conditions, thus making them particularly suitable for
use in places where they are subject to exposure to fumes, steam, moisture, and water.
That many members of the trade and of the purchasing public prefer mirrors so
covered by a sheath of solid copper for the purposes aforesaid to mirrors oovered
with copper dust and shellac as used by respondent.
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state commerce in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of said
·act.
Respondent having entered its appearance and filed its answer to
said complaint, hearings were had and evidence was introduced in
support of the allegations of said complaint and in opposition thereto before a trial examiner of the Federal Trade Commission theretofore duly appointed.
Thereupon this proceeding came on for final hearing, and counsel for the Federal Trade Commission and counsel for respondent
having submitted briefs and having been heard in oral argument
before the Commission, and the Commission, having duly considered the record and being fully advised in the premises, makes this
its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Hires Turner Glass Co., is a corporation organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue
of the laws of the State of Pennsylvania, and has its factory and ·
principal place of business in the city o:f Philadelphia in the State
of Pennsylvania. Said respondent is now, and has been engaged for
more than twenty years last past in the manufacture of mirrors and
other glass products and in the sale thereof in interstate commerce
in and among the various States of the United States, and said respondent causes and has caused its said products when so sold to be
transported in interstate commerce from its said place of business in
Pennsylvania to, into and through States of the United States other
than Pennsylvania to persons, firms and corporations to whom or
to which its said products are or have been sold.
PAR. 2. In the summer of the year 1930 respondent began to
manufacture in commercial quantities and to sell in interstate com·
merce as aforesaid a type of mirror having a protective coating or
backing consisting of a mixture of shellac and copper dust or
powdered copper. Respondent continued to make and sell such mirrors as aforesaid in commercial quantities up to and during the
hearings of this cause. A small quantity of such mirrors had been
made by respondent in the fall of 1929. No general advertising
was done by respondent in connection with said type of mirror until
the spring or summer of 1930 when a large quantity of circulars
or folders was distributed in and among the trade. At first respondent made said type of mirror by applying the mixture of shellac
and powdered copper directly over the reflecting medium (silver
.nitrate). A coating of what is known in the trade as ordinary mirror
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backing paint was then applied. Later respondent reversed the relative position of these coats as to a considerable portion of such type of
mirrors made but also continued the said original method. Respondent applies the mixture· of shellac and powdered copper with
a brush but it may be applied with a spray.
Said mirrors are made by respondent under a license agreement
with Peacock Laboratories, Inc. There are other licenses of Peacock Laboratories, Inc., using the same process. Respondent was
one of the first, if not the first, of such licensees to use the Peacock
process and to advertise and promote the sale of the product. In
said folders previously referred to respondent described its said
mirrors above described as "copper back mirrors", " copper backed
mirrors" and "mirrors backed with copper." Said terminology
was also used by respondent, its officers, agents and representatives
in letters, invoices and other papers and communications and in conversations with the trade. Since the complaint herein was filed
respondent has used the expressions "mechanically copper sealed
nonelectrolytic" and "mechanically copper coated, nonelectrolytic ",
as well as the terms previously given, to designate its said mirrors.
PAR. 3. At the time respondent began to manufacture, advertise
and sell its said mirrors which it described as " copper back" mirrors and similar designations, and prior thereto, there was on the
market a type of mirror, known to and designated by a large and
substantial part of the trade and purchasing public as " copper
back" mirrors and "copper backed" mirrors which were, and are,
entirely different composition, structure, and characteristics from
respondent's said mirrors, as well as differing in process of manufacture. Said mirrors which had become .so known are characterized
by a protective coating on the back of the mirror of a continuous
film or sheath of solid metallic copper which is adherent to the
reflecting medium (usually silver nitrate). Such mirror backing
is and has been made by the electrolytic process which is also known
as the electroplating process. Mirrors of this type have been made
in the United States, advertised and sold commercially in large
quantities for various uses and purposes and in large sizes since 1925.
Prior to that time there had been manufacture of such mirrors in this
country to a more limited extent.
One such manufacturer has made such mirrors in this country
for special uses for more than 40 years. Others had made and sold
such mirrors since 1914. Some of such manufacture was for special
uses, some experimental, and some for only a short time or for a few
years. Moreover, mirrors of this type had been imported from
abroad and sold in this country in large quantities from about the
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year 1900 up to the period of the World ·war. Such importations
and sale have continued in a lesser degree from said period up to
the present time. Such mirrors were referred to and called generally in the trade as " copper back " mirrors or " copper backed "
mirrors in references to the same in conversations, letters and other
communications. Such use of the said terms included manufacturers, dealers, users and customers generally. Manufacturers and
dealers in said type of mirror familiarized the trade, including retail
dealers, architects, contractors, manufacturers of products using
such mirrors, and ultimate consumers, with said terms by means of
extensive advertising in various forms, correspondence, solicitation
by salesmen and otherwise.
One large manufacturer of said type of mirror placed a sticker
on the front surface of each such mirror made by it featuring the
term" copper back." Such stickers were used by the thousands and
mirrors on which they were placed were shipped to dealers and
ultimately delivered to consumers in all parts of the country. The
process of manufacture and nature of the product were explained
in letters to repres~ntatives of said company in all parts of the
United States and also in general advertising matter. This information was also passed on to members of the trade and customers by
salesmen and agents so that the said terminology and general method
of manufacture became known to the trade and customers of said
company who dealt in or used such product. "While another large
manufacturer of said type of mirror used a trade-mark name to
designate its said product, yet it was well known in the trade and
among users of such products that such trade-mark name stood for
the "copper back" mirror of that particular make. Moreover, in
referring to said make of mirrors in conversation, correspondence,
etc., the terms " copper back " or " copper backed " were commonly
and generally used. The advertising matter of this company also
described the general nature of the backing and, in some cases, the
process by which it is made. In other instances the term "copper
back" is used in connection with the trade-mark name. Said company also imported large quantities of such mirrors which were
known, described and sold as " copper back " mirrors. Other manufacturers of this type of mirror used the same descriptive terms in
the sale of their mirrors.
Said use of such terms, as well as knowledge of the general process
of manufacture and the nature of the product was well established
among a large and substantial portion of the trade and purchasing
public who deal in and use such products at the time respondent
and other licensees of Peacock Laboratories, Inc., began to manu-
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facture, advertise and sell the type of mirror made by them and
having thereon a protective coating of a mixture of shellac and
powdered copper and at the time respondent and such licensees began
to describe their type of mirror as " copper back " or by similar
designations. Other terms are and have been used to describe" copper back" mirrors made by the electrolytic process of the protective
copper backing thereof, such as "copper coated", "electro copper
plated", "copper plated", "electro plated", "copper plating",
"copper coating", "copper backing", "a thin sheet of copper",
"copper sheathing" and "electro plated copper backed", but all
such names are properly descriptive thereof either as a designation
of the product or of the process of manufacture or both. However,
none of such terms has been or is so generally or commonly used as
the terms "copper back" or " copper backed."
PAR. 4. The terms" copper back"," copper backed", and "backed
with copper" are aptly, truly and accurately descriptive of the mirrors made with a protective coating of a continuous sheath or film of
copper deposited on the reflecting medium by the electrolytic process. Such backs are in fact solid metallic copper. Said terms
are not aptly, correctly and accurately descriptive of the type of
mirror made by spreading upon the back thereof a protective coating consisting of a mixture of shellac and powdered copper regardless of whether such coating is immediately next to the reflecting
medium or separated therefrom by an intervening coating of ordinary mirror backing paint. Such a mixture of shellac and powdered copper does not form a solid metallic copper coating or film.
The metallic element is not continuous nor are the particles of
copper in metallic contact. Each particle of copper is surrounded
by a film of shellac and no part of the copper is adherent to or in
metallic contact with the reflecting medium. Such a mixture for
such use is properly described as a "paint."
PAR. 5. Ordinary or standard mirrors are made by first placing
upon the glass used a coating of silver nitrate or other material
which forms the reflecting medium. Over this reflecting medium is
then spread a thin film of shellac and over this is then applied one
or more coats of what is known in the trade as ordinary mirror
backing paint. Such mirror backing paint is also used on respondent's mirrors as aforesaid and also on the electrolytic " copper back "
mirrors heretofore described. The electrolytic " copper back " mirrors require expensive and special equipment to make, and usually
. sell for a higher price than ordinary or standard mirrors. Respondent's said type of mirrors requires no special equipment and sells for
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approximately the same price as ordinary mirrors or only slightly in
excess thereof.
Prior to the time respondent and other licensees using said Peacock process began to manufacture such mirrors, the electrolytic
" copper back " mirrors in and among a substantial part of the trade
and purchasing public, acquired a reputation as being mirrors of
high quality and long life and as being mirrors that would resist
adverse atmospheric and climatic conditions for a much longer time
than ordinary mirrors.
PAR. 6. From the time respondent began to manufacture and sell
its said mirrors which it described as " copper back " and by similar designations, it has been in competition in the sale of said mirrors in interstate commerce with manufacturers and dealers in the
ordinary type of mirrors above described and also with manufacturers of and dealers in " copper back " mirrors made by the
electrolytic process. During such time other individuals, firms, and
corporations in the various States of the United States are and have
been engaged in the manufacture of said ordinary mirrors and said
" copper back " mirrors made by the electrolytic process and in the
sale thereof in interstate commerce, and such manufacturers and
dealers have caused and do now cause their products, when sold by
them, to be transported from various States of the United States to,
into, and through States other than the State of origin of the shipment thereof.
PAR. 7. The representations of respondent as aforesaid in regard
to its said mirrors have had and do have the tendency and capacity to
confuse, mislead and deceive the trade and members of the purchasing public into the belief that such mirrors are backed with a continuous sheath or film of solid metallic copper which is adherent
to the reflecting medium or that it is backed with such a film of
copper deposited thereon by the electrolytic process, when in truth
and in fact they are not so backed. Said representations of respondent have had and do have the capacity and tendency to induce
members of the trade and of the purchasing public to purchase and
use said product because of the erroneous beliefs as above set forth,
and to divert trade to respondent from competitors engaged in the
sale in interstate commerce of said ordinary mirrors and also of said
" copper back " mirrors made by the electrolytic process.
PAR. 8. There are among the competitors of respondent in the sale
of its said mirrors those who in no wise misrepresent the kind,
structure or mode of manufacture of such competing products,
and respondent's acts and practices as hereinbefore set forth tend
to and do divert business to respondent from its competitors, to
the substantial injury and prejudice of such competitors.
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CONCLUSION

The practices of said respondent, under the conditions and circumstances described in the foregoing findings, are all to the injury
and prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors, and
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce and are in
violation of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its
powers and duties, and for other purposes ".
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondent, the testimony in support of the charges of said complaint and
in opposition thereto, briefs filed herein and oral argument by counsel for the Commission and for the respondent, and the Commission
having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said
respondent has violated the provisions of an act of Congress approved
September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Com·
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes",
It is ordered, That respondent, Hires Turner Glass Co., a corporation, its officers, directors, agents, representatives, servants, and employees in connection with the sale, offering for sale, or distribution
in interstate commerce of mirrors having thereon a protective coating consisting of a mixture of shellac and powdered copper, cease
and desist from designating the same as " copper back " mirrors,
"copper backed" mirrors, mirrors "backed with copper", or by
other word, words or expression of the same meaning or like import.
It iil further ordered, That respondent within 60 days from and
after the date of the service upon it of this order shall file with the
Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and
form in which it is complying with the order to cease and desist
hereinabove set forth.
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COMPLAINT (SYNOPSIS), FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 2068.

Complaint, Oot. 15, 193~.-Deoision, Sept. 26, 1933

Where a corporation engaged in the manufacture of vermin exterminator and
in the sale thereof to druggists and other retailers, for resale to the
ultimate purchaser, falsely represented through labels and other advertisements that said product would mummify carcasses of rats and mice
and prevent offensive odors therefrom, and supplied retail customers with
advertising of similar tenor for soliciting the b.usiness of the ultimate
purchaser; with result that such customers bought said product .in reliance upon the truth of such false representations, and repeated the same
to the ultimate purchaser who bought in reliance upon the truth thereof,
and with tendency to Increase the sale of said product to the injury
of competitors who did not pursue such methods, and whose ability to
compete was lessened and injured thereby, and to mislead and deceive
prospective purchasers as to effect, results and value of product in question, and divert trade to it from its competitors:
Held, That such practices, under the circumstances set forth, were to the
prejudice of the public and competitors and constituted unfair methods of
competition.

Mr. PGad B. Morehouse for the Commission.
SYNOPSIS oF CoMPLAINT

Reciting its action in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Commission charged respondent, a New Jersey corporation, engaged in the manufacture
and sale of an alleged vermin exterminator under the names of
"Rat Snap" and" Youells Original Rat Snap", and with principal
place of business in Plainfield, with misbranding or mislabeling,
advertising falsely or misleadingly as to nature of product, and
offering deceptive inducements to purchase, in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of said act, prohibiting the use of unfair
methods of competition in interstate commerce.
Respondent, as charged, engaged as aforesaid for more than two
years last past, in the sale of said product principally to various
druggists and other retail customers in the various States, through
its labels and other published advertisements "represents to its prospective customers that the said product, when used according to
directions printed upon the package, will mummify the carcasses
of the killed rats and mice, prevent offensive odor from the same, and
that cats and dogs will not touch it."
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Respondent :further, as alleged "also places in the hands of its
aforesaid retail customers advertising matter setting forth said falserepresentations, knowing and intending that the said representa·
tions are to be passed on to the ultimate consumer with the object.
and result of effecting a sale by the said retailer customer to the
said ultimate consumer."
Respondent also, "as a :further inducement to its prospective re·
tail customers", "has promised to cause to be inserted and paid for·
advertisements containing such false claims with the intent and
object and effect of promoting the resale of said product, and re·
spondent has thereafter failed and refused to perform according to.
such promise."
Respondent's prospective retail customers, as alleged "believing
and relying upon the truth of the aforesaid representations, havepurchased and do purchase respondent's said product, have resold
and do resell tne same to the ultimate consumer, and have repeated orpassed on the aforesaid false representations to the ultimate consumer, who in turn, believing and relying upon the truth of respond·
ent's representations relative to the effect of his said product, purchase the same from the said retailers " ; to the detriment of the
public and competitors, including those who do not pursue such
methods of competition, and whose ability to compete with it is and
has been lessened and injured thereby.
Upon the foregoing complaint, the Commission made the following
REPORT' FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, the Federal Trade Commission issued and served a.
complaint upon the respondent, Youells·Privett Exterminating Corporation, a corporation, charging it with the use of unfair methods
of competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of said
act. Respondent having entered its appearance and filed answerto the complaint herein, hearings were had and evidence was intro·
duced upon behalf of the Commission and respondent before a.
trial examiner of the Commission, duly appointed thereunto.
Thereupon, this proceeding came on for consideration without oral
argument, upon the record herein and brief of counsel for the Commission, after due notice to respondent, and the Commission having
duly considered the matter and being fully advised in the premises,
makes this its findings as to the :facts and its conclusions drawn
therefrom:
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FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized and existing ir.. the State of New Jersey with principal place of business at
Plainfield, in said State. Since 1926, it has been engaged in the
manufacture and sale of vermin exterminator under the name
"Youell's Original Rat Snap" principally to various druggists and
Qther retail customers for resale to the ultimate purchasers. Respondent has caused such product, when sold, to be shipped from its
place of manufacture in the State of New Jersey through and into
various other States of the United States to the purchasers thereof.
The Commission finds that in the conduct of its business, respondent
was and is in competition with other corporations, partnerships,
firms and individuals engaged in the sale and distribution of rat
poisons in interstate commerce.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business, as aforesaid,
through its labels and other published advertisements, respondent
has represented to its prospective customers that the said product,
when used according to directions printed upon the package, will
mummify the carcasses of killed rats and mice, prevent offensive
Qdors from the same, and that cats and dogs will not touch it. Respondent also places in the hands of its aforesaid retail customers
advertising matter setting forth said representations knowing and
intending that the said representations are to be passed on to the
ultimate purchaser with the object and result of effecting a sale by
the said retail customer to the said ultimate purchaser.
PAR. 3. The product manufactured and sold by respondent is a
hard cake composed of approximately 48 percent molasses, 35lf2 per<!ent grain cereal, 2.6 percent mineral constituent, 1¥.1 percent phosphorus, 13.3 percent water, a very small amount of hydrochloric acid,
and a trace of cyanide. The product is administered by leaving
<!rumbled portions thereof where they will be accessible to rats and
mice.
On behalf of respond~nt, lay testimony was received of instances
where rodents had succumbed to this poison and had left no odor.
A sample of respondent's product furnished by it was tested by the
Bureau of Biological Survey through its Division of Predatory
Animal and Rodent Control. The testimony of the witnesses who
conducted such test was that rats and mice after eating the poison
died but did not become mummified or dried up, and that there was
a most offensive odor therefrom. Briefly, these tests consisted o:f
placing hungry rats o:f different species in separate cages with five
grams o:f respondent's product in each cage. The following day all
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of the rats were dead and no offensive odors were noticed. The second day there was a noticeable odor. The third day the odor was
very noticeable and on the fourth day the odor became so strong and
repulsive that it was necessary to remove the dead rats from the
laboratories. The carcasses at that time were round and inflated
from decomposition and were not dried up nor mummified in any
way.
From a consideration of all of this testimony the Commission finds
that respondent's representation that the said product, when used
according to directions, will mummify the carcasses of the killed rats
and mice is false and misleading; and respondent's representation
that it will prevent offensive odors from the same is false and misleading. In paragraph 2 of the complaint it was alleged that respondent falsely represented that cats and dogs would not touch
his product. The Commission finds nothing in the evidence to sustain this allegation.
PAR. 4. Respondent's prospective retail customers believing and
relying upon the truth of the aforesaid false representations have
purchased and do purchase respondent's said product; have resold
and do resell the same to other ultimate purchasers, and have repeated or passed on to the ultimate purchasers the aforesaid false
representations and the ultimate purchasers believing and relying
upon the truth of such representations relative to the effect of the
said product have purchased the same from the said retailers.
PAR. 5. The testimony of representatives of competitive firms was
to the effect, and the Commission finds that such claims tended to
increase the sales of respondent's product to the injury of competitors who do not pursue the methods of competition hereinabove
described and whose ability to compete with respondent is and has
been lessened and injured by reason thereof.
PAR. 6. The use by respondent of the foregoing false representations in connection with the interstate sale of its product has the
capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive prospective purchasers as to the effect, results and value. of the use of this said
product and tends to divert trade from its said competitors to
respondent.
PAR. 7. The complaint further charged that respondent, as an
additional inducement to its prospective retail customers, promised
to cause to be inserted and paid for, advertisements containing such
false claims with the intent, object and effect of promoting the resale
of said product and that respondent thereafter failed and refused
to perform according to such promise. Respondent's testimony
was to the effect that promises of free advertising were never made
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in bad faith, but that in ~ertain instances such contracts were not
carried out, due to lack of capital. There is no evidence that such
failures constituted a method or business practice on the part of
respondent in connection with its interstate trade.
CONCLUSION

The practices of said respondent under the conditions and circumstances described in the foregoing findings are to the prejudice
of the public and respondent's competitors and are unfair methods
of competition in interstate commerce, and constitute a violation of
an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and
duties, and for other purposes."
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of
respondent thereto, the testimony taken and brief filed in support
of the complaint, and the Commission having made its findings as
to the facts and conclusion that the respondent has violated the provisions of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled
"An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers
and duties, and for other purposes",
It is now ordered, That the respondent Youells-Privett Exterminating Corporation, a corporation, and its agents, representatives,
servants, employees, and each of them, in connection with the sale or
offering for sale in interstate commerce of a rat poison of the same or
substantially the same composition as the poison heretofore known
as " Youell's Original Rat Snap ", cease and desist from making the
following statements and representations or statements and representations of like or similar import or effect:
(1) That such poison will mummify the carcasses of killed rats
or mice.
(2) That such poison will prevent offensive odors from killed
rats and mice.
It is fwrther ordered, That so much of the aforesaid complaint
as charges the respondent with falsely representing that cats and
dogs will not touch the said poison and with breach of agreements
with customers relative to advertising be, and the same is, hereby
dismissed on the ground that such charges have not been proven.
It is fwrther or'dered, That the respondent shall within 60 days
after service upon it of a copy of this order file with the Commission
a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which it has complied with the order to cease and desist hereinabove
set forth.
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IN THE :MA'ITER OF
S. vV. PIKE, SEEDSMAN, INC.
COMPLAINT (SYNOPSIS), FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 2086.

Complaint, Jan. 19, 1933-Decision, Sept. 26, 1933

Where a corporation engaged In the sale of seeds of various kinds, through
advertisements in newspapers and magazines of general circulation, and
through such agencies as post cards, catalogs, leaflets, and other printed
and written matter distributed through the mall,
(a) Represented that it would send free of charge two dozen Giant Darwin
Tulips, :fl.ve packages of assorted flower seed, one package of new Ever·
blooming Easter Lily and its catalog, for five names of friends who
love flowers and 20 cents to cover packing and postage, and that if accepted
within ten days it would send free of charge a beautiful hardy Chinese
Regal Lily bulb, and sent post-card communications or advertisements
advising the addressee that "As your friend informed us you are
interested in flowers, we have a free offer of 2 dozen Giant Darwin
Tulips together with our catalog to send you", and offered also to "send
post paid 5 pkts. assorted flower seed for fall or spring planting; 1 pkt.
New 'Everblooming Easter Lily' which will blossom most all summer
if planted now (also a wonderful house plant) all for only :fl.ve names
of friends who love flowers and 20 cents to cover packing and postage",
with the further offer to include, in event of acceptance within ten days,
"Free, a beautiful hardy, Chinese Regal Lily bulb", along with the assertion " This opportunity may never come to you again " ;
The facts being no Giant Darwin Tulips were sent, pursuant to said first advertisement, and the so-called "Free offer" was predicated upon an order
from its catalog, of $3 or more, neither said tulips nor lily bulb were
included without charge, but cost thereof was included in that of the
other items, and orders were received and accepted irrespective of any
ten-day limitation, which it included to indicate as unusual, its usual
an·d characteristic method of competition; and
(b) Made such pretended free offers in catalogs and other advertising distributed among purchasers and prospective purchasers as "we wlll send
40 large pkts. assorted vegetable and flower seed ; one-half dozen fine
Everblooming Tuberoses and 25 of our best named Gladioll in assorted
colors, measuring :Ph to 5 inches clrcum!erence, all for only 98 cents"together with offer to include, in event of acceptance within ten days,
"free a large blooming size Regal Lily that sells for 50 cents-don't ask
how we are able to do this, but take advantage of it now, for this offer
may never be made again", along with the assertion that "In appreciation
of your order, we give these wonderful free offers • • • taken from
our select stock", and "being large growers we are in a position to give
these wonderful otters to you", and made it its practice to distribute with
its catalog a so-called free otrer of two dozen large Giant Darwin Tulips;
The facts being that shipment of the tulips was conditioned upon the making
up of an order of $3 or more hereinabove set forth, and cost thereof and
of the Regal Llly bulbs was included in prices charged for other items, so
that it derived a compensation from any and all transactions resulting
from Its so-called "free offers", or any of them;
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With tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive the public into believing
said tulips and other things would be received without charge in return
for names of five friends and 20 cents to cover packing and postage, and
with effect of misleading and deceiving the public into acceptance of such
so-called free offer, and purchase of products catalogued by it, in accordance with the terms thereof, in the belief that it was offering its products
at reasonable prices, while furnishing purchasers those things described
in its so-called free offers, without charge to the purchaser or compensation
or return to it, and of diverting trade to itself from competitors offering
and selling their various products, truthfully advertised and described, and
with capacity and tendency so to mislead, deceive and divert:
Held, T11at such practices were all to the prejudice of the public and competitors, and constituted unfair methods of competition.

Mr. James M. Brinson for the Commission.
SYNOPSIS OF CoMPLAINT

Reciting its action in the public interest, pursuant to the pro\'isions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Commission
charged respondent, an Illinois corporation, engaged in the sale of
seeds of various kinds, and with principal place of business at St.
Charles, Ill., with advertising falsely or misleadingly in violation
of the provisions of Section 5 of such act, prohibiting the use of
unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce; in that respondent, engaged as aforesaid, advertises "free" offers of certain
seeds and bulbs, the facts being that the things thus advertised
free, are either not sent, or are predicated upon the making of certain other purchases, at a price sufficiently high to compensate respondent for the entire transaction, so that such so-called free articles
are not in fact included with other things ordered by the purchaser,
without cost to such purchaser; with effect of misleading and deceiving the public and of diverting trade to respondent from competitors truthfully advertising and describing their various products,
and with capacity and tendency so to mislead, deceive and divert;
all to the prejudice of the public and competitors.1
Upon the foregoing complaint, the Commission made the following
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes", the
Federal Trade Commission issued, and on January 21, 1933, caused
duly to be served on S. W. Pike, Seedsman, Inc., hereinafter designated respondent, its complaint, charging that said respondent ha.d
• The various allegations of the complaint, as set forth In detail therein, are fonnd
and set forth substantially verbatim in the findings, infra.
102050"-31!-VOL 18--7
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been and then was using unfair methods of competition in interstate
commerce in violation of the provisions of said act, fixing February
24, 1933, at the office of the Federal Trade Commission in Washington, D.C., as the time and place, for appearance or answer, and containing a copy of the Rules of Practice of the Commission with
respect to answer or failure to answer, the pertinent part thereof
being as follows, to wit:
Failure of the respondent to appear or to :flle answer within the time as above
provided for (referring to the time fixed for answer, not less than thirty days
from the service of the complaint), shall be deemed to be an admission of all
allegations of the complaint and to authorize the Commission to find them to.
be true, and to waive hearings on the charges set forth in the complaint.

The respondent having failed either to appear or to answer, or
to take any other action in this proceeding, or in relation thereto, at
or within the time fixed by the complaint, or at any other time, and
this proceeding having come on to be heard upon the complaint, in
accordance with the aforesaid Rules of Practice, and the Commission
having considered the record and being fuliy advised in the premises,
finds all the allegations of the complaint to be true and that the
respondent has waived hearings on the charges set forth in the
complaint and the Commission files this its report in writing stating
its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, S. '\V. Pike, Seedsman, Inc., is now, and
has been for several years last past a corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State
of Illinois, with its principal office and place of business at St.
Charles in said State. It has been, during said period, and now is,
engaged in the business of ofFering for sale and selling seeds of various kinds in commerce among and between the various States of the
United States, and when sold in pursuance of orders therefor received by mail, it has caused, and now causes such product or products to be transported from its said place of business at St. Charles,
in the State of Illinois, to purchasers located in the various States
of the United States other than the State of Illinois.
In the course and conduct of such business respondent has been,
and is in competition with individuals, partnerships, and corporations offering for sale and selling seeds in interstate commerce.
PAn. 2. It has been and is the practice of respondent to offer for
sale and sell its seeds by means of advertisements in newspapers and
magazines of general circulation in and through the various States
of the United States, and also through the agency or medium of post
cards, catalogs, leaflets, and other printed and written matter dis-
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tributed through the mails in and through the vanous States of
the United States.
As inducement to the purchase of its products respondent has, on
such post cards distributed as aforesaid, represented that it would
send free of charge two dozen Giant Darwin Tulips, five packages
of assorted flower seed, one package of New Everblooming Easter
Lily and its catalog for five names of friends who love flowers and 20
cents to cover packing and postage, and that if accepted within ten
days it would send free of charge a beautiful hardy Chinese Regal
Lily bulb.
In truth and in fact it has not been and is not the practice of
respondent to furnish free of charge, nor has it furnished free of
charge, two dozen Giant Darwin Tulips or any Giant Darwin Tulips
to persons who, in compliance with the terms and conditions of respondent's offer on its said post cards, have transmitted to respondent the required names of flower lovers and the 20 cents to cover
packing and postage. It has been and is the practice of respondent
to send such persons five packages of assorted flower seed, one package of New Everblooming Easter Lily, and, when accepted within
ten days, to send a Chinese Regal Lily bulb, together with the catalog
and a leaflet containing language purporting to be a :free offer o:f
two dozen Giant Darwin Tulips.
As further inducement to the purchase o:f its products respondent
has, in advertisements including such post cards, catalogs, leaflets,
and other printed and written matter, distributed in and through the
v-arious States of the United States as aforesaid, made false repre-.
sentations and statements to the effect that it was and is offering
to the public certain of its products free of charge.
The following is typical of the false and misleading representations of respondent in respect to one of its so-called free offers on
post cards:
As your friend informed us ~-ou are interesteu In flowers, we have a FREE
OFFER of 2 doz. Giant Darwin Tulips together with our catalog to senu you.
\ViJl also send postpaid 5 pkts. assorted flower seed for fall or spring planting;
1 pkt. New " Everblooming Easter Lily " which will blossom most all summer
if planted now (also a wonderful house plant) all for only 5 names of friends
Who love flowers & 20¢ to cover packing & postage. If accepted within 10
days, will include FREE a beautiful hardy Chinese Regal Lily bulb. This
opportunity may never come to you again.

The following is typical of the false representation of respondent
in respect to its so-called free offer which has appeared in catalogs
distributed by it among purchasers and prospective purchasers in
the various States of the United States:
To new customers: Just to prove to you the wonderful quality of "Pike's
~an't Be Beat" seeds and bulbs, we will send 40 large pkts. assorted Vegetable
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and Flower seed ; lh dozen fine Everblooming Tuberoses and 25 of our best
named Gladioli in assorted colors, measuring 3% to 5 inches circum., all for
only 98¢--If this wonderful offer is accepted within 10 days, will include FREE
a large blooming size Regal Lily that sells for 50¢-Don't ask how we ar1
able to do this, but take advantage of it now, for this offer may never be made
again.
In appreciation of your order, we give these wonderful FREE offers which
are taken from our select stock. Being large growers we are in a position to
give these wonderful offers to you. We doubt if any other concern in the country will duplicate these offers whicvh are good for 10 days from the time you
receive this catalog. Be sure to stipulate your choice on your order sent in.

It has been and is the practice of respondent to distribute with its
catalogs, among purchasers and prospective purchasers in the various States of the United States, a leaflet on which there appear near
the top thereof in large and conspicuous letters the words " free
offer." Below such words in conspicuous letters, but smaller than
those in which the words " free offer" are expressed, appear the
words "2 Dozen Large Giant Flowering Darwin Tulips", and
below such language is the following:
On every order made up from our catalog amounting to $3 or more we will
send two dozen large Giant Darwin Tulips in assorted colors. Our selection of
at least 12 kinds, absolutely free, if free offer is returned within 10 days.

In truth and in fact the products so offered to the public as free
by respondent were not and are not delivered, furn'ished, or supplied
free of charge, or without any compensation Ol" return to the respondent, and the cost of such products purported and purporting
to be given free of charge has been, was, and is included by respondent in the price purchasers have been and are required to pay for
products purchased from respondent in accordance with the terms
of its various so-called free offers.
The products of respondent described as Chinese Regal Lily bulbs,
offered free if the terms of such offer are accepted or fulfilled within
ten days, have not been and are not furnished free of charge, but on
the contrary respondent has been enabled and is enabled to derive
a compensation out of or from any and all transactions resulting
from its various free offers, or any of them.
The various offers have not been special or unusual but have been
and are the customary methods employed by the respondent in the
regular course of its business, and its restriction of certain of its
offers to a period of 10 days has been and is employed by respondent
in order to indicate as unusual a practice which, in fact, has been
and is its usual and characteristic method of competition, and it
has been and is the practice of respondent to disregard entirely the
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10-day limitation expressed in its advertisements, and to accept and
fill orders received by it from purchasers and prospective purchasers,
whether or not they have been accepted within 10 days.
PAR. 3. The language used by respondent on post cards distributed by it among purchasers and prospective purchasers in the various States of the United States, to wit:
As your friend informed us you are interested in flowers, we have a free
offer of 2 doz. Giant Darwin Tulips together with our catalog to send you.
Will also send postpaid 5 pkts. assorteu flower seed for fall or spring planting;
1 pkt. New "Everblooming Easter Lily" which will blossom most all summer
if planted now (also a wonderful house plant) all for only 5 names of friends
who love flowers & 20¢ to cover packing & postage. If accepted within 10
days, will include FTIEE a beautiful haruy Chinese Regal Lily bulb. This opportunity may never come to you again.

has had, and has the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive
the public into the belief that in return for five names of friends who
love flowers and 20 cents to cover packing and postage, respondent
would send two dozen giant Darwin tulips, five packages assorted
flower seed for fall or spring planting, one package of New Everblooming Easter Lily and a Chinese Regal Lily bulb, if its offer
should be accepted within ten days.
The so-called free offer of respondent distributed among purchasers and prospective purchasers in connection with its catalog,
has had and has the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive
and has misled and deceived the public into acceptance of such socalled free offer of respondent, and into the purchase of products
listed in its catalog, in accordance with the terms of such so-called
free offers, in the belief that respondent has been and is offering
for sale and selling its products for reasonable prices and yet furnishing purchasers thereof products described in such free offers
without charge to the purchasers and without compensation,
return or loss to respondent.
The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent have had the capacity and tendency to divert, and have diverted, trade to respondent
from its competitors offering for sale and selling in interstate commerce, their various products truthfully advertised and described.
CONCLUSION

The above and foregoing practices described in paragraph 2
hereof have been and are all to the prejudice of the public and competitors of respondent, and have been and are unfair methods of
competition within the meaning of Section 5 of the act of Congress
entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its
powers and duties, and for other purposes", approved September 26,
1914.
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ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been duly heard by the Commission upon
the complaint, in accordance with the provisions of its Rules of
Practice, therein set forth, and duly served upon respondent, and
the Commission having made its report in writing stating its· findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom that respondent, S. W. Pike, Seedsman, Inc., a corporation, has been and is
violating the provisions of the act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Commission,
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes",
It is ordered, That respondent, S. 1V. Pike, Seedsman, Inc., a corporation, its officers, agents and employees, in connection with offering for sale or selling its products in interstate commerce, cease
and desist from representing in postcards, letters, circulars or otherwise as follows :
(1) As your friend Informed us you are interested in flowers, we have a
tree offer of 2 doz. Giant Durwin Tulips together with our catalog to send you.
Wlll also send postpaid 5 pkts. assorted flower seed for fall or spring planting; 1 pkt. New "Everblooming Easter L!ly" which wlll blossom most all
summer if planted now (also a wonderful house plant) all for only 5 names
of friends who love flowers & 20¢ to cover packing & postage. If accepted
within 10 days, wlll include tree a beautiful hardy Chinese Regal Lily Bulb.
This opportunity may never come to you again,

and from making representations of similar tenor or import unless
and until each and every article of merchandise represented as
being offered purchasers is sent them in accordance with such
representations.
(2) That any of its products are offered free to the purchaser of other
products when the value of the former is included in the price of the latter.

It is further ordered, That respondent file with the Commission
within 60 days from and after service of this order, a report
in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form of its compliance with the order to cease and desist.
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IN THE MATTER OF

CARMAN-ROBERTS COMPANY, INC.
COMPLAINT AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. II
OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 2118.

Complaint, Aug. 11, 1938-0rdel', Oct. 9, 1988

Consent order requiring respondent corporation, its officers, etc., in connection
with the sale or offer in interstate commt•rce of alkalies, detergents or
cleansers, to cease and desist from substituting or passing off trisodium
phosphate as and for monosodium poosphnte, to purchasers or prospective
·
purchasers thereof.

Mr. PGad B. Morehouse for the Commission.
Frana&: Wright, of New York City, for respondent.
CoMPLAINT

Acting in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions of an act
of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and
for other purposes", the Federal Trade Commission charges that
Carman-Roberts Co., Inc., a corporation, hereinafter referred to as
respondent, has been using unfair methods of competition in inter-state commerce in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of said
act, and states its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Carman-Roberts Co., Inc., is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of
Delaware, with its principal place of business in the city of Pittsburgh, State of Pennsylvania. It was originally incorporated in
the year 1922 as "Laundry Supply Company", and adopted its
present corporate name November 5, 1929. For more than two years
last past it has been engaged in the sale, both at wholesale and retail,
of alkalies, and detergents or cleaners under various trade names,
mixed and compounded by it and consisting of such ingredients as
caustic soda, soda ash, trisodium phosphate and sodium bicarbonate.
When sold, respondent causes said products and compounds to be
shipped in kegs or barrels from its principal place of business in
Pennsylvania in, through and to various other States of the United
States for delivery to the purchasers thereof. In the course and
conduct of its business as aforesaid, respondent is and has been in
direct and active competition with other individuals, partnerships,
and corporations' engaged in the sale and .distribution in interstate
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commerce of like products and compounds. Respondent has never
mixed, compounded, sold or distributed in interstate commerce a
product known as monosodium phosphate.
PAR. 2. There are three forms of sodium phosphate, to wit: monosodium, disodium and trisodium, each form containing the number
of atoms of soda indicated by the name thereof. Monosodium phosphate has an acid reaction; disodium phosphate is neutral; trisodium phosphate is alkaline. While monosodium phosphate is a
more expensive product than trisodium phosphate-and is used as
the active principle in sal hepatica and other medicinal and carbonated waters and also as a re-agent in baking powders-the difference between it and trisodium phosphate is not apparent to the
eye.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid respondent has been following the practice of knowingly substituting
and shipping trisodium phosphate to purchasers who have ordered
monosodium phosphate and the said purchasers have unknowingly
accepted and paid respondent for trisodium phosphate under the
erroneous belief that respondent had complied with their order
according to the terms thereof and had not "passed off" or substituted an entirely different and less expensive product therefor.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid, by
means of filling with trisodium phosphate, the orders of purchasers
for monosodium phosphate, respondent has followed the practice of
misrepresenting the quality, composition, effect and value of the
commodity sold to the said purchasers, and they, believing and
relying upon the truth of said representation have bought and paid
respondent therefor.
PAR. 5. The acts and things above alleged to have been done, the
substitution as aforesaid, and the false and misleading representation
thereby made by respondent, are to the prejudice and injury of the
public and to the competitors of respondent, have the tendency
unfairly to divert trade from respondent's competitors to respondent,
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an act of Congress entitled "An
act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and
duties, and for other purposes", approved September 26, 1914.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having come on for final hearing by the Federal
Trade Commission upon respondent's answer waiving all further
procedure and consenting that the Commission may make, enter and
serve upon it an order to cease and desist from the unfair methods
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of competition charged in the complaint, and the Commission being
fully advised in the premises:
It is now ordered, That the respondent Carman-Roberts Co.,
a corporation, and its officers, agents, representatives, and employe~s, in connection with the sale or offering for sale in interstate
commerce, of alkalies, detergents or cleansers, cease and desist from
substituting or passing off trisodium phosphate as and for monosodium phosphate to purchasers or prospective purchasers thereof.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall, within 60 days
from the date of the service upon it of a copy of this order, file
with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail
the manner and form in which it has complied therewith.
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IN THE MATTER OF

AMERICAN COLLEGE,AMERICAN UNIVERSITY,DENTON
N. HIGBE, INDIVIDUALLY AND AS PRESIDENT OF
AMERICAN COLLEGE AND AS PRESIDENT OF AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, .AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. ~ OF .AN ACT OF CONGRESS .APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket

!OS~.

Complaint, May lS, 19Sf-Decisicm, Oct. 10, 1983

Where two corporations respectively engaged in the sale of correspondence
courses in, (1) "pedopractic ", through which course it was undertaken
to teach purchasers how to diagnose, treat and correct many disorders
and deformities of the foot, by manual physical procedure and other
methods, including dietetics, mechanotherapy, exercise, manipulations,
massage, etc., and, (2) physiotherapy, through which course, involving
such subjects and/or basic sciences as physiological therapeutics, mechanotherapy, nature cure, spinal adjustment, and suggestive therapeutics,
and anatomy, psychology, pathology, symptomatology and diagnosis, it
was undertaken to teach purchasers, by mail, how to diagnose, treat and
relieve human ailments by manual physical means, and by methods of
mental suggestion: and an individual, president and principal owner of
the capital stock of the two corporations, and by virtue of such ownership in active control thereof and manager and director of their policies:
(a) Falsely represented through their advertisements that graduates of the
course of "Pedopractic" should earn from $200 to $500 a month and that
their earnings might easily be from $400 to $1,000 a month, or more, or
even $50 a day, and that graduates in the course of physiotherapy could
have large clienteles, big lucrative practices, and amazingly big incomes,
with many physiotherapists earning from $3,000 to $5,000 a year, and that
the student, almost immediately after graduation, could earn a larger income than he made before taking it, facts being such representations were
so greatly exaggerated as to be false and misleading to prospective student
purchasers :
(b) Represented that the respective corporations contracted or undertook
to refund to the students of their respective courses every cent paid therefor, without red tape or delay, if earnings did not come up to the student's
expectations, or, in the case of the pedopruct!c course, l1 the students were
in any way dissatisfied with instruction and service received, or did not
feel capable of entering the work, or to continue their instruction until
satisfied, should their earnings prove disappointing, facts being such refunds were admittedly granted only un'der exceptional circumstances,
and were not grunted where a graduate's office, following opening thereof
by him, was thereafter closed by State authorities, and such represent&tlons were false and misleading:
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(c) Represented that no license was required by persons practicing methods
of diagnosis, treatment and correction which they undertook to
teach 1n the course 1n pedopractic, and that their home study course
in physiotherapy would qualify the student to practice such subject
successfully, facts being that licenses are required by the great majority
of the States as a condition precedent to diagnosis, treatment and correction of disorders and deformities of the foot, by persons who hold themselves out as qualified to treat and correct such ailments, or for diagnosis
and treatment of human ailments, as students in or graduates of the
course of physiotherapy would purport to diagnose and treat, for which
license the great majority of such students or graduates would not be
acceptable candidates; and
(d) Represented that millions of patients demanded the treatment in physiotherapy, for the giving of which only a few thousand were qualified, and
that students in and graduates of the latter course might qualify as
Physiotherapists and establish themselves in a profession, the services of
which were demanded, as aforesaid, with resulting ellmination of the long
wait so common to other professions:
With capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive the public and student and
prospective student purchasers into believing they were offering courses of
instruction which qualified students and graduates thereof to earn large
sums through the practice of the aforesaid subjects, that courses in question were offered under a money back arrangement, by which the money
paid would be refunded at the desire of the student, and that students in
and graduates of the courses were qualified to practice the things taught
therein in any State, without examination or license, and with result that
a large number of the public, in reliance upon such mistaken beliefs thus
induced, applied for and subscribed to said courses in preference to those
of competitors, who did not make such false, exaggerated, misleading and
deceptive statements and representations, and trade was thereby diverted
from them:
Held, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, constituted unfair methods of competition.

Mr. Robert H. 1Vinn for the Commission.
Mr. Leo Oonlon, of Chicago, Ill., for respondents.
CoMPLAINT

Acting in the public interest, pursuant to the prov1s10ns of an
act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties,
and for other purposes", the Federal Trade Commission charges
that 'American College, a corporation, American University, a corporation, and Denton N. Higbe, individually and as president and
principal stockholder of respondent American College, and as president and principal stockholder of respondent American University,
hereinafter referred to as respondents, have been and are using
Unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce in violation
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of the provisions of Section 5 of said act, and states its charges in
that respect as follows :
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent American College is a corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of Illinois, with its principal office and place of business
in the city of Chicago in said State. Respondent American Univer·
sity is a corporation organized, existing, and doing business under
and by virtue of the laws of the State of Illinois, with its principal
office and place of business in the city of Chicago, in said State.
Respondent Denton N. Higb€ caused respondent American College,
a corporation, and respondent American University, a corporation,
to be organized and incorporated and is the president and principal
stockholder of respondents American College and American University, and as such respondent Higbe owns and controls the said
respondent corporations and manages and directs their policies.
Respondent Higbe has his principal office and place of business in the
city of Chicago, State of Illinois.
Respondents' businesses consist in the sale and delivery by mail
and other means of transportation of certain courses of instruction
to subscribers or purchasers thereof located in various States of
the United States. After the said courses of instruction have been
subscribed for or purchased the respondents ship and cause to be
transported from their principal places of business in Chicago, Ill.,
the printed matter, examination questions, charts, information, and
paraphernalia comprising the said courses of instruction to the purchasers thereof located in a State or States of the United States
other than the State of Illinois. Said subscribers or purchasers
are members of the general public, and are hereinafter referred
to as students.
In the course and conduct of their said businesses respondents are
in competition with other corporations and individuals and with
firms and partnerships engaged in the sale and interstate delivery,
by mail and other means of transportation, of courses of instruction to subscribers or purchasers thereof located in various States of
the United States.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business as described in
paragraph 1 hereof, respondent American College, advertises and
offers for sale a course of instruction in a subject called by them
Pedopractic. This course of instruction is represented by respondent American College as a course of instruction in drugless and nonsurgical methods for the alleviation and correction of foot ailments.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as described in
paragraph 1 hereof, and in and about advertising and offering for
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sale the said course of instruction in Pedopractic respondent American College has inserted or caused to be inserted advertisements in
various periodicals, newspapers, and magazines having an interstate
circulation. Among others, the following representations and statements are included as a part of such advertisements:
Eam money as a foot specialist. Learn quickly at home • • "' Earn
While you learn • • • Build up a business or practice that will pay you
thousands yearly.
Earn big money as a foot specialist • • • Learn quickly at home iu
spare time • • • Earn while you learn • • • 'Ve teach you how to
quickly "cash in" on your knowledge.
Be a foot specialist. Earn more money • • • Learn quickly at home in
spare time • • • Earn while you learn. The demand for your services
Will be so great that you can start in your own home and earn the cost of
Your training while you are studying the course.

In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid respondent
American College caused letters, circulars, booklets and brochures
to be sent to those prospective students who have had their attention
directed to the course in Pedopractic offered for sale and sold by
respondent American College by such advertisements as those heretofore referred to or otherwise and who have requested information
regarding the said course in Pedopractic. These requests have been
received from various States of the United States, and respondents
caused. the said letters, circulars, booklets, and brochures to be sent
to such prospective purchasers from the State of Illinois to their
points of location in various States of the United States. In these
letters, circulars, booklets, and brochures the respondent American
College made the following, among other, statements and representations:
Of course, if you have the intelligence and the determination possessed by
the average individual who investigates Pedopractic, you will, in all probability, be able to make: a great deal more than you cau make in any other
Vocation open to you a11d be yow· own boss. But why be satisfied with just
a good income-say one of $3,000 to $5,000-when you can earn twice this
tnuch for a few years, by being the first Pedopractor in a lit'e and growing
community.

The cost of the training need not cause you to hesitate because you can
bl:'gin earning money when you finish the first half of the course and can
easily earn mol'e than the entire cost of the course before you have completed if.

But don't conclude that you will not get very much from each person, because you permanently correct their foot disorders and foot deformities. The
Permanent removal of the causes usually required a dozen calls or more, over
a course of several weeks, and you can easily collect from $2 to $3 a visit
and $10 to $20 for arch supports-fl'om $25 to $50 from each client-when the
advantages of your plan are pointed out.
How much any practitioner can earn will depend largely upon his skill,
l1!s experience, his personality, his business ability, the population of the
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community in which he Is located, etc. The earnings of Foot Correctionists
vary for the reasons stated, but it would be safe to say that one should make
from $200 to $500 a month.
Tl·e industrious student should have little difficulty in earning, during his
study of hls course, many times the cost of the course to him.
Foot correctionists earn large incomes "' "' • The average charge per
visit is $2. Time required is about fifteen minutes. This means an income
of $8 per hour or $50 daily. And once established there is no limit to the
number of patients the properly trained Pedopractor can attract.

In truth and in fact, the actual or probable earnings available
to those who subscribe for or purchase the correspondence course
in Pedopractic offered for sale and sold by respondent American
College are in most instances less than the amounts stated by said
respondent, or may be earned only after many years of practice. In
many jurisdictions students or graduates of this course would not be
allowed to engage at all in the practice of Pedopractic without
obtaining a license by passing an examination given under the supervision of the State government, or satisfying the legal requirements
calling for professional training in an approved school, or both.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of its business ~s described
in paragraph 1 hereof, respondent American College in soliciting
the sale of and selling its correspondence course in " Pedopractic"
in interstate commerce has written or caused to be written and has
published or caused to be published letters, circulars, booklets, and
brochures; which letters, circulars, booklets and brochures respondent has sent or caused to be sent to prospective purchasers of its
said correspondence course located in various States of the United
States. In the said letters, circulars, booklets, and brochures said
respondent has published or caused to be published certain statements
and representations, among which are the following:
Is

A

Lrc1!lNsm REQuraw?

• • • So far as we know, there are no laws in any State providing
for the examination and licensing of Pedopractors or those who use only
the methods Included In our course in Pedopractlc. The legal rights of Phy·
sicians, Surgeons, Osteopaths, Chiropractors, Chiropodists and Podiatrists
are clearly defined in the laws which provide for their examination and licensing. None of the practitioners, nor none of the boards providing for their
examination and licensing, have any legal or other right to modify, alter,
amplify or broaden th<. definitions of their systems of practice to Include any
measures, methods or procedures which the legislatures enacting the laws did
not intend to have Included in the laws.

In truth and in fact, the statutes of many States provide that chiropodists or podiatrists cannot practice in such States without having
first secured a license. Most of them provide that the app1icant for
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a license must pass an examination, or that the applicant must have
attended for a certain period of time a school or university teaching
the subject for the practice of which the applicant is to be licensed,
and the said school or university must be one which is approved by
the licensing authorities in the State for which the license is to be
given, or both. Many of the said statutes define chiropodists, podiatrists, or other forms of medical or drugless practice in terms sufficiently broad to bring students and graduates of the course in Pedopractic in the respondent American College within the terms of the
statute. Respondent Ameri~n College, with reference to its course
in Pedopractic, is not an approved school or college within the
meaning of such statutes in any State o£ the United States.
PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of its business as described in
paragraph 1 hereof respondent American College in soliciting the
sale of and selling its correspondence courses in interstate commerce
has caused the same to be widely advertised in periodicals, newspapers, and magazines having an interstate circulation, and also
through the medium of letters, circulars, booklets and brochures
circulated by it or .caused by it to be circulated in interstate commerce,
containing the following, among other, statements and representations;
Now that you know that we are really asking you to make an investment-and
an investment which will pay you greater returns than any other legitimate
investment-and our aafe-{luarding your investment by agreeing to retundl your
deposits to you if your earnings do not come up to your expectations, I am
quite sure that you will arrange to join us without further delay.
• • • you have evidently overlooked the tuition refund agreement. This
legal, binding, straight-forward contract to refund every cent you pay, without
red-tape or delay, makes it possible for you to find out for yourself, without

l'lsk, just what I can and wlll do for you.
We take all the risk of your being IJatis{ted. You need not hesitate because
You fear the picture that we are painting is "too good to be true." If we fail
in any way to give you the instruction or service we promise you or if you do
not feel capable of entering the practice of this work, we will either continue
to instruct you until you are satisfied or will refund the money you have paid us.
• • • We will accept your enrollment with the Bimple, straight-forward,
and perfectly fair, written agreement to refund to you the money you pay us
if you are in any way dissatisfied with the instructi-on and service you receive--

You to be the sole judge.
Our tuition refund agreement enables vou to find out for yourself just what
I can and wm do for vou-without your risking a cent .
.More that that, I am agref>ing to ma,ke you successful or to refund your
money if I fall.
I take all the risk of your not being satisfied, but I have

no fear of your not making good because I have been doing this for fourteen
years and I know what I can do.

These said statements and representations have the capacity and
tendency to deceive and mislead the consuming public into the belief
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that the said correspondence course offered for sale and sold by respondent American College is offered on a money-back arrangement
whereby the purchasers thereof may claim and obtain a refund of the
purchase price thereof if, as and when for any reason they become
dissatisfied with the course or with earnings obtained as a result of
taking the course or after graduating if they fail to be successful in
their profession. As a matter of fact any refund by the respondent
is conditioned upon the respondent being satisfied that the student
has honestly endeavored to complete the course and second, as a
condition precedent to any refund by !1e respondent, the study material must be returned to the respondent by express within two
weeks after the time when the student finishes the course, and further that the student notify the respondent by registered mail of his
desire for a refund, stating the student's reasons for desiring such
refund.
PAn. 6. In the course and conduct of its business as described
in paragraph 1 hereof respondent American University is now and
for more than one year last past has been engaged in conducting
a school, offering for sale and selling correspondence courses, the
curriculum of which includes a correspondence course in physiotherapy, and in the sale and distribution of such course in commerce between and among various States of the United States, causing the
printed matter, examination questions, charts, information and paraphernalia comprising said course when sold to be shipped from the
place of business of respondent American University, located in the
State of Illinois, to purchasers thereof located in a State or States
of the United States other than the State of Illinois.
PAR. 7. In the course and conduct of its business as heretofore
set forth respondent American University, in and about soliciting the
sale of and selling its correspondence course in physiotherapy in
interstate commerce has caused the same to be advertised in periodicals, newspapers, magazines, and other publications having an
interstate circulation, and also through the medium of pamphlets,
folders, circular letters, and other printed matter distributed by it
in interstate commerce, and which advertisements and advertising
matter contained, among others, the following statements and
representations:
Drug less hen ling! A new easy way to master it at home and earn big
fees. • • • In other words, there is waiting for you a. dignified profession, a large clieutele, and amazing big incomes. • • • Big money for
you 1l you act at once.
You can become a physiotherapist. Many earn $3,000 to $5,000 a year. • • •
Here is a dignified profession with amazingly pt·ofl.t8ble possibilities and everywhere a waiting clientele. • • • You can quickly establish a practice
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of your own or you can assist physicians or administer to patients in their
own homes.
Drugless healing! A new, easy way to master it at home and earn big
fees. • • • In other words, there is waiting for you a dignified profession, a large clientele, and amazing big incomes.
First, let us take the cost in money. The total cost of the course may
appear to be a rather large sum, but it really amounts to only a few cE>nts
a day for a few months' time. Even if it is necessary for you to take these
monthly payments out of the amounts you would otherwise spend for food,
clothing, entertainment, or something for your home, is this too much to pay
for training that wilZ enable you to eat whatever you want to eat, wear the
flnest clothes, and to have a magnifl,cently furnished. hOme and; the luxuries
and the reorea.tions of tnose who nave the determination and. the oourage
to climb over tne obstacles between themselves and successr

You can qualify as a Physiotherapist in a comparatively short time and, on
graduation, you will find that you can quickly establish yourself in your
profession and immediately reap the rewards that await the qualified Phy~;io
therapist. The study of Physiotherapy offers you the easiest way to acquire a
professional training in a profession that is comparatively new, scientifically
sound, of great benefit to humanity, lucrative in practice, and one that will
assure your social and professional standing in the community in which you
practice.
One outstanding advantage of mastering our course in Physiotherapy, which
is perhaps not sufficiently emphasized in our printed literature, is that the
completion of the course enables one to enter a profession and to obtain the
recognition and the benefits everywhere accorded to professional people.
• • • There are millions of patients seeking and demanding Physiotherapy treatment and only a few thousand qualified to serve them! There
is no other profession, vocation or occupation offering such possibilities of
immediate returns in the way of increasc'd income, professional recognition
and better social standing.
Now that you know that we are really asking you to make an investmentand an investment which will pay you greater returns than any other legitimate investment-and. are safeguarding your investment by agreeing to refund
your deposits to you if your earnings do not come up to your expectations, I am
quite sure that you w!ll arrange to join us without further delay.
I have shown you by testimonial letters what our graduates have done and
are doing in the way of building up big lucrative practices. I have told you
that I would see that you received the same personal, individual instruction
that has made others so successful • • •
If you are hesitating because of the expense in connection with your training, you should remember that one of the big advantages of Physiotherapy,
over all other professions, is that almost immediately upon graduation you
can earn a larger income than you are now making. The big demand for
qualified Physiotherapists entirely eliminates the long waiting period after
graduation which is so common to other professions. Many of our students
earn the cost of their training long before they finish the course.
Our home study course in Physiotherapy will qualify you to successfully
practice Physiotherapy, either as an assistant to a medical or drugless physician, in charge of a Physiotherapy department in a hospital or sanitarium, or
as an independent practitioner. • • •
102050"-35-VOL 18--8
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• • • you have evidently overlooked the tuition refund agreement. This
legal, binding, straightfonoord contract to refund every cent you pay, without
red tape or delay, makes it possible for YOU to find out for yourself, without
risk, just what I can and will do for you.

In truth and in fact it is not always possible for qualified physiotherapists to immediately obtain more lucrative earnings than they
have received in the past. There is not a great demand for physiotherapists. The profession is overcrowded, and it is not probable
that graduates of the correspondence course in physiotherapy sold
by respondent will be able to enter immediately into a profession
which is lacking in competition.
In truth and in fact the statutes of many States provide that
drugless healers (including physiotherapists) cannot practice in such
States without having first secured a license. Most of them provide
that the applicant for a license must pass an examination, or that the
applicant must have attended for a certain period of time a school
or university teaching the subject for the practice of which the applicant is to be licensed and the said school or university must be one
which is approved by the licensing authorities in the State for which
the license is to be given, or both. Respondent American University
with reference to its course in Physiotherapy is not an approved
school or college within the meaning of such statutes in any State
of the United States.
The said statements and representations as to the tuition refund
agreement have the capacity and tendency to deceive and mislead
the consuming public into the belief that the said correspondence
course offered for sale and sold by respondent is offered on a money·
back arrangement whereby the purchasers thereof may claim and
obtain a refund of the purchase price thereof if, as and when for
any reason they become dissatisfied with the course or with earnings
obtained as a result of taking the course or after graduating if they
fail to be successful in their profession. As a matter of fact any
refund by the respondent is conditioned upon the respondent American University being satisfied that the student has honestly endeavored to complete the course and second, as a condition precedent
to any refund by the respondent, the study material must be returned
to the respondent by express within two weeks after the time when
the student finishes the course, and further that the student notify
the respondent by registered mail of his desire for a refund, stating
the student's reasons for desiring such refund.
PAR. 8. The said false, misleading, and deceptive statements and
representations heretofore referred to have the capacity and tendency to deceive and mislead the consuming public into the belic.f
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that the said correspondence courses offered for sale and sold by
respondents are offered on a money-back arrangement whereby the
purchasers thereof may claim and obtain a refund of the purchase
price thereof if, as, and when, for any reason, they become dissatisfied with the course or with earnings obtained as a result of taking
the course; that the purct.asers thereof will be able upon completing a part of the course to begin immediately the practice thereof
and earn large and lucrative fees; that upon the completion of any
course the purchaser thereof will be able immediately to start practice without arranging for a license to practice and do so without
violating any law or ordinance of any legal jurisdiction of the United
States, when such are not the facts.
PAR. 9. The false and misleading statements and representations
heretofore referred to in soliciting the sale of and selling the said
correspondence courses have the capacity and tendency to induce the
purchasing public to purchase the said correspondence courses from
the respondents in reliance upon the said false and misleading statements and representations.
PAR. 10. The use by respondents of the false and misleading statements and representations as heretofore set forth constitutes practices or methods of competition which tend to and do (a) prejudice
and injure the public, (b) unfairly divert trade from and otherwise
prejudice and injure respondents' competitors, and (a) operate as a
restraint upon and a detriment to the freedom of fair and legitimate
competition in the correspondence school or extension course
business.
PAR. 11. The above alleged acts and practices of respondents are
all to the prejudice of the public and respondents' competitors, and
constitute unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce
within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an act of Congress
entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its
powers and duties, and for other purposes", approved September
26, 1914.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914 (38 Stat. 717), the Federal Trade Commission
issued and served a complaint upon the respondents American College, a corporation, American University, a corporation, and Denton
N. Higbe, individually and as president of respondent American
College and as president of respondent American University, charging them with the use of unfair methods of competition in inter-
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state commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. Respondents having entered their appearance and filed their answer to the
complaint herein, hearings were held and evidence was introduced
before an examiner of the Federal Trade Commission theretofore
duly appointed, whereupon this proceeding came on for final hearing
on the briefs filed in support of the complaint and in support of the
answer, counsel for the Commission and counsel for the respondents
having waived oral argument, and the Commission having duly
considered the record and being fully advised in the premises, makes
this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

P ARAGRAPII 1. Respondent American College is an existing corporation organized in the year 1915 under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of Illinois with its principal office in the city of Chicago in the State of Illinois.
PAR. 2. Respondent American University is an existing corporation organized in the year 1913 under and by virtue of the laws of
the State of Illinois with its principal office in the city of Chicago
in the State of Illinois.
PAR. 3. The individual respondent, Denton Higbe, is the pre~i
dent of both of the corporate corespondents, and his office and place
of business is in the city of Chicago in the State of Illinois. He is
the principal owner of the capital stock of the corporate respondents
herein, and by virtue of such ownership actively controls, manages
and directs their policies. He organized and was one of the incorporators of respondent American College.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their businesses as hereinafter
set out, respondents and each of them are in competition with other
corporations, partnerships, firms and individuals likewise engaged in
the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of correspondence
school courses comprised of written or printed instructions, materials,
appliances and devices sold and ofi'ered for sale for the purpose of
instructing and training the student purchasers thereof in the arts
of "pedopractic" and physiotherapy.
PAR. 5. Respondents through respondent American College in advertisements circulated throughout the United States offer for sale
and sell a correspondence course under the name " Pedopractic ",
by means of which they undertake to teach purchasers and prospective purchasers thereof how to diagnose, treat and correct many and
various disorders and deformities of the human foot by manual
physical procedure and other methods, including dietetics, mechano-
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therapy, exercise, manipulations, .massage, heat, light, water, electricity (involving the use of electric vibrators, therapeutic lamps
and heaters), corrective shoes and stockings and the making and
fitting of arch supports. The materials comprising the course consists of 28 typewritten mimeographed lessons, each varying from the
other in length, from 5 to 16 pages, but averaging about 8 pages
each. These sheets of paper 8% by 11 inches, together with certain tools, supplies for making supports, rubber balls and wood
blocks used in the lessons on manipulation, and other appliances are
sold and delivered to the student purchasers. By devoting 10 to 12
hours a week to the course it is estimated that the student can complete it in six months. The price of the course is $127.50 in cash
or $150 in monthly installments of $15 each. The number of students taking the course in July, 1932, was approximately 600. Over
uO% of the students who take the course complete it. When sold,
respondents cause the materials and commodities comprising said
course to be transported from the city of Chicago in the State of
Illinois, into and through various other States of the United States
to the student purchasers thereof.
PAR. 6. Through their advertisements aforesaid respondents in
the course and conduct of their business represent that graduates of
this course in Pedopractic should earn from $200 to $500 per month,
and that the earnings of such graduates may easily be $400 to $1,000
a month or more or even $50 a day. By means of such claims
respondents indirectly represent the actual past earnings of graduates to be equally comparable with the aforesaid figures. The
evidence, however, was to the effect that of four "graduates" one
earned $300 over a period of 10 months; one earned $3,900 a year;
Qne earned nothing; and the fourth testified that " Pedopractic " is
of such poor demand by the public that a beginner could hardly
make anything at it. Respondents, having offered no testimony
in support of said claims, the Commission finds that respondents'
representations relative to what their" Pedopractic" graduates have
earned are so greatly exaggerated as to be false and misleading to
prospective student purchasers.
PAR. 7. Respondents further represent in advertisements that the
American College contracts to refund to its students of " Pedopractic " every cent of the money paid for the course without red
tape or delay or to continue to instruct them until they are satisfied if their earnings do not come up to their expectations, or if
they are in any way dissatisfied with the instruction and service
received, or if they do not feel capable of entering the work. Respondent Higbe, however, testified that such refunds are granted
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only under exceptional circumstances and the record reveals one
instance where a graduate had opened an office which had later
been closed by State authorities, and no refund was made. These
representations are therefore false and misleading.
PAR. 8. Respondents further represent in advertisements that no
license is required by ,Persons practicing the methods of diagnosis,
treatment and correction which the respondents undertake to teach
students through the course in Pedopractic. These representations
are misleading and false in that licenses are required by the great
majority of the States of the United States as a condition precedent
to the diagnosis, treatment and correction of disorders and deformities of the human foot by persons who hold themselves out as
qualified so to diagnose, treat and correct.
PAR. 9. Respondents through respondent American University in
advertisements circulated throughout the United States offer for
sale and sell a correspondence course in" Physiotherapy", by means
of which they undertake to teach by mail the purchasers and prospective purchasers thereof to diagnose, treat and relieve human
ailments by manual physical means and by methods of mental suggestion. The court in Physiotherapy includes sections devoted to
physiological therapeutics, mechanotherapy, nature cure, spinal adjustment, and suggestive therapeutics, and includes the basic
sciences of anatomy, psychology, pathology, symptomatology and
diagnosis. The material comprising this course consists of 54 lessons each varying from the other in length from 3 to 28 pages and
averaging 9 pages, in part printed in booklets 5 inches wide by 7
inches long, the remainder being typewritten or mimeographed on
one side of sheets of paper 81;2 inches by 11 inches, together with
motion picture films, a projector and a series of charts, all of which
are sold and delivered to the student ,PUrchaser. The average graduate finishes the course in 8 or 9 months. There is no time fixed
by the respondents within which the course must be completed.
The price of the course is $127.50 cash or $150 in monthly installments of $15 each. More than 1,200 students were taking the course
in July, 1932. Approximately half of the persons enrolling for the
course complete it. 'When sold, respondents cause the materials
and commodities comprising said course to be transported from the
city of Chicago in the State of Illinois, into and through various
other States of the United States to the student purchasers thereof.
PAn. 10. Through their advertisements aforesaid respondents in
the course and conduct of their business, represent that graduates
in this course of Physiotherapy can have large clienteles, big lucrative practices and amazingly big incomes. They further represented
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that many physiotherapists earn from $3,000 to $5,000 a year; that
there is no other profession, vocation or occupation offering such
possibilities of immediate returns in the way of increased incomes,
professional recognition, and better social standing. They have further represented that almost immediately after graduation the American University student can earn a larger income than he made
before taking the course; that millions of patients demand the treatment but that only a few thousand are qualified to serve them, and
that the big demand entirely eliminates the long waiting period so
common to other professions. The evidence shows that respondents
have no knowledge of any graduate of their course in Physiotherapy
who is earning such large sums of money in the practice of the
profession, that there is no great demand for physiotherapists, and
that there is a much smaller demand for physiotherapists trained
only in a correspondence school. The Commission finds that respondents' representation relative to what their graduate physiotherapists have earned and relative to the existing demand for their
services, are so greatly exaggerated as to be false and misleading to
prospective student purchasers.
PAR. 11. Respondents further represent that the American University will refund to students every cent paid without red tape or
delay if the earnings obtained through the practice of Physiotherapy
do not come up to the student's expectations. Respondent Higbe,
however, testified that such refunds are granted only under exceptional circumstances and the record reveals one instance where a
graduaw had opened an office which had later been closed by State
authorities, and no refund was made. This representation is false
and misleading.
PAR. 12. Respondents further represent that students in and graduates of their course in Physiotherapy may qualify as physiotherapists and establish themselves in a profession, the services of which
are demanded by millions of patients. They further represent that
the American University home study course in Physiotherapy will
qualify the student to successfully practice Physiotherapy. These
representations are misleading and false in that the majority of the
States of the United States have licensing laws which require persons diagnosing and treating human ailments, as students in and
graduates of the American University course in Physiotherapy would
purport to do, to obtain a license as a condition precedent to such
practice. In the great majority of cases students in or graduates
of the American University course in Physiotherapy would not be
acceptable as candidates for such a license.
PAR. 13. The aforesaid acts and things done and the representations made by the said respondents have the capacity and tendency
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to mislead and deceive the public, student and prospective student
purchasers into the beliefs that the said respondents are offering
for sale and selling courses of instruction in Pedopractic and Physiotherapy which qualify students and graduates of such courses to
earn large sums of money in the practice thereof; that the courses
are sold under a "money-back" arrangement by which the money
paid the respondents will be refunded at the desire of the students;
that students in and graduates of the courses are qualified to practice the things taught in the courses in any State of the United
States without examination or license, and acting upon those beliefs
and relying upon the aforesaid representations a large number
of the public has applied for and subscribed to respondents' said
courses of instruction in preference to the courses of instruction
offered by their competitors, who do not make such false, exaggerated, misleading and deceptive statements, and representations,
thereby diverting trade from such competitors.
CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of respondents set forth in the foregoing
findings as to the fact constitute, under the circumstances therein
stated, unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce in
violation of the provisions of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes."
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

1

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer
of respondents and testimony having been taken and the Commission having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that.
respondents have been and are now violating Section 5 of an act
of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties,
and for other purposes",
It is now ordered, That the respondents American College, a corporation, American University, a corporation, and Denton N. Higbe,
and the agents, representatives, servants and employees of each of
them, in connection with the sale, or offering for sale, of courses of
instruction in interstate commerce, or in the District of Columbia,
cease and desist as follows :
(1) From representing expressly or by implication that the
usual and ordinary earnings of students or graduates of the AmerlAs modified, as to par. 4, on March 21, 1934.
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ican College course in Pedopractic or of the American University
course in Physiotherapy will be from $200 to $1,500 per month or
more, or that there is no long waiting for a big practice, and from
misrepresenting in any way whatsoever the earnings of students or
persons who are taking or have completed the said courses of
instruction,
(2) From representing expressly or by implication that the respondents or any of them will refund to students or graduates of
the American College course in Pedopractic, or of the American
University course in Physiotherapy, any part or all of the money
paid as tuition upon the happening of certain conditions, unless
and until respondents adopt the practice of actually making such
refunds under those conditions,
(3) From misrepresenting concerning the licensing requirements
for the practice of "Pedopractic" or physiotherapy in force and
effect in the various States of the United States,
(4) From misrepresenting by exaggeration or otherwise the existing demand for graduates of respondents' various courses, and
It is further ordered, That each of the said respondents within
60 days from and after the date of the service upon them of this
order, shall file with the Commission a report or reports in writing,
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they are complying and have complied with the order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth.
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ACME SHELLAC PRODUCTS CORPORATION
COMPLAINT (SYNOPSIS), FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE .ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 2082.

Complaint, Deo. 8, 1932-Dcciaion, No17. 6, 1933.

Where a corporation engaged in the manufacture and sale of shellac, shellac
substitutes and other similar products, adopted the trade name " Shea·
Lac" for shellac substitute, and sold said product in cans upon which had
been stamped the words " Guaranteed 5 lbs. cut, an Acme Product, 'White
Shea-Lac '", together with the words, in prominent lettering, "Acme
Shellac Products Corporation", and, after a number of years and on con·
tainers intended for distribution and sale in interstate commerce, the
words "shellac substitute", so lightly or carelessly stamped on some cans
that they could not be seen after most careful scrutiny except by one who
knew they had been placed thereon, and so inconspicuously stamped in
others, as to be practically illegible; with capacity and tendency to mislead
and deceive the purchasing public into believing said substitute to be
the genuine and more costly shellac, and to induce the purchase thereof,
and divert trade from and otherwise Injure competitors, including manu·
facturers of the substitute product, who plainly and conspicuously mark
the containers thereof as such:
Held, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were
to the prejudice of the public and competitors, and constituted unfair
methods of competition.

Mr. Riohard P. Whiteley for the Commission.
Frank &: Julius Zizmor, of Brooklyn, N.Y., for respondent.
SYNOPSIS OF CoMPLAINT

Reciting its action in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Commission
charged respondent, a New York corporation engaged in the manufacture of varnishes and sale and distribution thereof in the various States; and with principal place of business at Astoria, Long
Island, N.Y., with misbranding or mislabeling in violation of the
provisions of Section 5 of such act, prohibiting the use of unfair
methods of competition in interstate commerce; in that respondent
labels certain of its products sold in interstate commerce " Guaranteed Five Pound Cut Acme Product White Shea-Lac To be reduced
with Alcohol Manufactured by :Acme Shellac Products Corp.New York, N.Y.-Boston, Mass."; notwithstanding the fact that
said products so labeled are not made of genuine shellac gum dislOS
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solved in alcohol, the constituent elements or formula of shellac,
as recognized and understood by the trade and purchasing public;
with capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive the public and
induce the purchase of such products in reliance upon the erroneous belief induced by such misrepresentations and statements, and
to divert trade from and otherwise injure competitors, and/or with
the effect of so misleading, deceiving, diverting, and injuring; all
to the prejudice of the public and competitors.
Upon the foregoing complaint, the Commission made the following
REPORT, FINDINGS AS

TO

THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, the Federal Trade Commission issued and served a
complaint upon the respondent, Acme Shellac Products Corporation,
a corporation organized, existing and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of New York, charging it with the use
of unfair methods of competition in commerce in violation of the
provisions of said act. Respondent having entered its appearance
and filed its answer to the said complaint, hearings were had before
a trial examiner theretofore duly appointed and testimony was heard
and evidence received in support of charges stated in the complaint
and in opposition thereto. Thereafter this proceeding came on regularly for final hearing before the Commission on complaint, answer,
testimony and evidence received, and brief in support of the allegations of the complaint, and the Commission having duly considered
the record and being now fully advised in the premises makes this
its report, stating its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn
therefrom:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Acme Shellac Products Corporation, is
a corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of New York with its principal office
and place of business at Long Island City in said State, and said
respondent, for a number of years last past has been and is engaged
in the manufacture of shellac, shellac substitutes, and other similar
products, and in the sale and distribution of said products to purchasers thereof located in the various States of the United States
other than the State of New York. During the aforesaid period
respondent caused said shellac, shellac substitutes and other similar
products when sold to be shipped from its place of business in Long
Island City, in the State of New York, to purchasers thereof located
in the various states of the United States other than the State of
New York, and in the course and conduct of its said business re-
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spondent was at all times herein referred to in competition with
other corporations, and with firms, partnerships and individuals
likewise engaged in the manufacture and sale and distribution in
interstate commerce of shellac, shellac substitutes and other similar
products.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business respondent manufactured and sold both shellac and shellac substitutes.
Shellac is made by dissolving in alcohol a shellac gum, imported
from India. Shellac substitute is made by dissolving in alcohol an
entirely different gum, called :Manila gum. The Indian or real
shellac gum is much more expensive than Manila gum, because of
which, at times, real shellac has sold for more than twice as much as
shellac substitutes, including the substitutes made by respondent.
Even during the recent period of low prices, when the spread in price
between the two products was considerably less than formerly, the
pure or real shellac has sold for at least 25 percent more than shellac
substitute. Shellac substitutes are used for the same or similar purposes as are real shellacs, and said substitutes are sold both in competition with shellac and with one another.
PAR. 3. Respondent was incorporated under the laws of the State
of New York in 1923. It adopted at once as a trade name for its
shellac substitute the word "Shea-Lac" and registered said name.
Said shellac substitute was sold and distributed by respondent in
cans upon which respondent had stamped the following wording:
Guaranteed 5 lbs. cut, an Acme Product "White Shea-Lac."

The name of respondent corporation, " Acme Shellac Products Corporation, also appeared in prominent lettering upon said cans. The
sale and distribution of said shellac substitute was continued by
respondent in receptacles so labeled from 1923 until 1930. Sometime
during the year 1930 the respondent had stamped upon certain of its
cans containing its said shellac substitute, intended for distribution
and sale in interstate commerce, underneath the word " Shea-Lac 71
and in letters considerably smaller and less conspicuous than the said
word " Shea-Lac" the words "shellac substitute." These words,
"shellac substitute", were stamped upon said cans in such manner
that they could easily be erased or obliterated.
Upon one of the said cans sold by respondent in interstate commerce in the State of New Jersey and purchased at a retail establishment in Newark, N.J., in July, 1932, the words "shellac substitute " had been stamped so lightly or carelessly that they could not
be seen except after a most careful scrutiny by one who lmew that
they had been placed on the can. Upon others of respondent's cans
in use since 1930, introduced as exhibits in this proceeding, the words
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" shellac substitute " were so inconspicuously stamped as to be practically illegible. Respondent did not stamp, even in the inconspicuous and temporary manner heretofore described, the words" shellac
substitute", upon any cans containing its shellac substitute, unless
said cans were intended for shipment in interstate commerce.
PAR. 4. Other manufacturers of shellac substitutes, whose products are sold in the same trade area as are those of respondent,
plainly and conspicuously mark on the containers of their said
substitutes a statement that the products are shellac substitutes.
One of said competitors labels its shellac substitute under the brand
name or designation of "White Duralac ", which words, as well
as the accompanying words "a shellac substitute", appear plainly
and conspicuously upon its containers.
PAR. 5. The use of the word " Shea-Lac" as a brand name or
designation of a shellac substitute, unless accompanied by a word
or words equally conspicuously and permanently stamped upon the
vessels containing said substitute clearly indicating that such product is a substitute for genuine shellac, has the capacity and tendency
to mislead and deceive the purchasing public into the belief that
said shellac substitute is genuine shellac, and has the capacity and
tendency to induce the purchase of respondent's shellac substitute
and to divert trade from and otherwise injure respondP-nt's
competitors.
CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of respondent under the conditions and
circumstances as described in the foregoing findings are to the
prejudice of the public and respondent's competitors and constitute
unfair methods of competition in commerce within the intent and
meaning of Section 5 of an act of Congress entitled "An act to
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties,
and for other purposes."
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission upon the complaint of the Commi_ssion, the answer of the
respondent, the testimony and evidence introduced, and the brief
of counsel for the Commission, and the Commission having made its
findings as to the facts and its conclusion that respondent has violated the provisions of an act of Congress approved September 26,
1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to
define its powers and duties. and for other purposes",
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It is now ordered, That respondent, Acme Shellac Products Corporation, and its officers, agents, representatives, and employees, in
connection with the advertising, offering for sale and sale in commerce between and among the several States of the United States
and in the District of Columbia of shellac, shellac substitutes, and
other similar products, do cease and desist directly or indirectly
from
Using the word "Shea-Lac", or any other word or words which
in appearance or sound simulate the word shellac, alone or in conjunction with any other word or words to designate a product which
is not made from shellac gum dissolved in alcohol or to designate
a product in which shellac gum is not the principal and predominant
element unless said word "Shea-Lac" or said other word or words
be accompanied by the word "substitute", or by other apt and adequate words, in equally permanent and conspicuous lettering, clearly
mdicating that such product is a substitute for genuine shellac.
It is fu!J'ther ordered, That respondent, Acme Shellac Products
Corporation, shall within 60 days after service upon it of a copy
of this order file with the Commission a report in writing setting
forth in detail the manner and form in which it has complied with
and conformed to the order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth.
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IN

THE MATTER OF

JACOB SHEPARD AND P. WIEGLER, COPARTNERS,
DOING BUSINESS UNDER THE TRADE NAME AND
STYLE OF PROSPERITY HAT COMPANY
COMPLAINT AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. II
OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 20H.

Complaint, June 6, 1932-0rdel', Nov. "1, 1933

Consent order requiring respondents, their agents, etc., in connection with the
sale or offer of hats in commerce among the several States of the United
States and in the District of Columbia, to cease and desist from selling
or offering for sale men's old, worn, used, and discarded fur felt hats
which have been cleaned and fitted with new ribbons, sweatbands and
linings, unless and until there is stamped upon, affixed or attached to
said hats, in a conspicuous place so as to be easily and readily seen,
word or words clearly indicating that said hat's are not new hats but
are used and worn bats which have been cleaned and made-over (e.g.,
" second-band ", " used ", or "made-over ").

Mr. G. Ea. Rowland for the Commission.
Mr. Henry Duke, of Astoria, Long Island, N.Y., for respondents.
CoMPLAINT

Acting in the public interest, pursuant to the provlSlons of an
act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act tG
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties,
and for other purposes", the Federal Trade Commission charges
that Jacob Shepard and P. 'Viegler, copartners doing business under
the trade name and style of Prosperity Hat Co., hereinafter referred to as respondents, have been and now are using unfair methods
of competition in interstate commerce in violation of the provisions
of Section 5 of said act, and states its charges in that respect as
follows:
P.ARAGR.API-I 1. Respondents, Jacob Shepard and P. Wiegler, are
copartners doing business under the trade name and style of Prosperity Hat Co., having their office and principal place of business
at 25 East Fourth Street, in the City of New York, State of New
York, where they have been for more than 1 year last past engaged
in the business of selling and distributing men's felt hats of the
character and in the manner hereinafter mentioned, to jobbers and
wholesale dealers located at points in the various States of the United
States and the District of Columbia. Respondents cause said hats
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when so sold, to be transported from the City of New York, State
of New York, through and into other States of the United States
and the District of Columbia, to the said jobbers and wholesale
dealers thereof at their respective points of location. In the course
and conduct of their said business as aforesaid, respondents are in
direct and active competition with various other persons, partnerships, firms and corporations engaged in the manufacture, sale and
distribution of men's felt hats in interstate commerce among the
various States of the United States and the District of Columbia.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business respondents buy second-hand, old, used, and discarded men's felt hats,
which hats are in some instances sold by respondents to jobbers and
wholesale dealers in the same condition they were in when bought,
and in other cases are renovated and sold by respondents to said
jobbers and wholesale dealers. All hats which are renovated by
respondents are first sent to a dry-cleaning establishment, where
they are thoroughly dry-cleaned and returned to respondents. Said
hats are then steamed, ironed and shaped by respondents at their
place of business. The poorer grade of hats are sold by respondents
to their customers without being further treated. The higher quality
hats are relined and fitted with new ribbon bands, sweatbands and
size labels, and then sold by respondents to jobbers and wholesale
dealers, who resell them to retail dealers. Said new relinings and
sweatbands are purchased by respondents from the manufacturers
thereof, and bear various trade names, designs, devices, and descriptive wording.
PAR. 3. The aforesaid old, used, discarded, and second-hand hats,
after being made over by respondents, and fitted with new trimmings,
as described in paragraph 2 herein, have the appearance of new
hats which have never been worn, and said hats are sold by respondents to jobbers and wholesale dealers without anything on or about
said hats to indicate that such hats are in fact second-hand hats
which have been renovated and made over by said respondents.
Said hats are resold by said jobbers and wholesale dealers to retail
dealers, who resell them to the public without disclosing the fact that
that said hats have been previously worn, and then renovated and
made over, and under such circumstances as to indicate that they are
new hats.
The cost to respondents of obtaining, renovating and making over
said hats as aforesaid is much less than the cost to hat manufacturers of manufacturing new hats of similar quality, and respondents
are thereby able to sell said hats to jobbers and wholesalers at sub-
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stantially lower prices than manufacturers of hats can sell hats of
the same or similar quality to jobbers and wholesale dealers.
PAR. 4. It is the common belief and understanding among wholesale and retail dealers, and the purchasing public, that hats having
the appearance of new and unused hats, as do hats distributed by
respondents, and sold by respondents and those dealing in men's
hats without anything on or about said hats to indicate that such
is not so, are in fact hats which are new and unused, and have never
been worn or used by anyone previously; and said wholesale and
retail dealers, and the purchasing public, when buying hats having
the appearance of new and unused hats, and without anything on
or about said hats to the contrary, are entitled to receive new and
unused hats, and not second-hand, old, used, and discarded hats
which have been renovated and made over. The acts and practices
of respondents as hereinabove set forth, are calculated to, and do,
have the capacity and tendency of inducing many wholesale and
retail dealers, and many of the purchasing public, to purchase the
said second-hand, old, used, and discarded hats which have been
renovated and made over by respondents, in the mistaken belief
that they are purchasing new and unused hats, and tend to and
do unfairly divert trade to respondents from concerns engaged in
the manufacture and sale of hats in interstate commerce throughout
the various States of the United States and the District of Columbia.
PAR. 5. The above alleged acts and practices of respondents are
each and all of them to the prejudice of the public and respondents'
competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5. of an
act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled, "An act
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and
duties, and for other purposes"·
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

Pursuant to the provisions of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes",
the Federal Trade Commission on the 6th day of June, 1932, issued
its complaint against Jacob Shepard and P. Weigler, copartners,
doing business under the trade name and style of Prosperity Hat
Co., respondent$ herein, in which complaint it is alleged that respondents have been and are using unfair methods of competition
in interstate commerce in violation of the provisions of Section
5 o,f said act.
102050"--35-VOL 18-9
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On July 13, 1932, respondents filed their answer to said complaint.
On September 14, 1933, said respondents filed a. second answer
herein wherein they stated that they do not de,c;;ire to contest the
proceeding, and consent that the Commission may make, enter, and
serve upon them an order to cease and desist from the violations
of law alleged in the complaint, in accordance with the provisions
of Section 2, Rule III, of the Rules of Practice of the Commission,
and the Commission having accepted the second answer in lieu of
the former one theretofore filed, and being fully advised in the
premi:;;es,
1
It is now ordered, That the respondents Jacob Shepard and P.
W eigler, copartners, doing business under the trade name and style
of Prosperity Hat Co., their agents, representatives, servants, and
employees, in connection with the sale or offering for sale of men's
hats in commerce among the several States of the United States, and
in the District of Columbia, cease and desist from :
Selling or offering for sale men's old worn, used, and discarded
fur felt hats which have been cleaned and fitted with new ribbons,
sweatbands, and linings, unless and until there is stamped upon,
affixed or attached to :;;aid hats in a conspicuous place so as to be
easily and readily seen, word or words clearly indicating that said
hats are not new hats but are used and worn hats which have been
cleaned and made-over (e.g., "second-hand", "used", or "made-over").
It is further ordered, That respondents shall within 60 days from
the date of the service upon them of the order herein, file with the
Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner
and form in which thi,c;; order has been complied with and conformed to.
Memoranda
The Commission as of the same date issued similar consent orders in the following 6 cases, in the first 4 of which complaints
issued as of June 6, 1932, and in the last 2 of which complaints
issued as of July 12, 1932, and November 29, 1932, respectively: 1
·Joseph A. Vlllone, doing business under the trade name and style ot Excelsior
Hat Works. (Docket 2046); Jacob Schachnow, doing business under the trade
name and style of Modern Hat Works. (Docket 2047); Morben Hat Works,
Inc. (Docket 2048); Harlin Hat Co. (Docket 2049) ; Max Rothman. (Docket
2061); Frank Krinetsky, doing business under the trade name and style ot
Frank's Hat Co. (Docket 2075).
1 Allegations of the complaints appear to be similar with the exception of the !act that
respondent Max Rothman apparently renovated all bats purchased, Instead of aelllng
some "as Is" to jobbers and wholesale dealers.
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Docket 2112.
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Complaint, Aug, 11, 1933-0rder, Nov. 1~. 1933

Consent order requiring respondent, its agents, etc., in connection with the
sale or offer for sale in interstate commerce or In the District of Columbia
of window glass, to cease and desist from shipping to any purchaser thereof,
Panes of window glass of grade or quality " B" as and for window glilss
of the grade and quality "A" or from representing in any manner to said
Purchasers that common window glass of the grade and quality "B " is of.
the grade and quality "A."

Mr. PGad B. Morehouse for the Commission.
Englander, Cohen & Korn, of Philadelphia, Pa., for respondent.

Col't!PLAINT
Acting in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions of an act
of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for
other purposes", the Federal Trade Commission charges that H~
Perilstein, Inc., a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has been using unfair methods of competition in interstate comlllerce in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of said act, and states
its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, H. Perilstein, Inc., is a corporation
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania
With its principal place of business in the city of Philadelphia, State
of Pennsylvania. For more than two years last past it has been en~
gaged in trading as a jobber of window glass, trading in its corporatename and also through its branches or subsidiaries under the name
and style of "Scranton Plate Glass Company" in the city of
Scranton, State of Pennsylvania, and under the name and style of
"United Plate Glass Company" in the city of Pittsburgh, State of.
Pennsylvania. ·when sold respondent causes window glass to be·
shipped in crates from its warehouses in the State of Pennsylvania
in, through and to various other States of the United States for delivery to the purchasers thereof. In the course and conduct of its;
business as aforesaid respondent is and has been in direct and active·
competition with other individuals, partnerships, and corporations:
engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of
Window glass.
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PAR. 2. In the "flat" or window glass industry there are two
principal grades of common window glass, to wit: "A Quality" and
"D Quality." The "B" quality is inferior to the "A" quality in
that it may contain more defects, more distortions, "waves", "blis·
ters ", or "burn spots." It has been the practice in the trade to
attach by sticking to the panes of glass a label bearing the symbol
"A" when the glass is of that quality and a label bearing no letter
symbol when the glass is of" B "quality, by reason of which practice,
a purchaser having no notice or knowledge thereof cannot identify
a pane of common window glass as being of the " B " or inferior
quality upon a casual examination thereof. The price of" B" glass
is lower than the price of "A" glass to the jobber, retailer and ultimate consumer and this situation in the trade has resulted in the
common practice of substituting" B" quality when "A" quality has
been specified.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business as aforesaid
respondent has been following the practice of selling and shipping
to the purchasers thereof panes of common window glass of grade or
quality " B " as aforesaid as and for window glass of the grade and
quality "A" as aforesaid, and by means of tampering with and
changing the markings of the manufacturer stenciled on the crates
which respondent has sold and re-shipped to its customers, has deliberately represented to its purchasers that common window glass
of the grade and quality "B " is of the grade and quality "A",
thereby tending to deceive such ultimate purchasers to their injury
and tending unfairly to divert trade from respondent's competitors
to respondent.
PAR. 4. On the 27th day of October, 1932, respondent caused to be
shipped from its warehouse in Philadelphia a shipment of eight
boxes of common window glass to the Buffalo State Hospital in the
city of Buffalo in the State of New York, sale of said glass having
been made to the said purchaser by respondent through its agent
after competitive bidding upon specifications calling for "A" quality
window glass. Of said eight boxes five contained window glass of
grade "B" quality. On said boxes or crates the manufacturer's
grade marking had been removed by scraping or planing and the
marking indicating grade "A" substituted therefor.
PAR. 5. On the 18th day of November, 1932, respondent caused to
Le shipped from its warehouse in Philadelphia, a shipment of five
boxes of common window glass to the Buffalo State Hospital in the
city of Buffalo in the State of New York, sale of said glass having
been made to the said purchaser by respondent through its agent
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after competitive bidding upon specifications calling for "A" quality
window glass. All five boxes contained window glass of grade" B"
quality. On said boxes or crates the manufacturer's grade marking
had been removed by scraping or planing and the marking ind1cating
grade "A" substituted therefor.
PAR. 6. The acts and things above alleged to have been done, the
substitution as aforesaid, the false and misleading representation
thereby made by respondent and each of them, are to the prejudice
and injury of the public and to competitors of respondent, have the
tendency unfairly to divert trade from respondent's competitors to
respondent, and constitute unfair methods of competition in com~
lllerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an net of Con·
gress entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to
define its powers and duties, and for other purposes", approved
September 26, 1914.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having come on for final hearing by the Federal
Trade Commission upon the respondent's answer filed herein pursuant to paragraph 2 of Rule III of Practice and Procedure of the
Commission which said answer refrains from contesting the proceeding, and the Commission being fully ad vised in the premises,
It u now ordered, That the respondent, H. Perilstein, a corporation, and its agents, representatives, servants, and employees and
each of them, in connection with the sale or offering for sale in
interstate commerce or in the District of Columbia of window
glass, cease and desist from shipping to any purchaser thereof, panes
of window glass of grade or quality " B " as and for window glass
of the grade and quality "A" or from representing in any manner
to said purchasers that common window glass of the grade and
quality "B" is of the grade and quality "A."
It is fwrther ordered, That the respondent shall within 60 days
from the date of service upon it of a copy of this order file with the
Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner
and form in which it has complied with the order herein set forth,
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IN THE MATl'ER OF

JOSEPH H. McGRANAHAN, DOING BUSINESS UNDER
THE TRADE NAME MONTECATINI DISTRIBUTING
COMPANY
COMPLAIN'£ (SYNOPSIS), FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 2090.

Complaint, Feb. 18, 1933-Decision, Nov. 27, 1933

Whet·e a corporation had long engaged in the sale ol certain Italian salts as
sole representative and distributor in the United States of the Italian
"Societa Regie Terme di Montecatini ", agency of the Italian Government
In extracting salts from the famous Italian Montecatinl Mineral Springs
(including the "Tamerlcl" spring), and said corporation had done a
eonstantly Increasing business in such salts, which had increased in public
favor and demand in the United States, and were packed, in Italy, in
bottles (1) labeled "Sail Cristallizzati Di Montecatini (Royal Seal)
'Tamerlcl' (T.M.C.) (In monogram) Socleta Regie Terme Dl Montecatlni ",
together with the words "Montecatini Sale Tamerici" blown therein, and
(2) indivhlually contalnered in cartons bearing the aforesaid label, together
with the words, " Massime OnorUlcenze A Tutte Le Esposizioni " ; and
thereafter an individual engaged in the purchase from domestic laboratories of synthetic salts of the same appearance as those distributed by said
corporation,
Adopted the trade-name "Montecatini Distributing Co." and sold his said
product packed in bottles and containers which were marked and labeled,
and were of the same size, shape, color and general appearance as the
aforesaid, including the claim that contents had received highest honors
at all expositions, English equivalent ol the aforesaid Italian legend;
With elfect of deceiving the purchasing public into believing that said synthetic salts, not extracted from spring water of any character, were those
extracted from the Montecatinl mineral springs as sold by said corpora·
tlon, and with capacity and tendency so to do, and with resulting substan·
Unl loss of business to said corporation through diversion of trade from
it to said individual, and with tendency and capacity to Injure the business
of competitors dealing in salts extracted from natural spring water and
that of those dealing in salts of laboratory manufacture, and to divert
trade from such various competitors to said individual :
Beld, That such practices, under the circumstances set forth, were to the prejudice of the public and competitors and constituted unfair methods of
competition.

Mr. Alfred M. Craven for the Commission.
SYNOPSIS OF CoMPLAINT

Reciting its action in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions
of the Federnl Trade Commission Act, the Commission charged respondent individual, engaged at Alliance, Ohio, in the business of
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purchasing from manufacturers salts used for purgatives, laxatives, and regulatory remedies for humans and animals, and selling
said salts to druggists and other dealers throughout the United
States, with simulating containers and labels of competitor, in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of such act, prohibiting the use of
unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce.
Respondent, as charged, sells salts dealt in by it as aforesaid, which
are sulphate of soda of laboratory manufacture, and not extracted
from spring water of any character, though identical in appearance
with the salts extracted for a long number of years from certain
mineral springs located in Tuscany, Italy, in the locality of Montecatini, and sold and distributed in the United States for a number
of years by the Banfi Products Corporation, containered in bottles of
the same size, shape and contour as those of said corporation, together
With the same words, i.e., "Montecatini Tamerici ",blown therein, ancJ
with photographic copies of the labels of said Banfi Products Corportion on said bottles and on the cartons containing said bottles/
"so as to simulate in many and essential particulars and to represent
that respondent's product is the identical one sold and distributed
by the Banfi Corporation."
Said representations and descriptions of his product by respondent
individual, as charged, "are false and have the capacity, tendency.
and effect of misleading and deceiving purchasers and of inducing
the purchase of respondent's product in and on account of the
belief that it is extracted from the waters of Banfi Products Corporation, and thus, to divert trade from respondent's competitors to the
respondent"; all to the prejudice of the public and competitors.
Upon the foregoing complaint, the Commission made the following
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE F AOTS, AND ORDERS

Pursuant to the provisions of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes ",
the Federal Trade Commission on the 18th day of February, 1933,
issued its complaint against the respondent, Joseph H. McGranahan,
doing business under the trade name "Montecatini Distributing
1

Lobel In question, as set forth In the complaint, follows:
Sall Crl8talllzzatl
MONTECA1'INI
TAMERICI
Socleta Regie Terme
dl
Montecatlnl
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Co.", charging him with the use of unfair methods of competition
in commerce in violation of the said act. Respondent having entered
his appearance and filed his answer, hearings were had before a trial
examiner heretofore duly appointed, testimony, was heard, and
evidence was received in support of the charges of the complaint,.
the respondent not appearing at this hearing. Hereafter this proceeding came on for final hearing, and the Commission, having duly
considered the record, and being now fully advised in the premises,.
makes this its report, stating its findings as to the facts and its.
conclusion drawn therefrom:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

P ARAORAPH 1. The respondent, Joseph H. McGranahan, doing
business under the trade name and style of "Montecatini Distributing Co.", is engaged at Alliance, Ohio, in the business of purchasing from manufacturers or laboratories in the United States, salts
used for purgative, laxative, and regulatory medicines for humans and
animals, and in the sale thereof in interstate commerce to druggists
and other dealers throughout the United States. Respondent
causes said salts when sold to be shipped and transported in interstate commerce from his said place of business at Alliance, Ohio,.
into and through other States of the United States, to the purchasers
thereof at their respective points of location. Respondent in the
course and conduct of his said business is and has been in competition with other firms and corporations located in the United States,.
engaged in the sale and distribution throughout the United States
in interstate commerce of salts, sold and used for the same purposes.
as the products of the respondent.
PAR. 2. Among respondent's competitors are many who sell and
distribute salts extracted and crystalized from the waters of natural
mineral springs. Among competitors of this class is the Banfi Products Corporation, organized and doing business under the laws of the
State of New York. The Banfi Products Corporation is now and for
many years past has been engaged as the sole representative and
distributor in the United States of an Italian corporation known as
"Societa Regie Terme di l\Iontecatini ", which last named corporation is and has been, as an agency of the Italian Government, engaged
in extracting salts from certain mineral springs located in the
locality known as 1\Iontecatini, in Tuscany, Italy. The springs
thus located are known as :Montecatini Mineral Springs. For many
years salts have been extracted from the waters of the Montecatini
Mineral Springs by the said Italian Government, and have been
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sold and distributed in the United States by the said Banfi Products
Corporation. The business done in the sale and distribution of such
salts by the Banfi Products Corporation has constantly increased
and the said salts have increased in public favor and demand, espedally among the inhabitants of the United States who are of
Italian birth or descent, and annual sales thereof are about $300,000.
The salts sold by respondent describing himself as doing business
as "Montecatini Distributing Co." are sulphate of soda of laboratory
manufacture, not extracted from spring water of any character.
They are, however, identical in appearance with the salts distributed
by the Banfi Products Corporation as above set forth.
PAn. 3. The salts distributed by the Banfi Products Corporation
are packed in Italy in bottles which are in turn packed in individual
cartons.
The cartons in which the true Montecatini salts are .packed and
-offered for sale are approximately 4U inches high by 1%, inches
thick. At the top of both faces of the said carton appear the words:
Masslme OnorUlcenze
A Tutte
Le Esposizloni

and immediately under these words, on a yellow background, appears
the label, containing the following words:
Suli Crlstallizzati
Di
Montecatinl
( lloyal Seal)
" Tamerici "
(T.M.C.) (in monogram)
Socleta llegie Terme
Di

1\Iontecatinl

The first statement means in the English language that the product
Las taken honors and awards at all expositions. The Royal Seal
referred to and which cannot be reproduced here is the seal of the
Italian Government, and the word " Tamerici " refers to one of the
six famous springs of Montecatini, from the waters of which spring
the salts are extracted. The bottle enclosed in said carton and in
Which the crystals of salts are contained also had upon its face the
same identical label above set forth, and has blown into it the words
Montecatinl
Sale
Tamerlcl
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PAR. 4. The respondent packs its product in bottles of the same
size and contour as those used by the Banfi Products Corporation,
which bottles he packs in cartons of the same size and color as those
used by the Banfi Products Corporation. There is also blown into
the bottles used by respondent the inscription
l\lontecatinl
Sale
Tamerici

and on the cartons and bottles used by the respondent is the same
identical label, probably procured by photographic process, as used
by the Banfi Products Corporation. Respondent also by another
label affixed to his cartons announces that his salts have received
honors at all expositions.
PAR. 5. The cartons and bottles used by the respondent are identical in size, shape, color, and general appearance with the cartons and
bottles used in the packing of the Montecatini Salts sold by the
Banfi Products Corporation. The use of the word "Montecatini"
in the trade name, and on the packages and bottles used by the
respondent, and the simulation of the label and dress of the packages
and bottles as described in paragraphs 4 and 5 hereof have the
tendency and capacity to deceive the purchasing public and have
deceived the purchasing public into the belief that the synthetic salts
sold by respondent are the salts extracted from the mineral springs
of Montecatini, Italy, as sold by the Banfi Products Corporation.
The sale of salts of laboratory manufacture by respondent as and for
the salts extracted from the natural mineral springs of " Montecatini " and sold as such by the Banfi Products Corporation has
resulted in a substantial loss of business to the said corporation by
the diversion of trade from the said corporation to the said
respondent.
The use by respondent of the false descriptions and representations mentioned in paragraphs 4 and 5 has the tendency and capacity
to injure the business of respondent's competitors, both those competitors who sell salts extracted from natural spring water and those
who sell salts of laboratory manufacture and to divert trade from
both classes of respondent's competitors to the respondent.
CONCLUSION

The practices of the said respondent under the conditions and
circumstances stated in the foregoing findings are to the prejudice of
the public and respondent's competitors, and constitute a violation
of the act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An
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act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and!
duties, and for other purposes ".
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission on the complaint of the Commission, the answer of the
respondent, the testimony and brief filed, and the Commission
having made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said
respondent has violated the provisions of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other
purposes",
It is now ordered, That the respondent, Joseph H. McGranahan,
in connection with the sale or offering for sale of salts in interstate
commerce between and among the various States of the United
States, and in the District of Columbia, do cease and desist from:
(1) Using the word "Montecatini" in his trade name or upon
cartons, bottles, or other containers.
(2) Using the corporate name "Societa Regie Terme Di Montecatini" upon the bottles or other containers of his product or in
any of his advertising, or in any manner representing that said
corporation has any connection whatsoever with the product sold
by him.
(3) Representing in any manner that the salts sold by him is
extracted or crystallized from the waters of the springs of Montecatini or from the water of any spring whatsoever.
( 4) Using on his labels or otherwise at all the seal of the Italian
Government.
(5) Advertising in any manner that his salts has received awards
at any exposition.
(6) Simulating the packages, labels, or any advertising matter of
the Benfi Products Corporation.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall within 30 days
after the service upon him of this order file with the Commission
a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which he has complied with the order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth.
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MATI'ER OF

BENJAMIN HALLMAN, DOING BUSINESS AS RELIABLE
SUIT CASE COMPANY
COMPLAINT AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914
Docket 2109.

OF SEC. 5

Oomplailnt, July 26, 1939-0rder, Dec. 9, 1939

Consent order requiring respondent, in connection with the sale and offer
of luggage in interstate commerce, to cease and desist from labeling, stamping or otherwise advertising luggage manufactured in whole or in part from
split leather, as being manufactured from genuine leather, and from in
any manner indicutlng th:lt the material used in the manufacture is other
than split leather.

Mr. Alfred M. Craven for the Commission.
CoMPLAINT
Acting in the public interest pursuant to the provisions of an act
of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and
for other purposes", the Federal Trade Commission charges that
Benjamin Hallman has been and is using unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce in violation of the provisions of
Section 5 of said act and states its charges in that respect as follows:
P ARAGRAPII 1. Respondent, Benjamin Hallman, is now and has
been for several years last past doing business in the city of New
York under the trade name of Reliable Suit Case Co. The business
of respondent is that of manufacturing and selling in interstate commerce to jobbers and retail dealers throughout the United States
handbags, suitcases and other luggage. He causes said merchandise
when sold to be shipped in interstate commerce from his said place
of business in New York into and through various States of the
United States to purchasers thereof at their respectiYe points of
location. In the course and conduct of his said business respondent
is and has been in competition with many other persons, firms and
corporations located in the United States engaged in the manufacture and sale in interstate commerce of handbags, suitcases and other
luggage and in the shipment of same from their respective points of
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location to purchasers throughout the various States of the United
States.
PAR. 2. Many of respondent's competitors mentioned in paragraph 1 hereof make and sell luggage covered with leath-er made
from the. outside or topside of sealskin or cowskin after same has
been separated or split from the flesh side of the skin. Such leather
is described by makers of luggage and generally known by manufacturers, tanners, dealers, and the purchasing public as " seal " or
"genuine seal", "cowskin" or·" genuine cowskin ", as the case may
be. The luggage covered by said skins is also known to the trade
and usually branded or tagged by the manufacturer as " top grain
cowhide" or" top grain seal", as the case may be. 'Vhen said competitors use as covering the leather manufactured from the flesh side
of the skin, said leather as well as the luggage covered by it is
ordinarily described, labeled and tagged by said manufacturers as
"split seal " or "split cowhide", as the case may be. The split
leather is very much inferior in quality, durability, and price to the
top grain or genuine leather as described in this paragraph.
PAR. 3. Respondent among other merchandise manufactures and
sells in the course of business described in paragraph 1 hereof lnggage the covering of which is the material mentioned in paragraph
2 hereof as split leather, both seal and cowskin being used. This
material is treated, embossed and finished by said respondent so as
to imitate the genuine leather made from the top grain of cowskin and
sealskin and in some cases the split cowskin leather is treated, embossed and finished so as to resemble genuine seal. Respondent by
means of stamps, tags and other markings affixed to said luggage
made of said split leather describes said luggage in the case of cowhide as "genuine cowhide leather " and in the case of seal as "genuine sealskin." Said descriptions made on or attached to said luggage reaches the public through the retail merchants and is used by
said merchants in advertising and selling such spurious luggage
to the public.
PAR. 4. Said descriptions, labels, and brandings made by respondent as to his merchandise are false and fraudulent in that the material described is not " genuine cowskin " or " genuine seal " as such
descriptions are commonly understood by the purchasing public.
The use of said descriptions, markings and representations has the
capacity and tendency to deceive the purchasing public and induce
purchasers to buy luggage thus described in and on account of the
belief that the said luggage is made of genuine or top grain leather.
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The said false brandings and markings a1so have the capacity and
tendency unfairly to divert trade from respondent's competitors to
the respondent.
PAR. 5. The above alleged acts and things done by respondent are
all to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within
the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an act of Congress entitled
"An act to create a Federal Trade Co.mmission, to define its powers
and duties, and for other purposes", approved September 26, 1914.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

Pursuant to the provisions of an act of Congress approved Sep·
t£>mber- 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes"
(38 Stat. 719), the Federal Trade Commission, on the 26th day of
July, 1933, issued and thereafter served its complaint against the
respondent, Benjamin Hallman, doing business as Reliable Suit Case
Co., charging him with the use of unfair methods of competition in
commerce in violation of the provisions of said act. Respondent
thereafter filed an answer to said complaint, and thereafter, tendered
to the Commission, for filing, a substituted answer, withdrawing the
original answer, said substituted answer reading as follows:
The respondent, Benjamin llallmann, doing business as Reliable Suit Case Co.,
having withdrawn his answer heretofore filed, for a substituted answer to the
complaint of the Federal Trade Commission, states, that respondent refrains
from contesting this proceeding and consents that the Commission may make,
enter, and serve on the respondent an order to cease and desist from the
violations of law alleged in the complaint.

Thereafter, this proceeding came on regularly for disposition and
decision by the Commission, under subdivision 2 of Rule III, of the
Rules of Practice and Procedure adopted by the Commission; and
the Commission being fully advised in the premises:
It is ordered, That the substituted answer of the respondent be
filed, and that the respondent, in connection with the sale and offer·
ing for sale of luggage in interstate commerce between and among
the several States of the United States and in the District of Columbia, do cease and desist from labeling, stamping or otherwise adver·
tising luggage manufactured in whole or in part from split leather
as being manufactured from genuine leather, and from in any manner indicating that the material used in the manufacture is other
than split leather.
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IN THE MATTER OF

NATIONAL SILVER COMPANY
COMPLAINT AND ORDER IN REGARD TO TIIE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. II
OF AN ACT OF CONGRIDSS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Dooket !080.

Complaint, Dec. 5, 1992-0rtler, Dec. 16, 1993

Consent order requiring respondent, its officers, etc., in connection with the
advertisement, offer or sale in interstate commerce and in the District of
Columbia of scissors imported from Germany, with the stamp and brand
"Royal Brand-Solld Steel-Germany", and with a carbon content of not
more than 0.095 percent, to cease and desist from representing the same
as solid steel, either by use of the words " steel" or " solid steel " or other
words which convey the same idea.

Jlr. G. Ed. Rowla;nd for the Commission.
Brill, Berr;enfeld & Brill, of New York City, for respondent.
CoMPLAINT

Acting in the public interest pursuant to the provisions of an act
of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and
for other purposes ''; the Federal Trade Commission charges that
National Silver Company, a corporation, has been and is now using
unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce in violation
of the provisions of Section 5 of said act, and states its charges
in that respect as follows :
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, National Silver Company, is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of New
York, with its principal office and place of business located at 61
West Twenty-third Street, in the city of New York, State of New
York, where it has been for more than one year last past, engaged in
the sale of silverware, novelty ware and cutlery to wholesale and
retail dealers located in the various States of the United States. The
officers of respondent are Samuel E. Bernstein, president; Philip
J. Bernstein, vice president; Morton Bernstein, treasurer; and Harry
Berke, secretary. Respondent causes its said articles of merchandise
when sold to be transported from its said place of business in the
city of New York, State of New York, through and into other
States of the United States to the purchasers thereof at their
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respective places of location. In the course and conduct of its said
business as aforesaid, respondent is in direct and active competition
with other persons, partnerships, and corporations engaged in the
sale and transportation of silverware, novelty ware and cutlery in
commerce between and among the various States of the United States
and the District of Columbia.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business respondent is now, and has been for more than one year last past,
engaged in selling to wholesale and retail dealers located throughout the various States of the United States, among other articles of
merchandise, scissors which are stamped and branded with the words
" Royal brand-solid steel-Germany " and " Royal brand-solid
steel." In catalogs which respondent causes to be printed, and
distributes to wholesale and retail dealers throughout the several
States of the United States for the purpose of soliciting business,
it describes the said scissors as " forged solid steel " and " Royal
brand-solid steel."
PAR. 3. Steel is an alloy of iron and carbon, and the grades of
steel used in the manufacture of cutting tools of various kinds contain a minimum amount of carbon which is necessary to make a
proper cutting edge. Low carbon steel is not satisfactory for a
cutting tool. The scissors sold by respondent, stamped and branded
as set forth in paragraph 2 herein, contain too small an amount of
carbon to entitle said scissors to be properly labeled "solid steel",
as such term is generally applied in the trade to cutting tools.
PAR. 4. The statements and representations of respondent, as hereinabove set forth, are calculated to, and do, have the capacity and
tendency of inducing many wholesale and retail dealers, and many of
the purchasing public, to purchase the said scissors sold by respondent
in the mistaken belief that said statements and representations are
true, and tend to and do unfairly divert trade to respondent from
competitors who are engaged in the sale of truthfully labeled scissors
in interstate commerce throughout the various States of the United
States and the District of Columbia.
P AB. 5. The above alleged acts and practices of respondent are
each and all of them to the prejudice of the public and respondent's
competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an act
of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and
for other purposes."
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ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

Pursuant to the provisions of an act of Congress, approved
September 26, 1914 (38 Stat. 717), the Federal Trade· Commission
isued and served a complaint upon the respondent, National Silver
Company, charging it with the use of unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce in violation of the provisions of said
act. With the complaint there was served upon respondent a copy
of the Commission's Rules of Practice. Said Rules of Practice
with respect to answers provide, among other things, as follows:
W. ANSWERS

(2) In case respondent desires to waive hearing on the charges set forth
In the complaint and not to contest the proceedings, the answer may consist
ot a statement that respondent refrains troru contesting the proceeding or
that respondent consents that the commission may make, enter, and serve
upon respondent an order to cease and desist from the violations of the law
alleged In the complaint, or that the respondent admits all the allegations
ot the complaint to be true. Any such answer shall be deemed to be an
admission of all the allegations ot the complaint, to waive a hearing thereon,
and to authorize the commission, without a tl'lal, without evidence, and
without findings as to the facts or other intervening procedure, to make,
enter, issue, and serve upon respondents.

Whereupon on January 25, 1933, the respondent entered its appearance and filed its answer to said complaint. Subseqeuently,
to wit, on October 9, 1933, the respondent filed its amended answer,
in which it consented that the Commission might make, enter and
serve upon it an order to cease and desist from the violations of law
alleged in the complaint.
Whereupon, pursuant to its Rules of Practice, the Commission finds
that said amended answer is an admission of all the allegations of
the complaint, and a waiver of hearing thereon and authorizes the
Commission without trial, witN.out evidence and without findings
as to the facts or other intervening procedure, to make, enter, issue
and serve upon respondent an order to cease and desist from the violations of law alleged in the complaint. The Commission being fully
advised in the premises,
It is now ordered, That the respondent, National Silver Co., its
officers, agents, representatives, and employees, in connection with
the advertising, offering for sale or selling in commerce among the
several States of the United States, and in the District of Columbia,
of scissors, described in the complaint herein, being scissors imported
from Germany stamped and branded with the words" Royal Brand1020~0°--35--VOLlS----10
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Solid Steel-Germany", said scissors having a carbon content of not
more than 0.095 percent, cease and desist from representing said
scissors as solid steel, or representing that the said scissors are made
from solid steel, either by the use of the words "steel" or "solid
steel", or other words which convey the same idea.
A11d it is further O'rdered, That respondent, within 60 days after
service upon him of a copy of this order, shall file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner in which
this order has been complied with and conformed to.
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IN THE MATTER OF

DELSON CHEMICAL CO., INC.
('OMPLAINT (SYNOPSIS), FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF SEC. IS OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket !077.

Complaint, Dec. S, 1932-Dccision, Dec. !7, 1933

Where a corporation engaged in the manufacture and sale of dog medicines,
Represented or advertised in its "Kennel Manual" that " the modern
method of treating disease Is to remove the cause" and that "removal of
germs, acids, ferments, and other Impurities from the system is now
possible by the aid of chemicals", and that there had resulted "a new
science of Chemotherapy", and knowledge "now made available for the
treatment of diseases of the dog", and included among such diseases, for
treatment and cure through internal administration of its "Delcreo"
preparation, and the asserted germicidal and other beneficial effects
thereof, so administered, abscesses, asthma, fits, distemper, pneumonia,
rheumatism, and vomiting attendant upon black tongue;
The facts being that said preparation, thus given, did not destroy bacteria
or germs, or have any effect thereon or constitute a preventative treatment,
and was not a cure or effective remedy in the treatment of said ailments,
did not remove the causes thereof, was not effective, as represented, in
causing cessation of paroxysms in asthma, was not an efficient treatment
for pneumonia, rheumatism, or black tongue, and was not curative of any
of the diseases mentioned in said manual;
With capacity and tendency to deceive the purchasing public Into believing said preparation to be a germicide which, given internally, will kill
germs and bacteria and destroy the causes of the various diseases for
which prescribed, and induce purchase thereof by the public in and on
account of said erroneous belief, and thus injure the business of competitors
nnd !II rert trade from them to It:
llcld, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were to
the injury and prejudice of the public and competitors, and constituted
unfair methods of competition.

Jlr. Alfred 111. Craven for the Commission.
SYNOPSis oF Col\IPLAINT

Ueciting its action in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Commission charged
respondent, n New York corporation engaged in the manufacture of
proprietary dog medicines, and in the sale thereof to druggists, operators of dog kennels and pet shops, and to the public generally
throughout the United States, and with principal place of business
iu New York City, with advertising falsely or misleadingly as to
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qualities or properties of product, in violation of the provisions of
Section 5 of such act, prohibiting the use of unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce.
Respondent, as charged engaged as aforesaid, represents through
its so-called "Delcreo Kennel Manual" that its "Delcreo" preparations apply the new science of chemotherapy to diseases of the dog
and offer effective remedies and cures therefor through removing
germs, acids, ferments, and other impurities from the system, ami
thus removing the causes of the diseases involved, and that its principal preparation, "Delcreo" when given or taken internally, as directed, constitutes, by reason of its germicidal and antiseptic effect
or otherwise, adequate and effective treatment and cure for abscesses,
asthma, distemper, fits, pneumonia, rheumatism, and black tongue;
the facts being that the preparation recommended for the aforesaid
ailments, as above set forth, and composed chiefly of creosote, calcium, soda and potash, does not have any such effect as above claimed
or constitute a cure or efficacious remedy for the ailments involved,
there being no drug or combination of drugs which is curative fo1'
asthma, distemper, fits, or rheumatism, and the facts being, furthermore, that its said various treatments do not, as claimed by it,
remove the causes of the diseases. 1
Respondent further, as charged, represents that certain of its
preparations are effective for the treatment and cure of follicular
mange, and prescribes a certain course of treatment involving external application of one of its said preparations, and internal administration of the other, the facts being that the representations impliedly and indirectly made in the prescribed treatment z are false
and misleading in that there is no competent and dependable external treatment for the destruction of follicular mange mites or the
cure of follicular mange, and there is no internal medication for the
treatment or cure of said ailment.
1 The false and misleading directions and representations, as allegedly made by re·
spondent and quoted In the complaint In the foregoing connection, are set forth intra In
the find! ngs.
• Matter In question, as set forth in the complaint, follows:
"Early dlagno•ls Is Important. Where follicular mange Is su~pe~ted, the dog's coat
should be carefully examined and the infection locnl!zed. The affected parts should be
washed with a solution of five tablespoonfuls of Delcreo Soluble Sulphur Compound Bath
to a gallon of tepid water and a neutral soap, or saturated with Dt::lcreo Soluble Sulphur
Compound. Then apply Delcreo Ointment to prevent the spread of the parasites. Where
possible thll pustules should be squeezed out before applying the ointment. 'fhls treatment should be supplemented by giving Dclcreo Soluble Sulphur Compound Internally four
times a day. This treatment should be continued to avoid the danger of recurrence and
the dog should be watched for a considerable length of time after all symptoms have
disappeared."
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Respondent further, as charged, recommends its Delcreo Vermifuge for brood bitches and pups,8 the facts being that the description of said preparation is misleading and deceptive in that respondent does not indicate the type of worms for which it is recom·
mended, there being no remedy for worm infestation which is effective against all of the many types of worms which infest dogs.
Said various false and misleading representations, and each of
them, as alleged," have the capacity and tendency to deceive prospective customers of respondent and to induce the purchase of respondent's preparations by the public in and on account of the belief that
the use of said preparations will serve to prevent, cure, or remedy
the diseases of dogs, as claimed by respondent, and each of said
claims and representations has the tendency and capacity to divert
trade from and otherwise injure competitors of respondent "; all to
the prejudice of the public, and of respondent's competitors.
Upon the foregoing complaint, the Commission made the following
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An·act to create a Federal Trade Commission,
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes", the Federal
Trade Commission on the 3rd day of December, 1932, issued its
complaint against the respondent, Del son Chemical Co., Inc., chn rging it with the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce in
violation of said act. Respondent having entered its appearance and
filed its answer, hearings were had before trial examiners heretofore
duly appointed, testimony was heard and evidence received in support of the charges of the complaint and in opposition thereto.
Thereafter this proceeding came on for final hearing and the Commission, having duly considered the record and being now fully
advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest
of the public and makes this its report stating its findings as to the
facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom:
The advertisement or representation in question, as set forth in the complaint, follows:
" Special attention should be given to brood bitches to ensure their freedom from worms
because of the danger to the litter at lJirth • • • Many breeders are successfuiiy
overcoming these difllculties by the proper administration of Delcreo to their brood
bitches and pups. And we have prepared a Delcreo Vermifuge, espt•clally for young puppies and ailing animals whose weakened condition has made It lnndvlsable to administer
the more powerful worm remedies."
1
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FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Delson Chemical Co., Inc., is a corporation organized
and existing under the laws of the State of New York and engaged
in the manufacture and sale of proprietary medicines represented to
be cures and efficacious treatments for diseases of clogs. The preparations manufactured and sold by respondent's principal place of
business in New York City and through the various States of the
United States to the purchasers thereof at their respective places of
location.
In the course and conduct of its business respondent is in competition with other persons, firms, and corporations located in the United
States engagecl in the business of manufacturing and/or selling in
interstate commerce veterinary preparations as and for and represented to be treatments for diseases of clogs.
PAR. 2. In the promotion of the sale of its products respondent
advertises the same in a pamphlet or manual widely distributed by
respondent all over the United States entitled "Delcreo Kennel
Manual", in which its various dog preparations termed in said
manual "Delcreo Remedies " are advertised and described together
with recommendations and directions for the use of same. The last
edition of said manual is the 13th edition, which, having superseded
the 12th edition, has been current since April, 1931.
PAR. 3. In the foreword or introduction to said manual the respondent states as follows:

The modern method of treating disease Is to remove the cause. Symptomatic
treatment Is gradually being discarde<l because those drugs which relieve
symptoms often retard the normal efforts of the body towards recovery, As a
result, while many drugs have been abandoned, the germicides which have given
definite results have been greatly improved. The removal of germs, acids, fer·
menta anu other Impurities from the system Is now possible by the aid of
chemicals. Recognition of the value of this treatment, and the necessity of
governing it by scientific principles, has resulted in a new science, Chemotherapy. This knowledge Is now mnde available for the treatment of diseases
of the !log,

This foreword represents directly and by fair intendment that the
preparations thereafter named in the pamphlet when given as directed will remove the causes of the various diseases mentioned and
are not merely symptomatic treatments. The foreword further represents by implication that the preparations listed following the
foreword are germicides and will kill genus which are the causes of
various diseases and that a new science called " Chemotherapy " is
made available by said "Delcreo Kennel Manual " for the treatment
of the dog.

'I
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PAR. 4. The principal preparation manufactured and sold by
respondent and described in said manual is one termed " Delcreo ".
This preparation contains in each fluid drachm two minims of beechwood creosote and 3% grains combined hypophosphites of calcium,
sodium and potassium in glycerine emulsion. It is specifically described in the said " Delcreo Kennel Manual" as a germicide. For
example, as to the disease distemper respondent states, directs, and
represents in said manual as follows (italics supplied):
Give Delcreo every two hours for the first two days. It is advisable to limit
the norlshment for the first twenty-four hours, so that the digestive organs may
be reserved for the assimilation of the germicide. • • • It is important that
the germicide should be given regularly every two hours until the infection
Is under control.

The respondent also represents in said pamphlet that the treatment
prescribed therein is a curative treatment, the language of the
pamphlet being in that respect as follow:
Effectiveness of curative treatment.-If the proper medication is employed
there are only two reasons for a fatal.termlnation in distemper, (1) delay
In applying the treatment, (2) lack of natural resistance In the dog.

PAR. 5. The respondent in directing the administration of " Delcreo" for other conditions and diseases of the dog in this pamphlet
under the various headings of diseases uses the following language:
AliSce~.~es.-The first step should be to rid the system of the Infection. Give
Delcreo every two hours for at least two days, then three times a day. With
the destruction of bacteria the activity of the white blood cells is stimulated
and the abscess may come to a head very rapidly, or other abscesses may appear
until the system is rid of the Infection. • • •
Astllma.-Give Delcreo every two hours in regular doses until the paroxysms
have ceased, then evPry three hours until breathing is normal. Its use should
be continued until each succeeding attack grows fainter and the paroxysms
finally disappear.
Fits.-(;ive Delcreo tonic every three hours.
Pnerununia.-Give Delcreo every two hours. • • • In f;PYere cases the
medication should be given every hour until the temperature is reduced by one
or two de~rees, then continue every two hours until the cough has disappeareu
and the temperature !s normal. Delcreo should be given three or four times
a uay for about two weeks after the animal has recovered.
Rheunwtism.-The animal should be placed in warm dry quarters. Give
Delcreo tn regular dosage for ut least three days. This should be followed
by administering Delcreo Soluble Sulphur Compound three times a day, and
this treatment should be continued until all symptoms disappear.
Black ton.gue.-If the dog vomits after eating or drinking, give Delcreo as in
distemper, for the antiseptic effect on the digestive organs and rest the
~>tomach for twenty-four hours.

PAn. 6. The various claims made for Delcreo and the directions
for its use as mentioned in paragraphs 3, 4, and 5 hereof are false
and misleading in that-
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(1) Delcreo when taken internally does not destroy bacteria or
germs and is without any effect on bacteria or germs and is not
a cure or efficacious remedy in the treatment of abscesses.
(2) Delcreo is not effective to cause the cessation of paroxysms
and is not a competent or effective remedy in the treatment of asthma
nor is there any drug or combination of drugs which is curative
of asthma.
(3) Delcreo internally taken is not a germicide, nor is it a pre·
ventive treatment, nor is there any drug or combination of drugs
which is curative or an effective treatment for distemper.
(4) Delcreo is not a preventive, treatment or cure for fits, nor
is there any known cure therefor.
( 5) Delcreo taken internally is not a germicide, is not a cure or
efficient treatment for pneumonia, rheumatism, or black tongue, and
is not curative of any of the diseases for which the "Delcreo Kennel :Manual " directs its administration. 'Vhen taken internally it
is not an antiseptic, nor is it a disinfectant and is of no value in
removing the causes of any of said diseases.
PAR. 7. Respondent's various statements, directions, and representations as set forth in these findings and each of them have the
tendency and capacity to deceive the purchasing public into the
belief that the respondent's preparation " Delcreo " is a germicide
and will kill germs and bacteria and will, when given internally to
the dog, kill germs and bacteria and destroy the causes of the
various diseases for which it is prescribed, and to induce the purchase thereof by the public in and on account of said erroneous belief
and thus to injure competitors' business and to divert trade from
said competitors to respondent.
CONCLUSION

The acts and things done by respondent under the conditions and
circumstances described in the foregoing findings are to the injury
and prejudice of the public and respondent's competitors, and are
unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce and constitute a violation of the act of Congress approved September 26,
1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to
define its powers and duties, and for other purposes."
ORDER TO CEAS:El AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade
Commission upon the record and the Commission having made its
findings as to the facts and conclusion drawn therefrom that the
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respondent has violated the provisions of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other
purposes",
It is now ordered, That the respondent, Delson Chemical Co., Inc.,
its officers, agents, and employees, in connection with the sale or
offering for sale in interstate commerce between and among the various States of the United States and the District of Columbia, do
cease and desist in any manner from:
Advertising or representing that the proprietary preparation called
by respondent " Delcreo " is a germicide when taken internally by
the dog or when so taken has any germicidal, antiseptic or disinfectant qualities or that said preparation when so taken removes the
cause or is a cure or efficient treatment for any of the following diseases of dogs: distemper, abscesses, asthma, fits, pneumonia, rheumatism, and vomiting attendant upon black tongue.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall within 30 days
after the service upon it of a copy of this order file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form
in which it has complied with the order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth.
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WOLF GURZIZKY, DOING BUSINESS UNDER THE TRADE
NAME AND STYLE OF WHITE STAR HAT COMPANY
COMPLAINT AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC.
OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26 7 1914
Docket 201,.5.

II

Complaint, June 6, 1IJ3Z-Order, Jan. 17, 1931,

Consent order requiring respondent, his agents, etc., in connection with the
sale or offer of men's hats in interstate commerce and in the District of
Columbia, to cease nnd desist from selling or offering for sale men's old,
worn, used, and discarded fur felt hats, which have been cLeaned and
fitted with new ribbons, sweatbaRds, and linings, unless and until U1ere
Is stamped upon, affixed or attached to said hats In a conspicuous place
so as to be easily and readily seen, word or words clearly Indicating that
said hats are not new hats but are used and worn hats which have been
cleaned and made-over (e. g., " second-hand ", "used ", or " made-over ").

Mr. G. Ed. RowlaiJUl for the Commission.
Kreindler, Warshaw&: Baron, of New York City, for respondent.
CoMPLAINT
Acting in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions of an act
of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for
other purposes ", the Federal Trade Commission charges that 'Volf
Gurzizky, doing business under the trade name and style of White
Star Hat Co., hereinafter referred to as respondent, has been and
now is using unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce
in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of said act, and states its
charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Wolf Gurzizky, is an individual doing
business under the trade name and style of White Star Hat Co., having his office and principal place of business at 222 Greene Street, in
the City of New York, State of New York, where he has been for
more than one year last past engaged in the business of selling and
distributing men's felt hats of the character and in the manner hereinafter mentioned, to jobbers and wholesale dealers located at points
in the various States of the United States and the District of Columbia. Respondent causes said hats when so sold, to be transported from the City of New York, State of New York, through and
into other States of the United States and the District of Columbia,
to the said jobbers and wholesale dealers thereof at their respective
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points of location. In the course and conduct of his said business
as aforesaid, respondent is in direct and active competition with various other persons, partnerships, firms, and corporations engaged in
the manufacture, sale, and distribution of men's felt hats in interstate
commerce among the various States of the United States and the
District of Columbia.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of his aforesaid business
respondent buys second-hand, old, used, and discarded men's felt
hats, which hats are in some instances sold by respondent to jobbers
and wholesale dealers in the same condition they were in when
bought, and in other cases are renovated and sold by respondent to
said jobbers and wholesale dealers. All hats which are renovated
by respondent are first sent to a dry-cleaning establishment, where
they are thoroughly dry-cleaned and returned to respondent. Said
hats are then steamed, ironed and shaped by respondent at his place
of business. The poorer grade of hats are sold by respondent to his
customers without being further treated. The higher quality hats
are relined and fitted with new ribbon bands, sweatLanus and size
labels, and then sold by respondent to jobbers and wholesale dealers,
who resell them to retail dealers. Said new relinings awl sweatbands are purchased by respondent from the manufacturers thereof,
and bear various trade names, designs, devices, and descriptive
wording.
PAR. 3. The aforesaid old, used, discarded, and second-hand hats,
after being made over by respondent, and fitted with new trimmings,
as described in paragraph 2 herein, have the appearance of new hats
which have never been worn, and said hats are sold by respondent to
jobbers and wholesale dealers without anything on or about said hats
to indicate that such hats are in fact second-hand hats which have
Leen reno\·ated and made over by said respondent. Said hats are
rt>sold by said jobLcrs and wholesale dealers to retail dealers, who
1esell them to the public without disclosing the fact that said hats
have been previously worn, and then renovated and made over, and
under such circumstances as to indicate that they are new hats.
The cost to respondent of obtaining, renovating, and making over
said hats as aforesaid is much less than the cost to hat manufacturers
of manufacturing new hats of similar quality, and respondent is
thereby able to sell said hats to jobbers and wholesalers at substantially lower prices than manufacturers of hats can sell hats of the
same or similar quality to jobbers and wholesale dealers.
PAR. 4. It is the common belief and understanding among wholesale and retail dealers, and the purchasing public, that hats having
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the appearance of new and unused hats, as do hat distributed by
respondent, and sold by respondent and those dealing in men's hats
without anytrling on or about said hats to indicate that such is not
so, are in fact hats which are new and unused, and have never been
worn or used by anyone previously; and said wholesale and retail
dealers, and the purchasing public, when buying hats having the
appearance of new and unused hats, and without anything on or
about said hats to the contrary, are entitled to receive new and unused hats, and not second-hand, old, used, and discarded hats which
have been renovated and made over. The acts and practices of
respondent as hereinabove set forth, are calculated to, and do, have
the capacity and tendency of inducing many wholesale and retail
dealers, an1l many of the purchasing public, to purchase the said
second-hand, old, used, and discarded hats which have been renovated
and made over by respondent, in the mistaken belief that they are
purchasing new and unused hats, and tend to and do unfairly divert
trade to respondent from concerns engaged in the manufacture and
<iale of hats in interstate commerce throughout the various States
of the United States and the District of Columbia.
PAR. 5. The above alleged acts and practices of respondent are each
and all of them to the prejudice of the public and respondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in interstate
commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of
Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for
other purposes."
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

J>ursuant to the provisions of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes ",
the Federal Trade Commission on the 6th day of June, 1932', issued
its complaint against Wolf Gurzizky, doing business under the trade
name and style of White Star Hat Co., respondent herein, in which
complaint it is alleged that respondent has been and is using unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce in violation of
the provisions of Section 5 of said act.
On September 12·, 1933, respondent filed his answer to said complaint. On January 3, 1934, said respondent fi!ed a second answer
herein, wherein he stated that he did not desire to contest the proceeding, and consents that the Federal Trade Commission may make,
enter, and serve upon him an order to cease and desist from the
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violations of law alleged in the complaint, in accordance with the
provisions of Section 2, Rule III, of the Rules of Practice of the
Commission, and the Commission having accepted the second answer
in lieu of the former one theretofore filed, and being fully advised
in the premises,
It is now ordered, That the respondent, Wolf Gurzizky, doing
business under the trade name and style of White Star Hat Co., his
agents, representatives, servants, and employees, in connection with
the sale or offering for sale of men's hats in commerce among the
several States of the United States, and in the District of Columbia,
cease and desist from :
Selling or offering for sale men's old, worn, used, and discarded
fur felt hats, which have been cleaned and fitted with new ribbons,
~weatbands, and linings, unless and until there is stamped upon, affixed or attached to said hats in a conspicuous place so as to be easily
and readily seen, word or words clearly indicating that said hats
are not new hats but are used and worn hats which have been cleaned
and made-over (e.g., "second-hand", "used", or "made-over").
It is further ordered, That respondent shall within 60 days from
the date of the service upon him of the order herein, file with the
Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner
and form in which this order has been complied with and conformed to.
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MEARS RADIO HEARING DEVICE CORPORATION
COMPLAINT (SYNOPSIS), FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEm:o
VIOLA'J.'ION OF SEC. II OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 191_4

Docket 2079.

Complaint, Dec. 5, 1992-Decision, Joo. 11, 1994

Where a corporation engaged ln the sale of u uevice, and oil for use in
conjunction therewith, for the treatment and cure of the partially and
totally deaf and those affiicted with head noises, in competition with many
meritorious varieties of hearing devices, and devices for relief of such
noises and symptoms of deafness, and for treatment of the deaf, and with
many ear oils, advertised said device through newspapers of general circulation, magazines, letters, and circulars as a new invention, which exercises
the ossicles and muscles of hearing until they become strong enough to
work, and relieves deafness and head noises by removing the cause, helping
to "restore your natural hearing" and affording "positive and complete
relief from head noises", and with a record of accomplishing such results
for many, including restoration of hearing after 20 years of extreme deafness, and represented that said oil, assertedly used theretofore by a noted
New York physician with remarkable success, and recognized by doctors,
had alone relleved many cases of deafness, and claimed through testimonial
advertisements that use of said device and oil had relieved users of deafness, had enabled a person deaf for 2;:) years, to hear the "talldes ", and
would enable a person born deaf and dumb to acquire the sense of
hearing;
l!'acts being that such device would not cure or aid in the cure of deafness or
head noises, or relieve such ailments or noises or restore natural or any
hearing to deaf persons, with or without said oil, and was not a new
invention, but, formerly sold under a different name, had been discovered,
testoo and discarded as worthless by otologists a number of years ago,
use thereof was dangerous, and treatment thereby afforded, with or without
said oll, was neither scient11lc, efficacious or proper for deafness or head
noises, and aforesaid oil did not possess such therapeutic value as to
aid, cure or relieve deafness or head noises and was not used or recommended by reputable or noted doctors, or given its name, as asserted, by
any physician ;
With tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive purchasers and prospective
purchasers, including the milllons ot deal and partially deaf, and those
incurably so, and receptive to anything holding out hope of slightest
relief, into believing that such representations were true, and inducing
their purchase ot said device and oil in such. belief, and of unfairly
diverting trade to it from its competitors, and with effect of postponing
procurement ot proper and efficacious treatment, by the user, for his
deafness:
Held, That such practices, under the circumstances set forth, constituted unfair
methods of competition.

Mr. E. J. II ornibrook for the Commission.
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Reciting its action in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Commission charged respondent, a Delaware corporation engaged in the sale of devices,
apparatus, and medicines for the treatment of those who are hard of
hearing, including a device called " Mears Airosage " and a medicine
called " Mears Ear Oil " (sold for use in conjunction with said device),
and with principal place of business in New York City, with advertising falsely or misleadingly as to history, results and qualities of
product, in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of said act prohibiting the use of unfair methods of competition in interstate
commerce; in that respondent represents that said device is a new
invention and one which will cure and has cured and relieved head
noises and deafness, even in extreme cases such as those of people
born deaf and dumb, or deaf for twenty-five years, and in that it
further falsely advertises said "Mears Ear Oil" as a preparation
prescribed by a noted New York physician with remarkable success,
used by it and so designated with his permission, and recognized as
a preparation by physicians, which alone has relieved many cases of
deafness and one which, if used in conjunction with said device,
affords as scientific a treatment as could be asked for a congested
and deafened ear; with tendency and capacity to deceive the purchasing .public and induce the purchase of its said products in
reliance upon such statements and representations, and unfairly
divert trade from competitors to it and otherwise injure said competitors, to their prejudice and that of the public.1
Upon the foregoing complaint, the Commission made the following
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled" An act to create a Federal Trade Commission to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes", the
Federal Trade Commission, on the 5th day of December, A.D. 1932,
issued and thereafter served its complaint against the respondent,
Mears Radio Hearing Device Coporation, charging it with the use
of unfair methods of competition in commerce in violation of the
provisions of said act.
Respondent having entered its appearance and filed an answer to
the said complaint, hearings were had before a trial examiner theretofore duly appointed and testimony was heard and evidence taken
1 Respondent's said statement, and representations, as alleged In the complaint In detail.
are set forth In the findings, Infra.
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in support of the charges stated in the complaint, and in opposition
thereto. Thereafter this proceeding came on regularly for final
hearing and the Commission having duly considered the record and
being now fully advised in the premises finds that this proceeding
is in the interest of the public and makes this its report, stating its
findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

1. The respondent, Mears Radio Hearing Device Corporation is a corporation organized and existing under and by virtue
of the laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal place of business in the City of New York, State of New York. It is now
and for several years last past has been engaged in the sale of
devices, apparatus, and medicines for the treatment and cure of persons who are hard of hearing, or totally deaf or affiicted with head
noises; among which is a device called by respondent " Mears
Airosage" and a medicine called "Mears Ear Oil". "Mears Ear
Oil " is sold by respondent for use in conjunction with "Mears
Airosage "· These two last named products are sold by respondent
in different States of the United States and when orders are received
therefor, such orders are filled by respondent by packing the same
in said City of New Yok and shipping the same, usually through
the United States mails, from the said city to the purchasers thereof,
many of whom reside outside the State of New York.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of said business respondent is in
competition with individuals, copartnerships, and corporations en·
gaged in the transportation and sale between and among various
States of the United States of devices, apparatus, and medicines sold
and used for the same purposes as are respondent's "Airosage" and
"Mears Ear Oil".
The respondent's "Airosage " is in direct competition in interstate
commerce with the hearing devices on the market, and there are
many meritorious varieties of them sold in interstate commerce.
Respondent represents in its advertising that the use of "Airosage"
makes the use of hearing devices unnecessary.
There are also other mechanical devices sold in interstate commerce, not as a cure for deafness, but for the relief of head noises
and symptoms of deafness only, which are in competition with
"Airosage ".
Respondent, in the sale of "Mears Ear Oil " is in competition with
many ear oils and devices sold in interstate commerce for the
treatment of the deaf.
PARAGRAPH
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PAR. 3. The device " Airosage " is operated by storage batteries.
It has a cupped shaped vibrator which according to instructions is to
be placed against the ear until it produces a tickling and tingling
sensation in the inner ear. A hard rubber cone shaped device, called
the applicator is then directed to be attached to the vibrator and
inserted in the ear. Users are directed to continue this treatment .for
a full half minute and massage around the ear and across the throat
and chin with the vibrator for a period of five minutes. Also users
are directed to use another device to be attached to this vibrator for
massaging the palm of the hand over the heart line thereof. This
latter treatment is described by respondent as "Zone Therapy", and
is represented by respondent to be efficacious in the treatment of
deafness.
" Mears Ear Oil " consists of Homeopathic Oil of Mullen with
twenty drops of Oil of Eucalyptus added to each pint of the oil of
mullen. Users are directed to place two drops in each ear three
times a week. Users are also directed to use it in conjunction with
and as an aid to vibratory treatment produced by "Airosage ". A
month's supply of the ear oil accompanies each "Airosage Device"·
Respondent sells this device for $45 when sold alone. At this price
a supply of "Mears Ear Oil" is included. Approximately 500 have
been sold each year in the past two years. The device " Airosage " is
also sold on a 30 days rent or trial plan whereby it and an ear phone
are shipped to a prospective purchaser upon payment of $5 and. if at
the end of 30 days trial the prospect is satisfied, he may keep both
devices upon further payment of $55. In the advertisement of this
trial plan the price quoted for each device, if sold separately, is $45.
There are in the United States ten to sixteen million adults and
Qne and one-half million children who are either totally deaf or
deficient in the sense of hearing, and of these more than one and
Qne-half million are incurable. These people are constantly and
-eagerly seeking something that will cure them or relieve their
~ondition and will try out anything that seems likely to afford the
slightest relief.
PAR. 4. The respondent expends in advertising its said "Airosage"
and" Mears Ear Oil" from $1,500 to $2,000 per year.
The respondent advertises "Airosage" and "Mears Ear Oil"
through the medium of magazines, letters, circulars, and newspapers
having a general circulation throughout the United States, such as
the Sunday American and other Hearst papers. Typical of these
advertisements are the following:

1. Hearing has been restored by the use of the Alrosage after twenty
years of extreme deafness.
102050°--35--VOLlS----ll
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2. Many have had head noises eliminated and natural hearing restored
by the use of Airosage.
3. The new invention, Airosage, helps restore your natural hearing.
4. Airosage relieves deafness and head noises by removing the cause.
5. Positive and complete relief from head noises.
6. Alrosage imparts vibratory treatment that exercises the ossicles and
muscles that control the hearing until they become strong enough to work.
7. A noted New York physician has prescribed Mears Ear Oil with remarknble success. He has agreed to allow us to use it and call it Mears Ear Oil.
It is lubricating, healing and stimulating • • •. Unaided it bas relieved
many cases of deafness and is recognized by physicians. What more scientific
treatment can be congested and deafened ear receive tllan these two wonderful
healing agents when used together.

In addition to the representations hereinabove stated in paragraph
4 above, respondent has represented in testimonial letter advertisements that by the use of said Airosage and Mears Ear Oil or
either of them a person deaf for twenty-five years can now " hear
the talkies; that by the use of said Airosage and Mears Ear Oil
or either of them deafness has left a user or users thereof; that by
the use of said Airosage and Mears Ear Oil a person born deaf and
dumb will acquire the sense of hearing; that the sense of hearing of
a person born deaf will be acquired by a user of said Airosage and
Mears Ear Oil or either of them."
PAR. 5. The statements and representations set forth in paragraph 4 are false and misleading in that "Mears Airosage ", whether
used in conjunction with "Mears Ear Oil" or not, is not such a
device, the use of which will cure, or aid in the cure of deafness or
head noises or relieve deafness or head noises or restore natural or any
hearing to deaf persons; nor is the said device," Mears Airosage ",
a new invention but is a device formerly sold under the name
"Aurosage " and which was discovered, tested, and discarded as
worthless by otologists a number of years ago; nor is such device
a scientific device; nor is the treatment by the use of such device in
conjunction with or without "Mears Ear Oil" scientific, efficacious,
or proper treatment for deafness or head noises; and the product
"Mears Ear Oil" when used with the device "Airosage" or without
it does not possess such therapeutic valuA as to cure or aid in the cure
or relief of deafness or head noises, nor is it used or recommended
by reputable or noted physicians and the name " Mears Ear Oil "
was given it not by a physician, but by a layman. The use of
"Aira"sage" in the treatment of the deaf is dangerous and likely
to injure the ear. The use of "Airosage" and "Mears Ear Oil"
or either of them in the treatment of deafness postpones the procurement of efficacious treatment in many instances.
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The rent or trial plan of sale of "Airosage " as described in paragraph 3 hereof, when adopted by a prospective purchaser, has the
tendency and capacity to postpone the procurement of proper and
efficacious treatment for his deafness.
The president of respondent testified in this proceeding that the
use of the testimonial and claim that "Airosage" would "help those
born deaf " had been abandoned, but made no comment as to whether
this statement would be resumed.
PAR. 6. Each and all of the representations as to the efficacy of
respondent's "Airosage" and "Mears Ear Oil", contained in the
advertising as set forth in paragraph 4, had and have a tendency
and capacity to mislead and deceive the purchasers and prospective
purchasers of respondent's said "Airosage " and " Mears Ear Oil "
into the belief that such representations are true, and to induce them
to purchase respondent's said "Airosage" and "Mears Ear Oil"
in such belief and had and have the tendency and capacity to unfairly divert trade from said competitors to respondent.
CONCLUSION

The practices of said respondent under the conditions and circumstances described in the foregoing findings are to the prejudice of
the public and respondent's competitors, and are unfair methods of
competition in interstate commerce and constitute a violation of an
act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties,
and for other purposes."
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having come on to be heard by the Federal Trade
Commission on the complaint of the Commission, the answer of
respondent, the testimony and evidence, and briefs of counsel, and
the Commission having made a report in writing in which it stated
its findings as to the facts, with its conclusion that the respondent
had violated the provisions of Section 5 of an Act of Congress
approved September 2G, 1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other
purposes", and the Commission being fully advised in the premises,
It is ordered, That respondent, Mears Radio Hearing Device Corporation, its agents, employees, and representatives, in connection
with the advertising, offering for sale, and sale in interstate commerce, or in the District of Columbia, of the commodities "Airosage"
and "Mears Ear Oil", or either of them, cease and desist from
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representing in any manner, including by or through the use of testimonials or endorsements, that the use of the device "Airosage" and
"Mears Ear Oil" or either of them, or any similar device or medicine will cure, aid in the cure or relieve deafness or head noises or
that the use of such device either in conjunction with or without
" Mears Ear Oil " is scientific, efficacious or proper treatment for
deafness or head noises or that " Mears Ear Oil " possesses therapeutic value in the treatment of deafness or head noises.
It is further ordered that respondent shall, within 60 days after
service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a report in
writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which is has
complied with this order.
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PAUL CASE
COMPLAI:NT (SYNOPSIS), FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 2091.

Complaint, Feb. il4, 1933-Decision, Jan. 18, 1934

'Where an individual, neither a physician nor graduate of any college or university of medicine, engaged in the sale and distribution of a medicinal
product, known as "Case combination treatment", and consisting of two
different kinds of tablets, based on two separate formulae, for taking as
prescribed,
Made such statements in advertising his said treatment In circulars and letters
sent to prospective customers by mall, as that it would drive out aches
and pains of muscular and subacute rheumatism, neuralgia, sciatica, neuritis, and lumbago, constituted an amazing discovery that had brought
comfort and happiness to more than 100,000 sufferers, and had brought
relief to those who had endured the aches and pains of the aforesaid ailments for years, even in severe cases, with reported miraculous relief from
misery su1rered, and headed numerous testimonials with such captions as
"Su1rered For 20 Years, Had Given Up Hope, Then Tried the Case Trent·
ment ", "Discards Crutches, Sleeps All Night, Works In Garden", "Feels
20 Years Younger, Walks Without Cane, Entirely Active Again", and made
numerous other statements and representations of similar tenor, facts
being that the use of the two formulae would not cure or have any appreciable therapeutic value in the treatment of the aforesaid diseases;
'With effect of misleading and deceiving customers and prospective customers
into purchasing said product in the belief that it would produce the
results claimed for it as hereinabove set forth, and with tendency and capacity so to do, and with effect of injuring, to a substantial extent, competitors selling preparations with same effect as that of products herein
concetned, including those not falsely advertised as a cure for the aforesaid diseases, or in other respects, and with capacity and tendency so to
injure:
Held, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were to
the prejudice of the public and competitors, and constituted unfair methods
of competition.

Mr. Hervry 0. Lank for the Commission
Mr. H. Ralph Bwrton, Mr. Tench T. Marye, and Mr. Robert W.
Burton, of Washington, D.C. for respondent.
SYNOPSis oF ColrPL.A.INT

Reciting its action in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Commission charged
respondent individual, engaged in the sale and distribution of medicines and drugs described by him as " Case Combination Treat-
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ment ", for the purported relief and cure of rheumatism, gout,
neuritis, sciatica, neuralgia, and lumbago, and with principal office
and place of business in Brockton, 1\fass., with advertising falsely or
misleadingly as to qualities or results of product, in violation of the
provisions of Section 5 of such act, prohibiting the use of unfair
methods of competition in interstate commerce.
Repondent, as charged, engaged as aforesaid, falsely and misleadingly represents through advertisements, pamphlets, and circular
letters that his said medicines and drugs are an effective cure and
remedy for, or beneficial in the treatment of, muscular or subacute
rheumatism, neuritis, gout, sciatica, neuralgia, and lumbago, and the
aches and pains of rheumatic, neurotic or gouty condition; the facts
being that "while a few of the drugs contained in respondent's
medicines are sometimes employed with results more or less beneficial in certain stages of some of the above diseases or ailment:.;, yet
the said medicines or drugs will not provide adequate treatment for
the above-mentioned diseases or ailments and it is false and mislead·
ing to so represent or imply."
Respondent further, as charged, represents through advertisements, pamphets, circulars, and letters that his said medicines and
drugs are quickly absorbed through the stomach into the blood
stream and carried to all parts of the body; that this is necessary
to drive the aches and pains out and not from one part of the body to
anQther; that they will drive out the aches and paim of the ailments referred to, have relieved the misery, etc., of people who had
used crutches and canes, and in many instances were contlned to their
beds unable to walk; and brought comfort, happiness, and relief to
a multitude of sufferers, including severe and chronic cases, where
hope had been given up, and makes numerous other repre!:'eutations
and assertions of similar tenor; 1 the facts being that said medicines
and drugs are not efficacious in the treatment of said ailments, or the
aches and pains thereof, but merely dull the sensitiveness of the
user so that the user does lliOt feel the aches and pains, and said
dulling of aches and pain is of a temporary nature, and the said
drugs and medicines dd not effectively treat the cause of the said
aches and pains, and many persons have purchased said medicines
and drugs, in reliance on the truth of such statements, representations, and advertisements.
The use by respondent, as charged " of the false, misleading and
deceptive advertisements and representations as hereinabove referred to constitute practices or methods of competition which tend
1 Other clulms and representations, as alleged In detail In the complaint, are set forth
In the tl ndlngs, Infra.
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to and do (a) prejudice and injure the public; (b) unfairly divert
trade from and otherwise injure respondent's competitors; and (c)
operate as a restraint upon and a detriment to the freedom of fair
and legitimate competition in the sale of medicines and drugs in
interstate commerce."
Upon the foregoing complaint, the Commission made the following
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER
Pursuant to the provisions of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes", the
Federal Trade Commission issued and served a complaint upon the
respondent, Paul Case, charging him with the use of unfair methods
of competition in interstate commerce in violation of the provisions of
said act.
Respondent filed his answer and the case was set down for the
taking of testimony before an examiner of the Commission. Evidence was adduced in support of the charges of the complaint. No
testimony was offered by the respondent.
Thereupon this proceeding came on for final hearing on the briefs
and oral argument of counsd for the Commission and for the respondent. The Commission now having duly considered the record
and being fully advised in the premises finds that this proceeding is
in the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts
and its conclusion drawn therefrom:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Paul Case, is an individual, engaged
since 1923 in the business of selling and distributing a medicinal
product known as "Case Combination Treatment." Respondent
has his place of business in Brockton, Mass. Respondent advertises
his product in magazines and periodicals, having a nation-wide circulation and sells his said product direct to the consumer and not
through retail stores. When orders are received he sends his said
product by mail to the purchasers thereof at their respective points
of location in the several States of the United States. Respondent
is not a physician nor is he a graduate of any college or university
of medicine.
PAR. 2. Respondent's product is in tablet form and consists of
two different kinds of tablets. Respondent in his literature refers
to said tablets as Formula No. 1 and Formula No. 2.
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Formula No. 1 contains the following medicines and drugs in the
indicated quantities:
Grain

Powdered willow charcoaL--------------------------------- Ho
Extract Calchicum Root (commercial)---------------------- %.
Sodium Salicylate-------------------------------··---------- 2
Potassium .Acetate----------------------------------------- rcr
Potassium Sulphate---------------------------------------- -!rJ
Excipients Q. S. to make a 4 grain tablet.

Tablets composed of Formula No. 1 are to betaken, according to
the directions of the respondent, four times daily, one tablet at each
meal time and one tablet before retiring.
Formula No.2 contains the following medicines and drugs in the
indicated quantities:
Gra·in

Cascarin -------------------------------------------------Aloin----------------------------------------------------Podophyllin----------------------------------------------Extract Belladonna --------------------------------------Gingerine__________________________________________________
SodiurnBicarbonate----------------------------------------

1,4
1,4
t,.U

'Is
'Is
1,4

Respondent's directions for taking tablets composed of Formula
No.2 are" one or two as required to move the bowels twice a day, to
be taken upon retiring."
PAR. 3. Respondent has advertised his "combination treatment "
in magazines having a nation-wide circulation, such as Good Stories,
Grit, Hearth and Home. Respondent has not advertised in such
magazines since this proceeding was commenced. At the time of the
hearings respondent was confining his advertising to distributing
circulars and letters to prospective customers by mail. Among the
representations and claims made by respondent in these circulars
and letters are that the " Case Combination Treatment "(a) 'V'ill drive out aches and pains of muscular and subacute
rheumatism, neuralgia, gout, sciatica, neuritis, and lumbago;
(b) Is an amazing discovery that has brought comfort and happiness to more than 100,000 sufferers;
(c) Has brought relief to those who have endured the aches and
pains of rheumatism, gout, sciatica, neuritis, and lumbago for
years, even in severe cases, reporting miraculous relief from their
misery;
(d) Has completely relieved the aches and pains of so-called" old
chronic " cases where hops had been given up;
(e) Will quickly and completely conquer your trouble.
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PAR. 4. Respondent also makes numerous other representations,
statements and claims in the circulars which he distributes as afore'said. A few illustrations of such representations or claims are:
(1) The remarkable feature of the Case Combination Treatment
is that in many cases a day's treatment has given relief when all
-other medicines taken had failed.
(2) You now have in your possession the amazing combination
that has brought joy and relief to thousands of sufferers. Surely,
you have every right to expect the same results.
(3) 'Within a few minutes after starting the treatment, the good
Work has begun. You may not feel the action at once (in some old
·chronic cases a week may be necessary to note decided improvement) but you may be sure the improvement has started and if
you do not interrupt the treatment the trouble should certainly yield
to the scientific combination of the medical formulae.
{4) What a happy day to look forward to-and it should
be close at hand-when those aches and pains will have left youwhen the memory of what you went through will make your dreams
possible-when you will be again active with the vim of former
years.
PAR. 5. Respondent also quoted numerous testimonials in his cir-culars and placed headlines above these individual testimonials. A
few such headlines are :

(a) Suffered For 20 Years. Had Given Up Hope. Then Tried The Case
Treatment.
(b) Could Not Move From Rheumatism. Now Says He Gets About Like A
'Three Year Old Colt.
(c) Says He Is Free From That Arch Fiend Neuritis, Since Taking The
·Case Combination Treatment.
(d) Laitl Up 10 1\Ionths. Case Treatment Quickly Corrects Trouhle.
(e) Neuritis Quickly Cleared Up.
(f) Now Goes About Without His Crutches Or Cane. Certainly A Remarkable Recovery.
(g) Could Not Work For A Year. Spent A Fortune Before Finding Relief
With The Case Treatment.
(h) Discards Crutches. Sleeps All Night. Works In Garden.
( i) Feels 20 Years Younger. Walks Without Cane. Entirely Active Again.
(J) Throws Crutches Away After 30 Years of Su1rering. Had Tried Many
Kinds of Medicines Without Results.
(k) Suffered With Rheumatism For 10 Years. Pain Completely Relieved By
Case Treatment.
PAR. 6. Four of the circulars above referred to were introduced
into the record as exhibits. The evidencu discloses that approximately 35,000 of each of such circulars were distributed by respond-ent to prospective customers from 1929 to the date of the hearing.
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PAR. 7. Several medical experts were called as witnesses in this
proceeding and testified that respondent's Formula No. 1 had a mild
analgesic or anodyne effect when taken in accordance with respondent's instructions, that it would temporarily relieve mild pains, that
it did not in itself have any appreciable therapeutic value in the
treatment of rheumatism, neuritis, sciatica, lumbago and neuralgia,
that Formula No. 2 was a mild cathartic, that the use of the two
formulae would not cure nor have any appreciable therapeutic value
in the treatment of the above mentioned diseases, that in some mild
cases of rheumatism or simple cases of neuralgia the use of the above
combination treatment might relieve the pain and the disease might
subside, with or without treatment, but that the said medicines in
and of themselves did not have proper therapeutic value
to produce the results claimed by respondent. The respondent
offered no witnesses and the above testimony stands uncontradicted.
PAR. 8. Based on the testimony of the medical experts called in this
case the Commission finds that respondent's claims and representations as above recited are false and misleading and also finds that
such claims and representations have had and do have the capacity
and tendency to mislead and deceive and have misled and deceived
customers and prospective customers into purchasing respondent's
said product in the belief that it would produce the results claimed
by respondent in its advertising as recited above.
PAR. 9. The above medical experts testified that there were numerous other preparations on the market that would have the same
physiological action as respondent's product. Competitors of respondent were also produced as witnesses and testified that there were
numerous products sold in interstate commerce which would have the
same effect as respondent's product. Based upon the above-mentioned testimony, the Commission finds that there are numerous
preparations sold in interstate commerce in competition with respondents Combination Treatment.
PAR. 10. The representatives of competitors of respondent above
referred to testified that among the various products offered and sold
in competition with respondent's product several of such products
were not advertised as a cure for the several diseases mentioned and
were not otherwise falsely advertised and the Commission now finds
that a substantial number of respondent's competitors do not make
false claims for their product.
PAR. 11. The Commission finds that the practices of respondent
set forth above have the capacity and tendency to injure and do
injure, to a substantial extent, respondent's competitors in the sale of
their products, by unfairly diverting trade from such competitors
to the respondent.
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CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of the said respondent, under the conditions
and circumstances described in the foregoing findings, are to the
prejudices of the public and of respondent's competitors; are unfair
methods of competition in commerce, and constitute a violation of
Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its
powers and duties, and for other purposes".
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission on the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondent,
the testimony and briefs and oral arguments of counsel and the Commission having made a report in writing in which is stated its findings as to the facts with its conclusions that the respondent had
violated the provisions of Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved
September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes",
and the Commission being fully advised in the premises,
It is ordered, That the respondent, Paul Case, his agents and employees in connection with the advertising, offering for sale and selling in interstate commerce or in the District of Columbia the medical
preparations now known and designated by him as Case Combination
Treatment consisting of formulae No. 1 and No. 2, or any other
medical preparation of the same or substantially the same ingredients
or composition, shall cease and desist from representing in any
manner, including by or through the use of testimonials or endorsements, that the use of said medical preparations, or either of them,
by whatever name or description known, will cure, or is a treatment
for the relief of, rheumatism, neuritis, sciatica, lumbago and
neuralgia.
It is further ordered, That the respondent shall within 60 days
after service on him of this order file with the Commission a report in
writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which he has
complied with this order.
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THE MATTER OF

WHITE-LITE DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION, AND
ALEXANDER H. FISHBERG, DOING BUSINESS UNDER
THE TRADE NAME AND STYLE OF SUN SALES DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
COMPLAINT (SYNOPSIS), FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF SEC. :S OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket !022.

Complaint, Mar. 26, 1932-Decision, Jan.. 23, 1934

Where a corporation engaged in the sale of incandescent lamps or bulbs at
prices substantially in excess of those ordinarily charged, and an indi·
vidual, acting In his capacity as treasurer and manager thereof, and in
his own behalf as a dealer in such lamps or bulbs, under the mark or
designation " Sun-Glo "; in describing, offering and selling said lamps
through price lists and salesmen,
(a) Sold lamps so marked or branded as to indicate a wattage consumption
substantially under the true amount, due allowance being made for toler·
ances prescribed for such products in Federal specifications and customarily recognized in commercial use by the manufacturing and distributing
trades involved, and falsely represented said mislabeled lamps as superior
to those sold in competition with them and correctly marked, and pur·
ported, by comparison between their own under-marked bulbs and their
competitors' correctly branded products, to demonstrate the lighting
superiority and economy of the former, the facts being their own product
actually produced substantially less light per watts consumed than did
their competitors' ;
(b) Falsely represented said lamps, thus offered and sold, as made to comply
with the llut·eau of Standards' generally accepted specifications and as
having been successfully marketed for many years, and as thus proved
"lamps of highest quality", the facts being they fell substantially short
of compliance with specified standards, due allowance being made for
prescribed tolerances, both in the matter of marking and lighting efficiency
as herein above set forth; and
(o) Falsely represented said mark or designation "Sun-Glo" as registered in
the Patent Office, through the legend "Trade Mark Reg. U.S. Pat. Office",
printed immediately beneath the illustration of an incandescent lamp in
connection with the aforesaid designation;
With effect of deceiving members of the public, users, and consumers of such
lamps, into believing the same to be correctly marked, and to constitute
lamps, which, compared with competitors', produced as much or more light
with less current, and of inducing the purchase thereof, at higher prices,
in such mistaken belief, instead of the lower pl'iced, more efficient, and
economical products of competitors, who were further deprived of the
opportunity of selling bulbs to consumers to whom they had previously
sold the same, during their use of the inferior lamps herein concerned, and
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with capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive purchasers into believ·
ing that sai(l lamps complied in all particulars with specifications of the
Government for lamps purchased for its own use, and were products of
highest quality:
Held, That such practices, under the circumstances and conditions set forth,
were to the prejudice and injury of competitors and the public, nnd constituted unfair methods of competition.

Mr. Edward E. Reardon for the Commission.
Borowsky & Burrows and Mr. Charles J. Holland~ of New York
City, for respondents.
SYNOPsis OF CoMPLAINT

Reciting its action in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Commission
charged respondent corporation, organized under the laws of New
York, and engaged in the sale and distribution of electric lamps
or bulbs, and respondent individual, treasurer of said corporation,
and similarly engaged in his individual capacity, under the trade
name, "Sun Sales Distributing Co.", and with principal place of
business in New York City, in the case of both respondents, with
misbranding or mislabeling and misrepresenting product as to performance and quality, and claiming trade mark registration falsely
or misleadingly, in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of such
Act, prohibiting the use of unfair methods of competition in
interstate commerce.
Respondent corporation and respondent individual, engaged as
aforesaid, as charged, caused the lamps and bulbs dealt in by them
to be stamped with a wattage mark very much under their true
consumption, contrary to established practice, and caused their salesmen and employees to exhibit said lamps so marked, to prospective
purchasers, and on such basis to claim falsely for their: own products a performance superior to that of correctly marked competitive
products then in use or being sold by competitors, and also greater
economy and efficiency than possessed by competitive products with
the same ostensible kilowatt consumption.
Respondents further, as charged, displayed on price lists of their
said lamps, upon the depiction of a carton, the phrase" Trade Mark
Reg. U.S. Pat. Office", together with the words, immediately above
said depictionSun·Glo lamps are manufactured to comply with the U.S. Bureau ot
Standards for incandescent lamps and have been successfully marketed for
many yeors thus proving them to be lamps ot highest quality.
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The facts were that said trade mark was not registered in the
Patent Office as a trade mark for incandescent lamps, the Bureau of
Standards had not made or established any specifications or requirements for such products, tests of their said lamps made by the
Bureau, as to their performance ability only, showed, among other
things, " that the lamps tested had a substantially low efficiency of
light output and that such lamps or bulbs would not satisfy the
demands of the United States Government, in those respects, in the
purchase of incandescent electric lamps or bulbs", and their said
lamps or bulbs, for which they charged prices greatly in excess of
competitors' prices for lamps either of same pretended, or actual
wattage, were of inferior quality compared with competitive products sold throughout the United States at very substantially lower
prices by many competitors.
Said representations and statements, as alleged, " which respondents, respectively, caused to be made to purchasers, of the wattage of
their electric lamps or bulbs; of the amount of their output of light
and the amount of expense of operating them, all in comparison with
the electric lamps or bulbs sold by respondents' competitors; and
the representations made in their respective said price lists and
caused to be made to purchasers by respondents, that the said trade
mark was registered in the United States Patent Office as a trade
mark used, respectively, in the business of the sale of respondents'
incandescent electric lamps or bulbs; that respondents' said incandescent electric lamps or bulbs, respectively, are manufactured to
comply with the U.S. Bureau of Standards for incandescent lamps,
and that the said lamps or bulbs are or have been proved to be lamps
of the highest quality, are and said representations and statements
were, each and all, false representations and statements, made and
caused to be made by respondents, respectively, with the knowledge
of the respondent corporation through its said officers and agents
and with the lrnowledge of respondent Alexander H. Fishberg, at all
times above mentioned, that they were false representations and
statements."
Said representations and statements, furthermore, as charged,
"each and all had the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive
members of the public, purchasers of electric lamps or bulbs, and to
divert trade from respondents' competitors and they did mislead and
deceive said purchasers into buying respondents' electric lamps or
bulbs, as above set forth, in preference to buying the electric lamps
or bulbs of respondents' competitors, and the said members of the
public, the said purchasers, were thereby defrauded and trade in
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incandescent electric lamps or bulbs was thereby diverted from respondents' competitors to respondents"; all to the prejudice of the
public and competitors.
Upon the foregoing complaint, the Commission made the following
REPoRT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTs, AND

ORnER

Pursuant to the provisions of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914 (38 Stat. 717), the Federal Trade Commission issued
and served a complaint upon the above-named respondents charging
them with the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce in
violation of the provisions of said act.
The respondents having filed their answers herein, hearings were
had and evidence was thereupon introduced on behalf of the Commission and the respondents before an examiner of the Federal
Trade Commission duly appointed.
Thereupon this proceeding came on for a final hearing on the
brief filed on behalf of the Commission and upon oral arguments
by counsel for the Commission and for the respondents, and the
Commission having duly considered the record and being fully advised in the premises finds that this proceeding is in the interest of
the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and the conclusion drawn therefrom:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent White-Lite Distributing Corporation was a corporation organized on or about November 20, 1930,
under the laws of New York, having its place of business at No. 7
"\Vest Twenty-second Street, Borough of Manhattan, New York City,
and it was from on or about the date of its organization until on or
about May 16, 1933, when it ceased business and was dissolved as a
corporation, engaged in the business of the sale and distribution of
incandescent lamps or bulbs.
PAR. 2. Respondent Alexander H. Fishberg was the treasurer
and the manager of the business of the respondent "White-Lite Distributing Corporation during its existence as above set forth and
he also was engaged on his individual account in the business of
the sale and distribution of incandescent lamps or bulbs under the
trade name of Sun Sales Distributing Co., with a place of business
at No. 7 ·west Twenty-second Street, Borough of Manhattan, New
York City, which was the same place of business as that of the
respondent White-Lite Distributing Corporation. He filed a certificate of discontinuance of doing business under his said trade
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name in the oftlce of the clerk of New York County, New York, on
April 14, 1933.
PAR. 3. The said Alexander H. Fishberg has been engaged in or,
as an officer and stockholder of corporations, has been connected
with the business of the manufacture and sale of incandescent lamps
or bulbs for approximately 26 years last past. Since he filed the
above mentioned certificate of discontinuance of doing business
under the trade name Sun Sales Distributing Co. he has on one or
more occasions on his own account purchased and sold incandescent
lamps or bulbs.
PAR. 4. During all of the times since on or about November 20,
1930, and January 13, 1931, respectively, the respondent White-Lite
Distributing Corporation and the respondent Alexander H. Fishberg, in addition to sales thereof made in the State of New York
have sold their incandescent lamps or bulbs to purchasers in various
other States of the United States and they have, respectively, during said times caused the lamps so sold by them to be transported
from the State of New York or from the State of origin of the shipment thereof, to, into and through States other than New York or
the State of origin of the shipment to the purchasers.
PAR. 5. During the times above mentioned, other individuals, firms,
and corporations located in the United States have been engaged in
the business of the sale of incandescent lamps or bulbs to members
of the public located throughout the various States of the United
States and they have caused the lamps or bulbs when so sold by
them, respectively, to be transported to, into and through States
other than the State of the seller, or the State of origin of the shipment to the purchasers.
PAR. 6. The respondents during the times above mentioned were,
respectively, in competition in interstate commerce in the sale of
incandescent lamps or bulbs with the other individuals, firms, and
corporations referred to in paragraph 5 hereof.
PAR. 7. A watt of electricity is a unit of power and the wattage of
an incandescent lamp is the measure of electric power used in operating the lamp. A lumen is the unit of light.
PAn. 8. During all of the times above mentioned it has been the·
universal custom substantially with all manufacturers of incandescent lamps or bulbs, sold to the public in the United States, to label,.
mark or brand each lamp or bulb with the number of watts indicating the electric power used in operating the lamp and with the·
number of volts indicating its voltage, allowing for a certain toler.
ance of measure also customarily recognized in the manufacturing
and distributing trades in incandescent lamps or bulbs, and to so
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label, mark, or brand the lamps with the appropriate number of
watts and volts before the sale or distribution of the lamps by the
manufacturers to dealers for resale or to members of the public for
their use and consumption.
PAR. 9. During all of the times above mentioned the United States
Government has caused specifications to be made and issued with
which incandescent lamps purchased by the various departments or
establishments of the Government must comply.
Among other things, the Federal specifications for incandescent
lamps prescribe the tolerances allowed above or below the rated or
labeled or branded wattage and above or below the rated lumens per
watt for lamps of various measured wattage purchased by the United
States Government for its use.
During all the times above mentioned and referred to, the tolerance
customarily recognized in commercial use in the manufacturing and
distributing trades in the manufacture and sale of incandescent
lamps has coincided with the tolerances contained in the Federal
specifications.
PAR. 10. During the times above mentioned and referred to the tolerance of measure for variance above or below the labeled, marked,
or branded wattage or watt rating, referred to in paragraphs 8 and
9 hereof, for lamps of the watt rating herein stated, among others,
was as follows :
Watt rating

Tolerance

Ptrcent
15••••• -------------------------------------------·-----------------------------------------·25 to 100, Inc! us! ve ••••••••• -- ••• ----- ••• ----- -·-- ---- --·- -- --·--- ----------- •• ----- --·- -----150 to 1,500,lncluslve •• -----.-------------- ----------------·--·---------- -- •• --------·-----·-

5

4

5

PAR. 11. The efficiency of incandescent lamps or bulbs is governed
or established, among other things, by the amount of lumens of
light produced per watt of electric power used in operating the
lamps.
During the times above mentioned and referred to it was the
universal understanding in the commercial manufacturing and distributing trades in incandescent lamps that the lamps, in order to be
considered efficient in the production of light, should produce a certain number of lumens of light per watt rating, with allowance
recognized by custom for a certain tolerance of lumens above or
below the lumens rated per watt, and it was the custom adopted by
the manufacturers of such lamps in accordance with said uudere.tanding to make and sell, to dealers for resale or to the public for

102050"-35-TOL 18--12
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use and consumption, incandescent lamps of the various watt ratings,
which among others, allowing for the said tolerance stated below,
produced lumens of light as follows:
Watt rating

25----------------------------------------------------------------------------40.-------------------------------. ---.----------------------------------------

50 •• ----------------------------------.------.-- -------------- --·----- ---------

60.----------------·----.------------------.. ----------------------------------

Lumens

Tolerance
above or
below lumen
rating

Per wall

Percent

10.0

10.6
11. 1
11.9

6
6
6
6

PAn. 12. And during the times above mentioned the respondent
Alexander H. Fishberg, doing business under the trade name Sun
Sales Distributing Co., caused a price list of incandescent lamps sold
by him, among the lamps referred to in paragraph 4 hereof, to be
printed and distributed among the purchasing agents of retail
dealers in incandescent lamps and in the price list caused the phrase
"Trade Mark Reg. U.S. Pat. Office" to be printed immediately
beneath the illustration of an incandescent lamp in connection with
which the words "Sun-Glo" were printed.
Immediately above the said illustration the respondent Alexander
H. Fishberg caused the following statement to be printed:
Sun-Glo lamps are manufactured to comply with the U.S. Bureau of Stand·
ards for incandescent lamps and have been successfully marketed for many
years thus proving them to be lamps of highest quality.

PAn.13. The trade mark consisting of the illustration and words
above referred to was not registered as a trade mark in the United
States Patent Office during the times it was represented to have been
registered in the price list above mentioned.
PAn.14. During the times above mentioned the incandescent
lamps, hereinafter mentioned and referred to in paragraphs hereof
15 to 17, inclusive, sold under the trade mark or trade name "SunGlo" by the respondent Alexander H. Fishberg under his trade
name Sun Sales Distributing Co., were not made to comply with
and they did not comply with the specifications of the Bureau of
Standards of the United States Department of Commerce for incandescent lamps marked, respectively, 25-watts, 50-watts and 60watts; and, with respect both to the said specifications of the Bureau
of Standards and the custom recognized and followed by the manufacturing and distributing trades in marking or branding lamps
with the number of watts indicating the amount of electric power
used in operating them, mentioned in paragraph 8 hereof, the said
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Sun-Glo lamps were falsely marked or branded so as to indicate
that they were operated by a substantially less amount of electric
power than was actually used in operating them, and consequently
they were falsely represented to purchasers and users to be lamps
that were operated at less expense than was actually the fact.
PAR. 15. The respondent Alexander H. Fishberg, during the times
.nbove mentioned, sold lamps marked 25-watts under the trade mark
"Sun-Glo" to a dealer who sold them in interstate commerce to a
retail dealer who resold them to members of the public, as marked,
but which actually measured 28.1 watts and 28.2 watts; or 2.1 and
2.2 watts above the watt measurements customarily represented by
the number of watts marked on the lamps, after allowing for the
customary tolerance above mentioned between the actual watt measurement and the measurement of 25-watts with which they were
marked and represented to purchasers.
PAR. 16. The respondent Alexander H. Fishberg, during the times
above mentioned, sold to a dealer lamps marked 50-watts under the
trade name "Sun-Glo " and the purchaser sold them in interstate
commerce to a retail dealer who resold them to members of the public
as marked. These lamps actually measured 63.6 watts and 69.1
watts; or in other words, 11.6 watts and 17.1 watts, respectively,
more than the watt measurement customarily represented by the
measurment, 50 watts, marked on the lamps, after allowing for
the customary tolerance between the actual watt measurement and
the number of watts with which the lamps were marked.
PAR. 17. The respondent Alexander H. Fishberg, during the times
above mentioned, sold to a dealer lamps marked 60 watts under the
trade mark "Sun-Glo" and the purchaser sold them in interstate
commerce to a retail dealer who resold them as marked to members of
the public. These lamps actually measured 69.8 watts; or 7.4 watts
more than the watt measurement customarily represented by the number, 60-watts, marked on the lamp after allowing for the customary
tolerance above mentioned.
PAR. 18. The respondent 'Vhite-Lite Distributing Corporation by
its officer and manager, respondent Alexander H. Fishberg, during
the times above mentioned, caused and permitted its salesmen in the
sale of its lamps as set forth in paragraphs 4 and 6 hereof, to make
it a practice to exhibit and demonstrate to members of the public,
purchasers and prospective purchasers, its lamps marked or branded
a substantially less number of watts than their real or actual watt
measurement, after allowing for the customary tolerance of measure
referred to in paragraphs 8, 9, and 10 hereof; and at the same time and in connection with the exhibition and demonstration of respond-
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ent's lamps, to exhibit and demonstrate lamps of its competitors
which were marked or branded with their correct number or measure
of watts; and caused and permitted its salesmen to make it a practice
in so exhibiting and demonstrating its lamps and its competitors'
lamps, to compare the amount of light produced from its lamps with
the amount of light produced from the lamps of respondent's competitors which were marked correctly a greater number or measure
of watts.
Among many other similar instances the respondent corporation
caused and permitted its salesmen to demonstrate its lamps marked
15-watts (which was really a 27- or 28-watt lamp) against the 25-watt
standard lamp of one of its competitors then in use by a prospective
purchaser; and to compare the amount of light produced from the
said 25-watt standard lamp with the amount of light from the 28watt White-Lite lamp which was marked 15-watts and represented
by the respondent's salesmen to the purchaser as a 15-watt lamp.
The result of the demonstration and comparison in this instance was
that respondent's 28-watt lamp was represented by respondent's
salesmen and believed by the purchaser to be a 15-watt lamp and to
have produced, as a 15-watt lamp, as much light as the competitor's
25-watt standard lamp.
PAR. 19. The respondent White-Lite Distributing Corporation by
its said officer and manager, respondent Alexander H. Fishberg,
during the times above mentioned, caused and permitted its salesmen
referred to in paragraph 18 hereof to make it a practice to represent
to members of the public, purchasers and prospective purchasers, in
connection with the. demonstration and comparison of its lamps
referred to in paragraph 18 hereof, that its lamps were superior to the
lamps of its competitors, in that with the lesser quantity of electric
power falsely indicated to be used to operate respondent's lamps
(indicated by the watt measurement with which they were marked)
as much or more light would be produced by them as would be produced by its competitors' lamps with the greater quantity of electric
power used to operate them, as indicated by the watt measurement
with which they were correctly marked, and said respondent caused
and permitted its salesmen further falsely to represent that its said
lamps were operated at less expense to the purchaser and user of them
than the lamps of the competitors against which they were demonstrated and compared, when in reality as much or more electric
power was used to operate respondent's lamps.
PAR. 20. The Sun-Glo lamps mentioned in paragraph 16 hereof
sold by respondent Fishberg should have produced, respectively, and
according to their actual watt mensurement of 63.6 watts and 69.1
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watts, and according to the conunercial understanding and custom
in the manufacturing and distributing trades in incandescent lamps
mentioned in paragraph 11 hereof, 717.4 lumens of light and 779.4
lumens of light, whereas they produced, respectively, 417 lumens
.and 552 lumens. The difference in the amount of lumens of light
produced by these lamps and the amount that they should have produced, with the electric power that was used to operate them, represents the difference in efficiency between respondent's lamps and the
lamps of respondent's competitors and the difference in the cost of
the light produced by them.
The lamps sold by said respondent marked "Sun~Glo ", mentioned in paragraph 17 hereof, according to the custom in the trades
above referred to, should have produced 788 lumens of light in
accordance with their actual measurement. They produced only 569
lumens of light, whereas a standard 50-watt lamp of said respondent's
<!Ompetitors produces 575 lnmers.
The co.st of electric power for operating this latter 69.8-watt lamp
of said respondent, but which was falsely marked 60-watts at 6 cents
per kilowatt~hour would be $4.19, whereas the cost of operating a.
.50-watt standard lamp sold by one of respondents' competitors, pro~
clueing as much or more lumens of light, would be $3 per 1,000 hours
or $1.19 less to the purchaser or user for approximately the same
.amount of light.
PAR. 21. In 1931 and 1932 the r~gular retail prices of respondents'
competitors to consumers for iiJside frosted incandescent lamps of
standard manufacture was 20 cents each for the sizes marked 10-watts
to 60-watts, inclusive; 35 cents each for sizes marked 75-watts and
100-watts; and GO cents each for 150-watt lamps.
During the said times the respondent White-Lite Distributing
Corporation sold its lamps referred to in paragraphs 4, 18, and 19
hereof, amongst other sizes, the 28-watt lamp, which was marked
" 15-watt ", for 40 cents each and its lamps marked "100-watt"
for $1.10 each.
PAR. 22. The lamps above mentioned sold by respondents were
inefficient in the production of light according to the standards set
for lamps by custom in the manufacturing and distributing trades;
were inferior to lamps sold by their competitors; and were more
expensive to operate. By means of false marking or branding of
their lamps as to the number of watts indicating the quantity of
electric power used to operate them and by means of the practices of
the respondents above mentioned and referred to, the respondents
deceived and misled members of the public, users and consumers of
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incandescent lamps, into the belief that the number of watts with
which the respondents' lamps were marked or branded was their
true watt measurement; into the belief that respondents' lamps in
comparison with their competitors' lamps were better and produced
as much or more light with the use of less electric power to operate
them and therefore at less expense to the consumer; and relying
upon that belief into purchasing the respondents' lamps and paying
higher prices for them instead of purchasing the lamps of
respondents' competitors which were less expensive to operate, more
efficient in producing light, and were superior and sold for less; and
with the further consequence thereof prevented and deprived respondents' competitors, during the time respondents' lamps were in
use by purchasers, from the opportunity of selling incandescent
lamps to consumers to whom they had previously sold lamps and
thus diverted trade from respondents' competitors.
PAR. 23. The representations of respondent Alexander H. Fishberg above mentioned that "Sun-Glo" lamps sold by him were
manufactured to comply with the United States Bureau of Standards
for incandescent lamps and were thus proven to be lamps of highest
quality were false representations of material facts and had the tendency and capacity to deceive and mislead purchasers of incandescent
lamps into believing that said lamps were lamps that would comply
in all particulars with lamps made according to the Federal specifications for incandescent lamps and purchased for use by the United
States Government; and the false statement made by said respondent
to the effect that the trade mark mentioned in paragraph 12 hereof
was registered in the United States Patent Office had the tendency
and capacity to increase the effect of the false representations that
said lamps complied with specifications of the United States Bureau
of Standards for incandescent lamps and that they were lamps of
higher quality.
CONCLUSION

The practices of respondent ·white-Lite Distributing Corporation
and of respondent Alexander H. Fishberg under the conditions and
circumstances described in the foregoing findings were to the prejudice and injury of repondents' competitors and were to the prejudice and injury of the public and were unfair methods of competition
in commerce and constitute a violation of the provisions of an act of
Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for
other purposes ".
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ORDER OF DISl\IISSAL AND ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission upon the complaint of the Commission, answers of reE>pondents, testimony and evidence introduced, upon the brief of
Commission's attorney and oral arguments of counsel for the Commission and for the respondents; and the Commission having made
its findings as to the facts and its conclusi1on that the respondents
White-Lite Distributing Corporation and Alexander H. Fishberg,
trading as the Sun Sales Distributing Co., have violated the provisions of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled
"An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers
and duties, and £or other purposes", and it appearing that the
respondent White-Lite Distributing Corporation has ceased business and was dissolved before the close of the taking of evidence.
It is now ordered, That this proceeding be and the same is hereby
dismissed as to the respondent "White-Lite Distributing Corporation; and,
It is ordered, That the respondent Alexander H. Fishberg, trading under the name Sun Sales Distributing Co. or under his
own name or any other trade name, in connection with the sale or
the offering for sale of incandescent lamps in interstate commerce
between and among the several States of the United States and in
the District of Columbia, do cease and desist from(1) Offering for sale or selling, directly or indirectly through
others, incandescent lamps marked or branded other than with
the correct number of watts, indicating the amount of electric
power used in operating the lamps, with allowance for the tolerance
of measure in watts, which is customarily recognized in the manufacturing trade in the United States in marking or branding in~
candescent lamps.
.
(2) Representing, directly or indirectly in price lists or otherwise,
that incandescent lamps offered for sale and sold by him are lamps
manufactured to comply with specifications of the United States
Bureau of Standards for incandescent lamps.
(3) Representing to the public, directly or indirectly in price
lists, or by any means whatsoever, that any trade mark used in the
sale of incandescent lamps is registered as a trade mark in the
United States Patent Office unless such trade mark shall be in fact
so registered.
It is further ordered, That the respondent, Alexander H. Fishberg, shall, within 30 days after the service of this order, file with
the Federal Trade Commission a report in writing, setting forth in
detail the manner and form in which he has complied with this
order to cease and desist.
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WORTH ENGLISH, INC.
COMPLAINT (SYNOPSIS), FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF SEC. II OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket US1.

Oompla·int, Nov. 10, 1999-Decision, Ja.n. 25, 1934

Where a corporation engaged in the sale and distribution of face creams and
cosmetics, described, characterized and represented as containing turtle oil
as an active ingredient thereof,
Represented through labels, circulars, newspaper advertising and radio talks
that the aforesaid substance constituted the effective ingredient of said
preparations, and penetrated and nourished the skin, removed lines and
wrinkles, built up sagging muscles and underlying flesh, t·ejuveuated the
skin and tended to build and firm the bust, through such statements as
"Marvelously effective because of the magical qualities of the turtle oil
they contain ", "Penetrates quh:kly, cleansing and nourishing the pores and
has remarkable rejuvenating properties", "Penetrates evet·y pore and helps
build up sagging muscles", contains "imported turtle oil that eruses lines
and softens wrinkles " ;
The facts being that none of said various products, nor the ingredient turtle
oil, nourish the skin beyond the outer layer thereof, nor do they have rejuvenating properties, or the quality of affecting the muscles, flesh or layers
of skin beneath the epidermis;
With tendency and capacity to confuse, mislead and deceive the public into
believing that its said products and the said ingredient thereof had the
aforesaid properties, and to induce the purchase and use thereof because
of such erroneous beliefs thereby engendered, and tllet·eby to divert trade
to it from competitors, including those who in nowise misrepresent the
functions, uses or effects of theh· competing products, and with effect of so
diverting, to the substantial injury and prejudice of such competitors:
B eld, That such practices, under the conditions and rircumstances set forth,
were all to the injury and prejudice of the publle and competitors and
constituted unfair methods of competition.

Mr. Harry D. Michael for the Commission.
SYNOPSIS oF CoMPLAINT

Reciting its action in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions
of the Federal Trade Commision Act, the Commission charged
respondent, a New York corporation engaged in the sale and distribution of face creams and cosmetics, including its "English's
Turtle Oil Creme", referred to also as "English's Turtle Oil
Cream", "English's Turtle Oil Cleansing Cream", and "English's
Turtle Oil Skin Freshener and Tonic", and with its office and principal place of business in New York City, with advertising falsely
or misleadingly and misbranding or mislabeling as to qualities of
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product, in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of such Act, prohibiting the use of unfair methods of competition in interstate
commerce.
Respondent, engaged as aforesaid, as charged, "makes use of
labels, circulars, newspaper advertising and radio talks in which it
is represented or implied that turtle oil is the effective ingredient
thereof and that such ingredient penetrates and nourishes the skin,
removes lines and wrinkles, builds up sagging muscles and underly·
ing flesh and rejuvenates the skin", and will "build and firm the
bust when applied and pressed into the skin"; the facts being that
none of said products, nor the ingredient, turtle oil, therein will
remove, erase or lessen lines or wrinkles on the human face or of
the skin elsewhere on the human body, or nourish the skin or the
pores thereof or penetrate the skin beyond the outer layer thereof
or epidermis, or have rejuvenating properties or qualities of affecting
the muscles, flesh or layers of skin beneath the epidermis, the skin
not being nourished by any such preparation or said ingredient
externally applied.
Said representations, as alleged, have had and do have the tend·
ency and capacity to confuse, mislead, and deceive members of
the public into the belief that respondent's products and said turtle
oil ingredient have the property and capacity to nourish and rejuvenate the skin, remove or reduce lines and wrinkles in the face
or in the skin in other parts of the human body, build up sagging
muscles, penetrate the skin beyond the epidermis and build and
firm the bust, and to induce members of the public to buy and use
said products because of the erroneous beliefs engendered, as above
set forth, and to divert trade to respondent from competitors en·
gaged in the sale in interstate commerce of face creams and cosmetics; all to the injury and prejudice of the public and competitors.
Upon the foregoing complaint, the Commission made the following
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Com.
mission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes ",
the Federal Trade Commission, on the lOth day 10f November, 1933,
issued its complaint against the respondent herein, Worth English,
Inc., a corporation, charging said respondent with the use of un·
fair methods of competition in interstate commerce in violation of
the provisions of Section 5 of said Act. Said complaint was duly
served upon said respondent on the 15th day of November, 1933.
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Attached to said complaint and served upon respondent as aforesaid was a notice fixing the 15th day of December, 1933, and the
office of the Federal Trade Commission in Washington, D.C., as
the time and place of hearing upon the charges set forth in said
complaint. Said notice further notified said respondent that an
answer to said complaint would be required to be filed with the
Commission on or before said date for hearing and that upon failure
to appear or answer the following provision of the Rules of Practice adopted by the Commission would be applicable, to wit:
Fallure of the respondent to appear or to file answer within the time as
above provided for shall be deemed to be an admission of all allegations of
the complaint and to authorize the Commission to find them to be true and
to waive hearings on the charges set forth in the complaint.

Said respondent having failed either to appear or to file answer to
the oomplaint herein, it is hereby found and adjudged to be in default by reason of such failure to appear or to file answer.
Thereupon this proceeding came on for hearing by the Commission on said default, and the Commission, having duly considered the
matter and being fully advised in the premises, find, pursuant to
said Rules of Practice, that the allegations of said complaint are
true and that respondent has waived hearings on the charges set
forth therein. The Commission :further finds that this proceeding is
to the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts
and its conclusion drawn therefrom:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, "\Vorth English, Inc., is a corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue of
the laws of the State of New York, and has its office and principal
place of business in the City of New York, in said State.
PAR. 2. Said respondent is now and has been engaged since May,
1932, in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of face
creams and cosmetics described, characterized, and represented as
containing turtle oil as an active ingredient thereof. The particular
products so described, characterized and represented are "English's
Turtle Oil Creme", referred to also as "English's Turtle Oil
Cream", "English's Turtle Oil Cleansing Cream", and "English's
Turtle Oil Skin Freshener and Tonic.'' Respondent in the course
and conduct of its said business causes its said products to be transported in interstate commerce from its said place of business in New
York to, into and through States of the United States other than
New York to persons, firms, and corporations to whom or to which
they are or have been sold. Respondent sells its said products to
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wholesale and retail druggists and other wholesale and retail stores
:for ultimate resale to members of the public in the various States
where said products are ultimately sold.
PAR. 3. During the time above mentioned, other individuals, firms,
.and corporations in the various States of the United States are and
have been engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of face creams and cosmetics, and such other individuals, firms,
.and corporations have caused and dO) now cause their said products,
when sold by them, to be transported from various States of the
United States to, into and through States other than the State of
<>rigin of the shipment thereof. Said respondent has been during the
.aforesaid time, in competition in interstate commerce in the sale of its
said products with such other individuals, firms, and corporations.
PAR. 4. Respondent, in advertising its· said products and the
daimed functions and effects thereof, makes use of labels, circulars, newspaper advertising, and radio talks in which it is represented or implied that turtle oil is the effective ingredient thereof and
that such ingredient penetrates and nourishes the skin, removes lines
and wrinkles, builds up sagging muscles and underlying flesh and
rejuvenates the skin. In advertisements caused to be inserted by
respondent in newspapers circulated to the purchasing public in
various States of the United States, respondent's said three products
are referred to as:
English Turtle Oil Preparations

and the following statements arc made in regard thereto :
Nourishing, Cleansing.
Marvelously effective because of the magical qualities of the turtle oil they
.contain.

In an advertising circular furnished to dealers by respondent and
distributed to the purchasing public, the following statements are
made in regard to " English's Turtle Oil Creme ":
, .. this cream contains pure turtle oil.
HaYe you looked in the mirror lately and noticed lines appearing around the
eyes and mouth? Or traces of a sagging chin? If these signs are present,
then correction is important , .• prevent these by taking action now •..
Here is a smooth, light, nourishing cream, with a delightful, fresh perfume.
It penetrates quickly, cleansing and nourishing the pores and has remarkable
rejuvenating properties.

In radio advertising talks on behalf of respondent and its products
broadcast to the purchasing public, the following statements have
been made:
... Turtle Oil Creme nourishes the skln, penett·ates every pore and helps
build up sagging muscles. Its gentle action benefits lines and wrinkled skin,
whether from approaching old age or exposure to sun and wind.
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On a sticker or label on the jar in which said "English's Turtle
Oil Creme" is displayed for sale to the purchasing public, the following statements appear:
A Rich Nourishing Cream, containing imported Turtle Oil that erases lines
and softens wrinkles.
This cream wl.ll also tend to build and firm the bust when applietl and
pressed into the skin.
PAR. 5. In truth and in fact, none of said products nor the ingredient, turtle oil, therein will remove, erase or lessen lines or wrinkles
of the human face or of the skin elsewhere on the human body. Nor
does any of said products or the ingredient, turtle oil, nourish the
skin or the pores thereof or penetrate the skin beyond the outer layer
thereof or epidermis. Neither does any one of said products or said
ingredient have rejuvenating properties or qualities of affecting the
muscles, flesh or layers of skin beneath the epidermis. The skin is
not nourished by any such preparation or said ingredient externally
applied.
PAR. 6. The representations of respondent, as aforesaid, have had
and do have the tendency and capacity to confuse, mislead and deceive members of the public into the belief that respondent's products
and said turtle oil ingredient thereof have the property and capacity
to nourish and rejuvenate the skin, remove or reduce lines and
wrinkles in the face or the skin in other parts of the human body,
build up sagging muscles, penetrate the skin beyond the epidermis
and build and firm the bust when in truth and in fact neither any
of said products or said ingredient has any of said effects or functions. Said representations of respondent have had and do have
the tendency and capacity to induce members of the public to buy
and use said products because of the erroneous beliefs engendered,
as above set forth, and to divert trade to respondent from competitors engaged in the sale in interstate commerce of face creams
and cosmetics.
PAR. 7. There are among the competitors of respondent in the sale
of its said products those who in nowise misrepresent the functions,
uses or effects o:f their competing products, and respondent's acts
and practices as hereinbefore set forth tend to and do divert business
to respondent from its competitors, to the substantial injury and
prejudice of such competitors.

CONCLUSION

The practices of said respondent, under the conditions and circumstances described in the foregoing findings, are all to the injury and
prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors, and con-
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stitute unfair methods of competition in commerce and are in violation of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled
"An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers
and duties, and for other purposes."
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been duly heard by the Federal Trade
Commiss1on upon the record, and the Commission made its findings
as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondent has violated
the provisions of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914,
entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define
its powers and duties, and for other purposes",
It is orde1·ed, That respondent, ·worth English, Inc., a corporation, its officers, directors, agents, representatives, servants, and employees, in connection with the sale, offering for sale, or distribution
in interstate commerce and the District of Columbia of the face
creams and cosmetics described in the findings of fact this day made
by this Commission in this proceeding or any other face creams or
cosmetics of the same or susbtantially the same composition or ingredients, cease and desist from representing by express statements
or by implication that such face creams or cosmetics or the ingredient, turtle oil, therein, will penetrate and nourish the skin, remove
or reduce lines or wrinkles, build up sagging muscles or underlying
flash, rejuvenate the skin, or build and firm the bust.
It is further ordered, That respondent within 60 days from and
after date of the service upon it of this order shall file with the
Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner
and form in which it is complying with the order to cease and desist
hereinabove set forth.

\
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IN THE MATTER OF

WALKER'S NEW IUVER MINING COMPANY
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, OPINION, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF SEC. ri OF .AN ACT OF CONGRESS .Al'PROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 2028.
TR-'DE

Complaint, Apr. 28, 1932-Decision, Feb. 1, 1931,.

NAMES-GEOGRAPHICAL

NAMES-SECONDARY

MEANING-" NEW

RIVER''

CoAL FROM NEW RIVER FIELD AND GEOLOGISTS' " NEW RIVER " GROUP OF THE
POTTSVILLE SERIES-SALE AS "NEW RIVER" OF COAL FUOM SAME GEOLOGICAL
CLASSIFICATION, BUT DIFFERENT FIELD.

Where a coal field in southern West Virginia, contiguous or adjacent to the
New River, had long since come to be known and designated as the New
River field, and the coal there mined had come to be well and favorably
known as New River coal due to operators' care in selling under such
name only coal of the highest grade, character, and quality, irrespective
of the particular seam from which taken, and to said operators' long
advertisement thereof, under said name, at large expense, so that the
worus had come to signify to wholesalers, retailers, and the consuming
public, coal of high character, quality, and utility produced in the aforesaid particular section, and such coal under said name had come to enjoy
a widespread and continuous domestic and foreign demand and sale; and
thereafter a corporation engaged in mining coal from the same seam
anu geological classification, to wit, the "New River group of the PottsYille
series", in a locality 75 to 100 miles distant from the aforesaid field, and in
selling said coal in competition with the genuine New River product in
various sections of the United States, including several New England
Stutes, certain large eastern cities, lncllilling New York, and various points
in Ohio, Michigan, and Wisconsin, to many of which sections the former
enjoyed a more favorable freight rate than the latter.
(a) Adopted as and for its corporate and trade name, a name Including words
"New River", and featured said name containing the words "New River"
in advertisements and advertising matter offering its said coal, and upon
letterheads and stationery used In soliciting the sale thereof; and
(b) Described its said coal in advertisements as "New River coal" and so
ofl'ered, sold and invoiced the snme, and as "N.R. Nut and Slack" thereby
signifying New River nut and slack;
With result that purchasers thereof and said purchasers' vendees advertised
and/or sol!l the same as and for "New River coal", and wholesale and
retail coal dealers were furnished with the means enabling them to mislead and deceive their respective purchasers into believing such coal to
have been produced In the New River field, and with capacity and tendency
to mislead and deceive the public into believing such coal to have been
there produced, and to have the uniform characteristics and qualities associated therewith, Irrespective of geological origin or mining fiuctuatlons,
and to induce its purchase In such belief, and to divert trade to It from
competitors ofl'ering and selling either coal produced in sucb field, or coal
truthfully advertised, described and represented, from its own, or any
other, district:
Held, That such practices, under the co:lditions set forth, constituted unfair I
methods of competition.
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N!.MES-SECO:\DARY

)lEANING-COAL

FIELDS-

GEOGRAPHICAL V. GEOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS.

Carefully selected coal from a well defined territory near the ~ew River, had
long been mined, widely advertised and sold under said name, so that
coal thus named had come to be widely and favorably known as meaning
coal produced in said territory and possessed of certain definite, desirable
characteristics and uniform qualities. Coal seams involved and under·
lying said territory and extending far beyond, were known for their entire
extent by geologists as constituting the "New River Group of the Potts·
ville series". Held, That such fact did not justify a competing concern,
which subsequently engaged in mining coal of high grade, with many
similar qualities, from an anticline vein of one of the aforesaid seams,
located in a field 75 or 100 miles distant from said telTitory and separated
therefrom by a mountain range, in also naming and selling its said coal
as "New River", since the association that had theretofore come to attach
to the product from said territory, thus sold, found its significance in the
fact of geographical location and not, ns contended, in that of geological
classification.
TRADE NAMES-GEOORAPHIOAL AND GEOLOGICAL NAMES-"\VHEBE NAMES SIMILAR
FOB SAME PRODUCT--GEOGRAPHICAL NAME AND SECQNDARY 1\IEANING-LIMITA·
TIONS 'VHERE P&oDU<n' OUTSIDE RESTRICTED GEOGRAPHIOAL ABEA.

The fact that a name conectly Identifies a certain product from a geological
standpoint, will not permit the proper application thereof to such product
commercially, where said name had theretofore come to acquire trade significance through long usage and expenditure of funds as identifying a
definite district with such a product, with definite qualities asosciated therewith as coming therefrom, and where the product, to which application
of such name is sought to be justified on geological grounds, does not in
fact come from such district, though geologically identical with the product
in fact there produced, and of substantially the same quality. The general
principle of nonsubstitution, born of the consideration that the public is
entitled to what it wants, even though its choice be governed by fashion,
taste, or pure idiosyncrasy, is applicable, and even though the extent of the
use of the name, otherwise correctly, so to identify such product geologically, is thereby limited. If the trade cares about geography, because
it has been taught, at the producer's expense, that geography ls a test of
quality, it is entitled to be pt·otected in that predilection, and it is misleading to pretend to the trade and the public that a geographical test of
quality is being offered it, when in truth the test offered is a geological one.
PUBLIC

INTEREST-TRADE

NAMES-GEOGRAPHIOAL

NAMEs-SECONDARY

1\IEAN·

ING-USE OF SAME NAME, AS GEOLOGICAL Jn~<:NTIFICA:IlON, FOR SIMILAR PRODUCT
OF SIMILAR QUALITY, NOT FROM RESTRICTED GEOGRAPHICAL DISTBIC'l'.

The public is entitled to a product selected on the basis of tests it believes
itself to be applying, and not merely to a product of practically the same
quality and the same grade it would have gotten under such tests, and
where a geographical name had come through long use favorably to identify a certain product to trade and public as coming from a well defined
district, and as having definite virtnes, It could not be said that there was
no public interest in preventing the snle thereafter, under said name, as a
matter of geological classification, of coal of asserted equal quality, not
there mined.
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Mr. Ja;mes M. Brinson for the Commission.
Mr. George 0. Doub, of Baltimore, Md., for respondent.
CoMPLAINT

Acting in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions of an act
of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and
for other purposes", the Federal Trade Commission charges that
\Valker's New River Mining Company, a corporation, hereinafter
called respondent, has been and is using unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce in violation of the provisions of
Section 5 of said Act, and states its charges in that respect as
follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Walker's New River Mining Co. is a
corporation organized, existing, and doing business under any by
virtue of the laws of the State of ·west Virginia, with its principal
office and place of business in the city of Elkins in the State of
West Virginia. Respondent has been, for more than a year last
past and now is, engaged in the business of mining or extra.cting
coal from a mine or mines situated in Flint in the county of Randolph in the State of 'Vest Virginia, near or in the vicinity of
Elkins, w·.va., and in the sale of such product in commerce among
and between the various States of the United States other than the
State of West Virginia. It has caused and causes its said product,
when sold, to be transported from its said place of business at Elkins,
W.Va., or from its mines located as aforesaid to purchasers in a
State other than the State of 'Vest Virginia. It has been, was
at all times hereinafter mentioned, and now is, in competition in
the course and conduct of its said business with individuals, partnerships and corporations engaged in the sale of coal in interstate
commerce.
PAR. 2. Respondent Walker's New River Mining Co. has adopted,
and at all times hereinafter mentioned used, and now uses as and
for its corporate name and trade name the words "Walker's New
River Mining Co.", in connection with offering for sale and selling
its coal in commerce among and between the various States of
the United States. Respondent has also caused its corporate and
trade name containing as aforesaid the words "New River" to
be conspicuously displayed in advertisements and advertising matter which it has caused and causes to be circulated and distributed
among purchasers and prospective purchasers in the various States
of the United States, and on invoices furnished purchasers of its
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product, reflecting sales thereof, it has caused the same to be represented, described, or designated, as "N. R. Nut & Slack", thereby
indicating and meaning New River Nut and Slack.
The words "New River" used in connection with, or to describe
or designate coal or coal mines, have for many years signified
and meant, and have been understood to signify and mean, and
now signify and mean to the purchasing public, coal produced or
extracted from mines situated in the district adjacent to New River,
and lying, or being within the counties of Wyoming, Raleigh,
Fayette, and Greenbrier in the southern portion of West
Virginia.1
In truth and in fact respondent ·walker's New River Mining
Co. does not own, operate, or control, and has not owned, operated,
or controlled for more than a year last past, or at any time heretofore, any coal mine or mines situated in the New River district as
hereinbefore described, and the coal which it has sold and now
sells in commerce described in paragraph 1 hereof, and which it has
caused and causes to be described in its invoices "N.R. Nut and
Slack", has not been, was not, and is not, mined or extracted from
any mine or mines situated within the district generally known
as the New River Mining District.
PAR. 3. There have been, for many years last past and now are,
many producing coal mines in the New River District described
in paragraph 2 hereof, and from them there has been produced
and sold each year, and is now produced and sold each year in interstate commerce, a large and extensive tonnage of coal, by many
individuals, partnerships, and corporations operating mines in such
district. Such coal so produced and sold as "New River Coal"
has acquired in foreign countries as well as in the United States,
and for many years last past has maintained a high reputation on
account of its character and utility, and is now widely and popularly known for its excellence in the United States and in foreign
countries among the purchasing public, and has long had, and now
has, a consistent and favorable good will, and the name "New
River" as applied to, or used in connection with, coal has become
and is a substantial asset of great value to the many individuals,
partnerships, and corporations engaged in the production and sale
of coal from mines in the New River District.
The mines owned or operated by respondent from which the coal
sold by it in interstate commerce is mined or extracted, are neither
1 The complaint originally nalll'ed " Lafayette" Instead of "Fayette" In the foregolnr
enumeration of counties, hut was changed to Ita present form, In order to conform to
the evidence, pursuant to motion of the Commission's chief counsel.
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adjacent nor contiguous to the New River, or the New River District,
and in fact are situated in a region from 100 to 150 miles distant
from the New River District.
PAR. 4. The practices of respondent, in using the words " New
River " in its corporate and trade names, and in offering for sale
and selling its coal described, designated, or invoiced as "New
River Coal " have had and have, and each of said practices has had
and has the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive the public
into the belief that the coal so offered for sale and sold by respondent
has been and is coal mined or extracted from, or produced in, the
district generally known as the New River District, and to induce
the purchase of such coal in reliance on such erroneous belief. Such
practices also have had and have, and each of them has had and
has the capacity and tendency to divert trade to respondent from
competitors offering for sale and selling in interstate commerce, coal
mined or produced in the New River District, and from competitors
offering for sale and selling, in interstate commerce, coal from other
districts in West Virginia than the New River District, truthfully
described and designated.
PAR 5. The acts and practices of respondent as described in paragraph 2 hereof are all to the prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition
in commerce, in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of the Act
entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its
powers and duties, and for other purposes."
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, OPINION, AND ORDER

Acting in pursuance of the provisions of an act of Congress
approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other
purposes" (38 Stat. 717) the Federal Trade Commission on the 26th
day of 4-pril, 1932, issued and thereupon served as required by law,
its complaint upon Walker's New River Mining Co., a corporation,
hereinafter designated as respondent, in which said complaint it
is charged that respondent has been and is using unfair methods of
competition in interstate commerce in violation of the provisions
of Section 5 of said Act.
Respondent, ·walker's New River Mining Co., having filed its
answer herein, testimony and evidence were duly received before
an examiner for the Commission, theretofore duly appointed for
such purpose in support of the complaint and on behalf of
respondent.
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Thereupon this proceeding having come on for final hearing on
the record and on briefs and oral argument by attorneys for the
Commission and the respondent, and the Commission having considered the record and being fully advised in the premises finds that
this proceeding is in the interest of the public and now files this its
report in writing, stating its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom as follows, to wit:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, 1Valker's NeW' River Mining Co., has
been since 1927 and now is a corporation organized, existing, and
doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of West
Virginia, having its principal office and place of business in the city
of Elkins, State of 1Vest Virginia. Respondent has been since its
organization and now is engaged in the business of mining or
extracting coal from a mine or mines situated at Flint in the county
of Randolph in the State of West Virginia, near or in the vicinity of
Elkins, in said State, and in the sale of such coal in commerce among
and between the various States of the United States. It has caused
and causes its coal when so sold to be transported from its said plac.e
of business at Elkins, ·w.Va., or from its mines located, as aforesaid,
to purchasers in a State or States other than the State of 1Vest Virginia. Respondent has been, was at all times hereinafter mentioned,
and now is in the course and conduct of its said business in competition with individuals, partnerships, and corporations engaged in the
sale of coal in interstate commerce, including producers of coal in the
New River field sold in interstate commerce as New River coal, as
hereinafter set forth.
PAR. 2. Coal has been mined in southern West Virginia on territory continguous or adjacent to the New River since 1872 when completion of an extension of its railway by the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad Co. opened such territory to development and since then it has
been served in connection with the transportation of coal exclusively
by the Chesapeake & Ohio and the Virginia railroad companies to
tidewater ports or other points.
The territory above described became known and designated and
has been so known and designated as the New River field or district
for more than twenty-five years. Coal was and still is mined in such
territory from several seams, principally the Sewell, the Beckley, the
Fire Creek, and the 1Velch. These seams extend beyond the boundaries of the New River field, both in a northerly and southerly direc-
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tion. The Sewell seam extends to the north in Pennsylvania and in
such State is there called the Sharon. Extending southerly the
Deckley and Fire Creek seams are mined in the 'Vinding Gulf field
and both of these seams together with the Sewell seam are mined in
the Pocahontas field. Coal from all of these seams was studied by
geologists and was classified and described in geological literature as
"New River Group of the Pottsville Series." Mining operations,
at first on land contiguous to the New River, extended from time
to time until land adjacent to the New River was also mined and the
New River field continued to develop and grow until it embraced and
now includes substantial parts of the counties of Fayette, Raleigh,
and Greenbrier in southern 'Vest Virginia.
The number of operators in the New River field also from time to
time increased until now there are and for a considerable period
before the organization of respondent company there were sixtythree producers of coal in the New River field, and for more than
twenty-five years last past coal from such field has been and is sold
as New River coal. It has been and is the policy and practice of coal
operators in the New River field to offer for sale and sell as New
River coal only coal of the highest grade, character and quality mined
in the New River district irrespective of the particular seam or seams
from which it has been or is extracted. In other words coal found
in any seam in the New River field inferior in grade, character or
quality has not been and is not sold by producers of coal in the New
River district as New River coal. The result of such a practice by
producers of the New River district has been that wholesale and
retail dealers in coal and the consuming public have associated the
words New River with coal of .a distinctively and uniformly high·
grade character and quality originating and produced in, or from the
New River field.
The coal operators or producers of the New River field have eX·
pended for many years last past and long prior to the organization
of respondent company considerable sums of money in advertising
such high-grade product of their mines as New River coal and one of
them has expended a million dollars in advertising its product as
New River coal. It produces approximately 3,000,000 tons of coal
yearly and employs 3,000 men.
In the aggregate there are mined in the New River field approximately 12,000,000 tons of coal yearly and for this coal on account of
the aforesaid practice in such New River field of selling as New
River coal only that of high quality there is a. favorable goodwill
and a continuous and wide-spread demand. Coal from such field is
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sold both in the United States and in foreign countries as New River
coal and its excellence and utility have become so associated with the
words New River that they have signified and meant for many years
prior to the organization of respondent company and now signify
and mean to wholesale and retail dealers and the consuming public,
coal of high character, quality and utility, produced in that particular section of West Virginia known as the New River field or
district.
PAn. 3. Respondent, ·walker's New River Mining Co. adopted at
the time of its said organization, and at all times since has used,
and now uses, as and for its corporate name and trade name, the
words" ·walker's New River Mining Company", in connection with
offering for sale and selling its coal in commerce among and between
the State of West Virginia and the various States ·of the United
States and in commerce between the State of West Virginia and the
District of Columbia. Respondent has caused its corporate name
and trade name containing the words, as aforesaid, "New River"
to be conspicuously displayed in advertisements and advertising matter, which it has caused and causes to be circulated and distributed
nmong purchasers and prospective purchasers in the various States
of the United States. The letterheads of stationery respondent uses
in communications with inquirers or prospective purchasers or others
from whom it solicits business, carry, in large and conspicuous
letters, the words "'Walker's New River Mining Company." They
also bear the following legend: "'\Valker's New River Dig Sewell
Mine, Flint, '\V.Va., and '\V.M. Ry."
In its advertisements, and in such communications, respondent has
described and describes its coal as "New River" coal, and it has
been and is its practice to offer for sale, sell and invoice it as "New
River" coal, sometimes as "N.R. Nut and Slack", thereby signifying New River Nut and Slack.
The mines, owned or operated by respondent from which the coal
sold by it in interstate commerce as "New River" coal is mined or
('Xtracted, are neither adjacent nor contiguous to the New River or
the New River district or field and are, in fact, situated in a region
from seventy-five to one hundred miles from the New River coal
field or district which is known and described as "Cheat Mountain
Coal Field", and coal produced from such mines by respondent is
not New River coal as such words signify and mean and as such
description is known and understood by the purchasing public.
The various sections of the United States in which the coal of
respondent is sold in competition with the genuine New River coal
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include certain parts of Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island,
the Metropolitan District of New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Washington, and various points in Ohio, Michigan, and Wisconsin.
In many of such sections except the tidewater points and the area
immediately tributary thereto, depending entirely upon transportation by rail of coal from the Cheat Mountain district and the
New River district or field, the respondent enjoys a more favorable
freight rate for the transportation of its coal than producers of
coal in the New River district or field.
As the result of respondent's practices hereinbefore described,
purchasers of coal sold to them as New River coal, have advertised
it and sold it as New River coal, and still advertise and sell it as
New River coal and their vendees in turn have resold it and continue to resell it to the consuming public as New River Coal, the
particular designation under which the respondent caused it and
still causes it to be sold in interstate commerce.
PAR. 4. The practice of respondent in using the words " New
River " in its corporate and trade name and its practice of offering
for sale and selling its coal described, designated, or invoiced as
"New River" coal, have had and have, and each of them has had
and has the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive the public into the belief that the coal so offered for sale and sold by
respondent has been and is coal mined, extracted, or produced in
the district generally known as the New River district or New
River coal field, a name which to the public is an assurance of uniform character and value irrespective of geological origin, or fluctuations in quality encountered in mining from various seams of coal,
and to induce the purchase of such coal in reliance on such erroneous
belief.
The aforesaid practices of respondent have also furnished and
furnish wholesale and retail coal dealers with the means by which
they have been and are enabled to mislead and deceive their respective purchasers into the belief that the coal offered for sale
and sold by respondent is coal produced, originating or mined in the
New River field.
The aforesaid practices of respondent have had and have anrl
each of them has had and has the capacity and tendency to divert
trade to respondent from competitors offering for sale and selling
coal produced in the New River district or field and from competitors offering for sale and selling coal from any other district or
field in the United States, including the Che'at Mountain coal field,
truthfully advertised, described, and represented.
·
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The respondent is charged with us.ing unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce in that it is using the words "New
River" in connection with the sale in interstate commerce of coal
which, it is contended, is not coal known to the trade as New River
coal. By its use of the name "New River" in its corporate name,
its business literature and in its general advertising, it is alleged
to be engaged in practice that deceives purchasers and thereby constitutes an unfair method of competition within the meaning of
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
The respondent is a ·west Virginia corp~ration, organized in 1927,
and engaged since that time in the business of mining coal from
mines situated in Randolph County, W.Va. It sells its product in
other States, particularly Ohio, New York, Pennsylvania, the New
England States, and the District of Columbia, advertising it generally as New River coal.
Coal was first mined in. the New River territory about 1872 when
that region was opened up by the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway.
The mining operations began on the banks of the New River but
soon extended to contiguous territory in the counties of Fayette,
Raleigh, and Greenbrier-a territory frequently spoken of as the
New River field. In this field, there are now some 63 coal companies, producing about 12,000,000 tons of coal a year. For many
years an effort has been made to give the product of these companies a special trade value by denominating it as New River coal
and advertising such coal in the markets naturally served by this
field. More than a million dollars has been spent in this form of
advertising. Not all coal mined in the New River field, even though
mined from seams that may geologically be regarded as belonging
to the New River series, is regarded or sold by these operating coal
companies as New River coal. The coal in order to come within
that description must also be ,of a certain quality, namely, smokeless in character and having a low volatile content and a high heating efficiency.
The efforts of the operators in the New River field to distinguish
New River coal from nther types of coal and to give it a recognized
reputation for quality have been generally successful. It is widely
known throughout the Eastern States and even in England as a
bituminous coal of high quality. Because of its low volatile content
and high heating value, it. is much used by steam vessels to supply
their bunkers.
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Geologically the coal, known as New River coal and mined in the
New River field, comes from seams belonging to the New River
group of the Pottsville series. • The principal seams in this series
are the Sewell, Welch, Beckley, and Fire Creek. Some of these
seams extend far beyond the New River field, running northeast
into Pennsylvania and southwest as far as the Virginia state line.
Randolph County, where the respondent's mining operations are
carried on, is from seventy-five to one hundred miles distant from
the New River field. A mountain range intervenes. The respondent
mines a vein of the Sewell seam, which vein is known as a syncline or
anticline vein, being physically separated by a ridge from the principal Sewell seam. The respondent's coal is of high quality, having
many of the qualities of the New River coal mined in the New River
district, though having a higher moisture content, a higher fusing
point and a lower British thermal unit content.
No contention is made, however, that the respondent is selling
as New River coal a coal of an essentially inferior quality. The contention is that the respondent's coal is not·New River coal, inasmuch
as New River coal has a specific meaning in the coal trade limiting
it to coal of a particular quality mined in the New River field. The
contention is further that, though the respondent's coal may appropriately be designated as New River coal from the geological standpoint, inasmuch as it is mined from a seam in the New River group
of the Pottsville series, so designating it to the coal trade is misleading because that trade has a general understanding that New River
coal is limited to coal mined in the New River field.
1. The respondent contends that New River coal is not in fact
a term signifying to the trade coal from the New River field.
Instead, it is contended that New River coal is appropriately applied
in the trade to coal mined from any of the coal seams known as
the New River group of the Pottsville series. Such an issue of fact
naturally evokes conflicting and contradictory testimony. The Commission's witnesses embraced representative persons in the coal trade
from Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and Washington-the chief
urban centers in the eastern market for New River coal. The geo.
graphical rather than the geological content was given by them to
the term New River coal. 2 Some vagueness existed as to the exact
limits of the New River field, but the witnesses did not travel beyond
the territory contiguous to the territory embraced in the counties of
s The testimony on this point by the Commission's witnesses was generally to the
same etrect, though one of the Coll1mlssfon's witnesses, a large New England dealer,
testified that he thought the respondent'• use ot the term New Rlver ae applied to hla
coal was entirely proper,
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Fayette, Raleigh and Greenbrier. The respondent's witnesses, on
the other hand, maintained that the term to the trade was primarily
one with geological content. Some testimony was given by dealers
in Randolph county as to the trade significance of the term and also
to the effect that coal from that county was generally sold as New
River coal. Testimony as to other companies than the respondent
selling coal mined elsewhere than in the New River field as New
River coal is not convincing.8 The great weight of the evidence
favors the contention of counsel for the Commission that New River
coal is a trade term and as such applicable only to coal of a certain
quality mined in the New River field.
2. The respondent again contends that, even though the public and
the coal trade give the geographical and not the geological content to
the term "New River" as applied to coal, selling as New River coal
such coal as can geologically be designated as New River coal is not
an unfair method of competition. The contention bases itself upon
the thesis that there can be no rightful appropriation of a geological
name to an article as coming from a restricted geographical area
when there is a more extensive area from which an article identical
from the geological standpoint and of substantially the same quality
is produced. Otherwise, so the argument runs, operators in other
areas who have the same product to sell cannot correctly and appropriately designate their product inasmuch as the correct and appropriate designation has already been pre-empted. Another viewpoint,
the respondent urges, would favor monopoly and make impossible full
development of the geological resources of the territory. Coal from
the Pittsburgh seam, the respondent points out, is mined as Pittsburgh coal in regions far removed from Pittsburgh. Similarly,
Pennsylvania crude oil is produced not only in the State of Pennsylvania but also in ·west Virginia, Ohio, and in New York.
The argument, however, loses sight of the fact that in such instances no trade quality, other than that of geological identity, had
attached by long usages and the expenditure of funds, to the geographical appellation given the product. It is true that there can be
no exclusive trade appropriation of a geographical term so as to
• The examiner excluded evidence oll'ered by the respondent tending to show that companies mining coal from other fields than the New River tleld employed the words " New
River" In their corporate names. This exclusion was unfortunate, but the respondent
was permitted to Introduce testimony showing that these companies sold coal not n:rlned
In the New River tleld as New River coal. Some evidence tending to show that the Consolldatlon Coal Co., the larll:est bituminous coal concern In West Virginia, sold coal
mined In McDowell County as New River coal was Introduced. It was admitted, how·
ever, that coal mined from the Sewell seam In Pennsylvania was never sold as New
River coal but frequently sold as Sewell coal.
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exclude others who are selling products of the same geographical
origin from indicating that fact by using the term commonly
employed in the trade as indicative of that geographical origin.
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co. v. Clark, 80 U.S. 311. But where a
geographical origin has a trade significance, the use of a term descrip·
tive of such an origin cannot be applied to a product of a different
origin, even though such a product may be of identical quality. City
of Carlsbad v. W. T. Thackery & Co., 57 Fed. 18. See also Federal
Trade Commission v. Royal Milling Co., 288 U.S. 212, 216; George
Harvey v. American Coal Co., 50 F. (2d) 832. This general principle
of nonsubstitution, born of the consideration that the public is
entitled to what it wants even though the public's choice may be governed by fashion, taste or pure idiosyncrasy, is applicable even though
a term which is descriptive of geographical origin can be applied in
the universe of geological discourse to describe a product of a differ·
ent geographical origin. If the trade cares about geography, because
it has been taught at the producer's expense that geography is a test
of quality, it is entitled to be protected in that predilection. Nothing
prevents the respondent from urging the trade to accept in place
of a geographical test, a geological one. But it is misleading to
pretend to the trade and the public that a geographical test of quality
is being offered, when in truth the test offered is a geological one.
3. The respondent's final contention is that no public interest is
to be served by this proceeding. · It argues that its coal is of the same
quality as New River coal mined in the New River field, and that
therefore, the public is not truly deceived. But this neglects the fact
that it is in the public interest that the public is entitled to the tests
that it believes itself to be applying and not merely to a product of
practically the same quality and the same grade as it would have
gotten had it applied its test.
4. The existence of competition in this case is not in issue. The
respondent sells its coal in competition with New River coal primarily
in the Eastern market. And its position, some seventy-five miles
nearer these markets and served by a different road, gives it a freight
rate advantage over its New River competitors in some of these
Eastern markets as well as at some of the Lake ports.
These findings, and the conclusions derivable therefrom, lead to the
conclusion that the respondent should cease and desist from representing by its corporate name, its business and advertising literature, that it is selling New River coal. An order to that effect should

issue.
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ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission upon complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondent,
the testimony and evidence, briefs and arguments of counsel for the
Commission and counsel for respondent, and the Commission having filed its report stating its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that the respondent has violated the provisions of an act of
Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for
other purposes",
It is now ordered, That respondent ·walker's New River Mining
Co., in or in connection with, offering for sale or selling coal in interstate or foreign commerce or in commerce between the State of
West Virginia and the District of Columbia or in the District of
Columbia, cease and desist directly or indirectly from(1) Describing or designating said coal as "New River" coal or
by the abbreviation "N.R.", or by any other abbreviation, letters or
Words of the same or similar import unless such coal originates, is
produced or mined in that portion of West Virginia lying, being or
situated within the territory generally known as the "New River"
field or district.
(2) Using in its corporate name the words" New River" or words,
letters or abbreviations of the same or similar import unless coal so
offered for sale or sold originates or is produced or mined in the
"New River" field or district as described in paragraph 1 hereof.
It is fwrther ordered, That respondent file a report in writing with
the Commission within 60 days from and after service of this order,
setting forth in detail the manner and form of its compliance
therewith.
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JACOB ANTINOPH AND HARRY MEDOFF, COPARTNERS~
DOING BUSINESS UNDER THE FIRM NAME AND
STYLE OF PHILADELPHIA LEATHER-GOODS CO.
COMPLAINT AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC.
OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

D()()ket 2098.

~

Complaint, Mar. 29, 1933-0rder, Feb. 2, 1931,

Consent order requiring !'espon(lents, their agents, etc. to cease and desist, in
connection with the sale, offering for sale, or distribution in interstate
commerce and the District of Columbia of handbags, suitcases, and other
luggage or other products made from the under layers of sealskin, known
as "Split Seal", from designating and describing the same as "Seal" or
"Genuine Seal" unless the word " Seal" is modified by the word " Split"
in letters equally conspicuous or other expression clearly and conspicuously designating that the material is an under layer of sealskin.

Mr. Harry D. iJlichael for the Commission.
CoMPLAINT

Acting in the public interest pursuant to the provisions of an act
of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and
for other purposes", the Federal Trade Commission charges that
Joseph 1 Antinoph and Harry Medoff hereinafter referred to as respondents have been and are using unfair methods of competition in
interstate commerce in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of
said Act and states its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondents Joseph Antinoph and Harry
Medoff are now and have been for several years last past partners
under the firm name and style of Philadelphia Leather-Goods Co.,
and engaged in the business of manufacturing and selling in interstate commerce to jobbers and retail dealers throughout the United
States handbags, suitcases, and other luggage. They cause said
merchandise when sold to be shipped in interstate commerce from
their said place of business at Philadelphia into and through other
States of the United States to the purchasers thereof at their respective points of location. In the course and conduct of their business
respondents are and have been in competition with many other persons, firms and corporations located in the United States engaged
1

Should be Jacob.

See p. 192.
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in the manufacture and sale in interstate commerce of handbags,
suitcases, and other luggage and in the shipment of same from their
respective points of location to purchasers throughout the various
States of the United States.
PAR, 2. Many of respondents' competitors mentioned in paragraph
1 hereof make and sell luggage manufactured from leather made
from the outside or topside of sealskin after same has been separated or split from the flesh side of the skin. Such leather is generally described by makers of luggage and generally known to manufacturers, dealers and the purchasing public as "Seal " or " Genuine
Seal". Until recently the flesh side of the sealskin has been by
manufacturers of leather discarded as waste material. Such matetial is now used to some extent for the making of leather which
leather is ordinarily described in the trade as "Split Seal"· It is
very much inferior in quality, durability and price to "Seal" or
"Genuine Seal" as described in this paragraph.
PAR. 3. Respondents among other merchandise manufacturer and
sell in the course of business described in paragraph 1 hereof luggage the covering of which is the material mentioned in paragraph
2 hereof as Split Seal which material is treated, embossed and finished by said respondents so as to imitate the leather known as Seal
or Genuine Seal as described in paragraph 2 hereof. Respondents
by means of stamps and tags affixed to said luggage made of Split
Seal describes said luggage as being made of Genuine Seal. Said
description made on or attached to said luggage reaches the public
through the retail merchants and is used by said merchants in advertising said spurious luggage and in selling said suprious luggage
to the public.
PAR. 4. The said description and representation made by respondents as to their merchandise is false and fraudulent in that the
material described is not Genuine Seal or Seal in any sense as the
terms Seal and Genuine Seal are commonly understood by the purchasing public. The use of said description and representation has
the capacity and tendency to deceive the purchasing public and to
induce purchasers to buy the luggage thus described in and on
account of a belief that the said luggage is made of genuine sealskin. The said false branding and description also have the capacity
and tendency unfairly to divert and do divert trade from respondents'
competitors to the respondents.
PAR. 5. The above alleged acts and things done by respondents
are all to the prejudice of the public and of respondents' competitors
and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within
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the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled
"An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers
and duties, and for other purposes", approved September 26, 1914.
ORDER '1'0 CEASE AND DESIST

Pursuant to the provisions of an act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes", the
Federal Trade Commission on the 29th day of :March, 1933, issued
its complaint against Joseph Antinoph and Harry :Medoff, copartners,
doing business under the firm name and style of the Philadelphia
Leather-Goods Co., and caused the same to be served upon the respondents named in the title hereof as required by law, in which complaint it is charged that said respondents have been and are using
unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce in violation
of the provisions of Section 5 of said Act.,.
On April 27, 1933, said respondents named in the title hereof
entered an appearance herein and filed an answer to said complaint
setting forth among other things that the correct name of the first
copartner in said copartnership doing business under the firm name
and style of the Philadelphia Leather-Goods Co. is Jacob Antinoph
instead of J 08eph Antinoph, as erroneously stated in the title and
elsewhere in said complaint. On January 13, 1934, said respondents,
Jacob Antinoph and Harry :Medoff, copartners doing business under
the firm name and style of Philadelphia Leather-Goods Co., submitted to the Commission for filing an amended answer electing to
refrain from contesting this proceeding and consenting to the issuance of an order to cease and desist from the practices set forth in
the complaint herein, which said amended answer is hereby received
and ordered filed.
Thereafter, this proceeding came on regularly for disposition and
decision by the Commission under subdivision (2) of Rule III of
the Rules of Practice and Procedure adopted by the Commission, and
the Commission being fully advised in the premises:
It i8 ordered, That respondents, Jacob Antinoph and Harry :Medoff,
copartners, doing business under the firm name and style of Philadelphia Leather-Goods Co., their agents, employes, or successors, in
connection with the sale, offering for sale, or distribution in interstate commerce and the District of Columbia of handbags, suitcases,
and other luggage or other products made from the underlayers of
fiealskin known as "Split Seal", cease and desist from designating
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and describing the same as " Seal " or " Genuine Seal " unless the
word " Seal " is modified by the word " Split " in letters equally
conspicuous or other expression clearly and conspicuously designating that the material is an underlayer of sealskin.
It is further ordered, That respondents, within 60 days from and
after the date of the service upon them of this order, shall file with
the Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the
manner and form in which they are complying with the order to
cease and desist hereinabove set forth.
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IN THE MATTER OF

VANADIUM-ALLOYS STEEL COMPANY
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, OPINION, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF SEC. 7 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED OCT. Hi, 1914

Docket 169-f.

Complaint, Sept. 19, 1929-Decision, Feb. S, 1934

CLAYTON Aor, SEXJTWN 7-Co&PORt\TE SrocK ACQUISITION IN CoMPE"Itron--" CoKPI!1I'ITION "-WHAT CoNSTITUTES SUBSTANTIAL-CRITEIUA-QuANTITATIVE, QuAir
iTATIVE, PIUOI!l, AND FUNCTIONAL.

In a proceeding by the Federal Trade Commission, challenging the acquisition by a corporation of stock in another corporation, as a violation of said
section, prohibiting such acquisitions in the case of corporations engaged in
interstate commerce "where the effect of such acquisition may be to substantially lessen competition between the corporation whose stock is so
acquired and the corporation making the acquisition, or to restrain such commerce in any section or community, or tend to create a monopoly In any line
of commerce", a showing that, (1) at least 22.5 percent of the acquiring company's sales of "comparable and competitive" brands of tool steels, and
nearly ll4 percent of the acquired company's sales of similar products were
competitive in certain fields, (2) both companies' tool steels were characterized by marked similarity as to type, determining elements, and price, and,
(3) that, founding competition on two of said products' practically equal
desirability for at least one use, percentages of 82.5 and 77.7 were respectively
reached, held to disclose substantial competition in tool steel production
between the two companies, in full accord with the analyses of competitive
products made in International ShOe Co. v. FeclcraZ Trade Commission, 280
U. S. 2!11, and to give a true concept to the term "competition."
CLAYTON

AcT,

SECTION

7-CoRPORATEl

STocK

ACQUISITION

IN

CoMPETITOR-

"COMPETII'ION "-POTENTIAL AND FUTURE!-" CoMPARABLE" AND/OK "CoMPI!lTI·
TIVI!l " BRANDS.

Section 7 looks to the lessening of future competition as well as to the suppression of such competition as there may have been in the past, and where
substantial proportions of the two companies' sales were concerned with
"comparable" and/or "competitive" tool steels, sold in common markets and
to common customers, there was no question that such companies were and
might be in substantial competitioh with one another as to said products,
since "though there may be at the moment no willingness on the part of customers to take one brand instead of another because of a multitude of differences, such as minor variations in quality, prior business relations involving
more than the one product, and even the inertia that so often finds high capitalization under the term 1 good-will', products that at the beginning may
only be 1 comparable' quickly become 1 competitive' as salesmen become
active, markets limited, and manufacturers mould quality and price to meet
variant desires."
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CLAYTON .AcT, SECTION 7-CORPORATE STOCK .AOQUISITION IN COMPETITO&-UNI·
FICATION OF SALES AND PRODUCTION POLICIES-SUBSTANTIAL LESSENING 011'
COMPETITION-INCREASE IN YEAR'S RESPECTIVE CORPORATE SALES.

Where a company, in substantial competition with a second concern in the
manufacture and sale of tool steel, following its acquisition of all the outstanding capital stock of the other and as a result thereof, closed, or combined, certain warehouses of the acquired company, with its own, aiTanged
for certain common directors, sales officers a~d managers, and empowered
the salesmen of the two companies, who displayed the names of both concerns
on their cards, to take orders for either company's products, the substantial
lessening of competition resulting from such unification of sales and production policies and that might result, was not denied either as to the fact or
likelihood thereof by the increase In the sales of each concern for the following year.
CLAYTON

.AcT,

SECTION

7-CORPORATE

STOCK

.AcQUISITION

IN

COMPETITOn.--

RESTRAINT OF COMME&CE CONCERNED " IN ANY SEOIION OR COMMUNITY " OB
TENDENCY "TO CREATI!l A MONOPOLY IN ANY LINE 011' COMMERCI!l."

In a proceeding under Section 7 challenging the acquisition by a corporation engaged In interstate commerce, of the stock of another corporation
similarly epgaged, " where the effect of such acquisition may be to substantially lessen competition " between the two, or " to restrain such commerce
in any section or community, or tend to create a monopoly in any line of
commerce", a showing that the combined business of the two concerns, following the acquisition and merger, increased from percentages of 6.88 and 4.52,
respectively, of the bulk of the business i~ tool steel done by the country's
15 manufacturers of significance therein, to 12.5 percent, did not disclose so
substantial a resulting increase in the acquiring company's production in its
relation to the whole, as to enable It " to restrain" "in any sectlop. or
community" the line of commerce in which the two companies had been
engaged, or "tend to create a monopoly" therein.
CLAYTON

AcT,

SECTION

7-CoRPORATI!l STOcK AcQUISITION

IN

CoMPETITOR>--

"WHERE EFFECT OF SUOH AC'QUISITION MAY Bill TO SUBSTANTIALLY LESSI!.N
CoMPETITION "

BETWEIFJN

CoRPORATIONS

CoNcERNED-Rrnuoo:roN

oF

SMALL

NUMBER 011' LlilADING MANUFACTURERS.

Even though resultant increases in production of two companies, between
which there was substantial competition prior to challenged stock acquisition, did not so substantially increase the acquiring company's production
in its relation to the whole as to enable it to restrain in any section or
community the line of commerce in which the two companies were engaged,
or tend to create a monopoly in such line, in which the preponderant part
of the business was done by 15 manufacturers, nevertheless the lessening of
such competition between the two, following said acquisition and steps taken
by the acquiring company towards unification of sales and production policies,
was to that extent substantial, and involved a matter of copcern to the
consuming public in the competition eliminated, since "the reduction in the
number of leading manufacturers in a product, especially where the number
of such m'ttnufacturers is comparatively small, may haYe consequences the
import of which is so subtle that it is only fully determinable after the
passage of such time as will allow for the new industrial unit to occuvy its
place in the changed industrial competitive structure thus created."
1020150°-35-VOL 18--U
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CLAYTON AcT, SJOOTION 7-ConPoRAn: SrocK AcQUISITION IN CoMPETITOR-PREREQUISITES TO SUSTAIN

0RD~SUBSTANTIAL

LESSENING OF COMPETJTION-

PUBLIO INJURY AND SHERMAN LAW TEST AS PROPER LIMITATIONS.

In a proceeding by the Commission challenging the acquisition by a corporation engaged in interstate commerce of the stock of another corporation
similarly engaged, as in violation of Section 7 prohibiting such transactions
"where the effect of such acquisition may be to substantially lessen competition between the corporation whose stock i~ so acquired and the corporation
making the acquisition, or to restrain such commerce in any section or community, or tend to create a monopoly of any line of commerce", and in
which it develops that the effect thereof "may be to substantially lessen competition", between the two, but not "to restrain commerce" or "tend to
create a monopoly" as aforesaid, the facts nevertheless demand an order
requiring the offending corporation to divest itself of the stock so acquired,
since the political and legislative history of the section, and the language and
judicial interpretation thereof, and its preventive and supplementary purpose
as thus uisclosed, unite in rejecting the view that the lessening of competition
referred to must be such as to prejudice the public interest through actual
threat of monopoly or restraint.
CLAYTON ACT, SECTION 7-CoRPORATE STOCK AcQUISITION IN CoMPETITOR-" CoMPE1'ITION "-SALE m· " COMPARABLE AND COMPETITIVE" PRODUCT&-UNIFIOATION
OF SALES AND POUCIES-REDUCTION OF SMALL NUMBER OF LEADING MANU·
FACTUREIIS.

Where a corporation engaged in the sale of tool steel, in which the large
preponderance of the business was done by 15 manufacturers, (1) acquired
the outstanding capital stock of a second corporation, similarly engaged, "'ith
whom it had theretofore been in competition as to at least 22.5 percent of its
sales of "comparable and competitive" products, and nearly 54 percent of
the latter's sales, and, on the basis of at least one common use for two of
their products, as to very much larger proportions, (2) put into effect various
steps directed to unification of sales and production policies through common
directors, officers, joint sales, warehouse facilities and other steps, following
such acquisition and merger, and (3) increased its proportion of the business
done by the aforesaid manufacturers, from 6.88 percent and 4.52 percent
for the respective separate concerns, to 12.5 percent for the merged businesses, held, that such acquisition bad the effect that the substantial competition theretofore existing between the two companies was, and might be, substantially lessened, and constituted a violation of Section 7, requiring an
order to compel said corporation to divest itself of the stock thus unlawfully
acquired.

Mr. Everett F. Haycraft for the Commission.
J/at hews & Trimble, of 'Vashington, D. C., for respondent.
CoMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission charges that respondent Vanadium-Alloys Steel Co., hereinafter called respondent, h.l).s violated
and is violating the provisions of Section 7 of an Act of Congress
approved October 15, 1914 (the Clayton Act), entitled "An act to
supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for other purposes", and states its charges in that respect
as follows:
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PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Vanadium-Alloys Steel Co. is a corporation organized June 2, 1910, under the laws of the State of
Pennsylvania and has its principal office in the city of Latrobe in
said State. Respondent owns and operates steel works located at
Latrobe, Pa., in which works it manufactures alloy and other forms
of steels. Respondent is now and for many years last past has been
engaged in the manufacture of alloy and other forms of steels at
its said steel works and in selling said products and causing same
when sold to be transported from the place of manufacture above
described to purchasers thereof located throughout States other than
the State where such products are manufactured, and in so doing
respondent is and has been engaged in interstate commerce within
the purview of said act of Congress (the Clayton Act) in competition
with other persons, firms, and corporations. Among such competitors was the Colonial Steel Co. until October 30, 1928, or thereabouts
as hereinafter set out.
PAR. 2. The Colonial Steel Co. is a corporation organized June 3,
1901, under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania and has its principal office in the city of Pittsburgh in said State. The Colonial
Steel Co. owns and operates steel works located in Beaver County,
Pa., in which works it manufactures alloy and other forms of steels.
The Colonial Steel Co. is now and for many years last past has been
engaged in the manufacture of alloy and other forms of steels at
its said steel works and in selling said products and causing same
when sold to be transported from the place of manufacture above
described to purchasers thereof located throughout States other than
the State where such products are manufactured.
PAR. 3. On or about October 30, 1928, respondent Vanadium-Alloys Steel Co. acquired and now owns the entire authorized and
outstanding common (voting) capital stock of the Colonial Steel
Co., which then consisted of 32,000 shares of common stock of the
par value of $100 each. At and prior to the time of the acquisition
by respondent Vanadium-Alloys Steel Co. of the stock or share capital in Colonial Steel Co., each corporation was separately engaged
in the manufacture and sale of alloy and other forms of steels in
interstate commerce within the purview of said act of Congress in
competition with each other and with other persons, firms, and
corporations.
PAR. 4. The acquisition by the respondent Vanadium-Alloys Steel
Co. of the stock or share capital of the Colonial Steel Co., as hereinbefore set out, was contrary to law and in violation of Section 7
of said act of Congress {the Clayton Act). The effect of such acquisition of said stock or share capital has been and is:
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(a) To substantially lessen competition between the Colonial

Steel Co., the corporation whose stock was so acquired, and the respondent Vanadium-Alloys Steel Co., the corporation making the
acquisition.
(b) To restrain commerce in the sale of alloy and other forms of
steels in certain sections or communities of the United States, namely,
in those sections or communities among the several States in which
respondent Vanadium-Alloys Steel Co. and Colonial Steel Co. were
respectively engaged in commerce at the time of such acquisition.
(c) To tend to create a monopoly in respondent Vanadium-Alloys
Steel Co. in alloy and other forms of steels.
·
FINDINGS AND OPINION OF THE COl'IIMISSION

The issues raised by this proceeding for violation of Section 7 of
the Clayton Act require an examination of the competitive character
of the business of the respondent, Vanadium-Alloys Steel Co., and
the Colonial Steel Co. The respondent, a corporation organized
under the laws of Pennsylvania in 1910, has since that time been
engaged in the manufacture and sale of tools and other high grade
steels. It sells its products throughout the United States, concededly
in interstate commerce. About October 30, 1928, the respondent
acquired all the outstanding stock of the Colonial Steel Co., by
increasing its 120,000 no par value shares of common stock to 210,000
und exchanging these 90,000 additional shares for the outstanding
32,500 shares of the Colonial company. This stock acquisition is
being challenged by the Federal Trade Commission, by means of a
complaint filed on September 19, 1929, as a violation of Section 7 of
the Clayton Act.
The Colonial company is also a Pennsylvania corporation, organized in 1901, and engaged in the manufacture of various types of
steel, including tool steel. It sells its products in interstate commerce
throughout the United States.
Hearings in this case have been held before an examiner of the
Commission in Pittsburgh, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Boston, and
New York. A voluminous record resulted. The relevant facts it sets
forth can, however, be fairly briefly summarized.
The alleged field of competition between the two companies is
limited to tool steel. This type of steel, made from carbon or from
alloys, is a high grade type of steel designed for use primarily in
the manufacture of tools. Much evidence in the record concerns
itself with the types of tool steel, the methods of their manufacture,
and the equipment of the two companies to produce tool steels of
different types, but these details need no elaboration in order to focus
for decision the issues presented by this proceeding.
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Prior to the acquisition of the Colonial company's stock, the
Vanadium company's production was practically confined to tool
steels, and its principal output consisted of extra fine and high speed
steels, though it also manufactured and sold nondeforming, special
alloy and straight carbon tool steels. 1 The Colonial company, on
the other hand, manufactured other steels besides tool steels, its
output being divided between tool steels and other steels. 2
Difficulties are presented by the effort to determine with mathematical accuracy the extent to which the two companies were in competition with reference to the sale of tool steels. One of these arises
from the fact that certain consumers of tool steels buy only from
manufacturers who are also equipped to furnish tonnage steels, and
the Vanadium company, not having this equipment, could not effectively compute for such customers. Another springs from the factnot, however, peculiar to this industry alone-that customers become
wedded to a tool steel of their choice and refuse to use or even experiment with a competitive brand of the same quality.
The greatest difficulty, however, arises from the variety of tool
steels and the particular qualities assumed to be attributable to each
individual brand of such steel. The record abounds with descriptions of "comparable and competitive " brands of tool steels produced by the two companies rather than purely "competitive"
brands. 8 A table showing the production of such "comparable and
competitive " brands of tool steel by the two companies for the year
ending June 30, 1928,' follows [at top of next page]:
The distinction between " comparable " brands and " competitive "
brands has evoked considerable dispute. Counsel for the Commission
contends, in substance, that these brands are in competition in the
sense in which that term is used in Section 7 of the Clayton Act.
• The distinguishing characteristics ot these types ot tool steel are set torth in the
record, but elaboratLon in th111t respect Is not necessary for the purposes of this
proceeding.
• The following figures 1llustrate the nature of the Colonial company's prodnctlon In
this respect :
Output for 11ear ending June 30, 1928

Tool steels------------------------------------------------------- $1,283,336.96
Other steels-----------------------------------------------------838, 668. 42
• The tabular comparisons of "comparable and competitive" brands, found In the
record, and In accordance with which the tabular comparison in the opinion has been
devised, were prepared upon a basis similar to a clns~ltlcntlon devised by the American
Society tor Steel Treaters. Vanadlum-Allooys Steel Co. also distributed a book to the
trade (Comm. Exhibit 57), entitled "Comparative Brands of Tool Steel", which regarded
the above brands as " comparative".
• The chemical symbols in parentheses following the trade name Indicate the deter·
mining elements. The letters preceding the trade name show: C-Plaln Carbon; sSt:>eclal Alloy; H-High Speed; N-Non-Deformlng. The clnsslftcatlons are according
to the Handbook of the American Society for Steel Treaters. In a tabulation, prepared
by Edwin F. Cone in the Iron Age for June 16, 1932, tbe determining elements ot the
following Vanadium brands are given dltrerently than by the American Society for Steel
Treaters Handbook: Marvel (W); Crocar (Cr); Par-Exc (W, Cr); Non-Shrinkable (Mn).
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Vanadium brands

List
price
per
pound

H Red Cut Superior (W, Cr,
V) -------------------------H Red Cut Cobalt (W, Cr,
-------------------------S V)
Marvel
(W, Cr, V) _________
s crocar <ca Cr>-------------8. Choice ( r>---------------s8 Par-Exo
vanadlunwc&
( , r,V>---------V) ________
N Non-Shrinkable (Mn, Cr,
V) -------------------------(W, Cr, V) ________
8 Valutap
S Colhed (V)----------------S SpeciaL------------------0 Latrobe--------------------

}

TotaL ____ -------------Other brands of tool steeL ___

..................
................

TotaL __________ --------

--------

Total value

H Beaver High Speed (W,
Cr, V>--------------------H CoCo (Cr>---------------79,367.91 SHot Header No.3 (W) _____
83,372.69 8 O-Hi-O Die (Cr) .. --------80,179.45 S Header Die, Nos. 35 and 36
(Cr, V)--------------------177,800.25
8 Tungo (W>----------------33,685.70 N No.6 (Mn)---------------R. S. Tungsten. ______________
137,776.66 S No.7 (V)-----------------3, 585. 62 C Red Star------------------2, 197.81
63,851.34
TotaL __ --------------71,606.22 Other brands of tool steeL •••
TotaL ____________ -----1, 905, 190. 63
48,990. 97

$0.70 $1,171,808.98
1. 00
.60
.65

.25
.30
.30
. 25

----:22"
.16

Colonial brands

18F.T.C.
List
price Total value
per
pound

$0.65 $301, 802. 91
32,052.42
1. 00
28,321. 70
. 65
20,625.96
.60
• 25
. 25
.30
.30
.27
.15

14,164.26
3, 093.14
146,310.85
9,182. 14
287,231.69
203,265.99

051. 06
--·----- 1, 046,
237,285.90

-------- 1, 283, 336. 96

1, 954, 181. 60

In behalf of that contention, they rely not so much upon evidence
as to trade significance attached to the concept of "comparability",
as upon the fact that these brands come into actual competition in
the market. Thus they introduced evidence that salesmen of both
companies solicited the same class of trade and even the same customers, that warehouses were maintained in comparable consuming
regions, and that these comparable brands were used by customers for
the same purposes.
Respondent contends, on the other hand, that so-called comparability is in itself no evidence of true competition between the brands.
Corparability, it says, 3 refers primarily to steels having the same
composition or like physical properties. To be competitive the
brands must be usable for the same purposes, possess a like quality
and sell at about the same price.
Taking for the moment respondent's contentions, nevertheless competition between certain of Vanadium's brands and Colonial's brands
is established beyond peradventure of doubt. James P. Gill, metallurgist for the Vanadium company, conceded that Vanadium's Choice
and Colonial's Header Die No. 35 were "both comparable and
competitive." In the above tabulation, the value of the sales of these
two brands is not separately stated nor is there any evidence in the
record from which it can be accurately deduced. But as to several
other brands the same witness conceded that the products of the two
companies were partially competitive, or competitive in certain
fields. These partially competitive Vanadium and Colonial brands
were: Marvel and Hot Header No.3, Crocar and 0-Hi-0 Die, Non• This distinction Is based upon that adopted by James P. Gfll, metallurg!Rt
Vanadium company, and that urged In respondent's brief.

ot the
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Shrinkable and No. 6, Valutap and R. S. Tungsten, Special and
No. 7, Latrobe and Red Star. Taking the sales of these steels for
the year ending June 30, 1928, it will be found, as indicated in the
above tabulation, that over 22.5 percent of Vanadium's sales and
nearly 54 percent of Colonial's tool steel sales were competitive in
certain 'fields. Furthermore, despite Gill's testimony to the contrary,
evidence in the record indicates that Vanadium's Red Cut Superior
and Colonial's Beaver High Speed were of practically equal desirability for at least one use. 6 If this should be deemed to make them
''competitive", about 82.5 percent of Vanadium's sales and about
77.7 percent of Colonial's tool steel sales were of competitive products.7 Nor can we close our eyes to the fact that similarity with
reference to (1) type of tool steel, (2) determining elements, and
(3) price, characterizes all these brands of tool steel, as will be seen
from the tabulation above. Thus taking a viewpoint of competition,
fully in accord with the analyses of competitive products made in
lnte1"lUZtional Shoe Company v. Federal Trade Commission, 280 U.S.
291, we find that there was substantial competition in tool steel
production between the Vanadium company and the Colonial company.
These percentage values give a true concept to the term "competiticm ". Though there may be at the moment no willingness on
the part of customers to take one brand instead of another because
of a multitude of difference, such as minor variations in quality,
prior business relations involving more than the one product, and
even the inertia that so often finds high capitalization under the
term "good-will", products that at the beginning may only be
"comparable" quickly become "competitive" as salesmen become
active, markets limited, ·and manufacturers mould quality and price
to meet variant desires. Section 7 of the Clayton Act in terms looks
to the lessening of future competition as well as to the suppression
of such competition as there may have been in the past. Thus, so
far as tool steel production is concerned, the record leaves no room
for doubt that Vanadium and Colonial were and might be in
substantial competition with each other.
The respondent did not dissolve the Colonial company as a corporation but continued it in existence as a separate corporation with
separate offices, b011rd of directors, sales organization, and in the
• Testimony in the record, later alluded to, establishes that since the merger, salesmen
of both companies urged customers in Instances to take Vanadium's Red Cut Superior
in place of Colonial's Beaver High Speed.
7 In the calculation ()f these percentages, the sales of Vanadium's Chclice and Colonial's
Header Die No. SIS are omitted, since separate figures for them do not appear. Choice
together with VanadluJII represented about 9 percent of Vanadium's sales and Header
Die No. 35 together with Header Die No. 86 accounted for·appro:r;imately 1.1 percent
of Colonial's tool steel sales.
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main separate employees. Three directors of the Colonial company
were also made directors of the Vanadium company. Some changes
were made in the warehouse facilities maintained by the Colonial
company prior to the acquisition of its stock by the respondent. The
Colonial warehouse at Boston was closed and the warehouse facilities
for the New England territory were combined in the VanadiumAlloys company's warehouse at Springfield, Massachusetts; and the
Colonial warehouse at Philadelphia, New York, and Los Angeles
were closed and other arrangements made to take care of the business
at those points. Some of these changes were made for the purpose
of effecting economies, other were brought about by the business
depression which gradually grew worse from the beginning of 1930.
Unification to some extent of the sales policies of the two companies has been effected. The vice president of the Vanadium company in charge of sales now occupies a similar position in the
Colonial company. The sales forces of the two companies at Detroit
and Cleveland have been put in charge of joint sales managers.
Salesmen of both companies carry the names of both companies on
their cards and can take orders for the other company's products.
In some instances customers have been asked to take Vanadium's
Red Cut Superior high speed steel in place of Colonial's Beaver
high speed. True, the sales of each company were larger for the
year ending June 30, 1929-the year after the merger-than they
had been for the preceding year, but this denies neither the fact of
the lessening of competition nor the likelihood of such lessening
occurring in the future. Thus we find that the stock acquisition
resulted in a unification of sales and production policies that might
result and has to some degree already resulted in a substantial lessening of competition between the two companies concerned.
There are approximately 24 domestic manufacturers of tool steel
in the United States, and 7 foreign manufacturers of tool steel sell
their products in this country. Of the 24 domestic manufacturers,
15 of these are the significant factors in this industry and manufacture, according to informed opinion, about 90 percent of the domestic
tool steel in this country. These fifteen are:
Bethlehem Steel Company.
Braeburn Alloys Steel Corp.
Carpenter Steel Company.
Cyclops Steel Company.
Colonial Steel Company.
Columbia Tool Steel Company.
Crucible Steel Company of America.
Firth-Sterling Steel Company.

llalcomb Steel Company.
Jessop Steel Company.
Latrobe Electric Steel Co.
Ludlum Steel Company.
Midvale Company.
Yanadium-.Alloys Steel Company.
Vulcan Crucible Steel Company.

Figures as to their combined production of tool steel are not set
forth as such in these findings. These figures are calculated in a
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fashion which is by no means complete and which cannot be regarded
as free from errors due to the lack of adequate reporting by the
companies involved. They are, nevertheless, employed as a basis for
the following percentage compilations inasmuch as the possibility of
such errors in the basic figures plays no part in the final conclusions
of the Commission based upon them. Interpreted in terms of a
percentage of the total output of these 15 manufacturers, the output
of the Vanadium and the Colonial companies for the year ending
June 30, 1928, was:
Brands

E11If~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Total •••• ,_ ......................... __ •. __ .............. ---••.•.•••••..••.

Vanadium

Colonial

Percent

Percent

12.19
1.71
6. 34
4. 91

3.29

6.88

4.63

6.46
6.68
4.98

Interpreted in similar percentage terms for 1929, the combined
output of the two companies shows the following percentages:
Percent

Iligh speed---------------------------------------------- 17.62
Straight carbon-----------------------------------------8.55
___________________________________________ 10.12
~on-deforming

Special allOY--------------------------------------------- 8.44
Total---------------------------------------------- 12.50

The resultant increases in the production of the two companies
as a result of the stock acquisition did not, in the judgment of the
Commission, so substantially increase the respondent's production in
its relation to the whole so as to enable it to restrain in any section
or community the line of commerce in which the two companies were
engaged, and did not tend to create a monopoly in the line of commerce in which the two corporations were engaged.8 Nevertheless,
1 This finding makes it unnecessary to consider respondent's contention that the question or monop.oly should not be judged merely upon the busts or the ratio of the combined
output or the two companies of tool steel to total tool steel production but upon the
basts or the ratio or the combined output of the two companies of carbon, alloy and
electric furnace steel to the total production of such steels In the United States, lnustnuch as these steels by proper treatment could be placed In direct competition with the
steels produced by Vanadium and Colonial. The percentage or the output of Vanadium
and Colonia, separately aa well as combined, to such total steel production Is given In the
fol!ol'; lng table:
.

Kind

Colonial

~p~~o~r~~==~:::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
eotrlo furnace steeL •• _ .......................................... .
•

Perctnt

0.013

.22

.Sf

Vanadium Combined
Percent
0.0039
.066

.25

Percent
0.0!7

.29

1.1
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there having been substantial competition between the two companies, the lessening of this competition was pari passu substantial
and one whose elimination was a matter of concern to the consuming
public. The reduction in the number of leading manufacturers in a
product, especially where the number of such manufacturers is comparatively small, may have consequences the import of which is so
subtle that it is only fully determinable after the passage of such
time as will allow for the new industrial unit to occupy its place in
the changed industrial competitive structure thus created.
These findings leave only for the basis of an order by the Commission its conclusion of fact that the acquisition of the stock of
the Colonial company by the Vanadium company might and did
substantially lessen competition between the Vanadium and the
Colonial companies. Respondent contends that such a finding is
insufficient in law upon which to base an order under Section 7 of
the Clayton Act. It contends that the lessening of competition must
also be found to be of such an extent that the interest of the public
is prejudiced, in the sense that monopoly or restraint is actually
threatened. In other words, respondent contends that the test of the
violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act is similar to that applicable
under the Sherman Act, in that the Commission must not only find a
substantial lessening of competition but also that the effect of the
merger was to tend toward a monopoly or to restrain commerce in
the products which were prior thereto sold in competition by the
two corporations.8
Section 7 of the Clayton Act forbids the acquisition by one corporation of the stock of another corporation where the effect of such acquisition "may be (1) to substantially lessen competition between
the corporation whose stock is so acquired and the corporation
making the acquisition, or (2) to restrain such commerce in any
section or community, or (3) tend to create a monopoly of any line
1 Had law that consistency that the lay mind attributes to it, It should be sufficient
answer to the respondent's contention to quote the following expression of the Supreme
Court, bottomed upon an earller statement by it to the same etrect, in Standard Fashion
Oo. v. Maurane Houston Oo., 258 U.S. 846, 855-856, (1922) :
" The Clayton Act, as its title and the history of its enactment disclose, was Intended to supplement the purpose and etrect of other antitrust legislation, principally
the Sherman Act of 1890 • • •
"As the Sherman Act was usually administered, when a case was made out, It resulted
1n a decree dissolving the combination, sometimes with unsatisfactory results so far
as the purpose to maintain free competition was concerned.
" The Clayton Act sought to reach the agreements embraced within Its sphere In their
Incipiency, aD<! In the section under consideration to determine their legality by specific
tests of its own which declared illegal contracts of sale made upon the agreement or
understanding that the purchaser shall not deal in the goods of a competitor or competitors of the seller which may ' substantially lessen competition or tend to create a
monopoly'."
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of commerce." The parenthetical numerals have been inserted in
order to make plain the evident parsing of these clauses, for grammatical interpretation, as high authority still avows,10 has its uses
in statutory interpretation. The legislative history of this section 11
leaves no doubt as to its purport. Its origin is traceable beyond the
initiation of the legislation itself-to the program of a great political party. 12 Upon the accession of that party to power, this
program was made concrete by legislation. The records of the
House 18 and the debates the section evoked, however, demonstrate
that an evil sought to be curbed by the section was that of corporate
holding of corporate stocks to effect a merger that would lessen
competition that might otherwise be substantial.14 Avowedly the
purpose was to go beyond the criteria of the Sherman Law; u the
1o Especially is this deemed to be so of the Clayton Act.
Thus the conrt said ot this
act In Standard Fashion Oo. v. Magrane Houston Oo., 258 U.S. 346, 355 (1922) : " Much
Is said In the briefs concerning the reports of committees concernell with the enactment
of tbls legislation, but the words of the act are plain and their meaning is apparent
Without the necessity of resorting to the extraneous statements and often unsatisfactory
old of such reports."
u The Supreme Court ha~ again and agnln adverted to legislative history as a guide
to the Interpretation of ambiguous language. St. Louis S.W. Ry. v. United State8, 262
U.S. 70, 76 (1923) ; United States v. St. Paul M. & M. Ry., 247 U.S. 310 (1918) ; Penn
Mut. L. Ina. Oo. v. Lederer, 252 U.S. 523: United State8 v. P{ttBch, 256 U.S. 547 (1921).
A fortiori it Is permissible to support the plain and grammatical meaning of a statute.
a The National Platform of the Democratic Party adopted at the Baltimore Convention
lu 1912 said: "We regret that the Sherman Antitrust Law bas received a judicial construction depriving It of much of its efficiency, and we favor the enactment of legislation
which will restore to the statute the strength of "bleb It bas been deprived by such
Interpretations."
:u Section 7 as Introduced Into the House (then being Section 8) read as follows:
"That no corporation engaged In oommcrce shall acquire, directly or Indirectly, the
Whole or any part of the stock or other share capital of another corporation engaged
also In commerce, where the e11'ect ot such acquisition Is to eliminate or substantially
lessen competition between the corporation whose stock Is so acquired and the corporation making the acquisition, or to create a monopoly of any line of trade In any section
or community." No changes were made In this provision In the House.
" Compare, fo!" example, the following from the minority report on this section which
makes clear that monopoly or restraint ot trade were not the sole tests applicable to
the unlawful acquisition of stock:
"The only possible excuse and justification tor legislation against holding companies
lies In the fact that the holding company Intended to be reached by the Jaw creates a
monopoly, or attempts to do so, or restrains Interstate trade.
"This proposed lnw, however, would make the acquisition of stock by one corporation in another In the same line of business, and alth-ough the two corporations taken
together would form In their united business an Infinitesimal fragment of th·e business
of the locality In that particular line, a crime punishable by tine and Imprisonment."
1
" Compare the following from Mr. Carlin's speech In the House:
"We have supplemented the language of the statute and taken a forward step. We
have gone forward, not backward. The Sherman law in Its operation Is limited to three
things: First, a contract or combination In the form of a trust or otherwise; second,
a conspiracy In restraint ot trade: third, an attempt to monopolize. There Is nothing
about competition In the Sherman law. There must be actual restraint of trade under
the Sherman law to bring anyone under either Its civil or criminal process.
" Under this bill there has to be only a lessening of competition. Competition may be
lessened without restraint of trade. Competition may be lessened without attempt to
IDonopollze. Competition may be lessened without conspiracy. It may be the natural
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real fear was that the language chosen might relax the requirements
of that act. 16 In the Senate these objections were made even more
apparent. Fear of restrictive judicial interpretation of the section
was pronounced.U In order that the proof that the acquisition of
such stock resulted in the lessening of competition between the two
corporations might not be too difficult,18 and that potential as well
as actual lessening of competition would satisfy the requirements of
the statute,t 9 the Senate by one amendment substituted the words
"may be" for "is ",20 and by another eliminated the qualifying
term "substantially." 21 The restoration 22 of this qualification in
conference was not deemed to cut down upon the force of the rule 28
that " will save the little man, and yet it will reach the people who
ell'ect of the putting together In close rela tlonshlp through a holding company of tW()
corporations that are natural competitors, or ought to be. Yet there would not be
restraint. So, Instead of subtracting from the Sherman law, ns the gentleman bas told
the country, we have added to the Sherman law a most ell'ectlve rule, by which the
actions of these combinations in the future may be determined; but stlll, with due
regard to the gentlemen who have come to love the Sherman law, we bavP. left It
Intact, and have said by an express provision of our blll that nothing In our bill shall
be construed to alter. amend, or repeal the Sherman law. It is as ell'ectlve now as It
bas ever been." (~1 Cong. Rec. 927G-71.)
1e Thus Mr. Nelson objected to the narrowing provision of the section which required
the lessening of competition to be actual rather than merely potential-an objection
which was cured by the Senate amendment substituting "may be" for "Is"; "M·oreover, this section makes the test of a holding company's lllegality not whether It has
pote.ntlal power to Jessen competition, In substance held to be the law In the Northern
Securities case, but Instead It lntrodures a new element, and a dangerous one, whether
the holding company actually uses that power with the ell'ect of substantially lessening
competition. Upon this test the Northern Securities case would probably have gone
against the Government, and It wlll hereafter be exceedingly difficult to prove that a
holding company Is Illegal." 51 Cong. Rec. 916!!, Mr. Volstead and Mr. Green expressed
the same views. Id. 9078, 9201, 9u96.
11 See e.g. Poindexter in 51 Cong. Rec. 14314.
1• See e.g. Cummins In 51 Oong. Rec. 42~:i.
10 Senator Reed, In proposing the amendment which struck out the word "Is" and
substituted the words "may be", made the following statement: "My reason for ofl'erlng the amendment Is this: The law, as I understand It, Is that a combination Is Illegal
where the ell'ect may be as well as where It Is. I understand that the chairman of the
committee is prepared' to accept the amendment." ~1 Cong. Rec. 14464. Upon the
chairman ()f the committee stating that be had no objection to the amendment, It was
lmmerllately ngreed to without objection. Ibid.
"'See note 19 supra.
urn Cong. Rec. 14465, 14473.
11 The section as passed by the Senate, showing the Senate amendments eliminating
matter by striking the same through and showing additional matter In Italics, read as
follows: "That no corporation engaged In commerce shall acquire, directly or Indirectly,
the whole or any part of the stock or other share capital of another corporation engaged
also In commerce where the ell'ect of such acquisition may be to lessen competition
between the corporation whose stock Is ~o acquired and the corporation making the
acquisition, or tend to create a mon()poly of nny line of commerce."
11
Such objections as were voiced to the restoration of " substantially " were based
upon the fear that It would permit the Supreme Court to Interpolate Into this section
qualifications akin to those that had been Interpolated by that Court Into the language
of the Sherman Act. 8ee e.g. Reed In ~1 Cong. Rec. 1~856-7; Norris In Ill Cong. Rec.
16047.
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are trying to break up their competitors." 24 At no time in the course
of these legislative proceedings was there any thought that more than
a substantial lessening of competition was needed to be proven in
order to warrant the issuance of an order compelling a corporation
to divest itself of the stock of another corporation, nor was there
any suggestion that " substantial " competition was that type of competition whose lessening or elimination would tend to monopoly or
result in restraint of commerce in the products involved.
The plain language of Section 7 in this respect found, in the beginning, courts ready to give it effect. In Aluminum Oo. of America v.
Federal Trade Commission, 284 Fed. 401 (3d. Circ., 1922),23 Judge
Woolley, speaking for the court, said:
But the lessening of competition is not the only effect of the acquisition
of stock of another whieh Congress sought to avoid. It intended as well
to prevent a transaction "where the effect" may "tend to create a monopoly."
• • • This is for the reason that the lessening of competition and a tendency
"'The Conference committee's action on the section Is thus explalneu by Senator
Chllton of the committee:
"The Senate, however, Mr. President, adopted ns Its criterion the following, 'wl•ere
the el!'ect may be to Jessen competition.' In other worus, the Senate struck out
'eliminate • and • substantially.' lily juugment Is tllat there Is very little 1lil'l'erenc"
between the two. To lessen Is t•o substantially lessen. Competition Is everywhere. A
pleasant word, prompt and quick service are both methods of competition. If a competitor takes one customer a VI ay, It Is lessening, and possibly ' substantially' lessening
competition; because when one customer shall be secured by one of the competitors to
that extent there may he no competition. But when House section 8, which is Senate
section 6, came to conference the House conferees Insisted that the words • eliminate •
or • substantially Jessen competition' should be the standard. The Senate conferees
Insisted that the language of the Senate should be auopted, to wit, 'where the cltect
may be to Jessen competition.' As always happens with men of ordinary sense, with
men who want to carry out as best they can the Instructions of their superiors, the
conferees had to find some common g.round upon which their minds coulu meet, and
the result was a oompromlse, which Is Section 7 In the bill reported by the conrerees.
That compromise was the adoption of the words 'mny be' lnstend of the word 'is •,
so that Instead of reading • where the elfect Is ' the bill now reads, ' where the ell'ect
may be': that Is, VI here It Is possible for the ell'ect to be, which was a declued victory
tor the Senate. We struck out 'eliminate,' which was another victory for the Sennte.
We left In the w.ord • substantially', which was a victory for the House; but the House
conferees Insisted that that would chlange the section and would not accomplish the
PUrpose Intended by 1t; that a corporation might acquire the stock of another corporation, and there would be no lessening of competltloon, but the tendency might be to
~reate monopoly or to restrain trade or commerce, and therefore there was adued to
the definition the following: 'Or to restrain such commerce In nny sectloon or community or tend to create a monopoly of nny line of commerce.'
"Now, Mr. Presldeut, does anyone want to have any better law than that? There
Is a clear-cut rule fixed that will save the little man, anu yet It ~Ill reach the people
'IVho are trying to brenk up their competitors. In oth!'r worus, as regnrds holding companies, the bill as reported makes the holding of stock ln another company unlawful
' where the ell'ect may be to substantially lessen competition or to restrain commerce
or tend to create a monopoly.' In my judgment, the langunge of the conferees Is much
better than the Iangu11ge adopted by either House; tile definition Is clearer, and gets
at the evil intended to be corrected; and, to be perfectly candid with the Senate, 1 like
It because It saves the small business man, V~ho does not want to restrain trade and
Would not, If he could, create a monopoly."
""Certiorari was dented In this case In 261 U.S. 616.
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to monopoly are not always synonymous. There may be a lessening of competion between two corporations In a stock transaction that does not tend to
monopoly (p. 4.07).

Three years later in Swift & Oo. v. Federal Trade Commission,
8 F. (2d) 595 (7th Circ., 1925)/6 Judge Evans, speaking for the
court, thus disposed of the contention of petitioner that more than
a substantial lessening of competition bad to be proved in order to
support the Commission's order:
These findings (that the effect of the stock acquisition was to substantially
lessen competition between the corporation whose stock was acquired and the
corporation making the acquisition) would necessarily dispose of the application were it not for petitioner's Insistent urge that the statute does not mean
what it says, and that the court should read into it "the rule of reason" and
insert additional requirements, viz, that the competition between the two
companies prior to consolidation was substantial, and the effect of the acquisi·
tion was injurious to the public . . .
The statute does not prohibit all acquisitive contracts. It is only when such
acquisition produces "the effect" described that the statute condemns. It is
worthy of note that such effect may be either to (a) substantially lessen competition between the corporation whose stock is so acquired and the corporation
making the acquisition; (b) restrain such commerce in any section or com·
munity; or (c) tend to create a monopoly of any line of commerce. (a) Can
not be construed without considering (b) and (c). If the court were to read
into (a) the elements which petitioner has asked us to insert, what would
become of the requirements of (b) and (c)? •..
We are stlll dealing with words of general meaning and make no progress.
1\Iust Congress act only when the child has grown to the stature of a giant?
If authority exists to curb-or to dissolve-a corporation when it has reached
the trust stage, may Congress not take steps to arrest the corporation's growth
before the final stage has been reached? • • •

Judge Alschuler, concurring, gave voice to the same thought:
•• , Be that as it may, this can not suspend or avoid the very broad and
sweeping statute which denounces acquisition by one corporation of the stock
of another, or of the stock of two or more other corporations, where this may
substantially lessen competition between them, or restrain commerce in any
section or community, or tend to create monopoly in any Une of commerce. If
an exception to the operation of the statute ought and is to be raised in cases
where the concern whose stock Is acquired is comparatively small, or weak,
or for any reason unlikely long to endure, 1t must come through statutory
enactment, and not by judicial construction.

Counsel for the corporations in these cases continued, however,
to press the courts upon appeal from the Commission for the encrustation of the " rule of reason " upon the test laid down in Section 7 of the Clayton Act. In International Shoe Oo. v. Federal
Trade Commission, 29 F. {2d) 518 (1st Circ. 1928), the Circuit
• This case was reversed, four Justices dissenting, upon another ground In 272 U.S
554 (1926).
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Court of Appeals for the First Circuit, adding its voice to that of
the third and seventh circuits, rejected such a contention, returning
once more to the plain language of Section 7 :
Finally, petitioner argues that no such case of monopoly or damage to the public interest is made out as would ground a case under
the Sherman Act. A sufficient answer is that the case is not brought
under the Sherman Act, but under the Clayton Act, and "the Sherman Act and the Clayton Act provide different tests of liability."
United Shoe Machinery Co. v. United States, supra.
The International Shoe case was, however, carried to the Supreme
Court and, since it is upon the basis of remarks contained in the
opinion of the Supreme Court in that case upon which the contention
is now made that something more than a substantial lessening of
competition must be proved in order to support an order under Section 7, the opinion must be examined with care. The Supreme Court
first overturned the finding of the Commission, which had been concurred in by the First Circuit Court of Appeals, that substantial competition had existed between the International Shoe Co. and the W.
H. McElwain Co. Examining with meticulous refinement the character of goods sold by the two companies and the markets in which
they had thitherto sold their goods, the Court concluded that competition between them existed only with reference to 5 percent of the
McElwain company's product. "It is hard to see in this", said the
court, " competition of such substance as to fall within the serious
purposes of the Clayton Act." International Shoe Oo. v. Federal
Trade Commission, 280 U.S. 291, 299 {1930). This, in itself, was
sufficient to dispose of that part of the Commission's order based
upon the ground that the stock acquisition resulted in the substantial
lessening of competition between the two companies. Nothing in
this phase of the case, save for what is mentioned below, can be regarded as advancing the respondent's contention.
The Commission's order under Section 7 can, however, have different foundations than that of substantially lessening competition between the two corporations concerned. It can be based, according to
the plain language of Section 7, upon the ground that it restrains
interstate commerce in any section or community, or tends to create
a monopoly of any line of commerce. True, the substantial lessening
of competition is alone sufficient and a finding to that effect will support the order. The First Circuit Court of Appeals, concurring in a
finding to that effect by the Commission, had no need to examine additional grounds which might be adduced to support the order. But
the Supreme Court of the United States, failing to concur in that
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finding, had appropriately to consider other grounds which might
be adduced to support the order. 21 This it proceeded to do in the
second phase of the International Shoe case. Its conclusions in this
respect may best be summarized in the language of the court itself:
In the light of the case thus disclosed of a corporation with resources so
depleted and the prospect of rehabllitation so remote that it faced the grave
probability of a business failure with resulting .loss to its stockholders and in·
jury to the communities where its plants were operated, we hold that the purchase of its capital stock by a competitor (there being no other prospective
purchaser), not with a purpose to lessen competition, but to facllltate the
accumulated business of the purchaser and with the effect of mitigating seriously injurious consequences otherwise probable, Is· not in contemplation of law
prejuuielal to the public and does not substantially lessen competition or
restrain commerce within the intent of the Clayton Act (pp, 302-303).

Standing by itself this language might be considered as advancing
the respondent's contention, but viewed in the light of the whole
record and the issues that the Court was called upon to decide, it
fails to be relevant in a case where substantial lessening of competition is established. The same may be said of respondent's contention
based upon a quotation from the Court's opinion in the first phase
of the International Shoe case:
Mere acquisition by one corporation of the stock of a competitor, even though
It result In some lessening of competition, is not forbidden; the act ueals only
with such acquisitions as probably will result in lessening competition to a substantial degree, Stwndard Fa~h.ion Oo. v. Magrane-Houston Oo., 25S U.S. 346,
357; that is to sav, to sudz. a degree as will in}uriouslv affect the public. Obviously, such acquisition will not produce the forbidden result if there be no preexisting competition to be affected; tor the public interest is not concerned in
the lessening of competition, W'hwh. to begin With., is itself without real
substance (p, 2!>8).

The italicized parenthetical expressions, says respondent, reinforce
its contention. But such meaning as may be implicit in these expressions is to be gathered from the four corners of the entire case,
especially in view of the fact that the Court, a few sentences later,
.., Paragraph 23 of the tln<llngs of fact by the Commission In the International ShoP.
case read as follows :
"The etrect of tbe acquisition by International Shooe Company of the stock or share
capital of W. H. McElwain Company was:
"(a) To substantially lesMen competition In commerce between International Shoe
Company and W. H. McElwain Company In the sale of dress shoes for men.
"(b) To restrain commerce In the shoe business and especially In that part of such
business rei a tlng to the sale of dress shoes for men In various sections or communities
of the United States In which International Shoe Company and W. H. McElwain Company
were engaged In commerce.
" (c) To restrain commerce In the shoe business sections or communities of the United
States Including Columbus, Ohio; Kansas City, Mo.; and San Francisco, Calif., and In
other sections or communities adjacent thereto."
The legal conclusion of the Comm!Mslon was a general one to thie etrect that the
ftndlngs proved a violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act. See 9 F.T.C. 4113-4,
462 (19211).
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expressly states that " the existence of competition is a fact disclosed
by observation rather than by the processes of logic ". . . . To
give parenthetical expressions of this type the force of law in the
way which respondent urges upon us, would be to attach to observations not essential to the decision of the issue before the Court and
themselves capable of varying interpretations, a content- contrary to
the plain language of Section 7 of the Clayton Act. To do so, moreover, would be to assume that the Court was qualifying the language
of the section in a way that is not justified by a knowledge of the
legislative travail out of which it was born, and contrary to the express tenets of a comprehensive political program. Judicial power
does not extend that far.
Prior to 1930, the lower courts unanimously refused to read into
that section any such qualification. It is true that since the International Shoe decision, expressions capable of being interpreted to
contain an import equivalent to respondent's contention are to be
found in the decisions of certain lower courts. Thus Judge Manton,
speaking for the Second Circuit Court of Appeals, in V. Vivaudrm v.
Federal Trade Commission, 54 F. (2d) 273 (2d Circ., 1931,) stated:
The question presented on this appeal is whether the competition between
these companies has been substantially lessened by reason of the stock acquisl·
tion and ownership referred to, and whether the publiC' has been injuriously
affected • • • Unless there be a monopoly or tendency toward monopoly, we
'Would not be warranted in concluding that the public had an interest as
referred to in the statute.

The first statement only paraphrases the quotation above referred
to in the International Shoe case. With reference to the second
sentence, it is sufficient to observe that Section 7 of the Clayton Act,
which is the sole source of this jurisdiction of the Commission, reads
in the disjunctive and not the conjunctive and does not possess any
such " public interest" clause as is intimated. What has happened
is that there has been an unconscious transposition of the " public
interest " qualification of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act to Section 7 of the Clayton Act. 28
Temple Anthracite Coal Co. v. Federal Trade Commission, 51 F.
(2d) 656 (3rd Circ., 1931) lends no support to the respondent's contention. In that case the Commission's ultimate finding of fact was
overturned by the court. The Commission had concluded that the
Temple Coal Co. and the East Bear Ridge Colliery Co. were in sub• In Arrow-Hart .S Hegeman Electrio Oo. v. Federal Trade Oommlssian, 65 F. (2d) 336
(2d Clre., 1933), where the Commission's order was affirmed, the same judge, however,
relying on the International Shoe case, gives a content to the term "public interest"
wholly In accord with the basic objectives of Section 7, for there It Is stated that "if
there Is real substance In the oompetltlon, the public Interest Is affected" (p. 340).
This case Is now on certiorari before the Supreme Court.
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stantial competition with each other. But the evidence showed only
that Thorne, Neale & Co., Inc., who sold the coal of the Temple Coal
Co., and 1\fadeira, Hill & Co., who sold the coal of the East Bear
Ridge Co., were in substantial competition. The evidence showed
also, according to the court, no substantial lessening of competition
between Thorne, Neale & Co., Inc., and 1\fadeira, Hill & Co. The
conclusions of the court are aptly set forth in the following excerpt
from its opinion, and support in no way 29 the respondent's contention in this proceeding:
We cannot conclude, because of the ownership in one corporation of the stock
of two corporations whose output is sold under contracts with competing
wholesalers as distributors, who are found to be in active competition, that
these contracts wm or are likely to be annulled or terminated. We must take
the facts as they exist, and, finding as we do that Thorne, Neale & Co., Inc.,
and Madeira, Hill & Co. are in active competition, we assume that the interests
of the public will be preserved so long as that competition continues.
The Commission found in paragraph 10 of its finding of fact as follows: " The
etrect of the acquisition by respondent Temple Anthracite Coal Company of
the said capital stocks of said Temple Coal Company and of said East Bear
Ridge ColUery Company, and th11 use of such stocks by the voting or granting
of proxies, or otherwise, has been and is to substantially lessen competition
in interstate commerce between said Temple Coal Company and said East
Bear Ridge Coll1ery Company".
With no evidence In the case to support the finding of fact that the etrect
of the acquisition of the stock "has been and is to substantially lessen competition", our conclusion is that the actual active competition which is shown
by the evidence, without contradiction, to have existed and to continue to
exist between Thorne, Neal & Co., Inc., and Madeira, Hill & Co., negatives, so
long as it may exist, the very etrect which the Commission has found to be
caused by the acquisition by the Temple Anthracite Coal Company of the
capital stocks of the mining companies.

The finding of the Commission thus being that there was
substantial competition between the Vanadium and the Colonial companies, and that that competition was and also might be substantially lessened by the acquisition of the stock of the Colonial company by the Vanadium company, and the Commission being of the
opinion that such acquisition was consequently in violation of Section
7 of the Clayton Act, an order must issue compelling the Vanadium
company to divest itself of the stock of the Colonial company thus
unlawfully acquired.
• Incidental language can conceivably be Interpreted to support the respondent's
contention, but such expressions form no part of the ratio decidendi of the case. Judge
Woolley, dissenting, remarked upon such occasional language that might be susceptible
of the construction contended for ln the following fashion:
" In arriving at the conclusion that the evidence sustains the order of the Commission
I have kept In view the fact, at different times lost sight of In this case, that we are
not concerned with the lessening of competition betVIeen these two companies and other
companies In tbe Industry, but are concerned with the leBsenlng of competition betweea
the two companies themselves."

VANADIUM-ALLOYS STEEL CO.
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ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST AND TO DIVERT CAPITAL STOCK

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission on the complaint of the Commission, the answer of the
respondent, the testimony and evidence, briefs and arguments of
eounsel, and the Commission having made a report in writing in
which it stated its findings as to the facts, with its conclusion that
the respondent Vanadium-Alloys Steel Co. has violated the provisions of Section 7 of an Act of Congress approved October 15, 1914,
entitled "An act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for other purposes",
Now, theref07'e, it is hereby ordered, That the respondent, Vanadium-Alloys Steel Co., forthwith cease and desist from violating
the provisions of Section 7 of an Act of Congress approved October
15, 1914, entitled "An act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for other purposes", and
within six months from the day of the date of the service upon it of
this order, divest itself in good faith of all of the capital stock of the
Colonial Steel Co. owned by it and of all its interest in the capital
stock of the said Colonial Steel Co., such divestment of such stock
and of interest in such stock to carry with it all of the business, property and assets of all kinds whatsoever of said Colonial Steel Co.,
and to be so made that said Vanadium-Alloys Steel Co. shall notretain, directly or indirectly, any of the fruits of its acquisition of said
capital stock of said Colonial Steel Co.
And it is hereby fwrther ordered, That such divestment of the
capital stock and of interest in the capital stock of said Colonial
Steel Co., shall not be made directly or indirectly to any stockholder, officer, director, employee, or agent of, or to any one otherwise directly or indirectly connected with or under the control of,
the respondent Vanadium-Alloys Steel Co., or to any corporation
affiliated with, or subsidiary to, said Vanadium-Alloys Steel Co., or
to any stockholder, officer, director, employee, or agent of, or to
any one otherwise directly or indirectly connected with or under
the control of any corporation affiliated with or subsidiary to, said
Vanadium-Alloys Steel Co.
And it is hereby further ordered, That respondent VanadiumAlloys Steel Co., shall within six months from the day of the date
of the service upon it of this order, file with this Commission a report.
in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it
has conformed to this order.
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CECIL B. BOND, TRADING AS WORLD WOOLEN COMPANY, INTERNATIONAL ·woOLEN COMPANY, DUPLEX
CLOTHES, C. B. BOND, AND C. BOND
COMPLAINT AND ORDER IN REGARD TO TIIE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. 5
OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS .AIPPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 2100.

Complaint, Apr. 17, 1933-0rder, Pcb. 5, 1934

Consent order requiring respondent to cease and desist representing to pur·
chasers or prospective purchasers, directly or indirectly in connection
with the offer or sale of clothes in interstate commerce, that (1) such
clothes have been, are, or will be (a) tailor made In accordance with
the measurements of the individual ordering them, unless such is the fact;
or (b) made from or out of cloth selected by purchasers from samples
submitted to them by respondent or his salesmen or his solicitors, unless
such is the fact; or (2) that a store is about to be or wlll be opened by
respondent in the locality or localities ln which any purchasers reside
at which store or stores clothes purchaRed from respondent can and will
be fitted or altered, unless such Is the fact.

Mr. James M. Brinson for the Commission.
COMPLAINT

Acting in the public interest pursuant to the provisions of an act
of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An act to create
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and
for other purposes", the Federal Trade Commission charges that
Cecil B. Bond, trading as vVorld "\Voolen Company, International
lVoolen Company, Duplex Clothes, C. B. Bond, and C. Bond, has
been and is using unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of said Act, and
states its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Cecil B. Bond has been and is an individual residing and having his office and principal place of business in the City and State of New York. He has been for several
years last past, and now is, engaged in the sale and distribution
of men's clothes in commerce among and between the various States
of the United States, under the name of" lVorld vVoolen Company",
"International Woolen Cdmpany ", "Duplex Clothes", "C. B.
Bond ", and "C. Bond." He has caused and causes such clothes,
when sold by him by, through, or under any of such trade names,
to be transported from his place of business in the City and State
of New York to purchasers located in the various other States of
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the United States than the State of New York. In the course and
conduct of his business in or by such trade names, or any of them,
the respondent has been, is, and at all times hereinafter mentioned
Was engaged in competition with individuals, partnerships, and corporations offering for sale or selling men's clothes in interstate
commerce. His business has consisted bnly to a negligible extent,
if at all, in filling so-called repeat orders, and no effort has been, or
is made by respondent to satisfy customers so as to retain their
patronage or to secure repeat orders.
It has been and is the practice of respondent, as one of his particular methods of competition, to adopt and use various trade names
for his business, and in connection therewith to follow the other
method of competition described in paragraph 2 hereof, until the
particular trade name or trade names so used, has or have acquired
unfaYorable notoriety, and thereupon to adopt a new trade name
or trade names and to carry on the same type of business as had been,
or was his practice theretofore until the new names so adopted and
used have become unfavorably known to the public, whereupon, in
pursuance of his said method of competition, still another name
or other names would be and are used in offering for sale and selling
men's clothes. As examples of such method and practice respondent,
Cecil B. Bond, on November 30, 1927, duly registered, in accordance
with the laws of the State of New York, as a trade name "Lasalle
Gold Seal Clothes" with his address as 527 Broadway, New York,
N.Y. On June 4, 1028, he duly registered as a trade name "Rialto
Clothing Company ", 94 Spring Street in said cit~ and State. On
January 3, 1931, he duly registered as a trade name " International
'Woolen Company", 525 Broadway, and with his residence stated as
1483 College Avenue, New York, N.Y. On April 27, 1931, he duly
registered as his trade name "Duplex Clothes", 640 Broadway,
with his residence stated as Victoria Hotel, New York, N.Y. On
November 12, 1931, he duly registered as a trade name " World
"Woolen Company", 640 Broadway, with his residence given as
1000 Anderson Avenue, New York, N.Y. On June 6, 1932, he duly
registered as a trade name "C. Bond", 640 Broadway, New York,
N.Y., with his residence given as 1005 Jerome Avenue. Should respondent continue or be allowed to continue this practice as one of
his methods of competition, it is only a question of time when his
trade names of" 1Vorld ·woolen Company"," International \Voolen
Company"," Duplex Clothes"," C. B. Bond", and" C. Bond" will
be discontinued and others adopted in their stead.
PAR. 2. It has been and is the practice of respondent Cecil B.
Bond to sell his clothes by and through the agency of salesmen or
solicitors in the various States of the United States.
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Such salesmen or solicitors have offered for sale and sold the clothes
of respondent in the various States of the United States in the course
and conduct of his business, and acting under his direction and with
his know ledge and consent, it has been and is their practice to represent, to purchasers and prospective purchasers, that clothes furnished
by respondent, in pursuance of orders given to them, would be and
are tailor made or made to their individual measure.
In truth and in fact the suits of clothes sold and distributed by respondent have not been and are not tailor made, have not been and are
not made according to the measurements of purchasers or according
to the measurements contained in orders received by respondent from
purchasers through his solicitors or salesmen. On the contrary,
clothes sold and distributed by respondent have been, were at all times
herein mentioned, and are, ready-made clothes which have not
corresponded and do not correspond with the measurements of purchasers, have not been and are not altered to fit purchasers, and
have not fitted and do not fit them. There have been and are clothes
sold by respondent in such disregard of, or lack of conformity to, the
measurements of individuals ordering the clothes through agents or
solicitors of respondent, that garments delivered by respondent to
them have been, in numerous instances, so unfitted to purchasers as
to appear ludicrous and, in many instances, even grotesque when
worn by them.
It has been and is the practice of respondent to represent as inducement for the purchase of his clothes that suits ordered by purchasers will be made from or out of cloth represented by or corresponding with samples selected by purchasers or individuals ordering
clothes of respondent from samples exhibited to them by his agents,
solicitors, or salesmen.
In truth and in fact it has been and is the practice of respondent
to deliver to purchasers, on receipt of orders for clothes, suits which
had not been, have not been, were not, and are not made from or
out of the cloth selected, and which have not corresponded and do
not correspond with the sample exhibited, by respondent's agents,
E:alesmen, or solicitors, to and selected by the purchaser.
It has been and is the practice of respondent to represent to
purchasers and prospective purchasers that alterations of suits purchased from him could and would be made for the purchasers at a
store or stores of respondent which, it was represented, was or were
about to be opened within a short time thereafter in the particular
locality in which the purchaser or prospective purchaser resided.
In truth and in iact respondent has neither opened, operated, conducted, nor expected or intended to open a store or stores in such
locality or localities, or any of them.
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PAR. 3. The acts and practices of respondent described in paragraph 2 hereof have had and have, and each of them has had and
has the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive the purchasing
public into the erroneous belief, and to induce purchase of respondent's products in reliance on such belief, that suits of clothes ordered
from respondent would be tailor made or made to individual measure
of purchaser, from and out of cloth represented by and corresponding
with the sample thereof selected by customers from samples of cloth
exhibited to them by salesmen or agents of respondent; and that
necessary alterations desired by the purchaser of the suit or suits
furnished by respondent could and would be made at branch places
of business thereafter shortly to be established by respondent within
convenient or easy reach of the purchaser.
The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent have had and have,
and each of them has had, and has the capacity and tendency to
divert trade to respondent from competitors selling suits of men's
clothes in interstate commerce by fair and truthful representations.
PAR. 4. The acts and practices of respondent as described in paragraph 2 hereof are all to the prejudice of respondent's competitors
and the public and have been and are unfair methods of competition
in interstate commerce, in violation of the provisions of Section 5
of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An
act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and
duties, and for other purposes".
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having come on to be heard upon the complaint
and the amended answer of respondent wherein he waive~ hearing
and right to contest the proceeding and consents, in pursuance of
the Rules of Practice (III. Answers, paragraph 2), that the Federal Trade Commission may make enter and serve upon respondent
an order to cease and desist from the violations of the law alleged
in the complaint and the Commission having considered the record
and being now fully advised in the premises:
It is orde-red, That Cecil B. Bond, trading either as Cecil B. Bond
or C. B. Bond or C. Bond or 'Vorld 'Voolen Company or International 'Voolen Company or Duplex Clothes or by, with, or under
any other name or trade name, cease and desist in connection with
offering for sale or selling clothes in interstate commerce from
representing to purchasers or prospective purchasers, directly or
indirectly,
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(a) That such clothes have been, are, or will be tailor made in
accordance with the measurements of the individual ordering them,
unless such is the fact.
(b) That such clothes have been, are, or will be made from out of
cloth selected by purchasers from samples submitted to them by re·
spondent or his salesmen or his solicitors, unless such is the fact.
(c) That a store is about to be or will be opened by respondent in
the locality or localities in which any purchasers reside at which
store or stores clothes purchased from respondent can and will be
fitted or altered, unless such is the fact.
It is further ordered, That respondent file with the Commission
within 60 days from and after service of this order a report in
writing setting forth in detail the manner and form of his com·
pliance with the provisions of the order.
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IN THE MATTER OF

THAYER PHARMACAL COM;PANY
COMPLAINT (SYNOPSIS), FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED
VIOI.ATION OF SEC. 5 OP AN AC·r OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 21!, 1914

Docket 1980.

Complaint, Oct. 19, 1931-Decision, Feb. 6, 1934

Where a corporation engaged in the manufacture and sale of perfumes, creams.
face powders and other toiletries,
(a) Represented that certain preparations dealt in by it were of French origin,
and made in and imported from France and the products of French houses
and famous French cosmeticians, through such statements iu their advertisements as "Mons. Henri's Birthday Offer For 'Les Madames et Mademoiselles Americaines' ", " Two Bottles of imported French perfume!',"
"French Perfume and Face Powder Maison Andre, French Pet·fumer Introduces His Newest Narcissus", "And now from France, comes the most
startling beauty discovery of the century by the famous Felix Laroche,
world-known Parisian Cosmetician"; the facts being that the aforesaid
preparation and others similarly referred to were neither imported nor
of French origin, but were domestic products compounded, prepared and
packaged at its place of business in the United States, and the supposed
French perfumers and establishments referred to were entirely fictitious;
(b) Represented its products as sold at reduced prices for the purpose of
introducing the same through such statements as, "A Very Rare Bargain
By Mall Only, 10 Everyday Beauty Needs 99¢. $7.75 Total Value. Your
One Chance to Get All This for {)9¢." "Bring this coupon and only 98¢which merely helps to pay our local advertising campaign, special salesladies, expenses, etc. and we wlll give you Free, without further cost, Two
Bottles of imported French perfumes "' • "' each regular $2 full ounce
bottle, and also a $1 box of Youthful Glow-the world's most exquisite
face powder," "Manufacturers' Introductory Sale "' • "' Formerly
Two to Three Times This Price. Both for 98¢," $4.50 value only 08¢.
Cleansing Cream-Regularly 75¢. Face Powder-Regularly $1.00. Tissue
and Astr. Cream-Regularly 75¢, Narcissus Perfume-Regularly $2.00";
the facts being that the aforesaid purported reduced and bargain prices
constituted its regular and usual prices for its products sold by It in
combination lots, as aforesaid;
With capacity nnd tendency to confuse, mislead and deceive the members of
the public into believing that the said preparations had been imported
from France and were products of French perfumers or cosmeticians, the
persons named as originators thereof were real persons, nnd the prices
named were special prices and lower than those at which said preparations
were ordinarily sold by It, and to induce members of the public to buy
and use such products because of the erroneous beliefs thus engendered,
and to divert trade to it from competltOl'S engaged In sale In interstate
commerce of perfumes, cold creams, face powders and other cosmetics,
Including those who in no wise misrepresented the origin, make, kind and
prices of their competing products, and with effect of diverting business
to It from such competitors, to their substantial injury and prejudice:
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Held, That such practices, under the conditions and circumstances set forth,

were to the injury and prejudice of the public and competitors, and consti·
tuted unfair methods of competition.

Mr. Everett F. Ho:ycraft for the Commission.
Mr. Gustav E. Beerly, of Chicago, Ill., for respondent.
SYNoPsis OF CoMPLAINT

Reciting its action in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Commission
charged respondent, an Illinois corporation engaged, for more than
one year last past, in the manufacture and sale of perfumes, powders,
lotions, and other toiletries to purchasers in the various States, and
with principal place of business in Chicago, with advertising falsely
or misleadingly as to source or origin, price, and qualities of product, in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of such Act, prohibiting the use of unfair methods of competition in interstate
commerce.
Respondent, as charged, engaged in the manufacture, in this country, of its aforesaid products, and in the sale thereof in competition
with those engaged in importation and sale of genuine French
perfumes, powders, etc., falsely represents in periodicals of wide
interstate circulation, and in advertising matter issued and published
to the trade and public that its said domestic products are of French
origin, made in and imported from France, and a creation of famous
French cosmeticians known as Mons. Henri, Mons. Carl, Maison
Andre, and others, and had been and were ~eing sold at certain
prices, which had been reduced to introduce the same, facts being
said products, as aforesaid, were made at its place of business in
this country, and had never been sold at the prices stated, and the
persons referred to as the creators or sponsors of said preparation
were fictitious. 1
Respondent further, as charged, "has caused its said products to
be widely advertised in periodicals having interstate circulation by
its customers, local druggists", in which, in addition to the aforesaid false and misleading representations, it has represented that
"its' Cream of Creams' was developed through five years of research
by the famous Felix Laroche of Paris and when it is used no other
1 A1 alleged In the complaint " For a number of years last past, and at all times herein
mentioned and referred to, there has existed and now exists a keen demand In the trade
and purchasing public of the United States tor perfumes, powders, lotions, creams, and
other toiletries manufactured in France and Imported into the United States, because ot
the high quallty of said products and of the fame of French cosmeticians ; said products
belnr usuall7 1old In the United Btatea at extremely high prices."
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beauty aid is needed", the facts being that said "Cream of Creams"
is an ordinary cream and will not meet all beauty requirements.
Use by respondent, as alleged, of such false and misleading statements and representations "has the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive the purchasing public into the belief that respondent's said products are manufactured by famous French cosmeticians, imported into this country and sold at relatively high prices to
the trade and purchasing public, and are now being offered to the
public at special reductions to introduce them, and that in the case
of ' Cream of Creams' no other beauty aid is needed, and to induce
the said purchasing public to purchase respondent's said products 1
relying upon that belief, in preference to perfumes, powders, creams 1
lotions and other toiletries being offered for sale by said respondent'scompetitors", all to the injury of the public and competitors.
Upon the foregoing complaint, the Commission made the following
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes ",
the Federal Trade Commission, on the 19th day of October, 1931,
issued its complaint against the respondent herein, the Thayer
Pharmacal Co., charging said respondent with the use of unfair
methods of competition in interstate commerce in violation of the
provisions of Section 5 of said Act.
Respondent having entered its appearance and filed its answer to
said complaint, hearings were had and evidence was introduced in
support of the allegations of said complaint and in opposition thereto
before a trial examiner of the Federal Trade Commission theretofore duly appointed. A brief was filed on behalf of the Commission. No brief was filed by respondent although opportunity for
filing the same was duly given and the time for filing same expired
June 3, 1933.
Thereupon this proceeding came on for final hearing upon the
record and the brief of counsel for the Commission, and the Commission, having duly considered the record and being fully advised
in the premises, makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Thayer Pharmacal Co., is a corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by virtue
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of the laws of the State of Illinois, with its principal place of business
located in the city of Chicago in said State. Said respondent is now
and for more than five years last past has been engaged in the manufacture of perfumes, cold creams, face powders, and other toiletries
and in the sale and distribution thereof in commerce between and
among the various States of the United States, causing said products
when sold to be shipped from its said place of business in the State
of Illinois to purchasers thereof located in States of the United
States other than the State of Illinois and also in the District of
Columbia. In the course and conduct of its said business the said
respondent is and has been at all times herein mentioned in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships
engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of
perfumes, cold creams, face powders, and other toiletries.
PAR. 2. Respondent in the course and conduct of its said business
as described in paragraph 1 hereof caused advertisements to be
inserted in newspapers circulated to the purchasing public in various
States of the United States in which it was represented or implied
that its said products were of French origin manufactured in and
imported from France, that certain of its perfume and face powder
were the product of Maison Andrae, or Maison Andre, represented
as a French perfumer; that other of its products were the creation
of Mons. Henri, Felix Le Roche, and others, represented as being
famous French cosmeticians; and that its said products had been or
were being sold at certain prices and that such prices had been reduced
for the purpose of introducing said products. Examples of such
representations as shown in excerpts from such advertisements used
by respondent are the following:
Mons. Henri's Birthday Offer
For " Les 1\Iadames et Mademoiselles Amerlcaines "
A Very Rare Bargain By Mall Only
10 Everyday Beauty Needs 99¢
$7.75 Total Value
Your One Chance to Get
All This for 00¢

•

•

•

•

•

Bring this coupon and only 98¢-which merely helps to pny
<lUr lo~al advertising campaign, special salesladles, express,
etc.-and we will give you Free, without further cost, Two
Bottles of imported French perfumes-one in Narcissus odor
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and one in Jasmine. Each regular $2 full ounce bottles, and
also a $1 box of Youthful Glow-the world's most exquisite
face powder • • •
"Friday-Manufacturers' Introductory Sale
French Perfume
and Face Powder
Malson Andre, French Perfumer,
Introduces His Newest NARCISSUS
Formerly Two to Three Times
This Price Both for 98¢

•

•

•

•

•

And now from France, comes the most startling beauty discovery of the century. It was found by the famous Fellx
Laroche, world-known Parisian Cosmetician • • • It is
called Cream of Creams • • • Thayer's Cream of Creams
has been Introduced to thousands of American women at $1.50
a jar. Now it is available to you in a sensational three day
sale, at $1.00.
And as an additional offer, to make you acquainted now
with the World's greatest aid to quick beauty, we will give
you Free, during this sale, a full size box of genuine Jerom~e
Poudre Antique, regularly priced at $1.00 • • • Also you
wlll receive a full ounce bottle of Jerom~e Parfum Narcissus.
On sale regularly at $2.00. All three during this introductory
sale for $1.00. Simply bring or send the coupon below with
$1.00 • • • Maison Andrae's Geunine French Narcissus Perfume and Face Powder-Buy a Regular $3.00 Dottle of Perfume and $2.00 llox Face Powder-Get Pearls Free I All
Three for only 98¢ • • • $4.50 value only 98¢. Cleansing
Cream-Regularly 75¢. Face Powder-Regularly $1.00. Tissue and Astr. Cream-Regularly 75¢. Narcissus PerfumeRegularly $2.00 • • •
PAR. 3. In truth and in fact the products sold by respondent have
not been and are not now of French origin or are they manufactured
in and imported from France but all are and have been compounded,
prepared and packaged at respondent's plant in Chicago, Ill. There
are no French perfumers or cosmeticians by the name of Mons.
Henri, Felix La Roche or of the other names used by respondent
and there is no French perfume or cosmetic establishment by the
name of :Maison Andrae or Maison Andre. All of such names used
by respondent are fictitious. The usual prices for which respondent's
products are ':lold are the· special or introductory prices set by respondent in its advertising for combination sets or " deals" wherein
two or more of said products are sold together. Comparatively
few sales of any of respondent's products are made for the amounts
fixed and represented as the regular retail prices.
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PAR. 4. The representations of respondent, as aforesaid, have had
and do have the tendency and capacity to confuse, mislead and deceive members of the public into the belief that respondent's preparations are imported from France, that they are the product of famous
French perfumers or cosmeticians; that the persons named by respondent as being the originators of its products or formulas are real
persons; and that the prices at which respondent's products are offered for sale are special prices lower than the regular prices at which
they are sold, when such are not the facts. Said representations of
respondent have had and do have the tendency and capacity to induce members of the public to buy and use respondent's products
because of the erroneous beliefs engendered, as above set forth, and
to divert trade to respondent from competitors engaged in the sale
in interstate commerce of perfumes, cold creams, face powders and
other cosmetics.
PAR. 5. There are among the competitors of respondent in the
sale of its said products those who in no wise misrepresent the origin,
make, kind and prices of their competing products, and respondent's
acts and practices as hereinbefore set forth tend to and do divert
business to respondent ·from its competitors, to the substantial injury
and prejudice of such competitors.

CONCLUSION

The practices of said respondent, under the conditions and circumstances described in the foregoing findings, are all to the injury and
prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce and are in violation
of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and
duties, and for other purposes."
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been duly heard by the Federal Trade
Commission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of
respondent, the testimony in support of the charges of said complaint and in opposition thereto, and brief filed by counsel for the
Commission, and the Commission having made its findings as to the
facts and its conclusion that said respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers
and duties, and for other purposes",
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It is ordered, That respondent, Thayer Pharmacal Co., its officers,
directors, agents, representatives, servants, and employees, in connection with the sale, offering for sale, or distribution in interstate
commerce and the District of Columbia of perfumes, cold cream, face
powder, or other cosmetics, cease and desist from representing by
express statements or by implication that any of the same are imported from France or that the same or any of them were originated
by or are the product of a famous perfumer or cosmetician, or that
the same are offered for sale at reduced prices, when such are not
the facts. Respondent is further ordered to cease and desist from
using the names of fictitious persons as having originated or produced its products or any of them.
It is further ordered, That respondent within 60 days from and
after the date of the service upon it of this order shall file with the
Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner
and form in which it is complying with the order to cease and
desist hereinabove set forth.
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THE l\fATTER OF

A. D. CASPER COMPANY, INC.
COMPLAINT AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. 15
OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 2153.

Complai-nt, Jan. 16, 1934-0rder, Feb. 10, 1994

Consent order requiring respondent, its agents, etc., in connection with the offer
or sale of potatoes in commerce among the several States and the District
of Columbia, to cease and desist from representing by brands on containers,
advertising, or otherwise that such potatoes were grown in and came from
the Red River Valley In Minnesota or North Dakota, or from any recognized or described potato-growing section of said States, or elsewhere, when
such Is not the fact.

Mr. Marshall Morgan for the Commission.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes",
the Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that A. B.
Casper Co., Inc., has been or is using unfair methods of competition
in commerce as" commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing
to said Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would
be in the public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its
charges in that respect as follows :
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Minnesota with its principal place
of business located at Gorham Building, Minneapolis, Minn., and
since 1917 has been engaged in the business of buying potatoes from
various points in the State of Minnesota and selling and distributing
the same to jobbers, wholesalers, brokers, and commission merchants
throughout the United States. In addition to its main offices in the
Gorham Building, as aforesaid, the company maintains and operates
storage warehouses at the following points in Minnesota, also, Alvarado and 'Vaubun in the Red River Valley in the northwestern
part of the State; at Milaca, Bock, Braham, Stanchfield, and Zimmerman in the Princeton-Cambridge district lying east of the Mississippi River and to the north and west of Minneapolis; and at
Finlayson and Groningen in the Duluth district, northeast of Minneapolis, on or near Lake Superior. Said respondent causes said potatoes when sold by it to be transported from its principal place of
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business or branch office shipping points in the State of Minnesota
into and through the various States of the United States to the purchasers thereof.
In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business the respondent
is and for several years has been in direct and substantial competition with various individuals, partnerships, and corporations engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of potatoes
similar to those sold by respondent.
PAR. 2. The State of Minnesota is noted for its northern grown
seed potatoes, the three sections or areas of the State mentioned in
paragraph 1 hereof being particularly adapted to such purpose.
The aforesaid Red River Valley district, lying in the northwestern
part of the State, adjacent to the Red River, includes Clay, Marshall,
Norman, Mohnowen, Red Lake, Pennington, Kittson, Becker, and
Polk Counties; the Princeton-Cambridge district, east of the Mississippi River, to the north and west of the city of Minneapolis, comprises principally Mille Lacs, Sherburne, and Isanti Counties. The
smaller and less important district to the northeast of the PrincetonCambridge district and nearer to Lake Superior is known as the
Duluth district. Potatoes grown in the Duluth district are not involved herein.
U.S. Grade No. 1 for potatoes means good quality of table potatoes, and potatoes grading U.S. No. 1 are frequently used for seed.
U.S. Grade No. 1 allows a tolerance of not to exceed 6 percent for
scab, bruise or other defects, and running a minimum diameter of
1% inches. Seed potatoes run up to 2% inches in diameter and are
equally as good for table use. Seed potato buyers favor a particular variety for planting and request branded sacks.
The soil in the so-called Princeton-Cambridge district is sandy,
well adapted to potato growing, and is known as the sandland district. In this district there is also a soil known as peat land, which
produces in large quantities an early round white variety of Irish
potato known to potato growers as the " cobbler." The stock in
the peat land around Cambridge has been heavily infested with
scab, as has the stock in the other sandland potatoes. Such has
been the main cause for the failure of the sandland potatoes to grade
U.S. No. 1. Many of the potatoes inspected in the sandland district
failed to grade U.S. No. 1, during the seasons of 1931-1932 except
in the case of some potatoes grown in the peat soils at Princeton.
The soil in the Red River Valley district is a loamy silt, free from
rocks, smooth and level, does not clod, contains clay in places, and is
102050"-35-VOL 18-16
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rich in lime carbonate. Some of it is black and known as" gumbo."
It is an open grass ]and country, running from river bottom to humid
prairie in sections and provides a good seed bed.
The stock from the Red River Valley is usually graded more carefully. Scab is not such a factor in this district. In many sections
of the valley scab is rarely seen. Most of the cars inspected in the
Red River Valley district graded U.S. No. 1 during the seasons of
1931-1932 and 1932-1933.
Respondent company employs three principal brands of trade
names. They are respectively as follows : " Red River ", " Northern
Grown", and "Lake Superior 'White", these brands being marked
on the bags or sacks in which the potatoes are shipped. The sacks
which were intended to indicate potatoes grown in the Red River
Valley are branded as follows :
Selected Qualfty
A B C Brand
GENUINE
RED lliVEll POTATOES
100 lbs. net

PAR. 3. About 750 miles to the southeast of the Princeton-Cambridge potato-growing district, and between 1,050 and 1,100 miles to
the southeast of the Red River Valley district lies the region about
Paducah, Ky., in the great alluvial valleys of the Ohio and the
Tennessee Rivers. The soil here, by reason of its depth and richness,
its mellow tillable character, and freedom from clods and rocks,
· is particularly adapted and devoted to the growth of Irish potatoes.
A number of important produce houses and commission merchants
and brokers supply the trade in and about Paducah during the seed
season and three-fourths of the sales are of Red River Cobblers,
the consumers demanding the Red River seed in preference to all
others. The so-called seed season begins in Minnesota in January.
The period of largest demand for seed potatoes in the Paducah section runs from March to May. Paducah planters have found that
Red River Valley seedings produce more potatoes, are more prolific,
and the return of the crop is greater when this variety is used. Doth
growers and dealers alike in the Paducah territory prefer Red
Uiver seed cobblers.
Some 200 cars of seed potatoes are sold in the seed season in the
Paducah market. Paducah is willing to pay a higher price for
genuine Red River stock.
PAR. 4. The rate on potatoes moving from points in the Red River
Valley district of Minnesota, to Pahucah, Ky., ranges from 54 to
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i>5¥2 cents per 100 pounds in carload lots. The rate from the Minneapolis district, which includes the Princeton-Cambridge sandland
area, is 35¥2 cents per 100 pounds in carload lots, a difference of from
18¥2 cents to 20 cents per hundredweight in favor of the PrincetonCambridge district.
Respondent company in making sales to the Paducah trade of
alleged Red River potatoes has given quotations from 5 to 10 cents
:above sandland prices, and from 5 to 10 cents lower than Red River
Valley quotations.
In January, 1933, respondent advised the Pennington Brokerage
Co. of Paducah that respondent had "several cars of Red River
in storage at our nearby stations ", thus representing that Red River
stock of potatoes had been moved across the State of Minnesota and
was held in storage by respondent near Minneapolis, when such was
not a fact. The Pennington Brokerage Co. requested quotations on
Selected U.S. No. 1 Red River Cobblers and on Triumphs, "preferably Red River stock", and finally ordered a mixed car of U.S.
Selected Triumphs and of U.S. No. 1 Minnesota Red River Cobblers,
"all branded and tagged." In ordering these potatoes the Pennington Brokerage Co. warned respondent that the State of Kentucky had recently passed a stiff seed law applying to seed potatoes
and that all varieties must be tagged and be true to type represented.
Respondent confirmed this order for a mixed car of "Red River
Cobblers" and "Selected Triumphs", advising that the potatoes
would be packed in "new branded Red River bags", thus further
indicating that Red River Valley seed potatoes would be shipped.
The car of potatoes which the Pennington Brokerage Co. received
from respondent company did not contain Red River Valley potatoes and was not routed from any point in the Red River Valley,
but came, on the contrary, from Milaca, Minn., in the sandland
district near Minneapolis.
During the following ten weeks the Pennington Brokerage Co.
sold four or five cars of these potatoes to various jobbers in Paducah,
innocently representing them as Red River Cobblers. After these
shipments had been distributed it was ascertained that the Cobblers
which had been purchased from respondent were not genuine Red
River Cobblers. The manager of the brokerage company thereupon
called upon the various jobbers and firms at Paducah and advised
each of them that the potatoes which had been sold them in the sacks
of A. B. Casper & Co. were not from the Red River district.
PAR. 5. Respondent by such misbranding and the selling of misbranded potatoes in interstate commerce, has thereby falsely represented to the respective purchaser a certain variety of his potatoes to
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be a product known to the trade and general public as Red River

Cobblers, when in truth and in fact the Cobblers sold by the respondent, and branded as Genuine Red River potatoes, were sandland
stock, coming from the sandland district of Minnesota, some 300
miles to the southeast of the Red River Valley.
By putting this product, bearing a false brand, into the channels
of trade, and thus passing off one variety of potato for another of
different origin, respondent has placed the trade in a position where
they may misrepresent to the public, even though unintentionally, the
quality and variety and source of potatoes sold by them. Such acts
and practices on the part of respondent, as set forth in paragraph 4
herein, are false and misleading and have had the capacity to deceive~
and did and do deceive wholesalers, jobbers, brokers, and retailers
alike into buying and selling that which they had not intended to
buy and sell, and the ultimate purchaser into buying a product he
did not intend to buy. The aforesaid practic-es are to the detriment
and injury of growers, producers, and sellers of potatoes in the Red
River Valley district, the Paducah, Ky., district, and other potatogrowing sections as well, and have had the capacity and tendency
to divert to respondent the trade of competitors located not only in
the Red River Valley district but elsewhere, and who are engaged in
selling, in interstate commerce, potatoes which are truthfully
branded. The aforesaid practices of respondent further are detrimental to and tend to demoralize the entire trade and business of
growing and selling potatoes.
PAR, 6. The above alleged acts and practices done by said respondent, as aforesaid, are all to the prejuuice of the public and respondent's competitors and constitute unfair methods of competition in
commerce within the in'tent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of
Congress entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission,
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes", approved
September 26, 1914.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914 (38 Stat. 717), the Federal Trade Commission issued
and served a complaint upon the respondent, A. D. Casper Co., Inc.,
a corporation, charging it with the use of unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce in violation of the provisions of
said act. "With the complaint was served upon respondents a copy
of the Commission's Rules of Practice. Said Rules of Practice with
respect to answers provide, among other things, as follows:
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(2) In case respondent desires to waive hearing on the charges set forth in
the complaint and not to contest the proceedings, the answer may consist of a
·statement that respondent refrains from contesting the proceeding or that.
respondent consents that the Commission may make, entl'r, and serve upon
Tespondent an order to cease and desist from the violations of the law
alleged in the complaint, or that the respondent admits all the allegations of
the complaint to be true. Any such answer shall be deemed to be an admission
of all the allegations of the complaint, to waive a hearing thereon, and to
ll uthorize the Commission, without a trial, without f!Vidence, and without
findings as to the facts or other intervening procedure, to make, enter, issue and
!>l'rve upon respondents:
(a) In cases arising under Section 5 of the Act of Congress approved
September 2G, 1914, • • • an order to cease and desist from the violation of law charged in the complaint.

Whereupon, On January 26, 1934, the respondent company having
advised the Commission that it desires to waive hearing on the
charges set forth in the complaint and consents that the Commis:sion may make, enter, and serve upon respondent an order to cease
and desist from violations of the law alleged in the complaint, the
·Commission being fully advised in the premises,
It is now1 ordered, That the respondent, A. B. Casper Co., Inc., a
·corporation, its agents, representatives, and employees, in connection
with the offering for sale or selling in commerce among the several
·States of the United States and in the District of Columbia of pota.toes, do cease and desist :
From representing by brands or otherwise on bags or other containers for shipping potatoes, or in advertising, or in any other
way, expressly or by implication, that potatoes were grown or
produced in, or came from, the Red River Valley, unless such
potatoes actually were grown and produced in and were shipped
originally from that potato-growing section or district of the State
of Minnesota or the State of North Dakota known and designated
as the Red River Valley; and from representing by brands or otherwise on bags or other containers for shipping potatoes, or in advertising or in any other way, expressly or by implication, that pota.toes were grown or produced in or came from any recognized or
stated or described potato-growing section or district of the State
of Minnesota or elsewhere, unless such potatoes actually were
grown and produced in, and were shipped originally from, such
potato-growing section or district.
It is furtluJr ordered, That the respondent within 60 days from
:and after the date of the service upon it of this order shall file with
the Commission a report or reports in writing setting forth in detail
the manner and form in which it has complied with the order to
·Cease and desist hereinabove set forth.
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TilE MATTER OF

STANDARD HISTORICAL SOCIETY, INC., H. F. McGEE,
INDIVIDUALLY AND AS PRESIDENT THEREOF, R. R.
HARDIN, INDIVIDUALLY AND AS VICE PRESIDENT
THEREOF, AND I. SCHULMAN,INDIVIDUALLY AND AS
SECRETARY-TREASURER THEREOF
COMPLAINT AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SF.C. 5
OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 1886.

Complaint, Dec. 15, 1930-0rdcr, Feb. 20, 1934

Consent order requiring respondent corporation, and respondent individuals, in
their Individual capacity and as officers of said corporation, and their
agents, etc., in connection with offer for sale of any books, set of books or
publications, In commerce among the several States or In the District of
Columbia, to cease and desist from(1) Advertising or representing falsely In any manner that( a) Any books o1rered and sold by them have been reserved, to be or will
be given free of cost to a purchaser or prospective purchaser or any selected
person or persons, as a means of advertising, or for any other purpose ;
(b) Purchasers of the history are only paying for the loose-leaf extension
service, intended to keep the set up to date;
(c) Such service is sold separately to others at a price of $10 per year or at
any other price;
(d) The history is regularly sold or will be sold later, at a pt1ce of $120, or
at any other price greatly In excess of that at which 1t is being sold or
o1rered and all purchasers will be required to pay said price ;
(e) The loose-leaf service can be paid for at the rate of $6.95 u year or uny
other annual sum ;
(f) The contributions made or work done, were by any authors, contributors to,
or revisers of, any history, other book or set of books, or that any authors,
historians or educators were consulted or quoted from ln any history or
other set of books sold by them ;
(g) They maintain an editorial sta1r which digests and records the happenings
of the world for said loose-leaf service; and further to cease and desist
from(2) Using contract forms, order blanks, or any advertising literature which
have printed thereon prices for said history and service In excess of the
prices at which they are Intended to be, and are customarily sold;
(3) Using a corporate name which includes the word "society" therein,
unless qualified by words clearly Indicating that the corporation Is not a
cooperative society, but one organized for profit; and
(4) Listing or describing owners of books sold by them as "cooperative members " or nationally known members, and representing respondent as a
cooperative society.

Mr. G. Ed. Rowland for the Commission.
Mr. Edward .A. McDermott, of Chicago, Ill., for respondents.
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Acting in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions of an Act
of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and dutiest
and for other purposes", the Federal Trade Commission charges
that the corporation and individuals mentioned in the caption
hereof, and more particularly hereinafter described and referred
to as respondents, have been and now are using unfair methods
of competition in interstate commerce in violation of the provisions
of Section 5 of said Act, issues this complaint, and states its charges
in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Standard Historical Society, Inc., is
a corporation organized under the laws of the State of Ohio on
or about March, 1928, having its office and principal place of business at 518--524 Walnut Street, in the city of Cincinnati, State
of Ohio.
Respondents, H. F. McGee, R. R. Hardin, and I. Schulman, were
the incorporators of respondent, Standard Historical Society, Inc.,.
and are and have been respectively the president, vice president,
and secretary-treasurer thereof since its organization.
P .AR. 2. The respondents are and have been, since March, 1928,.
engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of a
certain set of books called " Standard History of the World ", in 10.
volumes, by the subscription method of sale, to persons located at
points in the various States of the United States. Upon making
such sales, respondents cause and have caused the said books, or
publication, to be transported from the city of Cincinnati, State of
Ohio, through and into other States of the United States and the
District of Columbia, to the purchasers thereof at their respectiva
points of location.
In the course and conduct of their said business respondents are
in direct and active competition with other persons, firms, and corporations similarly engaged in the sale and transportation of
subscription books and publications in interstate commerce.
PAR. 3. In or about the year 1906, and for a number of years thereafter, there was published and sold throughout the United States a
publication called "Standard History of the World", under copyright registered in the Library of Congress. Respondent H. F.
McGee, in the year 1927, purchased the plates used in printing thevarious editions of the work published prior to 1927 and began the
sale and distribution of said publication. From on or about November 1, 1927, to March, 1928, respondents H. F. McGee and I. Schulman published, sold, and distributed the said " Standard History of
the ·world" as a partnership, doing business under the trade nameand style of Standard Historical Society. Some time in March, 1928,.
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respondent Standard Historical Society, Inc., was incorporated by
respondents H. F. McGee, R. R. Hardin, and I. Schulman, said respondents becoming officers therein, and since that time said set of
books, or publication, has been published, sold, and distributed in
interstate commerce by said respondent corporation and said
individual respondents.
PAR. 4. Respondents sell said Standard History of the '\Vorld by
agents, representatives, and salesmen, who travel from place to
place throughout the United States, calling upon members of the
public and soliciting the purchase of the publication. Said agents,
representatives, and salesmen are paid a commission by respondents
for each sale they make. Their method of sale is to require the
purchaser to sign a contract form for said Standard History of the
'\Vorld, and certain semiannual supplements, making a down payment
to the agent, with the balance to be paid in monthly installments
until the complete amount has been paid. The contract and down
payment are sent by the agents, representatives, and salesmen to
the main office of respondents in Cincinnati, and the set of books
is thereupon shipped by respondents to the purchasers thereof at
their respective points of location. A duplicate of the said contract
is left with the purchaser by the agent, representative, or salesman.
PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of their said business, respondents through their aforesaid agents, representatives, and salesmen,
haYe employed, in the sale of their said set of books, or publication,
sales talks to be made by said agents, representatives, and salesmen
to prospective purchasers, which said sales talks contain many false,
deceptive, and misleading statements and representations regarding
said Standard History of the '\Vorld, and the way and manner in
which it is sold. Said respondents II. F. McGee and I. Schulman,
nnd certain other employees of respondent Standard Historical Society, Inc., supply written copies of said sales talks to agents, representatives, and salesmen employed by said respondents, or personally
teach them the said sales talks and said agents, representatives, and
salesmen are expected to, and do, learn the said sales talks and repeat
them to prospective purchasers when soliciting sales of the said set
of books, or publication.
PAR. 6. Respondents, through their agents, representatives, and
salesmen, represent that they will present a set of the said "Standard
History of the 'Vorld " free of charge to the prospecti Ye customer,
upon condition that said prospective customer will furnish respondents with a letter giving his opinion of the said set of books. As a
condition precedent to availing themselves of the free offer such
prospective customers are required to subscribe to a so-called looseleaf extension service, which service respondents by their agents,
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representatives, and salesmen, represent that they will furnish twice
each year for a period of 10 years to the owners of the said" Standard History of the ·world", and that said extension service contains
all the current historical events of the world, thereby keeping the
history sold by respondents up-to-date. Respondents, through their
agents, representatives, and salesmen, represent that the purchaserpays only for the extension service at the rate of $5.95, $6.95, or $7.90
per year for 10 years, or a total of $59.50, $69.50, or $79, which sums
pay for the said service for a period of 10 years.
The aforesaid representations made by respondents, through their
agents, representatives, and salesmen, are false and misleading in
that respondents do not present their said set of books, or publication, to the purchaser free, because the price of $59.50, $69.50, or $79
for the loose-leaf extension service is greatly in excess of the price at
which respondents can furnish such service to bona fide purchasers
and is sufficient to compensate said respondents for the set of books,
or publication, so delivered to the purchasers thereof, together with
the accompanying extension service, and respondents do not allow
purchasers to pay for said extension service at the rate of $5.95, $6.95,
or $7.90 a year for 10 years, but require that the total sum of $59.50,
$69.50, or $79 be paid within one year after the date of the transaction
in monthly installments. In subscribing to the extension service in
the manner set forth above the purchaser is in truth and in :fact
purchasing the said set of books, or publication, and the extension
service for the sum of $59.50, $69.50, or $79, as the case may be, under
the mistaken belief that he is receiving the said set of books, or
publication, free of charge, and is paying only for the extension
service.
PAn. 7. Respondents, through their agents, representatives, or
salesmen, represent to prospective purchasers in various communities that in said communities a limited number of persons will be
sold the set of books, or publication, at a special, reduced price, and
respondents, through their agents, representatives, and salesmen,
represent that the regular price of said set of books. or publication, is
$120, and the regular price of said extension service is $10 per year
for 10 years, a total of $220, but that such limited number of persons
can obtain the same at the specially reduced price of $59.50, $69.50,
or $79, and said responJents further represent that the said prices
of $59.50, $69.50, or $70 are not available to the general public, but
are special prices made for advertising purposes in advance of a
sales campaign to be had a few months in the future, when purchasers will have to pay the regular price of $220 for the set of
books, or publication. The fact is that said statements and repre·
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sentations are false, deceptive and misleading because respondents
have never sold the above-described set of books, or publication, and
the extension service, :for the sum of $220, nor has it ever sold or
offered :for sale such set of books and extension service :for a greater
sum than $59.50, $69.50, or $79, which is the usual and customary
price at which respondents have sold and now sell the set of books
and extension service to all persons who can be induced to purchase
same, and there is no sales campaign a :few months in the :future,
as the sales made by the agents, representatives, and salesmen of
respondents at the prices of $59.50, $69.50, and $79, are its customary
methods of selling and the regular and usual prices charged by said
respondents for said set of books~ or publication.
PAR. 8. Respondents, in the conduct of their business, and for the
purpose of inducing prospective purchasers to buy their Standard
History of the World, haYe in advertising matter, and otherwise,
represented that eleven prominent educators, specializing in the
teaching of history, were and are special contributors to said set of
books, or publication, and wrote articles contained in, or revised, said
set of books, and print the names of said prominent educators in
said set of books, and advertising literature pertaining thereto, under
the heading" Special Contributors." Respondents also print in their
-advertising literature a list of names of prominent authors, historians and educators, both of the past and 'present, as being a partial list of authorities consulted and quoted in said Standard History
'()f the ·world, and :further represent that they maintain an editorial
staff which digests and records the historical happenings of the
world for the aforesaid loose-leaf extension service. The aforesaid
representations are :false, deceptive, and misleading because in truth
·and in :fact said prominent educators are not special contributors
11nd did not contribute any articles, or revise, said set of books, but
only wrote introductions to each of the separate volumes of said
set of books; there are no quoted articles from the list of authors,
historians, and educators contained in the set of books, and no ref-erences to the writings of any of said persons, or signed articles by
them, contained therein; respondents do not maintain any editorial
-staff to prepare the extension service.
PAR. 9. Respondents, in the course and conduct of their business,
use the name" Standard Historical Society", as the corporate name
under which they do business and said name appears on all letterheads, billheads, contract forms, advertising, and other literature
used by said respondents. On certain advertising material used
by t·esp"ndents, there appears the phrases ·'cooperative members"
.and "nationally known members", in prominent type, printed in
red. The use by respondents of the corporate name Standard
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Historical Society, Inc., and the aforesaid phrases is for the purpose of leading the public and prospective purchasers to believe
that respondent Standard Historical Society, Inc., is in fact a society
.of persons interested in the subject of history engaged in publishing
the "Standard History of the 'Vorld ", and that by buying re-spondents' said set of books, or publications, a purchaser will become a member of said society. In truth and in fact, respondent
.Standard Historical Society is not a society, in the ordinary meaning of that term, but is a corporation, and respondents H. F. McGee,
R. R. Hardin, and I. Schulman adopted that name for the purpose
()f misleading and deceiving the public and prospective purchasers
into buying the publications of respondent in the belief that by so
doing they would become members of a historical society.
PAR. 10. Respondents, their agents, representatives, and salesmen,
by means of the false, deceptive, and misleading representations and
statements set forth above, have sold and are selling its said set of
books, or publication, "Standard History of the World", including
the extension service, to members of the public throughout the
United States, who are thereby induced to purchase said publication
because of aforesaid false, deceptive, and misleading statements and
representations.
PAR. 11. The above alleged acts, things and practices of respond(lnts are each and all of them to the prejudice of the public and
respondents' competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce within the intent and meaning of Section
.) of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and
duties, and for other purposes."
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to Create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes"
( 38 Stat. 717), the Federal Trade Commission issued and served its
.complaint upon the respondents above named, charging them with
the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce in violation of
the provisions of said act.
The respondents entered their appearances and filed answers to
~aid complaint. On January 31, 1934, respondents filed an amended
.answer herein, wherein they make certain admissions of fact and
state that they do not desire to contest the proceeding, and consent that the Commission may make, enter, and serve upon them an
Qrder to cease and desist from the violations of law alleged in the
complaint, in accordance with Section 2, Rule III, of the Rules of
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Practice of the Commission, and the Commission having accepted
said consent and the amended answer in lieu of the former answer
theretofore filed, and being fully advised in the premises,
It is now ordered, That the respondents Standard Historical Society, Inc., H. F. McGee, individually, and as president of Standard
Historical Society, Inc., R. R. Hardin, individually, and as vice
president of Standard Historical Society, Inc., and I. Schulman,.
individually, and as secretary-treasurer of Standard Historical Society, Inc., and each of them, their officers, agents, representatives,
and employees, in connection with the offering for sale of any books,
set of books, or publications, in commerce among the several States.
of the United States, or in the District of Columbia, cease and
desist from :
(1) Advertising or representing in any manner to purchasers or·
prospective purchasers that any books or set of books offereJ for
~ale and sold by them have been reserved to be, or will be, given
free of cost to said purchaser or prospective purchaser, or to any
selected person or persons, as a means of advertising, or for any·
other purpose, when such is not the fact.
(2) Advertising or representing in any manner that purchasers
or prospective purchasers of the history sold by them are only
buying or paying for loose-leaf extension service intended to keep·
the set of books up-to-date, when such is not the fact.
(3) Advertising or representing in any manner that the semi!lnnual loose-leaf extension service is sold separately to others than,
purchasers of the history sold by them at a price of $10 per year'"
or at any other price, when such is not the fact.
( 4) Advertising or representing in any manner to purchasers and'
prospective purchasers that the history sold by them is regularly·
Rold at a price of $120, or will be put on sale at a later date at
such price or any other 'price greatly in excess of the price at which
~aid history is then being sold or offered for sale, and that all purchasers of it will be required to pay said price, when such is not
the fact.
(5) Using contract forms, order blanks, or any advertising literature, which have printed thereon prices for the history and looseleaf extension service which are in excess of the prices at which.
said history and service are intended to be, and are customarily
sold.
(6) Representing in any manner that the semiannual loose-leaf
extension service can be paid for at a rate of $6.95 a year, or any
other annual sum, when such is not the fact.
(7) Misrepresenting in any manner in any advertising or otherliterature the contribution made, or the work done, by any authors,.
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contributors to, or rev1sers of, any history, or other book, or set
<Jf books.
(8) Advertising or representing in any manner that any authors,
historians, or educators were consulted and quoted from in any history, or other set of books, sold by them, when such is not the
fact.
(9) Advertising or representing in any manner that they maintain an editorial staff which digests and records the historical
happenings of the world for the loose-leaf extension service, when
such is not the fact.
(10) Using a corporate name which includes the word "society"
therein, unless qualified by words clearly indicating that the corporation is not a cooperative society, but is a corporation organized for
profit, or words to a similar effect.
(11) Listing or describing owners of books sold by them as "cooperative members " or "nationally known members "; and from
representing that the respondents is a cooperative society.
It is further ordered, That respondents shall within 60 days from
the date of the service upon them of the order herein, file with the
Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner
and form in which this order has been complied with and conformed to.
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THE MATTER OF

LINDSAY LIGHT COMPANY
COMPLAINT AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. DOF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 19H

Docket 2142.

Complamt, Dec. 22, 1933-0rder, Mar. 5, 1934.

Consent order requiring respondent, its officers, agents, employees, and representatives to cease and desist fromCarrying out and enforcing a certain agreement entered into by It with
certain foreign companies in which said companies agreed with It not
to export thorium or any derivative product of monazite sand, except
ferrocerium, to the United States or Canada, in consideration of its
agreement to sell thorium nitrate, thorium and other monazite sand
derivatives only to gas mantle manufacturers In said two countries, nnd
only upon their agreements not to resell said products, and in which
certain agreement it undertook not to sell any such derivative products
except to consumers thereof in said two countries, and upon the required condition that such consumer purchasers agree not to export the
same, and in which certain agreement u Gennan concern undertook to bind
and induce monazite sand producers in India to deliver same in Austria
and Germany only to such German concern, in France and Englund only
to French and English concerns involved as contracting parties, and In
United States only to It;
Entering into any other agreement of like tenor or substance, or Into any
agreement with any producer of thorium or of other products derived from
said sand, by which agreements said thorium or other products shall
not be imported Into or exported from the United States;
Agreeing with any manufacturer of thorium to sell said substance only in
the United States and Canuda, or in any other restricted territory, to
gas mantle manufacturers and/or with a condition that such manufacturers shall not resell such substance;
.Agreeing with any producer, seller, or manufacturer of thorium or other
products derived as aforesaid, not to sell such products except to consumers thereof in the United States and Canada, or in any other restricted
territory, and/or with the provision that said products must not be
exported by sueh purchasers;
Entering into any agreement with any manufacturer of products derived
from said sand, by which such munufucturet·s endeavor to bind producers
of such saud to deliver same only to specified parties;
Entering into any ngrecment for the purchase of such sand by which the seller
thereof agrees not to offer or sell the same to any individual, ln tlle
United States, other than it, and/or by which the seller agrees to prevent
any of said customers from shipping the same into United States;
Enforcing certain provisions of an agreement entered into with a certain
foreign concern by which said concern agreed not to otTer or sell monazite
sand to any individual or company other than it, said respondent, and to
lend Its best efforts to prevent any of said concern's foreign customers
from shipping such sand Into the United States:
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Requiring its purchasers of thorium nitrate to agree, as a condition of their
purchases, not to resell said substance and/or other monazite derivatives
purchased from it, and not to export from the United States or Canada
said substance or other derivatives;
Refusing to sell thorium nitrate, thorium, and other derivatives, in connection with the sale or offer in interstate or foreign commerce of sucb
substances or products, because purchasers thereof have resold such
products and/or have exported the same from the United States, and/or
from Canada ; and
Entering into any other combination, agreement, conspiracy, or understanding
for the purpose or with the effect of restricting or restraining the 1mportatlon into the United States of monazite sand, thorium, thorium
nitrate and other monazite sand derivatives, or of restraining or restricting the exporting from the United States to any foreign country or to anT
of the territories or insular possessions of the United States, monazite
sand, thorium, thorium nitrate, and other monazite sand derivatives.

Mr. Edward L. Smith for the Commission.
CoMPLAINT
Acting in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions of an
Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914:, entitled "An Act to
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties,
and for other purposes", the Federal Trade Commission charges
that Lindsay Light Co., hereinafter referred to as the respondent,
has been and is using unfair methods of competition in interstate
and foreign commerce, in violation of the provisions of Section 5
of said Act, and states its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Lindsay Light Co., is a corporation
organized and existing and doing business under and by virtue of
the laws of the State of Illinois, with its principal office and place
of business in the city of Chicago in said State. It is now and
since its organization has been engaged in the importation into the
United States of monazite sand originating in India, and in the
manufacture from such monazite sand of various chemicals, including thorium nitrate; and in the sale between and among the various
States of the United States and in the Dominion of Canada of
thorium nitrate and other derivatives of monazite sand; and in
the manufacture and sale throughout the various States of the
United States and in the Dominion of Canada of gas mantles, of
which thorium nitrate is an essential ingredient. Prior to the agreements hereinafter mentioned, it had also been engaged in the sale
of thorium nitrates and other derivatives of monazite sand, and gas
mantles to purchasers thereof in various European countries, particularly England, France, Germany, and Austria.
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In the course and conduct of its said business, respondent, prior
to the agreements hereinafter mentioned had caused such thorium
nitrate and other derivatives of monazite sand, and gas mantles,
when purchased, to be transported from its principal place of business, in Chicago, Ill., to the purchasers thereof located in such foreign countries. In the course and conduct of its business respondent
still causes its products sold in the United States and in the Dominion
of Canada, namely, thorium nitrate and other derivatives of monazite sand, and gas mantles, to be transported in interstate and foreign commerce from its place of business in Chicago, Ill., into and
through other States of the United States and to the Dominion
of Canada, to the purchasers to whom such products are and have
been sold. Among such purchasers of thorium nitrate in the United
States and in the Dominion of Canada are competitors of the respondent in the sale of gas mantles between and among the various
States of the United States, the territories thereof, the District of
Columbia, and in the Dominion of Canada. Such purchasers, because of the agreements described in paragraph 3 hereof, have no
source of supply for thorium nitrate except from the respondent.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now and ever since its organization has been
the largest manufacturer of thorium nitrate and other monazite
sand derivatives, and of gas mantles, in the United States and in the
Dominion of Canada. For the purpose and with the effect of creating in respondent a monopoly in the sale of monazite sand, thorium
nitrate, other monazite sand derivatives, and gas mantles, and of
stifling and suppressing competition in the sale of monazite sand,
thorium nitrate, other monazite sand derivatives, and gas mantles,
and for the purpose and with the effect of restraining the export
trade of the United States in monazite sand, thorium, thorium
nitrate, other monazite sand derivatives, and gas mantles in interstate
commerce and in foreign commerce, respondent has entered into
various agreements, combinations, and conspiracies, hereinafter more
particularly set forth in paragraph 3 hereof.
PAR. 3. In 1930 respondent entered into, and has since carried out,
an agreement with (1) Deutsche Gasglulicht auer Gesellschaft, M.D.
H., Derlin, which then controlled and which still controls the manufacture and sale in Austria and Germany of thorium, thorium
nitrate, and other porducts derived from monazite sand, (2) Ste.
Miniere & Industrielle Franco-Dresilienne, Paris, and Ste. de Produits Chimiques des Terres Rares, Paris, which together then controlled and still control the manufacture and sale in France of thorium, thorium nitrate, and other derivatives of monazite sand, (3)
Thorium, Ltd., London, which, together with an affiliate, Traven-
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core Minerals Co., Ltd., then controlled and still controls the manufacture and sale throughout the British Empire, excepting the
Dominion of Canada (where the control of the manufacture and sale
of such products then was held and still is held by the respondent),
of thorium nitrate, thorium, and other derivatives of monazite sand,
in which agreement the aforesaid companies agreed with the respondent not to export thorium or any product derived from monazite
sand, except ferrocerium, to the United States or to Canada, in consideration of which respondent agreed to sell thorium, thorium
'nitrate, and other monazite derivatives only to gas mantle manufacturers in the United States and Canada and then only upon the
agreements of such purchasers not to resell such thorium, thorium
nitrate, and other monazite sand derivatives.
Respondent further agreed with said companies that it would
not sell any products derived from the workings of monazite sand
excepting to consumers of such products in the United States and
in Canada and that it would require its purchasers of products
derived from monazite sand to agree that such goods would not be
exported. As a part of said agreements, Deutsche Gasglulicht auer
Gesellschaft, 1\f.B.H., undertook to bind and induce, and has since
bound and induced, monazite sand porducers in India, which country
is the principal source of supply of monazite sand, to deliver monazite sand in Austria and Germany only to Deutsche Gasglulicht auer
Gesellschaft, 1\I.B.H.; in France only to Ste. 1\Iiniere & Industrielle
Frando-Bresilienne and Ste. de Produits Chimiques des Terres
Rares; in England only to Thorium, Ltd.; and in the United States
of American only to the respondent, Lindsay Light Co.
By the terms of said agreement it is to continue jn force and effect
from April 9, 1930, to March 31, 1940. In August, 1930, respondent entered into, and has since carried out, an agreement with
Travencore Minerals Company, Ltd., hereinabove mentioned, of
London, England, which, with the said Thorium, Ltd., controlled
and still controls the manufacture and sale of thorium nitrate
throughout the British Empire, excepting Canada (where the control of the manufacture and sale of such products then was held and
still is held by the respondent) by which agreement sald Travencore
Minerals Co., Ltd., agreed to furnish respondent with certain quantities of monazite sand and further not to offer for sale or sell monazite sand to anyone in the United States of America other than respondent, and further to use its best efforts to prevent its foreign
cu.stomers from shipping monazite sand to the United States of
America. By the terms of said agreement it is to continue in full
force and effect from September 1, 1931, to August 31, 1934.
102050"-S~VOL
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PAR. 4. Since their execution, the agreements mentioned in paragraph 3 hereof have been carried out by the parties signatories
thereto; and Lindsay Light Co., respondent herein, in carrying out
its part of such agreements, has sold thorium nitrate, thorium, and
other derivatives of monazite sand, only in the United States of
America and in the Dominion of Canada, requiring its purchasers,
as a condition to their purchases, to agree not to resell thorium
nitrate, thorium, and other derivatives of monazite sand so purchased
from the respondent, and requiring such purchasers also to agree not
to export from the United States or Canada thorium nitrate,
thorium, and other monazite sand derivatives purchased from the
respondent; and respondent, for the purpose of carrying out the
said contracts, has refused further to sell certain of its purchasers
because such purchasers had, in violation of their agreements with
respo11.dent, resold such thorium nitrate, thorium, and other monazite
sand derivatives or had shipped in export trade from the United
States and Canada thorium nitrate, thorium, and other monazite
sand derivatives purchased from the respondent; and the other
parties to the contracts mentioned in paragraph 3 hereof have carried out such agreements, and, as a consequence, have not sold
thorium nitrate, other monazite sand derivatives or monazite sand
to anyone in the United States of America or in Canada other than
the respondent, Lindsay Light Co.
PAR. 5. The above alleged acts and practices of respondent are
all to the prejudice of the public and respondent's competitors, have
a dangerous tendency to unduly hinder competition and to create
a monopoly in the United States in the sale in interstate commerce
of monazite sand, thorium, thorium nitrate, and other monazite sand
derivatives and in the sale in interstate commerce of gas mantles,
have restrained the export trade of the United States in monazite
sand, thorium nitrate, thorium, and other derivatives of monazite
sand and have restrained commerce between the various States of
the United States and foreign countries in monazite sand, thorium,
thorium nitrate, and other derivatives of monazite sand, and constitute unfair methods of competition in interstate and foreign commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to
define its powers and duties", approved September 26, 1914.

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

The respondent herein having filed its answer to the complaint in
this proceeding, and having subsequently filed with this Commission
its motion that it be permitted to withdraw its said answer, that it
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be permitted to waive hearing on the charges set forth in the said
complaint and not to contest the said proceedings; and the respondent
having consented that this Commission might make, enter and serve·
upon said respondent, as provided in paragraph 2 of Rule III of the
Commission's Rules of Practice, an order to cease and desist from
the methods of competition described in said complaint; and the
Commission being fully advised in the premises:
It is hereby ordered, That the aforesaid motion be and the same·
is hereby granted;
And it is hereby fwrther ordered, That the respondent, Lindsay
Light Co., a corporation, its officers, agents, employees, and representatives forthwith cease and desist from carrying out and enforcing
its certain agreement entered into by it on April 11, 1930, with (1)
Deutsche Gasglulicht auer Ges. M.B.H., Berlin; (2) Thorium, Ltd.,
London; (3) Ste. de Produits Chimiques des Terres Rares, Paris;
and (4) Ste. Mini ere & Industrielle Franco Bresilienne, Paris, in
which agreement the aforesaid companies agreed with said Lindsay
Light Co., not to export thorium or any product derived from monazite sand, except fcrrocerium, to the United States or to Canada, in
consideration of which said Lindsay Light Co. agreed to sell thorium
nitrate, thorium and other monazite sand derivatives only to gas
mantle manufacturers in the United States and Canada and then
only upon agreements of such purchasers not to resell such thorimn,
thorium nitrate and other monazite sand derivatives; and in which
agreement said Lindsay Light Co. agreed with said companies
that it wonld not ~<>II A.ny products derived from the workings of
monazite sand excepting to consumers of such products in the United
States and Canada, and that it, said Lindsay Light Co., would require its purchasers of products derived from monazite sand to
agree that such goods would not be exported; and, in which said
agreement the said Deutsche Gasglulicht auer Gesellschaft M.B.H.
undertook to bind and induce monazite sand producers in India to
deliver monazite sand in Austria and Germany only to Deutsche
Gasglulicht auer Gesellschaft M.B.H.; in France only to Ste. Miniere
& Inqustrielle Franco Bresili.enne and Ste. de Produits Chimiques
des Terres Rares; in England only to Thorium, Ltd.; anu in the
United States of America only to the said Lindsay Light Co.;
And it i8 hereby further ordered, That the said respondent,
Lindsay Light Co., its officers, agents, employees, and representatives
forthwith cease and desist- from (1) entering into any other agreement of like tenor or substance, (2) entering into any agreement
with any producer of thorium or of any other products derived
from monazite sand by which agreements thorium or any otller
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products derived from monazite sand shall not be imported from any
foreign country into the United States of America or exported from
the United States of America to any foreign country, (3) agreeing
with any manufacturer of thorium to sell thorium only in the United
States of America and Canada or in any other restricted territory to
gas mantle manufacturers and/or with a condition that such gas
mantle manufacturers shall not resell such thorium, ( 4) agreeing
with any producer, seller or manufacturer of thorium or other products derived from monazite sand not to sell products derived from
the working of monazite sand except to consumers of said product
in the United States and Canada or in any other restricted territory
and/or with the provision that such products must not be exported
by such purchasers, (5} entering into any agreement with any
manufacturer of products derived from monazite sand by which
agreement said manufacturers endeavor to bind monazite sand producers to deliver such monazite sand only to specified, named or
designated parties;
And it is hereby further ordered, That the respondent, Lindsay
Light Co., a corporation, its officers, agents, employees and representatives forthwith cease and desist from (1) entering into any
agreement for the purchase of monazite sand by which agreement
the seller of such monazite sand agrees not to offer or sell monazite
sand to any individual, person, company or corporation in the
United States other than the said Lindsay Light Co. and/or by which
the seller agrees to prevent any of its customers from shipping monazite sand into the United States of America, and (2) enforcing those
certain provisions o£ an agreement entered into on August 17, 1931,
with Tra vencore Minerals Co., Ltd., for the purchase of monazite
sand, by which provisions said Travencore Minerals Co., Ltd., agreed
not to offer for sale or sell Indian monazite sand to any individual or
company in the United States of America other than said Lindsay
Light Co., and further agreed to lend its best efforts to prevent any
of its foreign customers from shipping monazite sand into the United
States o£ America;
And it is ltereby further ordered, That the respondent, Lindsay
Light Co., its officers, agents, employees, and representatives in the
sale, or offering for sale in interstate and foreign commerce of
thorium nitrate forthwith cease and desist from (1) requiring its
purchasers of thorium nitrate to agree, as n condition of their purchases, not to resell thorium nitrate, and/or other derivatives of
monazite sand so purchased from the respondent, (2) requiring such
purchasers of thorium nitrate, thorium and other derivatives of
monazite sand not to export from the United States or from Canada,
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thorium nitrate, thorium, and other monazite sand derivatives
purchased from the said respondent;
And it is hereby further ordered, That the respondent, Lindsay
Light Co., its officers, agents, employees and representatives in the
sale or offering for sale in interstate and foreign commerce of
thorium nitrate, thorium and other monazite sand derivatives, forthwith cease and desist from refusing to sell thorium nitrate, thorium
and other monazite sand derivatives, because its purchasers thereof
have resold such products andjor have exported the same from the
United States and/or from Canada;
And it is hereby further ordered, That the said respondent, Lindfay Light Co., its officers, directors and employees forthwith cease
and desist from entering into any other combination, agreement, conspiracy or understanding for the purpose of, or with the effect of
re!::itricting or restraining the importation into the United States of
America of monazite sand, thorium, thorium nitrate and other
monazite sand derivatives, or for the purpose or with the effect of
restraining or restricting the exporting from the United States to
any foreign country or to any of the territories or insular possessions
of the United States, monazite sand, thorium, thorium nitrate, and
other montzite sand derivatives;
And it is hereby further ordered, That the said respondent Lindsay Light Co., shall, within 60 days from the day of the date of the
service upon it of this order file with this Commission a report in
writing setting forth the manner in which it has complied with this
order.
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THE MATTER OF

EMl\IETT MeG OWAN AND ROY HALL, COPAHTNERS,
DOING BUSINESS UNDER THE FIRM NAME OF
l\IcGO"WAN & HALL
COMPLAINT AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC.
OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 21H.

Complaint, Dec. 29, 1[;33-0rder, Mar. 5,

~

193.~

Consent onlcr requirlug respondent Hall, his agents, etc., in connection with
the sale, advertisement, and otl'cr for sale in inter;;tate commerle of spark
plugs, to cease and 1!csist sale of such reconditioned articles, under such
brand or trade names of the manufacturer us "Ci1ampion" and "AC ",
witi10ut statlug and representing to the purchasers that said articles are
useu or defective spark plugs, repaired or reconditioned for further servIce; and without plainly marking on the boxes, cartons or other containers
in which the same are soltl or offered for sale that said spark plugs have
been repaired or reconditioned.

Mr. Edward E. Rem·don for the Commission.
CoMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes ", the
Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Emmett
McGowan and Roy Hall, copartners, doing business under the firm
name McGowan & Hall, hereinafter referred to as respondents, have
been and now are using unfair methods of competition in commerce,
as "commerce" is defined in said act, and it appearing to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the
public interest, hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that
respect, as follows :
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondents Emmett McGowan and Roy Hall
are residents of Minneapolis, Minn. Since on or about August 1,
1932, they have been and are now engaged in business as copartners
under the firm name McGowan & Hall with a place of business at
number 1102 East Twenty-fourth Street, Minneapolis.
PAR. 2. During all the times above mentioned respondents have
been engaged in the course of their business as copartners, among
other things, in the sale of spark plugs, used for ignition of gases in
gasoline or gas engines, and the respondents have sold them and still
SP.ll them to purchasers locateu throughout the United States, dealers
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who purchase for resale and members of the public, users and consumers of spark plugs; and the respondents have caused the spark
plugs when so sold by them to be transported from their place of
business in Minnesota, or State of origin of the shipment, to, into and
through other States to the said purchasers.
PAR. 3. During all the times above menti@ned other individuals,
firms, and corporations, manufacturers and sellers of spark plugs
located in various States of the United States, have been and are now
engaged in the business of manufacturing and selling spark plugs
to purchasers, dealers who purchase for resale and members of the
public, users and consumers thereof, residing in States other than the
State of the manufacturers and sellers or the State of origin of the
shipment; and the said manufacturers and sellers, respectively, have
caused the spark plugs, when so sold by them during said times, to
be transported from the State of the seller or the State of origin of
the shipment to, into and through other States to the purchasers.
PAR. 4. The respondents, during all the times above mentioned and
referred to, have been and still are in competition in interstate commerce in the sale of spark plugs with the other individuals, firms, and
corporations, the manufacturers and sellers of spark plugs mentioned
and referred to in paragraph 3 hereof.
PAR. 5. Among the manufacturers and sellers of spark plugs referred to in paragraph 3 hereof are manufacturers who are and
have been making and selling spark plugs, respectively, under the
brands or trade names " Champion" and "AC " with which they
are and have been branded or marked, and the spark plugs made
and sold by the manufacturers of them under these brand names
are and have been the best known of such products and most in
demand by users or consumers and dealers in spark plugs.
During all the times above mentioned, the spark plugs, made and
sold, marked or branded with these brands or trade names are and
have been, nearly all of them, sold by the manufacturers and, to a
large and substantial amount or extent, resold by dealers in interstate
commerce as set forth in paragraph 3 hereof; and the business of the
sale of these spark plugs in interstate commerce constitutes and has
constituted a very substantial part of the entire business in the ~ale
of spark plugs in the United States during said times.
PAR. 6. The spark plugs sold by the respondents, referred to in
paragraph 2 hereof, were and are substantially all of them spark
plugs that had been previously sold by the manufacturers and used
by members of the public under the brands or trade names " Champion " and "AC " until they had become outworn by use or were
defective and in an unserviceable or unfit condition for sale or for
further use as spark plugs; and these outworn or unserviceable spark
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plugs the respondents made a practice of obtaining, at nominal cost,
in considerable quantities from garage keepers, junk dealers, or similar sources of supply, as discarded or scrapped material, and then
repaired or reconditioned them for further use and sale as spark
plugs; and respondents sold them as set forth in paragraph 2 hereof
with the brands or trade names on them, which are mentioned in
paragraph 5 hereof, without disclosing to purchasers that the same
were used or defective spark plugs, which had been repaired or reconditioned for further service or use as spark plugs; and the sale
of such spark plugs constituted the greater part of the business
of the respondents in the sale of spark plugs.
PAR. 7. During the times above mentioned and referred to the
respondents in connection with the sale of the spark plugs mentioned
and referred to in paragraphs 2 and 6 hereof, have displayed at their
place of business a sign on which is printed the following:
Guaranteed AC and Champion
Spnrk Plugs
35¢ each $ZS per hundred

and the respondents and their salesmen during said times have also
orally and by means of business cards distributed by them among
dealers and the public represented to purchasers and prospective purchasers of spark plugs as follows:
Guaranteed AC and Champion
Spark Plugs
For All Cars and Trucks
PAR. 8. The sale by the respondents of spark plugs under the
brand names" Champion" and "AC" which they reconditioned and
repaired from old and used spark plugs as set forth and which
respondents represented as guaranteed "AC " and " Champion"
spark plugs, without disclosing that the same were outworn or
otherwise defective spark plugs that respondents had repaired or
reconditioned, had the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive
the purchasers, dealers and users, and they have misled and deceived
dealers and users of spark plugs into the belief that the spark plugs
sold by the respondents were new and in the same condition they
were in when made and sold by the manufacturers of them, and in
reliance upon such belief into purchasing them from respondents
instead of purchasing :from the manufacturers or from dealers, competitors of respondents, mentioned and referred to in paragraphs
3 and 5 hereof, new and unused " Champion " and "AC " spark plugs
sold by said competitors in interstate commerce.
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The sale of repair('cl or reconditioned spark plugs under the brands
or trade names " Champion " and "AC " by the respondents in interstate commerce under and in accordance with the practices of the
respondents as set forth above has diverted trade from respondents'
competitors and has wrongfully and unduly restrained the interstate
commerce and trade of respondents' competitors in their businesses
in the sale of spark plugs.
PAR. 9. The above acts and things done and caused to be done by
the respondents are each and all to the prejudice of the public and
of respondents' competitors and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the meaning and intent of Section 5 of
an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade
Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes",
approved September 26, 1914.
ORDER TO CEASE .\ND DESIST

Pursuant to the provision of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914 (38 Stat. 717) the Federal Trade Commission issued
a complaint against the respondents, Emmett McGowan and Roy
Hall, copartners, doing business under the firm name of McGowan &
Hall, charging them with the use of unfair methods of competition
in interstate commerce in violation of the provisions of said act.
With the complaint there was served upon respondent Roy Hall
a copy o£ the Commission's Rules of Practice. Said Rules of
Practice with respect to answers provide, among other things, as
follows:
III .

.ANSWERS

(2) In case respondent desires to waive hearings on the charges set forth
In the complaint and not to contest the proceetllngs, the answer may consist
of a ~:;tatemPnt that respondent refrnlns from contesting the proceeding or
that respondent consents that the Commission may make, enter and serve upon
respondent an order to cease and desist from the violations of the law alleged
Jn the complaint, or that the respondent admits all the allegations of the
complaint to be true. .Any such answer shall be deemed to be an admission
of all the allegations of the complaint, to waive a hearing thereon, and to
authorize the commission, without a trial, without evidence, and without
findings as to the facts or other intervening procedure, to make, enter, Issue
and serve upon respondents:
(a) In cases arising under section 5 of the act of Congress approved September 2G, l!JH, • • • un ol'der to cease and desist from the violation of
law charged in the complaint.

Whereupon, On January 29, 1934, the respondent Roy Hall filed
his answer to said complaint. Subsequently, to wit, on March 2,
1934, the said respondent Roy Hall filed his amended answer in
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which he consented that the Commission might make, enter and
serve upon him an order to cease and desist from the violations of
law alleged in the complaint.
Whereupon, Pursuant to its Rules of Practice, the Commission
finds that said amended answer is an admission by the said respondent Roy Hall of all the allegations of the complaint and a
waiver of hearing thereon and authorizes the Commission without
trial, without evidence and without findings as to the facts or other
inte~vening procedure to make, enter, issue and serve upon said
respondent Roy Hall an order to cease and desist from the violations of law alleged in the complaint. The Commission being fully
advised in the premises,
It i8 now ordered, That respondent, Roy Hall, his agents, employees and representatives in connection with the sale and the
advertising and offering for sale in interstate commerce of spark
plugs, used for ignition of gas in gasoline or gas engines,
Oea.se and desist from the sale of spark plugs, sold under manufacturers' brands or trade names such as " Champion " and "AC"
that have previously been in use and have been discarded from use
because outworn, defective and unserviceable and that have been
repaired or reconditioned for further service as spark plugs, without
~tating and representing to the purchasers that the spark plugs
are used or defective spark plugs, repaired or reconditioned for
further service; and without plainly marking on the boxes, cartons
or other containers in which the said spark plugs are sold or offered
for sale that the said spark plugs have been repaired or reconditioned.
It is further ordered, That said respondent 1 Roy Hall, within 30
days after the date of service on him of this order shall file with
the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the mannt>r and form in which he is complying and has complied with the
order to cease and desi~t hereinabove set forth.
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THE ~lATTER OF

NORTHERN FRUIT AND PRODUCE CO., NATHAN RUBEN,
TED E. WOLFE, LEE vV. vVOLFE, GROWERS' PRODUCE
EXCHANGE, JACK RUBEN, AND L. G. WILLIAMS
COMPLAINT (SYNOPSIS), FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO TilE ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF SEC. CS OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1014

Docket 2113.

Complaint, Oct. 5, 1933 1-Decision, Mar. 8, 1934

Where two corporations llealing In sred potatoes and u,ree Individuals, incorporators, employees or officers of one or both of said cm·porutions as the
case might be,
(a) Labeled the hags thereof with tugs which set forth that the contents were
fully described in Federal Inspection Certificate No. (giving lt) now on
file at U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., and thereby,
with Intent to lleceive, falsely represented tllat said potatoes had been
competently and disinterestedly im;pected, while growing in the field, by
or under the auspices of a Federal agency, by which it bacl been certified
that they were free from "dwarf", "running out", "mosaic", and other
deleterious diseases, determinable by such inspection;
The facts being that the particular inspection referred to was not that Immediately above described, or an inspection made under supervision of an
accredited Federal or State institution or organization, as had come to be
understood by the word "certified", through the practice of inspecting
and certifying, under official auspices, seed potatoes in seed potato growing
states, and the efforts of state and local organizations and educational
institutions and state and national agencies in widely disseminating and
stressing the value of planting such potatoes certified as " ft·ee " from said
diseases, but was one, made in response to their request, for condition only,
or for condition, size, quality, and grade, as the case might be,
With result that prospective purchasers bought said potatoes as antl for those
Inspected and certified as above set forth, and paid higher prices therefor
than they otherwise would have done; and
(b) Falsely represented to prospective purchasers that they were selling and
shipping them seed potatoes designated by Federal Inspection Certification
as" U.S. No.1 grade" and that the potatoes in said shipments were true to
variety;
With result that their said representations were pas~ed on to, through and by
the various buyers, commission merchants, middlemen, wholesalers, jobbers
and chain stores, as aforesaid, to the ultimate purchasers who, believing
and relying thereon, purchased and planted seed potatoes productive of
inferior crops, they were enabled to sell their said so-called certified seed
potatoes at a greater pro:it th:m was obt·ainal.Jie by eompetitors, who d~>
not make such misrepresentations, and were unfairly enabled to undersell
competitors, who bad had their potatoes field-inspected, at gt·eater cost,
by competent, disinterested persons under supervision of accredited national
or state associations or Institutions, and who, after paying reasonablP
1

Amended and supplemental.
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and usual expense thereof, were unable to compete with them at a profit,
and with capacity and tendency so to result and to divert trade from
competitors to them:
Held, That such practices, under the circumstances set forth, were to the
prejudice of competitors and the public, and constituted unfair methods of
competition.

Mr. PGad B. Morehouse for the Commission.
SYNOPSIS oF CoMPLAINT

Reciting its action in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Commission charged
respondents, Northern Fruit & Produce Co., and Growers' Produce
Exchange, Illinois corporations engaged in the purchase and sale
of seed potatoes in car-load lots in various states, and with offices
and principal places of business in Chicago, and respondent Ted E.
'\Volfe, former employee of the former corporation, respondents
Nathan Ruben and Lee 1V. 'Wolfe, president and secretary, respectively, thereof, and in case of said "\Volfe, active manager of both, and
respondents Jack Ruben and L. G. Williams, incorporators and
officers 2 of the latter, with misbranding or mislabeling and misrepresenting pr0duct as to inspection, quality, and variety, in violation of
the provisions of Section 5 of said Act, prohibiting the use of unfair
methods of competition in interstate commerce; in that respondents
set forth on tags attached to bags of their said product, inspection
thereof by the Department of Agriculture through referring to its
"Federal Inspection Certificate No." etc., and falsely represented
its potatoes as U.S. No.1 grade and true to variety, notwithstanding
fact that particular inspection in question was not that competent,
disinterested inspection of the growing plant for injurious diseases,
associated by trade and planters through educational work of state
and other public organizations and institutions with word "certified"; with intent and effect of misleading and deceiving purchasers
and prospective purchasers, bringing about planting of seed pro<luctive of inferior crops, and securing the premium paid for seed potatoes in fact thus inspected and certified as free from such diseases,
and of prejudicing competitors who had incurred the expense of the
more costly fkhl inspection, and were thereby unable to compete at
n profit; all to their prejudice and that of the public. a
• Togellwr with sold Tt•d W. WolfP.
The allegntlons of the complaint are set forth ~ubstantlully vrrbatlm In the tlndinss.
ret~pom!Pnts either falling to appear or IHimittlng such all••gatlons, and conow.ntlng
t.o entry of order to cease and desist against them.
The practices of respondents, Northern Fruit & Produce Co. and Ted E. Wolfe In
tagging seed potatoes misleadingly were the subject of an order to rense and dcs!Ht
on Dec. 0, 1032. See 17 J:o'.T.C. 140. Following such ord~r. said respondl'lntR, DB alleged,
ba ve OJit'rated through the .othl'r resllondents herein.
1
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Upon the foregoing complaint, the Commission made the following
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE F AOTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes ",
the Federal Trade Commission issued and served. its amended and
supplemental complaint upon the respondents charging them with
the use of unfair methods of competition in violation of the provisions of the said act.
The Commission duly caused said complaint to be served upon the
respondents, and each of them, stating its charges in that respect.
and containing notice of a hearing upon a day and at a p~ace therein
fixed, to wit, the lOth day of November, 1933, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon, at the office of the Federal Trade Commission in the City of
1Vashington, D.C. Respondents Northern Fruit & Produce Co., a
corporation, Nathan Ruben, and Lee W. 1Volfe, having failed to
appear at the place and time so fixed or to answer or to show cause
why an order should not be entered by the Commission as to them;
and respondents Ted E. '\Volfe, Jack Ruben, L. G. Williams and
Growers' Produce Exchange, a corporation, having answered the
said amended and supplemental complaint under date of December
9, 1933, admitting all the allegations thereof to be true, waiving
hearing on the charges therein set forth, refraining from contesting
the proceeding, and consenting that the Commission might make,
enter and serve upon them, and each of them, an order to cease and
desist from the violations of law therein alleged, thereupon this
cause came on for final disposition pursuant to Rule III of the
Rules and Regulations duly adopted for the purpose of carrying out
the provisions of the aforesaid act, due notice of which was served
upon each of the respondents with the aforesaid amended and supplemental complaint, and the Commission having duly considered
that respondents Northern Fruit & Produce Co., a corporation, Nathan Ruben, and Lee '\V. 1Volfe, are in default and being fully advised in the premises, makes this its report stating its findings as to
the facts and conclusion drawn therefrom:
FINDIXGS AS TO THE FACTS

}lARAGRAPII 1. The Respon(lf::'nt Northern Fruit & Produce Co., is
corporation organized under the laws of the State of Illinois, formerly having its office and place of business in the city of Chicago,
1\
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State of Illinois, but no longer doing business, its affairs now being
in the hands of a receiver, Mr. Arthur C. Wick, of 100 West Monroe
Street, Chicago, Ill. The respondent Ted E. Wolfe was an employee of the aforesaid company as an inspector of seed potatoes
and is now, together with respondents Jack Ruben and L. G. Williams, one of the incorporators and officers of the respondent
Growers' Produce Exchange, a corporation organized, existing and
.doing business under the laws of the State of Illinois, with its office
.and principal place of business at 3108 '\Vest Fifty-first Street, Chi.cago, Ill. Lee W. Wolfe is secretary of the respondent, Northern
Fruit & Produce Co. and has been its active manager. Respondent
Nathan Ruben is president of the Northern Fruit & Produce Co.
PAR. 2. For approximately three years last past the respondent
Northern Fruit & Produce Co. has been engaged in the business of
buying and selling seed potatoes and also operating as a commission
merchant dealing in seed potatoes, purchasing in carload lots from
the sellers located in various states other than the State of Illinois,
and shipped by these sellers from such other states to the company
at Chicago, Ill. In the course and conduct of its business, while the
~aid carloads of seed potatoes were in Chicago awaiting resale and
transshipment prior to December, 1932, the said company employed
the respondent Ted E. Wolfe to certify and tag the bags in which
said seed potatoes were contained. Respondent Ted E. 1Volfe falsely,
for hire, designated himself as "1\Iid-'\Vest Agricultural Institute"
nnd upon the instructions of the company thereupon certified and
tagged the seed potatoes with tags describing them as "certified"
by the "Mid-1Vest Agricultural Institute", and the seed potatoes
thus certified and tagged, the Northern Fruit & Produce Co., acting
sometimes as broker and sometimes as middleman, resold and transshipped into and through various other states of the United States,
to various buyers, other commission merchants, middlemen, wholesalers, jobbers, and chain stores at a price which included a premium
charged and received by reason of such false certification and tagging. Heretofore a complaint was issued by the Commission against
the respondents Northern Fruit & Produce Co. and Ted E. Wolfe
and on December 6, 1932, an order was issued against these two
respondents, requiring them to cease and desist from the aforesaid
practices. Thereafter these two respondents have conducted their
seed potato business through the agency of the other respondents
herein, namely, Growers' Produce Exchange, Lee 1V. '\Volfe, Jack
Ruben and L. G. Williams, individuals, in the manner and using
further unfair methods of competition as hereinafter set out.
PAR. 3. Respondents and each of them cause seed potatoes when
rold, to be shipped from and to the city of Chicago in the State of
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Illinois into and through the various other states from the sellers
and from themselves to the purchasers thereof. In the course and
conduct of their business, as aforesaid, respondents and each of them
have been and are in competition with other individuals, partnerships and corporations engaged in the sale and distribution in
interstate commerce, of seed potatoes.
PAR. 4. For more than two years last past through the efforts
of state and local organizations, educational institutions, and widely
disseminated information by state and national agencies, potato
planters have come to recognize the value of planting seed potatoes
certified to be free from various diseases deleteriously affecting crop
production, such as "dwarfing", "running out", or "mosaic'',
some of which diseases are destructive, soil-innoculating, and can
only be detected by inspection of the growing seed potato plant.
Seed potatoes are grown almost exclusively in those states in the
northern half of the United States and transshipped, with Chicago,
Ill., as a central distributing point, to states in the southern portion
of the United States and virtually all of the seed potato raising
~tates have made provisions for field inspection conducted by trained
men during the growing season, generally under the auspices of the
State Agricultural College or other organization or institution.
After inspection there is customarily a certificate issued which the
grower may attach to his bags of seed potatoes prior to shipment.
From the foregoing educational propaganda, customs and practices
in the seed potato trade, wholesalers, jobbers, retailers and many
of the consuming public have come to associate, where seed potatoes
nre concerned, the word "certified" with a product which, while
still growing, has been competently and disinterestedly inspected
for freedom from destructive plant diseases, under the supervision
of an accredited federal or state institution or organization. Dy
reason of such trade practices and association of ideas, purchasers
have been and are willing to and do pay higher prices for seed
potatoes which have been certified in such manner.
PAR. 5. The aforesaid respondents in the course and conduct of
their business as aforesaid, since the Commission's order to cease
and desist as aforesaid have made a practice of requesting inspection, by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics of the United States
Department of Agriculture, of the carloads of potatoes by respondents shipped and sold in interstate commerce as aforesaid, and the
said bureau, in accordance with its usual practice, has been furnishing to respondents in response to such requests, inspections and
reports of two kinds, viz: (a) Report without reference to size,
quality or grade, known as "for condition only", (b) 'Vith ref-
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l1rence to size, quality and grade, as well as with reference to condition of the car and the load. When an inspection of whichever
kind respondents may have requested has been made, an inspection
certificate is made out, given a number, and filed with the United
· States Department of Agriculture in Washington and a copy thereof
is supplied by the said bureau to these respondents. Respondents,
well knowing the meaning which the word "Certified" has come
to have by reason of the aforementioned circumstances, and intending to continue to deceive purchasers and prospective purchasers
as to the manner, place and source of inspection and certification of
the seed potatoes sold and offered for sale since December, 1932.
have been and still are attaching to the bags of seed potatoes shipped
in interstate commerce, tags in words and figures following, to wit:

OSKY WOW WOW
Brand
Seed and Table
POTATOES
Chief of them all
Northern Fruit & Produce Co., Chicago
[Reverse]

The -------------------- in thls sack were grown in MINNESOTA
and came from car 19548 and are fully described in Federal Inspection
Certificate No. 173449 now on file nt U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D.C.

PAR. 6. Under and by reason of the general and common understanding on the part of wholesalers, jobbers, retailers and potato
planters, by means of the aforesaid misleading reference to the
" Federal Inspection Certificates " and " U.S. Department of Agriculture", respondents, and each of them, in the course and conduct
of their business, are falsely representing to purchasers and prospective purchasers that such seed potatoes have been competently and
disinterestedly inspected while growing in the field, by or under the
auspices of a Federal Agency, by which it has been certified that
such seed potatoes are free from" dwarf"," running out"," mosaic"
and any other potato disease determinable by inspection of the seed
potato plant while growing and that they are "certified" potatoes
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within the meaning of the general and common understanding of
the phrase " certified seed potatoes " as above set out, when in truth
and in fact such is not the case, and prospective purchasers, believing·
and relying upon the truth of such representations, purchase respondents' seed potatoes at a price higher than they would pay for seed
potatoes not inspected and certified in the manner in which they
believe respondent company's seed potatoes have been inspected and
certified.
PAR. 7. In the course and conduct of their business, as aforesaid, respondents, and each of them, have represented to prospective·
purchasers that they were selling and shipping to such purchasers
seed potatoes designated by Federal Inspection Certification as
"U.S. No. 1 Grade", and that the potatoes in said shipments were
true to variety, when in truth and in fact such potatoes were neither
of such grade nor true to variety.
PAR. 8. The representations of respondents as aforesaid have
been and are passed on by respondents to, through and by the various buyers, commission merchants, middlemen, wholesalers, jobbers, and chain stores, as aforesaid, to the ultimate purchasers who,
believing and relying thereon, purchase and plant seed potatoes of
a quality and condition productive of inferior crops. The aforesaid
methods used by respondents, their agents, officers, servants and
employees have a tendency to, and do unfairly result in (a) respondent companies' being able to sell its so-called "certified" seed potatoes at a greater profit than can be obtained by competitors who d()
not so misrepresent to their prospective purchasers and, (b) respondent companies being able to undersell those of its competitors
who, in the course and conduct of their business, have had their
seed potatoes field-inspected by competent disinterested persons
under supervision of accredited national or state associations or
mstitutions and who, after paying the reasonable and usual expenses
of such inspection and certification (greater than the expenses of
respondent company's so-called inspection and certification), are
unable to compete with respondent company at a profit.
PAR. 9. The foregoing methods of competition and each of them
are to the prejudice of competitors of the respondent company, to
the prejudice of the public, and have a tendency to divert trade
from respondents' competitors to respondents and constitute unfair
methods of competition in interstate commerce within the intent and
meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved September
26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission,
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes."
10~050"--35--VOL18----18
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CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of the said respondents, and each of them,
under the conditions and circumstances described in the foregoing
findings are to the prejudice of the public and of respondents' competitors; are unfair methods of competition in commerce, and constitute a violation of Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved
September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade
Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes."
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission upon the amended and supplemental complaint of the Commission, and the answers of respond€nts Ted E. ·wolfe, L. G.
Williams, Jack Ruben and Growers' Produce Exchange, a corporation, admitting all the allegations thereof to be true, waiving hearing on the charges therein set forth, refraining from contesting the
proceeding and consenting that the Commission might make, enter
and serve upon all of them and each of them an order to cease and
desist from the violations of law therein alleged, and respondents
Northern Fruit & Produce Co., a corporation, Nathan Ruben and
Lee ,V, ·wolfe having failed to appear at the time and place fixed
by the Commission for them to show cause why an order should
not be entered against them and having failed to file answer to
the complaint of the Commission, duly served upon them and upon
each of them, and now being in default; and the Commission having
made its findings as to the facts and the conclusion that each of the
said respondents has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress
approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other
purposes,"
It is now ordered, That the respondents, and each of them, and
their agents, representatives, servants, and employees, in connection
with the sale and shipment in interstate commerce of seed potatoes,
cease and desist as follows :
( 1) From directly or indirectly representing to the purchaser or
prosp€ctive purchaser by means of tags attached to said seed potatoes, or in any other manner, that the said seed potatoes have been
inspected or certified with reference to size, quality or grade when
such is not the fact.
(2) From representing, directly or indirectly, that such seed
potatoes have been inspected for "dwarfing", "running out",
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"mosaic", or any other potato disease determinable only by inspection of the seed potato plant while growing, when such seed potatoes
do not come from plants so inspected.
(3) From representing, directly or indirectly, by reference to
Federal inspection certificate numbers on tags attached to the bags
in which said seed potatoes are shipped, or in any other manner,
that the said seed potatoes have been inspected and reported upon
by any departmE>nt or bureau of the United States Government with
reference to size, quality and grade when the Federal inspection
referrE>d to is an inspection by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics
of the Unit.ed States Department of Agriculture of said seed potatoes, of that kind and nature known as an inspection and report
"''for condition only."
·
(4) From representing, directly or indirectly, that the said seed
potatoes have beE>n inspected or certified to in any other manner
whatsoever than is actually the case, and
( 5) From representing, directly or indirectly, that such seed
potatoes are of a grade known and designated as "U.S. No. 1" or
that the potatoes in any one shipment thereof are 'true to variety
when such is not the fact.
It is further ordered, That the respondents, and each of them,
shall, within 60 days from the date of the service upon them of a
copy of this order, file with the Commission a report in writing
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they, and each
{)f them, have complied with the order herein set forth.
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IN THE MATTER OF

TUTTLE'S TITE-ON CEMENT COMPANY
COMPLAINT (SYNOPSIS), FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLIDG~;D
VIOLATION 0!>' SEC. ~ OF AN AC'l' OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 2133.

Complaint, Dec. 5, 1933-Deciaion, Afar. 19, 1934

Where a product correctly termerl vitreous enamel, and consisting of. n gin;;;;,
manufactured with the snme in~redients, uml in much the same ruanner, 11s
glass, but with the surface appearance or po•·celain, though not true porcelain, long since developed by ceramic manufucturers, had come In recent
years to be so widely 11nd continuously n<lvertised by ref1·igerator and other
manufacturers using vitreous enamel mrfaces on their protlucts, as porcelain enamel finish, that vitreous enamel surfaces had widely come to be
nccepted anti understootl by such manufucturers and the consuming public
us "porcelain enamel"; and. thereafter a corpo•·ation engaged In the manufacture or a thin, cementlike material lntenued and sold for use ns a
paint or lacquer in finishing or surfacing refrigerators, tables, chairs, and
various other articles, so as to simulate in appearance that kind of surface
or finish which had come to be known to the general public as "porcelain
enamel", as aforsaid, and In the sale thereof to manufacturers, wholesalers, anti retailers,
Designated salfl material on labels nntl in advertsing as "C. S. Porcelain", nnd
in circular letters utldressed anti mailed to prospective purchasers featured
said designation, and the word "porcelain", through such statements as
"We have Leen successful in tle\·eloping an air hartlcnlng Porcelain", etc .•
"'.fhis Porcelain is not poisonous", etc., "This Porcelain bakes at a low
temperature", etc.;
Notwithstanding fuct that said preparation, which contained not to exceed one
percent of sllica and alumina, main constituents of clay (chief Ingredient
of true porcelain), was neither that prOtluct known to manufacturers and
consumers 1:1s porcelain or porcelain enamel, or generally acceptetl by them
as such and did not produce a surface having the equivalent desirable
characteristics of a porcelain enamel surface, as respects resistance to heat.
abrasion, washing solutions, and fruit acids;
With the result that members of the consuming public purchased articles such
as refrigerators, table tops, and others finished nntl surfaced with said "C.
S. Porcelain" as and for articles finished with porcelain enamel, and It
passed on to Its immediate customers the means of receiving the ultimate
consumer, and with tendency to mislead and deceive not only purchasers
an<l prospective purchasers of Its said procluct, but purchasers and prospective purchasers of articles surfaced and finisLed therewith by others
In tl1e belief that salfol product and articles hall the same or equivalent characteristics as genuine porcelnin or porcelain enamel. and thereby to divert
trade from and otherwise Injure competitors:
Held, Tl1at such practices, under the circumstances set forth, were to the preju<lice of the public and competitors and constituted unfair methods of
competition.

Mr. PGad B. MO?·elwuse for the Commission.
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SYNOPsis OF CoMPLAINT

Reciting its action in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Commission
charged respondent, an Illinois corporation engaged in the manufacture of a cementlike material for use in surfacing refrigerators,
tables, etc., so as to simulate the appearance of "porcelain enamel",
.and in the sale of such material to manufacturers, wholesalers and
retailers, and with principal place of business in Chicago, with advertising falsely or misle.adingly and misbranding or mislabeling as
to nature of product, in violation of the provisions o£ Section 5
of such Act, prohibiting the use of unfair methods of competition
in interstate commerce; in that respondent designates its said product as "C. S. Porcelain", and uses the word "porcelain" in
describing the same, nothwithstanding fact that said produc:t is
neither a genuine porcelain, nor a porcelain enamel as the latter
term has come to be understood, in recent years, through widespread
usage; with effect of misleading and deceiving not only prospective ultimate purchasers of said product, but also consumer pur1:~hasers of articles surfaced and finished therewith, into the erroneous belie£ that product in question and surface or finish of said
articles have the same desirable characteristics as porcelain or porcelain enamel, or equivalent characteristics, and into purchasing
the same in such erroneous belief, and of passing on to immediate
customers the means of deceiving the ultimate consumer, and with
capacity and tendency so to mislead and deceive purchas<'rs and
prospective purchasers, of said product or articles, as aforesaid,
and thereby to divert trade from and otherwise injure competitors;
.-~.u to their prejudice and that of the public. 1
Upon the foregoing complaint, the Commission made the following
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE F.\C'l'S, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved St>ptember 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes", the
:F(~deral 'fracle Commission on the 5th day of December, 1933, issued
its complaint against the respondent herein, Tuttle's Tit.e-On Cement Co., a corporation, charging said respondent with the use of
unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce in violation
of the provisions of Section 5 of said Act. Said complaint was duly
1 The allegations of the oomplo!nt are set forth substantially verbatim In the llnd!ngs,
respondl'nt having defaulted by reason of ItA failure to appPar or answer, as set forth
below.
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served upon said respondent on the 7th day of Dec., 1933. Attached
to said complaint and served upon respondent as aforesaid was a
notice fixing the 12th day of Jan., 1934 and the office of the Federal
Trade Commission in ·washington, D.C., as the time and place of
hearing upon the charges set forth in said complaint. Said notice
further notified said respondent that an answer to said complaint
would be required to be filed with the Commission on or before said
date for hearing and that upon failure to appear or answer the following provisions of the Rules of Practice adopted by the Commission would be applicable, to wit:
Failure of the respondent to appear or to tile answer within the time as above
provided for shall he deemed to be an admission of all allegations of the complaint and to authorize the Commission to find them to be true and to waive
hearing on the charges set forth in the complaint.

Said respondent having failed either to appear or to file answer
to the complaint herein, it is hereby found and adjudged to be in
default by reason of such failure to appear or to file answer.
Thereupon, This proceeding came on for hearing by the Commission on said default and the Commission having duly considered the
matter and being fully advised in the premises, finds, pursuant to
said Rules of Practice, that the allegations of said complaint are true
und that respondent has waived hearing on the charges set forth
herein. The Commission further finds that this proceeding is to the
interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and
its c.onclusion drawn therefrom:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

P ARAGUAPH 1. Respondent is a corporation organized and existing
under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Illinois, with its
principal office and place of business located at 4507 Ravenwood
Avenue, in the city of Chicago, State of Illinois. Said respondent
trades under its own corporate name.
Hespondent is now and for more than one year last past has been
engaged in the manufacture and sale to manufacturers, wholesalers
and retailers of a product known and designated by it on its labels
and in its advertising matter as "C. S. Porcelain", a thin cementlike material intendrJ an<l sold for usc as a paint or lacquer in
finishing or surfacing refrigerators, tables, chairs, and various other
articles in such manner as to simulate in appearance that kind of
surfacing or finishing which has come to be known to the general
public as "Porcelain Enamel."
PAR. 2. Respondent causes its said product "C. S. Porcelain"
when so sold by it to be transported from the State of Illinois into

1
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and through various other States o£ the United States to the purchasers hereof and in the course and conduct of its business, as aforesaid, is in competition with various other individuals, partnerships,
and corporations engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate
commerce of surfacing materials, lacquers, varnishes, paints, enamels,
porcelains and porcelain enamels.
PAR. 3. Approximately one hundred years ago ceramic manufacturers developed a product that could be fused on to a metal base,
which product was substantially the same as a product now correctly termed vitreous enamel which is a glass manufactured with
the same ingredients and in much the same manner as glass and
having the surface appearance of porcelain. True porcelain is a
ceramic product composed of (approximately) 40 percent kaolin
or china clay, 10 percent ball clay, 25 percent feldspar, and 25 percent
potter's flint, and is fired or baked at temperatures varying between
2,300 and 2,400 degrees Fahrenheit, whereas vitreous enamel is a
coating which is put on refrigerators, bath tubs and tables over a
metal base, usually iron or steel, and is not a true porcelain. Although vitreous enamel is a ceramic product, there is little in common
between porcelain and vitreous enamel. However, for approximately
nine years last past, refrigerator and other manufacturers using
vitreous enamel surfaces (the principal ingredient of which is silica,
which is found in kaolin or china clay, feldspar, ball clay or quartz)
on their products have so widely and continuously advertised their
product as having a porcelain enamel finish that such vitreous enamel
surfaces have widely come to be accepted and understood by such
manufacturers and the consuming public as "porcelain enamel."
Such porcelain enamel is sprayed on the metal to be treated and
fused thereon at a temperature of from 1,600 to 2,000 degrees Fahrenheit, producing a hard, durable finish which is resistant tq heat, fruit
acids and washing solutions, and which has various and divers other
desirable characteristics. Respondent's product " C. S. Porcelain"
may be applied either by a process permitting air-hardening or it
may be baked upon the surface to which it is applied at a temperature
of about 128 degrees Fahrenheit. In such a product are both silica
and alumina, the main constituents of clay, but in quantities not
exceeding one percent of the total compound; it is not a material
generally accepted or designated by manufacturers and consumers
as porcelain or porcelain enamel, nor is it known to them as such;
when applied to a surface it does not produce a surface equivalent
in desirable characteristics to a porcelain enamel surface, namely,
it is not so resistant to heat, abrasion, washing solutions and fruit
acids; and it is neither a porcelain nor a porcelain enamel.
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PAR. 4. Respondent's methods of sale are as follows: It forms contact with its customers and prospective customers through the medium of circular letters addressed and mailed to prospective purchasers. In and through such medium the following, among other
similar statements and representations, were and are used and made
by respondent in the sale and the attempted sale of its product
" C. S. Porcelain ":
We have hecn succcs,;ful in developing an airhardening Porcelain which
dries, !lust proof, from five to ten minutes. Can be sprayed, successfully, on
·enamel where it is discolored by acids.
This Porcelain is not poisonous, has no odor, does not taint food, therefore,
it can be, succes,;fully, ~prayed on the interior of electrical refrigerators.
'Ve manufacture It in white and nil colors. It is not porous, therefore, it
can be washed with just a damp cloth or with soap and water. This is manufactured in three effects-a flat finish, a satin finish and a lustrous finish.
It Is durable and reasonable in price.
This Porcela.in bakes at a low temperature. At 120 degrees In fot·ty-flve
minutes. When used on metal It requires a primer. We furnish a demonstration or sample as the case may require.
C. S. Po1·celain is, especially, recommended for refinishing used refrigerators.
It is not necessary to t·emove tl!e old flnish, sand surface of box, lightly, if
the surface is chipped in spots, we recommend "Tuttle's Quiclc Set" for filling
in these chipped places, then sand these spots and you are ready to spray
the entire refrigerator with "Tuttle' a C. S. Porcelain." This work can be done
in the apartment with a portable spray equipment or in your shop.

PAn. 5. The statements and representations of respondent as described in paragraph 4 herein are false and misleading, among
other particulars, in that:
(1) Respondent's product contains not exceeding one percent of
silica and alumina, the main constituents of clay, whereas true porcelain is a ceramic product composed of approximately 40 percent
of kaolin or china clay, 10 percent of ball clay, 25 percent of feldspar
and 25 percent of potter's flint;
(2) Respondent's product is not known to manufacturers and consumers as porcelain or porcelain enamel, nor generally accepted by
them ns such;
(3) Respondent's product upon application docs not produce a surface equivalent to the desirable characteristics of a porcelain enamel
surface in that it is not so resistant to heat, abrasion, washing solutions and fruit acids; and
( 4) Respondent's product is neither a porcelain nor a porcelain
enamel.
PAR. 6. The statements and representations described in paragraph
4 hereof are false and misleading in that the members of the consuming public as a direct result of said representations purchase
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finished products such as refrigerators, table tops, and other articles
which have been finished and surfaced with respondent's said "C. S.
Porcelain " in the belief that said articles are finished with porcelain
enamel, when such is not the fact. By the use of the false and misleading representations appearing in its circulars, as aforesaid,.
respondent passes on to its immediate customers the means of deceiving the ultimate consumer. Such false and misleading representations of respondent are further calculated to and have the tendency
to mislead and deceive not only the purchasers and prospective purchasers of respondent's said product but likewise the purchasers and
prospective purchasers of articles which have been surfaced and
finished by others with respondent's product into the erroneous belief
that said product, and the said articles surfaced and finished therewith, have the same or equivalent characteristics as genuine porcelain
or porcelain enamel, when such is not the fact, thereby tending to·
divert trade from and otherwise injure competitors of respondent.
CONCLUSION

The practices of the said respondent, under the conditions and·
circumstances described in the foregoing findings, are to the prejudice
of the public and respondent's competitors, and constitute unfairmethods of competition in interstate commerce, and are in violation
of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and
duties, and for other purposes."
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding, having been duly heard by the Federal Trade·
Commission upon the record, and the Commission having made its
findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondent has
violated the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September
26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to·
define its powers and duties, and for other purposes ",
It is now ordered, That respondent, Tuttle's Tite-On Cement Co.,.
a corporation, its officers, agents, representatives, and employees, in
connection with the advertising, offering for sale or sale in interstate·
commerce and in the District of Columbia of the product designated.
by respondent as" C. S. Porcelain" and in connection with the advertising, offering for sale or sale in such commerce of any other product
of substantially similar composition or content do cease and desist
from using the word " Porcelain " or the words " Porcelain Enamel ,,.
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either standing alone or in connection or conjunction with the letters
"C. S." or with any other letters, word or words.
It is further ordered, That the respondent within 60 days from and
after the service upon it of this order shall file with the Commission
a report in writing setting forth in detail the ~anner and form in
which it is complying with the order to cease and desist hereinabove
set forth.
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THE l\fA'ITER OF

QUAKER CITY CHOCOLATE & CONFECTIONERY
COMPANY
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO TilE ALLEGED VIOLATIO:S
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT orr CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 1''1'73.

Complaint, M.ar. 11,

1930-Ded.~ion,

Apr. 3, 1934

Where a corporation engaged in the manufacture and sale of candles, including
assortments composed of, (a) chocolate covered penny candies, of uniform
8ize and sha11e, and (b) lar~o:<'t' pieces or nrticles of mPrchandise, acquisition of which, as prizes, without further charge, was dete•mined by
ultimate purchaser's chance selection of one of a relatively few of said .
chocolate covered candies, the en<'ln!<ed concealed centers of which differed
in color from that of the mnjorlty,
Sold such assortment to jobbers and wholesalers, In competition with concerns
who do not offer and place In the bands of others additional candy or
merchandise, to be given to purt"hasers by lot or chance, anll in competition with candies, a substantial amount of which is sold by retailers
without any such immoral scheme or device connecte<l therewith, and
sale of which is adversely affect~d by that of the candy with the lottery
or gaming feature;
With result that many of the consuming public were induced to purchase its
candies in preference to those of competitors because of the chance of
securing certain pieces or other mercbamlise, free of charge, competitors
who do not follow such a practice were put to a disadvantage, and trade
was diverted from them to it and others using similar methods, gambling,
and especially among chll<lren, was encouraged, a chance or lottery, Instead of candy was merchandised, retallers were provided with the means
'Of violating the laws and public policy of many of the States in sellin~
.and distributing candy by lot or chance, the industry was injured, and
freedom of fair and legitimate competition therein was restrained and
impaired:
Held, That such practices, under the circumstances set forth, were to the
prejudice of com1wtitors and the public, and constituted unfair methods of
competition.

Mr. llenry C. Lanlc and Mr. G. Ed. Rowland for the Commission.
CoMPLAINT

Acting in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions of an Act
of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create
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a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and
for other purposes", the Federal Trade Commission charges that
the Quaker City Chocolate & Confectionery Co., a corporation, hereinafter referred to as the respondent, has been and is using unfair·
methods of competition in commerce, in violation of the provisions
of Section 5 of the said Act, and states its charges in that respect,.
as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent is a corporation organized under the·
laws of the State of Pennsylvania, with its principal office and place
of business located at 2134-2160 Germantown A venue in the city r,f
Philadelphia, State of Pennsylvania. It is now and for more than
five years last past has been engaged in the manufacture of candies
·and in the sale and distribution thereof to wholesale dealers and
jobbers located at points in the various States of the United States,.
and causes said products when so sold to be transported from its
said principal place of business in the city of Philadelphia, State
of Pennsylvania, into anJ through other States of the United States.
to said purchasers. In the course and conduct of its said business
respondent is in competition with other individuals, partnerships.
and corporations engaged in the manufacture of candies and in the
sale and distrjbution thereof in commerce betwe€n and among
various States of the United States.
PAn. 2. In the course and conduct of its business, as described in
paragraph 1 hereof, the respondent sells to wholesalers and jobbers
certain packages or nssortments of candies. The said assortments
of candies are composed of a number of pieces of chocolate-covered
candies of uniform size and shape together with a number of larger
pieces of candy and/or certain other merchandise, which larger
pieces of candy or articles of merchandise are to be given as prizes
to purchasers of said chocolate-covered candies in the following
manner:
The majority of the said chocolate covered candies in said assortments have the same colored centers, but a small number of said
chocolate covered candies have centers of a different color. The
pieces of candy of uniform size and shape in said assortment retail
at the price of 1 cent each but the purchaser who procures one of said
candies having a center of n different color than the majority of said
candies is entitled to receive, and is to be given free of charge one of
the said larger pieces of C'andy heretofore referred to and/or one of
the articles of merchandise heretofore referred to. The aforesaid
purchaser of said candies who procures a candy having a center colored different from the majority of said pieces of candy is thus to
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procure one of the said larger pieces of candy or one of the said
.articles of merchandise wholly by lot or chance.
PAR. 3. The aforesaid wholesale or jobber customers of respondent
resell said assortments of candies to retail dealers in various States
·Of the United States and said retail dealers expose said assortments
for sal€1 and sell said candies to the purchasing public according to
the aforesaid plan or plans whereby the purchaser of said canclies
having a particular colored center procures and receives free of
charge one of the said larger pieces of candy and/or articles of
merchandise hereinbefore referred to. Respondent thus supplies to
.and places in the hands of others a means of conducting a lottery
whereby said larger pieces of candy and/or articles of merchandise
are distributed by said dealers to the purchasing public wholly by
lot of chance in connection with respondent's said sales plan.
PAR. 4. Among the competitors of respondent referred to in paragraph 1 hereof are many who sell chocolate and other candies at
wholesale, and who do not offer and place in the hands of others any
additional candies or other merchandise to be given to purchasers
by chance or otherwise. Respondent's aforesaid practices thus tend
to and do induce many of the consuming public to purchase respondent's said candies in preference to the candies of respondent's said
competitors because of the chance of obtaining certain pieces of
candy or other merchandise free oi charge. For about five years
last past respondent has engaged in the acts and practices under the
conditions and circumstances and with the results all hereinbefore
set out.
PAR. 5. 'Wherefore, said acts and practices of respondent are all
to the prejudice of the public and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the intent and meaning of Section 5
of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade
Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes",
approved September 26, 1914.
REPORT' FINDINGS AS TO TilE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved SeptE'mber 26, 1914, the Federal Trade Commission issued and served a
complaint upon the respondent, Quaker City Chocolate & Confectionery Co., charging it with the use of unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce in violation of the provisions of Section 5
of said Act.
The respondent entered its appearance herein and entered into a
stipulation with the chief counsel of the Federal Trade Commission
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whereby it was admitted that the facts set forth in the said complaint, Docket No. 1773, as to respondent's methods of competition
in the sale antl distribution of candy were true, and whereby it was
ugreed that immediately upon the affirmance by a United States
Circuit Court of Appeals, or the Supreme Court of the United States 1
of an order to cease and desist, issued by the Commission against a
respondent in a contested proceeding, involving practices or methods
of sale of candy identical with or simil:ll' to those used by the respondent herein, the :Federal Trade Commission might, without further proceedings of any kind, or notice to respondent, make and
issue its findings as to the facts and conclusion, declaring the methods of sale and distribution as used by respondent herein to be
unfair methods of competition, and issue its order requiring said
responder,t to cease and desist from such unfair methods of competition·, and said respondent agreed to be bound by and obey said
order to cease and desist. It was further agreed that said respondent admitted the facts alleged in paragraphs 1, 2, and 3, of said
complaint to be true and that said stipulation might be accepted
as an answer on behalf of the respondent to the charges of said
complaint in lieu of any other answ<'r to be filed by said respondent.
Thereafter the Supreme Comt of the United States on February
5, 1934, reviewed an order to cease and desist issued by this Commission against R. F. Keppel & Brother, Inc., and therein the said
Supreme Court of the United States held methods of sale identical
with or similar to those used by respondent herein to be unfair
methods of competition. [2D1 U. S. 304; this volume, p. 684, et seq.}
Thereupon this proceeding came on for final hearing on the complaint and stipulation above referred to, and the Commission having
duly considered the record and being fully advised in the premises,
finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public, and makes
t.his its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom:
}'INDINGS AS 'I'O TilE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Quaker City Chocolate & Confectionery Co., is a corporation organized under the laws of the State of
Pennsylv.ania with its principal office and place of business in the
city of Philadelphia, State of Pennsylvania. Respondent is now,
and for more than eight years last past, has been engaged in the
manufacture of candy in said city and State and in the sale and
distribution of said candy to wholesalers and jobbers in the State
of Pennsylvania and other States of the United States. It canses the
said candy, when sold, to be shipped or transported from its prin-
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cipal place of business in the State of Pennsylvania to purchasers
thereof in the States of the United States other than the State of
Pennsylvania. In so carrying on ,said business respondent is and
has been engaged in interstate commerce, and is and has been in
nctive competition with other corporations, partnerships, and individuals engaged in the manufacture of candy, and in the sale and
distribution of the same, in interstate commerce.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its busin('ss as described in
paragraph 1 above, the respondent has been selling to wholesalers
and jobbers certain packages or assortments of candies. The said
assortments of candy are composed of a number of pieces of chocolate-covered candy of uniform size and shape, together with anumber of larger pieces of candy, or certain other articles of merchandise,
which larger pieces of candy or articles of merchandise are to be
given as prizes to purchasers of said chocolate-covered candies in
the following manner :
The majority of the said chocolate-covered candies in said .assortments have the same colored centers, but a small number of said
chocolate-covered candies have centers of a different color. The
pieces of candy of uniform size and shape in said assortment retail
at the price of one cent each, but the purchaser who procures one of
said candies having a center of a different color than the majority
of said candies, is entitled to receive, and is to be given free of
charge, one of the said larger pieces of candy heretofore referred to,
or one of the articles of merchandise heretofore referred to. The
aforesaid purchaser of said candies who procures a candy having a
center colored different from the majority of said pieces of candy
thus procures one of the said larger pieces of candy, or one of the
said .articles of merchandise, wholly by lot or chance.
PAR. 3. The aforesaid wholesale or jobber customers of respondent
resell said assortments of candies to retail dealers in various States
of the United States, and said retail dealers expose said assortments
for sale and sell said candies to the purchasing public according to
the aforesaid plan or plans, whereby the purchaser of said candies
having a particular colored center procures and receives free of
charge one of the said larger pieces of candy or articles of merchandise hereinbefore referred to. Respondent thus supplies to and
places in the hands of others a means of conducting a lottery whereby
said larger pieces of candy, or articles of merchandise, are distributed by said dealers to the purchasing public wholly by lot or chance
in connection with respondent's said sales plan.
PAR. 4. Among the competitors of respondent referred to in paragraph 1 hereof are many who sell chocolate and other candies at
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wholesale, and who do not offer and place in the hands of others
any additional candies or other merchandise to be given to purchasers by lot or chance or otherwise. Respondent's aforesaid practices thus tend to and do induce many of the consuming public to
purchase respondent's said candies in preference to the candies of
respondent's said competitors bec11use of the chance of obtaining
~ertain pieces of candy, or other merchandise, free of charge. For
about eight years last past respondent has engaged in the acts and
practices under the conditions and circumstances, and with the re·
suits all hereinbefore set out.
PAR. 5. The sale and distribution of candy by the retailers by
the methods described herein is a sale and distribution of candy by
lot or chance and constitutes a lottery or gaming device. A substantial amount of candy is sold by retailers without any feature of lot
or chance and not as a lottery or gaming device, and the sale of
candy by lot or chance, as used by the respondent, is in direct competition with candy which is sold without any lot or chance feature,
and the sale of candy without a lottery or gaming feature in connection therewith is adversely affected by the sale of candy with the
lottery or gaming feature.
PAR. 6. The Commission finds that the method of selling and distributing candy as above described is morally bad and encourages
gambling, especially among children; is injurious to the candy industry because it results in the merchandising of a chance or lottery
instead of candy; and provides retail merchants with the means of
violating the laws of the several States. As stated above, many competitors of respondent do not sell candy so packed and assembled
that it can be resold to the public by lot or chance. The Commission finds that these competitors are therefore put to a disadvantage
in competing, and that trade is diverted to respondent and others
using similar methods, from said competitors. The use of such
methods by respondent in the sale and distribution of candy is prejudicial and injurious to the public and its competitors, and has
resulted in the diversion of trade to respondent from its said competitors, and is a restraint upon and a detriment to the freedom of
fair and legitimate competition in the candy industry.
PAR. 7. The sale and distribution of candy by lot or chance is
against the public policy of many of the several States of the United
States, and some of said States have laws making lotteries and gaming devices penal offenses.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent, Quaker City
Chocolate & Confectionery Co., under the conditions and circum-
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stances set forth in the foregoing findings of facts, are all to the
prejudice of the public and respondent's competitors, and constitute
unfair methods of competition in commerce, and constitute a violation of Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914,
entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define
its powers and duties, and for other purposes."
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been considered by the Federal Trade
Commission upon the complaint of the Commission, the stipulation
entered into between the respondent and the chief counsel for the
Federal Trade Commission, and the Commission having made its
findings as to the facts and conclusion drawn therefrom that the respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress approved
September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes",
It is now oraerea, That the respondent, Quaker City Chocolate &
Confectionery Co., its officers, agents, representatives, and employees,
in the manufacture, sale, and distribution in interstate commerce of
candy and candy products do cease and desist from:
(1) Selling and distributing to jobbers and wholesale dealers for
resale to retail dealers, or to retail dealers direct, candy so packed
and assembled that sales of such candy to the general public are by
means of a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise.
(2) Supplying to or placing in the hands of wholesale dealers and
jobbers, or retail dealers, packages or assortments of candy which are
used without alteration or rearrangement of the contents of such
packages or assortments, to conduct a lottery, gaming device, or gift
enterprise in the sale or distribution of the candy or candy products
contained in said package or assortment to the public.
(3) Packing or assembling in the same package or assortment of
candy for sale to the public at retail, pieces of chocolate-covered
candy of uniform size, shape and quality, having centers of different
colors, together with larger pieces of candy or articles of merchandise,
which said larger pieces of candy, or articles of merchandise, are to
be given as prizes to the purchaser procuring a piece of candy with
a center of a particular color.
(4) Furnishing to wholesale dealers, jobbers and retail dealers
display cards, either with packages or assortments of candy or candy
products, or separately, bearing a legend, or legends, or statements,
informing the purchaser that the candy or candy products are being
102050"-3:1-VOL 18----19
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sold to the public by lot or chance, or in accordance with a sales plan
which constitutes a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise.
(5) Furnishing to wholesale dealers, jobbers and retail dealers
display cards or other printed matter for use in connection with the
sale of its candy or candy products, which said advertising literature
informs the purchasers and purchasing public that upon the obtaining by the ultimate purchaser of a piece of candy having a particular
colored center that a larger piece of candy, or other article of merchandise, will be given free to said purchaser.
It is further ordered, That the respondent above-named within 30
days after the service upon it of this order shall file with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner in
which this order has been complied with and conformed to.
MEMORANDA

The Commission as of the same date made 47 other findings andjor
orders in the candy lottery cases, including in this number three cases
involving sale of chewing gum by this method.
Twenty of these involve the use of the same scheme set forth in
Quaker City Olwcolate findings above, namely, sale of assortments
in which the chance selection of a certain piece differing in color
from that of the majority, entitles the purchaser to a prize in the
form of a larger piece, or article of merchandise, and in which the
purchaser of the last piece in the assortment is also, in some cases,
awarded such a prize.
Ten of the cases involve the use of a scheme in which there is
concealed within the individual wrappers enclosing the separate bars
or other pieces of candy making up the assortment, a slip containing the figure 1¢, 2¢, 3¢ (and also, in the case of some, 4¢, or 5¢) as
the price to be paid by the consumer to the retailer, depending on
the former's chance selection. These are reported in the case of
Minter Brotlwrs, Docket 1785, and following memoranda, 18 F. T, C.
287, 295, et seq.
Four of the cases involve the use of a scheme in which a relatively
few of the individually wrapped pieces or bars making up the asf>ortment, contain a concealed slip advising the purchaser in so many
words, or through the presence of some particular legend thereon,
as preannounced, that he is entitled to a prize in the shape of additional candy in some form or other, as arranged in the case of
the particular assortment, or in some cases, to some article of merchandise included with the assortment. Some of the assortments also
provide that the purchaser of the last of the original units making
np the assortment is likewise to receive a prize in the form of candy
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or merchandise. They are reported in the case of Advance Gandy
Oo., Inc., Docket 1792, and accompanying memoranda, ·18 F. T. C.
298, 305, et seq.
Three of the cases involve the sale of chewing gum through the
use of concealed colors, similar to the schemes set forth and described in the Quaker Gity Ghocolate case, supra, and following
memoranda at pages 269 and 278, et seq. They are reported
in International Gum Gorp., Docket 1799 and following memoranda,
18 F. T. C. 308, 316.
Four of the cases involve the sale of two or more types of assortments, based on different schemes above outlined. They are reported in the case of Johnson-Fluker Go., Docket 1831, and following memoranda, 18 F. T. C. 317,326, et seq.
Four of the cases involve the sale of assortments in which a few
of the individually wrapped bars, or pieces of candy making up
the same, contain an enclosed concealed slip advising the chance
purchaser that the particular piece, or bar, is free. They are reported in the case of Curtiss Gandy Oo. et al, Docket 1853, and
following memoranda, 18 F. T. C. 329, 337, et seq.
Two of the cases involve the sale of candy making up the assortments, with punch boards, in which the color of the ball punched, or
number of the ticket or slip, decides the kind of candy, or article,
if any, the purchaser is to receive for his punch. They are reported
in the case of Rittenh{)IUSe Candy Co., Docket 2071 and following
memorandum, 18 F. T. C. 339, 346, et seq.
Of the twenty cases which were referred to as involving the use
of the same scheme as that set forth in the Quaker Gity Chocolate
case above, five involve findings and orders based upon respondent's
stipulations similar to that set forth in the paragraph of the Quaker
City Chocolate case, supra, on pages 271, 272, and fifteen involve
consent orders, the orders in both groups being similar except as
required to take care of variations in the exact nature of the assortment, and the presence or absence of explanatory display cards.1
1 Thus the order In the case ot Elmttr Candy Co., Docket 1788, the first of the group,
requires that respondent, Its agents, etc., In the manufacture, sale and distribution In
Interstate commerce of candy and candy products do cease and desist from:
(1) Selling and distributing to jobbers and wholesale dealers for resale to retail
aealcrs, or to retail dealers direct, candy so packed and assembled that sales of such
candy to the general public are by means of a. lottery, gaming device or gift enterprise.
(2) Supplying to or placing In the bands of wholesale dealers and jobbers, or retnll
dealers, packages or assortments of candy which are used without alteration or rearJ·angement of the contents of such packages or assortments, to conduct a lottery, gaming
device, or gift enterprise In the sale or distribution of the candy or candy products contained ln said package or assortment to the public.
(3) Packing or assembling In the same pnckage or assortment of candy for sale to the
public a.t retail, pieces ot chocolate-covered candy of uniform size, shape and Quality.
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Notes of the five findings and orders referred to, together with
dates on which complaints issued, follow:
Elm£r Candy Co.., Docket 1788-Complaint, April 28, 1930.-Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of business in
New Orleans, sells to wholesalers and jobbers, packages or assortments of chocolate-covered penny candies of uniform size, shape and
quality, together with a number of larger pieces, or articles of merchandise, given as prizes to the chance purchaser procuring a piece
with a different colored center from that of the majority. Explanatory display cards, for retailer's use in offering the candies to the
public, are furnished by respondent " to said wholesale and retail
dealers and jobbers with each of said packages or assortments".
Pasquale Margarella, Docket 1790-Complaint, April 29, 1930.Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of business in New York City, sells to wholesalers and jobbers, packages
or assortments of chocolate covered penny candies, for sale under a
plan similar to that described in the Elmer Candy case above, except
that the purchaser of the last of said chocolate covered candies is
also to receive one of the larger pieces of candy, or articles of merchandise, included with the assortment. Respondent also furnishes
explanatory display cards, as above set forth.
Metro Chocolate Co., Inc., Docket 1808-Complaint, May 1, 1930.Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of business
in New York City, sells to wholesalers and jobbers, certain packages
or assortments of two types, namely, (1) assortments composed of a
number of individually wrapped, small, penny pieces of hard candy
of uniform quality, size and shape, together with a number of larger
pieces, and (2) chocolate covered penny candies of uniform size,
etc., together with a number of larger pieces, or articles of merchandise, which pieces or articles of merchandise, as the case may be,
are given to the chance purchaser of a piece pf hard candy flavored
or colored differently from the majority thereof, or of a chocolate
having centers of different color, together with larger pieces of candy, or articles ot
merchandise, which said larger pieces of candy, or articles of merchandise, are to
be given as prizes to the purchaser procuring a piece of candy with a center of a
particular color.
( 4) Furnishing to wholesale dealers, jobbers and rctall dealers display cards, either
with packages or assortments of candy or candy products, or separately, bearing a
legend, or lPgends, or statements, Informing the purchaser that the candy or candy
products are being sold to th~ public by lot or chance, or In accordance with a sales
plan which constitutes a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise.
(5) Furnishing to wholesale dealers, jobbers and retall dealers display cards or other
printed matter for use In connection with the sale of Its candy or candy products, which
aald advertising llterature Informs the purchasers and purchasing publlc :
(a) That upon the obtaining by the ultimate purchaser of a piece of candy having a
partlculBl' colored center that a larger }Jiece ot candy, or other article of merchandise
will be ~iven free to said purchaser.
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covered penny candy having a concealed center which differs from
that of the majority, or to the purchaser of the last piece or unit in
the respective assortments. Explanatory display cards are supplied
for retailer's use in offering such candies for sale.
Ohris Baruxes et al., doing business as Brux Gandy Oo. and 0.
BaruaJes & Sons, Docket 1892-Complaint, January 9, 1931.-Respondent partners, manufacturers, with principal office and place of
business in Newark, Ohio, sell to wholesale and retail dealers and
jobbers, packages or assortments of chocolate-covered penny candies
for sale under a merchandising scheme similar to that above described.
Benjamin Weisberg, doing business as D. Arnould Co.-Docket
1907-Complaint, January 23, 1931.-Respondent manufacturer,
with principal office and place of business in New York City, sells
to wholesale dealers and jobbers, a certain package or assortment of
candies known and designated by it as" Lady Luck", and composed
and sold, as described in the findings, as follows:
The said assortment of candies is composed of 150 small chocolatecovered candy wafers of uniform size, shape and quality, together
with 10 larger pieces of candy and two small boxes each containing
10 pieces of chocolate-covered candy, which larger pieces of candy
and small boxes of candy are to be given as prizes to purchasers of
said chocolate-covered wafers in the following manner:
One hundred and thirty-eight of the said chocolate-covered candy
wafers of uniform size, shape and quality in said assortment have
white centers; 10 of the said chocolate-covered candy wafers have
pink centers; and 2 of the said chocolate-covered candy wafers have
brown centers. The color of the centers of the said chocolate-covered
candy wafers are effectively concealed from the prospective purchaser. The said chocolate-covered wafers of uniform size, shape
and quality in said assortment retail at the price of one cent each
but the purchaser who procures one of the said chocolate-covered
candy wafers having a pink center is entitled to receive and is to be
given free of charge one of the larger pieces of candy heretofore
referred to, and the purchaser who procures one of the said chocolate-covered wafers having a brown center is entitled to receive
and is to be given free of charge one of the boxes containing 10
pieces of chocolate-covered candy heretofore referred to. The aforesaid purchasers of said chocolate-covered candy wafers who procure a candy having a pink center or a brown center are thus to
procure one of the said larger pieces of candy or one of the said
boxes containing 10 pieces of candy wholly by lot or chance,
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Notes of the fiftrcn consent orders above referred to, together with
dates on which emnplaints issued, follow:
Voneilf-Drayer Co., Docket 172!-Complaint, November 21,
1929.-Respondent manufacturer, with principal oflice and place
of business in Baltimore, sells to wholesale dealers, certain packages
or assortments of chocolate-covered candies, which it names and
designates as "Vee-dee" and which are described in paragraphs 2
and 3 of the complaint, as follows:
Said packages or assortments of candies are composed of three
assortments, called respectively, "Bar Assortment", "Package Assortment", and "Blank Assortment." Each of said assortments of
candies are composed of a number of chocolate-covered pieces of
candy, of uniform size and shape, which are sold at retail at the
uniform price of 1 cent each, together with a number of larger
pieces of candy known as "Bars" or "Patties", which are to be
given as prizes to purchasers of said chocolate-covered candies, in
the following manner :
Among aforesaid chocolate-covered candies are a number having
colored centers, and when said packages of candies are displayed
for sale to the consuming public every purchaser of aforesaid chocolate-covered candies at the price of 1 cent each who procures one of
said candies having a colored center is entitled to receive, and is to
be given free of charge, one of the " Ba.rs " or " Patties " heretofore
referred to. Also included in the assortments known as "Bar
Assortment " and " Package Assortment " is a larger piece of candy
known as a "Bar" or "Patty", and a 4-ounce box of chocolates,
respectively. The purchaser of the last piece of aforesaid chocolate
covered candies at the price of 1 cent each in each of said assortments of candies, respectively, is entitled to receive, and is to be
given free of charge, said "Bar,. or "Patty", or said 4-ounce box
of chocolates. Aforesaid purchasers of said candies who procure
candies having a colored center, or who purchase the last piece of
candv in each of said assortments, are thus to procure one of said
!arger pieces of candy, or a box of 4-ounce chocolates, wholly by lot or
chance.
The package or assortment of candies known as " Blank Assortment" contains a number of pieces having a colored center, as in
the other two assortments aforesaid, but the larger pieces of candy
which are to be given as prizes to purchasers of the candy having
colored centers, are not supplied by respondent but are supplied to
the retailer by the wholesale dealer to whom respondent sells the
assortment, and such larger pieces of candy or prizes are wholly
within the discretion of said wholesale dealer.
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Respondent furnishes with each of said packages or assortments of
candies called " Bar Assortment " and " Package Assortment", a
display card to be used by the retailer in offering said candies for
sale, which display card bears a legend and statement informing the
reader that persons purchasing said candies having a colored center,
ancl purchasing the last piece of candy in each of said assortments,
will receive one of said larger pieces of candy free of charge.
Aforesaid wholesale dealers of respondent resell said "Vee-Dee"
Assortments to retail dealers in various States of the United States,
and said retail dealers expose said assortments for sale in connection
with aforesaid explanatory card and sell said candies to the purchasing public according to aforesaid plan, whereby the purchaser of
said candies having colored centers and the purchaser of the last
piece of candy in said assortments procure and receive free of charge
one of said larger pieces of candy, or a 4-ounce box of chocolates,
hereinbefore referred to. Respondent thus supplies to and places
in the hands of others the means of conducting a lottery wherein
said larger pieces of candy and 4-ounce boxes of chocolates are distributed and given to the purchasing public wholly by lot or
chance.
Lewis Bros., /no., Docket 1761-Complaint, February 17, 1930.Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of business
in Newark, N. J., sells to wholesalers and jobbers, certain packages
or assortments of chocolate covered penny candies of three types
(together with appropriate explanatory display cards for each), as
follows: The "'Winabar ",composed of a number of boxes of chocolate covered candies, of uniform size, etc., together with a number of
larger pieces in which the chance purchaser, for 1 cent, of one of a
relatively few pink enclosed centers, is entitled to one of the larger
pieces; the "New York to Paris", composed of a number of chocolate
covered pieces of uniform size and shape, together with a number of
larger pieces, and certain toy aeroplanes, sold under a plan by which
the chance purchaser of 1 of 7 orange enclosed centers in the assortment, receives 1 of the larger pieces, and the chance purchasers of
the 2 pieces which have green enclosed centers receive prizes; and the
"'\Vinanegg" package, composed of a number of chocolate covered
pieces of uniform size, quality, etc., together with a number of larger
pieces, and 2 large decorated candy eggs, and sold under a plan
by which the chance purchaser, for a penny, of 1 of 8 orange enclosed
centers receives 1 of the larger pieces, and the purchasers of the 2
green enclosed centers receive the candy eggs.
Heidelberger Confectionery Co., Docket 1772-Complaint, March
11, 1930.-Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place
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of business in Philadelphia, sells to wholesalers and jobbers, certain
packages or assortments of chocolate-covered penny candies, together
with a number of larger pieces and/or certain other merchandise
given as prizes, to the chance purchaser of one of a relatively few
pieces, the color of the enclosed concealed centers of which differs
from that of the majority.
Hardlie Bros. Co., Docket 178t>-Complaint, April 28, 1930.Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of business
in Pittsburgh, sells to wholesalers and jobber-s, certain packages or
assortments of chocolate-covered penny candies, together with a
number of larger pieces andjor articles of merchandise, to be given
as prizes to change purchasers of one of a relatively few of said
candies, the color of the concealed centers of which differs from that
of the majority, or to the purchaser of the last of said chocolatecovered pieces in the assortment.
Luden's Inc., Docket 1789-Complaint,-April 28, 1930.-Respondent manufacturer, w:ith principal office and place of business in
Reading, Pa., sells to wholesalers and jobbers, certain packages or
assortment of chocolate-covered penny candies of uniform size, etc.,
together with a number of larger pieces and/or certain other merchandise, given as prizes to the change purchaser of one of a rela~
tively few pieces having enclosed concealed centers of a different
color from that of the majority, or to the purchaser of the last one
of said chocolate-covered candies in the assortment, and furnishes
to said wholesale dealers and jobbers, with each package or assortment, explanatory display cards for the retailer's use in offering the
candies for sale.
National Oarndy Oo., Docket 1802-Complaint, April 30, 1930.Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of business in St. Louis, sells to wholesale and retail dealers and jobbers,
certain packages or assortments of chocolate-covered, 2-for-a-cent
candies, together with certain articles of merchandise given as prizes
to the chance purchaser of one of said candies, the color of the enclosed concealed center of which differs from that of the majority of
said candies, or to the purchaser of the last piece of said candies in
the particular assortment, and furnishes to said wholesale and retail
dealers and jobbers explanatory display cards for the retailer's use
in offering the candies to the public.
Arnerican Candy Oo., Docket 1807-Complaint, May 1, 1930.Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of business in Milwaukee, sells to wholesalers and jobbers, certain packages
or assortments of chocolate-covered penny candies of uniform size,
etc., together with (1) a number of larger pieces of candy, to be
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given as prizes to the chance purchaser of one of a small number of
said chocolate-covered pieces, the color of the enclosed concealed center of which differs from that of the majority, and {2) one still
larger piece of candy and/or article of merchandise to be given as
a prize to the purchaser of the last piece of said chocolate-covered
candies in the assortment, and lurnishes to said wholesale dealers
and jobbers with each package or assortment, explanatory display
cards for retailer's use in offering such candies to the public.
Bwnte Brothers, Ina., Docket 1811-Complaint, May 1, 1930.Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of business in Chicago, sells to wholesalers and jobbers, certain packages
or assortments of chocolate-covered penny candies of uniform size,
etc., together with larger pieces and/or articles of merchandise to be
given as prizes to the chance purchaser of one of a small number of
said candies, the color of the enclosed concealed centers of which
differs from that of the majority, or to the purchaser of the last
piece of said chocolate candies in the assortment, and furnishes to
said wholesalers and jobbers with each package or assortment, an
explanatory display card for the retailer's use in offering such
candies to the public.
Oharles F. Adams, Ina., Docket 1812-Complaint, May 2, 1930.Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of business
in Lancaster, Pn., sells to wholesalers and jobbers, packages or assortments of chocolate-covered penny candies, of uniform size, etc.,
together with (1) a number of larger, 5-cent pieces, to be given as
prizes to the chance purchaser of one of a small number of said
chocolate-covered penny pieces, the color of the enclosed concealed
center of which differs from that of the majority, and {2) a still
larger 25-cent piece of candy, to be given as a prize to the purchaser
of the last of said chocolate-covered penny candies in the assortment
and furnishes to said wholesalers and jobbers with each package or
assortment, an explanatory display card for the retailer's use in
offering said candies to the public.
Edgar P. Lewis & Sons, Ina., Docket 1813-Complaint, May 2,
1930.-Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of
business in Boston, sells to wholesalers and jobbers, certain packages or assortments of chocolate-covered penny candies of uniform
size, etc., together with a number of larger pieces, andjor certain
other merchandise, to be given as prizes to the chance purchaser of.
one of a small number of said chocolate-covered candies, the color
of the enclosed concealed center of which differs from that of the
majority, or to the purchaser of the last piece of said chocolatecovered candies in the assortment, and furnishes to said wholesale
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dealers and jobbers with each package or assortment, an explanatory
display card for the retailer's use in offering said candies to the
public.
A. [{archer Oand!/r Oo., Docket 1849-Complaint, June 20, 1930.Respondent manufacturer, with pr~cipal office and place of business
in Little Rock, sells to retailers, wholesalers and jobbers, certain
packages or assortments of chocolate-covered penny candies of uniform size, etc., together with a number of larger pieces and/or articles of merchandise to be given as prizes to the chance purchaser of
a different colored center, or of the last piece in the assortinent, as
hereinbefore explained, and furnishes to said wholesale and retail
dealers and jobbers, explanatory display cards for the retailer's use
in offering said candies to the public.
Dilling & Oo., Docket 1867-Complaint, October 23, 1930.-Re8pondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of business
in Indianapolis, sells to retail dealers, certain packages or assortments of chocolate-covered penny candies of uniform size, etc., together with a number of larger pieces to be given as prizes to the
chance purchaser of one of a few different colored centers, or the
last piece, as hereinbefore explained, and furnishes to said retail
dealers explanatory display cards for their use in offering said
candies to the public.
J. N. Oollina Oo., Docket 1875-Complaint, November 13, 1930.Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of business in Philadelphia, sells to wholesale and retail dealers and jobbers, certain packages or assortments of caramels, together with ex.planatory display cards for the retailer's use in offering the same to
the public. Said assortments, known and designated by respondent
as "Nip 'N' Tuck, the Red Head Twins", are described in the
complaint as follows:
The said assortment of candies is composed of 300 small pieces of
caramel candy of uniform size, shape and quality, together with 16
larger pieces of candy, which larger pieces of candy are to be given
as prizes to purchasers of said caramel candies in the following
manner:
The said 300 pieces of caramel candy of uniform size, shape and
quality are each contained within a wrapper; 285 of the said pieces
of caramel candy of uniform size, shape and quality are colored
red; 10 of the said pieces of caramel candy are colored white;
5 of the said pieces of caramel candy are colored pink. The color
of said pieces of caramel candy, however, is effectually concealed
from the prospective purchaser by the aforesaid wrapper. The
t~aid pieces of caramel candy of a uniform size, shape and quality
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in said assortment retail at the price of two for 1 cent, but the purchaser who procures one of the said pieces of caramel candy colored
white or colored pink is entitled to receive and is to be given free of
charge one of the said larger pieces of candy heretofore referred to.
The purchaser of the last piece of aforesaid caramel candy of a
uniform size, shape, and quality in said assortment is entitled to
receive, and is to be given free of charge, one of the larger pieces of
candy heretofore referred to. The aforesaid purchasers of said
caramel candies who procure a candy colored white or colored pink
and the purchaser of the last piece of caramel candy in said assortment are thus to procure one of the said larger pieces of candy
wholly by lot or chance.
Blue Hill Oandy Oo., Docket 1917-Complaint, February 24,
1931.-Hespondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of
business in St. Louis, sells to wholesale and retail dealers and jobbers, certain packages or assortments of chocolate covered penny
candies of uniform size, etc., together with a number of larger
pieces to be given as prizes to the chance purchaser of one of a
small number of said chocolate candies, the color of the enclosed
concealed center of which differs from that of the majority, or to
the purchaser of the last piece in the assortment, and furnishes to
said wholesale and retail dealers an explanatory display card for
the retailer's use in offering said candies to the public.
Fishback Candies, Inc., Docket 1962-Complaint, June 20,
1931.-Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place
of business in Indianapolis, sells to wholesale and retail dealers
and jobbers, certain assortments of chocolate covered penny candies
of uniform size, etc., together with a number of larger pieces andjor
a small package. of candy, to be given as prizes to the chance purchaser of one of a small number of said chocolate covered candies,
the color of the enclosed concealed center of which differs from that
of the majority, or to the purchaser of the last one of said chocolate covered candies in the assortment, as hereinbefore explained,
and furnishes to said wholesale and retail dealers and jobbers explanatory display cards for the retailer's use in offering said candies
to the public.
The appearances in the foregoing twenty case.s were as follows:
Mr. Henry 0. Lanl~ and J.Ir. G. Ed. Rowland, for the Commission.
},fr. Edurard. Clifford, of 'Vashington, D. C., for Brux Candy Co.
(also doing business as C. Baruxes & Sons).
Mr. lV. Parker Jones, of Washington, D. C., for Voneiff-Drayer
Co., Luden's, Inc., American Candy Co., Bunte Bros. Co., and Edgar
P. Lewis & Sons, Inc.
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Bilder, Bilder & Kaufrnan, of Newark, N.J., for Lewis Brothers,
Inc.
Gartner & Lemisch, of Philadelphia, Pa., for Heidelberger Confectionery Co.
Lowenhaupt & lVaite, of St. Louis, Mo., for National Candy Co.
lVindolph a;nd Mueller, of Lancaster, Pa., for Charles F. Adams,
Inc.
Mr. Oren S. Hack, of Indianapolis, Ind., for Dilling & Co.
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IN THE MATTER OF

IRA W. MINTER AND CLAYTON A. MINTER, COPARTNERS, DOING BUSINESS UNDER THE NAME AND
STYLE OF MINTER BROTHERS 1
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Doolcet 1785.

Complaint, Apr, 28, 1930'-Deoision, Apr. S, 1934

Where a firm engaged in the manufacture and sale of candy, including two
types of assortments courposed of, (1) 40 bars of uniform quality, size
and shape, within the individual wrappers of which there was concealed
a slip containing thereon the figure 1¢, 2¢, a¢, 4¢ or 5¢, as the case might be,
as the price to be paid by the consumer to the retailer, depending on
former's chance selection, and (2) 48 bars of uniform quality, size
and shape, within the individual wrappers of which there were similarly
concealed slips containing the figures 1¢, 2¢ or a¢, as the price to be paid,
as aforesaid,
Sold such assortments, together with explanatory display cards for retailer's
use in advising ultimate consumer or purchaser of sales plan, under
which be might procure a bar at a price ranging from 1 cent to 5 cents,
or 1 cent to a cents, depending upon the particular assortment, and his
chance selection, to wholesalers and jobbers in competition with concerns
who do not offer and place in the hands of others packages or assortments
of candy available for sale and distribution, without rearrangement, by
lot or chance, and in contpetitlon with candy, a substantial amount of
which is sold by retailers without any such immoral feature of lot or
chance connected therewith, and sale of which is adversely afl'eded by that
of candy with the lottery or gaming feature;
With result that many of the consuming publlc were induced to purchase the
candies of said firm in preference to those of competitors due to chance
of obtaining one of the pieces therein contained at less than the maximum
price of 5 cents or a cents, as the case might be, competitors who do not
sell candy so packed and assembled that it can be resold to the public by
lot or chance were put to a disadvantage, and trade was diverted from
thent to said firm and others using similar methods, the industry was injured, gambllng, and especially among children, was encouraged, a chance
or lottery, instead of candy, was merchandised, retailers were provided
with the means of violating the laws or public policy of the several states
in selling and distributing candy by lot or chance, the industry was
injured, and freedom of legitimate competition therein was restrained
and impaired:
1 For descriptive ~ummary of the group of candy lottery findings and;/or ordPrs made
by the CommiMsion as of the same date, and Including this case, see! pp. 26(), 276, 277:.
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Held, That such practices, under the circumstances set forth, were to the

prejudice of competitors and the public, and constituted unfair methods
of competition.

Mr. Henry 0. Lank and Mr. G. Ed. Rowland for the Commission.
CoMPLAINT
Acting in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions of an Act
of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties,
and for other purposes", the Federal Trade Commission charges
that Ira tV. Minter and Clayton A. Minter, copartners doing business under the firm name and style of Minter Brothers, hereinafter
referred to as the respondents, have been and are using unfair
methods of competition in commerce, in violation of the provisions
of Section 5 of the said Act, and states its charges in that respect
as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondents, Ira Yv. Minter and Clayton A.
Minter, copartners doing business under the firm name and style
of Minter Brothers, have their principal office and place of business
located in the city of Philadelphia, State of Pennsylvania. They
are engaged in the manufacture of candies and in the sale and distribution thereof to wholesale dealers and jobbers located at points
in the various States of the United States, and cause said products
when so sold to be transported from their said principal place of
business in the city of Philadelphia, State of Pennsylvania, into
and through other States of the United States to said purchasers
thereof at their respective points of location. In the course and
conduct of their said business respondents are in competition with
other individuals, partnerships, and corporations engaged in the
manufacture of candies and in the sale and distribution thereof in
commerce between and among various States of the United States.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their business, as described
in paragraph 1 hereof, the respondents sell to wholesalers and jobbers certain packages or assortments of candies.
('a) One of said assortments consists of forty candy bars of a
uniform quality, size, and shape, and each of said pieces of candy
is contained within a wrapper. Also, within each of said wrappers
is a slip Qf paper which has printed thereon the retail price at
which said piece of candy is to be sold to the consuming public.
Said printed slip is effectually concealed from the consumer until he
has removed the said wrapper. The retail prices printed on said
~lips are 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, 4¢, or 5¢, and these prices are those which the
consumer pays the retail merchant. The ultimate consumers thus
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procure pieces of candy of a uniform quality, size, and shape at a
price of 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, 4¢, or 5¢, the said price being determined wholly
by lot or chance.
(b) Another of said assortments of candy consists of forty-eight
candy bars of a uniform quality, size, and shape, and each of said
pieces of candy is contained within a wrapper. Also, within each
of said wrappers is a slip of paper which has printed thereon the
retail price at which said piece of candy is to be sold to the consuming public. Said printed slip is effectually concealed from the consumer until he has removed the said wrapper. The retail prices
printed on said slips are 1¢, 2¢, or 3¢, and these prices are those
which the consumer pays the retail merchant. The ultimate consumers thus procure pieces of candy of a uniform quality, size, and
shape at a price of 1¢, 2¢, or 3¢, the said price being determined
wholly by lot or chance.
Respondents furnish with each of said packages of said candy a
display card to be used by the retailer in offering said candies for
sale, which display card bears a legend or statement informing the
prospective purchaser that he may procure said candies for from
(a) 1¢ to 5¢, or (b) 1¢ to 3¢, in accordance with the sales plans above
mentioned.
PAn 3. Aforesaid wholesale dealers of respondents resell said
packages to retail dealers in various States of the United States, and
said retail dealers expose said packages for sale in connection with
the aforesaid display card and sell said candies to the purchasing
public in accordance with the aforesaid plans, whereby the purchaser
of said candies pays a price therefor of (a) 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, 4¢, or 5¢, or (b)
1¢, 2¢, or 3¢, said price in each case being determined wholly by lot or
chance. Respondents thus supply to and place in the hands of others
the means of conducting lotteries, in accordance with respondents'
said sales plans.
PAR. 4. Respondents' aforesaid practices thus tend to and do induce many of the consuming public to purchase respondents' said
candies in preference to the candies of respondents' said competitors
because of the chance of obtaining one of said pieces of candy at a
price of (a) 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, or 4¢ rather than at the maximum price of
5¢, or (b) 1¢ or 2¢ rather than at the maximum price of 3¢, which
said prices in each case as to the consumin•g public are determined
wholly by lot or chance.
PAR. 5. The above alleged acts and practices of respondents are
all to the prejudice of the public and respondents' competitors, and
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An
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Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and
duties, and for other purposes", approved September 26, 1914.
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, the Federal Trade Commission issued and served a
complaint upon the respondents, Ira \V. Minter and Clayton A.
Minter, copartners, doing business under the name and style of
Minter Brothers, charging them with the use of unfair methods of
competition in interstate commerce in violation of the provisions of
Section 5 of said Act.
The respondents entered their appearance herein and entered into
a stipulation with the chief counsel of the Federal Trade Commission
whereby it was admitted that the facts set forth in the said complaint, Docket No. 1785, as to respondents' methods of competition
in the sale and distribution of candy were true, and whereby it was
agreed that immediately upon the affirmance by a United States Circuit Court of Appeals, or the Supreme Court of the United States,
of an order to cease and desist, issued by the Commission against a
respondent in a contested proceeding, involving practices or methods
of sale of candy identical with or similar to those used by the respondents herein, the Federal Trade Commission might, without
further proceedings of any kind, or notice to respondents, make and
issue its findings as to the facts and conclusion, declaring the methods of sale and distribution as used by respondents herein to be
unfair methods of competition, and issue its order requiring said
respondents to cease and desist from such unfair methods of competition, and said respondents agreed to be bound by and obey said
order to cease and desist. It was further agreed that said respondents
admitted the facts alleged in paragraphs 1, 2, and 3 of said complaint
to be true and that said stipulation might be accepted as an answer
on behalf of the respondents to the charges of said complaint in lieu
of any other answer to be filed by said respondents. Thereafter the
Supreme Court of the United States on February 5, 1934, reviewed
an order to cease and desist issued by this Commission against R. F.
Keppel & 'Brother, Inc., and therein the said Supreme Court of the
United States held methods of sale identical with or similar to those
used by respondents herein to be unfair methods of competition.
[291 u. s. 304.]
Thereupon this proceeding came on for final hearing on the complaint and stipulation above referred to, and the Commission having
duly considered the record, and being fully advised in the premises,
finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public, and makes
this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom:
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FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, Ira W. Minter and Clayton A. Minter, are copartners doing business under the firm name and stvle of
Minter Brothers and have their principal office and place of b;siness
in the city of Philadelphia in the State of Pennsylvania. Respondents are now, and for more than five years last past, have been
engaged in the manufacture of candy in said city and State and
in the sale and distribution of said candy to wholesalers and jobbers
in the State of Pennsylvania and other States of the United States.
They cause the said candy, when sold, to be shipped or transported
from their principal place of business in the State of Pennsylvania
to purchasers thereof in the States of the United States other than
the State of Pennsylvania. In so carrying on said business respondents are and have been engaged in interstate commerce, and
are and have been in active competition with other corporations,
partnerships, and individuals engaged in the manufacture of candy,
and in the sale and distribution of the same, in interstate commerce.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their business, as described
in paragraph 1 hereof, the respondents sell to wholesalers and jobbers certain packages or assortments of candies.
(a) One of said assortments consists of forty candy bars of a
uniform quality, size, and shape, and each of said pieces of candy
is contained within a wrapper. Also, within each of said wrappers is a slip of paper which has printed thereon the retail
price at which said piece of candy is to be sold to the consuming
public. Said printed slip is effectually concealed from the consumer
until he has removed the said wrapper. The retail prices printed
on said slips are 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, 4¢, or 5¢, and these prices are those which
the consumer pays the retail merchant. The ultimate consumers
thus procure pieces of candy of a uniform quality, size, and shape
at a price of 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, 4¢, or 5¢, the said price being determined
wholly by lot or chance.
(b) Another of said assortments of candy consists of forty-eight
candy bars of a uniform quality, size, and shape, and each of said
pieces of candy is contained within a wrapper. Also, within each
of said wrappers is a slip of paper which has printed thereon the
retail price at which said piece of candy is to be sold to the consuming public. Said prl.nted slip is effectually concealed from the
consumer until he has removed the said wrapper. The retail prices
printed on said slips are 1¢, 2¢, or 3¢, and these prices are those which
the consumer pays the retail merchant. The ultimate consumers
thus procure pieces of candy of a uniform quality, size, and shape
!020::i0°-35-voL 18-20
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at a price of 1¢, 2¢, or 3¢, the said price being determined wholly
by lot or chance.
Respondents furnish with each of said packages of said candy a
display card to be used by the retailer in offering said candies for
sale, which display card bears a legend or statement informing the
prospective purchaser that he may procure said candies for from
(a) 1¢ to 5¢, or (b) 1¢ to 3¢, in accordance with the sales plans above
mentioned.
PAR. 3. Aforesaid wholesale dealers of respondents resell said
packages to retail dealers in various States of the United States, and
said retail dealers expose said packages for sale in connection with
the aforesaid display card and sell said candies to the purchasing
public in accordance with the aforesaid plans, whereby the purchaser
of said candies pays a price therefor of (a) 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, 4¢, or 5¢, or
(b) 1¢, 2¢, or 3¢, said price in each case being determined wholly
by lot or chance. Respondents thus supply to and place in the hands
of others the means of conducting lotteries whereby the price to be
paid for one of the aforesaid pieces of candy by the purchasing
public is determined wholly by lot or chance, in accordance with
respondents' said sales plans.
PAR. 4. Among the competitors of respondents are many who sell
candy at wholesale and who do not offer and place in the hands of
others, any packages or assortments of candies which may be sold
and distributed without rearrangement by lot or chance. Respondents' aforesaid practices thus tend to and do induce many of the consuming public to purchase respondents' said candies in preference to
the candies of respondents' said competitors because of the chance
of obtaining one of said pieces of candy at a price of (a) 1¢, 2¢, 3¢,
or 4¢ rather than at the maximum price of 5¢, or (b) 1¢ or 2¢ rather
than at the maximum price of 3¢, which said prices in each case as
to the consuming public are determined wholly by lot or chance. For
about eight years last past respondent has engaged in the acts and
practices under the conditions and circumstances and with the results
all hereinbefore set out.
PAR. 5. The sale and distribution of candy by the retailers by the
methods described herein is a sale and distribution of candy by lot
or chance and constitutes a lottery or gaming device. A substantial
amount of candy is sold by retailers without any feature of lot or
chance ·and not as a lottery or gaming device, and the sale of candy
by lot or chance, as used by the respondents, is in direct competition
with candy which is sold without any lot or chance feature, and
the sale of candy without a lottery or gaming feature in connection
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therewith is adversely affected by the sale of candy with the lottery
or gaming feature.
PAR. 6. The Commission finds that the methods of selling and distributing candy as above described are morally bad and encourage
gambling, especially among children; are injurious to the candy
industry because they result in the merchandising of a chance or lottery instead of candy; and provide retail merchants with the means
of violating the laws of the several States. As stated above, many
competitors of respondents do not sell candy so packed and assembled
that it can be resold to the public by lot or chance. The Commission
finds that these competitors are therefore put to a disadvantage in
competing, and that trade is diverted to respondents and others using
similar methods, from said competitors. The use of such methods by
respondents in the sale and distribution of candy is prejudicial and
injurious to the public and their competitors, and has resulted in the
diversion of trade to respondents from their said competitors, and
is a restraint upon and a detriment to the freedom of fair and legitimate competition in the candy industry.
PAR. 7. The sale and distribution of candy by lot or chance is
against the public policy of many of the several States of the
United States, and some of said States have laws making lotteries
.and gaming devices penal offenses.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, Ira ,V. Minter
-and Clayton A. Minter, copartners, doing business under the name
and style of Minter Brothers, under the conditions and circumstances
set forth in the foregoing findings of facts, are all to the prejudice
<lf the public and respondents' competitors, and constitute unfair
methods of competition in commerce and constitute a violation of
Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its
·
powers and duties, and for other purposes".
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been considered by the Federal Trade
Commission upon the complaint of the Commission, the stipulation
entered into between the respondents and the chief counsel for the
Federal Trade Commission, and the Commission having made its
findings as to the facts and conclusion drawn therefrom that the
respondents have violated the provisions of an Act of Congress
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approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other
purposes",
It is now orde're<l, That the respondents, Ira ,V. Minter and
Clayton A. Min~er, copartners, doing business under the name and
style of Minter Brothers, their agents, representatives, and employees, in the manufacture, sale and distribution in interstate commerce of candy and candy products do cease and desist from:
(1) Selling and distributing to jobbers and wholesale dealers for
resale to retail dealers, or to retail dealers direct, candy so packed
and assembled that sales. of such candy to the general public are by
means of a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise.
(2) Supplying to or placing in the hands of wholesale dealers and
jobbers, or retail dealers, packages or assortments of candy which
are used without alteration or rearrangement of the contents of such
packages or assortments, to conduct a lottery, gaming device, or gift
enterprise in the sale or distribution of the candy or candy products
contained in said package or assortment to the public.
(3) Packing or assembling in the. same package or assortment of
candy for sale to the public at retail, pieces of candy of uniform size,
shape and quality containing within their wrappers tickets bearing
different prices.
( 4) Furnishing to wholesale dealers, jobbers and retail dealers
display cards, either with packages or assortments of candy or candy
products, or separately, bearing a legend, or legends, or statements,
informing the purchaser that the candy or candy products are being
sold to the public by lot or chance, or in accordance with a sales
plan which constitutes a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise.
( 5) Furnishing to wholesale dealers, jobbers and retail dealers
display cards or other printed matter for use in connection with the
sale of its candy or candy products, which said advertising literature
informs the purchasers and purchasing public:
(a) That certain bars of candy of uniform size, shape and quality
will be obtained for a price of 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, 4¢, or 5¢, depending upon
the price tag enclosed in the wrapper of the piece of candy selected
by the purchaser.
(b) That certain bars of candy of uniform size, shape and quality
will be obtained for a price of 1¢, 2¢, or 3¢, depending upon the price
tag enclosed in the wrapper of the piece of candy selected by the
purchaser.
It is fwrther ordered, That the respondents above named within
30 days after the service upon them of this order shall file with the
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Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner
in which this order has been complied with and conformed to.
~IEMOR.ANDA

The Commission as of the same date made nine other findings
and/or orders, involving the use of the same scheme set forth in the
Minter Brothers ca.ye above, namely, sale of assortments in which
there is concealed within the individual wrappers enclosing the sepa.rate bars or other pieces of candy, a slip containing the figure 1¢, 2¢,
3¢ (and also, in case of some, 4¢, or 5¢) as the price to be paid by
the consumer to the retailer, depending on former's chance selection.
Of the nine cases above referred to, five involve findings and
orders, of which findings and orders three are based upon respondents' stipulations consenting thereto, (as set forth in the second paragraph of the findings in the Minter Brother8 oase, supra, on page 290,
supra) in event of court decision holding the practice an unfair
method of competition, as was decided in the Keppel case, 291 U.S.
304, and two are based upon defaults under the provisions of Section 3 of Rule III of the Commission's Rules of Practice, the remaining four cases involving consent orders and all the orders being
similar except as required to take care of slight variations in the
nature of the assortments, and, subject to such qualifications, similar
to that set forth in the Minter Brothe'M case above.
Notes of the five findings and orders referred to, together with
dates on which complaints issued, follow:
Schwarz&! Son, Inc., Docket 1793-Complaint, April 29, 1930.Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of business
in Newark, N.J., sells to wholesalers and jobbers, packages or assortments composed of forty pieces of hard candy of uniforii! quality,
size and shape, within the individual wrapper of each of which there
is concealed a slip of paper bearing the figure 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, 4¢, or 5¢, as
the amount to be paid by the consumer purchaser to the retailer, depending on his chance selection, and furnishes to wholesale dealers
and jobbers, with each of such packages or assortments, explanatory
display cards for retailer's use in offering said candies to the public. 2
Euclid Candy Co., Docket 1794-Complaint, April 29, 1930.-Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of business in
New York City, and with places of business also in Cleveland and
San Francisco, sells to wholesalers and jobbers assortments similar to
those described in the Schwarz case above, and furnishes to said
• Flndlugs and order purHuunt to stipulation referred to In second paragraph of
"memoranda", above.
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wholesalers and jobbers explanatory display cards as hereinabove
described. 8
D. L. Clatrlc Co., Docket 1797.-Complaint, April 30, 1930.-Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of business
in Pittsburgh, sells to wholesalers and jobbers, forty-bar assortments
of candy, of uniform quality, etc., similar to those hereinbefore described, except that it is set forth that one half of the forty pieces
contain within their individual wrappers, 5¢ slips, and furnishes
with each of the packages explanatory display cards as hereinbefore
described. 4
Charms Co., Docket 1800.-Complaint, April 30, 1930.-Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of business in
Newark, N. J., sells forty-piece assortments of hard candies of
assorted flavors, and of uniform quality, etc., containing within the
individual wrappers thereof, slips with the figure 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, 4¢, or 5¢,
as the price to be paid by the ultimate consumer purchaser to the
retailer, as hereinbefore explained, and supplies to wholesale dealers and jobbers for retailer's use in offering said candies to the
public, display cards which contain, in addition to necessary explanatory matter, the legends "You have a 50-50 chance", "Every
other Pop sold at less than 5¢ ", and," If you are lucky you can get
one for 1¢ ".'
George H. Rt~<th Candy Co., Inc., Docket 1869.-Complaint
October 30, 1930.-Respondent manufacturer, with principal office
and place of business in New York City, sells to wholesalers and
jobbers, packages or assortments composed of a number of bars of
candy of uniform quality, size, etc., containing within the individual wrappers of each, slips as hereinbefore described, and furnishes to said wholesalers and jobbers, explanatory display cards
with each package or assortment, for retailer's use as hereinabove
set forth. 3
Notes of the four cases involving consent orders, together with
dates on which complaints issued, follow:
The Blackhawk Candy Co., Docket 1791.-Complaint, April 29,
1930.-Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of
business in Davenport, Iowa, sells to wholesalers and jobbers, certain packages or assortments, consisting of 48 chocolate malted
milk bars, of uniform quality, size and shape, within the individual
wrappers of each of which there is contained a slip bearing the figure 1¢, 2¢, or 3¢, as the price to be paid by the consumer to the
• Dt•fnult finding-s and order as explalnPd In second paragraph of m-emoranda.
• Findings and order pursuant to stipulation referred to In second paragraph of "memoranda '', above.
• Default findings and order as explained In second paragrnph of memoranda.
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retail merchant, as hereinbefore explained, and furnishes to said
wholesalers and jobbers explanatory display cards for retailer's use
in offering said candies for sale.
Shotwell Manufacturing Oo., Docket 1796.-Complaint, April 29,
1930.-Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of
business in Chicago, and with places of business also in San Francisco and New York City, sells to wholesalers and jobbers, certain
packages or assortments composed of 40 bars of candy of uniform
quality, etc., within the individual wrappers of each of which there
is a slip containing the figure 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, 4¢, or 5¢, as the price to
be paid by the consumer to the retailer, as hereinbefore set forth,
and furnishes to said wholesalers and jobbers, explanatory display
cards for the retailer's use in offering said candies to the public.
Ov-erlar.d Candy Oo., Docket 1822.-Complaint, May 3, 1930.Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of business in Chicago, sells to wholesalers and jobbers, certain packages
or assortments, similar to those described in the Shotwell case above,
and furnishes as hereinbefore set forth, explanatory cards for retailer's use.
Rubay Candy Oo., Docket 1863.-Complaint, August 12, 1930.Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of business in Cleveland, sells to wholesalers and jobbers, forty-eight-bar
assortments of candy of uniform quality, etc., within the individual
wrappers of each of which there is a slip containing the figure 1¢,
2¢, or 3¢, as the price to be paid by the consumer to the retailer, as
hereinbefore explained, and furnishes to said wholesalers and jobbers, with each of said packages, explanatory display cards for retailer's use in offering said candies to the public.
The appearances in the foregoing nine cases were as follows:
Mr. Henry 0. Lank and Mr. G. Ed. Rowland for the Commission.
Saul and.Joseph E. Oo-hn and Mr. Joseph Susskind, of Newark,
N. J., for Schwarz & Son, Inc.
Mr. M. F. Donegan, of Davenport, Iowa, for The Blackhawk
Candy Co.
Gallagher, Rinaker, Wilkinson & Hall, of Chicago, Ill., for Shotwell Manufacturing Co.
Edelson & Paullin, of Chicago, Ill., and Mr. lV. Parker Jones, of
"\Vashington, D. C., for Overland Candy Co.
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IN THE MATTER OF

ADVANCE CANDY COMPANY, INC.1
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. I! OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 1192. Complaint, Apr. 29, 1990-Deaision, Apr. 9,

199~

Where a corporation engagell in the manufacture and sale of candy, including
assortments composed of (a) a number of individually wrapped, penny pieces
of hard candy of uniform quality, size and shape, and, (b) a small number
of 5-cent packages of such canllies, acquisition of which as prizes, and at
no additional charge, was determined by the purchaser's chance selection
of one of a relatively few of said penny pieces, included with the others,
within the Individual wrapper of which there was concealed a slip of
paper so stating, and (c) a 10-cent package of such candies awarded as a
prize, without additional charge, to the purchaser of the last one of the
aforesaid penny pieces in the assortment,
Sold said assortments, together with explanatory display cards for retailer's
use In advising prospecttve purchasers of the aforesaid merchandise plan,
to wholesalers and jobbers in competition with concerns who do not ofrer
and place in the hands of others additional candles or other merchandise
to be given to purchasers by lot, chance or otherwise, and in competition
with candy, a substantial amount of which is sold by retailers without
any such Immoral scheme or device connected therewith, and sale of which
is adversely afrected by that of the candy with the lottery or gaming
features:
With result that many of the consuming public were Induced to purchase its
said candles in preference to those of competitors because of the chance
of obtaining as a prize a 5-cent package, or 10-cent package, of candy,
competitors who do not sell candy so packed and assembled that It can be
resold to the public by lot or chance, were put to a disadvantage, and
trade was diverted from them to it and others using similar methods,
gambling, and especially among children, was encouraged, a chance or
lottery, instead of candy, was merchandised, retailers were provided with
the means of violating the laws or public policy of many of the states
in selllng and distributing candy by lot or chance, the industry was injured,
and freedom of fair and legitimate competition therein was restrained and
impaired:
Held, That such practices, under the circumstances set forth, were to the
prejudice of competitors and the public, and constituted unfair methods of
competition.

Mr. Henry 0. Lank and Mr. G. Ed. Rowland for the Commission.
1 For dt>8crlpUve summary of the group of candy lottery findings nnd/or orders made
by the Commission as ot the SILme date, and lncluuing this case, see pp. 269, 276, 277.
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Acting in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions of an Act
of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and
for other purposes", the Federal Trade Commission charges that
the Advance Candy Co., Inc., a corporation, hereinafter referred
to as respondent, has been and is using unfair methods of competition in commerce, in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of the
said Act, and states its charges as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent is a corporation organized under
the laws of the State of New York, with its principal office and place
of business located in the City of New York, State of New York.
It is now and for more than .five years last past has been engaged in
the manufacture of candies and in the sale and distribution thereof
to wholesale dealers and jobbers located at points in the various
States of the United States, and causes said products when so sold
to be transported from its said principal place of business in the
O#y of New York, State of New York, into and through other
States of the United States to said purchasers at their respective
points of location. In the course and conduct of the said business
respondent is in competition with other individuals, partnerships,
and corporations engaged in the manufacture of candies and in the
Eale and distribution thereof in commerce between and among the
various States of the United States.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business, as described in
paragraph 1 hereof, the respondent sells to wholesalers and jobbers certain packages or assortments of candies. Said assortments
consist of a number of pieces of hard candy of a uniform quality,
size, and shape, which pieces of candy retail at the price of 1 cent
each. Each of said pieces of candy is contained within a wrapper,
and a small number of said pieces of candy contain a slip of paper
stating that the purchaser thereof is entitled to a 5-cent package of
hard candies as a prize, and at no additional charge. The said
printed slip is effectually concealed from the consumer until he has
removed the wrapper. The purchaser of the last piece of candy of
a uniform quality, size and shape at the price of 1 cent is entitled
to receive a 10-cent package of hard candies as a prize, and at no
additional charge. The aforesaid purchasers of said candies who
procure a piece of candy containing a slip entitling them to a prize,
or who purchase the last piece of candy in said assortments, are thus
to procure one of the aforementioned prizes wholly by lot or chance.
Respondent furnishes to said wholesale dealers and jobbers with
each of said packages or assortments of candy heretofore referred to
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a display card to be used by the retailer in offering said candies for
sale to the public, which display card informs the prospective purchaser that the said candies are sold in accordance with the aforementioned sales plan of the respondent.
PAR. 3. Aforesaid wholesale dealers and jobbers of respondent
resell said assortments to retail dealers in various States of the
United States, and said retail dealers expose said assortments for
sale in connection with aforesaid display card, and sell said candies
to the purchasing public according to aforesaid plan whereby the
purchaser of one of the said candies containing a slip entitling him
to a prize, and the purchaser of the last piece of candy in said assortments, procure and receive free of charge one of the said prizes hereinbefore referred to. The respondent thus supplies to and places in
the hands of others the means of conducting a lottery wherein said
5-cent and 10-cent packages of hard candies are distributed to the
purchasing public wholly by lot or chance in connection with respondent's said sales plan.
PAR. 4. Respondent's aforesaid practices thus tend to and do induce many of the consuming public to purchase respondent's said
candies in preference to the candies of respondent's said competitors
because of the chance of obtaining as a prize one of the 5-cent packages of candy or the 10-cent package of candy.
PAR. 5. The above alleged acts and practices of respondent are all
to the prejudice of the public and respondent's competitors, and
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and
duties, and for other purposes", approved September 26, 1914.
REPOnT, FINDINGS AS

TO

THE FACTs, AND OnDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved
September 26, 1914, the Federal Trade Commission issued and served
a complaint upon the respondent, Advance Candy Co., Inc., charging
it with the use of unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of said Act.
The respondent entered its appearance herein and entered into a
stipulation with the chief counsel of the Federal Trade Commission whereby it was admitted that the facts set forth in the said
complaint, Docket No. 1792, as to respondent's methods of competition in the sale and distribution of candy were true, and whereby
it was agreed that immediately upon the affirmance by a United
States Circuit Court of Appeals, or the Supreme Court of the United
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States, of an order to cease and desist, issued by the Commission
against a respondent in a contested proceeding, involving practices
or methods of sale of candy identical with or similar to those used
Ly the responden-t herein, the Federal Trade Commission might
without further proceedings of any kind, or notice to respondent,
make and issue its findings as to the facts and conclusion, declaring the methods of sale and distribution as used by respondent
herein to be unfair methods of competition, and issue its order requiring said respondent to cease and desist from such unfair methods
of competition, and said respondent agreed to be bound by and
obey said order to cease and desist. It was further agreed that said
respondent admitted the facts alleged in paragraphs 1, 2, and 3 of
said complaint to be true and that said stipulation might be accepted as an answer on behalf of the respondent to the charges of
said complaint in lieu of any other answer to be filed by said respondent. Thereafter the Supreme Court of the United States on
February 5, 1934, reviewed an order to cease and desist issued by
this Commission against R. F. Keppel & Brother, Inc., and therein
the said Supreme Court of the United States held methods of sale
identical with or similar to those used by respondent herein to be
unfair methods of competition. [291 U. S. 304.]
Thereupon this proceeding came on for final hearing on the complaint and stipulation above referred to, and the Commission having
duly considered the record and being fully advised in the premises,
finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public, and makes
this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Advance Candy Co., Inc., is a corporation organized under the laws of the State of New York with its
principal office and place of business in the City of New York, State
of New York. Respondent is now, and for more than eight years
last past, has been engaged in the manufacture of candy in said
city and State and in the sale and distribution of said candy to
wholesalers and jobbers in the State of New York and other States
of the United States. It causes the said candy, when sold, to be
shipped or transported from its principal place of business in the
State of New York to purchasers thereof in the States of the United
States other than the State of New York. In so carrying on said
business respondent is and has been engaged in interstate commerce,
and is and has been in active competition with other corporations,
partnerships and individuals engaged in the manufacture of candy,
and in the sale and distribution of the same, in interstate commerce.
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PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business, as described in
paragraph 1 hereof, the respondent sells to wholesalers and jobbers
certain packages or assortments of candies. Said assortments consist of a number of pieces of hard candy of uniform quality, size,
and shape, which pieces of candy retail at the price of 1 cent each.
Each of said pieces of candy is contained within a wrapper, and a
small number of said pieces of candy contain a slip of paper stating
that the purchaser thereof is entitled to a 5-cent package of hard
candies as a prize, and at no additional charge. The said printed
slip is effectively concealed from the consumer until he has removed
the wrapper. The purchaser of the last piece of candy of a uniform
quality, size and shape at the price of 1 cent is entitled to receive a
10-cent package of hard candies as a prize, and at no additional
charge. The aforesaid purchasers of said candies who procure a piece·
of candy containing a slip entitling them to a prize, or who purchase
the last piece of candy in said assortments, are thus to procure one
of the aforementioned prizes wholly by lot or chance.
Respondent furnishes to said wholesale dealers and jobbers with
each of said packages or assortments of candy heretofore referred to
a display card to be used by the retailer in offering said candies for·
sale to the public, which display card informs the prospective purchaser that the said candies are sold in accordance with the aforementioned sales plan of the respondent.
PAR. 3. The aforesaid wholesale dealers and jobbers of respondent
resell said assortments to retail dealers in various States of the
United States, and said retail dealers expose said assortments for·
sale in connection with aforesaid display card, and sell said candies
to the purchasing public according to aforesaid plan whereby the
purchaser of one of the said candies containing a slip entitling him
to a prize, and. the purchaser of the last piece of candy in said assortments, procure and receive free of charge one of the said prizes
hereinbefore referred to. The respondent thus supplies to and
places in the hands of others the means of conducting a lottery
wherein said 5-cent and 10-cent packages of hard. candies are distributed to the purchasing public wholly by lot or chance in connection with respondent's said sales plan.
PAR. 4. Among the competitors of respondent referred to in paragraph 1 hereof are many who sell candies at wholesale and do not
offer and place in the hands of others any additional candies or·
other merchandise to be given to purchasers by lot or chance or
otherwise. Respondent's aforesaid practices thus tend to and do
induce many of the consuming public to purchase respondent's
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said candies in preference to the candies of respondent's said competitors because of the chance of obtaining as a prize one of the
5-cent packages of candy or the 10-cent package of candy. For
about eight years last past respondent has engaged in the acts and
practices under the conditions and circumstances and with the results
all hereinbefore set out.
PAR. 5.· The sale and distribution of candy by the retailers by the
methods described herein is a sale and distribution of candy by lot
or chance and constitutes a lottery or gaming device. A substantial
amount of candy is sold by retailers without any feature of lot or
chance and not as a lottery or gaming device, and the sale of candy
by lot or chance, as used by the respondent, is in direct competition
with candy which is sold without any lot or chance feature, and the
sale of candy without a lottery or gaming feature in connection
therewith is adversely affected by the sale of candy with the lottery
or gaming feature.
PAR. 6. The Commission finds that the method of selling and distributing candy as above described is morally bad and encourages
gambling, especially among children; is injurious to the candy industry because it results in the merchandising of a chance or lottery
instead of candy; and provides retail merchants with the means of
violating the laws of the several States. As stated above, many
competitors of respondent do not sell candy so packed and assembled
that it can be resold to the public by lot or chance. The Commission
finds that these competitors are therefore put to a disadvantage in
competing, and that trade is diverted to respondent and others using
similar methods, from said competitors. The use of such methods
by respondent in the sale and distribution of candy is prejudicial
and injurious to the public and its competitors and has resulted in
the diversion of trade to respondent from its said competitors, and
is a restrailtt upon and a detriment to the freedom of fair and legitimate competition in the candy industry.
PAR. 7. The sale and distribution of candy by lot or chance is
against the public policy of many of the several States of the United
States, and some of said States have laws making lotteries and
gaming devices penal offenses.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent, Advance Candy
Co., Inc., under the conditions and circumstances set forth in
the foregoing findings of facts, are all to the prejudice of the public
and respondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce, and constitute a violation of Section' 5 of an
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Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties,
and for other purposes ".
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been considered by the Federal Trade
Commission upon the complaint of the Commission, the stipulation
entered into between the respondent and the chief counsel for the
Federal Trade Commission, and the Commission having made its
findings as to the facts and conclusion drawn therefrom that the
respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other
purposes",
It is now ordered, That the respondent, Advance Candy Co., Inc.,
its officers, agents, representatives and employees, in the manufacture, sale and distribution in interstate commerce of candy and candy
products do cease and desist from:
(1) Selling and distributing to jobbers and wholesale dealers for
resale to retail dealers, or to retail dealers direct, candy so packed
and assembled that sales of such candy to the general public are by
means of a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise.
(2) Supplying to or placing in the hands of wholesale dealers
and jobbers, or retail dealers, packages or assortments of candy
which are used without alteration or rearrangement of the contents
of such packages or assortments, to conduct a lottery, gaming device,
or gift enterprise in the sale or distribution of the candy or candy
products contained in said package or assortment to the public.
(3) Packing or assembling in the same package or assortment of
candy for sale to the public at retail, pieces of candy of uniform size,
shape and quality, some of which pieces of candy contain within
their wrappers slips of paper or tickets stating that the purchaser
thereof is entitled to a package or larger piece of candy as a prize.
( 4) Furnishing to wholesale dealers, jobbers and retail dealers
display cards, either with packages or assortments of candy or candy
products, or separately, bearing 11 legend or legends, or statements
informing the purchaser that the candy or candy products are being
sold to the public by lot or chance, or in accordance with a sales
plan which constitutes a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise.
( 5) Furnishing to wholesale dealers, jobbers and retail dealers display cards or other printed matter for use in connection with the
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sale of its candy or candy products, which said advertising literature informs the purchasers and purchasing public:
(a) That certain pieces of candy in a package or assortment
contain slips of paper or tickets entitling the purchaser to a package or larger piece of candy as a prize.
(b) That upon purchasing the last piece of candy in the package
or assortment a package or larger piece of candy will be given as
a prize.
It is jUJ•tker ordered, That the respondent above named within 30
days after the service upon it of this order shall file with the Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner m
which this order has been complied with and conformed to.
MEMORANDA

The Commission as of the same date made three consent orders 2
involving the use of the same sort of scheme set forth in the Advance
Oandy case above, namely, sale of individually wrapped candies,
with a concealed slip which entitles the chance purchaser to an
additional piece of candy or article of merchandise, as a prize.
Notes of the cases referred to, together with dates on which complaints issued, follow:
Peckewr Lozenge Oo., Docket 1798-Complaint, April 30, 1930.Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of business in New York City, sells to wholesalers and jobbers, together
with explanatory display cards for retailer's use in offering said
candies, certain assortments described in the complaint as follows:
Said Assortments of candies are composed of a number of rolls of
cu.ndy wafers of assorted flavors, together with a number of larger
rolls of candy wafers of assorted flavors, the larger rolls of candy
wafers to be given as prizes to purchasers of the smaller rolls of
ca.ndy wafers in the following manner:
The small rolls of candy wafers are of a uniform quality and size,
and are contained within a wrapper. The majority of said small
rolls of candy wafers are composed wholly of wafers of solid colors,
but a sma.U number of said rolls contain a wafer having printed
thereon "Luckee Fella." This "Luckee Fella" wafer is effectually
concealed from the ultimate purchaser by the wrapper within which
the wafers are contained. The small rolls of candy wafers of a
uniform quality, size, and shape in said assortment retail at the price
of 1 cent each, but the purchaser who procures one of said rolls of
• The first of said consent orders was predicated upon the reaching of n decision In a
test case, ns was done In the Keppel ca.se, 291 U. S. 304, deciding that the sale or candy,
by such lottery methods as herein Involved, constitutes nn unfair metho<l of competition .

.
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candy wafers having a "Luckee Fella" wafer therein is entitled to
receive, and is to be given free of charge, one of the said larger rolls
of candy wafers heretofore referred to. The purchaser of the last
roll of small candy wafers in each of said assortments is entitled to
receive, and is to be given free of charge, one of the said larger rolls
of candy wafers. The aforesaid purchasers of' said candies who
procure a roll containing the" Luckee Fella" wafer, or who purchase
the last small roll of wafers in said assortment, are thus to procure
one of the said larger rolls of candy wafers wholly by lot or chance.
American Oaramel Oo., Inc., Docket 1806-Complaint, May 1,
1930.-Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of
business in Lancaster, Pa., sells to wholesalers and jobbers, together
with explanatory display cards for retailer's use in offering said
candies to the public, certain packages or assortments described in
the complaint as follows:
The said assortments of candies are composed of a number of
pieces pf candy of a uniform quality, size, and shape together with
certain articles of merchandise, which articles of merchandise are to
be given as prizes to purchasers of said candies in the following
manner:
The said pieces of candy of uniform quality, size, and shape in said
assortment retail at the price of 5 cents each, and contained within
the wrapper of a small number of the said pieces of candy in said
assortment are printed slips which entitle the purchaser thereof to
one of the articles of merchandise heretofore referred to. The purchaser of the last piece of the aforesaid candies in each of said assortments is entitled to receive and is to be given free of charge one
of the said articles of merchandise hereinbefore referred to. The
aforesaid purchasers of said candies who procure a candy containing a printed slip within the wrapper thereof and the purchaser of
the last piece of candy in said assortments are thus to procure one
of the said articles of merchandise wholly by lot or chance.
Mella Manufacturing Oo., Docket 1870.-Complaint, October 30,
1930.-Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of
business in New York City, sells to wholesale and retail dealers and
jobbers, certain packages or assortments of candies, the nature and
sale of which are described in the complaint as follows:
The said assortment of candies is composed of a number of pieces
of chocolate candies of uniform size, shape and quality, together
with a number of pieces of caramel candy, which pieces of caramel
candy are to be given as prizes to purchasers of said chocolate
candies in the following manner:
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The said pieces of chocolate candies are each contained within a
wrapper but the respondent furnishes with each of the aforemen·
tioned assortments, when requested, a small number of paper slips
having the word" Lucky" printed thereon. These printed slips are
to be inserted in the wrappers of a like number of chocolate candies
and distributed among the remaining chocolate candies in the assortment and when the said slips are so inserted and distributed among
the assortment they are effectually concealed from the prospective
purchasers by the aforesaid wrapper. The said pieces of chocolate
candy of a uniform size, shape and quality in said assortment retail
at the price of one cent each but the purchaser who procures one of the
said candies containing one of the paper slips with the word" Lucky"
printed thereon within the wrapper is entitled to receive and is to
be given free of charge one of the said caramel candies heretofore
referred to. The aforesaid purchaser of said candies who procures
a candy containing within the wrapper thereof one of the paper
slips with the word" Lucky" printed thereon is thus to procure one
of the said pieces of caramel candy wholly by lot or chance.
Aforesaid wholesale dealers and jobbers of respondent resell said
assortments to retail dealers in the various States of the United
States and said retail dealers and retail dealers to whom the respondent sells direct expose said assortments for sale and sell said candies to
the purchasing public according to the aforesaid plan whereby the
purchasers of said candies containing a paper slip with the word
"Lucky" printed thereon within the wrapper procure and receive
free of charge one of the said caramel candies hereinbefore referred
to. Respondent thus supplies to and places in the hands of others
the means of conducting a lottery wherein said pieces of caramel
candy are distributed to the purchasing public wholly by lot or
chance in accordance with respondent's said sales plan.
The appearances in the foregoing gtoup of cases were as follows:
Mr. Henry 0. Lank and Mr. G. Ed. R(}IU)larul for the Commission.
Mr. Henry H. Snelling, of Washington, D. C., for American
Caramel Co., Inc.
J.fr. Nathan Feldman, of New York City, for Mells Manufacturing Co.
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IN THE MATTER OF

INTERNATIONAL GUM CORPORATION 1
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLA'riON
OF SEC. II OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 1199. Compwint, Apr. 80, 1990-Decision, Apr. 3, 1984

Where a corporation engaged in the manufacture and sale of chewing gum,
including assortments composed of (a) individually wrapped, pen,ny pieces
of uniform size, shape and quallty, and (b) a number of larger pieces or
articles of merchandise, acquisition of which larger pieces or articles as
prizes was determined by the purchasers' chance selection of one of a
relatively few of said penny pieces, the color of which differed from thnt
of the majority of said pieces, or by his purchase of the last one of said
penny pieces in the assortment,
Sold such assortments, together with explanatory display cards for retailer's
use ·in advising prospective purchasers of the nature of such merchandising plan, to wholesalers and jobbers in competition with those who do
not offer. and place in the hands of others any additional chewing gum or
other merchandise to be given to purchasers by lot, chance, or otherwise,
and in competition with gum, a substantial amount of which is sold without
any such immoral scheme or device connected therewith, and sale of which
is adversely affected by that of gum with the lottery or gaming feature:
With resul~ that many of the consuming publlc were induced to purchase its
said gum in preference to that of competitors because of the chance of
obtaining certain pieces, or other merchandise, free of charge, competitors
who do not sell gum so packed and assembled that it can be resold to the
publlc by lot or chance were put to a disadvantage and trade was diverted
from them to it, and others using similar methods, gambling, and
especially among children, was encouraged, a chance or lottery, instead of
candy, was merchandised, retailers were provided with the means of
violating the laws or public policy of many of the States in selling and
distributing chewing gum by lot or chance, the industry was injured, and
legitimate c·ompetitlon therein was restrained and impaired:
Held, That such practices, under the circumstances set forth, were to the
prejudice of competitors and the public, and constituted unfair methods
of competition.

Mr.llen'ry 0. Lank and Mr. G. Ed. Rowland for the Commission.
CoMPLAINT

Acting in the public interest, pursuant .to the provisions of an Act
of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "~n Act to ere·
1 For descriptive summary of the group of candy lottery findings and/or orders made
by the Commission a& of the same date, and Including this case, see pp. 269, 276, 277.
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ate a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and
for other purposes", the Federal Trade Commission charges that
International Gum Corporation, a corporation, hereinafter referred
to as respondent, has been and is using unfair methods of competition in commerce, in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of the
E"aid Act, and states its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent is a corporation organized under
the laws of the State of Massachusetts, with its principal office and
place of business located in the city of "\Vatertown, State of Massachusetts. Respondent is engaged in the manufacture of chewing
gum and in the sale and distribution thereof to wholesale dealers.
and jobbers located at points in the various States of the United
States, and causes said product when so sold to be transported from
its said principal place of business in the city of "\Vatertown, State
of Massachusetts, into and through other States of the United States
to said purchasers at their respective points of location. In the
course and conduct of the said business respondent is in competition
·with other individuals, partnerships, and corporations engaged in
the manufacture of chewing gum and in the sale and distribution
thereof in commerce between and among the various States of the
United States.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business, as described in
paragraph 1 hereof, the respondent sells to wholesalers and jobbers
i.'ertain packages or assortments of chewing gum. The said assortments of chewing guni are composed of a number of pieces of chewing guni of uniform size, shape, and quality together with a number
of larger pieces of chewing gum, and/or articles of merchandise,
·which larger pieces of chewing gum or articles of merchandise are
to be. given as prizes to puchasers of said pieces of chewing gum in
the following manner :
The majority of the said pieces of chewing gum in said assortments are of the same color, but a small number of said pieces of
chewing gum are of a different color. All of the said pieces of chewing gum are contained within a wrapper which effectually conceals
their color from the prospective purchaser. The said pieces of
"chewing gum of uniform size, shape, and quality in said assortment
retail at the price of 1 cent each, but the purchasers who procure one
of said pieces of chewing gum of a different color than the majority
.of said pieces of chewing· gum are entitled to receive and are to be
given free of' charge one of the said larger pieces of chewing gum
and/or articles of merchandise hereinbefore referred to. The purehaser of' the last piece of aforesaid chewing gum of a uniform size,
shape, and quality in each of said assortments is entitled to receiv"
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and is to be given free of charge one of the larger pieces of chewing
gum or articles of merchandise heretofore referred to. The aforeMid purchasers of said chewing gum who procure a piece of chewing
gum of a different color than the majority of said pieces of chewing
gum and the purchaser of the last piece of chewing gum in said
assortments are thus to procure one of the said larger pieces of
chewing gum or articles of merchandise wholly by lot or chance.
Respondent furnishes to said wholesale dealers and jobbers with
each of said packages or assortments of chewing gum heretofore
referred to a display card to be used by the retailer in offering said
chewing gum for sale to the public, which display card bears a legend
or statement informing the prospective purchaser which color of the
said colored pieces of chewing gum contained in said assortments
entitle the purchaser to a prize, and that by purchasing the last
piece of chewing gum in said assortments the purchaser will receive
one of said larger pieces of chewing gum and/or articles of merchandise free of charge.
P.AR. 3. Aforesaid wholesale dealers and jobbers of respondent
resell said assortments to retail dealers in various States of the
United States, and said retail dealers expose said assortments for
sale in connection with aforesaid display card and sell said chewing
gum to the purchasing public according to aforesaid plan whereby
the purchaser of said chewing gum of a. different color than the
majority of said pieces of chewing gum contained in said assortments and the purchaser of the last piece of chewing gum in said
assortments procure and receive free of charge one of the said larger
pieces of chewing gum or articles of merchandise hereinbefore referred to. Respondent thus supplies to and places in the hands of
others the means of conducting a lottery wherein said larger pieces
of chewing gum or articles of merchandise are distributed to the
purchasing public wholly by lot or chance in connection with respondents' said sales plan.
PAn. 4. Respondent's aforesaid practices thus tend to and do induce many of the consuming public to purchase respondent's said
chewing gum in preference to the chewing gum of respondent's said
competitors because of the chance of obtaining certain pieces of
chewing gum and/or articles of merchandise free of charge.
P .AR. 5. The above alleged acts and practices of respondent are
all to the prejudice of the public and respondent's competitors, and
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers
and duties, and for other purposes ", approved September 26, 1914.
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REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTSj AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved
September 26, 1914, the Federal Trade Commis,sion issued and served
a complaint upon the respondent, International Gum Corporation,
charging it with the use of unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of said Act.
The respondent entered its appearance herein and entered into a
stipulation with the chief counsel of the Federal Trade Commission
whereby it was admitted that the facts set forth in the said complaint, Docket No. 1799, as to respondent's methods of competition
in the sale and distribution of chewing gum were true, and whereby
it was agreed that immediately upon the affirmance by a United
States Circuit Court of Appeals, or the Supreme Court of the United
States, of an order to cease and desist, issued by the Commission
against a respondent in a contested proceeding, involving practices
or methods of competition identical with or similar to those used
by the respondent herein, the Federal Trade Commission might
without further proceedings of any kind, or notice to respondent,
make and issue its findings as to the facts and conclusion, declaring
the methods of sale and distribution as used by respondent herein
to be unfair methods of competition, and issue its order requiring
said respondent to cease and desist from such unfair methods of
competition, and said respondent agreed to be bound by and obey
said order to cease and desist. It was further agreed that said respondent admitted the facts alleged in paragraphs 1, 2, and 3 of
said complaint to be true and that said stipulation might be accepted
as an answer on behalf of the respondent to the charges of said
complaint in lieu of any other answer to be filed by said respondent.
Thereafter the Supreme Court of the United States on February
5, 1934, reviewed an order to cease and desist issued by this Commission against R. F. Keppel & Brother, Inc., and therein the said
Supreme Cgurt of the United States held methods of sale identical
with or similar to those used by respondent herein to be unfair
methods of competition. [291 U. S. 304.]
Thereupon this proceeding came on for final hearing on the complaint and stipulation above referred to, and the Commission having
duly considered the record and being fully advised in the premises,
finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public, and makes
this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPII 1. Respondent, International Gum Corporation, is a
corporation organized under the laws of the State of Massachusetts
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with its principal office and place of business in the city of Watertown, State of Massachusetts. Respondent is now, and for more than
five years last past, has been engaged in the manufacture of chewing
gum in said city and State and in the sale and distribution of said
chewing gum to wholesalers and jobbers in the State of Massachusetts
and other States of the United States. It causes the said chewing
gum, when sold, to be shipped or transported from its principal
place of business in the State of Massachusetts to purchasers thereof
in the States of the United States other than the State of Massachusetts. In so carrying on said business respondent is and has
been engaged in interstate commerce, and is and has been in active
competition with other corporations, partnerships and individuals
engaged in the manufacture of chewing gum, and in the sale and
distribution of the same in interstate commerce.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business, as described in
paragraph 1 hereof, the respondent sells to wholesalers and jobbers
certain packages or assortments of chewing gum. The said assortments of chewing gum are composed of a number of pieces of chewing gum of uniform size, shape, and quality, together with a number
of larger pieces of chewing gum,_ or articles of merchandise, which
larger pieces of chewing gum or articles of merchandise are to be
given as prizes to purchasers of said pieces of chewing gum in the
following manner:
The majority of the said pieces of chewing gum in said assortments
are of the same color, but a small number of said pieces of chewing
gum are of a different color. All of the said pieces of chewing gum
are contained within a wrapper which effectively conceals their color
from the prospective purchaser. The said pieces of chewing gum
of uniform size, shape, and quality in said assortment retail at the
price of 1 cent each, but the purchasers who procure one of said pieces
of chewing gum of a different color than the majority of said pieces
of chewing gum are entitled to receive and are to be given free of
charge one of the said larger pieces of chewing gum or articles of
merchandise hereinbefore referred to. The purchaser of the last
piece of aforesaid chewing gum of a uniform size, shape, and quality
in each of said assortments is entitled to receive and is to be given free
of charge one of the larger pieces of chewing gum or articles of merchandise heretofore referred to. The aforesaid purchasers of said
chewing gum who procure a piece of chewing gum of a different
color than the majority of said pieces of chewing gum and the purchaser of the last piece of chewing gum in said assortments are thus
to procure one of the said larger pieces of chewing gum or articles of
merchandise wholly by lot or chance.
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Respondent furnishes to said wholesale dealers and jobbers with
each of said packages or assortments of chewing gum heretofore
referred to a display card to be used by the retailer in offering said
chewing gum for sale to the public, which display card bears a legend
or statement informing the prospective purchaser which color of the
said colored pieces of chewing gum contained in said assortments
entitle the purchaser to a prize, and that by purchasing the last piece
of chewing gum in said assortments, the purchaser will receive one
of said larger pieces of chewing gum or article of merchandise free
of charge.
.
·
PAR. 3. The aforesaid wholesale dealers and jobbers of respondent
resell said assortments to retail dealers in various States of the United
States, and said retail dealers expose said assortments for sale in
connection with aforeaid display card and sell said chewing gum
to the purchasing public according to aforesaid plan whereby the
purchaser of said chewing gum of a different color than the majority
of said pieces of chewing gum contained in said assortments and the
purchaser of the last piece of chewing gum in said assortments procure and receive free of charge one of the said larger pieces of chewing gum or articles of merchandise hereinbefore referred to. Respondent thus supplies to and places in the hands of others the means
of conducting a lottery wherein said larger pieces of chewing gum or
articles of merchandise are distributed to the purchasing public
wholly by lot or chance in connection with respondent's said sales
plun.
PAR. 4. Among the competitors of respondent referred to in paragraph 1 hereof are many who sell chewing gum at wholesale, and who
do not offer and place in the hands of others any additional chewing
gum or other merchandise to be given to purchasers by lot or chance
or otherwise. Respondent's aforesaid practices thus tend to, and do,
induce many of the consuming public to purchase respondent's said
chewing gum in preference to the chewing gum of respondent's said
competitors because of the chance of obtaining certain pieces of
chewing gum or other merchandise, free of charge. For about five
years last past respondent has engaged in the acts and practices
under the conditions and circumstances, and with the results all hereinbefore set out.
PAR. 5. The sale and distribution of chewing gum by the retailers
by the methods described herein is a sale and distribution of chewing
gum by lot or chance and constitutes a lottery or gaming device.
A substantial amount of chewing gum is sold by retailers without
any feature of lot or chance and not as a lottery, or gaming device
and the sale of chewing gum by lot or chance, as used by the re-
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spondent, is in direct competition. with chewing gum which is sold
without any lot or chance feature, and the sale of chewing gum
without a lottery or gaming feature in connection therewith is adversely affected by the sale of chewing gum with the lottery or
gaming feature.
PAR. 6. The Commission finds that the method of selling and distributing chewing gum as above described is morally bad and encourages gambling, especially among children; is injurious to the
chewing gum industry because it results in the merchandising of a
chance or lottery instead of chewing gum; and provides retail merchants with the means of violating the laws o£ the several States.
As stated above, many competitors of respondent do not sell chewing
gum so packed and assembled that it can be resold to the public by
lot or chance. The Commission finds that these competitors are
therefore put to a disadvantage in competing, and that trade is
diverted to respondent and others using similar methods, from said
competitors. The use of such methods by respondent in the sale and
distribution of chewing gum is prejudicial and injurious to the public
and its competitors, and has resulted in the diversion of trade to
respondent from its said competitors, and is a restraint upon and a
detriment to the freedom of fair and legitimate competition in the
chewing gum industry.
P .AR. 7. The sale and distribution of chewing gum by lot or chance
is against thi public policy of many of the several States of the
United States, and some of said States have laws making lotteries
and gaming devices penal offenses.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent, International Gum
Corporation, under the conditions and circumstances set forth in
the foregoing findings of facts, are all to the prejudice of the public
and respondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce, and constitute a violation of Section 5 of an
Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties,
and for other purposes."
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been considered by the Federal Trade
Commission upon the complaint of the Commission, the stipulation
entered into between the respondent and the chief counsel for the
Federal Trade Commission, and the Commission having made its
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findings as to the facts and conclusion drawn therefrom that the
respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress ap-proved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other
purposes",
It i8 no'Ufl ordered, That the respondent, International Gum Corporation, its officers, agents, representatives and employees, in the
manufacture, sale and distribution in interstate commerce of chewing.
gum, do cease and desist from(1) Selling and distributing to jobbers and wholesale dealers for
resale to retail dealers, or to retail dealers direct, chewing gum so
packed and assembled that sales of such chewing gum to the general
publio are by means of a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise.
(2) Supplying to or placing in the hands of wholesale dealers and
jobbers, or retail dealers, packages or assortments of chewing gum
which are used without alteration or rearrangement of the contents
of such packages or assortments, to conduct a lottery, gaming device,
or gift enterprise in the sale or distribution of the chewing gum
contained in said package or assortment to the public.
(3) Packing or assembling in the same package or assortment of
chewing gum, for sale to the public at retail, different colored pieces
of chewing gum of uniform size, shape and quality, together with
larger pieces of chewing gum, or articles of merchandise, which said
larger pieces of chewing gum, or articles of merchandise, are to be
given as prizes to the purchaser procuring a piece of chewing gum
of a particular color.
( 4) Furnishing to wholesale dealers, jobbers and retail dealers
display cards, either with packages or assortments of chewing gum,
or separately, bearing a legend, or legends, or statements, informing
the purchaser that the chewing gum is being sold to the public by
lot or chance, or in accordance with a sales plan which constitutes a
lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise.
(5) Furnishing to wholesale dealers, jobbers and retail dealers
display cards or other printed matter for use in connection with the
sale of its chewing gum, which said advertising literature informs
the purchasers and purchasing public:
(a) That upon the obtaining by the ultimate purchaser of a piece
of chewing gum of a particular color that a larger piece of chewing
gum, or other article of merchandise, will be given free to said
purchaser.
(b) That upon purchasing the last piece of chewing gum in the
package or assortment, a larger piece of chewing gum or an article
of merchandise will be given as a prize.
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It is further ordered, That the respondent above named within 30
days after the service upon it of this order shall file with the Com..
mission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner in
which this order has been complied with and conformed to.
MEMORANDA

The Commission as of the same date made findings and orders,
based on respondent's default under the provisions of Section 3, Rule
III, of the Commission's Rules of Practice, in two other cases involving the use of the same sort of scheme as set forth in the International Gum case above, namely, use of concealed colored pieces,
chance selection of which secures the purchaser a prize in the form
of a larger piece of gum or article of merchandise. Notes of such
findings and orders, together with dates on which complaints issued,
follow:
Rudy 0 hewing Gum 0 o., Docket 1809-Complaint, May 1, 1930.Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of business in Toledo, sells to wholesalers and jobbers, together with explanatory display cards for retailer's use in offering the same to the
public, certain packages or assortments of chewing gum, together
with certain articles of merchandise, secured as prizes through the
chance selection of one of a small number of said individually
wrapped pieces, the color of which differs from that of the majority
of such pieces, or by the purchase of the last piece in the assortment.
Harry Gutman et al., doing business as Gutman Bros., Elk Sales
Oo., and Sally Mint Oo., Docket 1871-Complaint, October 31,
1930.-Respondent partners, engaged in the sale and distribution of
chewing gum to wholesale dealers and jobbers, and with principal
office and place of business in New York City, sell to such wholesalers and jobbers, certain packages or assortments of gum, together
with a number of larger pieces of gum, or other articles of merchandise, to be given as prizes to chance purchasers of individually
wrapped. or boxed pieces, the color of which differs from that of the
majority, or to the chance purchaser of the last piece in the assortment, and furnish to said wholesale dealers and jobbers, explanatory
display cards for retailer's use in offering said assortments to the
public.
The appearances in the foregoing cases were as follows:
Mr. Henry 0. Lanlc and Mr. G. Ed. Rowland for the Commission.
Mr; Morris B. Moskowitz, of New York City, for Gutman Bros.
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IN THE MATTER OF

JOHNSON-FLUKER COMPANY 1
COMI'LAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD 'fO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 1831.

Complaint, Mav 12, 1980-Decision, Apr. 3, 1984 · . ·

Where a corporation engaged In the manufacture and sale of candy, Including
three types of assortments composed of, (1) individually wrapped bars of
uniform size, shape and quality, within the wrappers of which there were
concealed slips containing the ftgure lt, 2¢, or 3t, as the case might be, as
the price to be paid by the consumer to the retailer, depending on former's
chance selection, (2) bars sirnllarly wrapped, the concealed slips of which
contained the ftgures lt, 2¢, 3t, 4¢, or 5¢, as the case might be, as the price
to be paid, determined as above set forth, and (3) chocolate covered penny
candies of uniform size, shape and quaJity, together with a number of
larger pieces of candy or articles of merchandise, acquisition of which as
prizes was determined by the purchaser's chance selection of one of a
relatively few of said penny pieces, the color of the enclosed, concealed
centers of which differed from that of the majority, or by his purchase of
the last of said penny pieces in the assortment,
Sold said assortments, together with explanatol'Y cards for retailers' use in
advising prospective purchasers of the nature of the aforesaid various
merchandising plans, to wholesalers and jobbers, in competition with those
who do not offer and place in the hands of others any packages or assortments of candles which mny be sold and distributed, without rearrangement,
by lot or chance, and in competition with candy, a substantial amount
of which is sold by retailers without any such Immoral scheme or device
connected therewith, and sale of which is adversely affected by that of the
candy with the lottery or gaming feature;
With result that many of the consuming public were induced to purchase its
candy in preference to that of competitors because of the chance of obtaining a bar for less than three cents or ftve cents, or certain pieces of candy
or articles of merchandise free of charge, as the case might be, many
competitors who do not sell candy so packed and assembled that it can be
resold to the public by lot or chance, were put to a disadvantage, and trade
was diverted from them to it and to others using similar methods, gambling,
and especially among children, was encouraged, a chance or lottery, instead
of candy was merchandised, retailers were provided with the means of
violating the laws or public policy of many of the states in selling and
distributing candy by lot or chance, the industry was injured, and freedom
of fair and legitimate competition therein was restrained and ~mpaired: '
• For descriptive summary of tbe group of candy lottery findings o.nd/or orders made
by tbe Commission as of tbe same date, and Including tbis eBB;, see pp. 269, 276, 277.
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Held, That such practices, under the circumstances set forth, were to the

prejudice of competitors and the public, and constituted .unfair methods of
competition.

Mr. Henry 0. Lank and Mr. G. Ed. Row·land for the Commission.
CoMPLAINT

Acting in the public interest, pursuant to the provision of an Act
of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and
for other purposes", the Federal Trade Commission charges that
Johnson-Fluker Co., a corporation, hereinafter referred to as respondent, has been and is using unfair methods of competition in
commerce, in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of the said Act,
and states its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent is a corporation organized under
the laws of the State of Georgia, with its principal office and place
of business located in the city of Atlanta, State of Georgia. It is
now and for more than five years last past has been engaged in the
manufacture of candies and in the sale and distribution thereof to
wholesale dealers and jobbers located at points in the various States
of the United States, and causes said products when so sold to be
transported from its said principal place of business in the city of
Atlanta, State of Georgia, into and through other States of the
United States to said purchasers at their respective points of location. In the course and conduct of the said business respondent is in
competition with other individuals, partnerships, and corporations
engaged in the manufacture of candies and in the sale and distribution thereof in commerce between and among the various States of
the United States.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business as described in
paragraph 1 hereof the respondent sells to wholesalers and jobbers
certain assortments of candy.
(a) Certain of said assortments of candy are composed of a number of bars of candy of uniform size, shape, and quality and each of
said bars is contained within a wrapper. Also within each of said
wrappers is a slip of paper which has printed ·thereon the retail
price at which the said bars of candy are to be sold to the consuming
public. Said printed slip is effectually concealed from the consumer
until he has removed the said wrapper. The prices printed on said
slip are 1¢, 2¢, or 3¢, and these are the prices which the consumer
pays the retail merchant. The ultimate consumers thus procure bars
of candy of uniform size, shape and quality at a price of 1¢, 2¢, or 3¢,
the same being determined wholly by lot or chance.
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(b) Certain of said assortments of candy are composed of a number
of bars of candy of uniform size, shape and quality and each of said
bars of candy is contained within a wrapper. Also within each of
said wrappers is a slip of paper which has printed thereon the retail
price at which the said bars of candy are to be sold to the consuming
public. Said printed slip is effectually concealed from the consumer until he has removed the said wrapper. The prices printed
on said slips are 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, 4¢, or 5¢, and these are the prices which
the consumer pays the retail merchant. The ultimate consumers thus
procure bars of candy of a uniform size, shape and quality at a price
of 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, 4¢, or 5~, the same being determined wholly by lot or
chance.
(c) Certain of said assortments of candy are composed of a number of pieces of chocolate covered candies of uniform size, shape,
and quality together with a number of larger pieces of candy and/or
articles of merchandise, which larger pieces of candy or articles of
merchandise are to be given as prizes to purchasers of said chocolate
covered candies in the following manner:
The majority of said chocolate 'Covered candies in said assortments
have centers of the same color but a small number of said chocolate
covered candies have centers of a different color. The said candies
of uniform size, shape, and quality in said assortments retail at the
price of 1 cent each, but the purchasers who procure one of said
candies having a center of a different color than the majority of said
candies are entitled to receive and are to be given free of charge ori.e
of the said larger pieces of candy and/or articles of merchandise
hereinbefore referred to. The purchaser of the last piece of afore·
said chocolate covered candies of a uniform size, shape, and quality
in each of said assortments is entitled to receive and is to be given
free of charge one of the larger pieces of candy or articles of mer·
chandise heretofore referred to. The aforesaid purchasers of said
candies who procure a candy having a center colored differently from
the majority of said pieces of candy and the purchaser of the last
piece of candy in said assortments are thus to procure one of the
said larger pieces of candy or articles of merchandise wholly by lot
or chance.
Respondent furnishes to said wholesale dealers and jobbers with
said assortments of candies display cards to be used by retailers in
offering said candies for sale, which display cards bear a legend or
statement informing the prospective purchaser that the said assortments of candies are being sold in accordance with the sales plans
above mentioned.
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PAR. 3. Aforesaid wholesale dealers and jobbers of respondent
resell said assortments to retail dealers in various States of the United
States and said retail dealer,s expose said assortments for sale in connection with the aforesaid display cards and sell said candies to the
purchasing public in accordance with the aforesaid sales plans.
Respondent thus supplies to and places in the hands of others the
means of conducting lotteries in the sale of its products in accordance
with the respondent's sales plans hereinabove set forth.
PAR. 4. Respondent's aforesaid practices thus tend to and do induce many of the consuming public to purchase respondent's said
candies in preference to the candies of respondent's said competitors, because of (a) the chance of obtaining one of said bars of candy
at a price of 1¢ or 2¢ rather than at the maximum price of 3¢ or (b)
the chance of obtaining one of said bars of candy at 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, or 4¢
rather than at the maximum price of 5¢, or, (c) the chance of obtaining certain pieces of candy and/or articles of merchandise free of
charge.
PAR. 5. The above alleged acts and practices of respondent are
all to the prejudice of the public and respondent's competitors, and
constitute lUlfair methods of competition in commerce within the
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and
duties, and for other purposes", approved September 26, 1914.

REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

.

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, the Federal Trade Commission issued and served a
complaint upon the respondent, Johnson-Fluker Co., charging it
with the use of unfair methods of competition: in interstate· commerce
in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of said Act.
· The respondent entered its appearance herein and entered jnto a
:stipulation with the chief counsel of the Federal Trade Commission
whereby it was admitted that the facts set forth in the said complaint, Docket No. 1831, as to respondent's methods of competition
in the sale and di&tribution of candy were true, and whereby it was
agreed that. immediately upon the affirmance py a United States
Circuit Court of Appeals, or the Supreme Court of the United
States, of an order to cease and desist, issued by the Commission
against a respondent in a contested proceeding, involving practices
or methods of sale of candy identical with or similar to those used
by the respondent herein, the Federal Trade Commission might without furth~: proceedings of any kind, or notice t.o respondent, make
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and issue its findings as to. the facts and conclusion, declaring the
methods of sale and distribution as used by respondent herein to be
unfair· methods of competition, and issue its order requiring said respondent to cease and desist from such unfair methods of competition, and said respondent agreed to be bound by and obey :;;aid order
to cease and desist.
It was further agreed that said respondent admitted the facts
alleged in paragraphs 1, 2, and 3 of sa,id complaint to be true, and
that said stipulation might be accepted as an answer on behalf of
the respondent to the charges of said complaint in' lieu of any other
answer to be filed by said respondent. Thereafter the Supreme
Court of the United States on February 5, 1934, reviewed an order
to cease and desist issued by this Commission against R. F. Keppel
& Brother, Inc., and therein the said Supreme Court of the United
States held methods of sale identical with or similar to those used
by respondent herein to be unfair methods of competition .. [291
304.]
Thereupon this proceeding came on for final hearing on the complaint and stipulation above referred to, and the Conunission having
duly considered the record and being fully advised in the premises.,
finds that this proceeding is in th'e interest of the public, and makes
this its .findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom:

u.s.

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Johnson-Fluker Co., is a corporation
organized under the laws of the State of Georgia, with its principal
office and place of business located in the city of Atlanta, State of
Georgia. Respondent is now, and for more than eight years last past,
has been engaged in the manufacture of candy in said city and State
and in the sale and distribution of said candy to wholesalers and
jobbers in the State of Georgia and other States of the United States.
It causes the said candy, when sold, to be shipped or transported
from its principal place of business in the State· of Georgia to purchasers thereof in the States of the United States other than the
State of Georgia. In so carrying on said business respondent is and
has been engaged in interstate commerce, and is and has been in
active competition with other corporations, partnerships and individuals engaged in the manufacture of candy, arid in the sale and distribution of the same, in interstate commerce.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business as described in
paragraph 1 hereof the respondent sells to wholesalers and jobbers
certain assortments of candy.
·
(a) Certain of said assortments of candy are composed of a number of bars of candy of uniform size, shape and quality and each of
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said bars is contained within a wrapper. Also within each of said
wrappers is a slip of paper which has printed thereon the retail price
at which the said bars of candy are to be sold to the consuming public. Said printed slip is effectively concealed from the consumer
until he has removed the said wrapper. The prices printed on said
slip are 1¢, 2¢, or 3¢, and these are the prices which the consumer
pays the retail merchant. The ultimate consumers thus procure bars
of candy of uniform size, shape and quality at a price of 1¢, 2¢, or 3¢,
the same being determined wholly by lot or chance.
(b) Certain of said assortments of candy are composed of anumber of bars of candy of uniform size, shape and quality and each of
said bars of candy is contained within a wrapper. Also within each
of said wrappers is a slip of paper which has printed thereon the
retail price at which the said bars o.f candy are to be ,sold to the consuming public. Said printed slip is effectively concealed from the
consumer until he has removed the said wrapper. The prices printed
on said slips are 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, 4¢, or 5¢, and these are the prices which
the consumer pays the retail merchant. The ultimate consumers
thus procure bars of candy of a uniform size, shape and quality at a
price of 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, 4¢, or 5¢, the same being determined wholly by lot
or chance.
(c) Certain of said assortments of candy are composed of anumber of pieces of chocolate-covered candies of uniform size, shape, and
quality together with a number of larger pieces of candy or articles
of merchandise, which larger pieces of candy or articles of merchandise are to be given as prizes to purchasers of said chocolatecovered candies in the following manner:
The majority of said chocolate-covered candies in said assortments have centers of the same color but a small number of said
chocolate-covered candies have centers of a different color. The said
candies of uniform size, shape, and quality in said assortments retail
at the price of 1 cent each, but the purchasers who procure one of
said candies having a center of a different color than the majority
of said candies are entitled to receive and are to be given free of
charge one of the said larger pieces of candy or articles of merchandise hereinbefore referred to. The purchaser of the last piece
of aforesaid chocolate-covered candies of a uniform size, shape, and
quality in each of said assortments is entitled to receive and is to
be given free of charge one of the larger pieces of candy or articles
of merchandise heretofore referred to. The aforesaid purchasers of
said candies who procure a candy having a center colored differently
from the majority of said pieces of candy and the purchaser of the
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last piece of candy in said assortments are thus to procure one of the
said larger pieces of candy or articles of merchandise wholly by lot
or chance.
Respondent furnishes to said wholesale dealers and jobbers with
said assortments of candies display cards to be used by retailers in
offering said candies for sale, which display cards bear a legend or
statement informing the prospective purchaser that the said assortments of candies are being sold in accordance with the sales plans
above mentioned.
PAR. 3. Aforesaid wholesale dealers and jobbers of respondent
resell said assortments to retail dealers in various States of the
United States and said retail dealers expose said assortments for
sale in connection with the aforesaid display cards and sell said
candies to the purchasing public in accordance with the aforesaid
sales plans. Respondent thus supplies to and places in the hands of
others the means of conducting lotteries in the sale of its products
in accordance with the respondent's sales plans hereinabove set forth.
PAR. 4. Among the competitors of respondent referred to in paragraph 1 are many who sell candies at wholesale and who do not offer
and place in the hands of others any packages or assortments of
candies which may be sold and distributed without rearrangement by
lot or chance. Respondent's aforesaid practices tend to and do induce
the consuming public to purchase respondent's said candies in preference to the candies of respondent's said competitors because of (a)
the chance of obtaining one of said bars of candy at a price of 1¢
or 2¢ rather than at the maximum price of 3¢ or (b) the chance of
obtaining one of said bars of candy at 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, or 4¢ rather than at
the maximum price of 5¢, or, (a) the chance of obtaining certain
pieces of candy or articles of merchandise free of charge.
PAR. 5. The sale and distribution of candy by the retailers by the
methods described herein is a sale and distribution of candy by lot
or chance and constitutes a lottery or gaming device. A substantial
amount of candy is sold by retailers without any feature of lot or
chance and not as a lottery or gaming device, and the sale of candy
by lot or chance, as used by the respondent, is in direct competition
with candy which is sold without any lot or chance feature, and the
sale of candy without a lottery or gaming feature in connection
therewith is adversely affected by the sale of candy with the lottery
or gaming feature.
PAR. 6. The Commission finds that the method of selling and distributing candy as above described is morally bad and encourages
gambling, especially among children; is injurious to the candy in10205o•--a5--voL18----22
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dustry because it results in the merchandising of a chance or lottery
instead of candy; and provides retail merchants with the means of
violating the laws of the several States. As stated above, many competitors of respondent do not sell candy so packed and assembled
that it can be resold to the public by lot or chance. The Commis·
sion finds that these competitors are therefore put to a disadvantage
in competing, and that trade is diverted to respondent and others
using similar methods, from said competitors. The use of such
methods by respondent in the sale and distribution of candy is prejudicial and injurious to the' public and its competitors, and has resulted in the diversion of trade to respondent from its said competitors, and is a restraint upon and a detriment to the freedom of fair
and legitimate competition. in :the candy industry.
PAR. 7. The sale and distributi01i. of, candy by lot or chance is
against the public policy of many of the several States of the United
States, and some of said States have laws making lotteries and
gaming devices penal offenses.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid aCts and practices of respondent, Johnson-Fluker
Co., under the conditions and circumstances set forth in the foregoing findings of facts, are all to the prejudice of the public and
respondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce, and constitute a violation of Section 5 of an
Act of Congress. approved September 26, 1914,. entitled "An Act
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers· and
duties, and for other purposes."
.

.

ORDER TO CEAS:E< AND DESIST

.

'

This proceeding having been considered ·by the Federal- .Trade
Commission upon the complaint of the Commission, the stipulation
entered into between tl1e respondent and the chief counsel for the
Federal Trade Commission; . and the Commission having made its
findings as to the facts and conclusion drawn therefrom that the
respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress ap·
proved on September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other
.
.
purposes ",
It is now ordered, That the respondent, Johnson-Fluker Co., its
officers, agents, representatives and employees, in the manufactUl'e,
sale and distribution in interstate commerce of candy and candy
products do cease and desist from:
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(1) Selling and distributing to jobbers and wholesale dealers for
resale to retail dealers, or to retail dealers direct, candy so packed
and assembled that sales of such candy to the general public are by
means of a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise.
(2) Supplying to or placing in the hands of wholesale dealers
and jobbers, or retail dealers, packages or assortments of candy which
are used without alteration or rearrangement of the contents of such
packages or assortments, to conduct a lottery, gaming device, or gift
enterprise in the sale or distribution of the candy or candy products
contained in said package or assortment to the public.
(3) Packing or assembling in the same package or assortment of
candy, for sale to the public at retail, pieces of candy of uniform
size, shape and quality, containing within their wrappers tickets or
slips of paper bearing different prices.
( 4) Packing or assembling in the same package or assortment of
candy for sale to the public at retail, pieces of chocolate-covered
candy of uniform size, shape and quality, having centers of different
color, together with larger pieces of candy, or articles of merchandise, which said larger pieces of candy, or articles of merchandise,
are to be given as prizes to the purchaser procuring a piece of candy
with a center of a particular color.
(5) Furnishing to wholesale dealers, jobbers and retail dealers
display cards, either with packages or assortments of candy or candy
products or separately, bearing a legend, or legends, or statements,
inform\ng the purchaser that the candy or candy products are being
sold to the pu.blic by lot or chance, or in accordance with a sales plan
·which constitutes a lottery 1 gaming device or gift enterprise. .
{6.). Furnishing to wholesale dealers, jobbers and retail dealers
"display cards or other printed matter for use in connection with the
·sale of its candy or candy products, which said advertising literature
informs the purchas~rs and purchasing public:
.
· (a) That certain bars of candy of uniform size, shape and quality
:may be obtained for a price of 1¢, 2¢, or 3¢, depending upon the price
tag enclosed in the wrapper of the piece of candy selected by the
purchaser.
.
·(b) Th~t certain bars of candy of uniform size, shape and quality
may be obtained fot: the price of 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, 4¢, or 5¢, depending upon
the price tag enclosed in the \vrapper of the piece of candy selected
by the purchaser.
(o) That upon the obtaining by the ultimate purchaser of a piece
of candy with a center of a particular color that a larger piece of
candy or other article of merchandise will be giYen free to. said
purchaser.
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(d) That upon purchasing the last piece of candy in the package
or assortment a larger piece of candy or other article of merchandise
will be given as a prize.
It is further ordered, That the respondent above mentioned within
30 days after the service upon it of this order shall file with the Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner in
which this order has been complied with and conformed to.
MEMORANDA

The Commission as of the same date made three other consent
orders in cases similar to that in the 'J ohmson-Fluker case above,
in that they involve combinations of two or more types of schemes
like those described in the cases of Quaker Oity Ohocol(]Jte Oo.,
Docket 1773, 18 F. T. C. 269, 276, et seq., Minter Brothers, Docket
1785, 18 F. T. C. 287, 295, et seq., and Advance Candy Oo., Inc.,
Docket 1792, 18 F. T. C. 298, 305, et seq. Notes of such cases follow,
together with the dates on which complaints issued in the respective
cases:
R. E. Rodda Candy Co., Docket 1725. Complaint, November 21,
1929. Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of
business in Lancaster, Pa., sells to wholesale dealers, together with
explanatory display cards for ~etailer's use in offering said candies,
various types of assortments, named and denominated by it-" Penny
Easter Egg" and "Penny Piggy Pick", "'One to Five' M. M.
Eggs", and "' 101' Easter Rabbit Assortment" and "' 100' Easter
Rabbit Assortment." The composition and sale of said assortments
are described in the complaint as follows:
"Penny Easter Egg Assortment " and " Penny Piggy Pick"Said assortments of candies are composed of a number of chocolate
covered pieces of candies of uniform size and shape, which are sold
at retail at the uniform price of one cent each, together with a number of larger pieces of candy which are to be given as prizes to
purchasers of said chocolate covered candies, in the following
manner:
Among the aforesaid chocolate covered candies are a number having colored centers, and when said package of candies is displayed
for sale to the consuming public every purchaser of aforesaid chocolate covered candies at the price of one cent each who procures one
of said candies having a colored center is entitled to receive, and
is to be given free of charge, one of the said larger pieces of candy
heretofore referred to. Each of said assortments of candies also
contains one piece of candy which is larger than any of the others
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contained in said assortments, and the purchaser of the last piece of
aforesaid chocolate covered candies in each of said assortments, re ..
spectively, is entitled to receive, and is to be given free of charge,
said largest piece of candy heretofore referred to. Aforesaid purchasers of said candies who procure candies having a colored center,
or who purchase the last piece of candy in said assortments, are
thus to procure one of said larger pieces of candy wholly by lot
or chance.
"'One to Five' M. M. Eggs "-.-Said assortment of candies is composed of a number of chocolate covered pieces of candy of uniform
size and shape, which are sold at retail at prices of one to five cents
-each depending upon the particular piece of candy chosen by the
purchaser, as hereinafter described.
Each piece of candy in said assortment is contained in a wrapper,
and printed on the inside of said wrapper, is the price of said piece
of candy, ranging from one to five cents. The purchaser of a piece
of said candy pays the price which is marked on the inside of the
wrapper in which said piece of candy is contained, and the price
·
which he pays is determined by lot or chance.
" ' 101 ' Easter Rabbit Assortment," and " ' 100 ' Easter Rabbit Assortment "-Said assortments of candies are composed of a number
of chocolate covered pieces of candy of uniform size and shape,
which are sold at retail at the uniform price of five cents each,
together with a number of larger pieces of candy which are to be
given as prizes to purchasers of said chocolate covered candies, in
the following manner :
Among aforesaid chocolate covered candies are a number having
colored centers, and when said package of candy is displayed for
sale to the consuming public every purchaser of aforesaid· chocolate covered candies at the price of five cents each who procures one
of said candies having a colored center is entitled to receive, and is
to be given free of charge, one of ·,the said larger pieces of candy
heretofore referred to. Each of said assortments of candies also
contains one piece of candy which is larger than any of the others
contained in said assortments, and the purchaser of the last piece
of aforesaid chocolate covered candies in each of said assortments,
respectively, is entitled to receive, and is to be given free of charge,
said largest piece of candy heretofore referred to.
D. Goldenberg, Inc., Docket 1810-Complaint, May 1, 1930.-Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of business in
Philadelphia, sells to wholesalers and jobbers, together with explanatory display cards for retailer's use in offering said candies,
two kinds of assortments, one of which is composed of chocolate
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covered penny candies of uniform size, etc., together with a num~e'r
of larger pieces and/or articles of merchandise, to be given as prizes
to the chance purchaser of one of a small number of said pieces, the
color of the enclosed center of which differs from that of the ma•
jority, or to the purchaser of the last of said penny pieces in such
assortment, and the other of which is composed of a number of bars
of uniform size, etc., within the individual wrappers of which there
are concealed slips containing the figure 1¢, 2¢, or 3¢, as the price to
be paid by the consumer to the retailer, depending on his chance
selection.
Block Candy Oo., Docket 1956-Complaint, June 5, 1931.-Re·
spondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of business
in Atlanta, sells to wholesale and retail dealers, together with explanatory display cards, two kinds of packages or assortments, one
of which is composed of chocolate covered penny candies of uniform
size, etc., together with a number of larger pieces and/or other articles of merchandise, acquisition of which is determined by the chance
purchase of one of a relatively few of said penny candies, the color
of the enclosed concealed center of which differs from that of the
majority, or by the purchase of the last of said penny pieces in the
particular assortment, and the other of which is composed of a number of candy bars of uniform size, etc., within the individual wrappers of which there are concealed slips containing the figure 1¢, 2¢,
3¢, 4¢, or 5¢, as the price to be paid by the consumer to the retail
merchant, depending on his chance selection.

Mr. Henry 0. Lank and Mr. G. Ed. Row'lamd for the Commission.
Mr. Henry H. Snelling, of Washington, D. C., for R. E. Rodda
Candy Co.
M1'. lVilliam Ginsowrgh, of Philadelphia, Pa., for D. Goldenberg,
Inc.
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CURTISS CANDY COMPANY AND KIDD PRODUCTS
CORPORATION 1
COMPLAINT, FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEJGED VIOLATION
OF SEC. u OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1(114

Docket 1853. Complaint, JulY 1, 1930-Deciswn, Apr. 3, 1934

Where two corporations, operating under common control and managership,
and engaged in the manufacture and sale of candy, including two typeE~
of assortments composed of, (1) individually wrapped burs of uniform
size, shape and quality, within the wrappers of which there were concealed
sUps containing the figure 1¢, 2¢, or 3¢, as the case might be, as the price
to be paid by the ultimate purchaser to the retailer depending on the
former's chance selection, and, (2) individually wrapped I)-cent bars of
uniform size, shape and quality, within the wrappers of a few of which
there was concealed a printed slip of paper advising the purchaser there.:..f
that the particular bar was free;
Sold said assortments, together with explanatory display cards for retallers'
use in advising prospective purchasers of the nature of the aforesaid
merchandising plans, to wholesalers and jobbers in competition with many
who do not sell candy so packed and assembled that it can be resold to
the public by lot or chance, and in competition with candy, a substantial
amount of which is sold by retailers without any such immoral scheme
or device connected therewith, and sale of which is adversely affected
by that of candy sold with the lottery or gaming feature;
With result that many of the consuming public were induced to purchase said
corporation's candies in preference to those of competitors because of the
change of obtaining a bar for less than 3 cents, or a 5-cent piece free,
many competitors who do not sell candy packed and assembled as above
set forth, were put to a disadvantage and trade was diverted from such
competl tors to said corpora Uons and· to others using simllar methods,
gambling, and especially among children, was encouraged, a chance or
lottery, instead of candy, was merchandised, retailers were provided with
the means of violating the laws or public policy of many of the states in
selllng and distributing candy by lot or chance, the industry was injured,
and freedom of fair and legitimate competition therein was restrained and
impaired:
Held, That such practices, under the circumstances set forth, were to the
prejudice and injury of the public and competitors, and constituted unfair
methods of competition,

Mr. Henry 0. Lank and Mr. G, Ed, Ro1.0land for the Commission.
Mr. Irwin N. Walker, of Chicago, Ill., for Curtiss Candy Co.,
et al.
• For descriptive summary of the group of candy lottery findings and/or orders made
by the Commission as of the same date, and Including this case, see pp. 269, 276, 277.
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CoMPLAINT
Acting in the public interest pursuant to the provisions of an Act
of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for
other purposes", the Federal Trade Commission charges that Curtiss
Candy Company and Kidd Products Corporation, hereinafter called
respondents, have been and are using unfair methods of competition
in interstate commerce in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of
said Act and states its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Curtiss Candy Co. is a corporation
organized under the laws of the State of Illinois, with its principal
office and place of business located in the city of Chicago. Respondent Kidd Products Corporation is a corporation organized under the
laws of the State of Illinois with its principal office and place of
business located in the city of Chicago, State of Illinois. Respondents Curtiss Candy Co. and Kidd Products Corporation have officers
and directors common to each other, the said respondents are operating under a common control and managership, and maintain a joint
office, and subsequently all of the shares of stock of respondent Kidd
Products Corporation are owned by the respondent Curtiss Candy
Co. Respondents are engaged in the manufacture of candies and in
the sale and distribution thereof to wholesale and retail dealers, and
to jobbers located at points in the various States of the United States,
and cause said products, when so sold, to be transported from their
principal place of business in the city of Chicago, State of Illinois,
to and through other States of the United States to said purchasers
at their respective points of location. In the course and conduct of
such business respondents are in competition with other individuals,
partnerships and corporations engaged in the manufacture of candies
and in the sale and distribution thereof in commerce between and
among the various States of the United States.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their business as described
in paragraph 1 hereof the respondents and each of them sell, to
retailers, wholesalers and jobbers, certain packages or assortments
of candies.
(a) One of said assortments of candies consists of a number of
candy bars of uniform size, shape and quality, and each of said
candy bars is contained within a wrapper. Also within each of said
wrappers is a slip of paper which has printed thereon the retail
price at which said candy bar is to be sold to the consuming public.
Said printed slip is effectually concealed from the consumer until
he has removed the said wrapper. The retail prices printed on said
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slips are 1¢, 2¢ or 3¢, and these prices are those which the consumer
pays the retail merchant. The ultimate consumers thus procure
candy bars at a price of 1¢, 2¢ or 3¢, the said price being determined
wholly by lot or chance.
(b) Another of said assortments of candy consists of a number
of candy bars of uniform size, shape and quality, and each of said
candy bars is contained within a wrapper. · The said candy bars
retail at the price of 5 cents each, but a small number of said bars
have within the wrapper a printed slip of paper advising the purchaser thereof that the said bar is free. The said printed slip is
effectually concealed from. the consumer until he has removed the
said wrapper. The aforesaid purchasers of said candy bars who
procure a candy bar containing one of the said printed slips thus
procure the same free of charge rather than at the regular retail
price of 5 cents each. The fact of whether the purchasers of said
bars of candy in said assortments procure the same free of charge,
or pay the regular price of 5 cents each therefor, is thus determined
wholly by lot or chance.
Respondents furnish to said wholesale and retail dealers and
jobbers with each of said packages or assortments of candy heretofore referred to, display cards to be used by retailers in offering
said candies for sale, which display cards bear a legend or statement informing the prospective purchaser that the said assortments
of candies are being sold in accordance with the sales plan above
mentioned.
PAn. 3. Aforesaid wholesale dealers and jobbers of respondents
resell said candy assortments to retail dealers in various States of the
United States, and said retail dealers and the retail dealers to whom
respondents sell direct expose said assortments for sale together
with the aforesaid display cards, and sell said candies to the purchasing public in accordance with the aforesaid sales plan. Respondent thus supplies to and places in the hands of others the
means of conducting lotteries in the sale of its products in accordance
with the respondents' sales plans hereinabove set forth.
PAR. 4. Respondents' aforesaid practices thus tend to, and do induce
many of the consuming public to purchase respondents' said candies in preference to candies of respondents' said competitors because of (a) the chance of obtaining one of said pieces of candy at
a price of 1 cent or 2 cents rather than at the maximum price of 3
cents, or (b) the chance of obtaining one of said pieces of candy
free of charge rather than at the regular price of 5 cents.
PAR. 5. The above alleged acts and practices of respondents are all
to the prejudice of the public and respondents' competitors and con-
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stitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the intent
and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An Act
to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and
duties, and for other purposes", approved September 26, 1914.
REPORT, FINDINGS As· TO THE FACTs, AND OnnEn

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act _of Congress approved September 26, 1914, the Federal Trade Commission issued and served
a complaint upon. the respondents, Curtiss Candy Co. and Kidd
Products Corporation, charging them with the use of unfair methods
of competition in interstate commerce in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of said Act.
The respondents entered their appearance and filed an answer
to said complaint, and thereafter entered into a stipulation with the
chief counsel of the Federal Trade Commission whereby it was
admitted that the facts set forth in the said complaint, Docket No.
1853, as to respondents' methods of competition in the sale and
distribution of candy were true, and whereby it was agreed that
immediately upon the affirmance by a United States Circuit Court
of Appeals or the Supreme Court of the United States of an order
to cease and desist, issued by the Commission against a respondent
in a contested proceeding involving practices or methods of sale
of candy identical with or similar to those used by the respondents
herein, the Federal Trade Commission might, without further proceedings of any kind, or notice to respondents, make and issue its
findings as to the facts and conclusion, declaring the methods of
sale and distribution as used by respondents herein to be unfair
methods of competition, and issue its order requiring said respondents to cease and desist from such unfair methods of competition,
and said respondents agreed to be bound by and obey said order to
cease and desist.
It was further agreed that said respondents admitted the facts
alleged in paragraphs 1, 2, and 3 of said complaint to be true and
that said stipulation might be accepted as an answer on behalf of the
respondents to the charges of said complaint in lieu of any other
answer to be filed by said respondents. Thereafter, the Supreme
Court of the United States on February 5, 1934, reviewed an order
to cease and desist issued by this Commission against R. F. Keppel
& Brother, Inc., and therein the said Supreme Court of the United
States held methods of sale identical with or similar to those used
by respondents herein to be unfair methods of competition. [291
u.s. 304.]
Thereupon this proceeding came on for final hearing on the complaint and stipulation above referred to, and the Commission having
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duly considered the record and being fully advised in the premises,
finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public, and makes
this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Curtiss Candy Company, is a corporation organized under the laws of the State of Illinois, with its principal office and place of business located in the city of Chicago.
Respondent, Kidd Products Corporation is a corporation organized
under the laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal office and
place of business located in the city of Chicago, State of Illinois.
Respondents, Curtiss Candy Co. and Kidd Products Corporation,
have officers and directors common to each other. The said respondents are operating under a common control and managership, and
maintain a joint office and substantially all of the shares of stock
of the respondent, IGdd Products Corporation, are owned by the
respondent, Curtiss Candy Co. Respondents are engaged in the
manufacture of candies and in the sale and distribution thereof to
wholesale and retail dealers and to jobbers located at points in the
various States of the United States, and cause said products, when
so sold, to be transported from their principal place of business in
the city of Chicago, State of Illinois, to and through other States
of the United States to said purchasers at their respective points of
location. In the course and conduct of such business respondents
are in competition with other individuals, partnerships and corporations engaged in the manufacture of candies and in the sale and
distribution thereof in commerce between and among the various
States of the United States.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their business as described
in paragraph 1 hereof the respondents and each of them sell, to
retailers, wholesalers and jobbers, certain packages or assortments
of candies.
(a) One of said assortments of candies consists of a number of
candy bars of uniform size, shape and quality, and each of said
candy bars is contained within a wrapper. Also within each of
said wrappers is a slip of paper which has printed thereon the retail
price at which said candy bar is to be sold to the consuminrr public.
Said printed slip is effectively concealed from the consumer until
he has removed the said wrapper. The retail prices printed on said
slips are 1¢, 2¢, and 3¢, and these prices are those which the consumer
pays the retail merchant. The ultimate consumers thus procure
candy bars at a price of 1¢, 2¢, or 3¢, the said price being determined
wholly by lot or chance.
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(b) Another of said assortments of candy consists of a number of
candy bars of uniform size, shape, and quality, and each of said
candy bars is contained within a wrapper. The said candy bars
retail at the price of 5 cents each, but a small number of said bars
have within the wrapper a printed slip of paper advising the purchaser thereof that the said bar is :free. The said printed slip is
effectively concealed from the consumer until he has removed the
said wrapper. The aforesaid purchasers of said candy bars who
procure a candy bar containing one of the said printed slips thus
procure the same free of charge rather than at the regular retail
price of 5 cents each. The fact of whether the purchasers of said
bars of candy in said assortments procure the same free of charge, or
pay the regular price of 5 cents each therefor, is thus determined
wholly by lot or chance.
Respondents furnish to said wholesale and retail dealers and jobbers, with each of said packages or assortments of candy heretofore
referred to, display cards to be used by retailers in offering said
candies :for sale, which display cards bear a legend or statement
informing the prospective purchaser that the said assortments of
candies are being sold in accordance with the sales plan above
mentioned.
PAR. 3. Aforesaid wholesale dealers and jobbers o:f respondents resell said candy assortments to retail dealers in various States of the
United States, and said retail dealers and the retail dealers to whom
respondents sell direct expose said assortments for sale, together
with the aforesaid display cards, and sell said candies to the purchasing public in accordance with the aforesaid sales plan. Respondents thus supply to and place in the hands of others the means
of conducting lotteries in the sale o:f their products in accordance
with the respondents' sales plans hereinabove set forth.
PAR. 4. Among the competitors of the respondents referred to in
paragraph 1 hereof are many who sell candies at wholesale and who
do not offer and place in the hands of others any packages or assortments of candies which may be sold and distributed without rearrangement by lot or chance. Respondents' aforesaid practices tend
to and do induce many of the consuming public to purchase respondents' said candies in preference to candies of respondents' said
competitors because of {a) the chance of obtaining one of said pieces
of candy at a price of 1 cent or 2 cents rather than at the maximum
price of 3 cents, or {b) the chance of obtaining one of said pieces of
candy free of charge rather than at the regular price of 5 cents.
PAR. 5. The sale and distribution of candy by the retailers by the
methods described herein is a sale and distribution o:f candy by lot
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or chance, and constitutes a lottery or gaming device. A ~ubstantial
amount of candy is sold by retailers without any feature. of lot or
chance and not as a lottery or ·gaming device, and the sale of candy
by lot or chance, as used by the respondents, is in direct competition
with candy which is sold without any lot or chance feature, and the
sale of candy without a lottery or gaming feature in connection
therewith is adversely affected by the sale of candy with the lottery
or gaming feature.
PAR. 6. The Commission finds that the method of selling and distributing candy as above described is morally bad and encourages
gambling, especially among children; is injurious to the candy
industry because it results in the merchandising of a chance or lottery instead of candy; and provides retail merchants with the means
of violating the laws of the several States. As stated above, many
competitors of respondents do not sell candy so packed and assembled that it can be resold to the public by lot or chance. The Commission finds that these competitors are therefore put to a disadvantage in competingJ and that trade is diverted to respondents
and others using similar methods from said competitors. The use
of such methods by respondents in the sale and distribution of candy
is prejudicial and injurious to the public and their competitors, and
has resulted in the diversion of trade to respondents from their said
competitors, and is a restraint upon and a detriment to the freedom
"
of fair and legitimate competition in the candy industry.
PAR. 7. The sale and distribution of candy by lot or chance is
against the public policy of many of the several States of the United
States, and some of said States have laws making lotteries and
gaming devices penal offenses.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, Curtiss Candy
Co. and Kidd Products Corporation, under the conditions and circumstances set forth in the foregoing findings of facts, are all to the
prejudice of the public and respondents' competitors, and constitute
unfair methods of competition in commerce, and constitute a violation of Section 5 of an Act of Congress, approved September 26,
1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to
define its powers and duties, and for other purposes."
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been considered by the Federal Trade
Commission upon the complaint of the Commission, the stipulation
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entered into between the respondents and the chief counsel for the
Federal Trade Commission, and the Commission having made its
findings as to the facts and conclusion drawn therefrom that the
respondents have violated the provisions of an Act of Congress
approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other
purposes",
It is now ordered, That the respondents, Curtiss Candy Co. and
Kidd Products Corporation, their officers, agents, representatives
and employees, in the manufacture, sale and distribution in interstate commerce of candy and candy products, do cease and desist
from:
(1) Selling and distributing to jobbers and wholesale dealers for
resale to retail dealers, or to retail dealers direct, candy so packed
and assembled that sales of such candy to the general public are by
means of a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise.
(2) Supplying to or placing in the hands of wholesale dealers and
jobbers, or retail dealers, packages or assortments of candy which
are used without alteration or rearrangement of the contents of such
packages or assortments, to conduct a lottery, gaming device, or gift
enterprise in the sale or distribution of the candy or candy products
contained in said package or assortment to the public.
(3) Packing or assembling in the same package or assortment of
candy for sale to the public at retail, pieces of candy of uniform size,
shape and quality containing within their wrappers tickets bearing
different prices, or bearing the word " free " or phrases containing
said word.
(4) Furnishing to wholesale dealers, jobbers and retail dealers
display cards, either with packages or assortments of candy or candy
products, or separately, bearing a legend, or legends, or statements,
informing the purchaser that the candy or candy products are being
fiO}d to the public by lot or chance, Or in accordance with a sales plan
which constitutes a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise.
( 5) Furnishing to wholesale dealers, jobbers and retail dealers
display cards or other printed matter for use in connection with the
sale of its candy or candy products, which said advertising literature
informs the purchasers and purchasing public (a) that certain bars
of candy of uniform size, shape, and quality may be obtain~d for a
price of 1 cent, 2 cents, or 3 cents, depending upon the price tag endosed in the wrapper of the piece of candy selected by the purchaser,
or (b) that certain bars of candy of uniform size, shape and quality
may be obtained free of charge or for a price of 5 cents, depending
upon the price tag enclosed in the wrapper of the piece of r.andy
selected by the purchaser.
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It furrther ordered, That the respondents above named within 30
days after the service upon them of this order shall file with the
Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner
in which this order has been complied with and conformed w.
MEMORANDA

The Commission as of the same date made three consent orders
involving the use of the same sort of scheme set forth in the Curtiss
Candy case above, namely, the use of a slip concealed within the
individual wrapper of the piece of candy advising that the particular piece is free, or containing some legend, which, as preannounced, has the same import, or, in one case, the use of a concealed colored center for the same purpose. Notes of such orders,
together with the dates on which complaints issued in said cases,
follow:
Schutter-J olvnson Candy Co., Docket 1805. Complaint, May 11930.
Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of business
in Chicago, sells to wholesalers and jobbers, together with explanatory display cards for retailer's use in offering said candies to the
public, packages or assortments composed of 40 5-cent candy bars, of
uniform quality, size and shape, within the individual W!'appers of
ten of which there is a printed slip of paper advising that the
particular bar is free.
Sam Altschuler, doing business as Rosemary Oandy Oo., Docket
1881. Complaint, November 28, 1930. Respondent manufacturer,
with principal office imd place of business in San Francisco, sells to
wholesale and retail dealers and jobbers, together with explanatory
display cards for retailer's use in offering said candy, 40 candy bars
of uniform quality, size and shape, upon the under sides of the
individual wrappers of which there is printed the concealed figure,
0, 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, 4¢, or 5¢, as the price, if any, to be paid by the consumer
to the retailer, depending upon his chance selection.
Shapiro Oandy Manufacturing Oo., Inc., Docket 1918. Complaint,
February 25, 1931. Respondent manufacturer, with principal office
and place of business in New York City, sells to wholesale and retail
dealers and jobbers, certain packages or assortments, composed of a
number of chocolate-covered candy wafers of uniform size, shape
and quality, together with a number of larger pieces of candy and
a toy article, the composition and sale of which assortments are
described in the complaint, as follows:
The majority of the said chocolate-covered candy wafers have
white centers, but a small number of said chocolate-covered candy
wafers have cream-colored centers, and a small number of said
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chocolate-covered candy wafers have pink centers; but the color of
the center of each of the said chocolate-covered candy wafers of
uniform size, shape and quality is concealed from the consuming
public until after the said chocolate-covered candy wafer has been
purchased and broken by the consuming public.
The said assortments are distributed to the ultimate consumer in
the following manner: All of the chocolate-covered candy wafers
retail at the price of 1 cent each, except those having the creamcolored center. The purchaser who procures one of the chocolatecovered candy wafers having a pink center is entitled to receive,
and is to be given free of charge, one of the larger pieces of candy
hereinbefore referred to; the customer who procures one of the
chocolate-covered candy wafers having a cream-colored center procures the said chocolate-covered candy wafer free of charge; and
the purchaser of the last piece of the aforesaid chocolate-covered
candy wafers is entitled to receive, and is to be given free of charge,
the toy article hereinbefore referred to.
The aforesaid purchasers of said candies who procure a piece of
candy having a pink center, and the purchasers who procure a piece
of candy having a cream-colored center, and the purchaser of the last
piece of candy in each of said assortments, are thus to procure one of
the larger pieces of candy, or one of the chocolate-covered candy
wafers, or the toy article, respectively, wholly by lot or chance.
The appearances in the foregoing group of cases were as follows:
Mr. Henry 0. Lank and Mr. G. Ed. Rowland for the Commission.
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SOL BLOCK AND SIDNEY BLUMENTHAL, INDIVIDUALLY AND AS COPARTNERS TRADING UNDER
TilE NA:ME AND STYLE OF RITTENJIOUSE CANDY
CO:MPANY 1
COMPLAINT FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF SEO. 15 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROV'ED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 2071. Complaint, Oct. 24, 1932-Decision, Apr. S, 1934

Where a firm engaged in the manufacture and sale of candy, including assortments composed of 20 small, 5-cent packages of candy, and 8 large bars,
with which assortments there were furnished punch boards containing
150 holes, in 8 sections, for use in retailing said assortments under a plan
by which the penny purchase of a punch resulting in acquisition of 1 of
20 colored balls concealed in the board, entitled tbe purchaser to 1 of
the 5-cent packages. purchase of last punch in each of said 8 sections
entitled purchaser to 1 of the 8 bars, and purchase of n punch resulting
met·ely in acquisition of 1 of the 130 white balls secreted in the remaining
holes, secured purchaser nothing further,
Sold said assortments, along with such boards upon which there were set forth
the legends, "Smart money", "1 cent", "Pink ball receives 5 cent packnge ", and "Last punch in each section receives large bar", to wholesale
dealers, jobbers and retailers in competition with many who sell candy at
wholesale and do not offer and place in the hands of others packages or
assortments of candy to be distributed, or which may, without rearrangement, be distributed, by lot or chance, and in competition with candy, a
substantial amount of which is sold by retailers without any such immoral scheme or device connected therewith, and sale of which is adversely
affected by that of candy with the lottery or gaming feature;
With result that many of the consuming public were induced to purchase said
firm's candy in preference to that of competitors because of the lottery
feature connected therewith, and the chance of obtaining certain packages
or bars of candy at less than the regular retail price thereof, many competitors who do not sell candy so packed and assembled that 1t can be resold
to the public by lot or chance, were put to a disadvantage and trade was diverted from them to said firm and to others using similar methods, gambling, and especially among chiluren, was encouraged, a chance or lottery,
instead of candy, was merchandised, retailers were provided with the
means of violating the laws or public policy of many of the States in selling
and distributing candy by lot or chance, the industry was injured, and
freedom of fair and legitimate competition therein wns restrained and
impaired:
t For descriptive summary of the group of candy lottery findings and/or orders made by
the Commission as of the same date, and Including this case, see pp. 269, 276, 277.
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That such practices, under the circumstances set forth, were to the
prejudice of competitors and the public, and constituted an unfair method
of competition.

Hell~.

Mr. Henry 0. Lank and Mr. G. Eel. Rowland for the Commission.
COMPLAINT

Acting in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions of an Act
of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties,
and for other purposes", the Federal Trade Commission charges
that Sol Block and Sidney Blumenthal, individually, and as copartners trading under the name and style of Rittenhouse Candy Co.,
hereinafter referred to as respondents, have been and are using unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce in violation of
the provisions of Section 5 of said Act, and states its charges in that
respect as follows :
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondents are copartners trading under the
name and style of Rittenhouse Candy Co. with their principal office
and place of business located in the city of Philadelphia, State of
Pennsylvania. Respondents are engaged in the manufacture, sale,
and distribution of candy and in the sale and distribution of candy
specialties and punch board devices for use in the sale of their candy
products. Respondents sell their products to wholesale dealers and
jobbers and to retail dealers located at points in the various States
of the United States and cause said products when so sold to be
transported from their said principal places of business in the city
of Philadelphia in the State of Pennsylvania into and through other
States of the United States to said purchasers at their respective
points of location. In the course and conduct of their said business,
respondents are in competition with other individuals, partnerships,
and corporations engaged in the manufacture of candies and in the
selling and distribution thereof in interstate commerce between
and among the various States of the United States.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their business as described in
paragraph 1 hereof, the respondents sell to wholesale dealers and
jobbers and to retail dealers a certain package or assortment of
candies consisting of 20 small packages of candy which usually
retail at the price of 5 cents each, aml 8 large bars of candy, and
furnishes with said package or assortment a punch board. containing 150 holes and divided into 8 sections, 2 sections containing 15
holes each, and 6 sections containing 20 holes each. Into each of the
holes has been inserted a small colored ball so placed and secreted
in said punch board that the colored balls cannot be seen by the
I
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customer except when they are punched from the board. One
hundred thirty of the said balls are white and 20 of the said balls
are pink. The said punch board bears the following legends:
"Smart Money", "One Cent", "Pink Ball Receives 5¢ Package",
" Last Punch in Each Section Receives Large Dar.'' Every customer pays 1 cent for each punch from the board and the purchasers
of punches who receive one of the said pink balls are entitled to
receive and are to be given :free of charge one of the 5-cent packages
of candy heretofore referred to. The purchasers of the last punch
in each section of the board are entitled to receive and are to be
given free of charge one of the large bars of candy. The purchasers
receiving one of the small white balls receive only the said ball :for
their money. The purchasing public are thus induced and persuaded into purchasing punches from the said board in the hope
that they may obtain one of the pink prize winning balls above
referred to and thus obtain one of the 5-cent packages of candy as
a prize. The 5-cent packages of candy and the large bars of candy
contained in said assortment are thus distributed to the purchasers
of punches from the board wholly by lot or chance.
PAR. 3. Aforesaid wholesale dealers and jobbers of respondents
resell said packages to retail dealers in various States of the United
States and the said retail dealers, and the retail dealers to whom
respondents sell direct, expose said candies in connection with the
aforesaid punch board and sell punches to the purchasing public in
accordance with the aforesaid plan, whereby the said packages and
bars of candy are distributed to the purchasers of punches from said
board wholly by lot or chance. Respondents thus supply to and
place in the hands of others the means of conducting a lottery in
the sale of their products in accordance with the respondents' sales
plan hereinbefore set forth.
PAR. 4. Respondents' aforesaid practices thus tend to and do induce many of the consuming public to purchase respondents' said
candies in preference to the candies of respondents' said competitors
because of the lottery feature connected therewith and because of the
chance of obtaining said packages of candy or bars of candy at less
than the regular retail price thereof.
PAn. 5. The above alleged ads and practices of re.spondents are
all to the prejudice of the public and respondents' competitors and
constitute unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce
within the intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress
entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its
powers and duties, and for other purposes '', approved September
26, 1914.
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REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS AND ORDER.

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes",
the Federal Trade Commission issued its complaint against the
respondents, Sol Block and Sidney Blumenthal, individually and
as copartners trading under the name and style of Rittenhouse
Candy Co., charging them with the use of unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce in violation of the provisions of
Section 5 of said Act.
Pursuant to the provisions of said act the Commission served its
complaint upon the respondents on October 25, 1932, with notice
of hearing on December 2, 1930, on the charges set forth in the
complaint, together with a copy of the rules of practice adopted
by the Commission providing for the time within which answer
is required to be made by a respondent after service of a complaint,
and for failure of respondent to appear or to file answer thereto.
At the time of serving the complaint on the respondents the Commission notified the said respondents that the matter had been placed
on the suspense calendar, and that they would not be required to
file answer thereto or appear for hearing until further action by
the Commission. Thereafter, on February 13, 1934, an order was
entered by the Commission wherein it was ordered that the complaint be removed from the suspense calendar and it was further
ordered that the respondents file their answer to the complaint
herein on or before March 14, 1934, otherwise the matter would be
proceeded with as in default. A copy of this order was served on
the respondents on February 15, 1934.
The time of the respondents to appear and file answer to the
complaint in accordance with the order of the Commission expired
on March 14, 1934, and the respondents having failed to file answer
to the complaint, and no extension of time to answer having been
requested or granted, and the respondents being in the default for
want of appearance and answer, in accordance with the provisions
of Section 3, Rule III, of the Rules of Practice of the Commission,
and the Commission having duly considered the record and being
fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the
interest of the public, and makes this its findings as to the facts
and its conclusion drawn therefrom:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

1. The respondents, Sol Block and Sidney Blumenthal, are copartners trading under the name and style of Rittenhouse
PARAGRAPH
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Candy Co. with their principal office and place of business in the
city of Philadelphia, State of Pennsylvania. Respondents are now
and for more than four years last past have been engaged in the
manufacture of candy in said city and State, and in the sale and
distribution of said candy to wholesalers and jobbers in the State
of Pennsylvania and other States of the United States. They cause
the said candy, when sold, to be shipped or transported from their
principal place of business in the State of Pennsylvania to purchasers thereof in the States of the United States other than the
State of Pennsylvania. In so carrying on said business respondents
are and have been engaged in interstate commerce, and are and
have been in active competition with other corporations, partnerships and individuals engaged in the manufacture of candy, and in
the sale and distribution of the same, in interstate commerce.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their business as described in
paragraph 1 hereof, the respondents sell to wholesale dealers and
jobbers and to retail dealers a certain package or assortment of
candies consi,sting of 20 small packages of candy which usually
retail at the price of 5 cents each, and 8 large bars of candy, and
furnish with said package or assortment a punch board containing
150 holE'S and divided into 8 sections, 2 sections containing 15 holes
each, and 6 sections containing 20 holes each. Into each of the
holes has been inserted a small colored ball so placed and socreted in
said punch board that the colored balls cannot be seen by the customer except when they are punched from the board. One hundred
thirty of the said balls are white, and 20 of the said balls are pink.
The said punch board beai'S the following legends:" Smart Money",
"One Cent", "Pink Ball Receives 5¢ Package", "Last Punch in
Each Section Receives Large Bar." Every customer pays 1 cent for
each punch from the board, and the purchasers of punches whoreceive one of the said pink balls are entitled to receive and are to be
given free of charge one of the 5-cent packages of candy heretofore
referred to. The purel1asers of the last punch in each section of the
board are entitled to receive and are to be given free of charge one
of the large bars of candy. The purchasers receiving one of the
small white balls receive only the said ball for their money. The
purchasing public are thus induced and persuaded into purchasing
punches from the said board in the hope that they may obtain one
of the pink prize winning balls above referred to and thus obtain
one of the 5-cent packages of candy as a prize. The 5-cent packages
of candy and the large bars of candy contained in said assortment
are thus distributed to the purchasers of punches from the board
wholly by lot or chance.
'H
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PAR. 3. Aforesaid wholesale dealers and jobbers of respondents
resell said packages to retail dealers in various States of the United
States and the said retail dealers, and the retail dealers to whom
respondents sell direct, expose said candies in connection with the
aforesaid punch board and sell punches to the purchasing public in
accordance with the aforesaid plan, whereby the said packages and
bars of candy are distributed to the purchasers of punches from said
board wholly by lot or chance. Respondents thus supply to and
place in the hands of others the means of conducting a lottery in the
sale of their products in accordance with the respondents' sales plan
hereinbefore set forth.
PAR. 4. Among the competitors of respondents referred to in paragraph 1 hereof are many who sell candy at wholesale and who do not
offer and place in the hands of others packages or assortments of
candy which are to be distributed, or which may without rearrangement be distributed, by lot or chance. Respondents' aforesaid practices tend to and do induce many of the consuming public to purchase respondents' said candies in preference to the candies of
respondents' said competitors beCause of the lottery feature in connection therewith, and because of the chance of obtaining certain
packages or bars of candy at less than the regular retail price
thereof. For about four years last past the respondents have
engaged in the acts and practices under the conditions and circumstances and with the results all hereinbefore set out.
PAR. 5. The sale and distribution of candy by the retailers by the
methods described herein is a sale and distribution of candy by lot or
chance and constitutes a lottery or gaming device. A substantial
amount of candy is sold by retailers without any feature of lot or
chance and not as a lottery, or gaming device, and the sale of candy
by lot or chance, as used by the respondent, is in direct competition
with candy which is sold without any lot or chance feature, and the
sale of candy without a lottery or gaming feature in connection
therewith is adversely affected by the sale of candy with the lottery
or gaming feature.
PAR. 6. The Commission finds that the method of selling and distributing candy as above described is morally bad and encourages
gambling, especially among children; is injurious to the candy
industry because it results in the merchandising of a chance or
lottery instead of candy; and provides retail merchants with the
means of violating the laws of the several States. As stated above,
many competitors of respondents do not sell candy so packed and
assembled that it can be resold to the public by lot or chance. The
Commission finds that these competitors are therefore put to a dis-
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advantage in competing, and that trade is diverted to respondents
and others using similar methods, from said competitors. The use
of such methods by respondents in the sale and distribution of candy
is prejudicial and injurious to the public and their competitors, and
has resulted in the diversion of trade to respondents from their said
competitors, and is a restraint upon and a detriment to the freedom
of fair and legitimate competition in the candy industry.
PAR. 7. The sale and distribution of candy by lot or chance is
against the public policy of many of the several States of the United
States, and some of said States have laws making lotteries and
gaming devices penal offenses.
CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, Sol Block and
Sidney Blumenthal, copartners trading under the name and style
of Rittenhouse Candy Co., under the conditions and circumstances
set forth in the foregoing findings of facts, are all to the prejudice
of the public and respondents' competitors, and constitute unfair
methods of competition in commerce, and constitute a violation of
Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914,
entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its
powers and duties, and for other purposes."
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard and considered by the Federal
Trade Commission upon the record, and the Commission having
made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that the respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress approved
September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade
Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes",
It ia now ordered, That the respondents, Sol Block and Sidney
Blumenthal, individually and as copartners, trading under the name
of Rittenhouse Candy Co., their agents, representatives, and employees, in the manufacture, sale, and distribution in interstate commerce of candy and candy products do cease and desist from:
(1) Selling and distributing to jobbers and wholesale dealers for
resale to retail dealers, or to retail dealers direct, candy so packed
and assembled that sales of such candy to the general public are
by means of a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise.
(2) Supplying to or placing in the hands of wholesale dealers and
jobbers, or retail dealers, packages, or assortments of candy which
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are used without alteration or rearrangements of the contents of such
packages or assortments, to conduct a lottery, gaming device, or gift
enterprise in the sale or distribution of the candy or candy products
contained in said package or assortment to the public.
{3) Packing or assembling assortments of candy for sale to the
public at retail, and including in said assortments punch boards,
which said assortments of candy are so packed and arranged that
the candies therein may be without rearrangement distributed by
means of the said punch boards.
( 4) Supplying to or placing in the hands of wholesale dealers and
jobbers, or retail dealers, punch boards to be used in connection with
the sale of respondents' candy.
(5} Supplying to or placing in the hands of wholesale dealers,
jobbers and retail dealers, punch boards, or other lottery or gaming
devices, for the purpose of enabling retail dealers to resell respondents' candy to the consuming public by means of said punch boards,
or other lottery or gaming devices.
(6) Furnishing to wholesale dealers, jobbers and retail dealers,
punch boards or other printed matter for use in connection with the
sale of their candy or candy products, which said punch boards or
other advertising literature inform the purchasers and purchasing
public that certain small packages of candy, or certain bars of
candy, will be distributed to purchasers, depending upon the color
of the ball received when operating the punch board.
It is further ordered, That the respondents above named within
30 days after the service upon them of this order shall file with the
Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner
in which this order has been complied with and conformed to.
MEMORANDUM

The Commission as of the same date made a consent order involving the use of the same sort of a scheme set forth in the Bitten-·
hmJSe Oandy case above, namely, the use of a punch board for the
sale of the particular assortment involved. Descriptive note of said
case, together with the date on which complaint issued, follows:
Cosmopolitan Candy Co., Docket 1858. Complaint, July 11, 1930.
Respondent manufacturer, with principal office and place of business in Chicago, as set forth in the complaint, "sells to wholesalers
and jobbers a certain package or assortment of candies, consisting
of 15 hand decorated M. M. eggs; 6 fruit and nut in cream chocolate half-pound eggs hand decorated; 4 fruit nut in cream chocolate
1-pound eggs, hand decorated; llarge 3-pound hollow egg chocolate,
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hand decorated, and furnishes with said package or assortment a
punch-board containing 200 holes, divided into 4 sections. Into each
of the holes has been inserted a small slip of paper bearing a printed
number. The printed slips bear numbers from 1 to 200 inclusive,
and are so placed and secreted in said punch-board that they cannot
be seen by the customer except when they are punched from the
board."
The board bears the following legends : " 5 cents per sale. Easter
greeting. Decorated Easter eggs. Nos. 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80,
90, 100, 110, 120, 130, 140, 150 receive 15-cent M. M. egg. No. 160,
170, 175, 180, 190, 200 receive 50-cent chocolate egg. Last punch in
each section receives $1 chocolate egg. Last punch on board receives
$3 big egg."
Every customer pays 5 cents for each punch from the board and
the purchasers of punches who receive numbers other than those above
enumerated or who do not qualify by purchasing the last punch in
each section or by purchasing the last punch on the board receive
nothing for their money. The purchasing public are thus induced
and persuaded into purchasing punches from the said board in the
hope that they may obtain one of the prize winning numbers above
referred to and thus obtain one of the prizes called for by the said
numbers. The Easter eggs contained in said assortment are thus
distributed to the purchasers of punches from the board wholly by
lot or chance.
Aforesaid wholesale dealers of respondent resell said packages
to retail dealers in various States of the United States, and said
retail dealers expose said candies in connection with the aforesaid
punch-board and sell punches to the purchasing public in accordance with the aforesaid plan, whereby the said candy Easter eggs
are distributed to the purchasers of punches from said board wholly
by lot or chance. Respondent thus supplies to and places in the
hands of others the means of conducting a lottery in the sale of its
products in accordance with the respondent's sales plan hereinabove
set forth.

Jfr. Henry 0. Lank and Mr. G. Ed. Rowland for the Commission.
Rappaport & Rappaport, of Chicago, Ill., for respondent.
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THE MATTER OF

BENJAMIN D. RITHOLZ, ET AL., AS INDIVIDUALS AND
AS COPARTNERS, TRADING AS INTERNATIONAL
OPTICAL CO., ETC.; DR. RITHOLZ AND SONS, INC.,
ALSO TRADING AS INTERNATIONAL OPTICAL CO.,
ETC.; AND MORRIS I. RITHOLZ, ET AL., AS INDIVIDUALS AND AS STOCKHOLDERS OF DR. RITHOLZ &
SONS, INC., AND ALSO TRADING AS INTERNATIONAL
OPTICAL CO., ETC.
COMPLAINT (SYNOPSIS), FINDINGS AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF SEC. :5 OI~ AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1014

Docket 2069.

Complaint, July 13, 1933 1-Decision, Apr. 6, 1934

Where a firm engaged under various trade names in the manufacture and sale
of spectacles, spectacle frames and lenses for spectacles ; the corporate
successor of said firm (four of the five stockhol<l.ers of which corporation were composed of former partners thereof), engaged both in its own
corporate name and un<l.er various trade names in carrying on the business theretofore conducted by said firm; and the afo1·esaid stockholders,
engaged In their individual capacity in carrying on under the trade names
employed by said corporation, and under other trade names, the business
of manufacturing and selling spectacles, spectacle frames and lenses for
spectacles in commerce among the various States;
(a) Variously represented through ciL·culars and advertisements that they
furnished their said spectacles free or without cost to purchasers aDd
prospective purchasers, or free without a cent of cost, through statements
advising prospective customers to write them for their "free offer", and
setting forth that the company was "offering five thousand more sample
pairs free" of their new kind of guaranteed spectacles and inviting the
prospect to write ln for their "free offer", the facts being they did not
furnish their spectacles free to customers, as represented, but either requlreu the purchaser wishing to take advantage of the supposed free offer,
to make an initial payment, following which they sent the spectacles
C. 0. D., or required him to sell a certain number, with a pair for himself
as compensation, and did not refund the purchase price to those dissatisfied,
notwithstanding their guarantee so to do;
(b) Variously represented through circulars and/or advertisements that their
so-called "Marvel Eye Tester" for the use of customers and prospective
customers for self-testing, hau been "endorsed by the world's most famous
eye speclallsts and eye hospitals", alrorded tests, according to a "Washington scientist", "better than optometrists'", had been found "scientific
and practical for testing eyes " by " one of the most leading professors ol
ophthalmology In the world", nnd had been endorsed by " the world's
largest eye hospital", and that through use thereof "you will be able to
furnish better glasses by mail than the average optometrist can in his own
'Supplemental and amended.
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office," and made numerous other representations and statements of similar
tenor, the facts being that said various statements and representations
were false and without any basis or foundation in fact, the lenses in the
device in question, and a substantial number of those in the spectacles
made and sold by them, were ground from window glass instead of crown
glass, from which alone satisfactory lenses for spectacles and optical instruments can be gt·ound, and use of spectacles obtained through the use of
said device is injurious to the wearer thereof, and gravely endangers his
sight; and
(c) Variously published and. used in their circulars and advertising matter
copies of purported letters from specialists, together with pretended photographs thereof, upon purported repwductlons of letterheads displaying
names of well known institutions, and places, endorsing the scientific merit
and value of said tester, facts being said pretended reproductions and
photographs were not authentic, and said pretended communications were
false and unjustified and the supposed specialist si:,'llers thereof had given
neither such, nor any other, endorsements of the aforesaid device, but had
only, at the most, in one or two cases, written one of the individuals herein
concerned respecting an entirely different instrument;
With capacity and tendency, (a) to mislead and deceive dealet·s and the purchasing public into believing that, ( 1) they would be furnished free of cost,
spectacles, lenses and spectacle frames, as aforesaid, and, (2) that through
use of said device, self-examination of eyes could be successfully accomplished, and proper lenses prescribed, and, (3) that the statements in said
fictitious testimonials were true and actually made by the persons purpotilng to have made them, and, (b) to induce purchase from said firm,
corporation or individuals, of the products in question in reliance llpon
the aforesaid erroneous beliefs, and divert trade to them from competitors,
including those who do not make such representations in connection with
the sale or afTer of their own products, and with result that substantial
competition in said products throughout the various States was by then1.
substantially injured:
lleld, That such acts and practices, under the circumstances set forth, were to
the prejudice of the pui.Jlic and competitors, and constituted unfair methods
of competition.

llfr. Edward L. Smith for the Commission.
lllr. John .A.. Nash and Mr• .A.aron Soble, of Chicago, Ill., for
respondents.
SYNOPSIS OF CoMPLAINT

Reciting its action in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Commission charged
respondents Benjamin D. Ritholz et al., individually and as copartners, trading as International Optical Co., and under other trade
names, and engaged for more than three years immediately prior to
Aprill, 1931, in the manufacture of spectacles, spectacle frames and
lenses for spectacles, and in the sale and distribution thereof in commerce among the States, and with principal office and branches, in
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Chicago; respondent, Dr. Ritholz & Sons, Inc., an Illinois corporation, organized on or about April 1, 1931, and, since said date, successor to and conductor of, the business immediately before referred
to, and also trading as International Optical Co. and under various
other trade names; and Maurice I., F. J., Ante, Samuel J., and F.
Ritholz, as individuals and as stockholders of the aforesaid corporation (also trading, individually, as International Optical Co., etc.) 2
with filling orders with other than product advertised, and with advertising falsely or misleadingly as to free product and endorsements and testimonials, in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of
such Act, prohibiting the use of unfair methods of competition in
interstate commerce.
Respondent partners, respondent corporation, and respondent
stockholders thereof, as charged, engaged as aforesaid, in competition
with others similarly engaged, advertised in circulars sent through
the mails, and in newspapers, magazines and periodicals of general
circulation throughout the United States, to sell to the purchasing
public a certain well known kind and make of spectacles, frame
and lenses made by competitors, notwithstanding which they delivered to purchasers ordering such product, in response to said
advertisements, spectacles, frames and lenses of different kinds and
makes, and of inferior quality.
Said respondents further, as charged, falsely represented in their
said advertising that they would furnish their said spectacles, free,
without cost to purchasers and prospective purchasers thereof, or
free without a cent of cost, and likewise falsely represented that
their said "system " had been endorsed by the world's most famous
specialists and eye hospitals, and that their device or tester for
self-examination of the eyes had likewise been endorsed as scientific
and practicable by leading specialists and institutions having to do
with the field concerned,8 the facts being that no one could furnish,
as claimed, through said device better glasses by mail than the
average optometrist could prescribe in his own office, and no such
endorsements had been given.
Said various respondents, further, as charged, published purported letters from optometrists and physicians, endorsing the
use of the aforesaid device, notwithstanding fact that said testimonials were fictitious and were never furnished by the persons
named.
1
'l'he various respondents and the trade names used by them are set forth more fully
fn the findings, Infra, at page 3111.
1
The statements made, as alleged ln the complaint, may be found set forth ln the
findings, Infra, at pp. 3118, 360, 361.
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Said representations, advertisements and statements, and their
use, as charged, had and (in the case of respondent corporation and
stockholders) have the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive
the purchasing public into the belief that, (1) in purchasing aforesaid products from respondents, they are purchasing the products
of the manufacturers, as represented, {2) customers will be furnished said products free of cost, {3) through use of said tester 1
eyes can be successfully self-examined by customers, and proper
lenses prescribed, and that, (4) statements in the testimonials in
question were true and actually made by the persons purporting to
have made them, and to induce said public and dealers to purchase
said products in such erroneous beliefs, and divert trade from
competitors, who, as manufacturers and dealers, do not make such
misrepresentations; to the substantial injury of a substantial competition throughout the States, and to the prejudice of the public
and competitors.
Upon the foregoing complaint, the Commission made the following
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes",
the Federal Trade Commission, on July 13, 1933, issued and served
its supplemental and amended complaint in this proceeding against
respondents, Benjamin D. Ritholz, Morris I. Ritholz, Samuel J.
Ritholz, F. Ritholz, and Ante Ritholz, as individuals and as copartners trading as International Optical Co., Tru Sight Optical
Co., Capitol Spectacle Co., Nu Way Optical Co., U.S. Spectacle Co.,
and under various other trade names; Dr. Ritholz & Sons, Inc., a
corporation also trading as International Optical Co., Tru Sight
Optical Co., Capitol Spectacle Co., Nu Way Optical Co., U. S.
Spectacle Co., and under various other trade names, and the said
Morris I. Ritholz, F. J. Ritholz, Ante Ritholz, Samuel J. Rithol~.
and F. Ritholz, as individuals and as stockholders of said Dr.
Ritholz & Sons, Inc., and also trading as International Optical Co.,
Tru Sight Optical Co., Capitol Spectacle Co., Nu "\Yay Optical Co.,
U. S. Spectacle Co., and under various other trade names.
After the issuance of the said supplemental and amended complaint, and the filing of respondent's answer thereto, testimony
and evidence were received, duly recorded and filed in the office of
the Commission; thereafter the proceeding regularly came on for
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final hearing before the Commission on the supplemental and
amended complaint, the answer thereto filed by the respondents,
testimony and evidence, and a stipulation entered into on May 27,
1933, between the attorney for the aforesaid respondents and the
chief counsel of the Federal Trade Commission, by which it was
agreed that in the trial of the proceeding the Commission was able
to produce as witnesses in numerous other cities of the United
States, numerous other optometrists, ophthalmologists and other
scientists who would, if called as witnesses, testify in the same substance as to scientific matters as Dr. Pine, Dr. Sheppard and Dr.
Huizinga had already testified in the proceeding, and briefs of
counsel for the Commission and counsel for the respondents (but
without oral argument, counsel for the respondents having waived
oral argument), and the Commission having duly considered the
same, and being fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public, and makes this its findings
as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondents, Benjamin D. Ritholz, Morris I. Ritholz,
Samuel J. Ritholz, F. Ritholz, and Ante Ritholz were for more
than three years until April 1, 1931, or thereabouts, copartners,
doing business under the trade names, International Optical Co.,
Tru Sight Optical Co., Capitol Spectacle Co., Nu Way Optical Co.,
U. S. Spectacle Co., and under various other trade names, with their
principal office and place of business and branches thereof located in
the city of Chicago, State of Illinois. Until approximately April
1, 1931, they had been for more than three years immediately prior
thereto engaged, under the trade names hereinbefore mentioned and
under various other trade names, in the manufacture of spectacles,
spectacle frames and lenses for spectacles, and in the sale and distribution thereof in commerce between and among the various States
of the United States. While doing business under said trade names
and under various other trade names, they caused their products,
when sold by them, to be shipped from their principal place of
business and branches thereof in the city of Chicago, aforesaid, into
and through other States of the United States to the purchaser,;
thereof located in such States, other than the State of Illinois. In
the course and conduct of said business they were in substantial
competition with other partnerships and with individuals and corporations engaged in the sale and distribution of spectacles, spec-
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tacle frames and ·lenses for spectacles, in commerce in various States
of the United States and between and among the various States
of the United States.
PAR. 2. Respondent, Dr. Ritholz & Sons, Inc., is a corporation
organized on or about April 1, 1931, under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Illinois, with its principal office and place of
business and branches thereof located in the city of Chicago, State
of Illinois. The said respondent, Dr. Ritholz & Sons, Inc., upon its
organization acquired and has since continued the business which
prior thereto had been conducted by the respondents, Benjamin D.
Ritholz, Morris I. Ritholz, Samuel J. Ritholz, F. Ritholz, and Ante
Ritholz, as described in paragraph 1 hereof. The said Dr. Ritholz
& Sons., Inc., since April 1, 1931, or thereabouts, has been engaged
in the manufacture of spectacles, spectacle frames and lenses for
spectacles, and in the sale and distribution thereof in commerce
between and among the various States of the United States. It
causes and has caused said product, when sold by it, to be shippetl
from its principal place of business and branches thereof in the city
of Chicago, aforesaid, into and through States of the United States
other than the State of Illinois, to the purchasers thereof located in
such States. In the course and conduct of its said business it is
now, and has been at all times since its incorporation, in substantial
competition with other corporations and with individuals and partnerships engaged in the sale and distribution of spectacles, spectacl~
frames and lenses for spectacles, in commerce in various States of
the United States and between and among various States of tho
United States. Its stockholders since its organization have been and
still are the Respondents Morris I. Ritholz, F. J. Ritholz, Ante
Ritholz, Samuel J. Ritholz and F. Ritholz.
In addition to conducting its business described herein under its
corporate name, said Dr. Ritholz & Sons., Inc., now trades, and ever
since its incorporation has traded, also under the names, International Optical Co., Tru Sight Optical Co., Capitol Spectacle Co.
Nu ·way Optical Co., U. S. Spectacle Co., and under various other
trade names, which other trade names have been used and still are
being used also by the aforesaid respondent stockholders of said Dr.
Ritholz & Sons, Inc., in the operation between and among the several States of the United States of a business and/or businesses consisting of the manufacture of spectacles, spectacle frames and lenses
for spectacles, and in the sale and distribution thereof in commerce
between and among the various States of the United States. The said
respondent corporation trading under the aforesaid trade names and
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the said stockholders of the said corporation also trading under said
various trade names cause and have caused said products, when sold
by them, to be shipped from their principal place of business and
branches thereof in said city of Chicago, into and through other
States of the United States, to the purchasers thereof located in such
States other than the State of Illinois. In the course and conduct
of their said business they are and have been since April1, 1931, or
thereabouts, in substantial competition with partnerships, individuals and corporations engaged in the sale and distribution of spectacles, spectacle frames and lenses for spectacles, in commerce in
various States of the United States and between and among the
various States of the United States.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their business as described
in paragraph 1 hereof, the respondents mentioned in said paragraph
1, for more than three years immediately prior to April 1, 1931, sold
and distributed their products to dealers therein and directly to the
purchasing public, generally through the use of and by means of
the United States mails. And in the course and conduct of their
business as described in paragraph 2 hereof, respondents mentioned
in said paragraph 2 sell and distribute, and since April1, 1931, have
sold and distributed their products to dealers therein and directly
to the purchasing public, generally through the use of and by means
of the United States mails. In promoting the sale of their products
the respondents named in paragraph 1 hereof advertised until April
1, 1931, or thereabouts, through and by means of circulars transmitted by them through the mails and in newspapers, magazines
and periodicals of general circulation throughout the United States.
The respondents named in paragraph 2 hereof, in promoting the
sale of their products advertise, and have advertised through and by
means of circulars transmitted by them through the mails and in
newspapers, magazines, and periodicals of general circulation
throughout the United States.
PAR. 4. There is in the record no proof that the respondents
herein sold their products as the products of any other company
except the Shuron Optical Co., Inc.
On May 10, 1932, in the United States District Court, Northern
District of Illinois, Eastern Division, in a suit in equity brought by
said Shuron Optical Co., Inc., plaintiff, against respondents herein,
Dr. Ritholz & Sons, Inc., a corporation; Morris I. Ritholz, Samuel
J. Ritholz; Mrs. Ante Ritholz, and Benjamin D. Ritholz, as individuals; and said corporation and said individuals trading as Capitol
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Spectacle Co., defendants, the following decree and injunction was
entered:
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS
EASTERN DIVISION
SHURON OPTicAL CoMPANY, INC., PLAINTIFF

v.
DR. RITHOLZ & SONS, INC., A CORPORATION ; MOIUllS I.
RITHOLz, SAMUEl. J. RrTaor.z; MR&• .AN71!l llrrnoLz, AND In Equity No. 11,426
BENJAMIN D. lliTHOLZ, AB INDIVIDUALS; SAID CORPO.RA.TION AND SAID INDIVIDUALS TRADING AS OAPITOL
SPEOTACLE COMPANY, DEFENDANTS
FINAL DECREI!l AND INJUNCTION

This cause came on to be heard this day, and thereupon, on motion of
Wilkinson, Huxley, Byron & Knight, solicitors and of counsel for the abovenamed plaintlfl: and consent thereto by the solicitor and counsel for the
above-named defendants, it isOrdered, adj,udged ana aecreed as follows:

1. Plaintlfl: and its predecessors in business have for many years past, and
plaintlfr now is, engaged in the manufacture and sale, in Interstate Commerce,
of eyeglass frames and spectacles, lenses for the same, and various optical
instruments and appliances, using for the identification of such manufactures
the arbitrary name " Shur-On ", and have extensively advertised at large expense and thereby built up a large and lucrative interstate trade in manufactures so identified.
2. Defendant corporation, Dr. Rltholz & Sons, Inc., and the defendants,
Morris I. Ritholz, Samuel J. Rltholz, Mrs. .Ante Ritholz, and Benjamin D.
Rltholz, as Individuals, copartners or in other business relationships, and under
various trade names, have, prior to the commencement of this suit, in the city
of Chicago and elsewhere, and in Interstate Commerce, without the license or
allowance of the plainti1f and in violation of the good w111 of the plainti1f, used
plaintlt'f's trade-mark and trade-name " Shur-On" in association with eyeglasses, eyeglass frames, lenses or other optical goods not made by the plaintlt'f,
both in advertising such goods and offering such goods for sale, and such use
of plaintiff's trade-mark and trade-name Is calculated to cause confusion in the
mind of the purchasing public and lead to the purchase of defendant's said
manufactures In lieu of plaintiff's manufactures.
3. That an Injunction issue out of and under the seal of this Court, directed
to the said defendants, Dr. Rltholz & Sons, Inc., a corporation, :Morris I. Ritholz, Samuel J. Rltholz, 1\Irs. .Ante Ritholz, and Benjamin D. Ritholz as indi''iduals, also to said corporation and individuals trading as Capitol Spectacle
Co., and each of them, their associates, attorneys, solicitors, clerks, servants,
agents, and workmen, enjoining and restraining them, and each of them, without
the license of plaintifr, from associating the name " Shur-On" with any eyeglasses, eyeglass frames, lenses or other optical goods not made by plaintilf,
either in the advertisement of such goods, the offering of the same for sale, or
in any manner using said trade-mark or trade-name to advertise the goods ot
defendants.
102050"-31!-VOL 18--24
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4. The parties hereto having settled all matters of controversy between them
as to damages and profits, no damages or profits shall be recovered by plaintlf!
from defendants or any of them; and each party shall pay Its own costs.
II. WILKERSON,
U. S. District Judge.

JAMES

The above-named defendants hereby consent to the entry of the foregoing
decree.
JOHN

A.

NASH,

Solicitor for Defendant.,.

10, 1983.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, !Jlay

In the bill of complaint in the said proceeding in which the foregoing decree was entered the plaintiff, the said Shuron Optical Co.,
Inc., complained against the defendants therein that said defendants well knowing the rights of the plaintiff in the trade-mark " ShurOn ", in connection with the manufacture and sale of eyeglasses, spectacle frames, and mountings, and contriving to injure it and to injure
and impose on the public did, against the will of the plaintiff, unlawfully and wrongfully advertise in newspapers and other publications of general circulation and in circulars sent through the mails,
"Shur-On" glasses, which were not the products of the plaintiff and
did unlawfully and wrongfully supply in interstate commerce persons offering to buy from the defendants eyeglasses or spectacle
frames or mountings not manufactured or sold by the plaintiff under
such circumstances that the origin or source of the said articles so
sold was not apparent to the purchasers and without disclosing to
the purchasers that said articles sold by defendants were not genuine
"Shur-On" articles but on the contrary were eyeglasses or spectacle
frames or mountings of other manufacture.
PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of their business hereinbefore
described, the Respondents mentioned in paragraph 1 hereof, for
more than three years immediately prior to April 1, 1931, or thereabouts, represented, and the respondents named in paragraph 2
hereof, since April 1, 1931, have represented, in their circulars and
advertisements to furnish to prospective users of spectacles, such
spectacles free without cost to such purchasers and prospective purchasers or free without a cent of cost, when in truth and in fact such
spectacles were not furnished by said respondents free, or free without cost, or free without a cent of cost. Among such advertisements
is the following published in the November 20, 1930, issue of the
Camden (Ark.) News:
NEW KIND OF SPECTACLES

5,000

SAMPLE PAIRS 0FFER"-"D

FB.Em

Chicago, lll.-A new spectacle has been produced which is guaranteed agalnMt

breaking or tarnishing and Is a great Improvement over other makes. They
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will enable almost anyone to read the very smallest print, thread the finest
needle and see far or near. Hundreds of thousands have been ordered in the
last few months. Orders are pouring in from all over the world. Shur-Fit
Optical Co., Suite R-51, 1014 W. Congress Strl.'et, Chicago, Ill., are offering
5,000 more sample pairs free. Just write for their free offer giving your name,
age and address. They will also tell you how you can get their agency and
without experience or money make from $250 to $500 a month.

Another of such advertisements is the following published in the
December 30, 1930, issue of the Bloomington (Ind.), w·orld:
NEW KIND OF SPECTAOLES FREE

The Shur-Fit Optical Co., Suite P-134, 1014 W. Congress Street, Chicago, Ill.,
bave produced a new kind of spectacle guaranteed against breaking and tarnishing, that enables anyone to read the smallest print and to see far or near.
People everywhere are enthusiastically praising them. This company is offerIng 5,000 more sample pairs free. Just write them for their free offer giving
your name, age and address. They will also tell you bow you can get their
agency and without experience or money make $250 to $500 a month.

Others were in the form of letters used by the respondents named
in paragraph 1 and in paragraph 2 hereof. Neither the respondents
named in paragraph 1 hereof nor the respondents named in paragraph 2 hereof furnished spectacles free to its customers as represented by them. Respondents named in paragraph 1 hereof and
respondents named in paragraph 2 hereof, required prospective purchasers when they wished to take advantage of the offer of free
spectacles, to make an initial payment before the spectacles would
be sent, whereupon the spectacles would be sent to the purchaser
C. 0. D., or to sell a certain number of spectacles for which they
would receive as compensation a pair of spectacles for themselves.
And in selling spectacles respondents named in paragraph 1 hereof
:and respondents named in paragraph 2 hereof sold them under the
guarantee that if they were not satisfactory to the customer, upon
return of the spectacles the purchase price would be refunded. The
said respondents made it a practice not to abide by such guarantees
and in a proceeding begun by the United States Post Office Department it was claimed that there were 7,000 cases in which, while
the respondents guaranteed to refund the purchase price of spectacles purchased from them, they did not do so.
PAR. 6. In connection with, and as a part of their business between the various States of the Uruted States, as hereinbefore described, respondents named in paragraph 1 hereof for more than
three years until April 1, 1931, or thereabouts, sent to their customers and their prospective customers, a device called and designated by said respondents "Marvel Eye Tester". Of this device
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the said respondents mentioned in paragraph 1 hereof in their advertisements and circulars stated, among other things:
My system has been endorsed by the world's most famous eye specialists
and eye hospital;
Washington scientist claims test with my instrument better than by optometrist;
One of the most leading professors of ophthalmology in the world finds my
testing device scientific and practical for testing eyes;
World's largest eye hospital endorses my' testing instrument;
By its use you will be able to furnish better glasses by mull than the
average optometrist can in his own office.

When in truth and in fact the aforesaid eye-testing device has
not been endorsed by any eye specialist or by any eye hospital and
when in truth and in fact no Washington scientist has claimed that
tests with the so-called device of the respondents are better than
tests of eyesight by optometrists; and when in truth and in fact no
professor of ophthalmology has found the said device scientific and
practical for testing eyes; and when in truth and in fact neither
the world's largest eye hospital nor any hospital has endorsed the
said testing device; and when in truth and in fact no one can by
the use of the said testing device will be able to furnish better
glasses by mail than the average optometrist can prescribe in his
own office. The said testing devices were designed by an employee
of the respondents who had only a limited education and who had
no scientific training.
The specialists represented by the said respondents as having endorsed the said respondent's system are Dr. Huizinga of Grand
Rapids, Mich., and Dr. H. G. 1Valters, of Washington, D. C. None
of these has endorsed the said system.
The \Vashington scientist represent{!d in said advertisements to
claim that tests with the said Marvel Eye Tester are better than by
optometrists, is the &aid Dr. H. G. Walters, who does not make such
claim and who never has made such claim.
The professor of ophthalmology represented in said advertisements to have stated that he 'finds the said testing device scientific
and practical for testing eyes, is the said Dr. Huizinga, who never
so found.
The eye hospital represented in said advertisements as endorsing
the said testing instruments, is the Chicago Eye, Ear, Nose &
Throat Hospital. Said hospital never has endorsed the said testing
instrument.
The specialist who is represented in the said advertisements as
claiming that by the use of the said Marvel Eye Tester the respond-
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would be able to furnish better glasses by mail than the average
{)ptometrist can in his own office, is the said Dr. H. G. Walters. He
has never made such a statement.
By the use of said Marvel Eye Tester satisfactory glasses cannot
be furnished to purchasers. On the other hand the use of spectacles
obtained through the use of said Marvel Eye Tester is injurious
to the wearer of such spectacles and he is in grave danger, by using
suoh spectacles, of losing his eyesight entirely. Satisfactory lenses
for spectacles and optical instruments can be ground only from
crown glass. Reputable manufacturers of lenses for spectacles and
for optical instruments grind such lenses only from crown glass.
Satisfactory lenses for spectacles and for optical instruments cannot be ground from window glass. All of the lenses used in said
respondents' so-called " Marvel Eye Tester " and a substantial num.ber of the lenses in spectacles manufactured and sold by the said
respondents were ground from window glass.
PAR. 7. In connection with and as a part of their business between
t.he various States of the United States as hereinbefore described,
respondents named in paragraph 2 hereof since April 1, 1931, until
July 1, 1933, or thereabouts, which was after the issuance of the
original complaint in this proceeding and about the time of the
issuance of the supplemental and amended complaint in this pro-ceeding, sent to their customers and their prospective customers the
same device described in paragraph 6 hereof and called " Marvel Eye
Tester". Of this device the said respondents mentioned in paragraph
2 hereof in their advertisements and circulars made the same representations as set out in paragraph 6 hereof. Satisfactory lenses for
spectacles and optical instruments can be ground only from crown
glass. Reputable manufacturers of lenses for spectacles and for
optical instruments grind such lenses only from crown glass. Satisiactory lenses for spectacles and for optical instruments cannot be
ground from window glass. All of the lenses used in said respond-ents' so-called "Marvel Eye Tester " and a substantial number of the
lenses in spectacles manufactured and sold by the said respondents
were ground from window glass.
P .AR. 8. In connection with the sale by the respondents mentioned
in paragraph 1 hereof, and with their offering for sale their said
spectacles, lenses and spectacle frames, said respondents for approximately three years, until April 1, 1931, or thereabouts, published
purported testimonial letters from optometrists and physicians endorsing the use of the device mentioned in paragraph 6 hereof, which
said purported testimonials are fictitious and were never furnished
by the persons represented by said respondents as having written
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such testimonials. One of such letters is the following upon the
purported letterhead of the Chicago Eye, Ear, Nose & Throat College, which is affiliated with the Chicago Eye, Ear, Nose & Throat
Hospital, which said fictitious letter reads as follows:
I find that your instrument is based upon established optical laws governing
the construction of all optical instruments.
Your instrument is very interesting and very ingenious and should fulfill
the purpose for which it was designed and built.
Dr. NUGENT.

. The reproduction of the letterhead of the Chicago Eye, Ear,
Nose & Throat College in the aforesaid fictitious letter, is not a reproduction of the genuine letterhead of that institution. The substance of the said fictitious letter is a reproduction made by the
respondents of a part of a letter dated August 11, 1928, by Dr. 0. B.
Nugent on the letterhead of the Chicago Eye, Ear, Nose & Throat
College addressed to :Mr. B. D. Ritholz, % the National 1Vatch &
Jewelry Co., 1445 Jackson Boulevard, Chicago. The remainder of
the letter written by the said Dr. Nugent on August 11, 1928, reads
as follows:
The instrument you banded to me, which you designate as the " Ritholz
Refractometer" invented and designed by Prot. H. G. Huizinga, of Granu
Rapids, Mich., has been carefully examined by me.

The Ritholz Refractometer mentioned in the said letter of Dr.
Nugent dated August 11, 1928, is an altogether different instrument
from the said "Marvel Eye Tester " and is an instrument designed
for use by an optometrist, oculist, or ophthalmologist for examining the eyes of a patient and is not an instrument to be used by a
person for testing his own eyes. This instrument, the Ritholz
Refractometer, is one of numerous instruments used by optometrists,
oculists, and ophthalmologists in connection with the examination
of a patient's eyes for the purpose of fitting him with spectacles.
The facsimile of Dr. Nugent's signature on the said purported letter
is not a true facsimile. The facsimile of the letterhead is not true.
The facsimile of the picture of the building on the purported letter
is not true. The facsimile of the arrangement of the letterhead on
the said purported letter is not true. The telephone number given in
the saiu facsimile is not true. The names of members of the faculty
of the Chicago Eye, Ear, Nose & Throat College used on its
genuine letterhead are not shown on the purported letterhead of the
said purported letter.
·
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Another of such purported testimonial letters is the following
upon the purported letterhead of Dr. Huizinga, which said fictitious
letter is as follows:
Dr. HUIZINGA
Practice Limited
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
1407 Grand Rapids National Bank Bldg.,
GRAND RAPIDS, 1\IWHIGAN

I consider this instrument entirely of practical value in testing the eyes, and
based upon well known and long established scientific principles. The Calibrations on this machine have been very carefully checked and verified. This
device has been found to be in every way practical for use in testing eyes.
Dr. J. S. HUIZINGA.

The reproduction of the letterhead of Dr. Huizinga in the aforesaid fictitious letter is not a reproduction of Dr. Huizinga's genuine
letterhead. The purported signature to the said fictitious letter is
not a facsimile or reproduction of the genuine signature of Dr. Huizinga. The substance of the said fictitious letter is a paragraph excerpted from a three-page letter written by the said Dr. Huizinga
on August 2, 1928 to Mr. B. Ritholz, c/o National Watch & Jewelry
Co., 1445 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill. The instrument described throughout the aforesaid letter was an instrument known
as the Ritholz Refractometer, which is an instrument designed for
use by an optometrist, oculist, or ophthalmologist for examining
eyes of a patient and is not an instrument to be used by a person for
testing his own eyes. The said instrument, the Ritholz Refractometer is one of numerous instruments used by optometrists, oculists,
and ophthalmologists in connection with the examination of a patient's eyes for the purpose of fitting him with spectacles. The said
Ritholz Refractometer mentioned in the said letter of August 2, 1928,
is an altogether different instrument from the said Marvel Eye
Tester.
Another of such fictitious letters is the following upon the purported letterhead of Dr. H. G. 'Valters, which said fictitious letter
reads as follows:
Dr. H. G. WALTERs
Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C.
Your tester Is based upon unquestionable scientific principles. By its use
you will be able to furnish better glasses by mall than the average optometrist
can in his own office.

No such letter was written by the said Dr. H. G. 'Valters. Although he practiced the profession of optometry in 1Vashington,
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D. C., he never had a letterhead such as that shown in the said
fictitious letter.
Various circulars issued by the respondents containing reproductions of the said fictitious letters also contain reproductions of
photographs purporting to be reproductions of photographs of the
said Dr. 0. B. Nugent, the said Dr. J. G. Huizinga and of the said
Dr. H. G. ·walters, respectively. None of the said elleged reproductions is that of a photograph of the said Dr. 0. B. Nugent, Dr. J. G.
Huiz.inga or of the said Dr. H. G. Walters.
PAR. 9. In connection with the sale by the respondents mentioned in paragraph 2 hereof and with their offering for sale
their said spectacles, lenses and spectacle frames, said respondents
from April 1, 1931, or thereabouts, until July 1, 1933, or thereabouts,
published the same fictitious letters and circulars described in
paragraph 8 hereof.
PAn. 10. There were and are among the competitors of respond-ents, manufacturers and dealers in spectacles, spectacle frames and
lenses who do not make, and who have not made in connection with
the sale or offering for sale of their products, representations such
as those described in paragraphs 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 hereof.
PAR. 11. The aforesaid representations, advertisements, and statements of the respondents, and the use by such respondents of the
aforesaid representations, advertisements, and statements described
in paragraphs 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 hereof, have had the capacity and
tendency to mislead and deceive dealers and the purchasing public
into the beliefs(a) That the respondents would furnish free of cost, spectacles,
lenses and spectacle frames;
(b) That by the use of respondents' purported eye-tester, eyes
could be successfully examined, and that by the use of such eyetester the proper kinds of lenses could be prescribed;
(c) That the statements in the fictitious testimonials described in
paragraph 8 were true and were actually made by the persons purporting to have made them;
And to induce the purchasing public and dealers to purchase from
said respondents, spectacles, lenses and spectacle frames under the
beliefs mentioned in (a), (b), and (c) of this paragraph.
PAR. 12. The aforesaid advertisements, representations, and statements as set forth in paragraphs 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 hereof made by the
respondents, have had the capacity and tendency to divert trade to
said respondents from competitors and by such representations and
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statements substantial competition throughout the various States
of the United States has been injured by said respondents to a.
substantial extent.
CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of the respondents under the conditions and
circumstances described in the foregoing findings, are to the prejudice of the public and of respondents' competitors; they are (with
the exception of those acts and practices described in paragraph 4 of
the said findings as to which said acts and practices the Commission
makes no conclusion of law), unfair methods of competition in commerce and constitute violations of Section 5 of an Act of Congress
approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and :for other
purposes."
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission on the supplemental and amended complaint of the Commission,
the answer of the respondents, the testimony and briefs of counsel
for the Commission and counsel for the respondents, respectively
(but without oral argument, counsel for the respondents having
waived oral argument), and the Commission having made a report
in writing in which it stated its findings as to the facts, with its
conclusion that the respondents had violated the provisions of Section 5 o:f an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers
and duties, and for other purposes", and the Commission being fully
advised in the premises,
It is hereby ordered, That the respondents, Benjamin D. Ritholz,
Morris I. Ritholz, Samuel J. Ritholz, F. Ritholz, and Ante Ritholz,
as individuals and as copartners trading as International Optical
Co., Tru Sight Optical Co., Capitol Spectacle Co., Nu Way Optical
Co., U. S. Spectacle Co., and under various other trade names; Dr.
Ritholz & Sons, Inc., a corporation, also trading as International
Optical Co., Tru Sight Optical Co., Capitol Spectacle Co., Nu ·way
Optical Co., U. S. Spectacle Co., and under various other trade
names; and the said Morris I. Ritholz, F. J. Ritholz, Ante Ritholz,
Samuel J. Ritholz, and F. Ritholz, as individuals and as stockholders
of said Dr. Ritholz & Sons, Inc., and also trading as International
Optical Co., Tru Sight Optical Co., Capitol Spectacle Co., Nu '\Vay
Optical Co., U.S. Spectacle Co., and under various other trade names,
their agents and employees, in connection with the advertising, offer-
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ing for sale, and selling in interstate commerce of spectacles, spectacle frames and lenses for spectacles, forthwith cease and desist
from{1) Representing in circulars and advertisements, or in any other
way; that the respondents or either of them furnish to prospective
users of their spectacles, such spectacles free, without cost to such
purchasers and pros~ctive purchasers, or free without a cent of
cost, until and unless the said respondents, their agents and employees actually furnish spectacles, free without cost, or free without a cent of cost, or free without requiring services to be performed
in order to secure them.
{2) Stating in circulars or in advertisements of their device called
by them " Marvel Eye Tester " or of any other device intended to be
used by their customers and prospective customers for testing their
own eyes and from stating in any other way the following, or any
of the following :
My system has been endorsed by the world's most famous specialist and
hospitals.
Washington scientist claims tests with my instrument better than
optometrists.
One of the most leading professors of opthalmology in the world finds
testing device scientific and practical for testing eyes.
The world's largest eye hospital endorses my testing instrument.
By its use you wlll be able to furnish better glasses by mall than
average optomett·ist in his own office.

eye
by
my

the

(3) Making any other representation or statement in any of their
circulars and/or advertisements regarding their said device called
by them "Marvel Eye Tester" of tenor or import similar to or of
the nature of any of the aforesaid statements mentioned and described in (2) hereof.
( 4} Publishing and using in its circular and advertising matter
any of the following purported lettersCHicAGo EYE, EAR, NosE & THROAT CoLLEGE. Founded 1897. 231 West Washington Street, Southeast Corner Franklin Street, Long Distance Telephone
Franklin 0!)62 P. 0. Canal Street Station, CHICAGO.
I find that your instrument is based upon established optical laws governing
the construction of all optical instl'Uments.
Your instrument is very Interesting and very ingenious and should fulfill the
purpose for which It was designed and built.
Dr. NUGENT.
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DR. HUIZINGA

Practice Limited
EYE, EAR, NosE, AND THROAT
1407 Grand Rapids National Bank Building
GRAND RAPIDS, M:IDHIGAN

I consider this instrument entirely of practical value in testing the eyes, and
based upon well known and long established scientific principles. The Calibrations on this machine have been very carefully checked and verified. This
device has been found to be in every way practical for use in testing eyes.
D1·. J. S. HUIZINGA.
DBI. H. C. WALTERS
SENATE 0FFIOE BUILDING
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Your tester is based upon unquestionable scientific principles. By its use you
will be able to furnish better glasses by mail than the average optometrist can
in his own office.
Dr. H. C. WALTERS.

or any other letters unless such letters be genuine and be actually
written by the persons purporting to have written them, in which
event all of such genuine letters, if any, including dates, names and
addresses or addressees thereof, and the names of the writers thereof,
shall be published.
It is hereby furrther ordered, That the charge in the complaint to
the effect that the respondents sold their products as the products
of other companies is dismissed without prejudice because there is
no proof that said respondents sold their products as the products of
any other company except the Shuron Optical Co., Inc., and because,
as shown by the findings herein, said last named company in May,
1932, obtained a decree from a United States District Court enjoining
the principal respondents hereiu from continuing said misrepresentation.
Ana it is hereby further ordered, That the said respondents shall,
within GO days from and after the day of the date of the service
upon them of this order file with this Commission a report in writing
setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this order.
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IN THE MATTER OF

FRANK H. FLEER CORPORATION
COMPLAINT AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF SEC. 5
OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 183'2.

Complaint, May 12, 1930-0rder, Apr. 11, 193-'1

Consent order requiring respondent, its officers, etc., in connection with the
manufacture and sale of chewing gum In interstate commerce, to cease
and desist from the sale thereof through lottery schemes, under which (1)
the chance purchaser of a piece of gum having a certain color will receive
one or two additional pieces, or a small package, free, and (2) chance
purchasers of pieces of gum within the individual wrappers of which there
are concealed ·depictions of parts of certain articles of merchandise, receive
said different articles upon securing wrappers bearing depictions of all the
component parts making up such article; and from supplying to wholesaler~J,
jobbers and retailers explanatory display cards for retailers' use in selling
gum under aforesaid plans.

Mr. Henry 0. Lank and Mr. G. Ed. Rowland for the Commission.
Mr. Horace M. Barba, of Philadelphia, Pa., for respondent.
COMPLAINT

Acting in the public interest pursuant to the provisions of an Act
of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create
a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and
for other purposes", the Federal Trade Commission charges that
Frank H. Fleer Corporation, a corporation, hereinafter referred to as
respondent, has been and is using unfair methods of competition in
commerce in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of the said Act,
and states its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent is a corporation, organized under
the laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal office and place
of business located in the city of Philadelphia, State of Pennsylvania.
It is now and for more than five years last past has been engaged in
the manufacture of chewing gum, and in the sale and distribution
thereof to wholesale dealers and jobbers, located at points in the
various States of the United States, and causes said products when
so sold to be transported from its said principal place of business
in the city of Philadelphia, State of Pennsylvania, into and through
other States of the Union to said purchasers at their respective
points of location. In the course and conduct of said business respondent is in competition with other individuals, partnerships anrl
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corporations engaged in the manufacture of chewing gum and in the
sale and distribution thereof in commerce between and among the
various States of the United States.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business as described in
paragraph 1 hereof, the respondent sells to wholesalers and jobbers,
certain assortments of chewing gum.
(a) Certain of said assortments of chewing gun, known and designated by respondent as" Fleer's Treasure Hunt", are composed of
a number of single pieces of chewing gum of uniform size, shape
and quality, together with certain packages of chewing gum containing five pieces each. The said single pieces of chewing gum of
uniform size, shape and quality are each contained within a wrapper,
on which wrapper, but concealed from the prospective purchaser
thereof, is printed the picture of an article of merchandise, and on
the inside of said wrapper, but concealed from the prospective purchaser thereof until he has opened said wrapper, is printed the
picture of a part of said article of merchandise. The aforesaid
purchasers of said single pieces of chewing gum who procure the
necessary wrappers, which when put together form a complete picture of a particular article of merchandise, are entitled to receive
that article of merchandise free of charge as a prize when said
wrappers are pasted on a sheet of paper and mailed to the respondent herein. The obtaining of the necessary wrappers so as to
complete the picture of an article of merchandise, and thus the
obtaining of such articles of merchandise, is determined wholly by
lot or chance.
The majority of said single pieces of chewing gum in said assortments of a uniform size, shape, and quality, retailing at the
price of one cent each, are of the same color, but a small number of
said single pieces of chewing gum are of a different color. The
color of all of said single pieces of chewing gum is effectually concealed from the consuming purchaser until he has removed the said
wrapper. The purchasers who procure one of the said single pieces
of chewing gum of a different color than the majority of said pieces
of chewing gum are entitled to receive, and are to be given free of
charge, one of the said packages containing five pieces of chewing gum, hereinbefore referred to. This last mentioned prize or
package of chewing gum is in addition to the prize or article of
merchandise to be secured by obtaining the necessary wrappers in
order to form a complete picture, as hereinbefore set forth. The
aforesaid purchasers who procure a single piece of chewing gum of a
different color than the majority of said pieces of chewing gum are
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thus to procure one of the said packages containing five pieces of
chewing gum wholly by lot or chance.
Other assortments of chewing gum also known and designated as
''Fleer Treasure Hunt" are composed of five-cent packages, each
containing five penny sticks of chewing gum. On the inside of each
wrapper placed around a piece of the chewing gum is printed a
picture of a part of a prize or article of merchandise, and on the
inside of the outer wrapper of the five-cent package is a picture of
a part of a prize or article of merchandise, and the purchasers who
procure wrappers which, when put together, form a complete picture
of a particular prize or article of merchandise are entitled to receive
the said article of merchandise by pasting said wrappers on a sheet
of paper and mailing them to the said respondent.
(b) Certain of said assortments of chewing gum, known and
designated by the respondent as " Fleer Red, White, and Blue Package", are composed of a number of single pieces of chewing gum of
uniform size, shape and quality, together with a number of packages of chewing gum named and designated by respondent as
"Blimps", and a number of packages of chewing gum known and
designated by respondent as "Three Cheers", which packages of
chewing gum are to be given as prizes to purchasers of said pieces
of chewing gum in the following manner:
The majority of said single pieces of chewing gum of uniform
size, shape, and quality in said assortments are white, but a small
number of said single pieces are pink, and a small number are black.
All of the single pieces of chewing gum of a uniform size, shape,
and quality are contained within a wrapper which effectually conceals their colors from the prospective purchaser. The said single
pieces of chewing gum of a uniform size, shape, and quality in said
assortments retail nt the price of one cent each, but the purchasers
who procure one of said pink pieces of chewing gum are entitled
to receive, and are to be given free of charge, one of the five-cent
packages of " Blimp" chewing gum; and the purchasers who procure one of the said black pieces of chewing gum are entitled to
receive, and are to be given free of charge, one of the penny pack·
ages of " Three Cheers " chewing gum. The aforesaid purchasers
of said chewing gum who procure a pink piece of the chewing gum,
or a black piece, are thus to procure one of the five-cent packages of
" Blimp " chewing gum or one of the one-cent packages " Three
Cheers " chewing gum wholly by lot or chance.
(c) Certain of said assortments of chewing gum, known and
designated by respondent as "Fleer Advertising Package", are
composed of a number of single pieces of chewing gum of uniform
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size, shape, and quality, together with a number of penny packages
of chewing gum, part of which are known as "Fruit Hearts", and
part of which are known as " Bobs ", and also a number of five-cent
packages of chewing gum, part of which are known as "Fruit
Hearts ", and part of which are known as "Bobs ", which packages
of " Fruit Hearts " or " Bobs " are to be given as prizes to purchasers of the said pieces of chewing gum in the following manner :
The majority of said single pieces of chewing gum of a uniform
size, shape and quality in said assortments are white, but a small
number are pink, and a small number are black. All of said single
pieces of chewing gum are contained within a wrapper which effectually conceals their color from the prospective purchaser. The
said single pieces of chewing gum of uniform size, shape, and quality in said assortments retail at the price of one cent each, but the
purchasers who procure one of the said pink pieces of chewing
gum are entitled to receive, and are to be given free of charge, one
of the five-cent packages of "Fruit Hearts" or "Bobs", and the
purchasers who procure one of the said black pieces of chewing
gum are entitled to receive, and are to be given free of charge, one
of the one-cent packages of "Fruit Hearts" or "Bobs "· The
aforesaid purchasers of said chewing gum who procure a pink piece
of chewing gum, or a black piece, are to receive one of the said
packages of " Fruit Hearts" or "Bobs" wholly by lot or chance.
(d) Certain of said assortments of chewing gum, known and designated by the respondent as "Fleer's Spearmint", are composed of a
number of single pieces of chewing gum of uniform size, shape and
quality, together with a number of five-cent packages of "Bobs"
chewing gum, and " Fruit Hearts" chewing gum, and a number of
one-cent packages of " Bobs " chewing gum, and " Fruit Hearts "
chewing gum, which packages of "Bobs" or "Fruit Hearts " are
to be given as prizes to the purchasers of said pieces of chewing gum
in the following manner:
The majority of said single pieces of chewing gum of a uniform
size, shape, and quality, in said assortments are white, but a small
number of said pieces of chewing gum are pink, and a small number
are black. All of said single pieces of chewing gum of a uniform
size, shape, and quality are contained in a wrapper which effectually
conceals their color from the prospective purchaser. The said single
pieces of chewing gum of uniform size, shape, and quality in said
assortments retail at the price of one cent each, but the purchasers
who procure one of the said pink pieces are entitled to receive, and
are to be given free of charge, one of the five-cent packages of
" Bobs " or " Fruit Hearts ", heretofore referred to, and the pur-
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chasers who procure one of the said black pieces of chewing gum are
entitled to receive, and are to be given free of charge, one of the onecent packages of " Bobs " or " Fruit Hearts " heretofore referred to.
The purchaser of the last single piece of the aforesaid chewing gum
of a uniform size, shape, and quality in each of the said assortments
is entitled to receive, and is to be given free of charge, any gift left
in the box. The aforesaid purchasers of said single pieces of chewing gum who procure pink pieces or black pieces, and the purchaser
of the last piece of chewing gum in said assortments are thus to
procure one of said five-cent packages of" Bobs" or" Fruit Hearts"
or one of the one-cent packages of "Bobs" or "Fruit Hearts",
wholly by lot or chance.
(e) Certain of said assortments of chewing gum, known and designated by the respondent as "One, Two, Three Package", are composed of 150 pieces of chewing gum of uniform size, shape and
quality packed in two blue boxes, together with 150 pieces of chewing
gum packed in a red box. The pieces of chewing gum in the red box
are to be given as prizes to the purchasers of the pieces of chewing
gum in the blue boxes in the f0llowing manner:
The pieces of chewing gum in the blue boxes are colored respectively, white, black, and red, and are packed in rotation as to the
colors of said pieces of chewing gum. Said pieces of chewing gum
are contained in a wrapper which effectually conceals their color
from the prospective purchaser. The said pieces of chewing gum of
uniform size, shape, and quality in said assortments retail at the
price of one cent each. The purchasers who procure one of the said
black pieces of chewing gum are entitled to receive, and are to be
given free of charge, one extra piece of chewing gum from the red
box, and the purchasers who procure_one of the said red pieces of
chewing gum are entitled to receive, and are to be given free of
charge, two extra pieces of chewing gum from the red box. The
aforesaid purchasers of said chewing gum who procure a black piece
of chewing gum, or a red piece, are thus to procure, respectively, one
or two of the said pieces of chewing gum contained in the red box
wholly by lot or chance.
Respondent furnishes to said wholesale dealers and jobbers with
each of said assortments of chewing gum heretofore referred to, display cards to be used by the dealers in offering said chewing gum for
sale, which display cards bear a legend or statement informing the
prospective purchaser that the said assortments of chewing gum are
being sold in accordance with the sales plans above mentioned.
PAR. 3. Aforesaid wholesale dealers and jobbers of said respondent
resell said assortments to retail dealers in various States of the United
States, and said retail dealers expose said assortments for sale in
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connection with the aforesaid display cards, and sell said assortments to the public in accordance with the aforesaid sales plans.
Respondent thus supplies to and places in the hands of others the
means of conducting lotteries in the sale of its products, in accordance with respondent's sales plans, hereinabove set forth.
PAR. 4. Respondent's aforesaid practices tend to and do induce
many of the consuming public to purchase respondent's said chewing gum in preference to chewing gum of respondent's said competitors, because of (a) the chance of obtaining free of charge, by procuring the required wrappers, one of the pictured articles of merchandise, and/or the packages consisting of five pieces of chewing
gum; or (b) the chance of obtaining free of charge one of the fivecent packages of " Blimp " chewing gum, or one of the one-cent
" Three Cheers " chewing gum ; or (c), (d), the chance of obtaining
free of charge one of the five-cent packages of " Bobs " or " Fruit
Hearts " chewing gum, or one of the one-cent packages of " Bobs "
or " Fruit Hearts " chewing gum ; or (e) the chance of obtaining free
of charge one or two extra pieces of chewing gum.
PAR 5. The above alleged acts and practices of respondent are
all to the prejudice of the public and respondent's competitors, and
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the
intent and meaning of Section 5 of an Act of Congress entitled "An
Act to create a Federal Trade Commission to define its powers and
duties, and for other purposes", approved September 26, 1914.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes", the
Federal Trade Commission on the 12th day of May, 1930, issued its
complaint against the above-named respondent, in which complaint
it is alleged that the respondent has been and is using unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of said Act.
On May 22, 1930, the respondent filed its answer to said complaint.
Respondent has now offered for filing a substituted answer dated
March 29, 1934, wherein it moves to withdraw its previous answer
and states that it does not desire to contest the proceeding, and consents that the Federal Trade Commission may make, enter and
serve upon it an order to cease and desist from the violations of law
alleged in the complaint, in accordance with the provisions of Section 2, Rule III, of the Rules of Practice of the Commission, and
102050"--35--VOLlS----2~
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the Commission hereby accepts this substituted answer in lieu of
the former one heretofore filed, and being fully advised in the
premises:
It is now ordered, That the respondent, Frank H. Fleer Corporation, its officers, agents, representatives, and employees in the manufacture, sale and distribution in interstate commerce of chewing
gum, do cease and desist from :
(1) Selling and distributing to jobbers and wholesale dealers for
resale to retail dealers, or to retail dealers direct, chewing gum so
packed and assembled that sales of such chewing gum to the general
public are by means of a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise.
(2) Supplying to or placing in the hands of wholesale dealers
and jobbers or retail dealers packages or assortments of chewing gum
which are used without alteration or rearrangement of the contents
of such packages or assortments to conduct a lottery, gaming device,
or gift enterprise in the sale or distribution of the chewing gum
contained in said package or assortment to the public.
(3) Packing or assembling in the same package or assortment of
chewing gum for sale to the public at retail pieces of chewing gum
of uniform size, shape, and quality, but of different colors, together
with additional pieces of chewing gum or small packages of chewing
gum, which said additional pieces of chewing gum or small packages of chewing gum are to be given as prizes to the purchaser procuring a piece of chewing gum of a particular color.
(4) Packing or assembling in the same package or assortment of
chewing gum for sale to the public at retail pieces of chewing gum
of uniform size, shape, and quality, contained within a wrapper,
which wrapper has printed thereon the picture of an article of merchandise and also the picture of a part of said article of merchandise, which said article of merchandise pictured on said wrappers is
to be given to the ultimate purchaser procuring wrappers bearing
pictures of all the parts of said articles of merchandise.
(5) Furnishing to wholesale dealers, jobbers, and retail dealers
display cards either with packages or assortments of chewing gum
or separately, bearing a legend or legends or statements informing
the purchaser that the chewing gum is being sold to the public by
lot or chance or in accordance with a sales plan which constitutes
a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise.
(6) Furnishing to wholesale dealers, jobbers, and retail dealers
display cards or other printed matter for use in connection with the
sale of its chewing gum, which said advertising literature informs
the purchasers and purchasing public:
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(a) That, upon the obtaining by the ultimate purchaser of a piece
of chewing gum of a particular color, one or two additional pieces
of chewing gum or a small package of chewing gum will be given
free to said purchaser.
(b) That the ultimate purchaser of pieces of chewing gum, each
separate wrapper of each piece of which chewing gum bears the
picture of a part of an article of merchandise, will, if he obtains
wrappers bearing pictures of all the parts of said article of merchandise, receive said article of merchandise free of charge by forwarding said wrappers to the respondent.
It i8 further ordered, That the respondent, Frank H. Fleer Corporation, within 30 days after the service upon it of this order, shall
file with the Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail
the manner in which this order has been complied with and conformed to.
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IN THE MATTER OF
ELBEE CHOCOLATE COMPANY, INC.1
COMPLAINT AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF AN AC'r OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914
Docket 186-6-.

OF

SEC.

5

Complaint, .Aug. 18, 1930-0rder, Apr. 11, 1934

Consent order requiring respondent, lts officers, etc .. in connection with the
manufacture and sale in interstate commerce of candy and ClUldy products,
to cease and desist from selling the same through lottery schemes under
which ultimate purchaser of, (1) a piece of the assortment, with a particular colored center, receives a larger piece or small package of candy, free;
ultimate purchaser of, (2) a piece with a hollow center containing two
pea-~;haped green pieces, receives n small package, free; and, (3) ultimate
purchaser of the last piece in the assortment, receives as 11. pt·ize a larger
piece, or a small package or one pound box of candy, free; and from supplying to wholesalers, jobbers and retailers explanatory display cards for
retailers' use in selling candy under aforesaid plans.

Mr. Henry 0. Lank and Mr. G. Ed. Rowland for the Commission.
Mr. Victor lVarren Milch, of New York City, for respondent.
CoMPLAINT
Acting in the public interest, pursuant to the prov1s10ns of an
Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties,
and for other purposes", the Federal Trade Commission charges
that the Elbee Chocolate Company, Inc., a corporation, hereinafter
referred to as respondent, has been and is using unfair methods of
competition in commerce, in violation of the provisions of Section
5 of the said Act, and states its charges in that respect as follows:
P ARAORAPH 1. The respondent is a corporation organized under
the laws of the State of New York, with its principal office and place
of business located in the City of New York, State of New York.
It is now and for more than five years last past has been engaged
in the manufacture of candies, and in the sale and distribution
thereof to wholesale dealers and jobbers located at points in the
various States of the United States, and causes said products when
so sold to be transported from its said principal place of business
in the City of New York, State of New York, into and through other
States of the United States to said purchasers at their respective
points of location. In the course and conduct of said business
respondent is in competition with other individuals, partnerships,
and corporations engaged in the manufacture of candies and in
1
For descriptive summary ot large group ot candy lottery cases decided aa of Aprll 8,
see ante, pp, 269, 276, 277.
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the sale and distribution thereof in commerce between and among
the various States of the United States.
PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of its business, as described in
paragraph 1 hereof, the respondent sells to wholesalers and jobbers
certain packages or assortments of candy.
(a) One of said assortments of candies is composed of a number
of pieces of chocolate-covered candies of uniform size, shape, and
quality together with a number of larger pieces of candy and a
3-ounce package of candy, which larger pieces of candy, and 3-ounce
package of candy, are to be given as prizes to purchasers of said
chocolate covered candies in the following manner:
The majority of the said chocolate-covered candies in said assortments have centers of the same color, but a small number of said
chocolate-covered candies have centers of a different color. The said
pieces of candy of uniform size, shape, and quality in said assOltments, retail at the price of 1 cent each, but the purchasers who procure one of said candies having a center of a different color than the
majority of said candies are entitled to receive, and are to be given
free of charge one of the larger pieces of candy hereinbefore referred
to. The purchaser of the last piece of aforesaid chocolate-covered
candies of uniform size, shape, and quality in each of said assortments, is entitled to receive, and is to be given free of charge the
3-ounce package of candy heretofore referred to. The aforesaid purchasers of said candies who procure a candy having a center colored
differently from the majority of said pieces of candy, and the purchaser of the last piece of candy in said assortments, are thus to
procure one of the said larger pieces of candy or the 3-ounce package
of candy wholly by lot or chance.
Respondent furnishes to said wholesale dealers and jobbers with
each of said assortments of candy heretofore referred to, a display
card to be used by the retailer in offering said candies :for sale to
the public, which display card bears a legend or statement, informing
the prospective purchaser which color of the said colored center
candies contained in said assortment entitle the purchaser to a prize,
and that the purchaser of the last piece of candy in said assortment
will receive the 3-ounce package of candy free of charge.
(b) Another of said assortments of candies is composed of a number of pieces of candy of uniform size, shape, and quality, together
with a number of small packages of candy and a 1-pound box of
candy, which small packages of candy and 1-pound box of candy,
are to be given as prizes to purchasers of said candies of uniform size,
shape, and quality, in the following manner:
The said pieces of candy of uniform size, shape, and quality, have
hollow centers in which are placed one or two pea-shaped green can-
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dies. The majority of the said pieces of candy of uniform size,
shape and quality having hollow centers, contain one pea-shaped
green candy, but a small number of the said candies contain two peashaped green candies. The said pieces of candy of a uniform size,
shape and quality in said assortment retail at the price of 1 cent
each, but the purchasers who procure one of the said candies containing two pea-shaped green candies in the hollow center, are entitled to receive and are to be given free of charge, one of the small
packages of candy hereinbefore referred to. The purchaser of the
last piece of aforesaid candies of a uniform size, shape and quality
in each of said assortments, is entitled to receive and is to be given
free of charge, the 1-pound box of candy heretofore referred to.
The aforesaid purchasers of said candies, who procure a candy containing two pea-shaped green candies in the hollow center, and the
purchaser of the last piece of candy in said assortment, are thus to
procure one of the said small packages of candy, or the 1-pound box
of candy wholly by lot or chance.
PAR. 3. Aforesaid wholesale dealers and jobbers of respondent
resell said assortments to retail dealers in various States of the
United States, and said retail dealers expose said assortments for
sale and sell said candies to the purchasing public in accordance
with the aforesaid sales plans. Respondent thus supplies to and
places in the hands of others the means of conducting lotteries in
the sale of its products in accordance with the respondent's sales
plans hereinabove set forth.
PAR. 4. Respondent's aforesaid practices thus tend to and do induce many of the consuming public to purchase respondent's said
candies in preference to candies of respondent's said competitors
because of (a) the chance of obtaining said larger pieces of candies
or the 3-ounce package of candy, free of charge, or, (b) the chance
of obtaining said small packages of candy or the 1-pound box of
candy, free of charge.
PAR. 5. The above alleged acts and practices of respondent are
all to the prejudice of the public and respondent's competitors, and
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce within the
intent and meaning of Section 5 of the Act of Congress entitled
"An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers
and duties, and for other purposes", approved September 26, 19H.
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes",
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the Federal Trade Commission, on the 18th day of August, 1930,
issued its complaint against the above-named respondent, in which
complaint it is alleged that the respondent has been and is using
unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce in violation of
the provisions of Section 5 of said Act.
On September 15, 1930, the respondent filed its answer to said
complaint. Respondent has now offered for filing a substituted
answer, dated April 3, 1934, wherein it moves to withdraw its previous answer and states that it does not desire to contest the proceeding, and consents that the Federal Trade Commission may make,
enter, and serve upon it an order to cease and desist from the violations of law alleged in the complaint, in accordance with the provisions of Section 2, Rule III, of the Rules of Practice of the Commission, and the Commission hereby accepts this substituted answer
in lieu of the former one heretofore filed, and being fully advised
in the premises :
It is now ordered, That the respondent, Elbee Chocolate Co., Inc.,
its officers, agents, representatives, and employees in the manufacture, sale, and distribution in interstate commerce of candy and candy
products, do cease and desist from:
(1) Selling and distributing to jobbers and wholesale dealers for
resale to retail dealers, or to retail dealers direct, candy so packed
and assembled that sales of such candy to the general public are
by means of a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise.
(2) Supplying to or placing in the hands of wholesale dealers
and jobbers, or retail dealers, packages, or assortments of candy
which are used, without alteration or rearrangement of the contents
of such packages or assortments, to conduct a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise in the sale or distribution of the candy or
candy products contained in said package or assortment to the public.
(3) Packing or assembling in the same package or assortment of
candy for sale to the public at retail pieces of chocolate-covered candy
of uniform size, shape, and quality, having centers of different color,
together with larger pieces of candy or small packages of candy,
which said larger pieces of candy or small packages of candy are
to be given as prizes to the purchaser procuring a piece of candy
with a center of a particular color or procuring the last piece of
candy in said assortment.
(4) Packing or assembling in the same package or assortment of
candy for sale to the public at retail pieces of candy of uniform size,
shape, and quality, having hollow centers in which are placed one
or two pea-shaped green candies, together with small packages of
candy and 1-pound boxes of candy, which said small packages of
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candy or 1-pound boxes of candy are to be given as prizes to the
purchaser procuring a piece of candy having two pea-shaped green
candies in the center or procuring the last piece of candy in said
assortment.
(5) Furnishing to wholesale dealers, jobbers, and retail dealers
display cards, either with packages or assortments of candy or candy
products, or separately bearing a legend, or legends, or statements,
informing the purchaser that the candy or candy products are being
sold to the public by lot or chance, or in accordance with a sales plan
which constitutes a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise.
(6) Furnishing to wholesale dealers, jobbers, and retail dealers
display cards or other printed matter for use in connection with the
sale of its candy or candy products, which said advertising literature
informs the purchasers and purchasing public :
(a) That upon the obtaining by the ultimate purchaser of a piece
of candy, with a particular colored center, a larger piece of candy or
small package of candy will be given free to said purchaser.
(b) That, upon the obtaining by the ultimate purchaser of a piece
of candy with a hollow center containing two pea-shaped green
pieces of candy, a small package of candy will be given free to said
purchaser.
(c) That, upon the purchase of the last piece of candy in the package or assortment, a larger piece of candy or a small package of
candy or a 1-pound box of candy will be given as a prize.
It is further ordered, That the respondent, Elbee Chocolate Co.,
Inc., within 30 days after the service upon it of this order, shall file
with the Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the
manner in which this order has been complied with and conformed to.
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IN

THE MATTER OF

W. W. NUSS, DOING BUSINESS AS THE NUSS RESEARCH
LABORATORY
COMPLAINT (SYNOPSIS), FINDINGS, AND OnDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF SEC. II OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPUOVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Doclcet

21.~8.

Com,plaint, Jan. 15, 1934-Decision, Apr. 11, 1934

Where an individual engaged in the sale of certain medicinal preparations
designated and described by him as "Master Hormones",
(a) .Advertised said preparations as constituUng an effective preventive of and
competent and adequate remedy for all ailments of the body, including
chronic diseases such as tuberculosis, carcinoma, undulent fever, etc., and
represented that said "Master Hormones" constituted "the most ;rapid
and positive method in the treatment of diminished resl:stance and the
resulting diseases thereof", the facts being they did not constitute such
a preventive or competent and adequate treatment for all diseases, nor for
tuberculosis and other diseases named by him ; and
(b) Used a trade name, which included the words "Research Laboratory" on
his letterheads, labels, and other literature and as a signature to letters,
circulars, etc., sent out to prospective customers, notwithstanding fact that
he neither owned nor operated a laboratory at any time, as usually understood by the term ;
With capacity and tendency to confuse, mislead and deceive m<>mbers of the
public in the aforesaid respects, and to induce them to buy and use his said
preparations because of the erroneous beliefs thereby engendered, and to
divert trade to him from competitors engaged in the sale of medicines and
preparations adapted to and used for the prevention and treatment of the
various diseases and ailments for which his said "1\Iaster Hormones"
were offered, without in any wise misrepresenting the therapeutic effects
of their products, and with result of so diverting business, to the substantial injury of competitors and the public :
Held, That such practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
injury and prejudice of the public and competito.rs, and constituted unfair
methods {)f competition.

Mr. Harr1J D. Jfichael for the Commission.
SYNOPsis oF CoMPLAINT

Reciting its action in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Commission
charged respondent individual, engaged in the sale and distribution of certain medicinal preparations which he designated and
described as "Master Hormones", with advertising falsely or misleadingly as to qualities or properties of product, and with using
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misleadingly trade name, in violation of the provisions of Section 5
of such Act, prohibiting the use of unfair methods of competition in
interstate commerce; in that respondent represents his said preparations as constituting an effective preventive or competent and adequate remedy for all diseases of the body, including such chronic
diseases as tuberculosis, carcinoma, etc., and makes use of a trade
name including the words " research laboratory " on letterheads,
labels, and other literature and as a signature on letters, etc., sent
to prospective customers, notwithstanding the fact that said preparations do not constitute such preventive or treatment for all ailments
or for the chronic diseases named, and he neither owns nor operates
a laboratory of any kind as the term is usually understood, and his
said statements and representations, and their implications are
greatly exaggerated and grossly inaccurate; with tendency and capacity to confuse, mislead, and deceive members of the public in the
aforesaid respects, and to induce them to buy and use said preparations because of the erroneous beliefs engendered thereby, and to
divert trade to himself from competitors engaged in the sale of medicines and preparations adapt~d for the prevention and treatment of
the various diseases and ailments for which his own are offered; all
to the injury and prejudice of the public and competitors. 1
Upon the foregoing complaint, the Commission made the following
REPORT, FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS, AND OnDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes",
the Federal Trade Commission, on the 15th day of January, 1934,
issued its complaint against the respondent herein, ,V, W. Nuss, doing
business under the name and style of The Nuss Research Laboratory,
charging said respondent with the use of unfair methods of competition in int~rstate commerce in violation of the provisions of
Section 5 of said Act. Said complaint was duly served upon said
respondent on the 18th day of January, 1!>34. Attached to said
complaint and served upon respondent as aforesaid was a notice
fixing the 23d day of February, 1934, and the office of the Federal
Trade Commission in ·washington, D. C., as the time and place of
hearing upon the charges set forth in said complaint. Said notice
further notified said respondent that an answer to said complaint
would be required to be filed with the Commission on or before said
date for hearing and that upon failure to appear or answer the
s Allegations of the complaint are set forth substantially verbatim In the flndlngll,
respondent havlng defaulted under the rules of the CommiBBion.
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following provision of the Rules of Practice adopted by the Commission would be applicable, to wit:
Failure of the respondent to appear or to fl.le ,answer within the time as
above provided for shall be deemeu to be an admission of all allegations of
the complaint and to authorize the Commission to flnd them to be true anll
to waive hearings on the charges set forth in the complaint.

Said respondent having failed either to appear or to file answer
to the complaint herein, he is hereby found and adjudged to be in
default by reason of such failure to appear or to file answer.
Thereupon this proceeding came on for hearing by the Commission on said default, and the Commission, having duly considered the
matter and being fully; advised in the premises, finds, pursuant to
said Rules of Practice, that the allegations of asid complaint are
true and that respondent has waived hearings on the charges set
forth therein. The Commission further finds that this proceeding
is to the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the
facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, ,V. ,V, Nuss, is the sole owner and
manager of the business conducted by him under the name and
style of The Nuss Research Laboratory. Respondent has owned and
conducted said business since the year 1932 and has his office and
principal place of business in the city of Elkland in the State of
Pennsy1vania.
P.An. 2. Said business so owned and conducted by respondent consists in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of certain
medicinal preparations designated and described as " Master Hormones". Respondent in the course and conduct of his said business
causes his said preparations to be transported in interstate commerce from his said place of business in Pennsylvania to, into, and
through States of the United States other than Pennsylvania to
various members of the public to whom they are or have been sold.
Respondent usually sells his said preparations direct to physicians
for ultimate distribution and sale to members of the consuming
public.
PAR. 3. During the time above mentioned other individuals, firms
and corporations in various States of the United States are and have
been engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of
preparations similar in kind or as to purposes of use as those of
respondent and also of those designed, inten'ded and used for the
treatment of the various diseases and bodily ailments for which
respondent's said preparations are represented and advertised as
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treatments as hereinafter shown, and such other individuals, firms,
and corporations have caused and do now cause their said preparations, when sold by them, to be transported from various States of
the United States to, into, and through States other than the State
of origin of the shipment thereof. Respondent has been, during the
aforesaid time, in competition in interstate commerce in the sale of
his said preparations with such other individuals, firms, and corporations. Said competing preparations are sold in some instances
to physicians for ultimate distribution and sale to members of the
consuming public and in other instances to wholesale and retail
druggists for ultimate resale to members of the public.
PAR. 4. Respondent, in advertising his said " Master Hormones "
makes use of circular letters which he distributes by mail to doctors
in various States of the United States in which it is represented
that said "Master Hormones " constitute an effective preventative
of and a competent and adequate remedy for all diseases of the
human body including chronic diseases such as tuberculosis, carcinoma, undulant fever, etc. An example of the statements made
by respondent in his circular letters is the following:
Master Hormones are the most rapid and positive method in the treatment
of diminished resistance and the resulting diseases thereof.

Respondent also by the use of said trade name, "The Nuss Research Laboratory", on his letterheads, labels, and other literature
and by the use of said trade name as a signature to letters, circulars, etc., sent out to prospective customers, represents and implies
that he owns and operates a research laboratory.
PAR. 5. In truth and in fact respondent's said preparations do
not constitute a preventative of or a competent and adequate treatment for all diseases of the human body and do not constitute such
a preventative of or treatment for tuberculosis, carcinoma, undulant
fever and other diseases named by respondent in his said circular
letter. Respondent does not own or operate a laboratory of any
kind as such term is usually understood. All of such statements,
representations and implications are either untrue or greatly exaggerated and grossly inaccurate.
PAR. 6. The representations of respondent, as aforesaid, have had
and do have the tendency and capacity to confuse, mislead, and
deceive members of the public into the belief that respondent's said
preparations constitute a preventative of and a component and ade
quate treatment for all diseases of the human body and more particularly for the treatment of chronic diseases such as tuberculosis,
carcinoma, undulant fever, etc., when in fact such are not the facts
or only to a limited extent. The use of said trade name by re-
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Epondent has had and does have the tendency and capacity to confuse, mislead, and deceive members of the public into the belief
that respondent owns and operates a research laboratory when such
is not the fact. Said representations of respondent have had and do
have the tendency and capacity to induce members o£ the public
to buy and use said preparations because of the erroneous beliefs
mgendered as above set forth, and to divert trade to respondent
from competitors engaged in the sale in interstate commerce of
medicines and preparations adapted to and used for the prevention
and treatment o£ the various diseases and ailments of the human
bouy for which respondent represents his said preparation to be a
preventative or treatment.
PAR. 7. There are among the competitors of respondent in the sale
of his said products those who in no wise misrepresent the therapeutic effects of their competing products, and respondent's acts and
practices as hereinbefore set forth tend to and do divert business
to respondent from his competitors, to the substantial injury and
prejudice of such competitors.
CONCLUSION

The practices of said respondent, under the conditions and circumstances described in the foregoing findings, are all to the injury
and prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors, and
constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce and are in
violation of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914,
entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define
its powers and duties, and for other purposes."
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been duly heard by the Federal Trade
Commission upon the record, and the Commission having made its
findings as to the facts and its conclusion that said respondent has
violated the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission 1
to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes",
It is ordered, That respondent, W.
Nuss, doing business underthe name and style of The Nuss Research Laboratory, or doing business under his own or under any trade name, his agents, representatives, servants and employees, in connection with the sale, offering
for sale, or distribution in interstate commerce and the District of
Columbia of any or all of his so-called "Master Hor-mones", or of
preparations of the same or substantially the same composition,
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respectively, under any other name or names, cease and desist from
representing by express statements or by implication that any or all
such preparations constitute an effective preventative of or a competent and adequate remedy for, or treatment of all diseases of the
human body, including chronic diseases such as tuberculosis, carcinoma, undulant fever, etc., and from representing by express statement or by implication by use of the word " laboratory " in the trade
name or otherwise, that he owns or operates a research or other
laboratory unless such be the fact.
It ia furrther ordered, That respondent within 60 days from and
after the date of the service upon him of this order shall file with
the Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner
and form in which he is complying with the order to cease and desist
hereinabove set forth.
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IN THE MATTER OF
WALTER A. VELLGUTH, INDIVIDUALLY AND TRADING
AS THE 'VALTER A. VELLGUTH COMPANY 1
COMPLAINT (SYNOPSIS), FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF SEC. 5 OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

Docket 1925. Compla-int, Mar. 1, 1931-Decision, Apr. 16, 1934
Where an individual engaged in the manufacture and sale of candies, including
four assortments composed of, (1) individually wrapped bars of uniform
size, shape, and quality, within the wrappers of which there were concealed
sUps containing the figure 1¢, 2¢, or 3¢, as the case might be, as the price
to be paid by the consumer to the retailer, depending on former's chance
selection, (2) bars similarly wrapped, the concealed slips of which containeu figures ranging from 1¢ to 5t, as the case might be, as the price to
be paid, determined as above set forth, (3) bars similarly wrapped, the
concealed slips of which contained the figures 0¢ to 5¢, as the price to be
paid, as aforesaid, and, ( 4) chocolate-covered penny candies of uniform
size, etc., together with certain larger pieces or bars, acquisition of one of
which, as a prize, was determined by purchaser's chance selection of one
()f a relatively few of said penny pieces, the color of the enclosed concealed
centers of which differed from that of the majority, and acquisition of two
of which was determined by similar chance selection of a still different
color;
Sold said assortments, together with explanatory display cards for retailers'
use in offering the same to the public, to wholesalers and jobbers, in competition with those who do not ofrer and place in the hands of others
packages or assortments of candy to be distributed, or which may without
rearrangement, be distributed by lot or chance, and in competition with
candy, a substantial· amount of which is sold by retailers without any
such immoral scheme or device connected therewith, and sale of which is
adversely affected by that of candy with the lottery or gaming feature;
With result that many of the consuming public were induced to purchase his
candy in preference to that of competitors because of the chance of obtaining one of said bars for nothing, or for less than the partlcular assortment's
maximum price, or of obtaining certain pieces free in accordance with color
t>f center selected, many competitors who do not sell candy so packed and
.assembled that it can be resold to the public by lottery or chance, were
put to a disadvantage and trade was diverted from them to him and to
<>thers using similar methods, gambling, and especially among chlldren, was
encouraged, a chance or lottery, Instead of candy, was merchandised,
retailers were provided with the means of violating the laws or public
policy of many of the States in selling and distributing candy by lot or
chance, the industry was injured and freedom of legitimate competition
therein was restrained and impaired ;
Held, That such practices, under the circumstances set forth, were to the injury
and prejudice of competitors and the public and constituted unfair methods
or competition.

Mr. Henry 0. Lank and Mr. G. Ed. Rowland for the Commission.
1

For descriptive summary of large group of candy lottery cases decided as of April 3,

&ee ante, pp. 269, 276, 277.
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SYNOPSIS OF CoMPLAINT

Reciting its action in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Commission
charged respondent, engaged in the manufacture of candy and sale
and distribution thereof to wholesalers and jobbers in California and
Hawaii, and with principal office and place of business in San Francisco, with using lottery scheme in merchandising, in that it sells
to said wholesalers and jobbers, together with explanatory display
cards for retailers' use in offering the candies to the public, four kinds
or types of assortments, so arranged in the case of three that the particular price, if any, paid the retail merchant by the consumer, depends on latter's chance selection, and so arranged in the case of the
fourth, that acquisition of a larger piece, without charge, depends
upon such chance selection 1 , with result of thereby supplying and
placing directly in the hands of wholesalers, jobbers, and retailers
the means of conducting lotteries in the sale of its candy in interstate commerce, in accordance with the sales plan described, and
with effect of inducing many of the consuming public to purchase
its candies in preference to those of competitors because of the chance
of obtaining a piece of candy for nothing, or for less than the maximum price charged, or of obtaining certain pieces free of charge,
and with the tendency so to induce; all to the prejudice of the
public and competitors.
·
Upon the foregoing complaint, the Commission made the following
REPoRT, FINDINGs As TO THE FACTs, AND OnDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to Create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes", the
Federal Trade Commission issued its complaint against the respondent, Walter A. Vellguth, individually and trading as The
Walter A. Vell,guth Co., charging him with the use of unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of said Act.
Pursuant to the provisions of said act the Commission served its
complaint upon the respondent on March 11, 1931, with notice of
hearing on April 10, 1931, on the charges set forth in the complaint
together with a copy of the rules of practice adopted by the Commis1 The arrangement and working of the four assortments, aa alleged In the complaint,
may be found set forth In the ftndings, Infra, pp. 888, 389.
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sion with respect to the time within which answer is required to be
made by a respondent after service of a complaint and with respect
to failure of respondent to appear or to file answer thereto.
The time of the respondent to appear and file answer to the complaint in accordance with the said rules of practice, expired on April
10, 1931, and the respondent having failed to appear and to answer
the complaint, and no extension to appear and to answer having been
requested or granted, and the respondent being in default for want
of appearance and answer, in accordance with the provisions of Section 3, Rule III, of the Rules of Practice of the Commission, and the
Commission having duly considered the record and being fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of
the public, and makes this its findings as to the facts and its conclusion drawn therefrom:
FINDINGS

AS TO

THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent 1Valter A. Vellguth is an individual
and trades under the name The Walter A. Vellguth Co. He has hi!J
principal office and place of business in the city of San Francisco,
State of California. Respondent is now and for more than eight
years last past has been engaged in the manufacture of candies and
the sale and distribution thereof to wholesale dealers and jobbers
located in the State of California and in the Territory of Hawaii,
and respondent causes said products when so sold to be transported
from his place of business in the city of San Francisco, State of
California, to said wholesale dealers and jobbers in candy located
in the State of California and in the Territory of Hawaii. The said
wholesale dealers and jobbers located in the State of California
are engaged in the sale and distribution of candy to the retail trade
located throughout the State of California and throughout the States
of the United States adjacent to the State of California. The said
wholesale dealers and jobbers cause respondent's said products wh~n
so sold to be transported from their principal place of business in
the State of California into and through other States of the United
States to said retail dealers at their respective points of location.
The said wholesale dealers and jobbers in the Territory of Hawaii
sell and distribute said candy to the retail trade located throughout
the Territory of Hawaii. In so carrying on said business, respondent
is and has been engaged in interstate commerce and is and has been
in active competition with other individuals, partnerships, and corporations engaged in the manufacture of candy and in the sale and
distribution of the same in interstate commerce. The said wholesale
102050•-a:~-voL
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dealers and jobbers located in the State of California and the Territory of Hawaii are in the course and conduct of their respective businesses engaged in active competition with individuals, partnerships,
and corporations engaged in the sale and distribution of candy in
commerce between and among the various States in the United States
and between and among the various States of the United States
and the Territory of Hawaii.
PAn. 2. In the course and conduct of his business as described in
paragraph 1 hereof, the respondent sells to the said wholesale dealers
and jobbers in candy mentioned and set forth in paragraph 1 hereof
certain assortments of candy.
(a) Certain of said assortments of candy are composed of anumber of bars of candy of uniform size, shape, and quality and each
of said bars is contained within a wrapper. Also within each of
said wrappers is a slip of paper which has printed thereon the retail
price at which the said bars of candy are to be sold to the consuming
public. Said printed slip is effectually concealed from the consumer
until he has removed the said wrapper. The prices printed on said
slip are 1¢, 2¢, or 3¢, and these are the prices which the consumer pays
the retail merchant. The ultimate consumers thus procure bars of
candy of uniform size, shape, and quality at a price of 1¢, 2¢, or 3¢,
the same being determined wholly by lot or chance.
(b) Certain of said assortments of candy are composed of a number of bars of candy of uniform size, shape, and quality and each of
said bars of candy is contained within a wrapper. Also within each
of said wrappers is a slip of paper which has printed thereon the
retail price at which the said bars of candy are to be sold to the consuming public. Said printed slip is effectually concealed from the
consumer until he has removed the said wrapper. The prices printed
on said slips are 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, 4¢, or 5¢, and these are the prices which
the consumer pays the retail merchant. The ultimate consumers thus
procure bars of candy of a uniform size, shape, and quality at a price
of 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, 4¢, or 5¢, the same being determined wholly by lot or
chance.
(c) Certain of said assortments of candy are composed of a number of bars of candy of uniform size, shape, and quality and each of
said bars of candy is contained within a wrapper. Also within each
of said wrappers is a slip of paper which has printed thereon the
retail price at which said bars of candy are to be sold to the consuming public. Said printed slip is effectually concealed from the consumer until he has removed the said wrapper. The prices printed
on said slips are 0¢, 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, 4¢, or 5¢, and these are the prices which
the consumer pays the retail merchant. The ultimate consumers thus
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procure bars of candy of a uniform size, shape, and quality free or at
a price of 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, 4¢, or 5¢, the same being determined wholly by
lot or chance.
(d) Certain of said assortments of candies are composed of anumber of pieces of chocolate-covered candies of uniform size, shape, and
quality together with a number of larger pieces or bars of candy,
which larger pieces or bars of candy are to be given as prizes to purchasers of said chocolate-covered candies in the following manner:
The majority of said chocolate-covered candies in said assortment
have centers of the same color (for example, white) but a small number of said chocolate-covered candies have centers of a different color
{for example, chocolate or pink) and also a small number of said
chocolate-covered candies have centers of a still different color (for
example, green or red). The said candies of uniform size, shape,
and quality in said assortment retail at the price of 1 cent each, but
the purchasers who procure one of said candies having a center of a
different color than the majority of said candies are entitled to receive and are to be given free of charge one or two of the said larger
pieces or bars of candy hereinbefore referred to (for example, the
purchaser procuring a piece of said candy of a uniform size, shape,
and quality having a pink center is entitled to receive and will be
given free of charge one of the said larger pieces or bars of candy,
and a purchaser procuring a piece of said candy of a uniform size,
shape, and quality having a green center is entitled to receive and
will be given free of charge two larger pieces or bars of candy).
The aforesaid purchasers of said candies of a uniform size, shape,
and quality who procure a candy having a center colored differently
from the majority of said pieces of candy are thus to procure one or
two of the said larger pieces or bars of candy wholly by lot or chance.
Respondent furnishes to said wholesale dealers and jobbers with
said assortments of candies display cards to be used by retailers in
offering said candies for sale to the public, which display cards bear
a legend or statement informing the prospective purchaser that the
said assortment of candies are being sold in accordance with the sales
plans above mentioned.
PAR. 3. The said retail dealers purchasing respondent's candy
from said wholesale dealers and jobbers in candy expose said assortments of candy for sale in connection with the aforesaid display
cards and sell said candy to the purchasing public in accordance
with respondent's aforesaid sales plan. Respondent thus supplies
and places directly in the hands of wholesale dealers and jobbers in
candy and indirectly in the hands of retail dealers the means of
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conducting lotteries in the sale of its candy in interstate commerce
in accordance with the respondent's sales plan hereinabove set forth.
PAR. 4. Among the competitors of respondent referred to in paragraph 1 hereof and among the competitors of respondent's wholesale
dealers and jobbers also referred to in paragraph 1 hereof are many
who sell candies at wholesale and retail and who do not offer and
place in the hands of others packages or assortments of candy which
are to be distributed or which may, without rearrnngement, be distributed by lot or chance. Respondent's aforesaid practices thus
tend to and do induce many of the consuming public to purchase
respondent's said candies in preference to the candies of respondent's said competitors, because of (a) the chance of obtaining one
of the said bars of candy at a price of 1¢, or 2¢, rather than at the
maximum price of 3¢, or (b) the chance of obtaining one of said
bars of candy at a price of 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, or 4¢, rather than at the maximum price of 5¢, or (c) the chance of obtaining one of said bars of
candy free or at a price of 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, or 4¢ rather than at the maximum
price of 5¢, or (d) the chance of obtaining certain pieces or bars of
candy free of charge. For about eight years last past respondent
has engaged in the acts and practices under the conditions and cir.
cumstances and with the results all hereinbefore set out.
PAR. 5. The sale and distribution of candy by the retailers by
the methods described herein is a sale and distribution of candy by
lot or chance and constitutes a lottery or gaming device. A substantial amount of candy is sold by retailers without any feature of
lot or chance and not as a lottery or gaming device, and the sale of
candy by lot or chance, as used by the respondent, is in direct competition with candy which is sold without any lot or chance feature,
and the sale of candy without a lottery or gaming feature in connection therewith is adversely affected by the sale of candy with the
lottery or gaming feature.
PAR. 6. The Commission finds that the method of selling and distributing candy as above described is morally bad and encourages
gambling, especially among children; is injurious to the candy industry because it results in the merchandising of a chance or lottery
instead of candy; and provides retail merchants with the means of
violating the laws of the several States. As stated above, many
competitors of respondent do not sell candy so packed and assembled
that it can be resold to the public by lot or chance. The Commission finds that these competitors are therefore put to a disadvantage
in competing, and that trade is diverted to respondent and others
using similar methods, from said competitors. The use of such
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methods by respondent in the sale and distribution of candy is prejudicial and injurious to the public and to his competitors, and has
resulted in the diversion of trade to respondent from its said competitors, and is a restraint upon and a detriment to the freedom of
fair and legitimate competition in the candy industry.
PAR. 7. The sale and distribution of candy by lot or chance is
against the public policy of many of the several States of the United
States, and some of said States have laws making lotteries and
gaming devices penal offenses.
COXCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent, 'Valter A. Vellguth, individually and trading as The Walter A. Vellguth Co., under
the conditions and circumstances set forth in the foregoing findings
of facts, are all to the prejudice of the public and respondent's competitors, and constitute unfair methods of competition in commerce,
and constitute a violation of Section 5 of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other
purposes.''
ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard and considered by the Federal
Trade Commission upon the record, and the Commission having
made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that the respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes";
It i.s now ordered, That the respondent, 'Valter A. Vellguth, individually and trading as The Walter A. Vellguth Co., his agents,
representatives, and employees, in the manufacture, sale, and distribution in interstate commerce of candy and candy products do cease
and desist from:
(1) Selling and distributing to jobbers and wholesale dealers for
resale to retail dealers, or to retail dealers direct, candy so packed
and assembled that sales of such candy to the general public are by
means of a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise.
(2) Supplying to or placing in the hands of wholesale dealers and
jobbers, or retail dealers, packages or assortments of candy which are
used without alteration or rearrangement of the contents of such
packages or assortments, to conduct a lottery, gaming device, or gift
enterprise in the sale or distribution of the candy or candy products
contained in said package or assortment to the public.
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(3) Packing or assembling in the same package or assortment of
candy for sale to the public at retail bars of candy of uniform size,
shape, and quality containing within their wrappers tickets bearing
different prices or tickets bearing the legend that the bar of candy
is free.
(4) Packing or assembling in the same package or assortment
of candy for sale to the public at retail pieces of ch0colate-covered
candy of uniform size, shape, and quality having centers of different
color, together with larger pieces of candy, which said larger pieces
of candy are to be given as prizes to the purchaser procuring a piece
of candy with a center of a particular color.
(5) Furnishing to wholesale dealers, jobbers, and retail dealers,
display cards, either with packages or assortments of candy or candy
products, or separately, bearing a legend, or legends, or statements,
informing the purchaser that the candy or candy products are
being sold to the public by lot or chance, or in accordance with a
sales plan which constitutes a lottery, gaming device, or gift enterprise.
{6) Furnishing to wholesale dealers, jobbers, and retail dealers
display cards or other printed matter for use in connection with the
sale of its candy or candy products which said advertising literature
informs the purchasers and purchasing public(a) That certain bars of candy of uniform size, shape, and quality
will be obtained for a price of 1¢, 2¢, or 3¢, <.lepending upon the
price ticket enclosed in the bar of candy selected by the purchaser.
(b) That certain bars of candy of uniform size, shape, and quality will be obtained for a price of 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, 4¢, or 5¢, depending upon
the price ticket enclosed in the bar of candy selected by the purchaser.
(c) That certain bars of candy of uniform size, shape, and quality will be obtained free of charge or for a price of 1¢, 2¢, 3¢, 4¢, or
5¢, depending upon the ticket enclosed in the wrapper of the bar of
candy selected by the purchaser.
(d) That, upon the obtaining by the ultimate purchaser of a piece
of candy with a particular colored center, one or two larger pieces
of candy will be given free to said purchaser.
It is further ordered, That the respondent above named within
30 days after the service upon him of this order shall file with the
Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner
in whiC'h this order has been complied with and conformed to.
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CARLTON MILLS, INCORPORATED
COMPLAINT (SYNOPSIS), FINDINGS, AND ORDER IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF SEC. t'i OF AN ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED SEPT. 26, 1914

•

Docket 2085. Complaint, Jan. 11, 1933-Decision, .Apr. 16, 19S..f.

Where a corporation engaged in the sale and distribution, direct to user,
C. 0. D., through house to house canvassers, of (1) shirts, which it caused
to be made for it, as specified, on a contract basis at a specified per dozen
contract price, from cloth purchased by it in finished form, chiefly, cut
Into patterns in its own workrooms, and supplied, together with buttons
and other fittings, to the manufacturer, who furnished the thread and
carried on operations independently from such point with personnel engaged by him, (2) ties, similarly made and procured, (3) hosiery purchased in the finished form from the manufacturer, with no control over
the making thereof, and, (4) underwear and outside jackets, some of
which it similarly purchased,
(a) Represented in specialty and general periodical advertising directed to
securing such canvassers, that purchaser of three shirts, or other articles,
would be given, free of charge, an additional garment, through such
phrases as " One shirt free with every three", "One tie free with every
three", "One suit of underwear free with every three", etc., facts being
that cost of the alleged free article, together with profit on all those sold,
was included in the price charged; with capacity and tendency to misleau
and deceive the consuming public and with effect of so doing In the case of
a substantial number thereof.
( fJ) Used such words, phrases, and legends In sample books, and pcrio,lical
and circular advertising, as "Mills", "Manufacturers", "Direct from mill
to wearer", "Assumes full command over its snpt·cme custom quality away
back at the looms, • • • our gigantic resources and facilities control
each stage in the designing and manufacture", "Nationally known men's
wear manufacturet·s ", "• • • 100 percent manufacturer, operating only
one overhead and doing a nation-wide business", "• • • the bigger the
organization the more economically lt can merchandise • • • ", and
"When the organization happens to be the actual manufacturer • • •,
this logic becomes even more significant", and thereby falsely representetl
that it was the manufacturer, weaver, or knitter of the products dealt in
by It, and that it therefore sold at a better price direct to the consumer
than did competitors, who reached him through retail channels; with
capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive purchasers and prospective
purchasers into buying its said products in the belief that it owned or
operated mills and manufacturing establishments, and made the merchandise sold by it, and with the effect of so doing and of adversely affecting
sales of dealers In men's furnishings, who make such merchandise and sell
the same direct to the user or wearer, and sales of dealers therein who do
not falsely represent themselves as the manufacturers thereof.
(c) Described certain hosiery dealt in by it as "pure thread sllk reinforced
with art sllk ", and as "pure thread sllk reinforced with lustrous synthetic
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yarn", and in its sample books advertised certain coats as ".A.rticoatking of all sheep-lined moleskins", ".Alaskan Lethercoat ", and "Storm
King Lethercoat ", facts being said articles were neither pure thread silk,
moleskin or leather; with effect of misleading and deceiving customers and
prospective customers in respect of their composition, and with capacity
and tendency so to do;
(d) Described certain shirt materials in canvassers' sample books as "Manhattan" broadcloth, or as" Columbia", ".Ambassador", or "Breslin" broadcloth, as the case might be, notwithstanding fact that such words had long
been used by certain shirt manufacturers in carrying on their respective
businesses andjor sale of their product, so that said words had become
well known in such connection as identifying the product of the said
various manufacturers, and thereby tended to lead the consuming public
to believe that its products were either made by the aforesaid manufacturers, or that the material therefor was furnished by them; with effect
of injuring both the aforesaid and other manufacturers who sell and distribute their products under their respective trade marks, and manufacturers who do not so sell their products, or indulge in such practices, and
to the actual and probable injury of those dealers who sell well known
trade marked shirts, and those wllo sell shirts not so well known;
All with capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive purchasers and prospective purchasers of its said products, to the substantial injury of competitors,
from whom trade was unfairly diverted:
Held, That such practices, under the circumstances set forth, were all to the
injury of the public and competitors, and constituted unfair methods of
competition.

Mr. Henry 0. Lank for the Commission.
Mr. Meyer l(raushaar, of New York City, for respondent.
SYNOPSIS OF ColiiPLAINT

Reciting its action in the public interest, pursuant to the provisions
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Commission charged

respondent, a New York corporation engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of men's shirts, neckties, hosiery,
underwear, and coats and jackets direct to the consuming public
through house to house canvassers or representatives, and with office
and principal place of business in New York City, with advertising
falsely or misleadingly as to free product, using misleading corporate
name, appropriating trade name of competitive products, and misrepresenting business status and composition of product, in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of such Act, prohibiting the use
of unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce.
Respondent, as charged, engaged as above set forth, in adverti~ing in magazines and other publications for representatives, states
that it is giving" free merchandise", including shirts, ties, and other
articles dealt in by it, and in sample kits furnished its representatives,
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announces a plan whereby one or more articles are given "free" in
connection with the purchase of a certain number of other articles,1
the facts being that the articles thus referred to are not given free,
but the cost thereof is included in the specified price to be paid
by the consumer.
Respondent further, as charged, features the word " Mills" in its
corporate name and in its sales kits and other advertising matter, and
represents itself as a manufacturer selling direct, with exceptional
values, etc.,2 notwithstanding fact that it neither owns nor operates
a mill or mills, in which it makes its said merchandise.
Respondent further, as charged, in its sample kits designates cer:tain fabrics from which its shirts are made as "Manhattan Broadcloth", "Columbia Broadcloth", "Breslin Broadcloth", and "Am·
1
Advcrtlscments In pert.oillcals Included, according to allegations of the complaint, the
following:
"Big f)ay.-Give ~'ree Merchandise and Get Cash Profits on First Calli Giving A war
Shirts, Ties, Underwear, Hosiery I 1\Ioney In your band-Here's Your Opportunity I
"Accept this free golden Invitation to represent Carlton Mms-natlonally known Men's
Wear manufacturers-a leader In the direct-to-wearer field. Schooling or training
unnecessary Doesn't cost you a penny. Cash ln on our series of free merchandise
otrerlngs. Note the panels to the rlgbt anll you'll unllerstand why they are lrresistnble,"
etc.
Statements In the sample kits, above referred to, Included, according to the allegatlona
of the complaint, the following:
"1 Shirt Free with every 3-25% more value for your dollar."
" Special Free Otrer-Gold plated valet Auto-Strop razor and strop glven free wltb.
each order for 3 shirts for $14. 75."
" 1 Tie Free with every 3-2 Ties Free with every 6."
" 1 pr. of hose tree with each order tor 6 pr. 2 pr, of hose free with each order for
12 pr."
" 3 Unlonsults !or $2.98. 1 Suit Free with 3."
" Flat knit style unlonsults. 1 free with each order for 3."
"Carlton supreme oll'erings In rayon (2 piece) underwear-! shirt tree with eve17
3 shirts, 1 pair of shorts free with every 3 shorts."
" Special Free Otfer-1 undershirt tree with ench order for 3 undershirts."
" Special Free Oll'er-1 pair of shorts free with each order for 3 pair of shorts."
• Statements lnclulled In such representations, according to the allegations of the
complaint, Included the following:
"America's Greatest Shirt Values Direct from Maker to Wearer"
"America's Greatest Values-Buy direct and Save"
"Acc<'pt this Free Golden Invitation to Represent Carlton Mills-Nationally knowa
Men's Wear Manufacturers--A Leader In the Direct-to-Wearer Field"
"Carlton :1\Illls, Inc., Manufacturers of the Carlton Custom Quality Line"
"Custom Quality-Carlton Mills, Inc.-Shirt Manufacturers"
"Direct from Mill to Weareri-Through You at Big Savings''
"Remember Carlton Is 100% the Manufacturers, Operating Only One Overhead and
Doing a Nation-Wille Business"
''Doesn't It sound logical that the bigger the organization the more economically it
can merchandise Its prollucts? When that organization also happens to be the actual
manufacturer of the products and not a jobber, this !ogle becomes even more significant."
"The prices In your sample book reflect these economies In black and white. From
these prices Is deducted only one profit. Carlton's manufacturing profit •••
"Carlton essumes full command over Its supreme Custom Quality away back at the
looms. From that Important point, when the first slender thread Is fashioned Into tabrte,
our gigantic resources and fac1Utles control each stage in the design and manufacture.
Little wonder, therefore, that Carlton takes genuine pride in am:dng lts label of quallty
to the completed garments ot Its own making."
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bassador Broadcloth", with capacity and tendency to mislead and
deceive its representatives and the purchasers of its shirts into believing that shirts made from the cloth thus designated, are the
products, as the case may be, of the Manhattan Shirt Co., the Columbia Shirt Co. of New York, N.Y., The Breslin Shirt Co. of New
York, N. Y., or the Hirsch-Friedman Co., of Chicago, Ill., the first
three of which companies have long sold and distributed their products under the first three names, and last of which has long distributed its product under the name "Ambassador", so that said
words have become known among consumers of shirts as designating,
as the case may be, the respective products of the aforesaid companies.
Respondent further, as charged, in its sample kits, represents and
describes certain men's hosiery made from silk and rayon as "pure
thread silk reinforced with art silk", and certain of its men's and
boy's coats as "Alaskan Lethercoat ", "Storm King Lethercoat ",
and "Articoat-King of all sheep-lined moleskins", notwithstanding
fact that hosiery in question is not made entirely of silk, nor the
coats of leather or moleskin.
Respondent further, as charged, sells by sample falsely or misleadingly, in that, while including in its representatives' sample
kits, swatches or samples illustrating design and pattern of its
various shirt materials, as a means of soliciting and obtaining orders
for its said products upon the basis of the purchaser's selection from
such samples, it nevertheless and notwithstanding the implied representation that it will ship shirts in accordance with design, style,
etc., selected and ordered, makes it its practice, in cases where the
particular selection has been exhausted, to ship shirts of substituted
designs, patterns, and styles of its own selection, without giving
customer a reasonable opportunity to make a lieu selection, so that
many customers, as a result of said practice, and the sending of the
shirts C. 0. D., keep and pay for such articles, when they would
not have ordered the same had they been advised that the design,
style, or pattern of their selection was exhausted.
Each of said various false and misleading representations, as
alleged, has "the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive the
purchasing public and to induce them to purchase from respondent
in and on account of their belief in the truth of said statements and
representations", and "said advertisements and representations
and each of them have the capacity, tendency, and effect of diverting
a substantial amount of trade to respondent from its competitors
to their injury," and" use by respondent," as charged," of such false,
misleading and deceptive representations, statements, and advertisements, constitute practices or methods of competition which tend to
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and do prejudice and injure the .public, unfairly divert trade from
and otherwise prejudice and injure respondent's competitors, and
operate as a restraint upon and a detriment to the freedom of fair
and legitimate competion in the business of selling and distributing
men's wear," and constitute unlawful uses and practices, and unlawful and unfair methods of competition in violation of Section 5.
Upon the foregoing complaint, the Commission made the following
REPOR'I:', FINDINGS AS

TO

THE FACTS, AND ORDER

Pursuant to the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes",
the Federal Trade Commission issued and served a complaint upon
the respondent, Carlton Mills, Inc., charging it with the use of unfair
methods of competition in interstate commerce in violation of the
provisions of said act. The respondent having entered its appearance and filed its answer, hearings were had and the evidence was
duly recorded and filed in the office of the Commission.
Thereupon this proceeding came on for final hearing on the briefs
and oral arguments for both the Commission and the respondent,
and the Commission having duly considered the record and being
fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is in the
interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts and
its conclusion drawn therefrom:
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS
PARAGRAPH 1. The respondent, Carlton Mills, Inc., is a corporation
organized and existing under the laws of the State of New York,
having its principal place of business at 79 Fifth Avenue, in the
City of New York in said State. Respondent was organized and
incorporated in August, 1925, and since that date has been engaged
in the sale and distribution of men's shirts, underwear, hosiery,
neckties, and outside coats and jackets to purchasers located throughout the various States of the United States. In the course and conduct of its business the respondent is in competition with other corporations, individuals, and partnerships engaged in commerce between and among the various States of the United States.
PAR. 2. Respondent is engaged in selling men's shirts, underwear,
hosiery, neckwear, and coats or jackets throughout the United States
to users or wearers only. It employs representatives in many States
who go from house to house soliciting and accepting orders. The
agent collects a specified deposit on each sale at the time the order is
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taken and retains said sum for his commission. The agent then forwards said order to the respondent who ships the goods, generally
by mail, direct to the consumer. The merchandise is sent C. 0. D.
and the respondent thus collects the balance of the purchase price.
In soliciting such business respondent, through its agents and directly
through the mail, distributes samples, sample books and other
printed matter illustrating the colors, designs, patterns, and material of the merchandise offered for sale. The respondent sends out
approximately twenty-five thousand sample books annually to salesmen and prospective salesmen. From the persons to whom such
sample books are sent the respondent obtains its active representatives. It has about five thousand such active representatives distributed throughout the United States. About four-fifths of the
persons to whom respondent sends its sample books never become
active representatives but send in probably only one order or none.
PAR. 3. The sample books contain small pieces of material which
are represented to be identical with the material from which the
merchandise is manufactured. Sample books representative of those
used by respondent in the sale of its products appear in the record
as Commission's Exhibits Nos. 5, 6, 7 and as respondent's Exhibit
No. 4. 1
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of its business as hereinabove
described, respondent secures names and addresses of prospective
salesmen by means of advertisements inserted in specialty magazines
and in magazines of general circulation. Commission's Exhibits
Nos. 13 and 14 are samples of advertisements which have appeared
in the past. These advertisements were published in such magazines as "Specialty Salesman", "Capper's Weekly", ''American
\Vt~ekly ","Police Gazette", "Screenland ", "Photo Play", "American Legion 1V'eekly ","Success"," Film Fun",'' Popular Science",
and " Opportunity "·
Commission's Exhibits Nos. 13 and 14 display such statements as
these: "Big pay"; "Give free merchandise and get cash profits on
first call"; "Giving away shirts, ties, underwear, hosiery"; "One
shirt free with every three "; " One tie free with every three";
" One suit of underwear free with every three "; " Special free
hosiery offers too "; "First calls give big cash profits"; "Accept
this free golden invitation to represent Carlton Mills-nationally
known men's wear manufacturers-a leader in the direct-to-wearer
field". Both of these advertisements bear the words" Carlton Mills,
Inc., 79 Fifth Avenue, New York". Respondent after obtaining
1

Exhibits not publiHhed.
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such salesmen, forwarded to them in addition to the sample books,
various other circulars, from time to time. Samples of such circu~
Iars appear in the record as Commission's Exhibits Nos. 9, 10, 11 and
12. Respondent has also published and circulated among its agents
a house magazine, a sample of which is Commission's Exhibit No.
15. In the circulars which respondent forwarded to its representa~
tives as mentioned hereinabove were various alleged special offers,
and some of these special offers are shown in Commission's Exhibit
Nos. 9, 10, 11, and 12. Commission's Exhibit No. 9 bears the state~
ment on the outside as follows: "Important--Carlton Representa~
tive--You are hereby authorized to offer your customers Special Free
Gift. Merchandise--as described within this folder". Within the
circular there are described a number of free offers, most of which
offer one garment free with an order for three. On the back of the
circular there is among other stawments the following: " Men l ·what
an opportunity for salesman and customer-you're going to give
away thousands and thousands of dollars worth of new fall merchandise Free-and your offerings will be at the lowest prices in
ten years ". Commission's Exhibit No. 10 is a letter of the reE'pondent and is addressed " To 'Vhom It May Concern: This is
a letter of authorization to bearer hereof, our authorized representative ". This letter states that the respondent is inaugurating a
" Special ' Give-Away' Sale" during which respondent would give
away hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of Carlton merchandise
" Absolutely Free " and contained various offers most of which were
for one garment free on each order for three garments. The Com~
mission's Exhibits Nos. 11 and 12 are very similar in substance to
the above-mentioned Exhibit No. 10.
PAR. 5. Shirts comparable in quality and workmanship to those
which respondent advertises at the price of three for $4.98 with one
shirt free (Comm. Ex. No. 1) sell regularly from 75 cents to $1 each.
Shirts comparable in quality and workmanship to those which respondent advertises at the rate of three for $5.98 with one shirt free
(Comm. Ex. No. 2) sell regularly from $1 to $1.55 each. Shirts
comparable to other shirts which respondent advertises at the rate
of three for $5.98 with one shirt free (Comm. Ex. No. 3) sell regu~
Iarly from 75 cents to $1.50 each. Shirts comparable in quality and
workmanship to other shirts which respondent advertises at the rate
of three for $4.98 with one shirt free (Comm. Ex. 4) sell regularly
from 50 cents to $1.25 each.
PAR. 6. The aforesaid representations set out in paragraph 4
hereof were false and misleading and the respondent was not offer~
ing any merchandise free but the cost of the allegidly free article
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together with a profit on all the articles sold was included in the
priee which respondent charged, and said representations had the
capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive the consuming public
and did mislead and deceive a substantial number thereof.
PAn. 7. Respondent, in its sample books and advertising circulars
.and magazines advertisements, as hereinbefore mentioned, through
the use of the words "Mills", "Manufacturers", "Shirt Manufacturers", "Direct-to-wearer"," Direct from mill to wearer", ''It has
facilities to make and deliver all that it undertakes"," From the raw
material to each superbly finished garment Carlton finances the
cost-not the profit", "Carlton assumes full command over its
supreme custom quality away back at the looms, from that important
point, when the first slender thread is finished into fabric, our gigantic resources and facilities control each stage in the designing
and manufacture", represents itself as being a textile mill, and
represents that, because of this, it sells its merchandise to the consumer at a better price, quality considered, than those of its competitors who reach the consumer through retail distribution.
Respondent, through the use of the words just above referred to
and the additional words "Nationally known men's wear manufacturers", "As a recognized manufacturing factor in the 'direct-towearer' field it is an outstanding financially dominant leader",
" This humanized efficiency makes possible the utmost in quality
manufacture-", ''Remember Carlton is 100 percent the manufacturer, operating only one overhead and doing nationwide
business"," Doesn't it sound logical that the bigger the organization
the more economically it can merchandise its products~ ·when the
organization happens to be the actual manufacturer of the products
and not a jobber, this logic becomes even more significant", further
represents itself as being manufacturers of the merchandise which it
sells, and represents that because of this, it sells direct to the consumer at a better price, quality considered, than those of its competitors who reach the consumer through retail distribution.
The hosiery, some of the underwear, and some of the outside
jackets were purchased in the finished form from the manufacturer
thereof and respondent had no connection with or control over the
manufacture of such merchandise.
As regards the men's shirts, respondent purchased the cloth for
these, most of which was in the finished form but a small amount
was purchased unbleached and converted at respondent's direction.
Respondent cut the patterns for the shirts in its own workrooms
and then the patterns were sent to a shirt factory where the pieces
were made into shirts. Respondent furnished the buttons and other
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fittings and the manufacturer furnished the thread. These shirts
were made according to the specifications furnished by respondent
and were made on a contract basis at a specified price per dozen. A
manufacturer with his place of business in New Jersey made shirts
for the respondent, as well as for other shirt dealers, at a specified
price per dozen on specifications furnished by the respondent. He
employed all the help in his factories and respondent furnished no
additional supervision.
The same situation is true with regard to the neckties which
respondent sold.
The respondent does not own, operate, or control any textile mill
or any manufacturing establishment, and the respondent is not the
maker or manufacturer of the merchandise which it sells. The
prices charged by respondent are not limited to a single overhead
charge and its representations to that effect are false, misleading
and deceptive and have mislead and deceived users and customers
of respondent into purchasing merchandise from respondent in the
belief that such representations were true, that respondent did own
or operate textile mills or manufacturing establishments and that
respondent was the maker or manufacturer of the merchandise
which it sells. There are dealers in men's furnishings who
manufacture such merchandise and who sell said merchandise direct
to the user or wearer. The representations of the respondent adversely affect the sales of such manufacturers and also adversely
affect the sales of dealers in men's furnishings who do not falsely
represent themselves as being the manufacturer thereof.
PAR. 8. The respondent immediately prior to the issuance of the
complaint herein advertised its men's hosiery as "pure thread silk
reinforced with art silk"· This hosiery is composed of silk and
rayon. The respondent, since the commencement of this action, has
changed its advertising regarding its hosiery to "pure thread silk
reinforced with lustrous synthetic yarn"·
.
Respondent's hosiery is not composed of pure thread silk but is
composed of silk and rayon. The use by respondent of the expressions or words " pure thread silk reinforced with art silk " and
" pure thread silk reinforced with lustrous synthetic yarn " is false
and misleading when used to describe hosiery composed of silk and
rayon, and such use by the respondent misleads and deceives customers and prospective customers of respondent into believing that
such hosiery was composed of pure thread silk.
PAR. 9. In its sample book respondent advertised certain of its
coats as "Articoat-King of all Sheep Lined Moleskins," other coats
and jackets at the "Alaska Lethercoat," and still others as "Storm
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King Lethercoat." The coat advertised as "sheep lined moleskin"
had been discontinued but when it was sold it was composed of a
fabric which had been waterproofed but was not composed of the
skin of moles; the coats which were advertised as the "Alaskan
Lethercoat" and as "Storm King Lethercoat" were also composed.
of a fabric which had been waterproofed but which was not composed of leather.
The use of the expressions "Articoat-King of all Sheep Lined
Moleskins " and " Storm King Lethercoat" as well as "Alaskan
Lethercoat" was false and misleading and had the capacity and
tendency to mislead and deceive and did mislead and deceive substantial numbers of the purchasing public into believing that saiu
coats were composed of the skins of moles or leather.
PAn.lO. In its sample books the respondent prior to the issuance
of the complaint herein described certain of its shirt materials as (a)
:Manhattan broadcloth, (b) Columbia broadcloth, (c) Ambassador
broadcloth, and (d) Breslin broadcloth. The Manhattan Shirt Co.
is a well-known manufacturer of shirts and has manufactured shirts
bearing the name " Manhattan " for a great many years, and the
worJ " Manhattan " has become associated in the minds of the public
with the product of the Manhattan Shirt Co. The Columbia Shirt
Co. has been making shirts for a great many years and has described
its product as " Columbia" shirts, and the term " Columbia " has
become associated in the minds of the public with the product of the
Columbia Shirt Co. The term "Ambassador" has also been used
for a long time to describe a shirt manufactured by a particular
concern and has become well known as the product of such company.
The term " Breslin " has been used for a long time in connection
with the sale of shirts made by the Breslin Shirt Co. and has become
well known in the minds of the public as the product of that company. The use by respondent of the above terms to advertise shirts
sold by respondent would result in confusion and deception in the
minds of the purchasing public.
The respondent admitted that the above terms had a value in the
sale of shirts but stated that it had discontinued the use of such
terms. Respondent's president testified that the labels in the shirts
bore the name Carlton, but on further questioning stated that the
purchaser ordered his shirts from the sample book, paying a deposit
to the salesman and paying the balance of the purchase price upon
delivery by the; post office, and that he would not see the label in
the shirts which he bought until after delivery to him and the full
purchase price had been paid.
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The Commission finds that the terms "Manhattan", "Columbia",
"Ambassador", and" Breslin" as used by the respondent were false
and misleading, that the manner in which the said terms were used
by respondent would lead the consuming public to belieVJe that the
shirts were either made by the manufacturers of such trade marked
shirts or that the material for respondent's shirts was furnished by
the manufacturers of such shirts.
PAR. 11. The companies hereinbefore mentioned who have been
manufacturing and distributing such trade marked shirts and other
manufacturers who distribute shirts under their own trade mark
and manufacturers whose shirts are sold to the public without a
trade mark of the manufacturer are likely to be injured and have
been injured by the respondent's use of the terms "Manhattan",
"Columbia", "Ambassador", and "Breslin." Respondent's use of
such terms is also likely to injure and has injured those manufacturers making men's shirts who do not indulge in practices such as
those in which respondent has indulged, and is likely to injure and
has injured dealers selling shirts bearing well-known trade-marked
names as well as dealers selling shirts which bear trade-marked names
not so well known.
PAR. 12. The foregoing acts, practices, and representations and
each of them made and done by the respondent have had and do
have the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive purchasers
and prospective purchasers of respondent's products and have a
tendency to injure to a substantial extent competitors of respondent
by unfairly diverting trade from such competitors of the respondent.
PAn. 13. The complaint in paragraph 7 thereof, charged the respondent with advertising exhausted patterns and substituting patterns of its own selection on orders therefor. No evidence was
offered in support of this charge of the complaint.
CONCLUSION

The acts and practices of the said respondent under the conditions
and circumstances described in the foregoing findings are to the
prejudice of the public and of respondent's competitors and are
unfair methods of competition in commerce, constituting a violation
of Section 5 ol an Act of Congress entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for
other purposes."
1020l50°-3l5-VOL 18-27
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ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commission upon the complaint of the Commission, the answer of respondent, briefs and oral argument on behalf of both the counsel
for the Commission and respondent and the Commission having
made its findings as to the facts and its conclusion that the respondent has violated the provisions of an Act of Congress approved September 2G, 1914, entitled "An Act to create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and for other purposes".
It is now ordered, That the respondent, Carlton Mills, Inc., a corporation, its officers, agents, and employees in connection with the
advertising, offering for sale and sale and distribution by it in interstate commerce and in the District of Columbia, of the various products in which it deals, forthwith cease and desist from:
(1) Directly or indirectly representing through or by phrases such
as" one shirt free with every three"," one tie free with every three",
"one suit of underwear free with every three", "one pair of socks
free with every three", or in any other way that in connection with
or in combination with the purchase from it by its customers or
prospective customers of three or more shirts, suits of underwear,
ties or pairs of socks or any other article in which it deals, it is
giving away or will give away free of charge a shirt, a tie, a suit of
underwear or a pair of socks or any other article of merchandise,
until and unless respondent actually gives away a shirt, tie, suit of
underwear, a pair of socks or such other article of merchandise
without including the cost thereof in the selling price of the articles
sold.
(2) Directly or indirectly representing through and by the use of
the words" manufacturer" and/or the phrases" direct from mill to
wearer", "from the raw material to each superbly finished garment
Carlton finances the cost not the profit", "Carlton assumes full
command over its supreme quality away back at the looms", "nationally known men's wear manufacturer", "100 percent the manufacturer", or in any other way that it is the manufacturer, weaver
or knitter of products sold and distributed by it, until and unless
said Carlton Mills, Inc., actually owns and operates or directly and
absolutely controls factories or mills wherein are made articles by
it sold or offered for sale.
(3) Using the corporate name," Carlton Mills, Inc.," or any other
corporate or trade name which includes the word "Mills" or any
other name indicating that it is a knitter, weaver or manufacturer,
unless and until said Carlton Mills, Inc., actually owns and operates
or directly and absolutely controls factories or mills wherein are made
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articles by it sold or offered for sale or unless and until said Carlton
Mills, Inc., shall insert and use also the words "not weavers, knitters
or manufacturers " or words of similar import, in immediate conjunction with its title, corporate name, trade name, or other designation and in letters equally legible and conspicuous when said title,
corporate name, trade name or other designation is used on stationery, letterheads, containers, advertising matter or otherwise.
( 4) Representing that hosiery made of silk and rayon but not of
pure silk thread is pure thread silk.
( 5) Representing by the use of the terms " sheep lined moleskins ",
"Alaskan Lethercoat " or " Storm King Lethercoat " or by the use
of other terms of similar import or in any other way, that its fabric
coats are made of moleskin or leather.
(6) Using the names" Manhattan"," Columbia", "Ambassador",
or "Breslin", or any other trade-marked name to describe shirts
made for respondent by manufacturers other than the owner of such
trade-marked names.
It is further ordered, That the said respondent within ()0 days
from and after the day of service upon it of this order shall file with
the Commission a report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it is complying and has complied with the
order to cease and desist hereinabove set forth.
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NATIONAL LEATHER & SHOE FINDERs' Ass'N, ET AL. 1 Complaint,
March 31, 1932.2 Order, June 19, 1933. (Docket 1263.)
Charge: Combining and conspiring to discourage, stifle, and suppress competition in price and otherwise, in the sale and distribution of shoe findings and in shoe repair service to the general public;
to confine the commerce involved to so-called legitimate channels and
dealers, and to fix uniform and enhanced prices for shoe findings
in the trade and for shoe repairing to the general public.
Dismissed, after answers and trial, by the following order:
This matter coming on for final determination and the Commission
having considered the briefs of counsel in support of the complaint
and of counsel for the respondents, having heard oral argument,
having considered a stipulation of the facts and the pleadings herein
and being fully advised in the premises,
It is hereby ordered, That this proceeding be and the same hereby
is dismissed.
Appearances: lllr. Eugene lV. Burr for the Commission; Lehmann & Lehmann, of St. Louis, Mo., for respondents.
-D. STEMPEL, M. STEMPEL, and H. STEINBERG, copartners doing business as PLAZA HAT Co. Complaint, January 20, 1931. Order, July
7, 1933. (Docket 1900.)
Charge: Selling remade product as and for new, in connection
with sale of second hand, renovated and remade hats.
Dismissed by the following order:
This matter coming before the Commission upon the complaint
issued January 20, 1931, and it appearing that efforts were made to
1 Respondents in the case, not specified above, and Joined by the amended and sup.
plemental complaint (following order dismissing certain respondents Included In the
original complaint, without prejudice, as In said order specified), were:
David T. Feldelson, John L. Stell'an, Rudolph Kaplan, D. R. Stanley, Earl F. Berg,
B. J. Rarldan, Wm. H. Potts, Geo. A. Knapp, and A. V. Flngulln, Individually and as
president, first vice president, second vice president, third vice president, fourth vice
president, fifth vice president, treasurer, secretary-assl•tant treasurer, and as editor of
the periodical "Shoe Repair Service", re~pectlvely of said respondent association;
John L. Stell'an, Individually and as chairman of the executive comm1.ttee of said association, H. E. Sternberg, Wm. H. Bremer, Jake S. Brall, Wm. A. Loewenberg, Herbert
J. Gaenslen, Chas. A. Workman, Edw. W. Schloemen, Jos. H. Deacon, Carl L. Gaver,
Ray C. Shall'er, John M. Klpp, and Glen R. Driscoll, Individually and as executive committeemen of said association.
• Amended and supplemental.
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S€rve the complaint upon respondents by registered mail and by personal service, which efforts were unsuccessful due to the fact that
the respondents could not be located, and it further appearing after
investigation that the respondents have gone out of business and that
all stock and fixtures were sold at auction on or about January 8,
1931, pursuant to an assignment for the benefit of creditors made by
respondents under court proceedings in the city of New York, State
of New York, and the Commission being fully advised in the premises,
It is hereby ordered, That the complaint against the above named
respondents be and the same is hereby dismissed without prejudice
for the reason that respondents have gone out of business.
Appearances: Mr. G. Ed. Rowland for the Commission.
D. J. WALKER and GRAcE H. 1VALKER, copartners, doing business as
Co. Complaint, March 1, 1932. Order, July 17,
1933. (Docket 2013.)
Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly as to nature and results of product, in connection with the sale of alleged poultry
remedies.
Dismissed, after answer and trial, without assignment of reasons.
Appearances: Mr. PGad B. MorehO'US~ for the Commission; Pike,
Sias, Zi'lTIJ'I'M1'11Uln &J Butler of ·waterloo, Iowa, and D(]ll)ies, Jones,
Beebe & Busick, of Washington, D.C., for respondents.
WALKER REMEDY

GuARANTEE VETERINARY Co., a common law trust, and George
L. Owens, individually and as managing trustee of Guarantee Veterinary Co. Complaint, January 12, 1932. Order, July 18, 1933.
(Docket 1992.)
Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly as to composition and
results of product, and official or government approval or endorsement, in connection with the manufacture and sale of medicated
salt blocks.
Dismissed by the following order:
This matter having come on to be heard by the Commission upon
complaint served January 15, 1932, charging the above respondents
with the use of unfair methods of competition in commerce in violation of the provisions of Section 5 of the Act of September 26, 1914,
38 Stat. 719, and it appearing to the Commission that the respondent George L. Owens departed this life on the sixth day of January,
1933, and that Mrs. George L. Owens, the surviving widow, as
managing trustee, has entered into a stipulation on behalf of the
Guarantee Veterinary Co., a common law trust, with the Federal
Trade Commission, which said stipulation has heretofore, by the
direction of this Commission, been approved, providing that the said
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surviving respondent, Guarantee Veterinary Co., will cease and desist
from the unfair practices in said complaint charged, and the Commission having considered the same and being fully advised in the
premises,
It is now ordered, That the aforesaid complaint be, and the same
is, hereby dismissed.
Appearances: Mr. PGad B. Morehouse for the Commission.
AMERICAN Box BoARD Co., ET AL. 1 Complaint, May 23, 1932. 1
Order, October 14, 1933. (Docket 2026.)
Charge: Combining and conspiring to restrict competition in
purchase of supplies, in connection with an undertaking entered
into by seven corporations and an individual, with offices and places
of business in the midwest, for the purpose and with the effect of
fixing and maintaining depressed uniform prices for waste paper
purchased by them for manufacture of their paper board and paperboard products.
Dismissed, after answer and trial, without assignment of reasons.
Appearances: Follansbee, Shorey & Schupp, of Chicago, Ill., for
Eddy Paper Corporation and Mr. Charles A. Vilas, of New York
City, and Mr. lV. Parker Jones, of 'Vashington, D.C., for all other
respondents, along with Sterns& [{leinstuck (attorneys for receiver)
for 1Yestern Board & Paper Co. 8
RED BAND Co., INC. Complaint, March 22, 1932. Order, November 4, 1933. (Docket 2021.)
· Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly as to qualities of
product, and ostensibly fair, competent and disinterested competitive
tests of product, in connection with the sale of flour.
Dismissed, after answer and trial, by the following order :
The above entitled proceeding coming on for consideration on
the complaint of the Commission, answer ·of respondent, and the
evidence and it appearing that since the evidence was taken the
respondent has sold its business and assets and has been dissolved
as a corporation, and the Commission now being fully ad vised in
the premises,
It is ordered, That the complaint herein be and the same is hereby
dismissed.
Appearances: Mr. Edward E. Reardon for the Commission;
Min01', Gatley & DruNJ, of lVashington, D.O., for respondent.
1 Other respondents In this case Include American Coating Mills, Eddy Paper Corporation, Mac Slm Bar Paper Co., Michigan Carton Co., Morris Paper Mills, Sutherland
Paper Co., National Biscuit Co., and A. F. Melsterhelm.
1 Amended.
1 Not a party In amended complaint, original complaint having been dismissed as to
snld rPspondent.
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MosBY .MEDICINE Co. Complaint, February 5, 1931. Order, November 10, 1933. (Docket 1911.)
Charge: Securing and using testimonials misleadingly and advertising falsely or misleadingly as to nature and results of product;
in connection with the manufacture and sale of a proprietary medicine.
Dismissed, after answer, for the reason that the" respondent cor:>oration has gone out of business and has been dissolved."
Appearances: J.lfr. Harry D. J.fichael for the Commission; Mr.
Eugene L. Culver, Mr. Stephen A. Day, and Mr. C. 0. Rose, all of
\Yashington, D.C., for respondent.
ScHOLL .MANUFACTURING Co., INc. Complaint, June 24, 1933.
Order, December 12, 1933. (Docket 2107.)
Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly as to history, nature
and results of product; in connection with the manufacture and sale
of foot comfort preparations and appliances.
Dismissed, after answer, by the following order:
In the above entitled matter there were this day submitted for the
consideration of the Commission:
(a) Stipulation as to the facts dated the - day of September,
1933, by and between the Commission's chief counsel and the respondent in which the respondent after making certain admissions
of fact declares that it has discontinued all of the representations
described in the complaint herein and described in said stipulation,
and that it will not again make these or similar representations, or
representations of like import directly or indirectly in its advertising
of, or in the sale or promotion of the sale of, its Zino pads;
(b) A motion of the respondent that all of the practices com..
plained of having been abandoned the complaint be' dismissed.
The Commission being fully advised in the premises,
It is ordered:
(1) That said stipulation be and is hereby approved.
(2) That, it appearing that the respondent abandoned the practices described in the complaint herein before said complaint was
issued and in said stipulation has promised not to resume the same,
said complaint be and is hereby dismissed without prejudice.
Appearances: Mr. E. J. llornibrook for the Commission; Vogelsang, Browrn, Cram, Feely & Finney, of Washington, D.C., for
respondent.
STEELCOTE MANUFACTURING Co. Complaint April 6, 1932. Order,
December 21, 1933. (Docket 2025.)
Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly and misbranding or
mislabeling; in connection with the manufacture and sale of paints,
enamels, varnishes, lacquers, and similar products.
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Dismissed, after answer and trial, without assignment of reasons.
Appearances: Mr. James M. Brinson for the Commission; Mr.
Jesse W. Ba1'1'ett, of St. Louis, Mo., for respondent.
EFANSEE HAT Co., INc. Complaint, June 6, 1932. Order, January 23, 1934. (Docket 2050.}
Charge: Selling reconditioned product as and for new:
Dismissed, for the reason that respondent corporation has been
dissolved.
Appearances: Mr. G. Ed. Rowland for the Commission.
HAMMER LABORATORIEs, INc. Complaint, May 31, 1932. Order,
February 17, 1934. (Docket 2041.)
Charge: Advertising falsely or misleadingly as to results or qualities of products; in connection with the manufacture and sale of
various purported radium products.
Dismissed, after answer and trial, for the reason that " the respondent corporation has been dissolved."
Appearances: Mr. Edw'(Ird L. Smith for the Commission.
Ow CoLONY CANDY Co. Complaint, May 2, 1930. Order, March
5, 1934. (Docket 1814.)
Charge: Using lottery scheme in merchandising; m connection with the manufacture and sale of candies.
Dismissed, after answer, by the following order:
In the above-entitled matter there were submitted for the consideration of the Commission:
(a) Letter from the former attorney for the respondent, dated
February 15, 1934, stating that this company was liquidated in bankruptcy by proceedings #16411 in bankruptcy in the United States
District Court for the Western District of Pennsylvania on an involuntary petition dated June 16, 1931, and that the company has
been out of existence since then, and further stating that there is no
such company now existing and that he has no knowledge of the
whereabouts of the former officers of that company.
(b) Letter from the clerk of the United States District Court for
the 'Vestern District of Pennsylvania, dated February 20, 1934, stating that an involuntary petition was filed against the respondent on
June 16, 1931, and that an offer of composition was made and on
July 13, 1931, an order was made confirming the composition
absolutely, and directing the Clerk to make distribution.
The Commission being fully advised in the premises,
It is now ordered, That the said complaint be and the same is
hereby dismissed for the reason that the respondent was adjudicated
a bankrupt and is no longer in business.
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Appearances: JJ!r. Henry C. Lank and Mr. G. Ed. Rowland for
the Commission; Mr. Mawrice L. Avner, of Pittsburgh, Pa., for
respondent.
NunosoL LABORATORIEs, INc., CHARLES GoLDBLATT and MAURICE
GoLDBERG, individually and as its officers, NunosoL LABORATORIES,
INc., CHARLES GoLDBLATT and MAURICE GoLDBERG, trading under and
by the firm name and style of RENESOL LABORATORIEs, INc. Complaint, January 27, 1033. Order, April 13, 1934. (Docket 2088.)
Charge: Operating ostensibly independent competitive enterprises
for sale of product, advertising falsely or misleadingly as to history,
nature, results, and professional indorsement of product, and using
misleading corporate name and misrepresenting business status;
in connection with the preparation or compounding of a treatment
for epilepsy.
Dismissed, after stipulation, by the following order:
·whereas, on the 27th day of January, 1933, the Commission
issued its complaint herein against the above-named respondents,
and whereas, the chief trial examiner on September 19, 1933, submitted to the Commission a stipulation approved by him wherein
the respondent Nurosol Laboratories, Inc., stipulated and agreed
to cease and desist from the use of certain unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce, said unfair methods of competition
including and embracing those charged in the complaint herein,
together with a memorandum dated September 19, 1033, wherein
the chief trial examiner called attention to the fact that the names
of respondents, Charles Goldblatt and Maurice Goldberg, named
in the complaint herein, had been deleted from said stipulation for
the reason that there was no evidence that said respondents made
use of the unfair methods of competition set forth in the stipulation, and whereas, the Commission on the 20th day of November,
1933, approved and accepted said stipulation and whereas, the
form of order herein has been determined, now therefore,
It is ordered, That the complaint herein be and the same hereby
is dismissed for the reasons heretofore recited.
Appearances: Mr. James M. Brinson for the Commission; Nathan
D. Shapiro &\ Brothers, of Brooklyn, N. Y., for respondents.

STIPULATIONS 1
DIGEST OF GENERAL STIPULATIONS OF THE FACTS AND
AGREEMENTS TO CEASE AND DESIST3

173. False and Misleading Advertising-Clothing.-Responclent, a corporation, engaged in the business of selling men's, women's, and
children's clothing and accessories thereto and distributing same in
interstate commerce, and in competition with other corporations, individuals, partnerships, and firms likew:i;;e engaged, entered into the
following agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in its catalogs or other advertising matter circulated
in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from: The use of
the word "wool" or "woolen" either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words so as to import
or imply that the product is wool, when such is not the fact. In
the event the product is composed in substantial part of wool and
the word "wool" or "woolen" is used as descriptive thereof, then
in such case the said word " wool " or " woolen " shall be printed so
as to clearly indicate that the product is not composed wholly of wool
but is composed of a material or materials other than wool; the use
of the word "pongee" either independently or in connection or con·
junction with any other word or words so as to import or imply
that the product is silk, when such is not the fnct. In the event
the product is composed in substantial part of silk, the product of
the cocoon of the silkworm, and the word "pongee" is used as
descriptive thereof, then in ~uch case the said word " pongee "
shall be accompanied by some other word or words printed in type
1 For false and miHleadlng advertising stipulations el'fected through the Commission's
special board, see p. 480, ct seq.
1 Published, after deleting names of respondents, to Inform the publle of those unfair
methods and practices condemned by the Commission and to establish precedents that
Will serve to eliminate unfair business methods of Interest to the publle and Injury to
competitors.
The digests publlshPd herewith cover those accepted by the Commission during the
Period covered by this volume, namely, June 10, 1033, to Apr. 23, 1934, Inclusive.
Digests of all previous stipulations of this character accepted by the CommlsHion-that
Is, numbers 1 to 1064, inclusive-may be found In vol~. 10 to 17 of the Commission'&
decisions.
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equally as conspicuous as that in which the word "pongee" is
printed so as to clearly indicate that the product is not composed
wholly of silk but is composed of a material or materials other than
silk; the use of the word "silk" either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words so as to import
or imply that the product is silk, when such is not the fact. In the
event the product is composed in substantial part of silk, the product of the cocoon of the silkworm, and the word "silk " is used
as descriptive thereof, then in such case the word "silk" shall
Le accompanied by some other word or words printed in type equally
as conspicuous as that in which the word "silk" is printed so as to
clearly indicate that the product is not composed wholly of silk but
is composed of a material or materials other than silk; the use of
the word "wolf" in conjunction with the word "Manchurian", or
any other word, when the skin so described is not the skin of a wolf.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation of the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue.
This release is to be substituted for and take the place of former
release no. 173. (Feb. 7, 1934.}
787. Disparaging Competitors' Products and False and Misleading Ad·
vertising-Stone Burial Vaults.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged
in the quarrying of stone and the fabrication of stone burial vaults
and in the sale and distribution of the same in interstate commerce,
and in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and
partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement
to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of
competition as set forth therein:
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever from advertising or otherwise offering to pay a compensation or reward for
the disinterment of burial vaults of competitors; acquiring, keeping
on hand, exhibiting, and displaying for the purpose and with the
effect of falsely representing' in any way the burial vaults of competitors; soliciting, securing, and/or availing itself of the cooperation of superintendents of cemeteries and cemetery associations for
the conducting of campaigns involving the making of untrue statements against its competitors' products; exhibiting the products of
competitors, or photographs thereof, either alone or accompanied by
printed matter, in such a way as to falsely represent the products
of competitors; falsely representing, either in advertisements or advertising matter, in letters, or by any other means, the value of guaranties given by its competitors on their products; making statements
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falsely representing the products of competitors, in advertisements
or advertising matter, in letters, or by means of posters, photographs,
andjor exhibits of any kind or character.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation of the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue.
This release is to be substituted for and take the place of former
release of same number. (llfar. 28, 1934.)
1065. False and Misleading Trade Names, Brands, and AdvertisingCo:ffee.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of coffee and in competition with other
individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged,
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist forever
from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein:
Respondent agreed to cease and desist forever from the use of the
word "import" as a part of, or in connection with the trade name
under which he carries on his business; and from the use of the word
"import" in advertisements or advertising matter, or in any other
way which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead,
or deceive purchasers into the belief that said respondent imports
the products, or any part thereof, which he sells and distributes in
interstate commerce, when such is not the fact; the use of statements
and representations to the effect that said respondent is a roaster
of coffees, or that he roasts the coffees which he sells fresh the same
slay that the order for the merchandise is received, or the same day
that the products are shipped, when such is not the fact; advertising,
selling, and distributing his products in interstate commerce under
different trade names or brands in such a way as to hold out and
represent to customers and prospective customers that such products
are of different qualities and values, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge
in any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the
facts may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (June 26, 1933.)
10G6. False and Misleading Trade Name and Advertising-FoodFlavoring Products.-Respondents, copartners, engaged in the manufacture of food-flavoring products and in the sale and distribution
of the same in interstate commerce, and in competition with other
partnerships, individuals, firms, and corporations likewise engaged
in the sale and distribution of simifar products, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist from the alleged unfair methods
of competition as set forth therein.
Respondents agreed to cease and desist forever from the use of
the word "extract " as a part of, or in connection with their co-
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partnership or trade name, in advertisements or advertising matter,
circulars, price lists, or letters circulated in interstate commerce; and
from the use of the word " extract " either independently or in
connection or conjunction with any other word or words, in any way
which may have the capacity and tendency to confuse, mislead or
deceive purchasers into the belief that said respondents manufacture or deal in extracts, when such is not the fact; and the use of the
word "extracts" as descriptive of the products which they advertise, sell, and distribute in interstate commerce; and from the use of
the word "extracts" either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words in any way which may have
the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers
into the belief that the products so referred to are extracts, are products in concentrated form of fruits or the juices thereof, when such
is not the fact.
Respondents also agreed that should they ever resume or indulge
in any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against them in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (July 14, 1933.)
1067. False and Misleading Advertising-Refrigerators.-Respondent,
a corporation, engaged in the manufacture of refrigerators and in
the sale and distribution of the same in interstate commerce, and in
competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease
and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition
as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in
interstate commerce agreed to cease and desist forever from the use
of the words "metal" or "steel" either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words, in its advertisements or advertising matter circulated in interstate commerce, to
designate or describe products not consisting of all steel or all
metal, but if the words " steel " or "metal " are used by said respondent to describe its refrigerators not consisting of all steel or all metal,
then such words shall be accompanied by some other word or words
printed in type equally as conspicuous as those in which the words
" steel " or " metal " are printed. so as to indicate clearly that the
product is not all steel or all metal, and that will otherwise properly
designate or describe said prod.uct; the use of the words "porcelain "
or "synthetic porcelain" in any way which may have the tendency
or effect to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief
that the product so designated and described is manufactured of
porcelain or vitreous enamel and/or has the qualities of porcelain or
vitreous enamel, when such is not the fact.
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Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (July 19, 1933.)
1068. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising-Rolled
Oats.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in the manufacture of
seYeral types of rolled oats and in the sale and distribution thereof
in interstate commerce, and in competition with other corporations,
individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into
the following agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged.
unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from selling and distributing in interstate commerce products packaged in such a way
as to have the capacity and tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive
purchasers into the belief that such packages contain an amount or
quantity of oats other or greater than is actually placed in said
containers, and from the use of the familiar 20-ounce size oat containers in such a way as to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers
into the belief that the said packages contain 20 ounces of such product, unless, when a 20-ounce size container is used to package oats of
less quantity or amount than 20 ounces, in which case the actual
quantity or amount of said product packed in said container shall
be printed thereon in type or figures equally as conspicuous as any
lettering on the label used, so that it will clearly appear that the
package does not contain 20 ounces of said product and/or that the
-said package contains less than 20 ounces of said product.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation of facts may
be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which the
Commission may issue. (Aug. 4, 1933.)
1069. False and Misleading Brands or Labels, Price, and AdvertisingFlavoring Products.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the manufacture or compounding of flavoring and other products and in the
sale and distribution of the same in interstate commerce, and in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease
and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition
as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever from ad\'ertising or in any way marking his products with fictitious or exaggerated prices and from making any false, fictitious, or misleading
statements or representations concerning the value or the prices at
which said products, or any of them, are sold or are intended to be
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sold in the usual course of trade; making any false, fictitious, or misleading statements or representations concerning the volume of his
business, or concerning the scale of his production, and from the use
of such statements and representations as "mass production" or
any other similar expressions having the tendency or capacity to
confuse, mislead, or deceive customers into the belief that his production is upon a large scale, when such is not the fact; the use on
labels and/or in advertisements or advertising matter of the words
"Compound vanilla extract" to designate and describe a product
which is not a compound of vanilla extract only, but which is a compound of vanilla extract with other flavoring ingredients; or unless,
if the words" Compound vanilla extract" are used, and the product
so designated and described is composed in substantial part of ingredients other than vanilla extract, then such fact shall be set
forth on the labels or in his advertisements and advertising matter
in type equally as conspicuous as those in which the words "compound vanilla extract" appear.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 4, 1933.)
1070. False and Misleading Trade Name and Advertising-Proprietary
Products.-Respondents, copartners, engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of proprietary products, and in competition with other partnerships, individuals, firms, and corporations
likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and
desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set
forth therein.
Respondents, in soliciting the sale of and selling said products, or
either of them, in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist
from the use in advertising matter distributed by them or either of
them in interstate commerce, of any and all statements and representations which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that the said products, or
either of them, are or is, or possess or possesses such therapeutic value
so as to be an adequate treatment or remedy for disorders such as
ulcers of the stomach and gastritis, andjor that the use of said products, or either of them, will cure such disorders. The said respondents also agreed to cease and desist from the use of the word "laboratories" as part of, or in connection or conjunction with a trade name
or trade names used by them, or by either of them, in soliciting the
sale of and selling said products in interstate commerce so as to
import or imply, or which may have the capacity or tendency to
mislead or deceive purchasers into the belief that said respondents
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own, operate, and control the laboratory in which said products are
made or compounded, when such is not the fact.
Respondents also agreed that should they ever resume or indulge
in any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against them in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 16, 1933.)
1071. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising-Hair and
Scalp Preparations.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the manufacture of hair and scalp preparations and in the sale and distribution of the same in interstate commerce, and in competition with
other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following· agreement to cease and desist
forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth
therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his product in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of any
and all statements and representations on labels affixed to said product, or in advertisements or advertising matter of whatsoever character distributed in interstate commerce, so as to import or imply, or
which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or
deceive purchasers into the belief that the said product will restore
hair which has turned gray to its original natural color, or that the
said product will impart color to white hair except in the sense that
it will dye hair, or that the said product will supply certain vital
elements to the scalp or cause the nerve cells beneath the roots of the
hair to awaken and function or stimulate the pigment cells so as to
iorce the original pigment fluid back into hair that was hollow,
empty, and gray and thus restore the original color, when such are
not the facts. The said respondent also agreed to cease and desist
from the use of statements and representations to the effect that the
said product will prevent gray hair which has been treated with the
said product from showing gray at the roots after it grows out, or
that the said product will stop or eliminate dandruff or falling hair,
or that it is properly represented to be a hair-health product, when
such are not the facts.
Hespondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Aug'. 18, 1933.)
10i2. False and Misleading Brands or Labels-Bottles and Flasks.Responclent, a corporation, engaged in the manufacture of glass,
flasks, and bottles and in the sale and distribution of the same in
interstate commerce, and in competition with other corporations,
individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into
102050"-35--VOL 18-28
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the following agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged
unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever from the
use of the words "one pint" as a mark or brand blown, impressed,
or stamped upon the bottles or flasks manufactured, ~old, and distributed by it in interstate commerce, when such products have a
capacity other than that indicated; and from the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of bottles or flasks of the approximate
size and shape of full size standard containers, but whose actual capacity is less than a pint or 16 ounces, marked, stamped, impressed,
or branded with any words, marks, or figures which may have the
capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into
the belief that said containers are of full pint capacity, when such
is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 25, 1933.)
1073. False and Misleading Trade Name and :Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution of said products in interstate
commerce, and in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever from the
use of words "throw-outs " or " factory throw-outs " either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or
words, as a trade name or brand for his products, or on labels or boxes
distributed in interstate commerce, to describe or designate products
which are not actually throw-outs; and from stating or representing,
directly or indirectly, that any of his products are throw-outs, or
factory throw-outs, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 25, 1933.)
1074. False and Misleading Trade Name and :Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondents, copartners, engaged in the sale and distribution of cigars in interstate commerce, and in competition with other
partnerships, individuals, firms, and corporations likewise engaged,
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist forever
from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
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Respondents, in soliciting the bale of and selling their products
in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of
the words "throw-outs" or "factory throw-outs" either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words
a£ a trade brand or label for their said products, or otherwise to
represent or designate such of their products as are not actually
throw-outs, aml from stating and representing, directly or indirectly,
that their said products are throw-outs, when such is not the fact.
The said respondents also agreed to cease and desist from the use on
their labels of the words, figures, or phrases "10¢ factory throwt•uts" or the price representation " 10¢" either independently or in
~onnection or conjunction with the words " factory throw-outs "
and/or "5¢ each " or with any other word or words, phrase, or
statement so as to import or imply, or which may have the capacity
or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that said products are throw-outs when such is not the fact,
or that the price of said products has been reduced when such is
not the fact, or that said products were manufactured for the purpose and with the intent of being sold and offered for sale at 10
eents each, when such is not the fact.
Respondents also agreed that should they ever resume or indulge
in any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the
iacts may be used in evidence against them in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 25, 1933.)
1075. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or Labels.:Cigars.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the manufacture of
'Cigars and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, and in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following
:agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair
methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent in soliciting the sale of and selling his products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the
words "throw-outs" or "factory throw-outs" either independently
ur in connection or conjunction with any other word or words as a
trade brand or label for said products or otherwise to represent or
designate such of his products as are not throw-outs, when such is
not the fact. The said respondent also agreed to cease and desist
-from the use on his labels of the words and figures " 10¢, 2 for 25¢,
and 15¢ sizes" and "off shapes, off colors" or either of them either
independently or in connection or conjunction with the words and
figures" 5¢ fresh factory throw-outs" or" fresh factory throw-outs",
'Or with any other word or words, phrase, or statement so as to
import or imply, or which may have the capacity or tendency to
-confuse, m'islead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that said
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products are throw-outs, when such is not the fact, or that the
price of said products has been reduced when such is not the fact,
or that said products were manufactured for the purpose and with
the intent of being sold and offered for sale at 10 cents, or 15 cents
each, or at 2 for 25 cents, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
uny of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 25, 1933.)
1076. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondents, copartners, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars, and in the sale and distribution of the same in interstate
commerce, and in competition with other partnerships, individuals,
firms, and corporations likewise engaged in the sale and distribution
in interstate commerce of similar products, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair
methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondents, in soliciting the sale of and selling their product in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever from the use
of the words "throw-outs" or "factory throw-outs", either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or
words, as a trade name or brand for their products or on their labels
distributed in interstate commerce, to describe or designate products
which are not actually throw-outs; and from stating or representing,
directly or indirectly, that any of their products are throw-outs, or
factory throw-outs, when such is not the fact; the use of the words
and figures " now 2 for 5¢ " or of any similar phrase or statement of
equivalent meaning to designate or represent products regularly and
usually offered for sale and sold at that price, or which may have
the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers
into the belief that the prices of the products referred to have been
recently reduced, when such is not the fact; the use of the words,
figures, or phrases "off colors and shapes" and/or "straight 5¢
straight" or either of them, either independently or in connection or
conjunction with any other word or words, phrase, or statement, in
such a way as to import or imply, or which may have the capacity
or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief
that said products are throw-outs, when such is not the fact; that the
price of said products has been reduced, when such is not the fact;
or that said products are of a quality usually and regularly sold and
offered to be sold at 5 cents each, when such is not the fact.
Respondents also agreed that should they ever resume or indulge
in any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the
facts may be used in evidence against them in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 25, 11)33.)
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1077. False and Misleading Trade Name and :Brands or Labels·Cigars.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale anu distribution of the same in interstate
<!ommerce, and in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist :forever from the alleged; unfair
methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever from the use
Qf the words "throw-outs" or "factory throw-outs", either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or
words, as a trade name or brand for his products, or on his boxes or
labels distributed in interstate commerce, to describe or designate
products which are not actually throw-outs; and from stating or
representing, directly or indirectly, that any of his products are
throw-outs, or :factory throw-outs, when such is not the :fact; the use
Qf the words and figures " now 2 for 5¢ " or of any similar phrase or
statement of equivalent meaning to designate or represent products,
regularly and usually offered :for sale and sold at that price; or
which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or
deceive purchasers into the belief that the prices of the products
referred to have been recently reduced, when such is not the fact;
and from the use of the words, figures, and phrases " each 5¢ each "
and/or "off colors and shapes " either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words, phrase, or statement in such a way as to import or imply, or which may have the
capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into
the belief that said products are throw-outs, when such is not the
fact, or that the price of said products has been reduced, when such
is not the fact, or that said products are of a quality usually and
regularly sold and offered to be sold at 5 cents each, when such is not
the :fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 25, 1933.)
1078. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution of said products in commerce between and among vadous States of the United States and
in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and
corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement
to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
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Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his said products
in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of
the words "throw-outs" or "factorl)' throw-outs", either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or
words, as a trade brand or label for his said products, or otherwise to
represent or designate such of his products as are not throw-outs, and
from stating and representing, directly or indirectly, that his said
products are throw-outs, when such is not the fact. The said
respondent also agreed to cease and desist from the use on his labels
or otherwise of the words, figures, and phrases " 2 for 25¢ sizes " and
"off colors and shapes", or either of them, either independently or
in connection or conjunction with the words "factory throw-outs 't
or with any other word or words, phrase, or statement so as to import or imply, or which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that said products
are throw-outs, when such is not the fact, or that the price of said
products has been reduced, when such is not the fact, or that said
products were manufactured for the purpose and with the intent
of being sold and offered for sale at 2 for 25 cents, when such is not the
fact. The said respondent also agreed to cease and desist from the
use on his said labels of the words and figures " now 2 for 5¢ " or
any similar slogan or phrase of equivalent meaning so as to import
or imply, or which may have the capacity and tendency to confuse,.
mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that the price of the
products referred to has been recently reduced, when such is not the
fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 25, 1933.)
1079. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in the manufacture, sale,
and distribution of cigars in interstate commerce, and in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships
likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and
desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as
set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its product in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever from the
use of the words" throw-outs" or" factory throw-outs", either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or
words, as a trade name or brand for its products, or otherwise to
designate or represent such of its products as are not throw-outs;
and from stating and representing, directly or indirectly, that its
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products are throw-outs, when such is not the £act; the use of the
words, figures, or phrases" 10¢ quality cigars"," 10¢ straight", andjor
"regular 10¢ cigars slightly imperfect", or either of them, either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or
words, phrase, or statement in such a way so as to import or imply, or
which may have the capacity and tendency to confuse, mislead, or
deceive purchasers into the belief that the price of said products has
been recently reduced, when such is not the fact, and/or that said
products are of a quality usually and regularly sold and offered to
be sold at 10 cents each, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 25, 1933.)
1080. False and Misleading Trade Name and :Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution of the same in interstate
commerce, and in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair
methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his product in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever from the use
of the words "throw-outs" or "factory throw-outs" either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or
words, as a trade brand or label for his products, or otherwise to
-designate or represent such of his products as are not throw-outs,
and from stating and representing, directly or indirectly, that his
products are throw-outs, when such is not the fact; the use of the
words and figures " now 2 for 5¢" or of any similar phrase or statement of equivalent meaning to designate or represent products regularly and usually offered for sale at that price, or which may have
the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers
into the belief that the prices of the products referred to have been
recently reduced, when such is not the fact; the use of the words,
figures, or phrases " 10¢ and 2 for 25¢ sizes ", "each ( 5¢) each ",
and/or" off colors and shapes", or any of them either independently
or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words,
phrase, or statement, in such a way as to import or imply, or which
may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive
purchasers into the belief that said products are throw-outs, when
such is not the fact; that the price of said products has been reduced,
when such is not the fact, or that said products are of a quality
usually and regularly sold and offered to Le sold at 5 cents each, at
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10 cents each, or at the rate of 2 for 25 cents, when such is not the
fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 30, 1933.)
1081. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution of the same in interstate commerce, and in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships,
and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of
competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his product in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever from the use of
the words "throw-out" or "factory throw-outs" either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words,
as a trade brand or label for his products, or otherwise to designate
or represent such of his products as are not throw-outs; and from
stating and representing, directly or indirectly, that his products
are throw-outs, when such is not the fact; the use of the words and.
figures " now 2 for 5¢ " or of any similar phrase or statement of
equivalent meaning to designate or represent products regularly and
usually offered for sale and sold at that price, or which may have
the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers
into the belief that the price of the products referred to has been
reduced, when such is not the fact; the use of the words, figures, and
phrases "10¢ and 2 for 25¢ sizes", "each ( 5¢) each", and/or "off
colors and shapes" or any of them either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words, phrase, or
statement in such a way as to import or imply, or which may have
the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers
into the belief that said pro<lucts are throw-outs, when such is not
the fact, or that the price of said products has been reduced, when
such as not the fact, or that said products are of a quality usually
and regularly sold and offered to be sold at 10 cents each, or at 2 for
25 cents each, or at 5 cents each, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 30, 1933.)
1082. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate com-
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merce, and in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the
words "throw-outs" or "factory throw-outs " either independently
or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words as a
trade brand or label for his said products, or otherwise to represent
or designate such of his products as are not actually throw-outs, and
from stating and representing directly or indirectly that his said
products are throw-outs, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 30, 1933.)
1083. False and Misleading Trade Name and :Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution of the same in interstate
commerce, and in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever from the use
of the words " throw-outs " or " factory throw-outs" either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or
words, as a trade brand or label for his products, or otherwise to
designate or represent such of his products as are not throw-outs;
and from stating and representing, directly or indirectly, that such
products are throw-outs, when such is not the fact; the use of the
words and figures " now 2 for 5¢ " or of any similar phrase or statement of equivalent meaning to designate or represent products
regularly and usually offered for sale and sold at that price, or any
similar words which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse,
mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that the price of the
products referred to has been recently reduced, when such is not the
fact; the use of the words, fi'gures, or phrases " 10¢ and 2 for 25¢
sizes" andjor "off colors and shapes" or either of them, either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or
words, phrase, or statement in such a way as to import or imply, or
which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or
deceive purchasers into the belief that said products are throw-outs
when such is not the fact, that the price of said products has been
reduced, when such is not the fact, or that said products are of a
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quality usually and regularly sold and offered to be sold at 10 cents
each, or at 2 :for 25 cents, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge
in any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the
facts may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 30, 1933.)
1084. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the manufacture o:f
cigars and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, and in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships,
and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist :forever :from the alleged unfair methods of
competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever from placing
the trade name or brand of "factory throw-outs " on the containers
in which said product so manufactured were packed and distributed
by him in interstate commerce; placing upon the containers in which
said products are packed and distributed in interstate commerce
labels displaying the legend " now 2 for 5¢ " or any similar phrase
or statement of equivalent meaning, to designate or represent products regularly and usually offered for sale at that price, or any similar words which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse,
mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that the price of the
products referred to has been recently reduced, when such is not
the fact; the use of the words, figures, or phrases " 10¢ and 2 for
25¢ sizes" and/or "off colors and shapes", or either of them,
either independently or in connection or conjunction with any
other word or words, phrase or statement, in such a way as to
import or imply, or which may have the capacity or tendency to
confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that said
products are throw-outs, when such is not the fact, that the price
of said products has been reduced, when such is not the fact, or that
said products are of a quality usually and regularly sold and offered
to be sold at 10 cents each, or at 2 for 25 cents, when such is not the
fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 30, 1933.)
1085. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution of the same in interstate commerce, nnd in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships,
and corporation likewise engaged, entered into the following agree-
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ment to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods
of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the
words "throw-outs " either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words as a trade brand or label
for his said products, or otherwise to represent or designate said products as are not throw-outs, and from stating and representing,
directly or indirectly, that said products are throw-outs, when such
is not the fact. The said respondent also agreed to cease and desist
from the use on his labels of the words and figures "5¢ throw-outs"
either independently or in connection or conjunction with "Every
cigar in this box is guaranteed to be made of strictly all imported
long filler. Because of slight imperfections which do not affect the
smoking quality-are classed as seconds. Do not mistake the quality
of this merchandise with other packages of a similar nature" so as
to import or imply, or which may have the capacity or tendency to
confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that said
products are throw-outs, when such is not the fact, or that the
price of said products has been reduced, when such is not the fact,
or that the said products were manufactured for the purpose and
with the intent of being sold at 5 cents each, when such is not
the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
·which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 30, 1933.}
1086. False and :Misleading Trade Name and Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondent, an individual engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution of said products in interstate commerce, and in competition with other individuals, firms,
partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the
following agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his product in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever from the use
of the words "throw-outs" or "factory throw-outs" either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or
words as a trade name or brand for his products, or on labels distributed in interstate commerce, to describe or designate products
which are not actually throw-outs; and from stating or representing,
directly or indirectly, that any of his said products are throw-outs,
when such is not the fact; the use of the words and figures " 5¢ and
10¢ • * * 2 for 5¢ " or of any similar phrase or statement of
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equivalent meaning which may have the capacity or tendency to
confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that the price
of the products referred to has been reduced, when such is not the
fac~, or which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead,
or deceive purchasers into the belief that the products referred to are
of the quality usually and regularly sold for 5 cents each, or 10 cents
each, when such is not the fact.
,
Respondent also agreed that, should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 30, 1933.}
1087. Fah:e and misleading Trade Name and :Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondents, copartners engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution of said products in interstate
commerce, and in competition with other partnerships, individuals,
firms, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondents, in soliciting the sale of and selling their products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever from the
use of the words "throw-outs" or "factory throw-outs" either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or
words as a brand or label for their products, or otherwise to designate or represent such of their produots as are not throw-outs, and
from stating and representing, directly or indirectly, that their products are throw-outs, when such is not the fact; the use of the words
and figures "now 2 for 5¢" or of any similar phrase or statement of
equivalent meaning to designate or represent products regularly and
usually offered for sale at that pric~, or which may have the capacity
or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief
that the prices of the products referred to have been recently reduced
when such is not the fact; the use of the words, figures, or phrases
"10¢, 2 for 25¢ cigars", "off shapes and sizes", and/or "5¢" or
any of them either independently or in connection or conjunction
with any other word or words, phrase, or statement in such a way
as to import or imply, or which may have the capacity or tendency
to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that said
products are throw-outs, when such is not the fact., or that the price
of said products has been reduced when such is not the fact, or that
said products are of a quality usually and regularly sold and offered
to be sold at 10 cents each, at 2 for 25 cents, or at 5 cents, when such
is not the fact.
Respondents also agreed that, should they ever resume or indulge
in any of the practices in question, this said stipulation of the facts
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may be issued in evidence against them in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 30, 1933.)
1088. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of cigars, and in competition with
other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise
engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist
forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth
therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the
words "throw-outs" or "factory throw-outs" either independently
or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words as a
trade brand or label for said products, or otherwise to represent or
designate such of his said poducts as are not throw-outs, and from
stating and representing, directly or indirectly, that said products
are throw-outs, when such is not the fact. Respondent also agreed
to cease and desist from the use on his labels or otherwise of
the words, figures, or phrases "off colors and shapes" and "straight
5¢ straight", or either of them, either independently or in connection or conjunction with the words "factory throw-outs", or
with any other word or words, phrase, or statement so as to import
or imply, or which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse,
mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that said products are
throw-outs, when such is not the fact, or that the price of said prod-nets has been reduced, when such is not the fact, or that said products
were manufactured for the purpose and with the intent of being
sold and offered for sale at 5 cents each, when such is not the fact.
The said respondent also agreed to cease and desist from the use on
said labels of the statement "now 2 for 5¢ ", so as to import or
imply, or which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that the price of the
products referred to has been recently reduced, when such is not the
fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 30, 1933.)
1089. False and Misleading Trade Name and llrands or LabelsCigars.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution of said products in interstate
commerce and in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair
methods as set forth therein.
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Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever from the use
of the words " throw-outs " or " factory throw-outs" either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other worJ. or
words as a trade brand or label for his products, or otherwise to
designate or represent such of his products as are not throw-outs;
and from stating and repr~senting directly or indirectly that his
products are throw-outs, when such is not the fact; the use of the
words and figures "now 2 for 5¢ ", or of any similar phrase or
statement of equivalent meaning to designate or represent products
regularly and usually offered for sale at that price, and which may
have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that the prices of the products referred to
have been recently reduced, when such is not the fact; the use of the
words, figures, or phrases " 10¢ and 2 for 25¢ sizes " " each 5¢
each", andjor "off colors and shapes", or any of them, either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word
or words, phrase, or statement in such a way as to import or imply,
or which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or
deceive purchasers into the belief that said products are throw-outs,
when such is not the fact, or that the price of said products has been
reduced, when such is not the fact, or that said products are of a
quality usually and regularly sold and offered to be sold at 10 cents
each, or at 5 cents each, or at the rate of two for 25 cents, when such
is not the fact.
ResponJ.ent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Sept. 11, 1933.)
1090. False and Misleading Trade or Corporate Name-Wall Paper.Respondents, copartners, engaged in the sale and distribution in
jnterstate commerce of wall paper, and in competition with other
partnerships, individuals, firms, and corporations likewise engaged,
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist forever from
the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondents agreed to cease and desist forever from the use of
the word " mills " as a part of their trade name and from stating or
representing that they manufacture the products which they sell, and
from making any statement or representation so as to confuse, mis]ead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that they own, control, or
operate any mill or factory wherein said products are manufactured
when such is not the fact.
Respondtmts also agreed that should they ever resume or indulge
in any of the practices in question, this stipulation as to the facts
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may be used in evidence against them in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Sept. 11, 1933.)
1091. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or I.abelsCigars.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution of the same in interstate commerce, and in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms,
and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of
competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the
words "throw-outs" either independently or in connection or conjunction with the word" factory", or with any other word or words
as a trade brand or label for said products, or otherwise to represent
or designate such of its products as are not throw-outs, and from
stating and representing, directly or indirectly, that its said products
are throw-outs, when such is not the fact. The said corporation also
agreed to cease and desist from the use of the words, statements, or
phrases "off colors and shapes" and "stmight 5¢ straight" or
either of them either independently or in connection or conjunction
with the words " factory throw-outs " or with any other word or
words on its labels so as to import or imply, or which may have the
capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into
the belief that the said. products are throw-outs, when such is not
the fact, or that the price of said products has been reduced, when
_such is not the fact, or that the price of _said products has been
reduced, when such is not the fact, or that said products were manufactured for the purpose and with the intent of being sold at 5 centh
straight, when such is not the fact. The said corporation also agreed
to cease and desist from the use on its labels of the phrase or statement " now 2 for 5¢ " or of any similar phrase or statement of
equivalent meaning so as to import or imply, or which may have the
capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into
the belief that the price of the products referred to has been recently
reduced, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Sept. 11, 1933.)
1092. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or I.abelsCigars.-Respondents, copartners, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, and in competition with other partnerships, individuals,
firms, and corporations likewise engaged; entered into the follow-
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ing agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair
methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondents, in soliciting the sale of and selling their products
in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever from the
use of the words "throw-outs" or "factory throw-outs" either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or
words, as a trade name or brand for their products, or otherwise to
designate or represent such of their products as are not throw-outs;
and from stating and representing, directly or indirectly, that their
products are throw-outs, when such is not the fact; the use of the
words and figures "now 2 for 5¢ " or of any other similar phrase
or statement of equivalent meaning to designate or represent products regularly and usually offered for sale and sold at that price, or
which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or
deceive purchasers into the belief that the prices of the products
referred to have been recently reduced, when such is not the fact;
the use of the words and figures " straight 5¢ straight " or of
any other similar phrase or statement of equivalent meaning which
may have the tendency or capacity to confuse, mislead or deceive
purchasers into the belief that the products referred to are of the
quality usually and regularly sold for 5 cents, when such is not the
fact.
Respondents also agreed that should they ever resume or indulge
in any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the
facts may be used in evidence against them in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Sept. 11, 1933.)
10!>3. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution of the same in interstate commerce, and in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the
words "factory seconds" either independently or in connection or
conjunction with any other word or words as a brand or label for
said products, or otherwise to represent or designate such of his
products as are not factory seconds, and from stating and representing, directly or indirectly, that said products are "factory seconds"
when such is not the fact. The said respondent also agreed to cease
and desist from the use on his labels or otherwise of the words, figures
or phrase " off color " or " packed regardless of ~ize or color " and
" 5¢ and 10¢ sizes " or either of them either independently or in
connection or conjunction with the words" factory seconds", or with
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any other word or words, phrase or statement so as to import or
imply, or which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead or deceive purchasers into the belief that said products are
factory seconds, when such is not the fact, or that the price of said
products has been reduced, when such is not the fact, or that said
products were manufactured for the purpose and with the intent of
being sold and offered for sale at 5¢ or 10¢ each, when such is
not the fact. The said respondent also agreed to cease and desist
from the use on said labels of the statement" now 2 for 5¢ ", so as
to import or imply, or which may have the capacity or tendency to
mislead or deceive purchasers into the belief that the price of the
products referred to has been recently reduced, when such is not
the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Sept. 11, 1933.)
1094. False and Misleading Trade Name and :Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondents, copartners, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution of said products in interstate
commerce, and in competition with other partnerships, individuals,
firms, and corporations likewi$e engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist forever :from the alleged unfair
methods of competition as set .forth therein.
Respondents, in soliciting the sale of and selling their products in
!nterstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever from the use
of the words " throw-outs" or " factory throw-outs" either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or
words, as a trade brand or label for their products, or otherwise to
designate or represent .such of their products as are not throw-outs;
the use of the words and figures" now 2 for 5¢ ", or of any similar
phrase or statement of equivalent meaning to designate or represent products regularly and usually offered for sale and sold at
that price, or which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse,
mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that the price of
the products referred to has been reduced, when such is not the fact;
the use of the words, figure.s, or phrases "10¢ and 5¢ sizes" and/or
"off colors and shapes", or either of them, either independently
or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words,
phrase, or statement in .such a way as to import or imply, or which
may have the capacity and tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive
purchasers into the belief that said products are throw-outs, when
such is not the fact; that the price of said products has been reduced
when such is not the fact, and/or that said products are of a quality
102050°-35-VOL 18--29
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usually and regularly sold and offered to be sold at 10 cents each,.
or at 5 cents each, when such is not the fact.
Respondents also agreed that should they ever resume or indulge
in any of the practices in que,stion, this said stipulation as to the
facts may be used in evidence against them in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Sept. 11, 1933.)
1095. False and Misleading Brands or Labds-Gloves.-Respondent,
a corporation, engaged in the manufacture of gloves and in the sale
and distribution of the same in interstate commerce, and in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to
cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its product in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever from the use of
the word " horsehide " either independently or in connection or
conjunction with any other word or words, as a brand or label for
any of its products sold and distributed in inter,state commerce
which are not made- or fabricated from the hide of a horse; and
from the use of the word "horsehide" either independently or in
connection or conjunction with any other word or words, in any
way which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse or mislead purchasers into the belief that the products so branded, labeled,
designated, and represented are made or fabricattld from the hide
of a horse, when such is not the fact.
Ue,spondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the fact-;
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Sept. 11, 1933.)
1096. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondents, copartners, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution of the same in interstate commerce, and in competition with other partnerships, corporations, individuals, and firms likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondents, in soliciting the sale of and selling their products
in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever from the
use of the words" throw-outs" or" factory throw-outs" either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or
words as a trade name or label for their said products, or otherwise
to designate or represent such of their products as are not actually
throw-outs; and from stating and representing, directly or indirectly,
that their said products are throw-outs, when such is not the fact;
the use of the words and figures " now 2 for 5¢" or of any similar
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phrase or statement of equivalent meaning to designate or represent
products regularly and usually offered for sale at that price and/or
which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or
deceive purchasers into the belief that the prices of the products referred to have been recently reduced, when such is not the fact; the
use of the words, figures or phrases" 10¢ and 2 for 25¢ sizes" and/or
"off colors and shapes " or: either of them, either independently or
in connection or conjunction with any other word or words, phrase,
or statement, in such a way as to import or imply, or which may have
the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers
into the belief that said products are throw-outs, when such is not
the fact, that the price of said products has been reduced, when such
is not the fact, or that said products are of a quality usually and regularly sold at 10 cents each or at the rate of 2 for 25 cents, when such
is not the fact.
Respondents also agreed that should they ever resume or indulge
in any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the
facts may be used in evidence against them in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Sept. 11, 1933.)
1097. False and Misleading Trade Name and :Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution of the same in interstate commerce, and in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever from the use
of the words "throw-outs" or " factory throw-outs" either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or
words, as a trade brand or label for his products, or otherwise to designate or represent such of his products as are not throw-outs; and
from stating or representing, directly or indirectly, that his products
are throw-outs, when such is not the fact; the use of the words and
figures "now 2 for 5¢" or of any other similar phrase or statement
of equivalent meaning to designate or represent products usually and
regularly offered for sale and sold at that price; or which may have
the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers
into the belief that the price of the products referred to has been
recently reduced, when such is not the fact; the use of the words, figures, or phrases "off sizes", "off shapes", and/or " 10¢, 2 for 25¢
sizes " or any of them, either independently or in connection or
conjunction with any other word or words, phrase, or statement, in
such a way as to import or imply, or which may have the capacity or
tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief
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that said products are throw-outs, when such is not the fact, that
the price of said products has been reduced when such is not the
fact, andjor that said products are of a quality usually and regularly
sold at 10 cents each, or at the rate of 2 for 25 cents, when such is
not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should ~e ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Sept. 11, 1933.)
1098. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or I.abelsCigars.-Respondents, copartners, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution of said products in interstate
commerce, and in competition with other partnerships, individuals,
.firms, and corporations likewise engaged in the sale and distribution
of similar products, entered into the following agreement to cease
and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition
as set forth therein.
Respondents, in soliciting the sale of and selling their products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the
words "factory throw-out" andjor " factory throw-outs " either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or
words, as a trade brand or label for their products, or otherwise to
designate or represent such of their products as are not throw-outs;
and from stating and representing, directly or indirectly, that their
products are throw-outs, when such is not the fact; the use of the
words and .figures " 5¢ straight " to designate or represent products
regularly and usually sold and offered for sale at a substantially
lower price; and from the use of any similar phrase or statement of
equivalent meaning which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that the products
referred to are of the quality usually and regularly sold for 5 cents
straight, when such is not the fact.
Respondents also agreed that should they ever resume or indulge
in any of the practices in question, this said stipulation of the facts
may be used in evidence against them in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Sept. 11, 1933.)
1099. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or I.abelsCigars.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of cigars, and in competition with other
individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged
in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of similar products, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist forever
from the alleged unfair methods of comeptition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the
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words "throw-outs" or "factory throw-outs " either independently
or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words as a.
trade brand or label for his said products, or otherwise to represent
or designate such of his products which are not throw-outs, and
from stating and representing, directly or indirectly, that said products are throw-outs, when such is not the fact. The said respondent
also agreed to cease and desist from the use on his labels of the
words and figures " 5¢ now 2 for 5¢ " or " now 2 for 5¢ " or either of
them either independently or in connection or conjunction with the
words" factory throw-outs" so as to import or imply, or which may
have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that said products are throw-outs andjor were
manufactured for the purpose and with the intent of being sold and
offered for sale at 5 cents each or at a price in excess of what was
actually asked for the products, but that the price of said products
has been recently reduced, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Sept. 11, 1933.)
1100. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondents, copartners, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution of the same in interstate
commerce, and in competition with other partnerships, individuals,
firms, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondents, in soliciting the sale of and selling their products in
interestate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever from the
use of the words" throw-outs" or "factory throw-outs" either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or
words as a trade name or brand for their products or on their boxes
or labels distributed in interstate commerce, to describe or designate
products which are not actually throw-outs; and from stating or
representing, directly or indirectly, that any of their products are
throw-outs or factory throw-outs, when such is not the fact; the
use of the words and figures " now 2 for 5¢ " or of any similar phrase
or statement of equivalent meaning to designate or represent products regularly and usually offered for sale and sold at that price;
or which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead,
or deceive purchasers into the belief that the price of the products
referred to has been recently reduced, or that said products are of
a quality usually and regularly sold and offered to be sold at a price
higher than 2 for 5 cents, when such is not the fact.
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Respondents also agreed that should they ever resume or indulge
in any of the practices in question this said stipulation as to the
facts may be used in evidence against them in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Sept. 11, 1933.)
1101. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution of the same in interstate commerce, and in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair
methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent in soliciting the sale of and selling his products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use on his
labels of the words and .figures "guaranteed 10¢ quality" either independently or in connection or conjunction with the words " assorted colors and shapes " or of any similar words, phrases, or
statements so as to import or imply that said products were of that
quality usually and customarily sold for 10 cents each and/or that
said products were manufactured for the purpose and with the intent
of being sold for 10 cents each, or at a price in excess of that at
which said products were actually sold or offered for sale by the
said respondent. The said respondent also agreed to cease and desist from the use on his labels of the statement or phrase "now 2
for 5¢" so as to import or imply that the price of the products
referred to has been recently reduced, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Sept. 11, 1933.)
1102. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution tht>rcof in interstate commerce, and in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and coqlOrations likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair
methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its product in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the
words "throw-outs " or " factory throw-outs " either independently
or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words as a
trade brand or label for his said products, or otherwise to designate
or represent such of his products as are not actually throw-outs;
and from stating and representing, directly or indirectly, that his
said products are throw-outs, when such is not the fact; the use of
the words and P.gures "now 2 for 5¢ " or of any similar phrase or
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-statement of equivalent meaning to designate or represent products
regularly and usually offered for sale at that price andjor which
may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive
purchasers into the oolief that the prices of the products referred to
have been reduced, when such is not the fact; the use of the words,
figures, or phrases " 10¢ and 2 for 25¢ sizes " either independently
or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words,
phrase, or statement in such a way .as to import or imply, or which
may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive
purchasers into the oolief that said products are throw-outs, when
such is not the fact, that the price of said products has been recently reduced, when such is not the fact, or that said products are
of a quality usually and regularly sold and offered to be sold at
10 cents each or at the rate of 2 for 25 cents, when such is not the
fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Sept. 11, 1933.)
1103. False and Misleading Tra,de Name and Brands or Labels<ligars.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution of s.aid products in interstate
commerce, and in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair
_ methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever from the use
of the words " throw-outs" or " factory throw-outs " either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or
words, as a trade brand or label for his products, or otherwise to
designate or represent such of his products as are not throw-outs;
and from stating and representing, directly or indirectly, that his
products are throw-outs, when such is not the fact; the use of the
words and figures " now 2 for 5¢ " or of any similar phrase or statement of equivalent meaning to designate or represent products regularly and usually offered for sale and sold at that price, or which
may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive
purchasers into the belief that the price of the products referred to
has been reduced, when such is not the fact; the use of the words,
figures, and phrases "10¢ and 2 for 25¢ ",each (5¢) each", andjor
"off colors and shapes " or any of them ei~her independently or in
connection or conjunction with any other word or words, phrase, or
statement, in such a way as to import or imply, or which may have
the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers
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into the belief that said products are throw-outs, when such is not
the fact, or that the price of said products has been reduced, when
such is not the fact, or that said products are of a quality usually and
regularly sold and offered to be sold at 10 cents each, at 5 cents each,
or at the rate of 2 for 25 cents, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Sept. 11, 1933.)
1104. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or 'LabelsCigars.-Respondents, copartners, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars, and in the sale and distribution of the same in interstate commerce, and in competition with other partnerships, individuals, firms,
and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of
competition as set forth therein.
Respondents, in soliciting the sale of and selling their products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the
words " throw-outs " or " factory throw-outs " either independently
or in connection or conjunction with any other words or words as a
trade brand or label for their said products, or otherwise to represent or designate such of their products as are not throw-outs, and
from stating and representing, directly or indirectly that their said
products are throw-outs, when such is not the fact. The said copartners also agreed to cease and desist from the use on their labels of the
words, figures, or phrases "off colors and shapes"," 10¢ and 2 for 25¢
sizes" and" each (5¢) each", or either of them, either independently
or in connection or conjunction with the words" factory throw-outs'',
or with any other word or words, phrase or statement, so as to import
or imply, or which may have te capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that said products are
throw-outs, when such is not the fact, or that the price of said products has been reduced, when such is not the fact, or that said products
were manufactured for the purpose and with the intent of being sold
and offered for sale at 5 cents or 10 cents each, or at 2 for 25 cents,
when such is not the fact. The said copartners also agreed to cease
and desist from the use on their said labels of the slogan " now 2 for
:>¢",or of any similar slogan or statements of equivalent meaning so
as to import or imply, or which may have the capacity or tendency to
confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that the price
of the products referred to has been recently reduced, when such is
not the fact.
Respondents also agreed that should they ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
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may be used in evidence against them in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Sept. 11, 1933.)
1105. False and Misleading Trade Name and :Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondents, copartners, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars, and in the sale and distribution of the same in interstate commerce, and in competition with other partnerships, individuals, firms,
and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of
competition as set forth therein.
Respondents, in soliciting the sale of and selling their products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the
words "throw-outs " or "factory throw-outs" either independently
or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words as a
trade brand or label for said products or otherwise to represent or
designate such of their products as are not throw-outs, and from
stating or representing, directly or indirectly, that said products are
throw-outs, when such is not the fact. The said copartners also agree
to cease and desist from the use on their labels of the phrase " factory
10¢ and 15¢ throw-outs" either independently or in connection or
conjunction with the words and figures "5¢ each" so as to import or
imply, or which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that said products are
throw-outs or factory throw-outs, when such is not the fact, or that
the price of said products has been reduced when such is not the fact,
or that said products were manufactured for the purpose and with
the intent of being sold at 10 cents and 15 cents each, or at a price in
-excess of that at which said products were actually sold or offered
for sale by said copartners, when such is not the fact.
Respondents also agreed that should they ever resume or indulge
in any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the
facts may be used in evidence against them in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Sept. 11, 1933.)
1106. False and Misleading Trade Name, :Brands, or Labels, and Advertising-Cigars.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in the manufacture of cigars and in the sale and distribution of the same in interstate commerce, and in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the
following agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged
unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sal~ of and selling his products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the
words "factory throw-outs" or "throw-outs" either independently
or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words in advertisements or ·advertising matter or as a trade brand or label for
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its products or otherwise to designate or represent such of its products as are not throw-outs; and from stating or representing, directly
or indirectly, that its products are throw-outs, when such is not the
fact; the use of the words and figures " now 2 for 5¢ " or of any
similar phrase or statement of equivalent meaning to designate or
represent products regularly and usually offered for sale and sold at
that price, or which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse,
mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that the prices of the
products referred to have been reduced, or that said products are of
a quality usually and regularly sold at a higher price, when such is
not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Sept. 14, 1933.)
1107. False and Misleading Advertising-Imitation l'earls.-Respond.
ent, a corporation, engaged in the sale and distribution of jewelry
and kindred products, including imitation pearls, and in competition
with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set
forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use in its
advertisements or printed matter of the word "pearl " or " pearls"
either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other
word or words, or in any other way so as to import or imply, or
which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or
deceive purchasers into the belief that the products to which the
said word or words refer are made of pearls, when such is not the
fact.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Sept. 14, 1933.)
1108. False and Misleading Trade or Corporate Name and Advertising-Nursery Stock.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in the sale
and distribution of nursery stock in interstate commerce, and in
competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to
cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent agreed to cease and desist from the use of the word
"nursery " as part of the name under which it trades and from the
use of the word "nursery " either independently or in connection
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or conjunction with any other word or words in its corporate or
trade name, or in advertisements and advertising matter distributed
in interstate commerce so as to import or imply or which may have
the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers
into the belief that the said corporation grows or propagates the
product which it sells. The said corporation also agreed to cease
and desist from the use in its advertising matter of such statements
as "I grow all of my own nursery stock * * * ", "direct from
grower", or of any other similar statements representing or which
may tend to represent that the said corporation grows or propagates
the products which it sells or offers for sale, when such is not the
fact. The said corporation also agreed to cease and desist from
the use of any word or words in connection with its advertising
matter or in connection or conjunction with the varietal name or
names of nursery stock so as to import or imply, or which may tend
to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that the
said corporation has developed, grown, and/or propagated and is
offering for sale and selling a new strain of the particular variety
of nursery-stock names possessing some characteristic or characteristics which is not or are not found in the ordinary strain of that
variety and which differentiates or differentiate it from the stock of
that variety offered for sale and sold by its competitors.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Sept. 14, 1933.)
- 1109. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondents, individuals, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars, and in the sale and distribution of the same in interstate
commerce, and in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair
methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondents, in soliciting the sale of and selling their product in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the
"·orcls "throw-outs" or "factory throw-outs", either independently
or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words, as
a trade brand or label for their products, or otherwise to designate
or represent such as their products as are not throw-outs; and from
stating and representing, directly or indirectly, that their products
are throw-outs when such is not the fact; the use of the words and
figures "now 2 for 5¢ ", or of any similar phrase or statement of
equivalent meaning to designate or represent products regularly and
usually offered for sale and sold at that price, or which may have
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the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers
into the belief that the prices of the products referred to have been
recently reduced, when such is not the fact; the use of the words,
figures, and phrases "10¢ and 5¢ cigars" or "off colors and shapes",
or either of them, either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words, phrase, or statement in such
a way as to import or imply, or which may have the capacity or
tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief
that said products are throw-outs, when such is not the fact, or that
the prices of said products have been reduced, when such is not the
fact, or that said products are of a quality usually and regularly
sold and offered to be sold at 10 cents each or at 5 cents each, when
such is not the fact.
Respondents also agreed that if they should ever resume or indulge
in any of the practices in question this said stipulation as to the
facts may be used in evidence against them in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Sept. 18, 1933.)
1110. False and Misleading Trade or Corporate Name and AdvertisingAluminum Ware, Wine Bricks, and Radios and Radio Supplies.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in the sale and distribution of
aluminum ware, and engaged in the sale and distribution of wine
bricks, radio and radio supplies in interstate commerce, and in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships
likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and
desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set
forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the
words " associated manufacturers " or of the word " manufacturers "
either independently or in connection or conjunction with the word
" associated " or with any other word or words as part of its corporate trade name, or in its stationery or other printed matter distributed in interstate commerce, or in any other way so as to import
or imply or which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse,
mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that the said corporation owns, operates, and controls the plant or factory in which the
said products are made or manufactured, andjor that the said products sold by the said corporation are made or manufactured by it,
when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Sept. 18, 1933.)
1111. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the manufacture of
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cigars and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, and in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships,
and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of
competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the
words" throw-outs" or" factory throw-outs", either independently or
in connection or conjunction with any other word or words as a trade
brand or label for said products, or otherwise to represent or designate
such of said products as are not throw-outs, and from stating and representing, directly or indirectly, that said products are throw-outs
when such is not the fact. The said respondent also agreed to cease
and desist from the use on his labels of the words, figures, or phrases
"10¢ and 2 for 25¢ size"," each 5¢ each" and" off colors and shapes",
or any one of them either independently or in connection or conjunction with the words "factory throw-outs", or with any other
word or words, phrase or statement so as to import or imply, or
which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or
deceive purchasers into the belief that said products are throw-outs
when such is not the fact, or that the price of said products has been
reduced when such is not the fact, or that said products were manufactured for the purpose and with the intent of being sold and
offered for sale at 5 cents or 10 cents each or at two for 25 cents
when such is not the fact. The said respondent also agreed to cease
_and desist from the use of his labels of the words " now 2 for 5¢ "
so as to import or imply that the price of the products referred to
has recently been reduced, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Sept. 18, 1933.)
1112. False and Misleading Advertising-Umbrellas.-Respondeut, an
individual, engaged in the manufacture of umbrellas and in the sale
and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, and in competition
with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise
engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist
forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth
therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products in
interstate commerce, hereby agreed to cease and desist from the use
in his advertising matter of the word "taffeta" either independently
or in connection or conjunction with the word "service", or with
any other word or words as descriptive of the fabric used in the
manufacture of said products so as to import or imply, or which may
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have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that said fabric is composed of silk, the product of the cocoon of the silkworm, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Sept. 20, 1933.)
1113. False and Misleading Advertising-Cotton and Woolen Fabrics.Respondents, copartners, engaged in the manufacture of cotton and
woolen fabrics and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate
commerce, and in competition with other partnerships, individuals,
firms, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair
methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondents, in soliciting the sale of and selling their products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use in their
advertising matter of the word "taffeta" either independently or in
connection or conjunction with any other word or words, or in any
way as descriptive of their said products so as to import or imply, or
which may have the capacity or tendency to .confuse, mislead, or
deceive purchasers into the belief that said products are composed
of silk, the product of the cocoon of the silkworm, when such is not
the fact.
Respondents also agreed that should they ever resume or indulge
in any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the
facts may be used in evidence against them in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Sept. 20, 1933.)
1114. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or I.abelsCandles.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in the manufacture
of candles and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, and in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms,
and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist therefrom forever from the alleged unfair
methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in
interstate commerce agreed to cease and desist forever from the use
on brands, labels, or otherwise of the words and figures " 51%
beeswax", "65% " andjor " 100% beeswax", when in truth and
in fact the beeswax content of such products is less than the percentages stated; and from the use on brands, labels, or otherwise
of any words or figures which may confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers in reference to the actual beeswax content of its products;
the use of the word "beeswax " either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words on its brands or
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tab~ls circulated in interstate commerce so as to import or imply, or

wh1ch may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that the said products are composed
in whole or in substantial part of beeswax; unless, when said products
are composed in substantial part of beeswax and the word" b€eswax"
is used as a trade brand or designation for said products, in which
case the said word "beeswax" shall be accompanied by some other
word or words which shall be displayed in type equally as conspicuous as that in which the word "beeswax" is printed, so as to indicate clearly that said products are not made wholly or in substantial
part of beeswax, or that will otherwise properly represent and describe said products.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Sept. 20, 1933.)
1115. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, and in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods
of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the use of and selling his products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the
words "throw-outs" or " factory throw-outs" either independently
or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words, as a
trade brand or label for his products, or otherwise to designate or
represent such of his products as are not throw-outs, and from stating or representing, directly or indirectly, that his products are throW·
outs, when such is not the fact; the U'>e of the words and figures
"now 2 for 5¢ ", or of any other similar statement or phrase of
equivalent meaning, to designate or represent products usually and
regularly offered for sale and sold at that price; or which may have
the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers
into the belief that the price of the products referred to has been recently reduced, when such is not the fact; the use of the words, figures,
or phrases " 10¢ and 2 for 25¢ sizes" and/or off colors and shapes"
or either of them either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words, phrase, or statement in such a way
as to import or imply, or which may have the capacity or tendency
to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that said
products are throw-outs, when such is not the fact, that the price
of said products has been reduced when such is not the fact andjor
that said products are of a quality usually and regularly sold at
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10 cents each, or at the rate of 2 for 25 cents, when such is not
the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Sept. 20, 1933.)
1116. False and Misleading Trade Name and :Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution of the same in interstate
commerce, and in competition with other corporations, individuals,
firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair
methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever from the
use of the words "throw-outs" or "factory throw-outs" either
independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word
or words as a trade brand or label for its said products, or otherwise
so to represent or designate such of its products as are not throwouts, and from stating and representing, directly or indirectly that
said products are throw-outs, when such is not the fact; the use of
the words " factory close-outs " either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words as a trade brand
or label for its said products, or otherwise so to designate or represent such of its products as are not being closed out, and from stating
and representing, directly or indirectly, that said products are closeouts, when such is not the fact; the use of the words" factory throwouts" and/or "factory close-outs" either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other words, figures, or phrases
which may import or imply that the price of said products has been
reduced, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Sept. 22, 1933.)
1117. False and Misleading Advertising-Toiletries, Cosmetics, Flavoring Extracts, Spices, and Medicines.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in the manufacture of toiletries, cosmetics, and other toilet
preparations, flavoring extracts, spices, and medicines, and in the
sale and distribution of the same in interstate commerce, and in
competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, partnerships
likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and
desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set
forth therein.
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Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever in its adver·
tisements and advertising matter circulated in interstate commerce
from the use of the words and phrases" Mai ","Floral de Pomade'\
"Narcisee" andjor "Fleur de Mae" or any of them either inde·
pendently or in connection or conjunction with each other, or with
any other words or phrases from the French language in any way
which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or
deceive purchasers into the belief that the products to which thesame are applied are imported, or were made in France, when such
is not the fact; the use of the word " importer " either independently
or in connection or conjunction with words or phrases from th&
French language in any way which may have the tendency or capacity to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that.
said respondent is an importer, or that the products which it sells
and offers for sale are imported from a foreign country, when such
is not the fact; advertising, representing, or describing its products
with any false, fictitious, or misleading representations respecting
the value thereof; the use of any statement or representations Ol'"
of words implying that the prices, terms, and conditions set out in
its advertisements and advertising matter are special, or for a
limited time only, or at a reduced price, when such is not the fact~
the use of the word " free " either independently or in connection Ol'"
conjunction with any other word or words, or in any way as
descriptive of merchandise accompanying its products which may
import or imply, or which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that such mer·
chandise is given as a gratuity in consideration of the purchase of
other products, and when the price of said article alleged to be given
free is included in the price paid for some other product or products;:
the use of the word" pearl" or" pearls" to describe imitation pearls,.
either independently or in connection or conjunction with any othel'"
word or words, or in any way which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that.
the products so described are pearls, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Sept. 29, 1933.)
1118. False and Misleading Trade Name and :Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce~
and in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and
corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement
102050"--31'>--VOL 18-30
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to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of
the words "throw outs" either independently or in connection or
~onjunction with any other word or words as a trade brand or designation for said products, or otherwise to represent or designate such
of his products as are not actual throw-outs, and from stating or
Tepresenting, directly or indirectly, that said products are throwouts, when such is not the fact. The said respondent also agreed
to cease and desist from the use of the words "throw-outs" as de·scriptive of cigars sold by him in interstate commerce which may
have the capacity or tendency to mislead or deceive purchasers into
the belief that the cigars so represented are cigars which because of
some imperfection did not pass inspection and therefore were not
being sold or offered for sale as the regular brand for which said
-cigars were manufactured, or :for the price that would be asked for
the same quality of cigars had they passed such inspection.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
-any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Sept. 29, 1933.)
1119. False and Misleading Advertising-Gallstone and Stomach
Trouble Treatment.-Respondents, copartners, engaged in the manufacture of a product for the treatment of gallstones and stomach
trouble and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, and in competition with other partnerships, individuals, firms,
and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods
.of competition as set forth therein.
Respondents, in soliciting the sale of and selling their product in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use in their
advertising matter of statements and representations to the effect
that gallstone pain yields to its product, or that the said product can
be relied upon to bring quick relief from gallstone pain, and from
the use of any similar statements and representations of equivalent
meaning, when such are not the facts. The said respondents also
:agreed to cease and desist from the use in said advertising matter
of statements and representations so as to import or imply, or which
may have the capacity or tendency to mislead or deceive purchasers
into the belief that said product possesses therapeutio value so that
it will soften or dissolve, remove or cause the removal of gallstones,
tOr will relieve or lessen gallstone colic or pain, when such is not the
fact.
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Respondents also agreed that should they ever resume or indulge
in any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the
facts may be used in evidence against them in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Sept. 29, 1933.)
1120. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising-Malt
Products, Co11dials, Etc.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the
sale and distribution of malt products, cordials, etc., and in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations
likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and
desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set
forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his malt products
in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the
word "extract" either independently or in connection or conjunction
with the word " malt " or with any other word or words, or in any
<>ther way on the labels affixed to said products, or otherwise to represent or designate such of his products as are not malt extracts, and
from stating and representing, directly or indirectly, that said products are malt extracts when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Oct. 13, 1933.)
1121. False and Misleading Advertising-Facial Cream.-Respondent, a corporation engaged in the manufacture of a facial cream and
_ in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, and in
competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease
and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition
as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its product in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use in its
advertisements and advertising matter of statements and representations so as to import or imply, or which may have the capacity or
tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief
that its said product, when applied to the :face or skin, would be
absorbed more deeply than other cosmetics, or would invigorate or
nourish the skin, or make the skin young, or will heal skin eruptions,
when such are not the facts. The said corporation also agrees to
cease and desist from stating or representing that its product keeps
the skin supple, young, active, due to its alleged duplication of the
effects of a suppositious " facial gland-hormone fluid", when such is
not the fact. The said corporation also agrees to cease and desist
from stating or representing in its said advertising matter that its
so-called "biochemical laboratory" 'vas founded by a doctor, alleged
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tu be either " an eminent skin specialist " or a " dermatologist to
royalty" or to have been" honored by royalty" when such is not the
fact.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Oct. 23, 1933.)
1122. False and Misleading Advertising-Metallic Grave Vaults.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in the manufacture of a metallic
grave vault and in the sale and distribution of said product in interstate commerce, and in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the
following agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged
unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its product in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever from making
exaggerated statements and representations not warranted by the
facts, respecting the durability underground of its products; and
from the use of statements and representations which have the
capacity or effect to mislead and deceive purchasers into the belief
that said products will last 100 years or more, or 50 years or more
underground, when such is not the fact; the use in advertisements
and advertising matter of statements and representations that its
products are guaranteed for 100 years, or 50 years, against the
admission of water andjor the effect of corrosion, when such statements and representations are not warranted by the facts.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Oct. 23, 1933.)
1123. False and Misleading Prices and Advertising-Food Flavors,.
Toilet Preparations, Etc.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in the
manufacture of food flavors, toilet preparations, and like productsand in the sale and distribution of the same in interstate commercer
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist forever from
the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from advertising Ol'"
in any way marking its products with fictitious or exaggerated pricesand from making any false, fictitious, or misleading statements Ol'"
representations concerning the valuation or prices at which said
products, or any of them, are sold or contemplated to be sold in the·
ordinary course of business. The said corporation also agreed tf\'
cease and desist from the use of the word " extract " either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or
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words, or in any other way so as to import or imply, or which may
have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that said products are extracts, when such i:;~
not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Oct. 23, 1933.)
1124. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising-Face
Cream and Other Cosmetics.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in
the manufacture of cosmetics, including a face cream designated
"turtle oil cream", and in the sale and distribution of the same in
interstate commerce, and in competition with other corporations, individuaLs, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into tho
following agreement to cease and desist forever .from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein:
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its product in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use on
stickers affixed to its product or in its advertising matter distributed
in interstate commerce of statements and representations so as to
import or imply, or which may have the capacity or tendency to
confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that its product possesses properties and values which when it is applied externally will rejuvenate or nourish the skin, or will banish or eradicate wrinkles and keep the skin young, or permit or cause the skin
to revitalize itself by overcoming " a functional glandular defi- ciency " or materially aid glandular secretion and assist in renewing
the skin, when such are not the facts.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Oct. 30, 1933.)
1125. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution of the same in interstate commerce, and in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships,
and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of
competition as set forth therein:
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the
word "throw-outs", either independently or in conneetion or conjunction with the word "factory" andjor "original", or with any
other word or- words as a trade brand, or on his labels for said
products, or otherwise to represent or designate such of his products
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as are not actually throw-outs, and from stating and representing,
directly or indirectly, that his products are throw-outs, when such is
not the fact. The said respondent also agreed to cease and desist
from the use on his labels of the words and phrases " 10¢ and 2 for25¢ sizes" and" off colors and shapes" or of any similar word or words
or equivalent meaning to designate or represent products regularly
and usually sold and offered for sale at a lower price andjor which
may have the capacity and tendency to confuse, mislead, and deceive
purchasers into the belief that the products referred to are 10
cents or two for 25 cents value, but which price has been reducedt
when such is not the fact. The said respondent also agreed to cease
and desist from the use on his said labels of the statement " now 2
for 5¢ ",so as to import or imply, or which may have the capacity or
tendency to mislead or deceive purchasers into the belief that the
price of the products referred to has been recently reduced, when
such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Oct. 30, 1933.)
1126. False and Misleading Brands or Labels and Advertising-Neckwear.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the manufacture of
neckwear and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, and in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein :
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its product in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the usc of the
word " silk" or of the word "satin " as descriptive of products sold
and distributed by him in interstate commerce, when said products
so represented are not composed of silk, the product of the cocoon
of the silkworm. The said respondent also agreed to cease and desist from the use on labels affixed to said products or in his advertising and printed matter distributed in interstate commerce, of the
word "silk" or of the word "satin " either independently or in
connection or conjunction with any other word or words, or in any
other way so as to import or imply, or which may have the capacity
or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief
that said products are composed of silk, when such is not the fact.
The said respondent also agreed to cease and desist from the use
on labels affixed to products sold by him in interstate commerce of
any foreign words or phrases, and of the pictorial representation
of an edifice simulating in appearance the Eiffel ':(ower at Paris,

France, or of any other words, statement, or representation of sim-
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ilar import which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse,
mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that the said products'
were made or manufactured in Paris, France, or abroad andjor imported into the United States, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in:
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Oct. 30, 1933.)
1127. Simulation of Trade Name and False and Misleading Advertising-Shrimp and Oysters.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in the
canning of shrimp and oysters and in the sale and distribution of
the same in interstate commerce, and in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged,.
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist forever
from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein~
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of its
corporate name in its advertisements or advertising matter or otherwise, and also agreed to cease and desist from the use in its advertisements and advertising matter distributed in interstate commerce
of the word " star" either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words, or as used in its slogan so as
to mislead or deceive purchasers into the belief that the said respondent and the Star Fish & Oyster Co., Inc., the Alabama corporation, are one and the same, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
-any of the practices in question, the said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Nov. 10, 1933.)
1128. False and Misleading Prices and Advertising-Food Flavors,
Toilet Preparations, etc.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in the
sale. and distribution of specialty merchandise including food flavors,
toilet preparations, and necklaces in interstate commerce, and in
c'ompetition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to
cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of comlletition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from advertising, or in
any way marking its products with fictitious or exaggerated prices,
and from making any :false, fictitious, or misleading statements or
representations concerning the valuation or prices at which said
products, or any of them, are sold or contemplated to be sold in the
ordinary course of business. The said corporation also agreed to
cease and desist from the use in its advertising matter of whatso·
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ever character distributed in interstate commerce of the word
·"pearl" either independently or in connection or conjunction with
any other word or words as descriptive of products which are not
composed of pearls, the product of certain mollusks and/or which
may have the capacity or tendency to mislead or deceive purchasers
into the belief that the said products so represented are composed
{)I pearls, when such is not the fact. The said corporation also
agreed to cease and desist from the use of the word "extract" either
independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word
{)r words, or in any other way as descriptive of products so as to import or imply, or which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that said products
are extracts, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume. or indulge in
~my of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Nov. 13, 1933.)
1129. False and Misleading Advertising and Disparagement of Competitor's Product-Wire Rope and Cable.-Respondent, a corporation,
engaged in the manufacture of wire rope and cable and in the sale
and distribution of the same in interstate commerce, and in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships
likewise engaged, entered into the :following agreement to cease and
desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as
set forth therein.
Respondent agreed to cease and desist from circulating in interstate commerce among customers or prospective customers of its
competitor or competitors, written or printed matter containing
statements or representations such as that said competitor proposed
to furnish rope of foreign manufacture though it had contracted and
was expected to furnish rope of domestic manufacture, or that said
competitor was not in a position to make rope or anything complete
in this country, or that said competitor does not have the equipment
or materials to make rope, or that the materials used by said competitor in the fabrication of ropes offered for sale and sold by it in
interstate commerce would be purchased by said competitor in their
entirety from abroad, when such are not the facts. The said respondent also agreed to cease and desist from the use in its written or
printed matter distributed in interstate commerce of any and all
statements or representations which may have the capacity or tendtncy to mislead or deceive purchasers into an erroneous belief that
its competitor or competitors do not deal fairly and honestly with
its or their customers.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
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may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Nov. 15, 1933.)
1130. False and Misleading Prices and Advertising-Flavoring Prod·
ucts and Toilet Preparations.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in
the sale and distribution of flavoring and other food products and
cosmetics and other toilet preparations in interstate commerce, and
in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to
cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from advertising or
in any way marking its products with fictitious or exaggerated prices
and from making any false, fictitious, or misleading statements or
representations concerning the values or prices at which said products, or any of them, are sold or are contemplated to be sold in the
ordinary course of business.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Nov. 15, 1933.)
1131. False and MiEleading Trade or Corporate Name and Advertising-Epilepsy Remedy.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in the
saJe and distribution of an alleged remedy for epilepsy and in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships
likewise engaged, entered into the following agrement to cease and
·desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as
set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its product in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use in advertisements and advertising matter distributed in interstate commerce of
any and all of the aforesaid statements and representations, or of any
other similar statements and representations of equivalent meaning
which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or
deceive purchasers into the belief that the product advertised, sold,
and distributed in interstate commerce by the said corporation is a
cure :for epilepsy and/or has or possesses therapeutic value for the
treatment of epilepsy in excess of what is actually the fact. The
said corporation also agrees to cease and desist from the use of statements in its advertising matter to the effect that the product of respondent is the "first treatment" which stops and relieves epileptic
attacks, or that said product is a " new remedy " :for the treatment
of epilepsy, or that it contains a "new ingredient" which gives
the treatment greater therapeutic value or that the product of respondent has been prescribed by great specialists throughout the
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world and/or that it has been used exclusively with outstanding
success by epilepsy colonies, when such are not the facts. The sai<l
corporation also agreed to cease and desist from the use of the word
"'laboratories " as part of, or in connection or conjunction with its
corporate name or trade name in soliciting the sale of and selling
products in interstate commerce so as to import or imply, or which
may have the capacity or tendency to mislead or deceive purchasers
into the belief that said products are actually compounded or manu·factured by said corporation in a laboratory owned, operated, and
controlled by it, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Apr. 13, 1934.)
1132. False and Misleading Advertising-Hardware and Tools.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the business of selling by mail
order and otherwise hardware and tools in interstate commerce, and
"in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to
cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selljng his galvanized
·cloth in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the
use in his catalogs or other printed matter distributed in interstate
'Commerce of statements or representations that his said pro<luct is
100 percent better than any other galvan,ized cloth made and/or
that it will outwear the bright galvanized cloth at least four times,
when such are not the facts.
Uespondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
·any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
-which the Commission may issue. (Nov. 22, 1933.}
1133. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or Labels'Cigars.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate com·
·merce, and in competition w).th other corporations, individuals,
firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following
-agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the
words "throw-outs" either independen~ly or in connection or conjunction with the word" factory", or with any other word or words
as a trade brand or label for said products, or otherwise to represent
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<Or designate such of its products as are not throw-outs, and from stating and representing, directly or inairectly, that said products are
throw-outs, when such is not the fact. The said corporation also
agreed to cease and desist from the use of the price representation
"'' 5¢" either independently or in connection or conjunction with the
words " factory throw-outs " or with any other word or words on
its labels so as to import or imply, or wh;ich may have the capacity
Qr tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the
belief that said products were manufactured for the purpose and
with the intent of being sold at 5 cents each, when such is not the
fact. The said corporation also agreed to cease and desist from
ihe use on its labels of the phrase or statement " Now 2 for 5 cents "
or of any similar phrase or statement of equivalent meaning so as
to import or imply, or which may have the capacity or tendency to
confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that the price
of the products referred to has been recently reduced, when such is
not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, th,is said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Dec. 1, 1933.)
1134. False and Misleading Advertising-Shoes.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the sale of shoes at retail and in the sale and
distribution through agents of shoes in interstate commerce, and in
.competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease
anJ. desist forever from the alleged unfair methoJ.s of competition as
set forth therein.
Uespondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products in
interlo;tate commerce, ngreed to cease and desist from the use in his
udvE:'rtising matter of whatever character of the statements " made
in our dress shoe factory' ' and "direct from factory" or either of
them either independently or in connection or conjunction with any
Qther word or words, statements, or representations so as to impart
Qr imply, or which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse,
mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that the said respondent
makes or manufactures the product which he sells, or that he owns,
operates, and controls the plant or factory in which said products
are made or manufactured.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Dec. 1, 1933.)
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1135. False and Misleading Drands or Labels and AdvertisingShirts.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in the manufacture of
shirts and in the sale and distribution of the same in interstate commerce, and in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms,.
and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of
competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of thewords "fast color" on labels affixed to said products or otherwise
to advertise the same, which products are not made of cloth dyed
with " fast " dyes as that term is understood by the purchasing publicand/or which will not fade when laundered or washed; and from
the use of the word "fast " either independently or in connection or
conjunction with any other word or words as descriptive of the color
of said products, or in any way which may have the capacity ortendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief
that the color of said products will not fade when laundered orwashed if and when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Dec. 8, 1933.)
1136. False and. Misleading Drands or Labels, Prices, Trade Namest
and Advertising-Food Flavors, Spices, etc.-Respondent, an individual,
engaged in the manufacture of food flavors, spices, and the like and
in the sale and distribution of the same in interstate commerce, and
in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to
cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever from advertising or in any way marking his products with fictitious or exaggerated prices, and from making any false, fictitious, or misleading
statements or representations concerning the valuation or prices at
which said products or any of them are sold or contemplated to be
sold in the ordinary course of business. The said respondent also
agreed to cease and desist from the use of the word " extracts 't
either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other
word or words, or in any other way as descriptive of products so
as to import or imply, or which may have the capacity or tendency
to mislead or deceive purchasers into the belief that said products are
extracts, when such is not the fact. The said respondent also agreed
to cease and desist from the use of the word " vanilla " as descri p-
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tive of products which are not made from the capsule or bean of
the vanilla plant; unless when said products have.flavor simulating
vanilla flavor and the word "vanilla" is used as descriptive thereof,
the said word "vanilla " shall be immediately accompanied by the
word "imitation" or some other word or words of similar import
printed in type equally as conspicuous as that in which the word
~'vanilla" is printed so as to indicate clearly that said products are
made of an ingredient or ingredients other than the vanilla capsule
or bean. The said respondent further agreed to cease and desist
from the use in his advertisements or advertising matter distributed
in interstate commerce of the word " president " in connection or
<'onjunction with his name and the trade name " Cremo folks", or
with any other word or words, or in any other way so as to import
<Jr imply, or which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse,
mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that they are dealing
with a corporation or that the said concern is incorporated, when
such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Dec. 8, 1933.)
1137. False and Misleading :Brands, Prices, Trade Name, and Advertis·
jng-Flavoring Products, Toilet Preparations, etc.-Respondent, an in·
dividual, engaged in the manufacture of flavoring and other food
products and cosmetics and other toilet preparations, and in the sale
and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, and in competition
with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise
engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist
forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth
therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from advertising, or
in any way marking his products with fictitious or exaggerated prices,
and from making any false, fictitious, or misleading statements or
representations concerning the valuation or prices at which said
products or any of them are sold or contemplated to be sold in the
ordinary course of business. The said respondent also agreed to
cease and desist from the use of the word "extract" either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or words,
or in any other way as descriptive of products so as to import or
imply, or which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mis~
lead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that said products are extracts, when such is not the fact. The said respondent further
agreed to cease and desist from the use in his advertisements of the
word "president" in connection or conjunction with his name and
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trade name, or with any other word or words, or in any other way
as descriptive of. products so as to import or imply, or which may
have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that said products are extracts, when such is
not the fact. The said respondent further agreed to cease and desist from the use in his advertisements of the word " president " in
connection or conjunction with his name and trade name, or with
any other word or words or in any other way which may have the
capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers int<>
the belief that they are dealing with a corporation, or that his company is incorporated, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts.
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Dec. 13, 1933.)
1138. False and Misleading Advertising-Insecticides, ,Pest Exterminators, etc.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in the manufacture
of insecticides and pest exterminators, including a raticide, and in
the sale and distribution of the same in interstate commerce, and in
competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease
and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition
as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its product in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the
statement "endorsed and recommended by the Department of Agriculture " or of any other similar statement or combination of words
of equivalent meaning so as to import or imply, or which may have
the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers
into the belief that the said product has been endorsed or recommended by the Department of Agriculture.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Dec. 13, 1933.)
1139. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or LabelsCigars.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution of the same in interstate commerce, and in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms,
and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of
competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the
words " throw-outs " either independently or in connection or con-
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junction with any other word or words as a trade brand or label for
said product, or otherwise to represent or designate such of its products as are not throw-outs, and from stating or representing directly
or indirectly that such products are throw-outs, when such is not the
fact. The said corporation also agreed to cease and desist from the
use on its labels of the phrase " factory 10¢ straight throw-outs" so
as to import or imply that the said products were of that quality
usually and customarily sold for 10 cents each and/or that said
.products were manufactured for the purpose and with the expectation of being sold for 10 cents each or at a price in excess of that at
which said products were actually sold or offered for sale. The said
corporation also agreed to cease and desist from the use on its labels
of the statement or phrase " special now 2 for 5¢ " so as to mislead
or deceive purchasers into the belief that the price of the products
referred to has been recently reduced or that the said price is a special
price or a price other than that at which said products are sold in
the ordinary course of trade.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which.
the Commission may issue. (Dec. 13, 1933.)
1140. False and Misleading Advertising-Caskets.-Respondent, a.
corporation, engaged in the manufacture of caskets, both of the metal
and hardwood types, and in the sale and distribution thereof in
commerce between and among various States of the United States,_
and in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and
partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement.
to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of com-petition as set forth therein.
Respondent in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in interstate commerce agreed to cease and desist from the use in its
advertisements or advertising matter of the word "walnut" either
independently or in connection or conjunction with any word or
words as descriptive of its products so as to import or imply, or ·
which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead,
or deceive purchasers into the belief that said products are made orfabricated from walnut. The said corporation also agreed to cease
and desist from the use of the word " mahogany " either alone or in
combination with any other word or words as descriptive of products
so as to import or imply, or which may have the capacity or tendency
to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that said
products are made or fabricated from mahogany; unless, when said
products, respectively, are made or fabricated in substantial part
from walnut or mahogany and the word " walnut " or the word "rna- _
hogany" is used as descriptive thereof, then in that case the word ·
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" walnut " or the word " mahogany " shall be accompanied by some
other word or words printed in type equally as conspicuous as that
in which the word " walnut" or the word "mahogany " is printed
so as to clearly indicate that such products are made or fabricated
in part from a wood or woods other than walnut or mahogany.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Dec. 20, 1933.)
1141. False and Misleading Trade Name and Advertising-Moldings.Respondent, a corporation, engaged in the manufacture of wooden
moldings which are covered with various types of veneer and which
were sold in interstate commerce, and in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged,
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist forever from
the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its product in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the
word "walnut" either independently or in connection or conjunction with other word or words in its advertising matter or as a trade
designation for its products so as to import or imply, or which may
have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that said products are those products which are
derived from the walnut or "juglandaceae" family, when such is
not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Dec. 20, 1933.)
1142. False and Misleading Brands or Labels-School Supplies.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the sale and distribution of
school supplies, including crayons, in interstate commerce, and in
competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to
cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the
word "manufactured" or the abbreviation "m'f'd." therefor either
alone or in connection or conjunction with the word "by" or with
any other- word or words, or in any way on his labels or containers
for said products which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that the said
respondent makes or manufactures the products sold by him m
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interstate commerce and/or that he owns, operates, and controls the
plant or factory in which said products are made or manufactured.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Dec. 29, 1933.)
1143. False and Misleading Advertising-Cosmetic Preparation.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of a certain cosmetic preparation and in competition with other corporations, firms, partnerships, and individuals likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist
from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use in its
advertisements and advertising matter distributed in interstate commerce of the word "French" either independently or in connection
or conjunction with any other word or words, statement or representations as descriptive of its products so as to import or imply that
said products, or any of them, are made or manufactured in France
and imported into the United States, when such is not the fact; and
from the use of the word" French" in any way which may have the
capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers with
reference to the country or place of origin of its products. The said
corporation also agreed to cease and desist from the use of the words
"These beauty preparations were created by one of Europe's most
successful scientists " or of any other similar combination of words,
statement, or representation which may tend to mislead or deceive
purchasers into the belief that said products were made or manufactured in accordance with formulas created by a European scientist,
beauty or skin specialist, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Dec. 29, 1933.)
1144. False and Misleading Brands or Labels-Corrugated Boxes and
Paper.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in the manufacture of
corrugated boxes and corrugated paper and in the sale and distribution of the same in interstate commerce, and in competition with
other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth
therein.
Respondent agreed to cease and desist from the use as a mark,
stamp, or brand on its products of the word " maker " in connection
1020110°-35-VOL 18--31
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or conjunction with any other word of equivalent meaning so as to
import or imply, or which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that the products
sold by respondent are manufactured by the concern whose name is
stamped or branded on its products, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that, should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Jan. 8, 1934.)
1145. False and Misleading Trade Name and :Brands or LabelsMacaroni l'roducts.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in the manufacture of marcaroni products, known to the trade as alimentary
pastes, and in the sale and distribution of the same in interstate
commerce, and in competition with other corporations, individuals,
firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair
methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever from the
use of the word " Italian " as part of its trade brand or label so as
to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that its
products are manufactured in or imported from Italy, when such is
not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that, should it ever resmne or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Jan. 8, 1934.)
1146. False and Misleading Prices and Advertising-Food Flavors.Respondent, an individual, engaged in the sale and distribution of
alleged food flavors in interstate commerce, and in competition with
other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise
engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist
forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth
therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products or
combinations of products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and
desist from adverti.sing, or in any way marking his products with
fictitious or exaggerated prices, and from making any false, fictitious, or misleading statements or representations concerning the "
valuation or prices at which said products, or any of them, are sold
or contemplated to be sold in the ordinary course of busines,s.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the .facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may i,ssue. (Jan. 12, 1934.)
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1147. False and Misleading Advertising-Sanitary Napkins.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in the manufacture from wood:
cellulose of a sanitary napkin, and in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist forever from
the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Uespondent, in soliciting the ~ale of and selling its said napkins.
in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use in:.
its advertisements and advertising matter having interstate circulation and distribution, of the word "rayon" either independently
or in connection or conjunction with the word "cellulose" or with
any other word or words, or in any way as descriptive of said products ;:;o as to import or imply, or which may have the capacity or
tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief
that said products are made or fabricated from rayon, when such is.
not the .fact.
Hespondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge ia
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts·
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which·
the Commission may issue. (Jan. 17, 1934.)
1148. False and Misleading A·dvertising-Furniture.-Respondent, a·
corporation, engaged in the manufacture of furniture and in thesale and distribution of the same in interstate commerce, and irr
competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to.
cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of compe-tition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in
interstate commerce, hereby agreed to cease and desist from the use
of the word " walnut ", either independently or in connection or·
conjunction with the word "oriental", or with any other word or
words in its advertising matter of whatever character, so as to import or imply, or which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that said products are those products which are derived from trees of the walnut
or juglandaceae family, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in~
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Jan. 19, 1934.)
1149. False and Misleading Trade or Corporate Name and Advertising-Magazine.-Ira 1V. Wolfe and Alexander B. LaZoris are individuals trading as National Industrial Recovery Association andNational Recovery Association, with their principal place of business in the city of Chicago, Ill. They have been engaged for some-
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time past in the publication of a magazine styled "Business and
Industrial Recovery News", and in soliciting the sale of and distributing said magazine in interstate commerce, causing the same to
be sent or shipped from their place of business in the State of Illinois to individuals and concerns located in a State or States other
than the State of Illinois. In the course and conduct of their business Ira W. Wolfe and Alexander B. LaZoris were at all times
herein referred to in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged in similar businesses.
In the course and conduct of their business Ira ,V, Wolfe and
Alexander B. LaZoris adopted as and for their trade names the
words " National Industrial Recovery Association " and " National
Recovery Association", and which trade names the said individuals
used in soliciting the sale of and distributing a magazine edited by
them and which they distributed in interstate commerce. The said
Ira
Wolfe and Alexander B. LaZoris, in soliciting the sale of
their magazine in interstate commerce, caused post cards to be distributed among prospective purchasers located in various States
of the United States. They also caused issues of their said publication to be sent from their place of business in the State of Illinois
to persons and concerns located in a State or States other than the
State of Illinois. On said post cards appeared statements such as
" Business and Industrial Recovery News ... a publication issued
by the National Industrial Recovery Association", and under the
official emblem known as the" Blue Eagle" of the National Recovery
Administration appeared "A N.I.R.A. Publication." The letters
"N.R.A." appeared over the said emblem. Issues of the publication
distributed by the said Ira W. Wolfe and Alexander B. LaZoris in
interstate commerce contained language such as " If you like this
publication pin a $1 bill to this and mail it to the National Recovery
Association, Suite 702-3 Garrick Theater Building, Chicago, Ill."
Items appeared in said publications such as "Report N.R.A. cheaters
immediately. :Mail all complaints regarding any firm, business, or
individual cheating under the N.R.A. or Blue Eagle emblem. Be
sure to give full details and information. Sign your name and address. All reports will be treated confidential and your name will
not be disclosed. Address to N.I.R.A. Investigator, 703 Garrick
Theater Building, Chicago, Ill." Under the heading "Contributions" appeared "Just address your letter to N.I.R.A. Editor, care
of Business and Industrial Recovery News, 702 Garrick Theater
Building, Chicago, Ill."-when in truth and in fact the said magazine
or publication distributed by the said Ira
'Volfe and Alexander
D. L,aZoris in interstate commerce was not an official publication
of the United States Government, or sponsored by, or in any way
connected or affiliated with, the National Recovery Administration
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charged with the enforcement of the National Industrial Act, or the
United States Government, or any department, bureau, or branch
thereof. The aforesaid magazines also displayed the following language or statements: " N.I.R.A. is a trademark and copyright for
the National Industrial Recovery Association as a division for Industrial Enterprises, Manufacturers, and Jobbers of the Time and
Profit Club " and " N.R.A. is National Recovery Association for retail stores, department stores, and wholesalers division of the Time
and Profit Club "-when in truth and in fact the said Ira W. vVolfe
and Alexander B. LaZoris have no copyright or exclusive right to
the use of the letters arranged in the following order "N.I.R.A."
or" N.R.A."
It is further stipulated and agreed by and between the said Garland S. Ferguson, Jr., Chairman of the Federal Trade Commission,
and Ira ·w. Wolfe and Alexander B. LaZoris, in soliciting the sale of
and distributing their publication or magazine in interstate commerce, hereby jointly and severally agree to cease and desist from
the use in their said publication or magazine or otherwise in advertising the same in interstate commerce of the words " National Recovery Association" or" National Industrial Recovery Association"
and of the letters "N.I.R.A." or "N.R.A." arranged in the
order given, either independently or in connection or conjunction
With the official emblem known as the " Blue Eagle" of the National
Recovery Administration, or of any other word or words, or in any
way so as to import or imply, or which may have the capacity or
tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers or prospective
purchasers into the belief that the said magazine or publication is an
official publication of the United States Government or is sponsored
by or in any way connected or affiliated with the National Recovery
Administration or the United States Government, or any department, bureau, or branch thereof, when such is not the fact. The said
Ira W. vVolfe and Alexander B. LaZoris also agree to cease and
desist from the use in their said magazine or publication or advertising matter of any and all statements or representations which
may have the capacity or tendency to mislead or deceive purchasers
or prospective purchasers into the belief that the said individuals
have a copyright or exclusive right to the use of the letters
:' N.I.R.A." or "N.R.A." arranged in the order given, when such
Is not the fact.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if Ira ,V, Wolfe and Alexander B. LaZoris should ever resume or indulge in any of the practic.es in question, this said stipulation of the facts may be used in
evidence against them in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue.
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It is further stipulated and agreed by and on behalf of the Commission that this stipulation is taken for the purpose of effecting a
~ettlement of the particular matters and things recited in said stipulation, and it is further understood and agreed that this stipulation,
together with the names of the respondents, shall be released :for publication and become a part of the public record. (Jan. 24, 1934.)
1150. False and Misleading Advertising-Toilet Seats.-Respondent,
a corporation, engaged in the manufacture of toilet seats and in the
sale and distribution of the same in interstate commerce, and in com})etition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships
likewise engaged, entered into the :following agreement to cease and
desist :forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set
forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its product in
interstate commerce, hereby agreed to cease and desist :from the use
.of the words "sheet covered" either independently or in connection
.or conjunction with any other word or words in its advertising matter of whatever character so as to import or imply, or which may
l1ave the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that the toilet seat frame of said products is
.covered with a separate sheet of celluloid or other material and/or
that the said toilet seat frame is " sheet covered " as such designation
is generally understood by the trade and/or understood by the purt~hasing public to mean with reference to toilet seats.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Jan. 24, 1934.)
1151. False and Misleading :Brands or Labels-Table Delicacies.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in the manufacture and importation of wines, glace fruits, and table delicacies, and in the sale and
distribution of the same in interstate commerce, and in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships
likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and
desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set
forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its said products in
interstate commerce agreed to cease and desist from the use on its
labels affixed to said products of the words " sauterne " or " chateau",
or of the words " bourgogne " or " medoc " either independently or
in connection or conjunction with the words "vin de" or the word
"bordeaux", or with any other word or words, pictorial representation or insignia, or in any way so as to import or imply, or which
may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead or deceive
purchasers into the belief that said products are French products
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or are made or manufactured in France and/or are imported into the
United States from such foreign country, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation of the facts may
be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Feb. 9, 1934.)
1152. False and Misleading Trade Name, :Brands or Labels, and Advertising-Canned Shrimp and Oysters.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the sale and distribution of canned shrimp and oysters in
interstate commerce, and in competition with other individuals, corporations, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the
following agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged
unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his said products
in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the
word "packing" as part of or in connection or conjunction with his
trade name so as to import or imply that the said respondent packs
the products which he sells in interstate commerce. The said respondent also agreed to cease and desist from the use of the word
''packing" andjor of the word "packers" on his letterheads, envelops, invoices, or in his correspondence, or on his labels affixed to
the containers of products, or in any other way which may have
the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead or deceive purchasers
into the belief that the said respondent owns, operates, and controls
the plant or plants in which said products are canned or packed.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation of the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Feb. 19, 1934.)
1153. False and Misleading Trade or Corporate Name and AdvertisingSchool Courses.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in selling and
distributing home~study or correspondence-school courses in interstate commerce and in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships similarly engaged, entered into the
following agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged
unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its courses of instruction in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the
Use of the word "university" as part of, or in connection or conjunction with its corporate or trade name, or in its literature, or in
any other way when such use by the said corporation of the word
" university" tends to import or imply or has or may have the
capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers of
said courses of instruction into the belief that the said corporation
is a university or institution organized for study and teaching in
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the higher branches of learning, and that it is empowered to confer
degrees in special departments such as theology, law, medicine, and
the arts, when such is not the fact. The said corporation also agrees
to cease and desist from the use in its printed or advertising matter
distributed in interstate commerce of the statement or representation
that "The univeristy guarantees that, if upon completion of this
course the student is dissatisfied, it will refund all money paid", or
of any other similar statement or representation of equivalent meaning so as to import or imply or which may have the capacity or
tendency to mislead or deceive the student purchaser into the belief
that the cost of the course of instruction will be refunded to the
student upon completion of the same if said student represents to
said school that he or she is dissatisfied; unless, when said statement
or representation guaranteeing refund is used by said corporation
and there be terms or conditions other than the mere representation
of the student purchaser upon completion of the course of instruction
that he or she is dissatisfied therewith, and which terms and conditions are to be fulfilled by the student before a refund will be made
by said corporation to the student, then in such event each and all
of said terms and conditions shall be clearly and accurately set forth
in connection or conjunction with said statement or representation.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question this said stipulation of the facts may
be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which the
Commission may issue. (Feb. 19, 1934.)
1154. False and Misleading Advertising-Sea Foods.-Respondent, an
individual, engaged in the sale and distribution as a broker of canned
shrimp and oysters and other sea foods in interstate commerce, and
in competition with other individuals, corporations, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to
cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use of the
words" packer" and "producer", or of any other words of equivalent meaning, either independently or in connection or conjunction
each with the other, or with any other word or words, or in any way
on his printed or advertising matter distributed in interstate commerce so as to import or imply, or which may have the capacity or
tendency to mislead or deceive purchasers into the belief that the
said respondent owns, operates, and controls the plant in which are
canned the products sold by him in interstate commerce, when such
is not the fact. The said respondent also agrees to cease and desist
from the use of the statement " Having increased our fishing fleet,
we are in much better position now to pack shrimp ", or of anv other
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statements of equivalent meaning which may have the capacity or
tendency to mislead or deceive purchasers into the belief that the
said respondent owns, operates, and controls the fishing fleet used
in catching shrimp, oysters, or other sea food sold by him, when such
is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question this said stipulation of the facts may
be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Feb. 19, 1934.)
1155. Disparaging Competitors' Products and False and Misleading
Advertising-Cooking Ware.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in
the sale and distribution of cooking ware in interstate commerce,
and in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and
corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement
to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of
competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products in
interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use in his
advertisements or otherwise in soliciting the sale of and selling his
products in interstate commerce, of statements or representations to
the effect that the use of aluminum cooking utensils is the cause of
cancer or other grave maladies or of the increase of such disorders
among the users of such utensils; or that the use of aluminum cooking utensils forms poisons which result or may result in the illness
of persons who have eaten food prepared or stored in such utensils;
or that there is danger in the use of aluminum cooking utensils; or
that many hospitals have dispensed or are dispensing with their
aluminum cooking equipment because it has been proven that the use
of such equipment for the preparation of food was or is responsible
for the increase of cancer; or that thousands of people are dying
every day from cancer due to their use of aluminum cooking utensils;
or that the use of aluminum ware would produce sores and later
cancers; or that doctors and hospitals are now advising people
against the use of aluminum cooking utensils because of the poisonous effect thereof; and the said respondent agreed to cease and desist
from the use of any other similar statements and representations
which convey or may tend to convey the belief that the use of aluminum cooking utensils causes cancer or sores or produces poison and/or
that danger attends the use of such utensils. The said respondent
also agreed to cease and desist from stating or representing in his
printed matter or otherwise that his is " the only double boiler in
which it is safe to leave food standing", so as to import or imply, or
which may tend to mislead or deceive purchasers into the belief that
it is unsafe to leave food standing in metal cooking utensils of his
competitors, when such is not the fact. Said respondent further
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agreed to cease and desist from the use of the statement " There is
absolutely no chance of mineral poisoning with the Waterless
Cooker, as there is no metal to touch the food or to pass into the
food", so as to import or imply, or which may tend to mislead purchasers into the belief that the aluminum products of competitors
pass metal into food placed therein or cause mineral poisoning of
food placed or cooked therein, when such is not the fact. The said
respondent also agreed to cease and desist from circulating, representing, or publishing or causing to be circulated, represented, or published among purchasers or prospective purchasers any similar false,
deceptive, or misleading statements of or concerning the products of
competitors. The said respondent also agreed to cease and desist from
the use of the words " Manufacturers of " on his letterheads, stationery, or other printed or advertising matter, distributed in interstate commerce, so as to import or imply or which may have the
capacity or tendency to mislead or deceive purchasers into the belief
that the said respondent manufactured the products which he sells
and/or that he owns, operates, and controls the plant or factory
wherein said products are made or manufactured, when such is not
the fact. The said respondent further agreed to cease and desist from
stating or representing~ directly or indirectly to purchasers or prospective purchasers, that his said products are proof against chipping
or crazing, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation of the facts may
be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Feb. 21, 1934.)
1156. False and Misleading Br~~:nds or Labels, Prices, and AdvertisingMattresses.-Respondents, individuals engaged in the business of
manufacturing mattresses and in the sale and distribution thereof
in interstate commerce, and in competition with other individuals,
corporations, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into
the following agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged
unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondents, in soliciting the sale of and selling their said products in interstate commerce, hereby agreed to cease and desist forever from the use of labels or advertisements or advertising matter
on which, or in which their said mattresses are represented, designated, or referred to by means of a misleading or fictitious price
known to be in excess of the price at which said mattress is normally
sold or contemplated to be sold in the usual course of trade.
Respondents also agr~ed that should they ever resume or indulge
in any of the practices in question this said stipulation of the facts
may be used in evidence against them in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Feb. 2G, 1934.)
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1157. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or LabelaCigars.-Respondent, an individual, engaged in the manufacture of
cigars and in the sale and distribution of said products in interstate
commerce, and in competition with other individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair
methods of competition set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling his products in
interstate commerce, hereby agreed to cea~ and desist forever from:
(a) the use of the words "throw-outs" or "factory throw-outs ",
either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other
word or words, as a trade name or brand for his products, or on his
boxes or labels distributed in interstate commerce, to describe or
designate products which are not actually throw-outs; and from
stating or representing, directly or indirectly, that his said products
are throw-outs, or factory throw-outs, when such is not the fact;
(b) the use of the words and figures " Now 2 for 5 cents " or of any
similar phrase or statement of equivalent meaning to designate or
represent products regularly and usually offered for sale. and sold
at that price, or which may have the tendency or capacity to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that the prices
of the products referred to have been recently reduced, when such
is not the. fact; and (c) the use of the words, figures, or phrases " off
colors and shapes " and/or " 10¢ and 2 for 25¢ sizes", or any of
them, in any way which may have the capacity or tendency to confu~e, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that the price of
said products has been reduced or that said products are of a quality
usually and regularly sold at 10 cents each, or at the rate of 2 for
25 cents, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question this said stipulation of the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the. Commission may issue. (Feb. 26, 1934.)
1158. False and Misleading Prices and Advertising-Foods, Drugs, and
Household Necessaries.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in the
sale and distribution in interstate commerce of a variety of merchandise, including foods, drugs, and household necessaries, and in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to
cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling it,;; products in
interstate commerce, hereby agreed to cease and desist forever from:
The use in advertisements and advertising matter of statements and
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representations that it is a manufacturer, or that it manufactures,
fabricates, or compounds the products which it sells and distributes,
or any of them, and from the use of any words, language, statements, or representations which may have the capacity or tendency
to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belie£ that it
owns, controls, or operates any laboratory or factory ·wherein such
products are manufactured or compounded, when such is not the
fact; and the use in advertisements or advertising matter of any
fictitious or exaggerated prices, and from making any false, fictitious,
or misleading statements or representations concerning the value of,
or the price at which said products, or any of them, are sold or
intended to be sold in the usual course of trade.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation of the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Feb. 26, 1934.)
1159. False and Misleading :Brands or Labels and Advertising-Sponges
and Cltamois Skins.-Respondent, a corporation, engaged in the sale
and distribution of sponges and of chamois skins in interstate commerce, and in competition with other corporations, individuals,
firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair
methods of competition set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its chamois products in interstate commerce, hereby agreed to cease and desist from
the use of the word "Frenchy" either independently or in connection or conjunction with the word "brand" or with any other word
or words on its brands or labels affixed to said products, or in its
printed matter distributed in interstate commerce so as to import
or imply, or which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse,
mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that said products are
of French manufacture or origin and/or imported into the United
States from said country, when such is not the fact. The said corporation also agrees to cease and desist from the use on its letterheads or printed matter distributed in interstate commerce of the
word " producers '' either independently or in connection or conjunction with the words " of sponges " or with any other word or
words, or in any other way which may have the capacity or tendency
to mislead or deceive purchasers into the belief that the said corporation owns and operates a vessel or vessels engaged in the sponge
fisheries, when such is not the fact.
Respondent also agreed that should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation of the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Feb. 28, 1934.)
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1160. False and Misleading :Brands or Labels and Advertising-:Beauty
Products.-Respondents, an individual and a corporation, are engaged
in the sale and distribution of beauty products in interstate commerce, and in competition with other individuals, corporations, firms,
and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods
of competition as set forth therein.
Respondents, in soliciting the sale of and selling their products in
interstate commerce, hereby jointly and severally agreed to cease and
desist from the use on labels affixed to the containers of said products sold in interstate commerce of the statement and representation that said face powder is the only face powder which is highly
pure and without lead. The said individual and the said corporation
also agreed to cease and desist from the use of such statement and
representation, or of any similar statement or representation of
equivalent meaning which may have the capacity or tendency to
confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that the face
powders of competitors are not substantially pure and/or contain
lead, when such is not the fact. The said individual and the said
corporation also, jointly and severally, agreed to cease and desist
from the use on said labels of the statement or phrase " Paris address: 10 Rue Royale", so as to import or imply, or which may have
the capacity or tendency to mislead or deceive purchasers into the
belief that the said individual and/or the said corporation has or
have a place of business in Paris, France, or which may tend to
mislead or deceive purchasers into the belief that the said face
powder is of French or foreign origin and/or imported into the
United States, when such is not the fact.
Respondents also agreed that should they ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation of the facts may
be used in evidence against them in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Mar. 2, 1934.)
1161. False and Misleading :Brands or Labels-Waste and Cloths.-Respondents, copartners, are engaged in the sale of waste and of cloths
used for cleaning and polishing motors and other mechanical equipment, in interstate commerce, and in competition with other partnerships, corporations, individuals, and firms likewise engaged, entered
into the following agreement to cease and desist forever from the
alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondents, in soliciting the sale of and selling their products
in interstate commerce, hereby agreed to cease and desist forever
from the use of the words and figures "15 running feet", "5 double
running yards", and/or "contents 2 hemmed pieces" on any brand
or label used to mark, brand, describe, or designate any of their
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products, which do not consist of 15 running feet or 5 double running
yards, or are not hemmed ; and from the use of the words and
figures "15 running feet", "5 double running yards", and/or "contents 3 hemmed pieces ", or of any similar or equivalent words or
phrases which may have the tendency or capacity to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that the products so
marked, branded, described, or designated contain 15 running feet,
or are hemmed, when such is not the fact.
Respondents also agreed that should they ever resume or indulge
in any of the practices in question, this said stipulation of the facts
may be used in evidence against them in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Mar. 2, 1934.)
1162. False and Misleading Trade Name, Brands or Labels, and
Advertising-Carbon Paper and Typewriter Ribbons.-Respondent, a
corporation engaged in the manufacture of carbon paper and typewriter ribbons and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate
commerce, and in competition with other corporations, individuals,
firms, and partner,ships likewise engaged, entered into the following
agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair
methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in
interstate commerce, hereby agreed to cease and desist from the use
of the word "triplecote" either independently or in connection or
conjunction with any other word or words in it.s advertisements or
advertising matter, or as a mark or brand for said product so as to
import or imply, or which may have the capacity or tendency to
confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that said product has been coated with carbon ink three times in the process of
manufacture, when such is not the fact.
Uespondent also agreed that ,should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation of the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Mar. 2, 1934.)
1163. False and Misleading Advertising-Second-Hand Watches.-Respondent, an individual engaged in the business of purchasing u,sed
watches from a dealer handling such second-hand merchandise, and
in the sale and distribution of the same in interstate commerce, and
in competition with other individuals, corporations, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to
cea,<;e and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Hespondent hereby agreed to cease and desist from offering for
sale and selling in interstate commerce, used, or second-hand watches
without distinctly, definitely, and clearly stating, setting out, and
informing customers and prospective customers that such watches
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are used or second-hand watches. The said respondent in soliciting
the sale of and selling his said watches also agreed to cease and
desist from the u,se in printed matter distributed in interstate commerce of statements to the effect that he is selling or offering for
sale "watches at wholesale * * * always less than one-half
retail prices" so as to import or imply, or which may have the
capacity or tendency to mislead or deceive customers or prospective
cu,stomers into the belief that the watches offered for sale and sold
by him are new, when such is not the .fact.
Respondent also agreed that should he ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation of the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Mar. 2, 1934.)
1164. False and Mislelliding Brands or Labels and AdvertisingShingles.-Respondent, a corporation engaged in the manufacture of
shingles and in the sale and distribution of said products in interstate commerce, and in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the
following agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged
unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its products 111
interstate commerce, hereby agreed to cease and desist forever fron1
the use of the words " extra clear " as a brand, mark, or designation
for its products, or in advertisements and advertising matter circulated in interstate commerce; and from the use of the words " extra clear" in any way which may have the tendency or capacity to
confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers respecting the grade or
quality of its products, or any of them.
Respondent also agreed that, should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation of the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Mar. 14, 1934.)
1165. False and Misleading Trade or Corporate Name and AdvertisingNursery Stock and Agricultural Products.-Respondent, a corporation
engaged in the sale and distribution of nursery stock and agricultural products in interstate commerce, and in competition with other
corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged,
entered into the following agreement to cease and desist forever
from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set :forth therein.
Respondent, in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in
interstate commerce, hereby agreed to cease and desist forever from
the use of the word "nursery" as part of, or in connection and conjunction with its corporate or trade name, and :from the use of the
word "nursery", either independently or in connection or conjunction with such statements and representations as " nurseries suburban
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1,000 acres", and/or" it is to your advantage * * • to feel that
your planting is a profitable and permanent one, backed by a nursery
of many years' experience "; or any other similar words, phrases, or
expressions which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse,
mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that said corporation
owns1, controls, or operates a nursery wherein the products sold and·
distributed by it in interstate commerce were grown and propagated, when such is not the fact. The said respondent further agreed
to cease and desist forever from the use on letterheads, or in its
advertising matter distributed in interstate commerce of the words
" stock certified by Government inspectors ", or of any similar words
or expressions which may have the tendency or capacity to confuse,
mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that the certification
so referred to is made by any department or bureau of the Government of the United States, when such is not the fac:t.
Respondent also agreed that, should it ever resume or indulge in
any of the practices in question, this said stipulation of the facts may
be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which the
Commission may issue. (Apr. 2, 1934.)
1166. False and Misleading Advertising-Dresses.-Fifth Avenue
Styles, Inc., a corporation engaged in the manufacture of women's
dresses and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, and in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms,
and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of
competition as set forth therein.
Fifth Avenue Styles, Inc., hereby agreed, in soliciting the sale of
and selling its products in interstate commerce, to cease and desist
forever from the use of the word "linene ", either independently or
in connection or conjunction with any other word or words, in advertisements or advertising matter circulated in interstate commerce,
to designate and describe products not made of the fiber of flax; and
from the use of the word "linene" in any way which may have the
tendency or effect to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the
belief that the products so described are made of the fiber of flax,
when such is not the fact; the use of the words "silk'', "crepe", or
"shantung", either independently or in connection with any other
word or words, in advertisements and advertising matter circulated
in interstate commerce so as to import or imply that the said products
are made of silk, the product of the cocoon of the silkworm; and
from the use of the words "silk", "crepe", or "shantung" in any
way which may have the tendency and effect to confuse, mislead, or
deceive purchasers into the belief that the products so described
are made of silk, the product of the cocoon of the silkworm, when
such is nJt the fact.
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Fifth Avenue Styles, Inc., also agreed that should it ever resume
or indulge in any of the practices in question, this said stipulation
of the facts may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the
complaint which the Commission may issue. (Apr. 2, 1934.)
1167. False and Misleading Prices and Advertising-Coupons and Advertising Matter.-United Advertisers, Inc., a corporation, conducted
its business under various names and styles of Von Daust Ink Co.,
Trainer Ink Co., and Kamerette Sales Co. It is engaged in the sale
and distribution in interstate commerce of coupons and advertising
matter for use by retailers in the sale of their goods and in the redemption of such coupons by exchanging therefor various articles of
merchandise. The said coupons and advertising matter, when sold,
are shipped from the place of business of said United Advertisers,
Inc., in the State of Nebraska to purchasers thereof located-in a State
or States of the United States other than the State of Nebraska.
Upon receipt from the retailers' customers of the required number
of coupons, together with the cash payments, said United Advertisers, Inc., ships in interstate commerce to holders thereof the merchandise to which the number of coupons sent in entitles them.
United Advertisers, Inc., at all times herein referred to in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships
likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and
desist forever from the alleged unfair methods of competition as set
forth therein.
United Advertiser, Inc., in soliciting the sale of and selling its
products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist forever
from stating or representing in advertisements and advertising matter circulated in interstate commerce, or through authorized agents,
that it is an advertising agency engaged in promoting the sale of
the products of the Von Baust Ink Co., or of the Trainer Ink Co., or
of any company other than itself, when such is not the fact; stating
or representing, directly or indirectly, in advertisements or advertising matter, or otherwise, that the merchandise secured by dealers'
customers is free, or costs them nothing, when such is not the fact;
advertising or making any false, fictitious, or misleading statements
or representations concerning the value of its merchandise or of the
price at which the same is sold or intended to be sold in the usual
course of trade; and from making any statements or representations
that such merchandise is disposed or under terms and conditions
that do not afford it a profit, when such is not the fact; the use of
any certificate coupon, or other device, in such a way as to import or
imply, or which may have the tendency or capacity to mislead or
deceive purchasers into the belief that the same are of value in the
purchase of merchandise, or that they enable purchasers to obtain
such merchandise at prices less than the prices usually and custom102o5o·-35-vor.18--32
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arily charged for the same in the usual course of business, when such
is not the fact; stating or representing, directly or indirectly, in
advertisements or advertising matter, or otherwise, that the pen-andpencil sets which it distributes are "lifetime" sets, and/or that the
same are sold under a "lifetime" guaranty, when such is not the
fact; and stating or representing, directly or indirectly, in advertisements or advertising matter, or otherwise, that the sums collected
from retailers' customers for its inks cover only the cost of its ink,
or the cost of packing, mailing, and insurance of the same, when in
fact the same was intended to, and did, cover the cost of other
merchandise represented as being "free."
United Advertisers, Inc., also agree that should it ever resume or
indulge in any of the practices in question, this said stipulation as to
the facts may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the
complaint which the Commission may issue. (Apr. 2, 1934.)
1168. False and Misleading Advertising-Photographs and PhotoEngravings.-Service Engraving Co. is a corporation engaged in the
designing and production of photographs and photo-engravings
and in the sale and distribution of said products in interstate commerce, and in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms,
and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the following agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged unfair methods
of competition as set forth therein.
Service Engraving Co., in soliciting the sale of and selling its
products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the
use of the words and phrases "78 years of experience", andjor
" the fruits of 78 years of experience are at your service "; and from
the use of any other or similar statements or representations of
similar import which may have the tendency or effect to confuse,
mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that said company,
or any officer or member thereof, has had 78 years of experience in
the photo-engraving business, when such is not the fact.
Service Engraving Co. also agreed that should it ever resume or
indulge in any of the practices in question, this said stipulation
as to the facts may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the
complaint which the Commission may issue. (Apr. 20, 1934.}
1169. False and Misleading Trade Name and Brands or LabelsCigars.-Schaefer Cigars, Inc., is a corporation engaged in the manufacture of cigars and in the sale and distribution thereof in interstate commerce, and in competition with other corporations, individuals, firms, and partnerships likewise engaged, entered into the
following agreement to cease and desist forever from the alleged
unfair methods of competition as set forth therein.
Schaefer Cigars, Inc., in soliciting the sale of and selling its products in interstate commerce, agreed to cease and desist from the use
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of the words "throw-outs" or "factory throw-outs" either independently or in connection or conjunction with any other word or
words as a trade brand or label for its products or otherwise to designate or represent such of its products as are not " throw-outs ",
and from stating or representing, directly or indirectly, that its
products are "throw-outs" when such is not the fact; the use of
words, figures, or phrase " 10¢ " or " 2 for 25¢ sizes " or " 5¢ " and
"off colors and shapes" either independently or in connection or conjunction with the words "factory throw-outs" or with any other
word or words, phrase, or statement, so as to import or imply or
which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or
deceive purchasers into the belief that said products are "throwouts ", when such is not the fact; or that the price of said products
has been reduced, when such is not the fact; or that said products
were manufactured for the purpose and with the expectation of
being sold at 5 cents or 10 cents each or at 2 for 25 cents, when such
is not the fact ; the use of the slogan " Now 2 for 5¢ " or any similar
slogan or statement of equivalent meaning which may import or
imply or which may have the capacity or tendency to confuse, mislead, or deceive purchasers into the belief that the price of the products referred to has been recently reduced, when such is not the fact.
Schaefer Cigars, Inc., also agreed that should it ever resume or
indulge in any of the practices in question, this said stipulation of
the facts may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Apr. 20, 1934.)

DIGEST OF FALSE, MISLEADING, AND FRAUDULENT ADVERTISING STIPULATIONS 1
0521. Vendor-Advertiser-Varicose Vein, Leg Troubles, Eczema, and.
Rheumatism Treatments.-A. C. Liepe Pharmacy, Inc. (a "Wisconsin
corporation) trading under the name of Liepe Methods Institute,
vendor-advertiser, of Milwaukee, Wis., is engaged in selling treatments for varicose veins, leg troubles, leg sores, eczema, and rheumatism, and in advertising represented:
LEG TROUBLES VANISH

Don't suffer any longer. The Liepe method relieves and permanently benefits
varicose ulcers, enlarged and swollen veins, eczema, etc.
HEAL LEG SORES

The Liepe method of home treatment quickly relieves open leg sores, swelling,
varicose veins, milk or fever leg, eczema, etc.
Free from leg troubles.
Don't sutl'er from the embarrassment and handicap of leg diseases any longer.
Enjoy sound, healthy legs.
How to successfully heal varicose veins, ulcers, sores, and other leg diseases
by the Llepe method.
There Is no need to suffer.
-here Is a way to permanently heal your legThere is a Llepe method for every leg aliment.
The Ltepe method will bring you the joy and happiness of perfect
health • • •.
It quickly ends pain, burning, Itching, swelling, etc.
Its benefits are permanent and lasting • • •.
The Llepe method for leg sores permanently heals sores regardless of their
size and age.
Make up your mind to end your leg trouble.
Even the oldest and most serious cases of leg sores have successfully yielded
to the Liepe method.
The Liepe method for leg sores provides the proper scientific treatment for
any leg sore, regardless of its age or stage.
Wounds stay healed.
A wound once healed by the Liepe method' stays healed.
Eczema • • • Regardless of how long you have suffered or how recently
you have contracted the disease, you can find Immediate relief and permanent
benefits with the Liepe method.
1 0! the special board of Investigation, with publishers, advertiRing agencies, broad·
casters, and vendor-advertisers. Period covered Is that o! this volume, namely, June 19,
1933, to Apr. 23, 1984, Inclusive. For digests of previous stlpulntlons, see vols. 14, 15,
16, and 17 of Commission's Decisions.
For description of the creation and work of tbe special board, see vol. 14, p. 602 et seq.
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The Liepe method for eczema goes down into the very beginning of the
(Jisease and conquers it.
• • • the Llepe method for baby eczema by healing many of the so-called
•• incurable " cases • • •.
It successfully heals baby eczema, because it reaches the very source of the
{llsease • • •.
• • • the leading scientific way to heal varicose veins, leg sores, and
<lther leg diseases.
Rubber or elastic stockings. These stockings are of absolutely no use in the
treatment of open leg sores or milk legs. • • • Instead of helping the leg
they harm it a great deal.
No one suffering from leg disease should wear rubber bandages.
Removing enlarged veins or ligating or tying them off are useless. • • •
the big specialists of Germany have found that the operation is ineffective.
Whatever your leg disease may be; whatever stage it may be in ; regardless
of how many remedies you may have tried you can rely upon the Llepe method
to help you.
The Llepe methods • • • are acclaimed the most effective means to
completely heal leg diseases.
You, too, can forever free yourself from the pain and discomfort of your
leg disease.
The Liepe methods • • • are prepared for your particular case. They
reach the "roots" of the cause, remove them, and permanently heal your
ailment.
Complete Liepe treatment for one leg, $4.
Complete Liepe treatment for two legs, $5.
The Liepe method for rheumatism reaches the source of rheumatism.

Respondent admits that in aid of the sale of the commodities it
and its said predecessor have sent to prospective purchasers letters
bearing the notation :
Personally dictated by W. G. Gehrs, registered pharmacist in charge-

when in truth and in fact such letters were not personally dictated but were circular or form letters.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating,
or causing to be published or circulated any statement which is
false or misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting
the sale of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to
cease and desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That any benefits that may be derived from any of said
medicinal preparations will be permanent or lasting, or;
(b) Generally that any of said medicinal preparations is a competent treatment for or that it will heal varicose ulcers, varicose
veins, enlarged and swollen veins, leg sores, milk or fever leg, leg
troubles, leg diseases, eczema, rheumatism, or;
(c) That the use of any of said medicinal preparations will {1)
Cause any ailment to vanish; (2) free the user from leg troubles,
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pain, or discomfort; (3) end pain, burning, itching, swelling, leg
troubles; (4) bring perfect health; (5) produce sound healthy legs;
( 6) conquer eczema;
{d) That the availability of any of said medicinal preparations
makes suffering from leg diseases unnecessary, or;
(e) That respondent has a treatment for every leg ailment, or;
{f) That any of said medicinal preparations will reach the source
of eczema, reach the roots of the cause of any ailment, or reach the
source of rheumatism, or;
(g) That any of said medicinal preparations will be effective in
the treatment of leg sores regardless of size, age, stage, severity,
condition, nature, or cause of such sores, or regardless of the number
of remedies the prospective purchaser has previously tried; or
(h) That any of said medicinal preparations will be effective in
the treatment of eczema or afford immediate relief regardless of
when contracted or how long a person has suffered; or
(i) That no one suffering from leg disease should wear rubber
bandage; or
{j) That rubber or elastic stockings are useless in the treatment of
leg sores or milk leg or that such stockings are harmful; or
(k) That any of said medicinal preparations has healed or will
heal so-called " incurable " cases of eczema; or
(l) That any of said medicinal preparations are prepared for a
prospective purchaser's particular or individual case; or
(m) That a stated price is the price of a complete treatment,
unless all medicine necessary for the treatment of the ailment mentioned is furnished at that price; or
(n) That the removal of ligating of enlarged veins is useless or
that operations are ineffective;
and all representations and statements equivalent or similar thereto
in form or substance.
Respondent further stipulates and agrees in soliciting the sale of
and selling said medicinal preparations in interstate commerce to
cease and desist from( a) Using the word "institute" as a part of its trade name; and
(b) Sending to prospective purchasers form or circular letters
bearing a notation that such letters have been personally dictated.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said A. C. Liepe
Pharmacy, Inc., should ever resume or indulge. in any practice violative of the provisions of this agreement this said stipulation as to
the facts may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (June 26, 1933.)
0522. Vendor-Advertiser- Feminine Hygiene Products. -'Varner's
Renowned Remedies Co. (a Del a ware corporation), with its place
of Lusiness in :Minneapolis, :Minn., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in
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selling Dr. H. H. 'Varner's Vaginal Suppositories and Vaginal
Creme, and in advertising represented:
FEMININE HYGIENE

Greatest boon to women is Dr. 'Varner's renowned suppositories. Make
proper hygiene avallable at all times. Endorsed by thousands of women.
Large box, with full instructions, mailed postpaid in plain wrapper, $1. Send
today. Satisfaction guaranteed. Free booklet upon request.
WARNER'S RENOWNED REMEDY COMPANY

2 East 25th Street, Minneapolis, Minn.

and in printed folders and circulars:
DB.

'VARNER'S RENOWNED VAGINAL SUPPOSITORIES

A necessity to every woman-Safe--Sure--Dependable. For peace of mind.
Dr. H. H. Warner's suppositories are effective.
The active ingredients of Dr. Warner's suppositories have a germ-killing
power approximately many times as great as pure phenol (carbolic acid).
For the protection of herself again!lt germ life, womankind has heretofore
resorted to the use of poisonous compounds, which are harmful. • • •
Years ago we did not understand the importance of precautionary personal
hygiene. Today we do.
For peace of mind use Dr. H. H. Warner's renowned vaginal suppositories.
DR. H. H. WARNER'S RENOWNED VAGINAL CREME

Indispensable for married women.
A positive protection against invading germs. Safe, sure, dependable.
Vaginal creme does not contain any harmful substances such as bichloride
of mercury, corrosive sublimate, carbolic acid, or similar dangerous drugs, yet
It possesses all of their powerful antiseptic properties.
Vaginal creme is prepared with a jelly base, which allows lts wonderful
antiseptic properties to combine readily with the vaginal secretion, and thus it
is positively carried by it into every fold and crevice throughout the entire
vaginal passage and thus produces a safe, sure, most satisfactory state of
complete vaginal antisepsis.

The Federal Trade Commission, from an investigation made, has
reason to believe that the foregoing statements are incorrect, exaggerated, and misleading, to the injury of the public and of legitimate
competitors in that the text indicates to readers that these products
are effective contraceptives or abortifacients, whereas the formulas
disclose that said preparations are not entitled to the classification
of contraceptives or abortifacients, and that they cannot be depended upon to prevent conception or to produce abortion; and, further, that there is no Dr. H. H. Warner at present connected with
respondent's business, and the formulas now used by respondent are
not those originally prepared by said Dr. H. H. Warner.
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In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commiss1on this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and represents that prior to the receipt of notice of this action
it had been for some weeks engaged in a general revision of its
advertising, and that recent changes in the formulas and labels for
these particular commodities were being made, and that since the
said hearing such changes have been completed and submitted to and
passed by the Food and Drug Administration of the Department
of Agriculture without adverse criticism.
Respondent stipulates and agrees in soliciting the sale of and
selling said Dr. H. H. \Varner's vaginal suppositories and Dr. H. H.
Warner's vaginal creme in interstate commerce to cease and desist
from publishing and circulating, or causing to be published or circulated any statement or representation directly upon the responsibility of the undersigned respondent, or indirectly as purporting to
be upon the responsibility or in the words of another, which is false
or misleading; and specifically stipulates and agrees, in soliciting
the sale of and selling said products in interstate commerce, to cease
and desist from describing, labeling, branding, or designating same
either inferentially or otherwise as effective contraceptives or abortifacients.
Respondent further stipulates and agrees to eliminate from its
future advertising copy and follow-up literature statements, claims,
or representations beyond the limits of therapeutic claims permitted
on the labels by the Food and Drug Administration of the Department of Agriculture.
Respondent furthermore stipulates and agrees to discontinue the
use of the word "doctor" and also the initials "H. H." in its
literature advertising the Warner's remedies.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said \Varner's Renowned
Remedies Co. should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative
Q£ the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the
facts may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (June 26, 1933.)
0523. :Publisher-Hair Dye.-The publisher of a midwest daily newspaper of wide interstate circulation printed, published, and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and vendor
of hair dye.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or
the publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before the Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party
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respondent in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before
the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and
desist order based on such charges which may be issued; and also
agrees to observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stip·
ulation or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which it has notice. (June 26, 1933.)
0524. :Publisher-Fat Reducing Tea.-The publisher of a screen
maga.:Mne of wide interstate circulation printed, published, and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and vendor
of fat reducing tea.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or
the publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before
the Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist
order based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees
to observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation
or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of
which it has notice. (June 26, 1933.)
0525. :Publisher-Bust Developer.-The publisher of a movingpicture magazine of wide interstate circulation printed, published,
and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and
vendor of a cream alleged to be an efficient bust developer, etc.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the
publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before the
Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent
in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist order
based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees to observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation or
other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which
it has notice. (June 26, 1933.)
0526. :Publisher-Hair Balsam and :Piles Treatment.-The publisher of
a fireside magazine of wide interstate circulation printed, published,
and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and
vendors of a balsam for the head and hair, and a home treatment
for piles.
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In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser, and
represents it has no interest, right, or title in said advertisements,
or in the business of said advertisers, proposed respondents herein,
and if it may have any such interest, it hereby waives its right to be
heard thereon, both as to the advertisers herein named and the Federal Trade Commission; that said publisher waives its right to be
made a party respondent to said proposed complaints against the advertisers herein named, for the protection of any such right; that
both as to the Federal Trade Commission and the advertisers herein
named, it waives any such right which may be adversely affected by
any cease and desist order the Commission may make or issue upon
such complaints against the advertisers, touching the subject matter
of said proposed complaints; and that in favor of the Federal Trade
Commission and the advertisers herein named, it hereby waives any
such rights which may be adversely affected by any stipulation hereinafter entered into by and between the Federal Traue Commission
and the advertisers aforesaid, relating to the subject matter of said
proposed complaints. (June 2G, 1933.)
0527. Publisher-Gland Tonic.-The publisher of a home magazine
of wide interstate circulation printed, published, and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading statements,
claims, and representations for the manufacturer and vendor of an
alleged. tonic to invigorate the glands.
In a stipulation filed with anu approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the auvertiser and
represents:
That it has no interest, right, or title in said advertisements, or
in the business of said advertiser,, proposed respondent herein, and
if it may have any such interest it hereby waives its right to be
heard thereon, both as to the advertiser herein named and the Fed·
eral Trade Commission;
That it waives its right to be made a party respondent to said proposed complaint against the advertiser herein named for the protection of any such right;
That both as to the Federal Trade Commission and the advertiser
herein named, it waives any such right which may be adversely
affected by any cease and desist order the Commission may make or
issue upon such complaint against the advertiser touching the subject
matter of said proposed complaint; and
That in favor of the Federal Trade Commission and the advertiser herein named, it hereby waives any such rights which may be
adversely affected by any stipulation hereinafter entered into by
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.and between the Federal Trade Commission and the advertiser aforesaid, relating to the subject matter of said proposed complaint.
(June 26, 1933.)
0528. Publisher-Feminine Hygiene Appliance.-The publisher of a
home magazine of wide interstate circulation printed, published, and
-circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading
statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and
vendor of vaginal caps to prevent conception.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser and
represents:
That it has no interest, right, or title in said advertisements, or in
the business of said advertiser, proposed respondent herein, and if it
may have any such interest it hereby waives its right to be heard
thereon, both as to the advertiser herein named and the Federal
Trade Commission;
That said publisher waives its right to be made a party respondent
to said proposed complaint against the advertiser herein named for
the protection of any such right;
That both as to the Federal Trade Commission and the advertiser
herein named, it waives any such right which may be adversely affected by any cease and desist order the Commission may make or
issue upon such complaint against the advertiser touching the subject
matter of said proposed complaint; and
That in favor of the Federal Trade Commission and the advertiser
herein named, it hereby waives any such rights which may be adversely affected by any stipulation hereinafter entered into by and
between the Federal Trade Commission and the advertiser aforesaid,
relating to the subject matter of said proposed complaint. (June
26, 1933.)
0529. Publisher-Brassieres.-The publisher of a family magazine
of wide interstate circulation printed, published, and circulated advertisements alleged to contain .false and misleading statements,
claims, and representations for the manufacturer and vendor of
brassieres for women.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the
publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before
the Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the
Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease-and
desist order based on such charges which may be issued; and also
agrees to observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any
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stipulation or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which it has notice. (June 26, 1933.)
0530. Vendor-Advertiser-Cream System of Form Development.Alice Valentine, Inc. of New York City, vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling a course for women, designated "Miss Broadway
System of Form Development", and in advertising represented:
FLAT-CHESTED?
ALLURING CURVES NOW EASY TO GET!

Beautiful, well-rounded bosom, arms, neck always attract-are always
admired.
You, too, can acquire alluring curves this easy, scientific way of form development. Merely try the amazing "Charme Cream", together with the unique
"Miss Broadway Developer", and note the startling improvement.
Then watch your breasts develop, notice the wonderful change, a change so
alluring that you will marvel at the results.
Remember that Charme Cream bas been developpd for tbls very purpose.
It is a scientific compound of purest and best ingredients, specially made with
this one objective. • • •
Do not skip a day. Those half-starved tissues are hungry for the development you offer them. • • •
And most Important of all, the new great, large-sized jar of Charme
Cream. • • •

some of which statements are deemed by the Federal Trade Commission to be misleading, to the injury of the public and of competitors,
in that the representations are so worded as to imply that the said
"Charme Cream" has some properties that, externally applied, will
feed flesh or build tissue, whereas it is no more than a massage
cream to facilitate rubbing; and there is no ingredient in its composition which will penetrate the skin or feed the flesh or build tissue
underneath the skin.
In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
and agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or
causing to be published or circulated any statement which is false or
misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the
sale of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease
and desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise: Said
Charme Cream either directly or inferentially as a body nourisher,
a flesh feeder or a tissue builder; or from describing same as being
other than a massage cream, i.e., a cream to be rubbed on when advertised as part of a method for developing the body.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said Alice Valentine,
Inc., should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the
provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts
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may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (July 10, 1933.)
0531. Publisher-Philodermine Salve.-The publisher of a motionpicture magazine of wide interstate circulation printed, published,
and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and
vendor of a salve or ointment known as "Philodermine Salve."
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the
publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before
the Commission, and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the
Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease-anddesist order based on such charges which may be issued; and also
agrees to observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any
stipulation or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which he has notice. (July 10, 1933.)
0532. Vendor-Advertiser - Fat-Reducing Medic a ti on. - Chapman
Health Products Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling Faid, an alleged fat-reducing medication, and in
advertising represented :
Reduce fat the sane way.
Fald for reducing weight.
Lose loose fat quickly by taking Fald, a doctor's prescription for reducing
weight scientifically.
E~t what you like.
Take ofr fat the surest way.
Fald burns up the fat-forming foods.
Removes fat where 1t is most conspicuous.
Fnid has the tendency to reduce the desire for fat-forming foods.
Lose fat without starving.

when in truth and in fact said statements are considered by the
Federal Trade Commission to be incorrect in certain respects and
exaggerated and misleading in others in that:
1. Said preparation cannot be depended upon to reduce fat in all
cases.
2. The use of said preparation is not a sure method of reducing
fat.
3. Said preparation is not a scientific treatment for obesity.
4. Satisfactory results may not be expected without the observance
of a diet.
5. Said preparation will not burn up fat-forming foods or remove
fat where it is most conspicuous;
6. Said preparation does not have the tendency to reduce the desire
for fat-forming foods.
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In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations tothe Federal Trade Commission and represents that it has of its own
volition definitely discontinued the advertising of said commodity,
and does not intend at this time to re,sume such advertising in the
future. Respondent further stipulates and agrees that in the event
it decides to resume advertising again, such future advertising will
be made to conform to the rulings or precedents established by the
Federal Trade Commission; and in particular that such advertising
will not repre.sent:
(a) That said preparation can generally be depended upon to
reduce fat;
(b) That said preparation is a sure treatment for obesity;
(c) That said preparation is a scientific treatment for obesity;
(d) That reduction in weight may be expected from the use of
said preparation without the observance of a diet;
(e) That said preparation will burn up fat-forming foods;
(f) That the use of said preparation will cause fat to be removed
where it is most conspicuous;
(g) That said preparation has the tendency to reduce the desire
for fat-forming foods.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said Chapman Health
Products Co. should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative
of the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the
facts may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. {July 31, 1933.)
0533. Vendor-Advertiser-Thynn Tabs.-Thynn Tab Co., successor
to Obesity Research Bureau, Inc., of Fifth Avenue, New York City,
vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling Thynn Tabs and in advertising represented:
Thynn Tabs offer a simple and effective, yet safe method of reducing and
acquiring the beauty and grace of a trim figure.
Overweight may be overcome by the Thynn Tab method.
The Thynn 'l'ab method is scientific-and has been painstakingly developed
to offer overweight reduction for the four types of excessive fat people • • •.
Now you may have that beautiful figure you've wanted.
Check your weight and at the first warning use the Thynn Tab method which
restores proper balance, the lack of which causes overweight.
Learn how to reduce safely and effectively with Thynn Tabs.
Learn why overweight shortens your natural span of years.
Fat Is dangerous-a menace to life.

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
and agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or
causing to be published or circulated any statement which is false or
misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the sale
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of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease and
desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That the use of said medicinal preparation will, of itself,
cause a reduction in weight, produce a beautiful or trim figure, or
restore a proper balance, or
(b) That the use of said medicinal preparation in conjunction
with the observance of any regimen prescribed by respondent will
cause a reduction in weight in all cases, or
(a) That overweight shortens life; or
(d) That fat is dangerous or a menace to life; and that all representa;tions and statements equivalent or similar thereto in form or
substance.
Respondent further stipulates and agrees in soliciting the sale of
said medicinal preparation to cease and desist from using the word
" overcome " to describe any results that may be expected from the
use of said preparation alone or in conjunction with any regimen
prescribed.
Respondent further stipulates and agrees that in any advertisements hereafter published in aid of the sale in interstate commerce
of any method or system for reducing weig,ht, of which the use of
said preparation is a part, the essential details of all parts of such
method or system will be stated in equally conspicuous terms. (July
31, 1933.)

0534. Vendor-Advertiser-Christmas Cards.-Charley Schwer, of
Westfield, Mass., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling Christmas
cards and in advertising represented:
s- fast sellers pay Christmas card salespeople up to $12 dally. Every call
a sale. 3 big profits every call.

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
and agrees in soliciting agents, sales persons, or dealers to sell said
merchandise in interstate commerce, to cease and desist from publishing and circulating, or causing to be published and circulated any
statement or representation directly upon the responsibility of the
undersigned respondent, or indirectly as purporting to be upon the
responsibility or in the words of another, which is false or misleading; and specifically stipulates and agrees
(a) That respondent will not represent or hold out as a chance or
an opportunity any amount in excess of what has actually been
accomplished by one or more of respondent's sales persons under
· normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business;
(b) That respondent will not represent or hold out as maximum
earnings by the use of such expressions as "up to", "as high as",
or any equivalent expression, any amount in excess of what has
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actually been accomplished by one or more of respondent's sales persons under normal conditions in the due course of respondent's
business; and
(a) That in future advertising where a modifying word or phrase
is used in direct connection with a specific claim or representation
of earnings, such word or phrase shall be printed in type equally
conspicuous with, as to form, and at least one-fourth the size of the
type used in printing such statement, claim, or representation of
earnings. (July 31, 1933.)
0535. Vendor-Advertiser-Stomach Ulcer Treatment.-Philip H. Reed
and W. M. Thebaut, of Atlanta, Ga., trading as Volgar Co., vendoradvertiser, is engaged in selling Volgar treatment for stomach
ulcers, etc., and in advertising represented:
STOMACH

Troubles healed, lasting relief from ulcers, hyperacidity, gas pains, indigestion. Correct the cause with this inexpensive guaranteed treatment. No
operation. Liberal diet. Write today for information.
How to recognize hyperacidity, gas, Indigestion-which often lead to ulcers.When the stomach Is out of "chemical balance "-too much acid In the system- all kinds of stomach disorders may arise, such as indigestion, gas pains,
sour stomach, constipation, nervousness, dizziness, bad breath, bad taste in the
mouth, headache, nausea, poor appetite, heart palpitation, and serious stomach
ulcers. Acidity is not usually a temporary condition, but a disease, and should
be treated as such with the best treatment you can secure. To let these
troubles continue may lead to dangerous and serious results.
Stomach ulcers.-Ulcers, regardless of their location are notlling more or less
than raw sores, and when located in the etorpach, proper treatment involves, as
much as possible, the relief of the ulcers from irritation by foods, and acids.
The proper treatment should furnish a protective coating for the inflamed or
ulcerated tissues, thus protecting them, and giving them a thorough opportunity to heal. The purpose of the Volgar treatment is to heal ulcers, whether
located in the stomach, duodenum, or lower tracts.
The purpose of Volgar treatment is to correct hyperacidity and assist in
healing ulcerated stomach. Operations, in ulcer cases, are not always successful and most people dread and are fearful of the knife. They are usually
expensive and cause a spending of considerable time in a hospital and a long
period in recovering strength. An operation removes the ulcer, but does not
correct the cause of the trouble. Therefore ulcers may occur again. Stomach
ulcers are a serious matter. If allowed to grow they attack the deeper structures ot the stomach walls and in time may prove fatal.
Volgar is a scientific preparation, compounded after a careful study of the
causes of stomach troubles, and is designed to reach the source of your trouble
and correct the cause of your trouble. We realize that you desire permanent
and lasting relief, and this is just what Volgar should bring to you. This
treatment is a safe, sane, quick-acting, and el!ective remedy for hyperacidity •
and stomach ulcers, and other stomach disorders caused by these troubles.
We honestly believe that no better preparation, for the treatment of acidity
and stomach ulcers <>an possibly be compounded than Volgar treatment. The
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taking of plain, raw soda, which affords only temporary relief, may eventually
cause a condition that will prove worse than the original trouble.
TONIC EFFECT OF VOLGAB

Volgar treatment has a wonderful effect as a tonic for the stomach. Most
sufferers feel a decided beneficial effect within a few days after beginning
this treatment. '!'hose who are run-down, emaciated, and under weight usually
begin to gain in weight within a short time, after beginning this treatment, and
gradually continue to gain until they are back to their normal weight and
health.
Volgar treatment corrects this trouble (constipation), in most cases, without the neces~ity of other laxatives or purgatives. Volgar does this work
smoothly and safely. It should absolutely regulate the bowels to normalcy
if taken according to directions.
Volgar treatment is in no sense a "patent medicine", but is a carefully
compounded prescription formula and made of the :finest ingredients.
It is of the utmost importance that you begin treating your stomach trouble
as soon as possible.-,Yhy continue to suffer with the tortures of stomach
ulcers, or other stomach disorders and complaints, when you should be able
to correct and rid your system of tl1ese disorders, which cause these ailments,
with Volgar treatment, which is sold under an iron-clad guarantee of complete
satisfaction.
STOMACH SUFFERERS-ULCERS, ACIDITY, GAS, PAINS, INDIGESTION

Quick Relief-No Operation
These and similar stomach disorders are quickly banished with Volgar treatment with no loss of time and without a starvation diet. It is fully guaranteed
to give you complete satisfaction.
STOMACH TROUBLES HEALED

Why suffer with ulcers, hYlleracidity, gas pains, indigestion, and similar disorders? Treat the cause at a moderate cost at home with a noted doctor's
treatment. Quick and permanent relief. No operation, no loss of working
time, liberal diet. Volgar is guaranteed to give complete satisfaction or money
refunded.
You need no longer fear there is no hope, for it is our sincere and honest
belief that our Volgar treatment is the very remedy you need to restore your
stomach to healthy, normal condition. If YU\11 are troubled and suffer from
stomach ulcers, acidity, gas pains, indigestion, toxic condition, chronic constipa·
tion, or any similar form of stomach disturbances, you owe it to yourself and
your f.amily to give Volgar a trial with no risk to you, for this treatment ls
backed by a guarantee of complete satisfaction or your money refunded in full.
If you really have some form of stomach trouble, we feel sure if you actually
knew what lasting benefit Volgar-may bring to you-your order would have
come in long ago, and no doubt by this time you. would be writing us a happy
and joyous letter telling of the wonderful benefit received.
Volgar is a remedy of the very highest quality. This splendid preparation
ls a noted doctor's prescription formula, and used by him for many years in his
practice for the treatment of various stomach ailments.
1020110"--811-vor.. 18--33
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It is our honest .and sincere belief that no better preparation can be made
for the treatment of ulcers, hyperacidity, gas pains, sour stomach, toxic condition, constipation, and similar forms of stomach disorders than Volgar.
The purpose of Volgar is to reach the root of your trouble and correct the
cause of your trouble. We know that you want permanent and lasting reliefnot merely temporary relief.

The Federal Trade Commission, from an investigation made, has
reason to believe that the foregoing statements are incorrect, exaggerated, and misleading, to the injury of the public and of legitimate
competitors, in that:
(a) The preparation is compounded from a U.S.P. formula and
contains bismuth, magnesia, sodium bicarbonate, and calcium, with
starch as a binder.
(b) While this preparation can be considered as a mild antacid
and laxative, of benefit in sour stomach, hyperacidity, colic due to
gas, and in constipation, and due to the bismuth content it might
have a soothing effect on the irritated stomach caused by hyperacidity, it would not constitute a treatment for stomach ulcers or heal
stomach troubles as stated in the advertising.
In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or causing
to be published or circulated, any statement which is false or misleading and. specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the sale of
and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease and
desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That said tablets-Volgar treatment-are anything but a mild
antacid and laxative.
(b) That said tablets are an effective treatment or beneficial in the
treatment of ills of the stomach other than sour stomach, hyperacidity, colic due to gas, and constipation.
(c) That said tablets will heal stomach troubles.
(d) That said tablets will afford permanent or lasting relief from
ulcers, hyperacidity, gas pains, imligestion, or constipation.
(e) That said tablets will reach the root or correct the cause of
ulcers, hyperacidity, gas pains, indigestion, or constipation.
(f) That said tablets will afford relief from pain and ills due to
ulcers of the stomach or duodenum unless such representations are
limited to conditions caused by hyperacidity and so specified in
equally conspicuous terms in direct connection with the representation.
(g) That such tablets banish or will rid the system of disorders
which cause ulcers, hyperacidity, gas pains, indigestion, or constipation.
(h) That said tablets will restore the stomach to a normal condition.
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(i) That said tablets are compounded from a noted doctor's prescription formula.
and all representations and statements equivalent thereto in form or
substance.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said Philip S. Reed and
W. M. Thebaut, or either of them, should ever resume or indulge in
any practice violative of the provisions of this agreement, this said
stipulation as to the facts may be used in evidence against them in
the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (July
31, 1933.)
0536. Vendor-Advertiser-Iron.-The Sunshine Products Co. of Chicago, Ill., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling the Sunshine iron
and in advertising represented:
[Illustration of gas Iron]
ENDS DBUDGERY OF !BONING

BIGGEST MONEY MAKEB OUT

First instant lighting iron ever o1Iered agents-make $75 a week-every
woman wants this newest invention I
Hundreds now easily making up to $15 a day, selling Sunshine iron. Start
now I Try 15 days-know why this is the most convenient, economical iron.
Free-Information, liberal agent's proposition, 15 days trial offer! Write
today I

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees in soliciting agents, sales persons, or dealers to sell said merchanclise in interstate commerce, to cease and desist from publishing
and circulating, or causing to be published and circulated any statement or representation directly upon the responsibility of the undersigned respondent, or indirectly as purporting to be upon the responsibility or in the words of another, which is false or misleading; and
specifically stipulates and agrees:
(a) That respondent will not make unmodified representations or
claims of earnings of sales in excess of the average earnings of the
active full-time sales persons of respondent achieved under normal
conditions in the due course of respondent's business.
(b) That respondent will not represent or hold out as maximum
earnings by the use of such expressions as "up to"," as high as", or
any equivalent expression, any amount in excess of what has actually
been accomplished by one or more of respondent's sales persons under
normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business; and
(c) That respondent will not represent or hold out as a chance or
an opportunity any amount in excess of what has actually been
accomplished by one or more of respondent's sales persons under
normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business.
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(d) That in future advertising where a modifying word or phrase
is used in direct connection with a specific claim or representation of
earnings, such word or phrase shall be printed in type equally conspicuous with, as to form, and at least one-fourth the size of the type
used in printing such statement, claim, or representation of earnings.
(July 31, 1933.)
0537. Vendor-Advertiser-Dresses and Frocks.-'\Vorld's Star-Malloch, Inc., of Grand Rapids, 1\fich., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in
selling dresses and frocks and in advertising represented:
Earn $15 comrul~sion daily, Free dresses. Sell frocks, 3 for $3.98. Amazing
values, stunning fabrics, enchanting styles, quick sales. Experience unnecessary. Outfit free.

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
and agrees in soliciting agents, salespersons, or dealers to sell said
merchandise in interstate commerce, to cease and desist from publishing and circulating, or causing to be published and circulated any
E:tatement or representation directly upon the responsibility of the
undersigned respondent, or indirectly as purporting to be upon the
responsibility or in the words of another which is false or misleading; and specifically stipulates and agrees:
That respondent will not make unmodified representations or
claims of earnings of salespersons in excess of the average earnings
of the active full-time salespersons of respondent achieved under
normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business. (Aug.
7, 1933.)
0538. Vendor-Advertiser-Imitation Diamonds and Rings.-J. R.
Stone, of Wheeling, ·w.Va., trading as Spanish Diamond Co.;
Chinese Ring Co.; and National Jewelry Co., vendor-advertiser, is
engaged in selling imitation and simulated diamonds and rings of
cheap quality and in advertising represented:
Looks $250, beautiful Spanish Imitation diamond for $1.48
Baflles experts. White-gold-appearing sterling. Ladles' or gents', in gift
box. Send no money, Pay postman $1.48 plus postage. Money back If not
delighted! State size. Order now I Address: Spanish Diamond Co., Dept.
14, Wheeling, W.Va.
Beautiful life-time wh!te-gold-appear!ng chromium reproduction of a $300
diamond ring. names experts. Ladies' or gents' in rich gift box. Send no
money. Pay postman 99¢ plus postage (or, remit $1 with order and we wlll
pay postage). 1\Ioney back if not delighted l Order at once! Spanish Dla·
mond Co., Dept. 16, Wheeling, W.Va.
FREE BING OFFER

To introduce our blue-white rainbow flash gems, we w!ll send free a 1 kt.
Spanish imitation diamond ring (looks like $150 stone), for this ad and 15¢
to help pay advertising and handllng expense. National Jewelry Co., Dept.
25-D, Wheeling, W.Va. (2 for 25¢.)
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RARE CHINESE RING

Beautifully embossed with potent "Lucky" symbols of the Orient. You will
prize one of these unique rings. 30¢ each-postpaid-two for 50¢. Please
state size. Chinese Ring Co., Box 894, Wheeling, W.Va.
FREE RING OFFER

To introduce our blue-white rainbow fiash gems, we will send free-a 1 kt.
Spanish imitation diamond ring (looks like $150 stone), for this ad and 154
to help pay advertising and handling expense. National Jewelry Co., Dept.
25-D, Wheeling, W.Va. (2 for 25¢.)
Dear friend: Enclosed is your Spanish diamond-yours to keep-a present
from us • • •. Spanish diamonds do not lose their "lire." It is a fiawless,
scientific reproduction of the genuine diamond • • •.
Now-that you have seen the beauty of this gem, ~'OU will naturally want
one mounted in 11 more valuable and artistic ring 1han we can afford to give
you free of cost.
The beauty of a Spanish diamond is so enhanced when mounted in a heavy
artistic ring that it is practically imi}()~sible to tell it from a genuine diamond
costing hundreds of <lollars.
• • • they will wear a lifetime.
• • • we are able to make the low prices quote(1-about one-half of what
your local jeweler would have to charge you for the work of mounting the gem
in a ring.

The Federal Trade Commission, from an investigation made, has
reason to believe that the foregoing statements are incorrect, exaggerated, and misleading, to the injury of the public and of legitimate
competitors, in that no such thing as a " Spanish diamond " exists,
such trade name having been coined by respondent as a means of
marketing cheap simulations of diamonds made of glass or composition; that the stones or imitation stones used in these rings are not
"gems"; that the rings do not have the appearance of either white
gold or platinum, nor do these counterfeit jewels baflle or deceive
either experts or jewelers or anyone else slightly familiar with such
commodities; and there is nothing Chinese about the so-called "rare
Chinese ring", except the emblems on it.
In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or causing
to be published or circulated, any statement which is false or misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the sale of
and selling its said products in interstate commerce to cease and
desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That respondent's stones "baflle" experts or any other persons familiar with diamonds;
(b) That said imitation stones look like gems worth $250 or $300
or $150 or any other substantial sum; or that they "cannot be told
from genuine diamonds costing many hundreds of dollars";
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(c) That respondent's imitation stones " do not lose their fire ",
or are "flawless", or are "scientific" reproductions, or any "reproductions" whatsoever, of genuine diamonds, or will "wear a lifetime";
(d) That the prices quoted by respondent for mountings are
" about one-half " those charged by local jewelers, unless and until
such be the fact;
(e) That such stones are sent as a "present " from the respondent,
or are to be had "free", so long as the purchaser must pay money
for same.
Uespondent furthermore stipulates and agrees to cease and desi.st
from:
(f) Designating or representing any stone that is not a genuine
diamond, as a "Spanish diamond", or using the word "diamond"
in any way to designate or describe such stone unless modified by
the word "imitation" or its equivalent;
(g) Designating or representing as a " gem " any stone or imitation stone which is not in fact a gem, to wit, a precious or semiprecious stone;
(h) Using any geographical term to designate or describe any
article not imported from the country or place indicated by said
geographical term;
and all representations and statements equivalent thereto in form
or substance.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said J. R. Stone should
ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of
this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be used in
evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which the Commrsswn may issue. (Aug. 7, 1933.)
0539. Vendor-Advertiser-Tire Patch.-J. M. Dubin, trading as
Everbrite Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, Ohio, vendor-advertiser, is
engaged in selling automobile accessories, including a rubber tire
patch designated "shok pruf tire patch", and in advertising represented:
SnoK- PRUF- TIRI!l- PATCH
CAN'T DE BRUIBI!ID

Up to $100 a week selling to stores
It you can sell, we want to get in touch with you. We have a proposition
that commands the respect of any man.

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
and agrees in soliciting agents, sales persons, or dealers to sell said
merchandise in interstate commerce, to cease and desist from publish-
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ing and circulating, or causing to be published and circulated any
statement or representation directly upon the responsibility of the
undersigned respondent, or indirectly as purporting to be upon the
responsibility or in the words of another, which is false or misleading; and specifically stipulates and agrees:
(a) That respondent will not represent or hold out as a chance
or an opportunity any amount in excess of what has actually been
accomplished by one or more of respondent's sales persons under
normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business;
(b) That respondent will not represent or hold out as maximum
earnings by the use of such expressions as "up to", "as high as",
or any equivalent expression, any amount in excess of what has
actually been accomplished by one or more of respondent's sales
persons under normal conditions in the due course of respondent's
business; and
(a) That in future advertising where a modifying word or phrase
is used in direct connection with a specific claim or representation
of earnings, such word or phrase shall be printed in type equally
conspicuous with, as to form, and at least one-fourth the size o£ type
used in printing such statement, claim or representation of earnings.
(Aug. 7, 1933.)
0540. Vendor-Advertiser-Greeting and Christmas Cards.-B. Fidelman trading as Artistic Card Co. of Elmira, N.Y., vendor-advertiser,
is engaged in selling greeting cards and Christmas box assortments
and in advertising represented:
Up to $5 profit on every call you make.
You can make house-to-house calls with the assurance of selling one or more

box assortments on every call.
It is easy to earn $3 to $4 an hour.

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
and agrees in soliciting agents, sales persons, or dealers to sell said
merchandise in interstate commerce, to cease and desist from publishing and circulating, or causing to be published and circulated any
statement or representation directly upon the responsibility of the
undersigned respondent, or indirectly, as purporting to be upon the
responsibility or in the words of another, which is false or misleading; and specifically stipulates and agrees:
(a) That respondent will not represent or hold out as a chance or
an opportunity any amount in excess of what has actually been
accomplished by one or more of respondent's sales persons under
normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business;
(b) That respondent will not represent or hold out as maximum
earnings by the use of such expressions as "up to", "as high as",
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or any equivalent expression, any amount in excess of what has
actually been accomplished by one or more of respondent's sales
persons under normal conditions in the due course of respondent's
business; and
(c) That in future advertising where a modifying word or phrase
is used in direct connection with a specific claim or representation of
earnings, such word or phrase shall be printed in type equally conspicuous with, as to form, and at least one-fourth the size of the
type used in printing such statement, claim, or representation of
earnings ; and
(d) That respondent will not make unmodified representations or
claims of earnings of salespersons in excess of the average earnings
of the active full time salespersons of respondent achieved under
normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said respondent should
ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions
of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be used in
evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 7, 1933.)
0541. Vendor-Advertiser-Sign Specialties.-Neon Products, Inc.,
Lima, Ohio, vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling Neon sign
specialties and in advertising represented:
Revolutwnary-1ow-prlced Neon clock sign with 300 letter changeable sign

outfit free.
Pays you up to $17 an hour.

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees in soliciting agents, salespersons, or dealers to sell said merchandise in interstate commerce, to cease and desist from publishing
and circulating, or causing to be published and circulated any statement or representation directly upon the responsibility of the undersigned respondent, or indirectly as purporting to be upon the responsibility or in the words of another, which is false or misleading; and
specifically stipulated and agrees:
(a) That respondent will not represent or hold out as a chance or
an opportunity any amount in excess of what has actually been
accomplished by one or more of respondent's salespersons under
normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business;
(b) That respondent will not represent or hold out as maximum
earnings by the use of such expressions as "up to", "as high as",
or any equivalent expression, any amount in excess of what has actually been accomplished by one or more of respondent's salespersons
under normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business;
and
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(c) That if in future advertising a modifying word or phrase is
used in direct connection with a specific claim or representation of
earnings, such word or phrase shall be printed in type equally conspicuous with, as to form, and at least one-fourth the size of the type
used in printing such statement, claim, or representation of earnings.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said respondent should
ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of
this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be used in
evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 7, 1933.)
0542. Ven·dor-Advertiser-Toilet Preparations.-Velvetina Co., Inc.,
of Omaha, Nebr., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in manufacturing
and selling various toilet products designated "Velvetina ",
"Egypta ", and "Ladyfair ", and in advertising represented:
HELP WA-NTED

Lady district manager-to travel, appoint local representatives. $50-$75
weekly, plus big commission.~ on representatives' business. Nationally known
toilet goods line. Permanent position, wonderful future. Experience unneces·
sary. Write at once. Velvetina Co., Inc., Omaha, Nebr.

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees in soliciting agents, salespersons, or dealers to sell said merchandise in interstate commerce, to cease and desist from publishing
and circulating, or causing to be published and circulated any statement or representation directly upon the responsibility of the undersigJted respondent, or indirectly as purporting to be upon the responsibility or in the words of another, which is false or misleading; and
specifically stipulates and agrees:
That respondent will not make unmodified representations or
claims of earnings of salespersons in excess of the average earnings
of the active full-time salespersons of respondent achieved under
normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said respondent should
ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of
this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be used in
evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 9, 1933.)
0543. Vendor-Advertiser-Feminine Hygiene Preparation.-Lester A.
Stern and PeterS. Danff, of Chicago, trading as Progressive Laboratories, vendor-advertiser, are engaged in selling H.Y.G. tablets for
female use, and in advertising represented:
Women I Science meets demand for necessary protection. German scientists
have developed an amazing formula now presented as II.Y.G. tablets. Pure,
safe, convenient, and a reliable antiseptic for feminine hygiene, they provide
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the necessary protection to womanhood. Destroys germs without harming deli·
cate membranes. Dry, greaseless, nonpoisonous, nonirritating, and stainless.
No water, liquid antiseptic, or cumbersome accessories needed. Comes in small,
compact package. An e:!!ectlve deodorant.
They provide the necessary protection to womanhood. (Ex. 4.)
Solved I An important problem of modern womanhood. The intelligent practice of feminine hygiene is acknowledged by physicians to be of vital importance
to good health.
Now with the aid of H.Y.G. tablets, a formula endorsed by leading physicians,
modern wives may enjoy the benefits of feminine hygiene without its attendant
problems. • • • Though powerfully germicidal, they are soothing to deli·
cate membranes. (Ex. 5.)
The tablets quickly dissolve, liberating oxygen which instantly penetrates all
the folds and crevices of the mucous membranes. The action provides complete
protection, guarding against infectious germs often present in the vagina.
In spite of their powerful effect upon bacteria, there is no fear of any damage
or harm to the delicate tissues. (Ex. 6.)
No longer need the modern young wife depend upon confusing and misleading
information secured from other women equally misinformed.
Proper protection-problem of modern womanhood now solved.
Complete protection now possible at all times at home or traveling.
These dainty snow-white tablets, whose formula has been used in Germany
for more than 20 years, are being quickly adopted in America by thousands of
fastidious women who are awake to the new, modern, intelligent practice of
feminine hygiene.
The dawn of a new method of feminine hygiene.
Sclenti.fl.c German formula, endorsed by eminent physicians.

The Federal Trade Commission, from an investigation made, has
reason to believe that the foregoing statements are incorrect, exaggerated and misleading, to the injury of the public and of legitimate competitors, in that said tablets are not a germicide that will
act as a contraceptive; will not provide protection to womanhood
against conception; and are not endorsed by leading physicians in
America; neither do the respondents own, operate, or control a
laboratory.
In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Com ..
mission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
and agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or
causing to be published or circulated any statement which is false
or misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the
sale of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease
and desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
That said tablets may be used or relied upon as a contraceptive,
and all representations and statements equivalent thereto in form or
substance.
To overcome the impression upon the mind of the reader that they
are and may be used and relied upon to prevent conception, respondents agree to print in equally conspicuous type in direct connection
with every statement inferring or indicating that the tablets are
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powerful germicides or capable of preventing conception, notice that
the tablets will not kill the human sperm, are not intended for use
as a contraceptive, and cannot be relied upon for such a ,purpose.
It is also stipulated and agreed that the word "laboratories"
will not be used as any part of their firm or trade name unless the
respondents acquire and own, operate, or control a laboratory where
such tablets are made.
It is also stipulated and agreed that, if the said respondents or
either of them should resume or indulge in any practice violative
of the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the
facts may be used in evidence against them in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 9, 1933.)
0544. Vendor-Advertiser-Electric Water Heater Attachments.-E.
Nichols, trading as K wik Electric Co., formerly Service Electric Co.,
Irvington, N.J., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling electric
water-heating attachments for use at spigots, and in advertising
represented:
Men-realize your ambitions! Earn $15 or more daily by hiring others to
work for you. Write at once for particulars. Service Electric Co., 27 Eliza.
beth Avenue, Newark, N.J.

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees in soliciting agents, salespersons, or dealers to sell said merchandise in interstate commerce, to cease and desist from publishing
and circulating, or causing to be published and circulated any statement or representation directly upon the responsibility of the undersigned responden~, or indirectly as purporting to be upon the responsibility or in the words of another, which is false or misleading;
and specifically stipulates and agrees:
That respondent will not make unmodified representations or
claims of earnings of salespersons in excess of the average earnings
of the active full-time salespersons of respondent achieved under normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said respondent should
ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of
this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be used in
evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 9, 1933.)
0545. Vendor-Advertiser-Hair Dye.-A. Rhodes Co., Inc., Lowell,
Mass., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling hair-coloring treatments and preparations and in advertising represented:
Gray spots and faded hair soon look natural again.
It is only because "Rejuvenator" is 100 percent successful that I can give
such a binding guarantee as this.
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Now stop and realize how much natural, young-looking hair Is going to
Improve your appearance.
It restores beautifully • • •.
It keeps you·r hair in its youthful shade.
Thousands of our customers use it regularly to keep their hair dark, natural,
and beautiful.
The natural color is restored slowly and evenly In about 2 weeks' time, and
so gradually that the color becomes natural and glossy without the change
being noticeable to your friends. Rejuvenator Is actually good for the hair;
it rids the scalp of dandruff, and the small quantity of alcohol acts as a tonic
and stimulates the growth of new hair.
In a few days you notice the gray hair is becoming darker, and in from 1
to 3 months the color looks perfectly natural again.
I am sure it would surprise you to know of the many thousands of people
(both men and women) who keep their hair dark and youthful with "Rhodes'
Gray Hair Rejuvenator."
Letters from users have proved "Rejuvenntor" to be nearly 100 percent
f!Uccessful • • •.
Rejuvenator is unlike the usual restorers and colors beautifully and naturally without streaking.
• • • this modern, successful treatment would make you look many years
younger-simply by imparting a natural, youthful beauty to your hair.
• • • how It contained purifying, antiseptic ingredients which not only
strengthened the scalp but actually stopped dandruff and itching.
When the second and third bottles are used, the color quickly deepens to a
natural attractive shade.
Hair that was originally a sandy or blond shade soon looks pretty and
natural again. On the other hand, white hair that was originally black wlll
require a much longer treatment-sometimes a full 8 months-for the color
to deepen and become natural again.
• • • it is simply a question of time before the color will deepen to the
original shade of your hair.
• • • if someone offered to bring back all the natural color and beauty
to your hair and told you that it would make you look 10 years youngerwhat would you give?

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
and agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or
causing to be published or circulated, any statement which is false
or misleading, and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting
the sale of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to
cease and desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise
that respondent's product will:
(a) Make the hair natural again, or give it a natural appearance,
or color it naturally, or bring back or restore the natural color; or
(b) Tiring back or restore its youthful shade, or deepen the color
to its original shade; or
(c) Rid the scalp of dandruff, or actually" stop" dandruff; or
(d) Is 100 percent successful, or nearly so; and all representations
and statements equivalent thereto in form and substance.
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Respondent furthermore, as an evidence of its good intention, will
publish, in connection with printed testimonial letters that describe
the resultant color of the hair as "natural", a statement in substance
as follows: " Read this: 'Vhile man can produce a shade so perfect
and ' so like the natural color ' that most people are entirely satisfied, it must be understood that the color is not produced by nature,
but is imparted to the hair by the preparation used."
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said A. Rhodes Co., Inc.,
should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative to the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be
used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which the
Commission may issue. (Aug. 9, 1933.)
0546. Vendor-Advertiser-Greeting Cards and Folders.-G. V. Holton,
trading as Engraveo-Craft, of Minneapolis, Minn., vendor-advertiser,
is engaged in selling greeting cards and folders in assorted lots and
in advertising represented:
1\lake up to $2,000 between now and Christmas selling deluxe box assortments
of Christmas cards.

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees in soliciting agents, salespersons, or dealers to sell said merchandise in interstate commerce, to cease and desist from publishing
and circulating, or causing to be published and circulated any statement or representation directly upon the responsibility of the undersigned respondent, or indirectly as purporting to be upon the responsibility or in the words of another, which is false or misleading; and
specifically stipulates and agrees:
(a} That respondent will not represent or hold out as a chance or
an opportunity any amount in excess of what has actually been accomplished by one or more of respondent's salespersons under normal
conditions in the due course of respondent's business;
(b) That respondent will not represent or hold out as maximum
earnings by the use of such expressions as "up to", "as high as", or
any equivalent expression, any amount in excess of what has actually
been accomplished by one or more of respondent's salespersons under
normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business; and
(c) That in future advertising where a modifying word or phrase
is used in direct connection with a specific claim or representation o{
earnings, such word or phrase shall be printed in type equally conspicuous with, as to form, and at least one-fourth the size of the type
nsed in printing such statement, claim, or representation of earnings.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said respondent should
ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of
this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be used in
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evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 9, 1933.)
0547. Vendor-Advertiser-Razor Blade Stropper.-Kriss Kross Corporation, St. Louis, Mo., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling a
razor blade stropper designated "Automatic Shaving 'Wizard", and
in advertising represented:
EXTRA MONEY FOB YOU

No lay offs, no cut wages on this job! Just stick this invention in your
pocket, demonstrate to friends, and collect profits up to $75 in a week I

and in follow-up literature:
Now make up to $35 a day passing out free gifts.
Earn up to $150 a week in a new easy way passing out free gifts.
A! en have earned over $50 a day simply doing this I
Now at last I Up to $150 a week profit passing out free gifts-guaranteed
success offer.
New, senatlonal, big-money plan!

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
and agrees in soliciting agents, salespersons, or dealers to sell said
merchandise in interstate commerce, to cease and desist from publishing and circulating, or causing to be published and circulated any
Ftatement or representation directly upon the responsibility of the
undersigned respondent, or indirectly as purporting to be upon the
responsibility or in the words of another, which is false or misleading; and specifically stipulate and agree'(a) That respondent will not represent or hold out as a chance or
an opportunity any amount in excess of what has actually been
accomplished by one or more of respondent's salespersons under
normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business;
(b) That respondent will not represent or hold out as maximum
earnings by the use of such expressions as "up to", "as high as", or
any equivalent expression, any amount in excess of what has actually
been accomplished by one or more of respondent's salespersons under
normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business; and
(o) That in future advertising where a modifying word or phrase
is used in direct connection with a specific claim or representation
of earnings, such word or phrase shall be printed in type equally
conspicuous with, as to form, and at least one-fourth the size of the
type used in printing such statement, claim, or representation of
earnings.
.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said respondent should
ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions
of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be used
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in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which the
Commission may issue. (Aug.14, 1933.)
0548. Vendor-Advertiser-Charms, :Books, Charts, and Novelties.Theodore ·wilson Messick, of Camden, N.J., vendor-advertiser, is
engaged in selling charms, talismans, symbols, curios, divining rods,
gazing crystals, herb remedies, and books on magic and black arts,
marriage and sex problems, money schemes, hypnotism, fortunetelling, astrology, and luck, and in advertising represented:
LOVERS' PERFUME

By Many Called " Love Drops "
A new creation, an enchanting powerful aroma. Rich and poor, old and
young, surrender to its charm. $2.50 size for $1 postpaid, with instructions for
How to Woo and How to Win.
Address T. W. Messick, 1136 S. 7th St., Camden, N.J.
YOUNG AT 250 YEARS OF AGE

Nature's Remedy May Some Day Prove to be the "Fountain of Youth."
Li Chung-Yun, of China, was born in 1677. In the year 1827 the Chinese
Government sent official felicitations to him on attaining his !50th birthday.
He has married and outlived 23 wives and is now living with his 24th at the
age of 252 years.
For 200 years ginseng root has been a part of his diet every day.
Note.-We can furnish Ginseng Root at 35¢ per box, or 4 boxes for $1.
'Ve owe It to ourselves and to our Creator to retain our youth as long us
possible.
CURE YOURSELF NATURE'S WAY
CALUMET HERB
LAXATIVE NATURE'S REMEUY

Save money by ordering 2 boxes and learn for yourself how quickly this
wonderful nature remedy will bring health and happiness to every member of
your family.

and in printed catalogs and circulars:
HIDDEN TREASURES

How and Where to Find Them
ANCIENT AND MODERN DIVINING RODS

The Latest Book on This Great Subject-a $2 Investment That May Mean a
Fortune to You
Don't buy or sell real estate until you have investigated by this wonderful
psychic power in yourself.
By the same gold, silver, copper, iron, salt, zinc, and other precious minerals
were located all through France, England, Switzerland, and Germany; some of
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the f.:>remost geologists and miners "moloyed this wonderful power successfully
to locate these precious jewels of untold wealth and blessing to mankind.
Some of the best, richest, and most productive mines of the world have been
located by the aid of this wonderful power of divination. My father, who was
endowed with this power, located his first well in Illinois on his farm and
cbtained the best flow of water ever located there.
I discovered that I, too, had this amazing magnetic power to attract myself
whatever I desired and needed; have since taught many persons, of both sexes,
to use this power successfully for themselves and others, doing much good in
their neighborhood with these sciences and making money by the proper use
of them; likewise making for themselves an immortal name, surrounded by
fame--for from far and near they were called to locate water, mines, treasures,
etc., receiving good pay for their special work of divining and healing the sick
of all disea~es.
SIXTH AlS'D SEVENTH BOOKS OF MOSES-THE MYSTERY OF ALL MYSTERIES OR MOSES'
MAGICAL SPIRIT ART

Contains exact copies of over 125 seals, signs, emblems, etc., used by Moses,
Aaron, Israelites, Egyptians, etc., in their astonishing magical and other arts.
The Sixth and Seventh Books of Moses is pronounced the most wonderful work
ever published. So true is this that millions never undertake any important
step in life relating to finance, exchange, health, and the general welfare of
man without seeking from its pages advice and guidance.
Volume I of the Sixth and Seventh Books of Moses, as translated from the
original writings, contain all that is embraced by the white and black art,
together with the ministering spirits which were hidden from David, the father
of Solomon.
These engravings are exact copies of those used by the Israelites and Egyptians to accomplish their designs for good or evil, and are separately explained.
Price, postpaid, $1
ORIGINAL SEALS ON GENUINE OLD TIME PARCHMENT AS CONTAINED IN THE SIXTH
AND SEVENTH nOOKS OF MOSES

.Any of the above seals, on genuine old parchment, f.or 50 cents each-any
5 for $2-or the entire set of 34 seals for $12.
THE NEW ILLUSTRATED SILENT

FRIE~D--MARRIAOE

GUIDE AND MEDICAL ADVISER

Do you want luck? Do you want to be successful in love? Do you want
others and mnke them care for you? Why envy others when you may be happy
and prosperous yourself?
CURIOUS SECRETS NEVER DEFO!illl PUBLISHED--NOW YOURS

Price, postpaid, $1
ALBERTUS MAGNUS EGYPTIAN SECRETS

White and Black Art for 1\lan and Beast
The Book of Nature and the Hidden Secrets and Mysteries of Life Unveiled;
De!ng the l!~orbidden Knowledge of Ancient Phllosophers
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Price, postpaid, $1
POW-WOWS OR THEl LONG LOST FRIEND

Containing a Collection of the Most Mysterious, Wonderful, and Valuable Arts
and Remedies for l\Ian as Well as Animals ever Discovered
• • • whosoever has this book with him cannot die without the Holy
Corpse of Jesus Christ, nor drown in any water; nor burn in any fire; nor can
unjust sentences be passed upon him. Here are a few of the contents of this.
rare work:
How to compel a thief to return stolen things, how to extinguish fire without
water, how to stop blood, how to destroy '\\itches, how to find all kinds of metal,
to banish all kinds of pain, how to make cattle return to the same place, to
win every game one engages in, lucky and unlucky days, how to compel a thief
to stand still, how to fasten or spellbind anything, and hundreds of rare and
valuable secrets never before disclosed.
Price, postpaid, $1
400 WAYS FOR A WOMAN TO MAKE MONEY OR MONEY FOR THE WOMAN WHO WANTS IT

This book gives you the golden opportunity you have always been looking
for-to be Independent financially I At last a way has been found for you·
to earn money right in your own home, using your spare time or full time.
Now you may have the luxuries you have always craved.
No Special Ability Necessary
IIow is this done?
marvelous book.

Simply by following the directions contained in this
Price, postpaid, $2.50

GENUINE SUPERSTRENGTH MAGNETIO LODESTONE

There is something myst(lrious and attractive in the magnetic power of this
superstrength lodestone. Many people call it the luck bringer. They carry it
as a luck piece, claiming that they are lucky and successful in everything they
undertake and would not be without it for any price.
Price per pair, in a chamois bag, $1
GENUINE SUPERQUAUTY MAGNE'ITO SAND

It is believed by many that this genuine superquality magnetic sand has a
mysterious and attracting power. It will amaze you.

One package in a chamois bag, $1
25 LESSONS IN HYPNOTISM-BECOME AN EXPERT OPEilATOR

No greater wealth can be gained than through a knowledge of hypnotism.
He who can control the body and mind of whomsoeYer he chooses, to him every
hour is rich with love, every moment jeweled with joy, and the world's purse
strings are at his command. By this mysterious power you can enter the
sacred portals of the mind, ami greater still by the wave of the hand you
can make that mind do your bidding. It Is a ~reat scientific discovery, for
through its wonderful power disease can be banished as if by magic, and it is
102oao•-aa-voL 18--34
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the only soother of pain that has no bad after-effect. Through its power any
bad habit can be cured, and from it you can step from poverty's shadow
Into the glory of wealth's blessings.
Price, postpaid, $1
ONE·DOLLAB BOOK REDUCED TO 110 CENTS-WIZARD'S MANUAL

Secrets of Magic, Black Art, Ventriloquism, and Hypnotism Fully Explained
and Illustrated
In this advertisement we mention but a few of the many wonders that
every person can perform after reading the Wizard's Manual. It actually
contains more information than all other such books combined.
Every secret is unfolded so clearly that even children can learn them.
600 Ways to Get Rich When Your Pockets Are Empty-A $5 Book for $1
It contains all the information necessary to commence making money at
once, and plenty of it, although you may be penniless. It will turn all the
rivulets leading to wealth toward you. It will drive poverty from your door,
and it has made millionaires out of beggars. It started a boy in a business
that pays him a profit of $20 a day.

Secrets of Black Arts
.All who are interested in the study of the hidden mysteries of the black arts
will find that this rare book contains much valuable information upon the
occult science of spirit rappings, witchcraft, magnetism, astrology, palmistry,
mind-reading, spirituali::;m, table-turning, ghosts, and apparitions, omens, lucky
and unlucky signs and days.
Price, postpaid, G5 cents.
FOllTUNE-TELLING CRYSTAL BALL

Answers all questions--Love, marriage, finance, your wish, home, children,
luck, surprise, etc.
Price, postpaid, 50 cents
700 SECRETS

Or How to Get Rich When Your Pockets Are Empty
A $2 book for 50 cents. Reader, are you poor? This may be the steppingstone to your future prosperity. It will lead you to something that is just as
sure to pave your way to fortune as that you now exist. A bright future is
yours If you only stretch out your hand and grasp the golden key that unlocks
the vault that opens to your astonished gaze the hidden treasure.
The Book of Luck
The various subjects treated in this remarkable book have engaged from
tlme immemorial the rapt interest of the countless nations and tribes into
which the races of mankind and their rellgions and philosophies have been
divided. From the most ancient annals of the Chinese, Ilindoos, Hebrews,
and other great peoples of high antiquity, we have the evidence of that implicit faith reposed by them in the efficacy of talismans, amulets, charms, etc.,
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as tokens of good luck and of signs presaging future events for either weal
<>r woe.
There are thousands upon thousands of people who believe in luck. They
point out with certain conviction the many instances where no doubt luck
must have played its part. Many believe in lucky numbers, lucky jewels,
lucky stones, lucky master keys and the many mysterious tokens which appear
to exert their influence through all stages of life.
Price, postpaid, 65 cents
ROOTS· AND HERBS

Nature's Remedies
Why use poisonous drugs when nature in her wisdom and beneficence has
provided in her great vegetable laboratories-the field and forest-relief for
most of the ills of mankind?
If you are interested in good health, it will pay you to keep this catalog
handy and read this root and herb section over often. It will pay you to
save this catalog for future reference.
All Formulae Guaranteed Harmless

. •.

The formulas listed herein have been contributed from various countries.
Each one has been carefully tested •
He•b treatments indicated for:
Worms, round
Typhoid fever
Worms, seat
Measles
Skin diseases
Scarlet fever
Prickly heat
Chickenpox
Eczema
La grippe
Boils
Tonsllitls and quinsy
Blackheads
Catarrh
Hives or nettle rash
Earache
Poison ivy
Neuralgia
Itch or scabies
Colds or roup in fowls
Urinary diseases
Neurasthenia or
Bright's disease
Nervous prostration
Gravel
Stiff neck and joints
Intlammation of the bladder
Headache
Intlammation of the urethra
Toothache
Inflammation of the kidneys
Bruises
Obesity
Eruptions
Incontenence ot the urine
Sciatica
and bedwettlng
Lumbago
Menstruation
Rheumatism
Scanty menses
Muscular rheumatism
Painful menses
Hay fever
Profuse menses
Pneumonia
Malarial fever
Weak lungs-consumption
Diphtheria and croup
Dyspepsia-weak stomach
Smallpox
Acute indigestion
Mumps
Colle, infants
La grippe or influenza
Bowel ulcers
'.
Laryngitis
.Appendicitis
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Heauaches
Sore eyes
Distemper in horses or dogs
Pneumonia or pleurisy in horses
Neurltis
Backache
Aching feet
Cramps
Sprains
Sores
Wounds
Gout
Bronchial troubles
Bronchitis
Pleurisy
Asthma
Congestion of the chest
Stomach and bowel disorders
Constipation
Dysentery
Stomach ulcers
Cramp or colic
Gall stones
Tape worm
Rickets
Jaundice--liver trouble
Piles
Shingles
Ingrowing toe nails
Fever blisters or cold sores
Ringworm
Scalds, burns and chapped hands
Catarrh of the bladder
Gonorrhea and gleet
Inflamma tlon of the kidneys

Diabetes mellitus
Diabetes insipidus
Dropsy
Female disorders
Delayed menses
Suppressed menses
Leucorrhea or whites
Vomiting and morning
Change of life
Tumors on the womb
Ulceration of the womb
Arterios<:lerosis or hardening of thearteries
Palpitation of the heart
Neuralgia of the heart
Bleeders disease
Heart dropsy
Hysteria
Baldness
Spasms
Prostatic affections
High blood pressure
Sickness
Inflammation of the womb.
Anemia
Heart disease
Falling of the womb
Epilepsy :fits or falling
Disease
Fatty heart disease
Goitre or big neck
Catarrh
Bau blood
Affections of the throat
Tobacco habit

INDIAN HAMMERED GOOD LUCK BRACELET

Fashion's Latest Fad
Whether you believe in luck or not, luck has played an important part in thelives of most everyone.
Great Minds Believe in Luck
Luck Is an element that enters Into every undertaking whether you are aware
of it or not. No matter how much we decry It, luck prevails and plays an
important part in the lives and mental attitude of all of us.
Price, prepaid, silver plated, $1.25
TO BE SUCCESSFUL IN LOVE OR IN BUSINESS YOU MUST HAVE A GOOD· LUCK COIN

Good Luck-Good Will-Good Health
Luck-that which happens to one, seemingly by chance, fortune, favorable
fortune, goo<l luck-Webster.
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From the beginning of time down through the ages, the most famous char-acters of history are said to have believed in luck and have carried or worn
·some kind of talisman or luck charm to ward oft the so-called evil spirits. KHl
the jinx, and bring unto them good luck, health, wealth, and happiness. Not
·only the prophets, kings, rulers, and wise men of old enjoyed this belief, but the
most successful of our present-day statesmen, writers, historians, politicians,
leading ll:::hts of the theatrical profession, and men and women in all walks
•of life believe in luck.
Carry a coin for luck. Believe in it for luck and you will have luck.
Price, postpaid, 50 cents each
J1311-Good Luck Ring
with mystic Chinese characters, said to bring good luck to the wearer. • • •
Price, 25 cents.
J1314-Good Luck Ring
With wishbone, horseshoe, four leaf clover, swastika, and good luck. It is
believed by wearing this ring you will have success, wealth, and power. Price,
50 cents.
J1312-Good Luck Ring
with mysterious Egyptian design which it is claimed will bring good luck
in games and love to party wearing Jt day and night. Price 50 cents.
Lucky Omen Ring
with mlnature figures of the famous three wise monkeys. It Is said the
ancients believed the wearer would be lucky ln all his undertakings. Price,
~5 cents.
PROFESSIONAL IMPORTED GAZING CRYSTALS

These crystals are exactly the same as those used by professional seers and
mediums. '! • • In nearly every modern home of culture and refinement
wlll be found a gazing crystal.
Special combination outfit, $5
LOVERS' PERFUME

By Many Called Love Drops
A new creation, an enchanting powerful aroma. Rich and poor; old and
Young surrender to its charm, $2.50 size for $1 postpaid, with instructions for
bow to woo and how to win.
The Secret of Sex or Controlling the Sex in Generation
Explaining the physical law influencing sex in the embryo, and giving directions how to produce male or female offspring at will.
Either sex desired in the otl'spring may be obtained without any failure
whatever.
Price, postpaid, $2.
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LUCKY NUMBER POLICY PLAYER'S DREAM BOOK, 715 CENTS

With instructions how to strengthen weak eyes.
Get your lucky numbers. Let the magic secret of the lucky number dream
book make you a winner. Have wealth and happiness.
HOW TO WIN A HUSBAND

By a Young Widow
The woman who desires to get married, but is unable to do so, will find
an immense amount of advice and assistance in this little volume • • • any
woman who cannot win a husband by the rules laid down in this book does not
deserve one.
Price, postpaid, $1.50
A HUNDRED WAYS OF KISSING GIRLS, OR HISTORY OF THEl KISS

This new book "A Hundred Ways of Kissing Girls", is a novelty and
entirely unique in every way.
This book is fully illustrated with 16 handsome half-tone reproductions
from photographs taken from life, illustrating different ways of kissing, and
posed especially for this book.
Price, postpaid, 50 cents
BEl LUCKY

Are you unlucky in money, games, love, or business?
You should carry a pair of genuine, mystic, live, highly magnetic lodestones;
rare, amazing, compelling, attractive, these life lodestones are carried by occult oriental people as a powerful lucky chann, one to prevent bad luck, evil.
and misfortune, and the other to attract much good luck, love, happiness, and
prosperity. Special only $1 tor the two. Satisfaction, or money refunded.
You can be lucky. Order yours today.
Notice.-We absolutely guarantee these genuine mystic lodestones are alive.
Just what you want, for they are the real thing, powerful, highly magnetic.
Get yours now. Price, postpaid tor two in a chamois bag, $1.
Were You Born Under a Lucky Star?
Think it over. You owe it to yourself to know accurately just what the
location of the planets at the time of your birth reveal.
If you would succeed, if you would be happy, you must first know and understand yourself.
Ask yourself, can you afford to any longer live in a world of dreadful doubt
when for the small sum of liD cents you may learn the truth and live a life of
certainty and success?

The respondent represents that since the hearing referred to,
before the special board of investigation, he has definitely discontinued the advertising and the selling in interstate commerce of the
said commodities herein mentioned, and does not intend at this time
to resume such advertising or sale in the future; and that the sale of
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such commodities is limited to the filling o:f unsolicited orders. Respondent further stipulates and agrees, however, that in the event he
decides to resume the advertising again o:f said commodities, such
future advertising will be made to conform to the rulings or precedents established by the Federal Trade Commission.
It is also stipulated and agreed that i:f the said Theodore 'Wilson
Messick should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative o:f
the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 21, 1933.)
0549. Vendor·Advertiser-Brassieres.-M:odel Brassiere Co., Brooklyn, N.Y., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling, among other
things, bust-shaping undergarments designated " Cup-Form Brassieres", and in advertising represented:
FOUND-A :MAGIO BEMI!JlY

For Sagging, Overdeveloped, and Underdeveloped Busts
Cup-Form, Patented by 1\Iodel
The Only Brassiere With Patented Bust-Shaping Straps
Now Worn by Over a 1\Iillion Women
Cup-form's patented bust-shaping straps and inner cups instantly mold a
sagging bust into its former youthful firmness. It reduces an overdeveloped
bust. It gives alluring curves to the underdeveloped figure. For sale at all
depl!rtment stores, $1 up, or write Dept. T.G. 1 for illustrated booklet.
MODEL BRASSIERE CO.

Empire State Bldg., New York, N.Y.
In Canada E. & S., Currie, Ltd., Toronto.
This new magical brassiere gives every figure a young bust line.
Support and mold the bust to lines of firm shapeliness I
An immediate remedy for sagging, overdeveloped, or underdeveloped busts.
They mold a drooping bust to its former, natural, youthful firmness.
It reduces the size of an overdeveloped bust.
It gives charm and appeal to the underdeveloped figure.
Now, di1l'erent, unlike any other brassiere in the world.
Relieves the strain on weakened tissues.
All because the patented shaping straps in the cup-form brassiere add the
shaping and support which nature gives to youthful, firm tissues.
No wonder, then, that doctors heartily endorse its health-giving features and
recommend that women wear cup-form because of its comfortable support.
As nature holds the shape of a rosebud, so cup-form restores feminine beauty
to its natural former self.
No women today need pay for expensive beauty treatments to correct drooping or overdeveloped bust or to bring beauty to an underdeveloped figure.
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Thanks to this magical new brassiere an unnatural bust can regain its former
glrl-l:ke appearance immediately,
Cup-form is the only brassiere in the world with patented bust-shaping straps.
Combined with soft silken inner cups and an adjustable draw ribbon, this
remarkable feature molds a drooping bust to its former natural self, reduces
the size of an overdeveloped bust, and rounus weakened tissues into youthful
shapeliness. Magical results happen instantly. Sag and strain is relieved by
comfort. An underdeveloped figure is given charm and appeal.
Doctors universally recommend this new healthful, stylish support which now
·can be purchased for $1 to $3.50.
If your bust droops and >:ags, if it is overdeveloped or underdeveloped, here
is a magical brassiere which will bring back its former firm and rounded beauty
immediately.
Doctors are finding cup-form answers a specific need among all women who
are suffering from either major or minor breast disorders.
Many of the medical profession know and prescribe.
A healthful means of uplifting and supporting flabby, pendant breasts.
Cup-form brassiere is constructed so that the breasts are not constrained but
.fit comfortably into soft, silken cups. Silk elastic, connecting the cups to upper
part of the brassiere, holds the busts in their proper, natural position, relieving
all sag and strain, and allowing weakened tissues to regain their natural
beauty and healthy strength.

The Federal Trade Commission, from an investigation made, has
reason to believe that the foregoing statements are incorrect, exaggerated, and misleading, to the injury of the public and of legitimate
competitors, having the capacity and tendency to cause erroneous
impressions in that said garment, while it may constitute a comfortable mechanical support for large and pendulous breasts and when
worn may give the bust an appearance of natural, youthful firmness,
does not mold the breast, or reduce its size, or restore its former
condition or beauty, or fill a specific need for either major or minor
breast disorders, inasmuch as when this appliance is removed the
breast returns immediately to its sagging position and the size has
not been reduced.
In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or causing
to be published or circulated any statement which is false or misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the sale
of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease and
desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That respondent's appliance is a magic remedy, an immediate
remedy or any other kind of " remedy " for sagging, overdeveloped,
or underdeveloped busts;
(b) That said appliance molds a sagging bust into either its
:former or natural or youthful firmness, either instantly or at all;
(c) That said brassiere is in any way "magical ";
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(d) That said appliance reduces the size of an overdeveloped
bust or restores feminine beauty to its natural, former self;
(e) That it will correct drooping or underdeveloped busts as effectively as expensive beauty treatments may do;
(f) That by the use of such appliance an unnatural bust can regain its former girl-like appearance or an underdeveloped figure
is given charm and appeal, except while such appliance is being
worn;
(g) That by the use of this appliance weakened tissues are
rounded into youthful shapeliness or regain their natural beauty and
healthy strength;
( lt) That doctors universally recommend this appliance, or that
they are finding that it acts as a specific remedy or aid for major
and minor breast disorders;
and all representations and statements equivalent thereto in form or
substance.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said Model Brassiere
Co., Inc., should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of
the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 21, 1933.)
0550. Vendor-Advertiser-Books and Treatises.-Matthews Dawson,
Chevy Chase, Md., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling books
and treatises on the art of money making, and in advertising
represented:
HAVE MoNEY
I will tell you how to do it. I have a book called "How to Visualize Money."
It brought me $5,000 in 10 days. It Is so simply written a child can understand it. It tells you just how to proceed to bring the money you want and
need Into realization. Rend this book, practice it, and watch the astonishing
returns-25 cents.
MATTHEWS DAWSON

Those who apply to me prosper. 6506 Western Avenue, Dept. P, WashIngton, D.C.
Read my book, "How to Visualize Money," It is simply written and when
followed will bring you that money you must have-25 cents.
l\loney Will Come to You
Thoughts are creative. Every thought we think creates In its own likeness
and finally manifests In a material way. Learn bow to attract ta you the
money you want and need. Read my book "How to Visualize 1\Ioney."
Have the things you want this year. Banish financial worry, Read this
inspiring book-25 cents.
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It You Need Money

There is a law of attraction for money. Learn it. Use it-and money will
come to you in a legitimate way and from totally unexpected sources. I explain the law and tell you bow to practice it in my book "How to Visualize
Money."

The respondent represents to the Federal Trade Commission that
since the hearing referred to, he has definitely discontinued the advertising of said commodity, and does not intend at this time to
resume such advertising in the future; and that the sale of said commodity is limited to the filling of unsolicited orders. Respondent
further stipulates and agrees that if the advertising of said commodity ever is resumed, it will be made to conform to the rulings or
precedents established by the Federal Trade Commission.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said Matthews Dawson
should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may
be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Aug. 21, 1933.)
0551. Vendor-Advertiser-Window Washers.-Carter Products Corporation, vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling Carter's 'Vindow
'\Vashers, and in advertising represented :
AGENTS-BELLS LIKE WILDFIIIE

Make $380 monthly. Cleans, dries, polishes. No muss. Good Housekeeping
approval. Restricted territory. Write today. Curter Products Corporation.

also in follow-up literature:
If, with the above margin of profits, you cannot make some money ( $15 a
day), then there are no windows in your territory.

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
and agrees in soliciting agents, salespersons, or dealers to sell said
merchandise in interstate commerce, to cease and desist from publishing and circulating, or causing to be published and circulated any
statement or representation directly upon the responsibility of the
undersigned respondent, or indirectly as purporting to be upon the
responsibility or in the words of another, which is false or misleading; and specifically stipulates and agrees:
That respondent will not make unmodified representations or
claims of earnings of salespersons in excess of the average earnings
of the active full-time salespersons of respondent achieved under
normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business.
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It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said respondent should
-ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of
this agreement, this said stipulation as to the fact which may be used
in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Aug. 21, 1933.)
·
0552. Vendor-Advertiser-Vigor Tablets.-Doral Laboratories, Inc.,
.New York City, vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling Doral Vigor
Tablets, and in advertising represented:
l\Ien! No need to lose natural powers after 35.
.Now easy to regain lost vital powers quickly and inexpensively.
No longer nee<l you suffer from premature loss of natural powers, youthful
·energy, or normal pep.
-Scil>nee has at last perfecte<l a glandular aid that brings amazing results to
lllen who feel they have passed their peak at the ridiculously low age of 35.
Don't let the mere fact that you are supposedly beyond the prime of life
discourage or depress you.
You may be old in years, but that does not necessarily mean you are old
ln .body.
Hundreds of men, yes, thousands, have found the solution to this vital problem with this new scientific glandular aid • • • Doral Vigor Tabs.
Magic-like in action • • • Quick, positive, long, lasting results.
Doral Vigor Tabs (unlike those so-called " pep pills " that are harmful and
habit-forming) have an exceptional stimulating action on dormant glands.
Great benefits quickly derived.
\Vhy suffer from premature loss of pep, vigor, and youthful energy any
longet·? Why be depressed by this annoying problem when you can so easily
regain lost natural powers?
You, too, can help yourself to healthful vigor with this amazing scientific.
glandular aid.
Dural Vigor Tabs are recommended by physicians as safe, positive, and
beneficial, with long lasting results.
This is your opportunity to regain the vigor of real young manhood.
1\Ien who have suffered from nervous disorders, ill health, or mere run-down
condition resulting in premature loss of natural powers, may gain great benefits
from Dora! Vigor Tabs.
Others suffering from results of human system maltreatment of excessive
indulgence likewise derive great ald •
.Age is unimportant.
Youthful energy has no limits.
Regain lost vitality thiii! easy way.

The Federal Trade Commission claims that the foregoing statements are incorrect, exaggerated, and misleading, to the injury of the
public and of legitimate competitors, in that:
Doral Vigor Tabs:
(a) Will not prevent men losing their natural powers;
{b) Will not restore lost vital powers;
(c) ·wm not aid men to regain lost vital power quickly or at all;
(d) Are not made after a formula recently perfected or discovered by science;
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(e) Are not made from glandular substances or the excretions of
glands, human or animal;
(f) Are not a scientific glandular aid;
(g) Are not magiclike in action ;
(h) Are not quick, positive, or lasting in results;
(i) Will not stimulate dormant glands;
(j) )Vill not restore loss of pep, vigor, youthful energy or lost
natural powers;
{k) Are not an amazing scientific glandular aid ;
(l) Are not recommended by physicians as safe, positive, and
beneficial for the purposes claimed ;
(m) Will not benefit men suffering from loss of natural powers
due to nervous disorders, ill health, run-down condition,
excessive indulgence, or any other cause;
(n) Are composed of three ingredients, one of which, nux vomica,
has some tonic properties; another, damiana, has been
reputed to have aphrodisiac effects, but there is no reliable
scientific evidence to substantiate such a claim; and the
other serves only as a source of one element and is without
specific effect along the lines of claims made for them.
In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or causing
to be published or circulated any statement which is false or misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the sale
of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease and
desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
That said Dora! Vigor Tabs:
(a) Will prevent men losing their natural powers;
(b) 'Vill restore lost vital powers, natural powers, youthful
energy or normal pep ;
(c) Are a recent discovery of science;
(d) Are made of a glandular substance or secretion;
(e) Are a scientific glandular aid;
(f) In their action or results are positive, long lasting or permanent; and
(g) Are recommended by physicians as a safe, positive, or beneficial treatment for the sex glands;
and all representations and statements equivalent or similar thereto
in form or substance.
It is also stipulated and agreed that said respondent will cease and
desist using the term " laboratories " as any part of its corporate
or trade name and from representing itself as a laboratory until
mch time as it may in fact own, operate, or control a laboratory
wherein its product or products are prepared and compounded.
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It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said Dora! Laboratories,
Inc., should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the
provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Sept. 18, 1933.)
0553. Vendor-Advertiser-Hair Dye.-Ives-Dianette Laboratories, a
corporation advertising under the name o£ N ada-Mas Laboratories,
St. Paul, Minn., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling a haircoloring preparation designated Nada-Mas, and in advertising
represented:
I GUARANTElll TO RESTORE THill NATURAL C'OLOR TO Gll.\Y OR FADED' HAIR WITHIN
30 DAYS

[Photo of beautiful Spanish gtrl]

Without the use of dyes.
Without harm to scalp or hair.
Carlotta Del Rio, who has brought this amazing formula to America • • •. Read
her story, of dramatic Interest to American men and women everywhere

Five minutes a day in thP privacy of your own home is all I ask. Read
my offer-the most astounding ever offered men and women afflicted with
gray or faded hair.
Let me tell you about my bonded guarantee.
Nada-Mas is based upon an old Spanish formula. Recently I brought it to
America.
Nada-Mas is not a dye. It is a scientific health stimulant for the hair.
Nada-Mas restores the natural color to gray or faded hair because 1t stimulates, to normal activity, the dormant color corpuscles of the hair.
Hair turns gray because the color corpuscles become inactive. Nada-Mas
stimulates these corpuscles, gives them renewed life, and the hair returns to
its natural shade.
Absolutely Harmless
Most hair dyes are actually harmful to the scalp and hair. Many of them
are poisonous. Nada-1\Ias, not being a dye, is beneficial to the hair and scalp.
Bonded Guarantee
No matter how gray you are Nada-Mas will restore your hair to its original
color within 30 days. Elsewhere in this' advertisement is my bond.
Tear out this bond now. Fill in your name and address. Present it to
your dealer when you purchase Nada-Mas. This places your purchase on
record, bonds it, • • •
(Signed) CARLOTTA DEL RIO.
Present this bond to your druggist; it guarantees your purchase.
In purchasing Nada-Mas I do so with the distinct understanding that 1t is
guaranteed to restore the natural color to my hair within 30 days i! 1 use
it according to directions. If, in my opinion, these results are not obtained,
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I may return the bottle and have my full purchase price refunded. I am t0·
be the sole judge In the matter.
~ame---------------------~----------------------------------------------

Address------------------------------------------------------------------State--------------------------------------------------------------------Countersigne<l by dealer--------------------------------------------------Who Wouldn't Pay $1.50 for the Halr of Her Youth!
[Photo of white-haired woman]
Massage a few drops of Nada-Mas Into the scalp and hair dally
[Photo of same with black bnlr]
Thirty days later.

The natural color entirely restored

Is your hair turning gray? Wouldn't you gladly pay $1.50 to restore its
natural, youthful color, and brilliance-without the use of dyes, without complicated treatments? You can-easily, harmlessly, in the privacy of yourhome.
The most astounding guarantee ever offered men and women affiicted with
gray or faded hair
THI!l ROMANTIO STORY OF NADA-MAS

Men and women were reluctant to dabble with these danger.ous dyes, and'
countless thousands journeyed through life with the handicap of prematurely
gray or faded hair.
Recently the intelligence arrived in this country from Spain telling of a mar·
velous scientific discovery which banl8bed forever the problem of gray or faded
hair.
This amazing formula is not a dye. It achieves its results by a remarkable·
new principle-the stimulating to renewed activity the dormant color corpuscles
of the hair.
This new formula gives renewed activity to these corpuscles, stimulates them
to new life, and thus restores the natural color to the hair.
Now American men and women may restore the natural color to gray or faded
hair without the use of dyes, without complicated treatment. Nada-Mas, by
restoring the activity to the color corpuscles restores the natural color to gray
or faded hair within 30 days, an will keep it that way perpetually.
NADA-MAS LABORATORIES, INC.

2196 University Ave., St. Paul, Minn.
Barcelona

New York

Chicago.

GRAY HAIR BANISHED WITHOUT USE OF DYES

Gray hair restored to its natural color within 30 days! Without dyes I In
a manner that defies detection! Without harm to scalp or hair!
This Is now possible with Nada-Mas, the remarkable new Spanish formula.

The Federal Trade Commission, from an investigation made, has
reason to believe that the foregoing statements are incorrect, exaggerated, and misleading, to the injury of the public and of legitimate-
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competitors, having the capacity and tendency to cause erroneous
impressions in that said product is itsel£ a progressive dye; contains an ingredient injurious to the hair and scalp; does not stimulate the color corpuscles in the hair or restore either its original or
its natural or its youthful shade; is not based upon any Spanish
formula; its alleged discoverer, "Carlotta Del Rio", is a myth and
nonexistent; the purported pictures " before and after " treatment
are merely retouched photographs ; and the so-called " bonded guarantee " is nei'ther a bond nor a guarantee; but an adroitly worded
declaration signed by the purchaser himself and delivered by him to
the retail dealer.
In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
and agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or
causing to be published or circulated any statement which is false
or misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the
sale of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease
and desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That respondent's product Nada-Mas will restore the natural
color to gray or faded hair, either within 30 days or any other length
of time;
(b) That said product is not a dye; is harmless to scalp or hair;
is a scientific health stimulant for the hair;
(a) That said product stimulates dormant color corpuscles of the
hair to normal activity or gives them renewed life, or causes the
hair to return to its natural shade;
(d) That no matter how gray you are Nada-1\fas will restore your
hair- to its original color;
(e) That one by paying $1.50 may have" the hair of her youth";
(f) That respondent makes " the most astounding guarantee ever
offered men and women" affiicted with gray hair;
(g) That the formula for said product is amazing;
(h) That the story of Nada-1\Ias is" romantic";
(i) That Nada-Mas is a" marvelous scientific discovery", or banishes forever the problem of gray or faded hair, or achieves its results
by a remarkable new principle, or will keep the hair in its alleged
restored natural color " perpetually ";
and all representations and statements equivalent thereto in form or
substance.
Respondent further stipulates and agrees:
(j) To discontinue the representation that this product is based
upon either an old or a new Spanish formula, or that its formula
is derived from or peculiar to any foreign country whatsoever;
(k) To discontinue the allegation that any such mythical character as the fanciful " Madam Carlotta Del Rio " ever in fact existed;
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or had a part in the discovery of said hair coloring preparation and
it<> introduction into this country; or is connected with respondent
company in any capacity;
(l) To cease and desist from representing that either a "bond"
or a " guarantee " or a "bonded guarantee " protects the purchaser
of N ada-Mas unless and until such be the fact; and from pretending
or alleging that any instrument signed only by the purchaser and
delivered to the dealer constitutes a bond or a guarantee from the
respondent to the purchaser;
(m) To cease and desist from publishing doctored or faked photographs purporting to show the effect of its product upon the color
and growth of the human hair; and
(n) To discontinue the use of the geographical name" Barcelona"
on its labels or in its literature, also the names "New York" and
"Chicago" until such time as it may actually maintain offices or
places of business in those cities.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said Ives-Dianette
Laboratories should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative
of the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the
facts may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Sept. 18, 1933.)
0554. Vendor-Advertiser-Flower :Beads.-P. A. Seewagen, trading
as 1\fission Bead Co., Los Angeles, Calif., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling beads designated " Mysterious Flower Beads " and
in advertising represented:
Mysterious flower beads from California pay up to $90 a week.

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees in soliciting agents, sales persons, or dealers to sell said merchandise in interstate commerce to cease and desist from publishing
and circulating, or causing to be published and circulated, any statement or representation directly upon the responsibility of the undersigned respondent, or indirectly as purporting to be upon the responsibility or in the words of another, which is false or misleading; and
specifically stipulates and agrees:
(a) That respondent will not represent or hold out as a chance
or an opportunity any amount in excess of what has actually been
accomplished by one or more of respondent's sales persons under
normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business;
(b) That respondent will not represent or hold out as maximum
earnings by the use of such expressions as "up to", "as high as",
or any equivalent expression, any amount in excess of what has
actually been accomplished by one or more of respondent's ~ales per-
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sons under normal conditions in the due course of respondent's busi~
ness; and
(c) That in future advertising where a modifying word or phrase
is used in direct connection with a specific claim or representation of
earnings, such word or phrase shall be printed in type equally conspicuous with, as to form, and at least one-fourth the size of the type
used in printing such statement, claim, or representation of earnings.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said respondent should
ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions
of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be used
in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which the
Commission may issue. (Sept. 18, 1933.)
0555. Vendor-Advertiser-Hair Grower and Skin Whitener.-Thomas
Limited, a corporation advertising as the Thomas' and the Thomas
Co., Chicago, Ill., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling a treatment for the hair and scalp designated Thomas' fast hair grower
formula no. 99 and a skin whitener for colored people designated
the Thomas' Skin 'Whitener, and in advertising represented:
ASTOUNDING

New fast hair grower
Bald
[Photo or top of a very bald head]
Reg1·own
[Photo ot top of head with heavy growth ot hair]

1229 S. Twenty-{irBt Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
THE THOMAS,
8~5

Rush, Street, Cnioago.

DEAB SIR: Your fast hait· grower no. 99 is wonderful, and I find it will do
all you said it would, and it really started to show results in one week.
l\Iy hair stopped falling out and is now growing. I was completely bald.
I highly recommend it as the world's finest hair grower.
Your friend,
R. L. HAYES.
WHITEN YOUB SKIN

5 shades in 5 days or treatment is free
• • • When the postman delivers it, just deposit with him 98¢ plus a few
cents postage. If you are not delighted, return 1t and your 98¢ will be imme~liately paid back.
Now you can lighten your skin seven shades in less than a minute-or this
wonderful new Thomas' beautifying treatment costs you nothing.
This amazing discovery blends with the skin itself.

The Federal Trade Commission, from an investigation made, has
reason to believe that the foregoing statements are incorrect, exaggerated, and misleading, to the injury of the public and of legit102050"-35-voL 18----3::5
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imate competitors, in that the pictures used in said advertisement
to illustrate the results described in such letter are photographs of
an office-treatment case, which differs radically from the self-treatment offered by respondent to the mail-order trade as formula 99,
and the results thus portrayed were not obtained by any use of such
formula 99, although obviously intended to be so understood; and
that the Thomas' skin whitener does not whiten the skin any shade,
nor does it blend with the skin, being merely a wash applied to
the surface, which coating wears off in a short time.
In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
and agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or
causing to be published or circulated any statement which is false
or misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the
sale of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease
and desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That said Thomas' skin whitener actually whitens the skin;
or that it whitens the skin 5 shades in 5 days, or 7 shades in 1
minute, or any shade whatsoever in any length of time;
(b) That said preparation "blends with the skin itself", or that
it has any effect upon the skin or serves otherwise than as an applied
teiJ?.porary coating thereon;
(c) That said preparation is an amazing discovery;
(d) That said treatment may be had "free" where the full
price thereof, plus postage, must be first paid by the user, on a
purchase-price refund guarantee, the user having to pay the postage both ways;
and all representations and statements equivalent thereto in form
or substance.
Respondent agrees furthermore to cease and desist from publishing pictures in connection with letters or statements regarding
the use of said Thomas' fast hair grower formula 99, which are not
actual and bona fide pictures of the identical case described.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said Thomas, Limited,
should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may
be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Sept. 19, 1933.)
0556. Vendor-Advertiser-Liquid Cement.-E. J. Zimmer and P. ·w.
Johnson, trading as Bestever Products Co., Chicago, Ill., vendoradvertiser, is engaged in selling an adhesive designated as "metallic
liquid", "liquid metal", and "magic wonder", and in advertising
represented:
Repairs everything.
The strongest adhesive this world has ever known.
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Bestever magic mender is not a glue-not a cement • • •.
Fixes everything.
Can be used to • • • flx kitchenware • • • fasten any kind of
material to any other kind.
New metallic liquid repairs everything.
Startling discovery permanently solders.
Here's a new and mysterious llquid.
Mends anything.
Most startllng discovery in ages.
A plastic solder.
A liquid metal.
World's best adhesive.
Heatproof.
World's strongest adhesive.
• • • grip like a bulldog to • • • graniteware.
Grips like a vise and holds on forever.
Anything you mend with this new mysterious liquid is permanent; you'll
never have to do the job over-it's done for good.
• • • absolutely • • • heatproof.
Agents are literally cleaning up hundreds of dollars.
• • • You'll make a sale every time.
• • • instantly convinces your customer.
The minute you show the housewife this demonstrating board your sale is
made.
There Is nothing better for mending broken furniture, chinaware, glassware,
pottery, pots, pans, and any kind of metal, wood, etc.

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
and agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or
causing to be published or circulated any statement which is false
or misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the
sale of and selling its product in interstate commerce to cease and
desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That said adhesive will repair, fix, or mend everything.
(b) That said adhesive is the strongest or best adhesive.
(o) That said adhesive is not a glue or is not a cement.
(a) That said adhesive can be used to repair kitchenware or graniteware.
(e)· That said adhesive is a startling or new discovery.
(f) That repairs made by the use of said adhesive are permanent
or that the adhesive will hold forever.
(g) That said adhesive is a solder or a metal or that soldering can
be done with it.
{h) That said adhesive is heatproof.
( i) That agents are earning hundreds of dollars by selling said
adhesive.
(j) That a prospective agent will make a sale to every person
contacted.
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(k) That prospective customers a~ instantly convinced or that a
sale is made immediately upon demonstrating the product.
{l) That there is nothing better for mending broken furniture or
any kind of metal or wood.
And all representations and statements equivalent or similar thereto
in form or substance. (Sept. 18, 1933.)
0557. Vendor-Advertiser-Embroidering Patterns and Materials.P. F. Marquette, trading as Needle Arts, Chicago, Ill., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling designs, patterns, and materials for the
home embroidering of guest towels, and a list of women's exchanges
that sell such articles, and in advertising represented:
FEMALE HELP WANTED

Make $40 doz. embroidering guest towel sets.
patterns and plans.

Send 50¢ money order for

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
and agrees in soliciting agents, salespersons, or dealers to sell said
merchandise in interstate commerce, to cease and desist from publishing and circulating, or causing to be published and circulated
any statement or representation directly upon the responsibility of
the undersigned respondent, or indirectly as purporting to be upon
the responsibility or in the words of another, which is false or mis·
leading; and specifically stipulates and agrees:
That respondent will not make unmodified representations or
claims of earnings of salespersons in excess of the average earnings
of the active full-time salespersons of respondent achieved under
normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said respondent should
ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of
this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be used
in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which the
Commission may issue. (Sept. 28, 1933.)
0558. Vendor-Advertiser-Syrup of Pepsin.-The Pepsin Syrup Co.,
Monticello, Ill., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling Dr. Caldwell's Syrup of Pepsin, and in advertising represented:
STRONGE:B THAN Hll WAS AT TWENTY

[Photograph of man]

Fifty-five years old, and still going strong.
Do you want the secret of such vitality? It isn't what you eat, or any
tonic you take. It's something anyone can do-something you can start today
and see results in a week. All you do is give your vital organs the right
stimulant.
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A famous doctor discovered the way to stimulate a sluggish system to new
energy, It brings fresh vigor to every organ. Being a physician's prescription, it's quite harmless. Tell your druggist you want a bottle of Dr. Caldwell's sirup pepsin. Get the benefit of its fresh, laxative herbs, active senna,
and that pure pepsin. Get that lazy liver to work, those stagnant bowels into
action. Get rid of waste matter that is slow poison so long as it is permitted
to remain in the system.
The new energy men and women feel before one bottle of Dr. Caldwell's
sirup pepsin has been used up is proof of how much the system needs this
help.
Get a bottle of this delicious sirup and let it end that constant worry about
the condition of the bowels. Spare the children those blllous days that make
them miserable. Save your household from the :use of cathartics which lead
to chronic constipation. And guard against autointoxication as you grow
older.
Dr. Caldwell's sirup pepsin is such a well-known preparation you can get
it wherever drugs are sold and it isn't expensive.
How Old?
He doesn't look a day over 50. And feels like 40. At the age of 62.
That's the happy state of health and pep a man enjoys when he gives his
vital organs a little. stimulant.
When your system is stagnant and you feel sluggish, headachy, half alive,
don't waste money on tonics or regulators or similar patent medicines. Stimulate the liver and bowels. Use a famous physician's prescription every drug
store keeps. Just ask them for Dr. Caldwell's sirup pepsin.
One dose will clear up almost any case of headache, biliousness, or conStipation.
Have a sound stomach, active liver, and strong bowel muscles that expel
every bit of waste and poison every day. Just keep a bottle of Dr. Caldwell's
sirup pepsin on hand; take a stimulating spoonful every now and then.
Mother of Seven-Still Young
The woman who gives her organs the right stimulant need not worry about
growing old.
Her system doesn't stagnate; her face doesn't age. She has the health and
"pep" that come from a lively liver and strong active bowels. • • •
Just ask for Dr. Caldwell's sirup pepsin. Take a little every day or so until
every organ in your body feels the big improvement.
Would you like to break yourself of the cathartic habit, at the same time
bullding health and vigor that protects you from frequent sick spells, headaches, and colds? Get a bottle of Dr. Caldwell's sirup pepsin today. Use it
often enough to avoid those attacks of constipation.
Fifty and· Fit
There's a simple little thing anyone can do to keep the vital organs stimulated and feel fit all the time. People <lon't realize how sluggish they've grown
Until they've tried it. The stimulant that will stir your system to new life is
Dr. Caldwell's sirup pepsin. It will make a most amazing difference in many
ways,
That's all you need to drive away the dullness and headache of a bilious
spell and rid the system of that slow poison that saps your strength. It's
better than a tonic for tired bowels.
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Diet Didn't Do This
Every child's stomach, liver, and bowels need stimulating at times, but give
children something you know all about.
Follow the advice of that famous family physician who gave the world
sirup pepsin. Stimulate the vital organs.
A World's Record
If you have a baby, you have constant need of this wonderful preparation of
pure pepsin, active senna, and fresh herbs. A child who gets this gentle stimu·
lant for the stomach, liver, and bowels Is healthier and happier.

Where Does She Get Her Pep?
She doesn't look 70. Nor feel that old. The woman who stimulates her
organs can have energy that women half her age will envy.
At middle age your vital organs begin to slow down. You may not be sick,
just sluggish. But why endure this condition of half health when there's a
stimulant that will stir a stagnant system to new life and energy in a week's
time?
Men, women, and children who are run down, who tire easily, get bilious
spells, or have frequent headaches are soon straightened out when they get
this prescriptlonal preparation of pure pepsin, active senna, and fresh laxative
herbs.
They've Never Tasted a Tonic
You can have children like this, and be as healthy yourself, if you follow
the advice of a famous family physician. Stimulate the vital organs. The
strongest of them need help at times. If they don't get it, they grow sluggish.
Dr. Caldwell's sirup pepsin is a mild, safe stimulant.
When a youngster doesn't do well at school, it may be the liver that's lazy.
CHIOAGO WOMAN DREADED CHILDiliRTH

Told She 1\Iight Die, Woman Almost Crazy With Fear
He originated a wonderful medicine, based on years of experience. Expectant mothers who do not dare use strong, habit-forming cathartics can take
Dr. Caldwell's sirup pepsin at any time. It drives the body poisons out of the
system, permitting sound sleep and healthful digestion.
"1\Iy liver became active and bowel muscles stronger. Even my complexion
began to clear up. Everyone noticed it. It was just like a miracle."
Every man's liver, stomach, and vital organs grow tired now and, then and
need to be stimulated back to proper action. Aiding nature-that's the trick.
The stimulant that always stirred my system to new life when I got to feeling
low down was sirup pepsin. It always did the work thoroughly and helped
me keep in shape the year around.
I have always believed In stimulating the vital organs of my children regu·
larly, I find that Dr. Caldwell's syrup pepsin is a safe stimulant which is
thorough in action and does the work.

The Federal Trade Commission, from an investigation made, has
reason to believe that the foregoing statements are incorrect, exaggerated, and misleading, to the injury of the public and of legitimate
competitors, having the capacity and tendency to cause erroneous
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impressions in that the limit 'of the therapeutic value of said preparation, according to medical reports made, appears to be the relieving
of constipation and headaches or biliousness when due to constipation. Respondent states that at the time of making such statements
it believed them to be correct, and neither exaggerated nor misleading, and that said statements were made in good faith.
The respondent represents to the Federal Trade Commission that
it has definitely discontinued the advertising statements objected to,
and does not intend at this time to resume such advertising statements in the future; and respondent stipulates and agrees that ·if
and when advertising is again resumed, such future advertising will
be made to conform to the rulings or precedents established by the
Federal Trade Commission; and in all cases limit the representations
to the known therapeutic value and physiological effects of the ingredients used in compounding the preparation.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said the Pepsin Syrup
Co. should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the
provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may
be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which the
Commission may issue. (Oct. 2, 1933.)
0559. Vendor-Advertiser-Hair Remover.-George A. Edam, trading
as Edam Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, Ohio, vendor-advertiser, is
engaged in selling an instrument for removing hair from the face
and body designated the "Sabo painless hair remover", and in
advertising represented:
THE SABO PAINLESS HAIR REMOVER

[Photo]

An instrument that removes superfluous hair permanently and painlessly,
No drugs. No chemicals. Not a needle. Entirely automatic. $3 brings it
parcel post with money-buck guarantee. Descriptive literature free.
THE EDAM MANUFACTURING 00., 3124 SCRANTON ROAD, CLEVEUND, OHIO

Respondent stipulates and agrees in soliciting the sale of and selling said Sabo painless hair remover in interstate commerce to cease
and desist from publishing and circulating, or causing to be published
or circulated, any statement or representation directly upon the
responsibility of the undersigned respondent, or indirectly as purporting to be upon the responsibility, or in the words of another,
which is false or misleading; and specifically stipulates and agrees,
in soliciting the sale of and selling said product in interstate commerce, to cease and desist from describing, labeling, branding, or
otherwise designating same as permanent in its effect in the removing
of hair.
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It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said George A. Edam
should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be
used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which the
Commission may issue. (Oct. 2, 1933.)
0560. Vendor-Advertiser-Tooth I'aste.-Kolynos Co., New Haven,
Conn., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling tooth paste, and in
advertising represented:
Teeth whiten 3 shades in 3 days when you remove bacterial mouth.
Germs sweep into the mouth with every breath and attack tooth and gum.
They cause the condition known as bacterial mouth, but Kolynos quickly
conquers. this foe. • • •
• • • Washes away tartar. • • •
Within 3 days, teeth will look whiter, fully 3 shades.
Erases stain and tartar.
It cleans and polishes teeth down to the naked white enamel without
injury.

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or causing
to be published or circulated, any statement which is false or misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the sale
of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease and
desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That said tooth paste will whiten teeth 3 shades in 3 days;
(b) That germs that sweep into the mouth attack teeth and gums
or cause bacterial mouth;
(c) That said tooth paste will remove or conquer bacterial mouth;
(d) That said tooth paste will erase, wash away, or remove tartar
from the teeth;
and all representations and statements equivalent or similar thereto
in form or substance.
Respondent further stipulates and agrees that in connection with
any representation that said tooth paste will clean and polish teeth,
it will cease and desist from using the expression " down to the
naked white enamel", in form or substance, unless such expression
"down to the naked white enamel" is qualified by indicating that
f.aid tooth paste will not remove tartar and other deposits requiring
instrumentation.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said Kolynos Co.
E=hould ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may
be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Oct. 2, 1933.)
0561. Vendor-Advertiser-Cigar and Cigarette Lighter.-'\Vright G.
Scroxton, trading as New .Method Manufacturing Co., Bradford,
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Pa., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling a cigar and cigarette
lighter designated '~The everlasting match", and in advertising
represented :
THE EVERLASTING MATCH

No wind can. blow it out. Make up to $25 a day. Sells on sight. An everlasting match-a mystery cigar llghter. A scientific marvel. New Ignition
principle-no tlint or friction. Sample and moneymaking sales plan.
NEW METHOD MANUFACTURING CO.

Desk Y-9, New Method Building, Bradford, Pa.
THE EVERLASTING MATCH

Can Bring You $5 a Day or More
New scientific marvel that amazes everyone. No tllnt, no friction, a brandnew Ignition principle. Every demonstration a sale.
Something Different-the Everlasting Match. Make Up to $40 a Day Showing
This Scientific Marvel to Men
An income up to $5,000 a year is possible from the very beginning.

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade O:>mmission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees in soliciting agents, salespersons or dealers to sell sai<l merchandise in interstate commerce, to cease and desist from publishing
and circulating, or causing to be published and circulated, any statement or representation directly upon the responsibility of the undersigned respondent, or indirectly as purporting to be upon the rPsponsibility or in the words of another, which is false or misleading; and
specifically stipulates and agrees:
{a) That respondent will not make unmodified representations or
clafms of earnings of salespersons in excess of the average earnings
of the active full-time salespersons of respondent a.chieved under
normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business;
(b) That respondent will not represent or hold out as a chance
or an opportunity any amount in excess of what has actually been
accomplished by one or more of respondent's salespersons under
normal conditions in· the due course of respondent's business;
{c) That respondent will not represent or hold out as maximum
earnings by the use of such expressions as "up to", "as high as"
or any equivalent expression, any amount in excess of what has
actually been accomplished by one or more of respondent's salespersons under normal conditions in the due course of respondent's
business ; and
{d) That in future advertising where a modifying word or phrase
is used in direct connection with a specific claim or representation
of earnings, such word or phrase shall be printed in type equally
conspicuous with, as to form, and at least one-fourth the size of the
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type used in printing such statement, claim, or representations of
earmngs.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said respondent should
ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of
this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be used in
evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Oct. 2, 1933.)
0562. Vendor-Advertiser-Stomach and Intestinal Treatment.-Charles
A. Stein and Arthur -'\V. Arnold, trading as Romeo. Products Co.,
Clinton, N.Y., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling a medicinal
preparation for the treatment of certain stomach and intestinal disorders, and in advertising represented:
Indigestion (stomach and intestinal) relieved immediately.
There is nothing like this remedy for acidity, gas, and other digestive
troubles.
• • • restores entire digestive tract to normal condition.
Prescription of eminent stomach specialist.

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or causing
to be published or circulated, any statement which is false or misleading, and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the sale of and
selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist
from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That said medicinal preparation will immediately relieve
stomach indigestion or intestinal indigestion; or
(b) That said medicinal preparation is a competent treatment for
digestive troubles other than acidity or gas; or
(c) That said medicinal preparation will restore the digestive
tract to normal conditions; or
(d) That said medicinal preparation is compounded according to
a prescription of a stomach specialist;
and all representations and statements equivalent or similar thereto
in form or substance.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said Charles A. Stein
and Arthur ,V, Arnold should ever resume or indulge in any practice
violative of the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as
to the facts may be used in evidence against them in the trial of the
complaint which the Commission may issue. (Oct. 2, 1933.)
0563. Vendor-Advertiser-Greeting and Christmas Cards.-Personality
Paper Co., Philadelphia, Pa., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling
greeting cards, and in advertising represented:
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SELL CHRISTMAS CARDS

Selling Offer Greatest of All Time
MEN! WOMEN!
Earn up to $100 a week. •
up to $3 an hour.

• • Full or spare time, men and women, earn

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
and agrees in soliciting agents, sales persons, or dealers to sell said
merchandise in interstate commerce, to cease and desist from publishing and circulating, or causing to be published and circulated, any
statement or representation directly upon the responsibility of the
undersigned respondent, or indirectly as purporting to be upon the
responsibility or in the words of another, which is false or misleading; and specifically stipulates and agrees:
(a) That respondent will not represent or hold out as a chance or
an opportunity any amount in excess of what has actually been
accomplished by one or more of respondent's sales persons under
normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business;
(b) That respondent will not represent or hold out as maximum
earnings by the use of such expressions as "up to", "as high as", or
any equivalent expression, any amount in excess of what has actually
been accomplished by one or more of respondent's sales persons under
normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business; and
(c) That in future advertising where a modifying word or phrase
is used in direct connection with a specific claim or representation of
earnings, such word or phrase shall be printed in type equally conspicuous with, as to form, and at least one-fourth the size of the type
used in printing such statement, claim, or representation of earnings.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said respondent should
ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of
this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be used in
evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Oct. 9, 1933.)
0564. Vendor-Advertiser-Facial Creams.-M. H. :Morton, trading as
Morton Laboratories, Brooklyn, N.Y., vendor-advertiser, is engaged
in selling facial creams, and in advertising represented:
PIMPLES

are embarrassing, repulsive. They hurt you In bu><iness an<l social life. Why
suffer with these hideous skin disfigurements, when they can be removed,
easily and quickly. Simply apply medicated Mortona face cream and leave
on overnight. After a few treatments pimples, blackheads, freckles, and other
facial blemishes wlll disappear, leaving your skin clear, smooth, and flawless.
Mall $1 (c.o.d. $1 plus postage) for a complete treatment jar. Absolutely
guaranteed or your money refunded.
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The Federal Trade Commission, from an investigation made, has
reason to believe that the aforesaid statements are exaggerated and
misleading to the injury of the public and of competitors in that
the formula submitted indicates that this preparation, while it would
probably have slight astringent qualities, effective to some degree
in reducing the size of enlarged pores, and would have a tendency
to bleach the skin temporarily of freckles and tan spots, would
nevertheless be of little value in the treatment of pimples and blackheads, which are conditions that require other treatment than the
mere application of an ointment of this kind.
The respondent represents to the Federal Trade Commission that
he has definitely discontinued the advertising of said commodity, and
does not intend at this time to resume such advertising in the future;
and that the sale of said commodity is limited to the filling of unsolicited orders. Respondent further stipulates and agrees that in
the event he decides to resume advertising again, such future advertising will be made to conform to the rulings or precedents established by the Federal Trade Commission.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said l\I. H. Morton
should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may
be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Nov. 9, 1933.)
0565. Vendor-Advertiser-Feminine Hygiene Preparation.-R. B. Eisenberg, trading as National Hygiene Institute, Chicago, Ill., vendoradvertiser, is engaged in selling a feminine hygiene product designated as "Nyex suppositories", and in advertising represented:
Nyex suppositories assure complete marriage hygiene. Safe, p1·otecting,
tested, used by uoctors. 1\fade by fllmOW! laboratory. Kills germs. Harmless
to delicate membrane.
Thoroughly reliable antiseptic-provides complete feminine hygiene protection. Nyex forms a film over internal membranes, destroys germs instantly.
Complete, dependable, safe marriage hygiene assured through Nyex suppositories.
With unusual antiseptic qualities they are certain death to germ life.
It contains antiseptics that give perfect immunity from infection by germ
life for several hours.
The fear and worry that spoil so many hours of Ufe may be banished forever.
• • • one suppository is adequate for several hours of immunity.
• • • brings freedom from the inconvenience and uncertainty of accesI!Orles • • •.
Nyex suppositories may also be used effectively for the treatment of vaginitis,
cervicitis, leucorrhea • • •.

when in truth and in fact said statements are considered by the
Federal Trade Commission to be incorrect in certain respects and
exaggerated and misleading in others in that some of said state-
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ments import and imply ·that said product is an effective contraceptive, whereas the formula submitted discloses that said product
cannot be depended upon to.prevent conception. Said statements are
further considered by the Commission to be misleading in that investigation disclosed that said product is not a competent germicide,
nor a competent treatment for vaginitis, cervicitis, or leucorrhea.
In a stipulation filed and ·approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or causing
to be published or circulated any statement which is false or misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the sale
of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease and
desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) By inference or direct statement that said product is a
contraceptive; or
(b) That said product is a germicide or that it will kill germs;
or
· (c) That said product affords hygiene protection; or
(d) That dependable marriage hygiene is assured by the use of
said product; or
.· (e) That said product will give immunity from infection by germ
life; or
(f) That the use of said product will banish worry; or
(g) That the use of said product will bring freedom from the
inconvenience or uncertainty of accessories; or
(h) That said preparation is a competent treatment for vaginitis,
cervicitis, or leucorrhea;
and all representations and statements equivalent or similar thereto
in form or substance.
Respondent further stipulates and agrees in soliciting the sale of
and selling said product in interstate commerce, to cease and desist
from using the word " institute " as a part of his trade name.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said R. B. Eisenberg
should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be
used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which the
Commission may issue. (Nov. 9, 1933.)
0566. Vendor-Advertiser-Treatments for Female 'l'roubles.-Frederick Housman, trading as the Hygiene Kalology Co., New York
City, vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling medical preparations
and mechanical devices for dealing with so-called " suppressed menstruation and kindred conditions", and in advertising represented:
Feminine hygiene. Free booklet describing wonderful articles for private use
of married ladles. Sent sealed. Hygiene & Kalology Co., 104 West 13th Street,
New York City, department A.
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and in circulars and follow-up literature:
HELP FOB WOMEN

DB. RICHAUE'S PARISIENNE PERIODIC PILLS

In handing you this circular, we are actuated by a desire to guard your health,
enhance your happiness, and to introduce Dr. Richaue's Parisienne periodic
pills in your vicinity • • •
Our experience and investigation, covering a period of nearly half a century
have specially fitted us for the work in band-emancipating women from
thraldom which makes existence but a living death.
A Product of Science
In short he must not only know how to do, but his heart must be in his
work to enable him to do it. And such a man was the discoverer of Dr.
Richaue's Parisienne periodic pills, who possessed in a high degree the knowledge requisite to make an eminently successful physician in the treatment of
the diseases which are peculiar to the dellcate organization of the uterine
system. lle was a profound thinker, and one .of the most widely known and
eminent physicians of modern times, and in his extensive private practice in
Paris, covering a period of more than 30 years, he demonstrated the remarkable
properties of this remedy in overcoming the peculiar diseases for which it
is Intended and so highly recommended.
In more than 100,000 well-authenticated cases in which it has been used,
not one failure to obtain the desired result has ever been reported.
A Friend in Need
II'herefore, do not be deceived by worthless medicines, for Dr. Richaue's
Parlsienne periodic pills will with unerring certainty prove a positive specific.
To the troubled mind they promptly bring relief by removing the physical
causes which produce such abnormal conditions.
Powerful, But Harmless
For suppressed menstruation Dr. Richaue's Parisienne periodic pUis have
no peer in the annals of medicine.
They are most powerful in assisting nature to perform her functions and
will force the periodic fiow when no other known preparation will reach the
case. While powerful in their properties and positive in action in bringing
about the monthly fiow, they are mlld and gentle in operation, and do not
disturb the whole organization of nature as do many so-called" emmenagogues."
Whlle using Dr. llichaue's Parlsienne periodic pills you can go about your usual
l1ousehold duties without experiencing any unpleasant effects. This, we believe,
can be truthfully said of no other remedy used for a similar purpose. Furthermore, they tone up the general system and bring sunshine to a clouded mind
and happiness to a heavy heart. They perform with unerring certainty what
is expected of them under all conditions and in every case. Therefore, we
wish to say with all the force possible-Take hope, burdened women. There
is relief for you all, no matter what the cause of the trouble. Pin your
faith to Dr. lllchaue's Parisienne periodic pills, and you will bless the day
that kind fate put this little work into your hands; for as sure as light follows
darkness so sure are you of getting the desired relief.
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• • • their praise is sung from ocean to ocean by thousands· of happy'
married women who have been relieved by the timely use ot this wonderful
remedy.
•
• • you should trust yourself to that sterling remedy, Dr. Richaue's
Parisienne periodic pills, which work with the same unvarying success in all
cases and under all conditions of suppression.
Doubt Dissipated
You are sick in body and troubled in mind. You want relief, and that with·'
out delay. Dr. Richaue's Parisienne periodic pills are within your reach, and
if you suffer it is because you have never tried this invaluable remedy.
They are antagonistic to an obstruction of the menstrual fiow, no matter
from what cause arising, and suppression cannot exist where these pills are
used. As immutable as are the laws of nature, so invariable is the action of
this remedy under all abnormal conditions. There is nothing left of doubt
·
or uncertainty when Dr. Richaue's Parisienne periodic pills are used.
· We are sole agents in America for Dr. Rlchaue's Parislenne periodic pills;
therefore, do not be deceived by imitations, and do not accept substitutes.
Ladies who prefer treatment for suppression and kindred troubles without
the use of medicine are invited to try out dilatare pessary, which is the most
perfect device known to medical science for the prevention and cure of female
complaints. It is the most positive monthly regulator ever invented. AU
correspondence sacredly confidential.
Testimonials
I have followed your instructions conscientiously for the last 3 days, and am
happy to sny that my trouble has at last succumbed to the treatment. Hereafter, your periodic pills will be priceless to me.
Oh, how happy I am to report to you that your pUis did the work as you
promise they would! I cannot thank you enough for the relief you have
brought to my mind. Were the price $20 per box, instead of $2.50, I should
possess them.
I feel that ~ owe you a debt which can never be repaid. You have been
my salvation. Circumstances surrounded my case of which I cannot write.
'l'wo months of suffering, both body and mind, have been relieved by your
pills, and I thank you for it.
The first box I used proved so satisfactory in removing my trouble· after
I had gone nearly 3 months over my time and I was in great distress, so I
Avant to have them by me always for an emergency. Several of my friends
have tried them on my recommendation, and every one is pleased with them
and praise them to the skies.
I had gone 2 months over my time when I got a box in March, and after
using them 4 days my trouble left me. They are the best I have ever used, and
I shall never be without them.
Both my sister and myself have been using them for 6 months, when needed,
and they have never disappointed us yet.
The Niagara Whirlpool Spray Syringe is the latest and most perfect vaginal
syringe ever invented. It is highly endorsed by the most eminent physicians
and surgeons of Europe and America, on account of its invaluable services to
all married ladies. As a positive vaginal cleanser, it has no equal. It is con·
structed upon the principle of injection and suction, and by its peculiar action
dilates and unfoltls the membranous tissues of the vagina throughout its
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entire length, thus making a smo~th surface· to the neck of the womb, which
enables the user to quickly remove. all foreign substances from these parts
by the simplest process known.
DR. RICHAUE'S PREVENTIVE TABLETS

.As a vaginal douche and uterine astringent these tablets have no equal.
While speedy and powerful as a germicide, and superior to all of the old·
time poisonous bactericides, they are nontoxic and perfectly harmless, yet
absolutely destructive to all forms of germs or bacteria with which they come
in contact.
Dr. Richaue's preventive tablets could not injure the most delicate person,
though one was swallowed by mistake. • • •
Dr. Richaue's preventive tablets are compounded with the view of not only
preventing, but curing disease. They are called preventive tablets, because
they primarlly prevent troubles which ultimately lead to an unfortunate ending.
The vaginal canal with its numerous membranous folds is a receptacle well
adapted to the formation and development of bacteria or other micrococci.
When these germs etrect an entrance to the vaginal passage, they cause that
organ to become diseased. Leucorrhea (whites) is the most common trouble,
and if not cured will lead to uterine and ovarian diseases which often become
Incurable. For leucorrhea already developed, douches should be taken night
and morning to etrect a cure. Dr. Rlchaue's preventive tablets will absolutely
prevent contagion, if used immediately a(ter being exposed. Better be safe
than sorry. While harmless to the parts and a cure for disease, they also
destroy all germs and keep the vaginal canal in a healthy condition. Price
,2.50 per box of 100, with complete directions for safeguarding and curing
disease.
IMPOTENOY OB LOST-VIGOB TABLETS

Dr. IUchaue's favorite prescription is the most perfect formula known to
medical science. .As an aphrodisiac Its action positively corrects that lowered
vitality of the system as seen in deblllty, neurasthenia, and sexual exhaustion.
It Is equally effi.cacious for both male and female, in functional impotence
and in depressed conditions of the nervous system, exerting a pronounced etrect
upon nutrition, increasing nerve force and energy, and stimulating and restorIng sexual power.
These tablets are nonpoisonous, and while powerful In action are in no way
harmful to health.
VAGINAL SUPPOSITORY

Their efficacy, when administering drugs locally, has proved them to be the
most prompt, speedy, and positive method known to medical science for the treatment of certain diseases.
Numerous reports from various cllnics throughout the world would seem
to justify us in the belief that there is no remedy equal to these suppositories
in the treatment of vaginitis, vaginal catarrh, uterine ulcerations, inflammation,
and leucorrhea, commonly called by women "the whites." This dlsea~e Is a
menace to health, and if not cured before becoming chronic, may result in
uterine and ovarian disorders which often become incurable.
SANITARY SPONGE--FOR LADIES' USE

These are extensively used by married ladies at the catamenia periods and
for various purposes, and never fall to give perfect satisfaction.
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THE "DILATA.BI!l" PESSARY

Woman's Friend
Suppressed menstruation . Is the bane of woman's existence. From the
moment that she passes her regular period without this function making its
appearance, she is not In good health, and is, consequently, most miserable.
Questions of all kinds arise In her mind as to her real condition, and these
she Is powerless to answer. This ever-present doubt and uncertainty destroys
her peace <lf mind and makes her the most unhappy of mortals • • •
While in this condition she would make any sacrifice, give anything to obtain
zelief, if this could be etrected In a strictly private manner. She answers
~;orne of the numerous advertisements found In all publications such as "Relief
for ladles", "Pennyroyal pills", "Tansy pills", "Dr. Blank's speedy, safe, sure
pills", etc., etc.,
But a trial of these so-called emmenagogues prove them to be nauseating
and worthless and she learns to her sorrow that she has received no benefit
from their use, and that her condition Is even worse than before. There are
many compounds formulated for the purpose of acting upon the uterine system.
Some of them may be good, others palliative, but the majority are worthless,
and many positively dangerous. Nothing, however, wlll so surely bring about
immediate relief for suppressed menstruation as this simple yet positive device
for assisting nature in her own way to open the floodgates for a free exit
<lf the menstrual flow.
For suppressed menstruation the Dllatare pessary has never been known to
fall, no matter what the cause of the trouble, or of how long standing. When
economy Is considered, 1t is the cheapest besides the most certain method of
treating this atrection, for the Dllatare can be used as often as required, and
with care wm last a Ufetime.
Irregularltles superinduced by stricture and spasmodic or congenital con·
traction, resulting In sluggish organs, suppressed, painful, or scant menstruation, are speedlly overcome without the use of medicine. For leucorrhea,
lntlammatlon, catarrh, ulceration, and kindred troubles we furnish a medicament especially prepared for such cases from the best-known formulas, to
be used In conjunction with the Dllatare.
Leucorrhoea
'l'hls unnatural drain upon the system is cured by placing our specially prepared medicament In the base of the Dllatare and adjusting as in the case of
suppression. The warmth of the parts gradually melting the salve, which flows
down and through the entire length of the vagina thus etrectlng a permanent
cure,
Barrenness
It Is a fact now completely established that all women are more susceptible
to Impregnation Immediately before and particularly after the monthly sickness; therefore, this period is the most favorable to conception. The reason of
this is obvious, for at this period the mouth and neck of the womb are slightly
dilated just before or after menstruation, and ff the womb is active, as It 1!'1 in
the case of a prolific woman, It sucks up the spermatozoa of the male If deposited near it, and fecundation takes place. This power of suction differs to a
considerable extent in women, and can be accounted for only on the theory that
perfect and natural dilation of the neck of the womb at this time Is more favor102050"-3.5-voL 18-36
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able to conception. If nature does not sufficiently expand this organ of generation during intercourse its suctorial power is so feeble or slight that fecundation is impossible. A barren woman generally has a sluggish womb, or one
that Is not sufficiently dilated by nature to take up the fiulds deposited by the
male: hence her continued !allure to conceive. To any healthy, active married
woman, between the ages of 20 and 40, who has never been able to bear children we make this otl'er: If she will purchase one of our silver ot' gold Dila tare
pessaries and follow our directions, we guarantee conception In less than 60
days or money refunded, These directions are simple and can be easily complied with, but in order that all may know what is necessary in this respect,
before purchasing, we give these simple rules for the use of this device, so that
everyone may see how easy its use really is.
Attach a silk thread to the Dilatare and adjust It as shown in the illustration 5 days before the expected menstrual period or 5 days thereafter; allowing It to remain in position 48 hours, which will cause no Inconvenience whatever. At the expiration of this time the neck of the womb will be sufficiently
dilated to facilitate easy access of the germ, and the opportune time has at·rived
for the act of procreation. At the instant this function terminates, as the
passage to the womb Is completely closed, 1t will be necessary to at once remove
the Dilatare from the position it occupies by gentle traction upon the thread,
thus opening a free channel for the entrance of the spermatozoa, but extreme
care should be exercised that 1t is not drawn down too far through the vngina,
as It may carry with it portions of the male fluid, which must remain close
enough to the orifice of the womb to enable that organ, through its power of
suction or absorbtlon to draw within its walls the germs of fecundation. Repose of the wife, and above all, sojourn on the bed and placing a pillow so as
to slightly raise the body after the act of generation also facilitates conception.
Complete directions accompany each Dilatare, showing the simplicity of adjusting it, each one being so perfectly constructed that any female can place
It in position or remove it in a few moments without the slightest difficulty.
No alarm need be felt of its going too far or becoming detached under any
conditions. It otrers no obstruction whatever to intercourse, nor can its presence be detected on such occasions. It cannot cause the sllglltest pain or injury
to the most delicate female. In a word, it is perfection, being the most wonderful device known to medical science. If desired, it can be adjusted and kept
constantly in place between the menstrual periods without causing the slightest
injury or inconvenience. One lady who is using it writes: "It is priceless to
me, and money will not tempt me to part with mine unless I could get another."
Every intelligent female should be able to understand the benefits to be derived
!rom its use. We have endeavored to explain and 1llustrate the Dllatare so
plainly that prospective patrons cannot fall to comprehend its uses, construction, and advnntages befot·e purchasing.
Read what ladies say who have used it.
The Dilatare has proved etrectual in my case. It is very easy to adjust. I
can place it in position in about half a minute. It does not interfere in the
least, and it can be my own secret if I wish. It is very easy to wear. I would
not know of its presence unless I remembered that it had been placed in
position.
I think the Dilatare is fine. It Is easily adjusted and otrers not the least
Impediment to nature's acts or requirements. I bought it as a guard ugainst
suppressed menstruation, and It has proved efl'ectual in my case.
IIad I known of It before, 1t would have saved me much suffer·ing nnd worry.
I find It easy to adjust and comfortable to wear. Its presence is never noticeable In the least.
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The Federal Trade Commission, from an investigation made, .has
reason to believe that the foregoing statements are incorrect, exaggerated, and misleading, to the injury of the public and of competitors, in that the intent here appears to be to inveigle the reader into
the belie£ that such medications and trappings will cure disease, induce abortion, and prevent pregnancy and disease; whereas the medical advice received by the Commission is that no such item listed, nor
any combination of them, will fullfill the promises made; that the
so-called "Dr. Richaue's Parisienne periodic pills" are in fact Eli
Lilly's pills, and neither Parisian nor periodic, the famous Dr.
Richaue being mythical; that such a prescription has no rational
therapy, because when taken according to directions it would produce
pelvic congestion, griping, intestinal purging, uterine cramp, and
musculature spasm and contraction; that the so-called "Dr. Richaue's
preventive tablets " act merely as an astringent douche and have none
of the preventive and curative qualities claimed for them; that said
impotency or vigor tablets have none of the remedial values ascribed
to them; that said vaginal suppositories are not effective treatments
for any of the conditions named, or of any benefit beyond the soothing of vaginal irritations; that the sanitary sponge is not used extensively by ladies at the catamenia periods as represented; and that
said Dilatare pessary is of no practical therapeutic value in the hands
of a lay female, is not efficacious in the treatment either of suppressed
menstruation or of barrenness, could not be inserted by the average
woman in such a way as to prevent conception or cause abortion, and
that such appliances are not safe and simple as claimed, but have not
infrequently proven harmful and even fatal.
In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or causing
to be published or circulated, any statement which is false or misleading, and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the sale
of and selling its said products in interstate commerce to cease and
desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That said Dr. Richaue's pills are either "Parisienne" or
" periodic ";
(b) That respondent is "specifically fitted" for the work in hand
by reason of " half a century of experience and investigation " or
by any other reason ;
(c) That said pills are" a product of science";
(d) That the alleged Dr. Richaue1. Possessed "knowledge in a high degree" regarding treatment
of diseases peculiar to the uterine system; or
2. ·was a " profound thinker " ; or
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3. Was " one of the most widely known and eminent physicians
of modern times "; or
4. "Had an extensive private practice in Paris''; or
5. By this "remedy" overcame the "peculiar" diseases for which
it is intended;
. (e) That there has not been one failure to obtain " the desired
result " in " more than 10,000 well-authenticated cases ";
(f) That said pills
1. Are " a friend in need "; or
2. ·wm with " unerring certainty "-or at all-prove a " positive
specific", either for "the desired result" or for any other purpose
whatsoever; or
3. Promptly bring relief to a " troubled mind " by removing the
physical causes which produce such conditions; or
4. Are either powerful or harmless or without a peer in the annals
of medicine; or
5. Will "force the periodic flow when no other preparation will
reach the case "; or
6. Operate in a manner different from other emmenagogues and
without any unpleasant effects or that this is true of no other remedy; or
7. Tone up the general system; or
8. Bring sunshine to "a clouded mind" or happiness to "a heavy
heart"; or
9. Perform "with unerring certainty" "what is expected of
them " " under all conditions " and " in every case "; or
10. Bring relief for all " burdened women ", no matter what the
cause of the trouble "; or
11. Will get you " the desired relief " " as sure as light follows
darkness "; or
12. 'Vork with the "same unvarying success" in all cases and
under " all conditions " of suppression; or
13. Dissipate " doubt "; or
14. Are so antagonistic to an obstruction of the menstrual flow,
"no matter from what cause arising", that suppression "cannot
exist" where these pills are used; or
15. Are "as invariable" in their action under "all" abnormal
conditions as the "immutable laws of nature ";
(g) That "thousands" of happy "married women" have been
relieved by the " timely use " of this " wonderful remedy ";
(h) That respondent's company "are sole agents in America " for
these pills, or, in fact, agents for anybody; or that said pills are
being "imitated";
(i) By implication or otherwise, that these pills may be used successfully to prevent conception or cause abortion;
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(j) That the Niagara Whirlpool Spray Syringe is endorsed by
the most eminent physicians and surgeons of Europe and America;
or that it is the most perfect vaginal syringe ever invented; or that
its action dilates and unfolds the membranous tissues of the vagina
by the simplest process known;
(k) That said Dr. Richaue's preventive tablets are either1. Germicidal ; or
2. Preventive; or
3. Curative; or
4. Superior to all old-time bactericides; or
5. Perfectly harmless; or
6. Absolutely destructive to all forms of germs or bacteria; or
7. Noninjurious if swallowed by mistake; or
8. A cure for leucorrhoea or any other disease whatsoever; or
9. An absolute preventative of " contagion " after exposure;
(l) That it is "better to be safe than sorry", by the use of these
" preventive " tablets;
(m) That said impotency or lost vigor tablets1. Are an effective treatment for impotency; or
2. Will restore lost vigor; or
3. Are aphrodisiacal in action; or
4. Positively correct either debility or neurasthenia or sexual exhaustion; or
5. Are equally efficacious for both sexes; or
6. Constitute a competent treatment for functional impotence or
depressed conditions of the nervous system; or
7.. Stimulate or restore sexual power; or
8. Are both powerful in action and harmless to health;
( n) That respondent's vaginal suppositories!. Are the most prompt or speedy or positive method known to
medical science for the treatment of " certain " diseases or any diseases; or
2. Are commended in " numerous reports from various clinics
throughout the world", or from any clinics whatsoever; or
3. Are effective treatment for vaginitis or vaginal catarrh or
uterine ulcerations or uterine inflammation or leucorrhoea; or
4. Are of any benefit or merit beyond the soothing of vaginal
irritations;
( o) That leucorrhoea, if not cured before becoming chronic, may
result in incurable uterine and ovarian disorders;
(p) That respondent's sanitary sponge is "extensively used by
ladies at the catamenia periods ";
{q) That the dilatare pessary1. Is the most perfect device known to medical science for either
the prevention or the cure of female complaints; or
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2. Is the most positive monthly regulator ever invented; or
3. Is the surest device known for " opening the flood gates for a
free exit of the menstrual flow", thus relieving the subject's distress
of mind " as to her real condition "; or
4. Has never been known to fail, " no matter what the cause of the
trouble, or of how long standing "; or
5. Will "speedily overcome " such irregularities as stricture or
spasmodic or congenital contraction, or sluggish organs, or suppressed or painful or scant menstruation, or leucorrhoea, or inflammation or catarrh or ulcerations or other kindred troubles of the
vagina or the uterus; or
6. Is a " cure " for leucorrhoea or any other condition; or
7. Will enable a barren woman to conceive in 60 days' time, or
in any other length of time, either by means of the formula described
or in any other manner; or
8. May be left in position" constantly", without inconvenience or
injury to the most delicate female, or without its presence being
known unless remembered that it had been placed in position; or
9. May be inserted or adjusted by the average woman to o~rate
successfully as either a contraceptive or an abortifacient; or
10. Is either safe or simple;
and all representations and statements equivalent thereto in form or
substance.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said Frederick Housman
should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be
used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which the
Commission may issue. (Nov. 9, 1933.)
0567. Vendor-Advertiser-Washing Machines.-Preston Manufactur.
ing Co., St. Louis, Mo., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling washing machines, and in advertising represented:
Lowest priced washing machine in the world.
• • • a very special proposition • • • one that will yield you from
~70 to $150 per week. •
• •
You can easily make $500 a month and more.
And you can make $5 to $30 a day.
Free trial offer.

when in truth and in fact said statements are incorrect in certain
respects and exaggerated and misleading in others.
In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
and agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or
causing to be published or circulated any statement which is false or
misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the
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sale of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease and
desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That said washing machines are the lowest priced washing
machines in the world;
(b) That any of said washing machines is offered on free trial
unless such washing machine is sent to the prospective purchaser
without requiring that any money be paid, that any deposit be made,
or that any service be rendered;
(c) That the amount that will probably be earned by prespective
agents is in excess of the average amount earned by respondent's fulltime agents under normal conditions over a reasonable period of time,
as indicated by competent records maintained by respondent;
and all representations and statements equivalent or similar thereto
in form or substance.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said Preston Manufacturing Co. should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative
of the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the
facts may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Nov. 9, 1933.)
0568. Vendor-Advertiser-Feminine Hygiene Product.- Emanuel
Rosenbloom, trading as Peerless Pharmacal Co., Syracuse, N.Y.,
vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling a feminine hygiene product
designated as "Peerless periodic tablets", and in advertising
represented :
Use periodic tablets for unnaturally painful or delayed periods. Obtain sure,
quick relief. Remarkably effective in stubborn cases.
Ladies-€nd worry and sutrerlng. Use peerless periodic tablets for Immaturely painful or delayed periods. Obtain sure, quick relief even in most
stubborn and discouraging cases.

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or causing to
be published or circulated any statement which is false or misleading
and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the sale of and
selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist
from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That said product will relieve cases of delayed menstruation; or
(b) That said product is an effective contraceptive or abortifacient;
(c) That said product is effective in stubborn or discouraging
cases;
(d) That users of said product will obtain sure relief;
and all representations and statements equivalent or similar thereto
in form or substance.
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Respondent further stipulates and agrees in soliciting sale o£ and
selling said feminine hygiene product in interstate commerce, to
cease and desist from using the word " Pharmacal " as a part of his
trade name.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said Emanuel Rosenbloom should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the
provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Nov. 9, 1933.)
0569. Vendor-Advertiser-Magazine.-H. & S. Publishing Co., advertising over the name of C. M. Thomas, Chicago, Ill., vendoradvertiser, is engaged in selling a magazine designated "Everyday
Life", and in advertising represented:
BOYS--THIS W ATOH 18 FRJ!J!l

Just to advertise our business and make new friends, we otrer this fl.ne rail·
road style engraved watch. Any boy who writes us can get thla wonderful
watch absolutely free, Send name and address.
0. M. Thomas, 92-W, 337 West Madison Street, Chicago.

The Federal Trade Commission, from an investigation made, has
reason to believe that the foregoing statements are incorrect, exaggerated, and misleading, to the injury of the public and of legitimate
competitors, having the capacity and tendency to cause erroneous
impressions in that said watch is not given away free, nor is it
engraved, as represented.
The respondent represents to the Federal Trade Commission that
it has definitely discontinued the advertising herein found objectionable, and does not intend at this time to resume such advertising in
the future. Respondent further stipulates and agrees that in the
event it decides to resume this advertising again, such future advertising will be made to conform to the rulings or precedents established by the Federal Trade Commission; and in particular that it
will not represent a premium or other object as obtainable "free",
so long as services, or any other considerations, are required to procure; nor that any watch is "engraved " unless such be the fact.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said H. & S. Publishing
Co. should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the
provisions of this agreement this said stipulation as to the facts may
be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which the
Commission may issue. (Nov. 9, 1933.)
0570. Vendor-Advertiser-Hats and Caps.-Cincinnati Cap Co.,
operating under the trade name of Taylor Hat & Cap Manufacturing
Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling hats
and caps direct to consumers and in advertising represented:
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I'LL PAY YOU ,19 A DAY

To Wear and Demonstrate My Amazing Hats
My fine, super-quality wool felt and Belgian fur felt hats are taking the
country by storm ! I need men to wear sample hats, show them to friends, and
take order$. Saving of $2 to $5 guaranteed on every hat.
EASY 'IO EARN U2 A DAY

Showing Taylor Hats
It you are looking for an easy way to earn big money, be my partner. Show
my wool felt and Belgian felt hats to friends and take their orders. Six latest
colors. Smartest spring and summer styles. You save them $2 to $5 and can
make $12 dally for yourself.
Wear Sample Hat
EARN UP TO Uli A WEI!llt

Just Showing Taylor Hats and Caps Made-to-Measure
Share big money as my partner, just showing my sensational values in felt
hats to friends at sharpiy reduced prices. Five latest colors; exclusive new
fall styles. Make $12 a day easily!
Wear Sample Hat or Cap
SELL HATS

Make as High as $15 a Day with Taylor Hats and Caps, Made-to-Measure
All men glad to buy famous Taylor hats and caps direct from factory to you
at $2 to $5 saving. My men are cashing in dally earnings up to $12 just by
sho":.lng these amazing hats. Sam Hoff made $15 in 2 hours. Felt's record is
10 orders In 70 minutes. Harrell earned $20 in 3 hours. You can get thl9 easy
money, too.
Wear and Show Sample Hat or Cap
That's the quick way sales are made. Nothing you could do could be easier
or more profitable-join rue in this big sensational hat and cap selling that is
capturing men everywhere.
Up to $15 dally pay, wearing and showing Taylor made-to-measure hats, caps.
New low prices. No experience. Selllng equipment free. Taylor Hat & Cap
Mfrs.,_ Dept. -, Cinctnnati, Ohio.

when in truth and in fact said statements as to probable earnings by
salesmen and the easy and simple method of making sales are incorrect in certain respects and exaggerated and misleading in others
in that the reader is led to believe from such representations that
the amounts named are the usual, common, and regular compensation received by agents of respondent for services in displaying its
products; and furthermore that no skill or effort in salesmanship is
involved, since the merchandise sells itself upon sight.
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In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or causing
to be published or circulated any statement which is false or misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the sale
of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease and
desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise.
Respondent further stipulates and agrees in soliciting the services
of local agents for the purpose of selling its said merchandise to
cease and desist from publishing and circulating, or causing to be
published or circulated, any statement or representation that the
probable earnings of such agent would be an amount greater than
the usual, ordinary compensation reasonably to be expected under
normal conditions; or that such compensation is of any definite
amount so long as same is contingent upon the volume of the agent's
sales; or that a mere displaying of the merchandise is all that is
required of the agent.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said Cincinnati Cap Co.
should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be
used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which the
Commission may issue. (Nov. 15, 1933.)
0571. Vendor-Advertiser-Physical Culture Courses of Instruction.J owett Institute of Physical Culture, Inc., of Scranton, Pa., vendoradvertiser, is engaged in selling courses of instruction in physical
culture, and in advertising represented: ·
I have added 7 inches to my chest, 4 inches to my biceps, 5 inches to ruy neck
by using the Jowett system of physical training.-Larry Campbell.
What I did for Larry Campbell I am sure I can do for you.
* * "' in no time at all you will be doing the one-arm pass with a
150-pound weight.
No matter what condition you are in now, I will put you through a special
course so that when you graduate from my muscle factory your make-over will
be the amazement of your friends, neighbors, relatives * "' *.
No matter what your physical condition is right now I wlll teach you how
to be capable of performing genuine Herculean feats of strength * * *.
Name your feats and I will give you the strength to do them.
The advanced course and supercourse will add to the wonderful thrill of
getting strong, and wlll make you a superman of power.
"' "' * my method of muscle building never fails.
* * * my system never fails.
Within the first 30 days you can put 4 inches on your chest * * *.
Within 60 days I guarantee that you can lift overhead with one hand a man
of your own body weight.
If you nrc the kind of fellow who is going to sit back and want to receive a
letter from me about a reduction in prlce, save your time, because my price ia
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the same to one and all, no matter if it is the first or last letter you receive
from me.
Get a 17-inch bicep complete course on arm building, only 25 cents.
Within 30 days you can now build your arm from a scrawny piece of skln
and bone to one of huge muscular size. I don't mean just a 17-inch bicep but
a 15-inch forearm and an 8-lnch wrist.
30 days will give you an unbreakable grip of steel and a Herculean arm.
Mall your order now while you can still get this course at my introductory
price of only 2G cents.
I guarantee to add at least 3 inches to your chest, 2 inches to your bleeps.

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
and agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or
causing to be published or circulated, any statement which is false
or misleading, and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the
sale of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease
and desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise.
(a) That by following any of respondent's courses of instruction
a person will be able to:
1. Increase the size of his biceps, foreanns, or wrist to any definite
measurement or by any definite amount, or
2. Develop his arm to huge muscular size,
3. Develop a grip of steel or a Herculean arm, or
4. Increase the size of his chest, or neck, by any definite amount,
or
5. Lift 150 pounds with one arm, or
6. Lift overhead a person of his own weight, or
7. Accomplish any definite physical development within any definite period of time, or;
(b) That by following any of said courses of instruction a person
can obtain the same results that have been obtained by others, or
(c) That the regular price of any course of instruction is an
introductory price; or
(d) That by following any of respondent's courses of instruction
a person can develop any part of his body regardless of his physical
condition; or
(e) That respondent can prescribe a course of instruction that
will enable a person to accomplish any desired feats of strength; or
(f) That respondent's system never fails; or
(g) That a person can be a superman of power by following any
of respondent's courses of instruction; or
(h) That the price of any of respondent's courses of instruction
will not be reduced, unless and until the respondent shall discontinue
the practice of allowing discounts for names of prospective students
or for any other similar reason, and all representations and statements equivalent or similar thereto in form or substance.
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It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said Jowett Institute
of Physical Culture, Inc., should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be used in evidence against it in the trial
of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Dec, 1, 1933.)
0572. Vendor-Advertiser-Stomach Medicine.-George W. Flowers,
trading as" R" Products Co., 143 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago,
Ill., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling a medicinal preparation
for treatment of hyperacidity of the stomach, and in advertising
represented:
No more stomach miseries.
How often have you longed for immedinte help to relieve you of that awful
stomach misery-no doubt hyperacidity-excess acid, which claims its victims
by the thousands, darkens their lives, robs them of health, strength, and vigor;
kllls ambition, hope, and courage; sups the strength, impoverishes the blood,
makes millions weak and unfit. As a corrective for this misery you are urged
to take .. n" tablets.
Help for stomach miseries.
You can now have a well stomach.
It you, like thousands of others, are suf!ering with stomach disorders,
distress after eating, and other such miseries, it makes no dif!erence bow many
remedies or patent medicines you bave tried, you are urgently requested to
send for .. n" tablets.
Send today and see how quickly you can have a well stomach.
" n " tablets are for tbe relief of both occasional and established disorders.
Your stomach will be well.
·• R" tablets literally wipe out the excess acid,
You can eut what you like and <ligest your food in comfort without fear of
after effects.
• • • don't be misled lnto taking tonics that simply spur on your appetite. They are of little good • • *.
Keep your stomach sweet and clean and strong, and you will naturally get
the full strength out of your food; in turn your mind and body will be strong
and vigorous.
Statistics tell us that 9 out of 10 people suffer from lost vitamins by acid
stomach.
• • • some of the most serious sicknesses originate from stomach ailments. It, therefore, behooves you to have a well stomach.

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
and agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or
causing to be published or circulated, any statement which is false
or misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the
sale of and selling its product in interstate commerce to cease and
desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That said medicinal preparation is a competent treatment for
stomach miseries, stomach disorders, or distress after eating unless
clearly indicated that it will be effective only when such ailments
are caused by gastric hyperacidity.
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(b) That by the use of said medicinal preparation a person can
(1) have a well stomach; (2) eat what he likes and digest his food in
comfort without fear of after effects; (3) keep his stomach strong;
(4) get full strength out of the food eaten; (5) strengthen the mind
or body.
(c) That said treatment will " wipe out " excess acid or otherwise
representing that permanent relief can be attained.
(d) That said medicinal preparation is a competent treatment for
" established " disorders.
(e) That tonics are· of little value or should not be taken.
(f) That said medicinal preparation will be effective in cases
where other treatments have failed.
(g) That hyperacidity or excess acid is a menace to health,
strength, or vigor; that it kills ambition, hope, or courage; that it
impoverishes the blood; that it makes millions weak or unfit, or that
any of these conditions can be remedied or avoided by the use of
respondent's medicinal preparation.
(h) That any definite proportion of people suffer from lost vitamins by acid stomach unless such proportion can be verified by reliable statistics; and all representations and statements equivalent or
similar thereto in form or substance.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said George
Flowers
should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may
be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue (Dec. 1, 1933).
0573. Vendor-Advertiser-Poultice Plaster.-E. E. Bayles, trading as
Bayles Distributing Co., 1804-1806 Grand Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.,
vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling a poultice plaster for the
treatment of leg sores and troubles and in advertising represented:

,V.

Antl-Flamma Poultice Plaster. The specific for leg sores and all leg trouble.
Guaranteed under pure food and drug act.
• • • the plaster destroys the poisons • • •.
The very worst cases of long standing respond to Antl-Flamroa Plaster after
other potent remedies fall • • •.
The remedy is prompt to attack proud flesh and diseased tissue in a
sore • • •.
It is a powerful fungicide.
Antl-Flamma poultice plaster • • • will nourish the new-forming tissues.
The only persons who fail to derive results from Anti-Flnmma Plaster are
those who depend solely upon the sample to demonstrate the worth of the
remedy : those who do not read or comply with our directions, hence use the
plaster wrongly, or fail to inform themselves and are in ignorance as to what
they may expect: those who are not willing to endure the inconYenience resulting from the reduction or cleansing process; those who grow impatient: those
who practice false economy and wear each application too long; who fail to
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cover the discolored, inflamed and swollen part of the limb; who grow careless
and fail to keep it continually applied; who use Anti-Flamma in a faint-hearted,
half-way manner, because they have lost all hope of ever being cured and
use it only for relief; and those who quit before finishing because the leg
has ceased to bother them.
• • • the plaster neutralizes the active poisons • • •.
Stops the itching. At this stage of the disease, Antl-Flamma is the only
remedy capable of reaching and reducing the trouble through the skin, and
the only one that will absolutely stop that terrible itching.
Fungus growths • • •. It is upon this form of diseased legs that the
plaster does its most wonderful work of supplanting surgery, only Anti-Flamma
removes the growths without harming the healthy flesh. It also dissolves diseased bone • • •.
Anti-Flamma is absolutely the only medicine ever discovered that will reach
those growths and cause them to be absorbed, or destroy and remove them
outright • • •.
• • • Anti-Flamma does purify the blood • • •.
Do not forget that after a leg sore goes beyond a certain stage, nothing
but Anti-Flamma will reverse the condition and bring about a cure • • •.
Anti-Flamma is a perfect application for any condition on the body accompanied by acute inflammation, irritation either upon or beneath the surface;
or where there are unnatural growths in the flesh including cancerous conditions • • •.

which statements the Federal Trade Commission deems are incorrect,
exaggerated and misleading in that said poultice plasters cannot be
depended upon to heal all leg sores and ulcers and other conditions
mentioned in the representations above quoted; none of the ingredients of said plasters is recognized as a fungicide; and the
plasters do not contain any ingredients which will purify the blood
or nourish the tissues.
In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or causing
to be published or circulated any statement which is false or misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the sale
of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease and
desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That said plaster will heal, cure, eradicate, or stop (1) leg
troubles, (2} sores, (3) ulcers, (4) fungus growths, (5) any condition on the body accompanied by acute inflammation or irritation,
(6) unnatural growths in the flesh, (7) cancerous conditions, (8)
itching, (9) blood poison; unless such statements are qualified to
indicate that said poultice may not be effective in all cases;
(b) That said plaster is a specific for leg sores or leg troubles;
(c) That the worst cases respond to said plaster after other potent
remedies fail, without indicating that such cases are exceptional
rather than general ;
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(d) That said plaster will effectively attack proud flesh and
diseased tissue in a sore;
(e) That said plaster is a fungicide;
(f) That said plaster will nourish tissue, destroy poisons, neutralize poisons, dissolve diseased bone or purify the blood;
(g) That the only persons who fail to derive results from said
plaster are those who do not use enough of the plaster, or who do not
follow instructions of respondent;
(h) That said plaster is the only remedy that will stop itching
caused by sores, or that will reach such trouble through the skin, or
that will absorb or destroy fungus growths;
(i) That said plaster will be effective in cases that have advanced
beyond the reach of surgery or that it will supplant surgery;
(j) That said plaster removes the cause of sores, without indicating that such result is only obtained where the infection is local;
(!c) That after a sore goes beyond a certain point nothing but
said plaster will bring about a cure;
(l) That said plaster is guaranteed under the pure Food and Drugs
Act; and all statements equivalent thereto in form or substance.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said E. E. Bayles should
ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of
this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be used in
evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Dec. 1, 1933.)
0574. Vendor-Advertiser-Rheumatic Treatment.-D. H. Buxton,
trading as Buxton Medicine Co., Abbot Village, :Maine, vendoradv€rtiser, is engaged in selling a treatment for muscular aches and
pains attributed to rheumatism, designated "'Buxton's', a special
compound", formerly known as" Buxton's Rheumatic Specific", and
in advertising represented:
FOR RHEUMATISM TAKI!l BUXTON'S

A Special Compound
You wlll not regret lt. For sale at all leading (lrug stores. Let us send
You a .booklet. Bu:s:ton Medicine Co., Abbot VIllage, Maine.
The compound is doing wonderfully good work for rheumatic sufferers. We
are constantly receiving letters telling of the cure of the most severe cases of
rheumatism, including arthritis. It not only eliminates rheumatism but is
wonderfully good for the stomach and builds up the entire system.
I urn interested that each patient using the compound receives the full
benefit of the treatment, a cure.
Buxton's Special Compound
A specific for all forms of rheumatism, including neuritis and arthritis. It
not only eliminates rheumatism but is wonderfully good for the stomach and
builds up the whole system.
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Give Buxton's a Chance to Eliminate Your Rheumatism
D. n. Buxton, a druggist of Abbot VUlage, Maine, • • • was taken
with sciatic rheumatism. • • • He determined that there was a cure for
this disease and went about to find it, • • • He tried the medicine upon
himself, to the result that he was completely and permanently cured. • • •
His friends, knowing of his wonderful and successful cure, tried the compound
with the same good results.
It has proven not only a specific for rheumatism, but as in many cases
rheumatism being a secondary disease arising from a diseased liver, stomach,
kidneys, etc., it bas gone at once to the seat of diseases, eliminated these,
and driven rheumatism from the system.
No doubt but everyone who bas bad rheumatism and been cured will be glad
to assist any person atllicted with so terrible a disease by sending us a
testimonial.
RHEUMATISM

Varieties
The following varieties of rheumatism are:
Articular rheumatism, which affects the joints and muscles of the extremities.
Lumbago, affects the joints and back.
Neuritis, affects the nerves.
Sciatica, occurs in the hip joints.
Spurious pleurisy, occurs in the muscles of the diaphragm.
Arthritis, occurs in joint deformity.
Classes
We may divide rheumatism into two classes: Acute rheumatism and chronic
rheumatism. Acute or inflammatory is felt by severe and piercing
pains. • • •
Arthritis and chronic arthritis are the most severe forms of rheumatism,
• • • Chronic arthritis is not an incurable diseuse but 1t often requires a
long treatment. We ask all arthritis patients to write us a description of their
case, as often we can give advice which will hasten the specific to eliminate
their disease.
Any diseuse that tends to lower the vitality, weaken the system, gives a
chance for rheumatism to get in its work.
"Buxton's" a special compound eliminates all forms of rheumatism.
Take " Buxton's" a special compound for indigestion and prevent rheu·
matism.
Action of the Speci.tl.c
Constitutionally sufferers dUfer, also the causes of rheumatism differ, there·
fore, while many sufferers have had their rheumatism eliminnted by 1, 2, or 3
bottles of compound, others have required a longer treatment.
Testimonials
I bad a very bad fall, and arthritis developed in my right knee. • • • I
am very grateful for the relief I derived from the specific, it did wonders for
me and cured me.
I was troubled with rheumatism since a boy. • • • Three years ago, I
commenced taking Buxton's rheumatic specific. After taking 14 bottles, I had
a complete cure, and have been free from rheumatism ever since.
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I believe all suffering with rheumatism can get a cure if they will take a
eufficient amount of the specific.
This is to certify that as far as my present condition is, I am completely
cured of rheumatism.
I had a severe case of rheumatism. • • • A friend recommended your
specific. After taking seven bottles of specific, I have a complete cure, and am
feeling fine.
I am feeling fine, and have not suffered with rheumatism since being
cured.
I would like to tell all rheumatic sufferers that the specific is a medicine of
real merit and to encourage them to continue the treatment until they, too.
l'eceive a complete cure.
I was taken with arthritis, being paralyzed and every joint swollen • • •
procured a bottle of "Buxton's Rheumatic Specific" • • • am doing my
own housework, and nearly free from rheumatism. I am a marvel to everyone who knew what I went through and how your remedy brought me out.
Second Bottle Entirely Cured Him
• • • he called my attention to Buxton's Rheumatic Specific. I purchased
two bottles and followed the directions to the letter and about a week before
I had finished the second bottle, my lameness had entirely left me.
A year ago I was suffering very much from rheumatism and Mr. Bigelow
got me a bottle of Buxton's rheumatic specific. That bottle helped me so
much that I got another and it cured me.
I have had rheumatism ever since I can remember, more or less, and I
am glad to be free from it.
I was a great sufferer from neuritis. Tried aU the doctors around, but they
could give me but small relief. A friend, who had been permanently cured by
your "Specific" got me to try it. In 2 weeks I was at work and it has never
troubled me since. My wife, who had sutl:ered for years from stomach
trouble, nervousness, and insomnia, was entirely cured.
I- commenced taking Buxton's rheumatic spec11lc. After the first bottle was
taken I commenced to feel better and after taking six bottles I was entirely
free from rheumatism and have been ever since.
I'm thankful for the good your rheumatic specific did for me, for now I'm
well as ever after being on crutches with rheumatism in my right knee.
Some kind friend must have sent you my name, as I received a booklet.
After reading the same I decided to give the specific a trial. Before I had
finished one bottle I was better. Your specific has given me a complete cure.
BUXTON'S

A Special Compound-A Specific For All Forms of Rheumatism

The Federal Trade Conunission, from an investigation made, has
reason to believe that the foregoing statements are incorrect, exaggerated, and misleading, to the injury of the public and of legitimate competitors, having the capacity and tendency to cause erroneous impressions in that an analysis of the ingredients constituting such compound discloses that it is neither a specific nor a.
cure for rheumatism, lumbago, arthritis, neuritis, sciatica, or other
serious disease conditions; and that its benefits are limited to the
102050"-811-VOL 18--87
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relief of the discomfort of gout, muscular aches and pains, simple
neuralgia, and headache, the reducing of fever, and an aid in the
prevention of simple goitre.
In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
and agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or
causing to be published or circulated any statement which is false
or misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the
sale of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease
and desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That said Buxton's Compound is a competent treatment or
an adequate remedy for rheumatism in any of its forms;
(b) That it "eliminates" rheumatism;
(c) That it is a "specific" for all forms of rheumatism or for
neuritis or for arthritis, or any form of rheumatism whatsoever, or
for any other kind of ailment;
(d) That sciatic rheumatism may be completely and permanently
cured by the use of said compound; or that its use will effect a
" cure " of any kind of rheumatism;
(e) That said compound has" gone at once to the seat of diseases",
among them diseased liver, stomach, and kidneys, and" eliminated"
them; or that it has any effect whatsoever upon the causes of such
disease conditions;
(f) That it has "driven rheumatism from the system ";
(g) That either articular rheumatism or lumbago or neuritis or
sciatica or spurious pleurisy or arthritis may be adequately treated
by the use of this compound;
(h} That either acute rheumatism or chronic rheumatism can be
eliminated by the use of said " specific ";
(i) That the use of said compound can "prevent" rheumatism;
(j) That regardless of the causes of rheumatism and the constitutional condition of the suffers, their rheumatism can be eliminated
by the use of a sufficient quantity of this compound;
(k) That the use of said compound has" entirely cured" stomach
trouble, nervousness, and insomnia;
(l) That the benefits of such medicine extend beyond the relief
of the discomfort of gout, muscular aches and pains, simple neuralgia, the reducing of fever and an aid in the prevention of simple
goiter; and all representations and statements equivalent thereto in
form or substance.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said D. H. Buxton
should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be
used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which the
Commission may issue. (Dec. 8, 1933.)
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0575. Publisher-Ointment.-The publisher of a daily newspaper of
wide interstate circulation printed, published, and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading statements, claims,
and representations for the manufacturer and vendor of Grays
ointment.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the
publication of such advertisements that he cares to define before the
Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent
in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease-and-desist order
based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees to
observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation
or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of
which he has notice. (Dec. 29. 1933.)
0576. Vendor-Advertiser-Feminine Hygiene Preparation.-Arthur
A. Nottenburg and Daisy Sanders, trading as Zenome Products Co.,
New York City, vendor-advertiser, are engaged in selling a preparation for use in feminine hygiene designated "Zenome ", and in
advertising represented:
FOB WORRIED WOMEN ONLY

Use Zenome-Quick Results Guaranteed
Why worry or suffer every month because ot delayed periods due to unnatural causes. Stubborn and long overdue cases safely and sanely relieved.
No Interference with duties. Send $1 for full treatment postpaid in plain
sealed wrapper.
ZENOMII: PRODUCTS CO.

236 West Fifty-fifth Street, New York
FOB WORBIED WOMEN ONLY

Use Zenome tor Quick Results
Delayed periods due to unnatural causes safely and sanely relieved. Moves
stubborn and long overdue cases. No Interference with duties. Send $1 tor
24 full-strength tablets rushed postpaid in plain sealed wrapper.
ZENOMBI PRODUCTS CO.

236 West Fifty-fifth Street, New York

The Federal Trade Commission from an investigation made, has
reason to believe that the foregoing representations are misleading,
to the injury of the public and of competitors, in that the text indicates to readers that this product is an effective and safe abortifacient,
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whereas the formula submitted discloses that said preparation is not
entitled to the classification of an abortifacient, cannot be depended
npon to produce abortion, and is neither safe nor harmless because
of the presence in said compound of at least two drugs, ergot and
cannabis, which, if used indiscriminately, are capable of producing
injurious and serious effects.
In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or causing
to be published or circulated any statement which is false or misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the sale
of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease and
desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) Either directly or inferentially, that said product may be
used as an effective abortifacient;
(b) That said product is intended :for the use of "worried
women";
(a) That said product is either safe or harmless;
(d) That quick results are guaranteed by the use of said product;
(e) That said product moves stubborn and long overdue cases of
delayed menstruation; and all representations and statements equivalent thereto in form or substance.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said Arthur A. Nottenburg and Daisy Sanders, or either of them, should ever resume or
indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of this agreement,
this said stipulation as to the :facts may be used in evidence against
them in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue.
(Jan. 8, 1934.)
0577. Publisher-Correspondence Course of Instructions in eating to
cure many diseases, etc.-The publisher of a Psychology Magazine of

wide interstate circulation printed, published, and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading statements, claims,
and representations for the manufacturer and vendor of a correspondence course of instructions in eating to cure many diseases, etc.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission this publisher admits publication of such advertisements,
disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before the
Commission, and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent
in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist
order based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees
to observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation
or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of
which he has notice. (Jan. 12, 1934.)
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0578. Publisher-Antiseptic Deodorant.-The publisher of a story
magazine of wide interstate circulation printed, published, and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and vendor
of an antiseptic deodorant.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission this publisher admits publication of such advertisements, disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the
publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before the
Commission, and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent
in proceedings 'instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist order
based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees to observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation or
other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of
which he has notice. (Jan. 12, 1934.)
0579. Publisher-Hair Dye.-The publisher of a style magazine of
wide interstate circulation printed, published, and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading statements, claims,
and representations for the manufacturer and vendor of hair dye.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the
publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before
the Commission, and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist order
based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees to
observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation or
other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which
he has notice. (Jan. 17, 1934.)
0580. Vendor-Advertiser-Stomach Ulcer Treatments.-Akaps Laboratory, Knoxville, Tenn., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling a
medicinal preparation for treatment of certain stomach ailments, and
in advertising represented:
Stomach ulcers healed in 3 weeks.
For the treatment of stomach ulcers-duodenal ulcers • • • pain after
eating-heart burn-gas pains-flatulence • • •.
Stops pain in 3 minutes. Heals ulcer in 3 weeks.
Akaps conquers desperate cases of ulcer,
And while alkalls momentar1l;v relieve, in the long run the more you take
the sicker you wlll be-the oftener you will have recurrences.
Akaps • • • protects ulcerated or irritated parts from abrasion of rough
foolls and from irritation by free acid • • • tends to reduce the bleeding of
ulcers.
There are just two conditions required in order that Akaps may get you
well-unfaillngly • • •.
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It you will maintain that condition of comfort for 2 or 3 weeks by the regular
use of the capsules according to the directions-you wlll heal up any ulcerations present and discipline the secretion of gastric acid-and you w111 get
well • • •.
You can get well-you can eat most anything you crave without the penalty.
It you have nausea, or a burning feeling in the throat, or a pain in the
abdomen, lower chest, or back-Qr if you have hunger pains, or any type of
distress regularly after eating, or if your case has been diagnosed by a com·
petent physician as acid stomach or ulcer, or hyperacidity-then .Akaps wlll not
only help you, will not only relieve you, but will get you well perfectly • • •.
You don't neeu to have X-rays or stomach pumping to tell you when you
have excess acid. Your discomfort, whatever it may be or whenever it may
be, tells that.
There is no other way,
How you can succeed in getting rid of your stomach trouble • • •
When taken In the correct manner .Akaps has never failed. It cannot fall if
your trouble Is caused by excess acidity of the stomach-if you have gas pains,
heartburn, bloating distress regularly after eating, or ulcers.
No dieting required • • •

The Federal Trade Commission from investigation made has reason to believe that said statements are incorrect in certain respects
and exaggerated and misleading in others in that the benefits which
may reasonably be expected from the use of said preparation are
limited to the relief of mild cases of hyperacidity or sour stomach,
and it would have no effect on ulcers other than symptomatic relief
in cases of peptic ulcers.
In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
and agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or
causing to be published or circulated, any statement which is false or
misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the sale
of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease and
desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That said medicinal preparation is a competent treatment for
ulcers unless such representations are limited to symptomatic relief
in cases of peptic ulcer;
(b) That the use of said medicinal preparation will stop pain in 3
minutes;
(c) That said medicinal preparation will protect ulcerated or irritated parts from abrasion of rough foods or from irritation by free
acid;
(d) That said medicinal preparation tends to reduce the bleeding
of ulcers;
(e) That use of said medicinal preparation will cause one to get
well;
(f) That no diet is necessary while taking said preparation;
(g) That said medicinal preparation is a competent treatment for
nausea, burning feeling in the throat, pain in the abdomen, pain in
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the lower chest, pain in the back, hunger pains, distress after eating, stomach trouble, heartburn, gas pains, or flatulence, unless said
representations are clearly qualified to indicate that beneficial results
may only be expected in cases where the ailments mentioned are
due to hyperacidity of the stomach;
(h) That said medicinal preparation is a positive cure for any
ailment;
(i) That there is no other way of treating the various ailments
mentioned;
(j) That said medicinal preparation has never failed or that it
cannot fail;
(k) That discomfort suffered by an individual is an indication of
excess acid or that other methods of diagnoses are not necessary;
( l) That other preparations merely afford momentary relief or
that the use of other preparations will make one sicker or cause more
frequent recurrences;
and all representations and statements equivalent or similar thereto
in form or substance.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said respondent should
ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of
this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be used in
evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which the CommissiOn may issue. (Jan. 19, 1934.)
0581. Vendor-Advertiser-Medicinal Preparation.-Dr. D. Jayne &
Son, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling a
medicinal preparation designated as "vermifuge" and represented
as a treatment for stomach and intestinal worms, and in advertising
represented :
Thin, sickly tots grow fat and strong as soon as you banish Intestinal parasites with Dr. Jayne's vermifuge.
A few pennies will stop your suffering and start you gaining weight and
pep at once.
Dangerous worms cause stubborn pains that defy every stomach remedy.
Such pains, due to worms, may have defied every medicine and treatment,
but end as soon as these disgusting health-destroying parasites have been
expelled by Dr. Jayne's vermifuge.
• • • the surest way to rid old and young of this mysterious trouble.
A few pennies' worth of Dr. Jayne's vermifuge may end stubborn chronic
pains that for years have resisted every treatment • * *.
There Is no sure way to guard your child against this disgusting and appallfng plague.
With Dr. Jayne's vermifuge at hand no mother need worry. Even a single
spoonful may end the parasites.
It also precludes the possibility of worms.

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
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and agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or
causing to be published or circulated any statement which is false
or misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the
sale of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease
and desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That said medicinal preparation will:
1. Banish intestinal parasites; or
2. Stop suffering; or
3. End stubborn or chronic pains that have defied or resisted other treatments; or
(b) That the use of said medicinal preparation will:
1. Cause sickly children to grow fat or strong; or
2. Enable one to gain weight or pep; or
3. Preclude the possibility of worms; or
(c) That said medicinal preparation is the surest way to rid a person of stomach or intestinal worms; or
(d) That stomach or intestinal worms are a plague; or
(e) That with said medicinal preparation at hand, no mother
need worry;
(f) That one teaspoonful may end stomach or intestinal worms;
(g) That the therapeutic properties of said medicinal preparation
are more or other than a treatment for round worms;
(h) That other preparations have been unsuccessful in the treatment of stomach or intestinal worms;
and all representations and statements equivalent or similar thereto
in form or substance.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said Dr. D. Jayne &
Son, Inc., should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative
of the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the
facts may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Jan. 19, 1934.)
0582. Publisher-Christmas Gifts.-The publisher of a salesman's
magazine of wide interstate circulation, printed, published, and
circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading
statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and
vendor of Christmas gift assortments.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements;
disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before the Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent in
proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission,
and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist order based
on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees to observe and
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abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which he has
notice. (Jan. 24, 1934.)
0583. Publisher-Beer Signs.-The publisher of a salesman's magazine of wide interstate circulation, printed, published, and circulated
advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading statements,
claims, and representations for the manufacturer and vendor of beer
signs.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the
publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before
the Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist order
based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees to
observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation or
other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of
which he has notice. (Jan. 24, 1934.)
0584. Publisher-Rubber Girdles, Belts, Brassieres and Suits.-The
publisher of a story magazine of wide interstate circulation, printed,
published, and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and
misleading statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and vendor of rubber girdles, belts, brassieres, and suits.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the
publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before the
Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent
in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist order
based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees to observe
and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation or other
agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which he
ha,s notice. (Jan. 24, 1934.)
0585. Publisher-Rubber Belts, Brassieres, Girdles and Form-Fitting
Suits.-The publisher of a photoplay periodical of wide interstate
circulation printed, published, and circulated advertisements alleged
to contain false and misleading statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and vendor of rubber belts, brassieres,
girdles, and form-fitting suits.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements, disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or
the publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before
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the Commission, and w~tives the right to be joined as a party respondent in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the
Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist
order based on such charges which may be issued, and also agrees to
observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation or
other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which
he has notice. (Jan. 24, 1934.)
0586. :Publisher-Text :Book and Lessons on Magnetic Realing.-The
publisher of a psychological periodical of wide interstate circulation,
printed, published, and circulated advertisements alleged to contain
false and misleading statements, claims, and representations for the
manufacturer and vendor of a textbook and lessons on magnetic
healing.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements, disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the
publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before the
Commission, and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent
in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist order
based on such charges which may be issued, and also agrees to
observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation or
other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which
he has notice. (Jan. 24, 1934.)
0587. Publisher-Dough for Cheese Chips.-The publisher of a salesmen's magazine of wide interstate circulation printed, published, and
circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading
statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and
vendor of a dough for cheese chips.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements, disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the
publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before
the Commission, and waives the right to be joined as a party reE:pondent in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the
Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist
order based on such charges which may be issued, and also agrees to
observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation or
other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which
he has notice. (Jan. 24, 1934.)
0588. Publisher-Tube Signs.-The publisher of a salesman's magazine of wide interstate circulation printed, published, and circulated
advHtisements alleged to contain false and misleading statements,
claims, and representations for the manufacturer and vendor of
Lammon's tube signs.
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In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the
publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before the
Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent
in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist order
based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees to
observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation or
oth~r agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of
which he has notice. (Jan. 24, 1934.)
0589. Publisher-Food-Making and Display Machines.-The publisher
of a salesmen's magazine of wide interstate circulation printed, published, and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and
misleading statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and vendor of food-making and display machines.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the
publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before the
Commission and waives the right to be joined as a. party respondent
in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist order
based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees to
observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation or
other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which
he -has notice. (Jan. 24, 1934.)
0590. Publisher-Soaps.-The publisher of a salesmen's magazine
of wide interstate circulation printed, published, and circulated
advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading statements,
claims, and representations for the manufacturer and vendor of a.
soap in assorted boxes.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission~ this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the
publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before the
Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent
in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist order
based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees to
observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation or
other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which
(he, they, or it) (has or have) notice. (Jan. 24, 1934.)
0591. Publisher-Rubber Mats.-The publisher of a salesmen's magazine of wi-le interstate circulation printed, published and circulated
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advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading statements,
claims and representations for the manufacturer and vendor of
rubber cushion mats for house use.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or
the publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before
the Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the
Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist
order based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees
to observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation
or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of
which (he, they or it) (has or have) notice. (Jan. 24, 1934.)
0592-0594. Publishers-Cough and Cold Medicines.-Respondents,t
publishers of newspapers of wide interstate circulation printed, published, and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and
misleading statements, claims and representations for the manufacturer and vendor of a medical preparation for coughs and colds.
In stipulations filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, these publishers admit publication of such advertisements; disclaim any interest in the business of the advertiser or
the publication of such advertisements that they care to defend
before the Commission and waive the right to be joined as party
respondents in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before
the Commission, and agree to observe and abide by any cease and
desist order based on such charges which may be issued; and also
agree to observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any
stipulation or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which (he, they or it) (has or have) notice. (Jan. 24,
1934.)

0595-0597. Publishers-Cough and Cold ::Medicines.-Respondents,1
publishers of newspapers of wide interstate circulation printed, published, and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and
misleading statements, claims and representations for the manufacturer and vendor of a medical preparation for coughs and colds.
In stipulations filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, these publishers admit publication of such advertisements; disclaim any interest in the business of the advertiser or the
publication of such advertisements that they care to defend before
1 The stipulations appear to he Identical, except for the fact that respondent In 0592 Is
a publisher of a large Midwest evening daily new~paper, respondent ln 0593 ls a publisher of a large southern newspaper, and respondent 1n 0504 Is a publlsher of a large
southern daily newspaper.
1 The stipulations appear to be Identical, Pxcept for the fact thnt respondent In 0595 Is
a publlsher of a large VIrginia dally, respondent In 0596 Ia a publisher of a large Indiana
dally, and respondent ln 0597 1s a publisher of a large Missouri da.!Jy.

t
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the Commission and waive the right to be joined as party respondents in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agree to observe and abide by any cease and desist order
based on such charges which may be issued; and also agree to observe
and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation or other
agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which he
has notice. (Jan. 24, 1934.)
0598. Vendor-Advertiser-Luminous Tube Signs.-William C. Sage,
trading as Cincinnati Luminous Tube Co., 205-207 Vine Street,
Cincinnati, Ohio, vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling luminous
tube signs direct through agents, and in advertising represented:
Our representatives are earning np to $100 per week.
Up to $100 a week for you selling merchants new neon signs.

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees in soliciting agents, sales persons, or dealers to sell said merchandise in interstate commerce, to cease and desist from publishing
and circulating, or causing to be published and circulated, any statement or representation directly upon the responsibility of the undersigned respondent, or indirectly as purporting to be upon the responsibility or in the words of another, which is false or misleading;
and specifically stipulates and agrees:
(a) That respondent will not represent or hold out as a chance
or an opportunity any amount in excess of what has actually been
accomplished by one or more of respondent's sales persons under
normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business;
(o) That respondent will not represent or hold out as maximum
earnings by the use of such expressions as "up to", "as high as",
or any equivalent expression, any amount in excess of what has
actually been accomplished by one or more of respondent's sales
persons under normal conditions in the due course of respondent's
business; and
(c) That in future advertising where a modifying word or phrase
is used in direct connection with a specific claim or representation
of earnings, such word or phrase shall be printed in type equally
conspicuous with, as to form, and at least one-fourth the size of the
type used in printing such statement, claim, or representation of
earnings.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said respondent should
ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of
this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be used in
evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Feb. 1, 1934.)
0599. Publisher-Christmas and Greeting Cards.-The publisher of a
salesmen's magazine of wide interstate circulation printed, published,
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and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading
statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and
vendor of Christmas and greeting cards.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the
publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before
the Commission, and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent in proceedings instituted against the advertise.r before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist
order based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees
to observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation
or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of
which he has notice. (Feb. 7, 1934.)
0600. Publisher-Toiletries and Cosmetics and Puzzle Premium Plan
of Selling.-The publisher of a fraternal magazine of large interstate
circulation printed, published, and circulated advertisements alleged
to contain false and misleading statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and vendor of toiletries and cosmetics
sold by the puzzle premium progressive plan.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the
publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before the
Commission, and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent
in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist order
based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees to
observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation or
other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which
he has notice. (Feb. 7, 1934.)
0601. Publisher-Hair Dye.-The publisher of a midwestern daily
newspaper of large midwestern circulation printed, published, and
circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading
statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and
vendor of a hair dye.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or
the publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before
the Commission, and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist
order based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees
to observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation
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or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of
which he has notice. (Feb. 16, 1934.)
0602. Publisher-Gas Engine Attachment.-The publisher of a magazine catering to direct sellers, of wide interstate circulation, printed,
published, and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false
and misleading statements, claims, and representations for the
manufacturer and vendor of Gas-0-Fyer to increase vaporization of
gasoline in gas engines.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or
the publication of such avertisements that he cares to defend before
the Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease-and-desist
order based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees
to observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation
or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of
which he has notice. (Feb. 16, 1934.)
0603.· Publisher-Flesh and Weight Reducing Laxative.-The publisher of a large western daily newspaper of wide interstate circulation, printed, published, and circulated advertisements alleged
to contain false and misleading statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and vendor of a flesh- and weightreducing laxative.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or
the publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before
the Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the
Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease-and-desist
order based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees to
observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation or
other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which
he has notice. (Feb. 16, 1934.)
0604. Publisher-Flesh and Weight Reducing Tablets.-The publisher
of a photoplay magazine of national circulation ,printed, published,
and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer
and vendor of flesh- and weight-reducing tablets.
In a stipulation filedi with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the
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publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before
the Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease-and-desist
order based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees
to observe and ab!de by the terms and provisions of any stipulation
or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of
which he has notice. (Feb. 16, 1934.)
0605. Publisher-Feminine Hygiene Preparation.-The publisher of
a story magazine of wide interstate circulation printed, published,
and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and
vendor of a female hygiene preparation.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the
publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before the
Commission, and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent
in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease-and-desist order
based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees to observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation or
~ther agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which
he has notice. (Feb. 23, 1934.)
0606. Vendor-Advertiser-Flesh and Weight Reducing Prescription.Glenn Laboratories, Inc., of New York City, vendor-advertiser, is
engaged in selling an alleged flesh- and weight-reducing prescription
known as" RX 157 ",and in advertising represented:
ax tar
Reduce 2 to 4 Pounds Weekly Safely, Surely, and Easlly
RX 157 converts food Into fuel and energy. RX 157 Is safe, effective, harmless. No excessive dieting I
REDUCE

Safely, Surely, Easily 2 to 4 Pounds Weekly
Now I A new and safe way of reducing 2 to 4 pounds weekly I Safely, surely,
easily.
Fashion decrees a slender figure, and you can have It with radiant health In
the bargain. It Is unnecessary to starve yourself with rigid dieting in order to
lose excess fat. Nor Is It necessary to tire yourself and weaken the system
through the medium of too strenuous exercising.
Graceful posture and poise come with this new figure you will acquire.
Health, too! Health that will glow In a rosy complexion free from sallowness.
wrinkles, flabbiness, and fag lines.
This new method of reducing Is RX 157. It combats the cause of the trouble,
which usually lies In a gin nd. The chief purpose of RX 157 Is to correct a
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deficiency due to an underactive thyroid gland. The thyroid secretion controls
nutrition, and one of its purposes Is to help change certain food into fuel and
energy.
Hundreds of men and women of every weight, age, and condition of life have
been benefited by this doctor's prescription. You owe yourself a trial of this
ideal method. Begin to control your weight by this new, easy way, Results
are guaranteed-or money refundeu. The price is $1.
To obtain the best results from RX 157 it is necessary to nourish the body.
You can eat well-and regularly. Select foods that are nourishing rather than
fattening, Avoid star<;hes and sweets in excess. Cut down fatty foodsinstead, eat plenty of poultry, eggs, lean meats, sea foods, and fresh vegetables.
Eat plenty of fresh fruit-it aids digestion. Eat all you want and regularly.
[Diet lists for breakfast, lunch, and dinner)

Avoid
All starchy foods, such as potatoes, rice, spaghetti, macaroni, etc. All sweets
in foods and candies. Pork, ham, or bacon. Meat fats. Olive oil, butter, and
cheese. Salmon and sardines packed in oil.

The Federal Trade Commission from an investigation made has
reason to believe that the foregoing statements are incorrect, exaggerated, and misleading, to the injury of the public and of legitimate
competitors, having the capacity and tendency to cause erroneous
impressions that the use of said "RX 157" will accomplish in all
cases the results set out or indicated therein, whereas the medical
advice received by the Commission is to the effect that this preparation is neither new nor safe nor sure in that while it will cause a
loss of weight in many cases at the same time serious damage will
result; and if administered without medical supervision, it may
cause nervous and digestive troubles, heart disturbances, headaches,
delirium, often collapse, coma, and even death.
In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
and agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or
causing to be published or circulated, any statement which is false
or misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the
sale of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease
and desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That said product is new; or
(b) That it is safe; or
(a) That it is sure; or
(d) That with it women may reduce 2 to 4 pounds weekly either
safely or surely, or easily; or
(e) That it converts food into fuel and energy; or
(f) That it is safe, effective, harmless; or
(g) That this treatment involves no excessive dieting;
and all representations of like import. (Feb. 23, 1934.)
l0205o•-a5-voL 18--88
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0607. Vendor-Advertiser-Laxative.-The Nature Herb Co. o~
Seattle, Wash., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling a laxative
medicine made of roots, barks, and herbs and designated Sen-Gen-Ma,
ami in advertising represented:
SEN-{]EN·MA

Intestinal Activator, Antiacid, Laxative
A combination of roots, barks, and herbs for relieving constipation, stomach
nnu bladuer <.Iisorders, rheumatism, kidney troubles, indigestion, impure blood,
and eczema.
TONIO LAXATIVE-SEN·GEN·MA

Puts the fight back into you. Sen-Gen-Ma revitalizes the blood that has been
impoverished by disease ami makes you fit to fight the wo1·Id again when taken
systematically and persistently.
Nature's Remedy, Composed of Roots, Barks, Herbs
Sen-Gen-1\la is effective in the relief of stomach trouble, eczema, bad blood,
constipation, liver, and kidney trouble, rheumatism, and similar ailments, or as
a tonic laxative.
I was affected with epileptic fits since 1918 and was so bad I had about 10
or 12 fits a day, which lasted about 40 minutes. I was treated by the Mayo
Bros. at Rochester, 1\llnn., and was told by them that there was no hope for my
recovery. • • • I started to take Sen-Gen-Ma February 1925, and In March
I had my last fit and have not had one fit since then. When I started to take
Sen-Gen-Ma I weighed 141 pounds and today I weigh 172 pounds and owe all
the cure and my life to Sen-Gen-Ma.
On the lOth of January 1925, I was auvised by the doctors of Great Falls,
Mont., to come to Seattle for my health and told by them that I had consumption and could only live 6 weeks. I started to tak" Sen-Gen-Ma upon my
arrival, and today, the 1st of June, I am on my way back to Montana in fairly
good health and 10 pounds heavier than when I came here. I believe I owe
my life to Sen-Gen-Ma. I was sick 14 years and feel better today than any
time during the years of my illness.
At the time I started to take Sen-Gen-Ma, my leg was a running sore and
the doctors told me I had to have it taken off • • • but when I had taken
one bottle of Sen-Gen-Ma my leg started to heal and today is sound and well,
just leaving the scar.
Everyone's mouth and nasal passages contain, from time to time, germs of
typhoid, pneumonia, grippe, and tuberculosis. The healthy body Is the one
that resists them, throws them o1I, destroys and eliminates them. Microbeil
burt those people that are too weak to combat them.
Sen-Gen-Ma purifies the blood and gives It that fighting quality.
• • • three years ago was sick with Inflammatory rheumatism and my
ankles were so badly swollen I could hardly get around to do my work.
• • • In April I was advised to take Sen-Gen-Ma and this 22d day of June
I am sound and well from using it.
I have suffered from ulcers of the stomach for the past 3 years and have
spent over $1,500 with the doctors. They wanted to operate on me but I would
not let them.
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I could not eat anything but raw eggs and milk and was very weak, but
before I had taken one box of your Sen-Gen-1\Ia, I was up out of bed doing all
my housework and eating my meals regularly and out of pain.
I have gained over 50 pounds in the past 4 months and I feel that I owe all
my health to your Sen-Gen-Ma, and I will never be without it.
I have been sick for years with catarrh and throat trouble. Have spent $500
with one doctor in Buffalo, N.Y., and have spent more money in drug stores
but got no relief. • • • In April on the lOth of the month I started to tnk&
Sen-Gen-Ma and today the 29th of June, I would not take $10,000 for what
Sen-Gen-Ma has done for me.
Two years ago I was aftlicted with liver and gall-bladder trouble. The doctor
gave me 5 months to live. He said there was no cure for me. • • •
My son recommended Sen-Gen-Ma, and I treated myself with this remedy
continuously through the months of April and May,
When I started taking this remedy, I weighed 120 pounds and I now weigh
151, making a gain of 30 pounds in a little over 2 months.
I am surely grateful for this wonderful remedy, because it saved me from
suffering and death.
The doctor said I would never work again-that I had Bright's disease. I
also bad bladder trouble, and such spells with my heart that we despaired of
my life. Was sick all last year. I got this medicine on the 28th of December.
and now I am doing all my own work. I am just feeling fine. Don't feel that
I ever was sick. l can't praise Sen-Gen-Ma enough.
As you know, the above herbs are instrumental and successful in the treatment of many stomach disorders, constipation, poor circulation of blood, kidney
trouble, and as a general beneficial tonic.

The Federal Trade Commission, from an investigation made, has
reason to believe that the foregoing statements are incorrect, exaggerated, and misleading, to the injury of the public and of legitimate
competitors, having the capacity and tendency to cause erroneous
impressions in that an analysis of the formula of Sen-Gen-Ma discloses that the product composed of said ingredients would serve
principally as a laxative, stomachic, carminative, and diuretic mixture, but would not be a preventive or an effective treatment for the
various ailments and disorders mentioned.
In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission, this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
and agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or
causing to be published or circulated, any statement which is false or
misleading, and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the
sale of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease
and desist from describing, labeling, branding, or otherwise designating same as a tonic; and from representing in advertisements or
otherwise that said medicinal preparation is either a preventive, or a
competent treatment, or an effective remedy for any of the following:
Stomach disorders and stomach Rheumatism
trouble
IGdney troubles
Bladder disorders
Indigestion
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Impure blood
Tuberculosis
Eczema
Inflammatory rheumatism
Stomach ulcers
Epilepsy
Catarrh and throat trouble
Consumption
Running sore
Liver and gall bladder trouble
Typhoid
Bright's disease
Spells with heart
Pneumonia
Poor circulation of blood
Grippe
and all representations and statements thereto in form or substance.
(Feb. 26, 1934.)
0608. Vendor-Advertiser-Medical Preparation.-Mr. George Schwager, trading as Schuyler preparations, New York City, vendoradvertiser, is engaged in selling a preparation designated "SchuyTone Tablets " for the treatment of shyness, bashfulness, blushing,
stammering, lack of personality, lack of confidence, lack of courage,
self~consciousness, nervousness, timidity, and lack of poise, and in
advertising represented:
Are you missing all the good things and good times in life because you are
bashful and shy? Girls and boys, men and women who are timid, nervous,
self-conscious and easily embarrassed never have much fun. How do you
expect anybody to seek your acquaintance and companionship it you lack
contlclence in yourself?
It is not always the good-looking attractive men and women who are
showered with all the attention. To be popular-always in demand at parties,
one must be a good mixer and possess a pleasing personallty. Why should you
sit at home feeling blue and out of sorts-no place to go-nobody to see.
If you are now suffering from shyness, bashfulness, blushing, stammering,
lack of personality, lack of confidence, lack of courage, self-consciousness,
nervousness, lack of poise, you should read every word of this Iotter and
circular.
Recently we had the good fortune of securing the formulae of a famous
sdentlst used privately with astonishing results. This wonderful preparation Is known as Shuy-Tone. It develops confidence, poise, and courage. It
helps eliminate bashfulness, blushing, and timidity.
Sclmy-Tone has helped school teachers, stenographers, people in public office,
salesmen, preachers, and men and women In love conquer the terrible bugaboo,
" bashfulness."
Try Schuy-Tone. Convince yourself as to the merits of this wonderful
remecly. Schuy-Tone goes to the root of the trouble. It supplies the elements
nature must have to give you self-confidence and courage.
Enclosed In this letter you will find a pamphlet which describes In detailThe Wonder Confidence Builder. After you have read this pamphlet, fill in
the convenient order blank and send it in the addressed envelop. As an in·
troductory of!cr, we are going to send you a large, full size, 1 month's treat·
ment for only $3 ( r{'gular price $5). You sn ve $2 by ordering now.
So elrective is this preparation that it rarely, if ever, fails. No matter how
long you might have sulrcred, your case can be helped. Decide now-this
~ery minute, to overcome once and for all this dreadful and humlllating and
embarrassing atflictlon.
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For bashfulness, self-confidence, poise, courage, blushing, stammering, personality, magnetism, Schuy-Tone leads the way.
Stuttering and stammering.-Stuttering in most cases is due to bashfulness.
self-consciousness and embarrassment. To produce an easy tl.ow of perfect
speech, therE' must be no nervousness, emotionalism, or lack of confidence.
What is happiness worth ?-Usually people who are smlering from shyness.
bashfulness, self-consciousness, and lack of self-control welcome the op.
portunity of learning how to overcome these handicaps. Why go on depriving
yourself of enjoying social life or hinder your business career, when it is so
easy to master your timidity and bashfulness? What is the fulfillment of
these unsatisfied longings and heartaches worth to you?
Schuy-Tone has worked miracles. No more blushing, embarrassment, or
feeling ill at ease. No more agony of meeting people for the first time or
being in the company of the opposite sex. Your remedy has helped me more
than I can say,
Develop self-confidence and poise this new delightful way.
Schuy-Tone eliminates bashfulness, shyness, blushing.
Do you feel at the end of the day that you ha.ve pursued half the social
duties-gained even half the real pleasures of life that are your natural
share? Or do you feel that if only you could overc'Ome the tragedy of bashfulness, you would be able to go about among strangers or members of the
opposite sex, quite cool and composed and be able to converse freely without
the slightest suspicion of embarrassment.
Be sensible about bashfulness.-Take a sensible attitude toward your bashfulness. Let me prove that I can easily make you happy and show you how to
gain self-confidence and poise. Once you have accomplished this, yQur future.
both in business and society, will be an assured success.
Why su1rer mental torture?-H you stay as you are now and do not make an
attempt to rid yourself of this weakness, it will probably remain a part of your
character for the rest of your life. There are, no doubt, thousands of talented
men and women today plodding along on a miserable salary, afraid of their
own souls and galled all the while by the knowledge that if only opportunity
might present itself, they would show the world their real worth and strength.
Neglect is serious.-Neglect often causes the trouble to become worse day by
day, with the result that even the health and vltallty is seriously a1rected.
There is no longer the slightest reason why you should labor under the handicap
of bashfulness, blushing, and lack of confidence.
If you are earnest in your desire to help yourself, why not save further worry
and expense by grasping your opportunity now? · Self-confidence and poise are
the most valuable soclal and business assets in all spheres of life.
llo master of yourself.-If you want to be master of yourself and your su.r•
roundlngs, you must first have a healthy, vigorous nervous system free from
bashfulness and shyness.
Nerve power spells success.-llave you not often observed that the men and
women of power command every situation-how they are looked up to and
respected? Others are glad to obey and carry out their wishes and pleasure.
Bashfulness Is a disease.-Bashfulness is a disease, to be diagnosed as carefully as any other malady. It arises largely from lack of nerve power.
:Magic formula.-Recently we were quite fortunate in securing the famous
formula of one of tbe leading physicians of America. Su1rerers from bashful·
ness bave the extreme good fortune of being able to avail themselves of this
wonder medicine without spending a great amount of money, This preparation
1s called Schuy-Tone.
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Schuy-Tone nourishes and replenishes the vital fluids in the system. No
more misery because of bashfulness, blushing, stammering, or lack of confidence
and poise.
Bashfulness blights lives.-Those of you whose lives have been blighted by
the torments of bashfulness and lack of confidence can now receive blessed
relief by using Schuy-Tone. This famous preparation has been used privately
for many years with astounding good results. It is not a dope or a stimulant,
·but a nerve food to build up confidence and courage.
It you are now su1Iering from nervousness, nervous headache, indigestion,
1ack of confidence, bad temper, lack of "pep", sleeplessness, neuritis, high blood
pressure, low blood pressure, poor memory, constipation, irregular heart, worry,
neurasthenia, bashfulness, melancholia, fear of insanity-you should read every
word of this letter.
No more need you worry because of weak, trembling, or painful nerves. En·
joy perfect health and steady nerves. Be free from any pain or strain-all
your old restlessness and anxiety gone. Don't be discouraged-cheer up. We
oon help you, just as we have helped thousands of other people who were
&u1Iering with their " nerves."
We live and work in a busy age, and as a result over 90 percent of the people
have acquired some nervous aflliction.
Recently we had the good fortune of securing the formula of a famous nerve
remedy used privately with astounding results by one of the leading physicians
1n America. This wonderful preparation is known as Schuy-Tone. It relaxes, rests, and nourishes tired, worn-out, and painful nerves. Schuy-Tone
w1II help you regain your old strength and restore your nerves to their natural
{!alm,
A nervous condition must never be neglected.-The most serious maladies
usually come from nerve strain. No time should be wasted in correcting nerve
exhaustion. You cannot expect to enjoy life to the fullest unless you have
strong, healthy nerves.
Try Schuy-Tone on our responsibility.-Convince yourself as to the merits of
this wonderful remedy. Schuy-Tone goes to the root of the trouble. It sup·
piles the elements nature must have to keep your body in good working condl·
tion. Schuy-Tone wlll restore your nervous system to a healthy condition, so
that you may eat, sleep, and be contented. Your work will be a keen enjoyment
Instead of a drudgery.
• • • As an introductory offer, we a~e going to send you a large, full-size,
1 month's treatment for only $3. (Regular pdce, $5.) You save $2 by ordering
DOW.

For healthy nerves, calmness, reft·eshing sleep, freedom from worry, control
of the emotions, perfect digestion, lack of fatigue, lack of confidence, pains,
Schuy-Tone leads the way.
Schuy-Tone for healthy nerves.-Everyone wants to have strong, quiet, calm
nerves. People who are constantly "on edge", who become rattled and con·
fused easily, never get much fun out of life.
To meet the many problems that arise daily, one must have poise and confidence and freedom from wot·ry about your health and nerves. Healthy nerves
carry us through difficulties with a minimum of worry.
Overtaxed nerves invariably are the cause of people becoming irritable,
-cranky-constantly "flying off the handle." Worn, tired nerves are certain to
•• give in" under such a strain.
Neglect is dangerous.-Very often headaches, indigestion, and pains are
caused by the lowering of our nerve forces due to the slightest extra strain. A
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neglected nervous condition results in neuritis, neurasthenia, and a weakening
of physical .and mental powers, followed eventually by a complete nervous
breakdown.
Nervous people become so sensitive and unreasonable in their demands that
they make everybody else with whom they come in contact just as miserable
as themselves.
It you want to be master of yourself and your surroundings you must first
have a healthy, vigorous nervous system.
Nerve power means happiness.-Have you not often observed that the men
and women of power command every situation-bow they are looked up to
and respected? Others are glad to obey and carry out their wishes and
pleasures. Nerve power means freedom from poor health, which is essential
for success and happiness.
Restful sleep.-People sufl'ering from " nerves " cannot get a good night's
sleep. Sleeplessness is extremely dangerous. Lack of sleep makes matters
worse, and as time goes on serious complications usually set in.
Magic formula.-Recently we were quite fortunate in securing the famous
nerve remedy formula of one of the leading physicians in America. Sufl'erers
from nerve exhaustion have the extreme good fortune of being able to avail
themselves of this wonder nerve medicine without spending a great deal of
money. This prepartion is called " Schuy-Tone."
Schuy-Tone contains only the purest ingredients-no drugs or opiates. Only
extracts from nature's plant life. This remedy feeds the nervous system and
promotes a quiet mind and a restful sleep.
Schuy-Tone nourishes and replenishes the vital fluids in the nervous system.
Tired, worn-out nerves become strong and healthy-bad temper and irritability
disappear and in their place we have peace and calm. No more misery because
of nerve starvation.
Wives whose lives have been blighted by tormenting chUdren and constant
strain of household duties can now receive blessed relief by using Schuy-Tone.
Husbands who sufl'er from nerve exhaustion because of constant worry, over·
work, and intense concentration will find Schuy-Tone a remarkable remedy.
On!!e again their nerves wlll be rested and strengthened. This famous prepa·
ration has been used privately for many years with astounding results. It is
not a dope or stimulant that tends to wear out and exhaust the nervous
system-but a nerve food.
A nervous break-down can be avoided.-The wise man and woman at the
first Indication of a nervous trouble immediately takes steps to build up and
strengthen their weakening nerves.
Beware of sick nerves.-Nerves need food as well as rest. Ordinary diet 1s
not enough. Specially prepored extracts as contained In Schuy-Tone are necessary to properly tone up and restore the nerves to a normal condition. SchuyTone Is recommended to all people who wish to keep fit and trim at all times.
Exhaustion, nervousness, poor health overcome by Schuy-Tone.-Schuy-Tone
attacks nerve exhaustion by striking at the cause. If you tire easily, feel "all
dragged out", can't go through your dally work without resting, there Is only
one reason for your troubles. You have not been supplying your nerves with
the necessary essentials. An engine cannot work without fuel. Don't expect
your nerves to do the impossible. People actually take more trouble in caring
for their pets, automobiles, and gardens than they take in providing the
necessary minerals and essentials of which we are made. We are constantly
" using up " energy and strength. Is it not correct, then, to expect that we
must replace this material or suffer by reason of this deficiency? Schuy-Tone
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contains tbe necessary minerals and elements necessary to maintain your
nerves in a normal condition. That is why the testimonial letters below are
typical of how Schuy-Tone users have taken a new lease on llfe.

The Federal Trade Commission, from an investigation made, has
reason to believe that certain of the foregoing statements are incorrect, exaggerated, and misleading to the injury of the public and of
competitors, having the capacity and tendency to cause erroneous
impressions that the use of said Schuy-Tone will accomplish in all
cases the results set out or indicated therein; whereas the medical
advice received by the Commission is to the effect that, although this
preparation has tonic properties, neither this nor any other known
medicinal preparation is an adequate treatment or an effective remedy for bashfulness, shyness, stammering, or similar conditions, or
for the development of self-confidence, poise, courage, personality,.
or magnetism, as represented.
In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and.
represents to the Federal Trade Commission that he has definitely
discontinued the advertising of such commodity, and does not intend
at this time to resume such advertising in the future; and that the·
sale of said commodity is limited to the filling of unsolicited orders.
Respondent further stipulates and agrees that in the event he decides
to resume advertising again, such future advertising will be made·
to conform to the rulings or precedents established by the Federal
Trade Commission; and in particular that the claims will be limited
to the recognized tonic properties of said medicine.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said George Schwagershould ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may
be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Mar. 6, 1934.)
0609. :Publisher-Feminine Hygiene I'reparations.-The publisher of"
a photoplay magazine of large national circulation printed, published, and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and
misleading statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and vendor of female hygiene preparations.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements;
disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before the
Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent
in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist orderbased on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees to·
observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation or-
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<>ther agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which
he has notice. (Mar. 6, 1934.)
0610. Publisher-Flesh and Weight Reducing Tablets.-The publisher of a story magazine of national circulation printed, published,
.and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer
.and vendor of flesh- and weight-reducing tablets.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this publisher admits publication of such advertisements;
-disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before the
·Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent
in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist order
based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees to
·observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation or
other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which
he has notice. (Mar. 9, 1934.)
0611. Publisher-Cement for use in repairing dishes, utensils, etc.The publisher of a household magazine of large national circulation,
printed, published, and circulated advertisements alleged to contain
false and misleading statements, claims, and representations for the
manufacturer and vendor of a cement for use in repairing dishes,
.utensils, etc.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements;
·discJaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before the
~Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent
jn proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commis·sion, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist order
based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees to
observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation
or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of
which he has notice. (Mar. 9, 1934.)
0612. Publisher-New Deal Price Tags for Show Windows.-The pub·Iisher of a trade magazine serving direct sellers, of wide interstate
.circulation printed, published, and circulated advertisements alleged
to contain false and misleading statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and vendor of "new deal " price tags for
' show windows.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the
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publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before the
Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent
in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist order
based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees to
observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation or
other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which
he has notice. (Mar. 16, 1934.)
0613. Publishers-Feminine Hygiene Preparations.-The publisher of
a seaside magazine of wide interstate circulation printed, published,
and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading
statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and
vendor of feminine hygiene preparations.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the
publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before
the Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist
order based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees to
observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation or
other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which
he has notice. (Mar. 16, 1934.)
OG14. Publisher-Rheumatism Treatment.-The publisher of a Pacific
coast daily newspaper of large circulation in the Northwest printed,
published, and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and
misleading statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and vendor of an alleged treatment for rheumatism, etc.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the
publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before the
Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent
in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist order
based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees to
observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation or
other agreement between the advertiser and the Commissirn of wl.tich
he has notice. (Mar. 16, 1934.)
0615. Publisher-Windshield Cleaner.-The publisher of a trade
magazine serving direct sellers, of wide interstate circulation, printeJ,
published and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and
misleading statements, claims and representations for the manufac-
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turer and vendor of liquid to prevent frost and rain adhering to auto
windshield.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or
the publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before
the Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the
Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist
order based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees
to observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation
or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of
which he has notice. (Mar. 16, 1934.)
0616. Publisher-Medicated Chewing Gum.-The publisher of a trade
Inagazine serving direct sellers, of wide interstate circulation printed,
published and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and
misleading statements, claims and representations for the manufacturer and vendor of a medicated chewing gum alleged to aid
digestion.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or
the publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before
the Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before
the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and
desist order based on such charges which may be issued; and also
agrees to observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any
stipulation or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which he has notice. (Mar. 16, 1934.)
0617. Publisher-Hair Dye.-The publisher of a southern daily
newspaper of wide interstate circulation printed, published and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading statements, claims and representations for the manufacturer and vendor
of a hair dye.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or
the publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before
the Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the
Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist
order based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees
to observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation
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or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of
which he has notice. (Mar. 20, 1934.)
0618. Vendor-Advertiser-Flesh and Weight Reducer.-Life Savers,
Inc., of Port Chester, N.Y., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling
a confection designated "Life Savers", and in advertising represented:
Life Savers help you to lose weight.
The right sweet at the right time helps you lose weight faster.
The latest <11abetlc findings show that sugar Is the best fire to burn away the
body fats completely, safely.
Life Savers are my idea of the right sweet. They give you quickly assimi·
lated fat-fighting sugar energy without fat-creating bulk.
Show me that you are really getting busy on this re<1uclng program, by buy·
lng two (2) packages of genuine Life Savers.
Eat Life Savers and grow thin. .
I guarantee that you can safely lose on an average of 15 pounds a month.
You need sugar to help burn up those body fats.
• • • late scientific researches have demonstrated that you lose weight
faster and more safely when your reducing diet contains ample sugar.
Sugar helps you reduce.
Sugar Is the one food element that most quickly and safely melts away body
fats.
You lose W(!ight faster by eating sugar.

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or causing
to be published or circulated any statement which is false or misleading, and specifically stipulates and agrees, in soliciting the sale
of :md selling its said product in interstate commerce, to cease and
desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That said Life Savers are an effective aid to reducing weight
or removing fat.
(b) That sugar or Life Savers will burn up or melt away body fat.
(c) That sugar helps one to reduce
and all representations and statements equivalent or similar thereto
in form or substance. (Mar. 20, 1934.)
0619. Vendor-Advertiser-Instructions in Raising Rabbits.-Monroe
Green, successor to National Rabbit Institute of Arcadia, Calif.,
vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling courses of instruction in
raising and breeding rabbits, and in advertising represented:
Raise rabbits for profit-earn $1,000 to $5,000 a year • • • his proved
successful methods show you quickly and easily bow to make $1 to $3 every
hour of spare time.
.Advisory Doard National Rabbit Institute • • •.
Dr. Carroll G. Dull, B.S.l\I.D., Baltimore, lid.
Prof. .A. Lawrence Dean, Blacksburg, Va.
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but alleges that no such statements and representations have been
made by either of the respondents through advertisements in various
publications or otherwise subsequent to the year 1930.
The said statements and representations are held by the Commission to have the capacity and tendency to mislead and deceive the
purchasing public into buying said courses of instruction in the
erroneous belief that the same are true, but the respondent, Monroe
Green, does not so agree and alleges that he has acted throughout
in entirely good faith ..
In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or causing
to be published or circulated, any statement which is false or misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees, in soliciting the sale
of and selling its said product in interstate commerce, to cease and
desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That the probable earnings of prospective students will be in
excess of the average amount earned by competent rabbit raisers
devoting their entire time to their said business under normal rabbitraising conditions in normal times;
(b) That any person is a member of respondent's advisory board
unless such person be actually engaged in advising respondent in
regard to its course of instruction or unless such person shall have
materially assisted in the preparation of said courses of instruction;
and all representations and statements equivalent or similar thereto
in form or substance.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said Monroe Green
should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may
be used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Mar. 23, 1934.)
0620. Publisher-Tonsillitis Treatment-The publisher of Grit-a
newspaper of large national circulation published by the Grit Publishing Co., of "Williamsport, Pa., printed, published, and circulated
advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading statements,
claims, and representations for the manufacturer and vendor of a
tonsillitis treatment.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the
publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before
the Commission, and waives the right to be joined as a party
respondent in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before
the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and
desist order based on such charges which may be issued, and also
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agrees to observe and abide by the terms and provisions or any stipulation or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission
of which he has notice. (Mar. 28, 1934.)
0621. Vendor-Advertiser-Account books in blank form.-Harry
Gardewing, trading as J. H. Gardewing, Lawrence, Ind., vendoradvertiser, is engaged in selling printed account books designated
"Gardewing's Simplified Bookkeeping Systems", and in advertising
represented:
$2 commission on every $4.75 sale. Make up to $10 a day extra, selling all
merchants my Simplified Bookkeeping Book. Tenth successful season. Handle
with any line. So simple, selling experience unnecessary. Commission paid
on orders received direct, increasing your profits every year. Harry Gardewing, Lawrenceburg, Ind.
Make $10 a day extra selllng all merchants my Simplified Bookkeeping Book.

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agre.es to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or causing
to be published or circulated, any statement which is false or misleading, and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the sale
of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease and
desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That respondent will not make unmodified representations or
claims of earnings of sales persons in excess of the average earnings
of the active full-time sales persons of respondent achieved under
normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business.
(b) That respondent will not represent or hold out as a chance or
an opportunity any amount in excess of what has actually been
accomplished by one or more of respondent's sales persons under
normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business; and
(c) That respondent will not represent or hold out as maximum
earnings by the use of such expressions as "up to", "as high as",
or any equivalent expression, any amount in excess of what has
actually been accomplished by one or more of respondent's sales
persons under normal conditions in the due course of respondent's
business.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said respondent should
ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions
of this agreement this said stipulation as to the facts may be used
in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which the
Commission may issue. (:Mar. 28, 1934.)
0622. Publisher-Laundry Fork.-The publisher of Opportunity, a
trade magazine serving direct sellers, of wide interstate circulation, printed, published, and circulated advertisements alleged to
contain false and misleading statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and vendor of a laundry fork.
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In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or
the publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before
the Commission, and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the
Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease-and-desist
order based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees
to observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation
or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of
which he has notice. (Apr. 2, 1934.)
0623. Publisher-Epilepsy Treatment.-W. H. Gannett, Publisher,
Inc., the publisher of Comfort, a family magazine of large interstate circulation, printed, published, and circulated advertisements
alleged to contain false and misleading statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and vendor of an alleged treatment for epilepsy, fits, etc.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the
publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before
the Commission, and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the
Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease-anddesist order based on such charges which may be issued; and also
Jtgrees to observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any
stipulation or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which he has notice. (Apr. 2, 1934.)
0624. Publisher-Skin Ointment.-Mr. James M. Thompson, New
Orleans, La., the publisher of the New Orleans Item, a daily newspaper of large circulation in the Southern States, printed, published, and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and
misleading statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and vendor of an ointment for skin disorders.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or
the publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before the Commission, and waives the right to be joined as a party
respondent in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before
the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease-anddesist order based on such charges which may be issued; and also
agrees to observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any
stipulation or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which he has notice. (Apr. 2, 1934.)
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0625. Vendor-Advertiser-Price Tags.-H. I. Laudi and F. S. Small,
copartners, trading as New Deal Products Co., St. Louis, Mo.,
vendor-advertiser, are engaged in selling price tags for show windows, designated" New Deal Price Tags", and in advertising represented:
Bll.AND NEW BUSINESS INVENTION

Up to 233% Profit Selling to Leading Merchants Throughout the U.S. Red
Hot National Success
A new deal. We mean it. We give the salesman all opportunity to become
a genuinely exclusive distributor on his own efforts in a week's time, without
investing a pile of money. A brand new product, now being featured in the
F>how windows of the largest, finest department stores, foremost merchants
in the country, as well as being irresistible to the smallest merchant. Modern·
izes every store-looks like a million dollars-actually makes the merchant
money and selling like wildfire.
• • • wanted at once-men qualified to act as district managershundreds of territories open now • • • Possible for him to make $150
a week out of it • • •

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
and represents to the Federal Trade Commission that they have
definitely discontinued the advertising of said commodity, and do
not intend at this time to resume such advertising in the future; and
that the sale of said commodity is limited to the filling of unsolicited orders.
Respondents stipulate and agree that in the event they decide to
resume advertising again, such future advertising will be made to
confonn to the rulings of precedents established by the Federal
Trade Commission; and in particular that they will not represent or
hold out as a chance or an opportunity for salespersons to earn, any
amount in excess of what has actually been accomplished by one or
more of respondents' salespersons under normal conditions in the
due course of respondents' business.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said II. I. Laudi andjor
F. S. Small should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative
of the provisions of thjs agreement, this said stipulation as to the
facts may be used in evidence against them in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Apr. 6, 1934.)
0626. Publisher-Needlecraft Materials.-W. H. Gannett, Publisher,
Inc., the publisher of" Comfort", a family magazine of wide interstate circulation, printed, published, and circulated advertisements
alleged to contain false and misleading statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and vendor of materials for needle
craft and sewing.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertise·
ments; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the
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publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before the
Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent
in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist order
based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees to observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation or
other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which
it has notice. (Apr. 6, 1934.)
OG27. Vendor-Advertiser-Gasoline Device.-D. E. Colburn and R. E.
Sager, copartners trading as Sterling Products Co., Green Bay, 'Vis.,
vendor-advertiser, are engaged in selling a device for vaporizing
gasoline designated as "Gas-0-Fyer ", and in advertising represented:
" GOLD "

STOP I

ACT QUICK

!

Men, we have the most amazing invention to start automobiles in zero
weather. It will marvel the auto world. We'll put this miracle invention on
your car at our cost. See what it Is. Read all about it. Get ready to make
~:;oo a month. No competition. Write quick. Sample postpaid, $2; money
baek guarantee.
BTERUNG PRODUOTB CO.

Green Bay, Wis.

Member N.R..A.

and in follow-up literature:
The Gas-Q.Fyer eliminates all of this trouble by supplying heat that is neces·
sary to vaporize gas in zero weather to give your motor a reauy explosive mix·
ture. The reason why your car starts so easily in the summertime is because
Your motor is always within a temperature from 70 to 80 degrees FahrPnheit,
Which is sufficient to vaporize gasoline.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The "Gas·O·Frer has been tested and tried for several years and has proved
practical in eve1·y respect, its principal and operation is based on sound common
sense.
By placing the Gns·O·Fyer in between the carburetor and the air cleaner and
confining the heat discharged from the Gas·O·Fyer in this air chamber produces a temperature of between 200 and 276 degrees Fahrenheit. This is accomplished by simply pm;bing a button on the dashboard, which automatically
connects up and beats the element in the Gas·O--Fyer, which in turn heats the
air to the above temperature. The reason for 60 second starting in the coldest
Weather.

The Federal Trade Commission, from an investigation made, has
reason to believe that the foregoing statements are incorrect, exaggerated, and misleading, to the injury of the public and of legitimate
<'ompetitors, having the capacity and tendency to cause erroneous
impressions in that tests made by the Dureau of Standards show
that the capacity and the efficiency of the device are greatly misrepresented, and that the claims of profits to be made by dealers
102050"--3~--VOLlS----39
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in this commodity are greatly exaggerated and admittedly without
foundation of :fact.
In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations, and respondents represent that they have definitely discon·
tinued the business of selling said Gas-0-Fyer in interstate
commerce, and have discontinued the advertising thereof, and do
not intend at this time to resume such advertising in the future;
and that the sale of said commodity is limited to the filling of unsolicited orders. Respondents further stipulate and agree that in the
event they decide to resume advertising again, such future advertising will be made to conform to the rulings or precedents established by the Federal Trade Commission; and in particular that:
(a) Any claims as to the performance of said device will be
limited to the scientific proofs thereof; and
(b) That respondents will not represent or hold out as a chance
or an opportunity to the prospective salespersons any amount in
excess of what has actually been accomplished by one or more of
their salespersons under normal conditions in the due course of
respondent's business.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said B. E. Colburn
and/or R. E. Sagor should ever resume or indulge in any practice
violative of the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as
to the facts may be used in evidence against them in the trial of the
complaint which the Commission may issue. (Apr. 9, 1934.)
0628. Publisher-Tropic Weld.-Opportunity Publishing Co. of
Chicago, Ill., the publisher of Opportunity, a trade magazine serving direct sellers, of wide interstate circulation, printed, published,
and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer
and vendor of Tropic 'Veld.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or
the publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before the Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party
respondent in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before
the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and
desist order based on such charges which may be issued; and also
agrees to observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any
stipulation or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which it has notice. (Apr. 9, 1934.)
0629. Publisher-Deodorant.-Opportunity Publishing Co. of Chicago, Ill., the publisher of" Opportunity", a trade magazine serving
direct sellers of wide interstate circulation, printed, published and
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circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading
statements, claims and representations for the manufacture and
vendor of a deodorant.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or
the publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before
the Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist
order based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees
to observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation
or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of
which it has notice. (Apr. 9, 1934.)
0630. Publisher-Feminine Hygiene Tablets.-The publisher of a
magazine of fiction of wide interstate circulation printed, published,
and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading statements, claims and representations for the manufacturer and
vendor of Amlo Tablets for female hygiene.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publisher admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or
the publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before
the Commission and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist
order based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees
to observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation
or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of
which he has notice. (Apr. 11, 1934.)
0631. Vendor-Advertiser-Feminine Hygiene Tablets.-J. E. Leimback, trading as Amlo Products Co. of Chicago, Ill., vendor-ad vertiser, is engaged in selling tablets for feminine hygiene designated
Amlo Tablets and in advertising represented:
This dainty tablet is all you need. Convenient anu so simple to use. So
dependably etl'ective, yet totally safe and harmless. That is why mouern,
intelligent women prefer Amlo Tablets to safeguard their mental happiness
and henltb. Dry, greaseless, noncnustlc, nonpoisonous-a complete feminine
germicide that requires no water, solutions, or accessories. Penetrating, soothing, deodorizing. Physicians recommend Amlo.
How to use Amlo Feminine Hygiene Tablets.
Not less than 3 minutes nor more than GO minutes before, place an Amlo
tablet as far back into the vagina as possible.
Allow the tablet to carry on its antiseptic action. Do not douche or wash
the vagina immediately but walt, and when convenient cleanse with lukewarm
water or mild antiseptic douches for utmost sanitation.
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Amlo Tablets act immediately upon insertion, liberating a powerfully antiseptic gas which penetrates folds and crevices, quickly and surely destroying
bacteria germs.
Amlo Tablets are nonpoisonous, noncaustic, odorless and harmless to delicate tissues. Repeated use will not desensitize membranes nor in any way
Irritate the vaginal tract.
It is the clean, easy, simple, and effective feminine hygiene method so highly
nppreciated by the modern, fastidious married woman.
Always make sure the vial of Amlo Tablets is tightly corked and kept in a
dry place.
A NEW J!lASY WAY

Science which has literally done wonders for the modern woman in relieving
her of the yoke of household toils has bestowed another significant aid. It has
given her a new, simple, dainty method of feminine hygiene. One little snow
white .Amlo tablet supplants awkward, elaborate liquid solutions, cones and
jellies. Nonpoisonous, noncaustic and odorless, Amlo Tablets require no water
nor accessories. They dissolve Instantly upon contact with moisture, efficiently destroying bacteria get·ms without injuring delicate tissues. Continuous use actually soothes and beals membranes and will correct conditions of
leucorrhea (known as "whites").
Enlightenment in the practice of feminine hygiene is gaining headway,
thanks to the progress of antiseptics and the modern trend toward frankness
(Ill all formerly " taboo " subjects.
Today there is no need for any married
woman to be without positive information in the proper technique of personal
hygiene. She need not be dependent upon her friends', her bridge partners', nor
het· neighbors' advice. She should accept only the actual facts of medical
research,

The Federal Trade Commission from an investigation made has
reason to believe that the foregoing statements are incorrect, exaggerated, and misleading to the injury of the public and of competitors in that it is the evident intent to make the reader believe that
such tablets are intended as a contraceptive and constitute a dependable germicide as well as an effective treatment for other conditions
named; whereas the medical advice received by the Commission is
that this product depends for its antiseptic action upon a compound
which will decompose in the presence of weak acids to liberate chlorine; that the bactericidal efficiency of chlorine-liberating preparations is markedly decreased or even entirely dissipated in the
presence of organic matter, leaving an insufficient concentration of
it to be effective either as a germicide or as a contraceptive; and
furthermore that such product would not destroy all bacteria germs,
heal membranes, or correct conditions of leucorrhea.
In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or causing
to be published or circulated any statement which is false or misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the sale of
and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease and desist
from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
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(a) Either directly or inferentially that Amlo Tablets may be
used as a contraceptive;
(b) That said tablet is "all you need", or" is so dependably effective", or will "safeguard your mental happiness", or that it is a
"complete feminine germicide";
(c) That the placing of an Amlo Tablet in the vagina from 3
to 60 minuteS~ "before" will cause liberation of a "powerfully antiseptic gas which penetrates folds and crevices, quickly and surely
destroying bacteria germs ";
(d) That one little Amlo Tablet "supplants awkward, elaborate
liquid solutions, cones, and jellies ";
(e) That said tablets " efficiently destroy bacteria germs " or heal
membranes or correct conditions of leucorrhea;
(f) That the assertions made for this product are "the actual facts
of medical research ";
and all representations of like import.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said J. E. Leimback
should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be
used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Apr. 11, 1934.)
OG32. Vendor-Advertiser-Hair Dye.-Walgreen Co., an Illinois corporation operating ·walgreen Drug Store3, Chicago, Ill., vendoradvertiser, is engaged in selling a preparation for coloring hair,
designated "Nu-Color ",and in advertising represented:
NU·COLOR HAIR-COLOR RESTORER

Convenient comb for applying Nu-Color comes attached to screw-top of the
bottle.
$1 bottle, full 12 ounces, 89 cents
Nu-Color is not a dye but a sclentlfic preparation intended to restore the
natural color to faded or gray hair. Brings back the natural color of the
hair gradually through continued use. Easy to apply.
Nu-Color hair-color restorer, 12-ounce bottle, 89 cents
Comb for applying comes attached to bottle cap. Restores natural color to
faded or gray hair. Darkens hair gradually through continued use.

The Federal Trade Commission, from an investigation made, has
reason to believe that the foregoing statements are incorrect, exaggerated, and misleading, to the injury of the public and of legitimate
competitors, in that the medical advice received by the Commission
is to the effect that there is no drug or chemical or any known combination thereof which will restore the natural color of the hair,
gradually or otherwise; and in particular that the ingredients contained in respondent's formula will not do so.
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In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or causing
to be published or circulated, any statement which is false or misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the sale
of and selling its product in interstate commerce to cease and
desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That Nu-Color is a hair-color restorer; or
(b) That said preparation will either restore the natural color
to faded or gray hair, or will bring back the natural color of the
hair gradually or otherwise;
(c) That it does or can do any more than impart color to the
hair;
and any other statements and representations of like import.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said Walgreen Co.,
a corporation, sh.ould ever resume or indulge in any practice violative
of the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the
facts may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Apr. 11, 1934.)
0633. Publisher-Hair Dye.-Illinois Publishing & Printing Co., of
Chicago, Ill., the publisher of the Chicago Herald Examiner, a daily
newspaper of wide interstate circulation, printed, published, and
circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading
statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and
vendor of a hair dye.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission, this publir:;her admits publication of such advertisements; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the
publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before the
Commission, and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent
in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease-and-desist order
based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees to
observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation or
other agreement Letween the advertiser and the Commission of
which it has notice, (Apr. 12, 1934.)
0634. Advertising Agency-Liquid Deodorant.-Uortimer Lowell, operating an advertising agency under the trade name of Mortimer
Lowell Co., New York, N.Y., prepared and caused to be published
and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and misleadin~
statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and
vendor of a liquid deodorant.
A stipulation has been filed with the Federal Trade Commission
which has been approved, in which it is agreed:
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That the advertising agent caused the advertisement of said advertiser to be inserted and published in various magazines and periodicals of general circulation throughout the United States;
That the advertising agent has discontinued placing advertisements for said advertiser ;
That the advertising agent, should he hereafter be retained to
handle the advertising of said advertiser, hereby agrees to observe
and abide by the terms and provisions of any cease-and-desist order
based on the aforesaid charges which may hereafter be issued by the
Federal Trade Commission; and also agrees to observe and abide by
the terms and provisions of any stipulation or other agreement
between the aforesaid advertiser and the Federal Trade Commission
in this matter of which the advertising agent has notice. (Apr. 13,
1934.)
OC35. Vendor-Advertiser-Greeting an·d Christmas Cards.-H. Alperin,

trading as Cyphers Card Co., Buffalo, N.Y., vendor-advertiser, is
engaged in selling greeting, holiday, and event cards and in advertising represented:
Sell Cyphers personal Christmas greeting cards from now until Christmas.
Up to $100 or more a week; $5 to $10 an hour.
$5 to $10 per hour-up to $1,000 or more before Christmas.
Anyone can earn a splendid income on our plan; experience unnecessary.
• • • when we say you can make $1,000, $2,000, or more in 3 or 4
months selling personal Christmas cards, that is exactly what we mean! Many
greeting-card representatives do. $5 to $10 an hour, up to $100 a week I You
make 33% percent on every order, and you get your pay right away.
It all depends on you-every dollar you earn, you get. The representatives
who throw all their energy into the work and know where to go to get the
big"orders are the ones who make the big money. We also have many friends
who haven't the time nor inclination tcr sell greeting cards day in and day
out-they're content to earn $75, $100, $200, $500 or more, taking orders for
Cyphers personal Christmas greeting cards in spare hours. And what more
ideal way could there be to earn "pin money"?

The Federal Trade Commission, from an investigation made, has
reason to believe that the foregoing statements are incorrect, exaggerated, and misleading in that the amounts stated exceed that which
can be earned by agents or salespersons of respondent under normal
conditions.
In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission, this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
and agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or
causing to be published or circulated, any statement which is false
or misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the
sale of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease
and desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That respondent will not make unmodified representations or
claims of earnings of salespersons in excess of the average earnings
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of the active full-time salespersons of respondent achieved under
normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business;
(b) That respondent will not represent or hold out as a chance
or an opportunity any amount in excess of what has actually been
accomplished by one or more of respondent's salespersons under
normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business;
(c) That respondent will not represent or hold out as maximum
earnings by the use of such expressions as "up to", "as high as ''t
or any equivalent expression, any amount in excess of what has actually been accomplished by one or more of respondent's salespersons
under normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business;
and
(d) That in future advertising where a modifying word or phrase
is used in direct connection with a specific claim or representation
of earnings, such word or phrase shall be printed in type equally
conspicuous with, as to form, and at least one-fourth the size of the
type used in printing such statement, claim, or representation of
earmngs.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said respondent should
ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of
this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be used in
evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which the CommissiOn may issue. (Apr. 13, 1934.)
0636. Vendor-Advertiser-Skin Treatment.-Mills Chemical Co. of
Girard, Kans., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling a treatment
for various skin disorders, designated " Cranolene ", anJ in advertising represented:
ECZEMA

Is Only Skin Deep, and May

ne

Instantly Relieved

and quickly healed by the use of Cranolcne, the cranberry treatment for stub·
born skin diseases. You pay only if you can say you are cured. Write today.
Address Cranolene, d:>pt. C, Girard, Kans.
Eczema sufi'erers find Instant relief and quick healing power in Crunolene,
the cranberry treatment for stubborn skin diseases.
Stubborn Skin Irritations Ilealed with Cranberries
If you are discouraged through failure to get rellef from itching eczema
ask your druggist for a jar of Cranolene, the cranberry-cream treatment.
You have 300 chances to get rid of your eczema at a cost of only $2.50 to 1
chance that it wlll fail, and in that event you get your money back in full.

Stubborn Skin Irritations Healed
The mild acid juice found In cranberries seems to kill the tiny skin para~;lte
which Is the direct cause of eczema and most skin irritations. With the cause
removed the healing takes place quickly, Cranolcne healing cream, used externally, is based on this di~co,·ery. In this cream the cranberry juices have been
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combined with soothing, cooling, healing oils. Instantly stops the itching and
speedily restores the skin to natural health and color.
I am proud to say that ever since I used Cranolene healing cream for eczema
in 1918 I have not been bothered with that trouble. Cranolene cured me.
I suffered with eczem!l under the knee and on both legs between the knee
and hip for more than 30 years. I commenced to use Crnnolene and the itching
was relieved within 2 days after starting it. Cranolene has done wonders
for me ; I am cured.
For the past 9 years I have had one of the worst cases of eczema one could
possibly have on my hands and feet * • • Now I thank God and Cranolene
for being cured, and I can truthfully say that yours Is the most wonderful
treatment on the market for eczema. All one needs to do is to give it a fair
trial and results will be a sure cure.
About 10 years ago my mother was bothered with the eczema. It was the
worst form of eczema, too. She has spent more than $75 with the doctors, but
it did not get any better. She saw your advertisement one day, and answered
it. Received the treatment promptly, and has not seen a sign of the trouble
since that tlme-10 years ago.
I cannot recommend your wonderful Cranolene treatment too highly as it
cured me of eczema after I had suffered wretchedly for 12 years.
You have long sought a cure for eczema-something to TeUeve you of the
awful agony-and failed. In this paper we print letters from those who have
found the right answer.
While there are both internal and external causes for what is called eczema,
the preponderance of medical authority agree that It is only skin deep.
Cranolene is scientifically compounded under the very best laboratory conditions. Its active agent is the powerful acid extracted from the table cranberry. These berries are of the choicest variety, selected with great care for
our particular use. To t11ese germ-destroying acids, which are perfectly harm·
less to the human skin, are added such old and time-tried healing agencies as
oil of wintergreen, camphor gum, and others of our own laboratory development.
Cr!lliolene, through those powerful acids, attacks the tiny skin parasite that
is the direct cause of 90 percent of all skin diseases. and seems to destroy. With
tl1!s parasite destroyed, the eau);e is removed and the polson is drawn from the
skin by the action of the ointment. The healing then takes place rapidly under
the soothing influence of the curative ingredients of Cranolene.
Cranolene does not cover up the sore places until after the poison has been
drawn from the skin. These poisons must be drawn out 'before the sick: skin
can be cured permanently. If the outer skin is healed over before the poisons
are drawn out, then you may expect a return of your trouble in a more
malignant form than before. Once the skin is thoroughly cleansed of this
Poi:;on, then the complete cure should be effected quickly and in most cases
Permanently.
• • • we have yet to find a genuine case of eczema that Cranolene will
not heal, if our simple directions are followed. We have letters from thousands
ot people who declare that Cranolene healing cream has cured their eczema
aftE>r all other remedies bad failed.
His cranberry poultice cured him of the dread erysipelas and the eczema
and he lived a busy, useful life for more than 10 years after this experience.
1\Iy I.Jahy had eczema, and one jar of your ointment cured him.
Cranoleue-the cranberry cream, derives its great virtue from an acidlike
juice extracted from the inner skin of the bumble cranberry.

I
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• • • it is an external remedy for the treatment of eczema and allied
eruptive derangements. It is even told that, applied to cancerous ulcers, it is
remarkably healing. • • • The acid destroys the germ to which the erup.tion is due, and at the same time it cleanses the diseased surface. • • •
President Grover Cleveland, when spending a summer on Cape Cod, broke out
with an eruption like the sting of nettles, and was cured overnight by applying
cranberry juice.
I am glad to say that I am well of eczema, after 8 years of suffering. Your
Cranolene has cured my band, and I sing the praises of Cranolene to my
friends on every ocC!lslon.
1\Iy mother used it for eczema a long time ago, and it cured her.
I used Cranolene cream for eczema, applying it in the regular way, and soon
was entirely rid of the trouble.
I suffered with eczema for 11 years on my hands and feet. I used Cranolene
and it cured me of that dreadful disease.
He used a single jar of Cranolene healing ointment. • • • After 10 days
of use the whole trouble disappeared, and I have never felt the slightest return
since. Believe me when I say Cranolene sure does cure the piles.
I suffered with eczema for 20 years, during which time I paiu out a lot
of money and used everything I could hear of. Two jars of Cranolene completely cured me.
I had eczema on my body from my head to my feet, and Cranolene coonpletely cured me.
I bad a terrible case of eczema, covering my entire body from the crown of
my head to the soles of my feet; in my ears. eyes, and nostrils. I had this
malady for 12 years. Cranolene cured the eczema and changed the skin from
an inflamed red color to a clean, natural white.
I cured a case of eczema with Crunolene which could not even be relleved
by other ointments on the market.
I sutfered with eczema for 23 years on my feet, then it got into my face, my
ears, and the corner of my eye. I used one box of Cranolene, and 1t did the
work.
Cranolene has cured me sound and well. I can't say enough in praise of
your treatment. • • • No one can know what I suffered during the 35
years I had eczema, but since using Cranolene no signs of the diseuse have
eyer returned to me.
Cranolene • • • bas entirely cured me of eczema.
Cranolene--the cranberry healing cream.
t.resb cranberry to heal skin troubles.

Indians used the juice of. the

Cranolene Healing Cream
[Uade from cranberries]

It has been discovered that the mild, acidlike juice found under the skin
of common table cranberries kUls the tiny skin parasite that is the cause of
eczema and simllar skin troubles. The cause removed, the healing takes place
quickly and the skin 1s restored to its natural color and health.
I am most grateful for the Cranolene treatment. • • • It is a sure cure.
Cranolene cured me of eczema, and I had the disease for 25 years. It also
cured my little 18-month old daughter of the same trouble. It did for us
what no other treatment would do-cured us to stay cured.

The Federal Trade Commission, from an investigation made, has
reason to believe that the foregoing statements are incorrect, exag-
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gerated, and misleading, to the injury of the public and o£ legitimate
competitors, having the capacity and tendency to cause erroneous
impressions that the use of said Cra.nolene will accomplish in all
cases the results set out or indicated therein; whereas the medical
advice received by the Commission is to the effect that, although this
preparation may afford relief from some of the common skin irritations, it is neither an adequate remedy nor a competent treatment for
any of the many and various forms of eczema and allied diseases,
some of which appear to be caused by nervous disturbance, some by
certain toxins circulating in the blood, and some by various local
irritants; that no scientific proof has been offered that this preparation is either an antiseptic or a germicide, and that even if it is, it
would not come into contact with the particular genus causing the
disturbance; and that the active ingredients of this product are
methyl salicylate and powdered camphor, the cranberry extract being
incidental, so that this is not in fact a "cranberry treatment", as
advertised.
In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or causing
to be published or circulated, any statement which is false or misleading and specifically stipulated, and agrees in soliciting the sale
of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease and
desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That eczema is only skin deep;
(b) That eczema may be healed by the use of Cranolene;
(c)_ That Cranolene is a cranberry treatment;
(d) That a jar of Cranolene will rid a person of eczema in 399
cases out of 400, or in any other proportion of cases not supported
by medical evidence;
(e) That the juice of cranberries kills the skin parasite which
is the direct cause of eczema and most skin irritations;
(f) That Cranolene cures eczema;
(g) That the preponderance of medical authority agree that
eczema is only skin deep;
(h) That the active agent of Cranolene is the powerful acid extracted from the table cranberry;
(i) That a tiny skin parasite is the direct cause of 90 percent of
all skin diseases, or of any other percentage of such affiictions not
supported by medical evidence;
(j) That Cranolene attacks and destroys the parasitic cause of
90 percent of all skin diseases, or draws the poison from the skin;
(k) That Cranolene having cleansed the skin thoroughly of all
poison, quickly effects a permanent cure of the aflliction;
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(Z) That no genuine case of eczema has yet been found which
Cranolene will not heal; or that Cranolene has cured thousands of
cases of eczema after all other remedies have failed; or in fact that
it has ever cured any cases of eczema whatsoever;
(m) That a cranberry poultice can cure either erysipelas or
eczema;
( n) That Cranolene derives its great virtue from the acidlike
juice of the cranberry;
(o) That Cranolene is remarkably healing when applied to cancerous ulcers;
(p) That the cranberry acid destroys the germ to which a skin
eruption is due; or that President Cleveland was cured of a skin
eruption overnight by applying cranberry juice;
(q) That Cranolene cures piles;
(r) That Indians used the juice of fresh cranberry to heal skin
troubles;
( s) That Cranolene is the only treatment that will cure eczema to
stay cured;
(t) That Cranolene is a competent treatment for eczema or stubborn skin diseases ;
and all representations of like import.
It is also stipulated and. agreed that if the said Mills Chemical
Co. should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the
provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts
may be used in evid.ence against it in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Apr. 16, 1934.)
OG37. Vendor-Advertiser and Advertising Agency-Duplicating Ma·
chines and Supplies.-Perry I. 'Volf, trading as Wolf Duplicator Co.
of New Castle, Ind., and Shaffer Drennan Advertising Co., of St.
I.ouis, 1\fo., engaged in selling duplicators and supplies through
agents and advertising for agents represented in advertising:
Give this amazing duplicator outfit free to e\'ery clmr<·h.
Earn up to $100 weekly,
l\Inke up to $5-l on ench call.
Clergymrn everywhere grasp this tremPn<lous "no cost" otrer.

In a stipulation filed and. approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser and advertising company admits making such representations and agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or causing to be published or circulated, any
!'!tatement which is false or misleading, and specifically stipulates
and. agrees in soliciting the sale of and selling its said product in
interstate commerce to cease and desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That respondents will not represent or hold out as a chance
or an opportunity any amount in excess of. what has actually been
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accomplished by one or more of respondents' sales persons under
normal conditions in the due course of respondents' business;
(b) That respondents will not represent or hold out as maximum
earnings by the use of such expressions as" up to", "ns high as", or
any equivalent expression, any amount in excess of what has actually
been accomplished by one or more of respondents' sales persons under
normal conditions in the due course of respondents' business; and
(c) That in future advertising where a modifying word or phrase
is used in direct connection with a specific claim or representation of
earnings such word or phrase shall be printed in type equally conspicuous with, as to form, and at least one-fourth the size of the type
used in printing such statement, claim, or representation of earnings.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said respondents should
ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions
of this agreement this said stipulation as to the facts may be used in
evidence against them in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Apr. 16, 1934.)
0()38. Vendor-Advertiser-Herb Compound.-Germania Tea Co. of
Minneapolis, Minn., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling an herb
compound designated as" Germania tea", and in advertising represented:
How I lost GZ pound~ ngly fat in 3 months without harmful dieting • • "'
simply drank delicious Germania herb tea with meals-fat dropped ofT like
magic.
One deliciou.~ cupful of Germunia herb tea, obtaina!Jle at drug and food stores,
which I drank with each of my meals, I hold responsible for the loss of all my
ugly tat • • •.
But -getting rid of 62 pounds of fat cannot be accomplished by drinking any
ordinary tea. Remember you must drink Germanin. herb tea.
Now you can easily and quickly get rid of excess unhealthy fat with utter
~;afety and keep the face free from the wrinkles and haggard looks that freak
dieting produces.
No freak dieting and no exercising,
• • • regain youthllke strength and energy, feel better than you have in
Yt:>ars, and at the same time lose from 2 to 6 pounds of fat a week.
Reduce with Germanin herb tea.
Reducing herb teas.
Reduce your surplus flesh.
Hemove it in 11 safe, harmless and natural way by drinking Germanin herb
tea. • • • positive in results-no dieting necessary.
• • • no more unnatural fat can accumulate.
• • • it builds your strength at the same time it reduces you.
Proper elimination and satisfactory weight. Germania herb tea.
I was very sick and doctors told me I had Bright's disease and appendicitis.
My feet and legs were swollen and I sutrered with terrible pains across my
kidneys • • • I can truthfully say I think Germanin tea saved my life.
I gave Germania tea to my little girl and boy for eczema. It has entirely
e:ured them. It Is a wonderful blood purifier.
Germanin tea not only reduces but leaves you in a healthy condition.
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In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
und agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or
causing to be published or circulated, any statement which is false
or misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the
sale of and selling its· said product in interstate commerce to cease
and desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That said herb compound is of itself a competent treatment
for obesity;
(b) That the use of said herb compound has caused or will cause
a person to lose a definite amount of weight within a definite time;
(e) That the use of said herb compound has caused or will cause
fat to drop off like magic;
(d) That a reduction in weight may be accomplished by the use
of said herb compound without dieting or exercise;
(e) That any reduction in weight experienced by any person was
due entirely to the use of said herb compound;
(f) That the use of said herb compound will produce satisfactory
weight;
(g) That said herb compound i~ positive in results;
(h) That the use of said herb compound alone will leave one in a
healthy condition or increase one's strength or energy;
(i) That said herb compound is a blood purifier or a competent
treatment for Bright's disease, appendicitis, or eczema;
(j) That the use of said herb compound will be effective in the
treatment of any ailment or pathological condition, nnless such representation is qualified to indicate that beneficial results may be
expected only in those cases where the ailments or pathological
conditions are caused by constipation or insufficient flow of urine;
and all representations and statements equivalent or similar thereto
in form or substance.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said Germanin Tea Co.
should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may
be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which
the Commission may issue. (Apr. 16, 1934.)
0639. Vendor-Advertiser-Gas Tank Cap Lock.-E. F. Newburg, opPrating as New-Lox 1\fanufactu.ring Co., Rockford, Ill., vendoradvertiser, is engaged in selling a gas tank cap lock through agents
and in advertising represented:
New gas tank cap lock. Pays up to $12 a day. New-Lox sells on sight.
Make real money-up to $15 or $20 every day. Our agents make up to
$00 weekly.
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In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations
and agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or
causing to be published or circulated, any statement which is false
<Jr misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the
sale of and selling its said products in interstate commerce to cease
and desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That respondent will not represent or hold out as a chance or
an opportunity any amount in excess of what has actually been
accomplished by one or more of respondent's salespersons under
normal conditions in the due course of respondent's business;
(b) That respondent will not represent or hold out as maximum
earnings by the use of such expressions as "up to", "as high as",
or any equivalent expression, any amount in excess of what has actually been accomplished by one or more of respondent's salespersons under normal conditions in the due course of respondent's
business ; and
(c) That in future advertising where a modifying word or phrase
is used in direct connection with a specific claim or representation
of earnings, such word or phrase shall be printed in type equally
conspicuous with, as to form, and at least one-fourth the size of
the type used in printing such statement, claim, or representation
of earnings.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said respondent should
ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions
of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be used
in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which the
Commission may issue. (Apr. 16, 1934.)
OG40. Vendor-Advertiser-Automobile Windshield Preparation.-A. C.
'Vendelken, trading as Jiffy Specialty Co., of Marietta, Ohio, vendoradvertiser, is engaged in selling a preparation for use on automobile
windshields designated "Jiffy Liquid "Windshield Raindrop Preventer", and in advertising represented:
AUTOMOBIUSTS, BUY RAINDROP, SNOW, AND SLEET Pli.EVENTER

Liquid form, in convenient case, ready for use. Prevents raindrops from
sticking to windshield in hardest storms. Makes windshield clear as crystal.
Sell service stations. Amazing profits. Sells on sight. Sample 3 dimes.Guaranteed.
JU!y Specialty Co., Marietta, Ohio.

The Federal Trade Commission, from an investigation made, has
reason to believe that the foregoing descriptions of this preparation
as a snow and sleet preventer are incorrect and misleading to the
injury of the public and of competitors, having a tendency to mislead
and deceive prospective purchasers in that tests made by the Bureau
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of Standards disclosed that under subfreezing conditions the material does not prevent the formation of ice on the glass, nor does it do
away with the accumulation of snow and sleet on the windshield.
In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations,
represents to the Federal Trade Commission that he has definitely
discontinued the advertising of said commodity as a snow and sleet
preventer, and does not intend to resume such advertising in the
future. Respondent stipulates and agrees that all future advertising
of this product will be made to conform to the rulings or precedents
established by the Federal Trade Commission; and in particular
that such advertising will not directly or inferentially represent this
commodity as either a snow preventer or a sleet preventer.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said A. C. \Vendelken
should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be
used in evidence against him in the trial of the complaint which the
Commission may issue. (Apr. 16, 1934.)
0641. Advertising Agent-Cosmetics, Etc., by the Premium Puzzle
Method.-The Anchor Advertising Co., Inc., of Cincinnati, Ohio, an
advertising agent, prepared and placed for publication advertising
copy alleged to contain false and misleading claims, statements, and
representations for the Century Co., of Des Moines, Iowa.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission this advertising agent admits preparing and placing for
publication such advertising copy; disclaims any interest in the busi.
ness of the advertiser or the publication of such advertising copy
which he desires to defend before the Commission; and waives all
right to be joined therein as respondent in proceedings instituted
against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe
and abide by any cease and desist order based on such charges which
may be issued; and also agrees to observe and abide by the terms and
provisions of any stipulation or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which it has notice. (Apr. 20, 1934.)
0642. Advertising Agent-Hair Dye.-Corning, Inc., of St. Paul,
:Minn., an advertising agent, prepared and placed for publication
advertising copy alleged to contain false and misleading claims,
statements, and representations for Miss A. \Vright, trading as
\Vright Manufacturing Co., of St. Paul, Minn.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission this advertising agent admits preparing and placing for
publication such advertising copy; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the publication of such advertising copy
which he desires to defend before the Commission; and waives all
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right to be joined therein as respondent in proceedings instituted
against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe
and abide by any cease and desist order based on such charges which
may be issued; and also agrees to observe and abide by the terms and
provisions of any stipulation or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which she has notice. (Apr. 20, 1934.)
0643. Publisher-Stomach Treatment-Arthur Capper, the publisher
of a household magazine, a periodical of wide interstate circulation,
printed, published, and circulated advertisements alleged to contain
false and misleading statements, claims, and representations for the
manufacturer and vendor of sea tone, a kelp preparation for stomach
ailments.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission this publisher admits publication of such advertisements, disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or
the publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before
the Commission, and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist
order based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees to
observe and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation or
other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which
he has notice. (Apr. 20, 1934.)
0644. Publisher-Clothing, Furnishings, and General Merchandise.The Evening Star Newspaper Co., of 'Vashington, the publisher of
a daily newspaper of wide interstate circulation, printed, published,
and circulated advertisements alleged to contain false and misleading
statements, claims, and representations for the manufacturer and
vendor of clothing, furnishings, and general merchandise.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission this publisher admits publication of such advertisements, disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the
publication of such advertisements that he cares to defend before the
Commission, and waives the right to be joined as a party respondent
in proceedings instituted against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe and abide by any cease and desist order
based on such charges which may be issued; and also agrees to observe
and abide by the terms and provisions of any stipulation or other
agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which it
has notice. (Apr. 20, 1934.)
0645. Vendor-Advertiser-Metal Laundry Fork.-Steel Materials
Co., a corporation, trading as Sherman Sales Co., of Detroit, Mich.,
vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling metal laundry forks through
agents and in advertising represented:
1020rso•-s5-vor.. 18-40
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Up to $5 a day easy just for your spare time selling this new laundry tork.
Full-time salPsmen are cleaning up.
This new laundry fork sells on sight to housewives everywhere.
• • • rustproof.

The Federal Trade Commission, from an investigation made, has
reason to believe that the foregoing statements are incorrect, exaggerated, and misleading, to the injury of the public and of legitimate
competitors, having the capacity and tendency to cause erroneous
impressions in that the amount stated exceeds that which can be
earned by agents or salespersons of respondent under normal conditions, the demand for said laundry fork is exaggerated, and said
laundry fork is not rustproof.
In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or causing
to be published or circulated, any statement which is false or misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the sale
of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease and
desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That respondent will not represent or hold out as maximum
earnihgs by the use of such expressions as "up to", "as high as",
or any equivalent expression, any amount in excess of what has
actually been accomplished by one or more of respondent's sales
persons under normal conditions in the due course of respondent's
business ; and
(b) That in future advertising where a modifying word or phrase
is used in direct connection with a specific claim or representation
of earnings, such word or phrase shall be printed in type equally
conspicuous with, as to form, and at least one-fourth the size of the
type used in printing such statement, claim, or representation of
earmngs.
(c) That respondent will not represent: (1) That said laundry
fork sells on sight, or (2) that said laundry fork is rustproof.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said respondent should
ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions
of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be used
in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint which the Commission may issue. (Apr. 20, 1934.)
0646. Vendor-Advertiser-Herb Compound.-Charm Laboratories,
of 521 Fifth Avenue, New York City, vendor-advertiser, is engaged
in selling a medicinal herb compound designated as" Charm Tea",
and in advertising represented:
Reduce with Charm Tea safely, sensibly, surely.
Unwanted fat disappears llke magic without diet or special exercise; take
Charm Tea dally to help the body function normally and remove waste tlssuel'l
and improve your health.
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This is another of a series of broadcasts sponsored by the Charm Laboratories.
• • • Valuable beauty hints by the noted authority on beauty, Miss
Charm.
I want to tell you what to do if you are stout. Drink a cup of Charm Tea
.every day and reduce moisture weight.
I recommend Charm Tea to all stout women.
Charm Tea is the first beauty aid that every woman should turn to if she is
stout.
• • • excess weight today can be overcome so easily with the help of a
-cup of Charm Tea every day,
• • • the Charm Tea reducing process Is the safest and pleasantest
process for eliminating excess weight.
You are not compelled to diet; just eat sensibly, and enjoy your meals. A
cup of Charm Tea every day will reduce all the moisture weight just the
same.
Drink a cup of Charm Tea every day, for this simple practice Is valuable in
the process of weight reduction.
We have with us a well-known beauty consultant, known as "l\liss Charm."
• • • Your figure, for instance, If that is oversized, it is almost imPQssible
to be nonchalant about that. However, for that particular trouble I recommend
a cup of Charm Tea every day. This reduces moisture weight.
Just try It if you are fat, and you wlll be delighted with the result.
I know of nothing that is more helpful or beneficial in the process of weight
reuuctlon.
If your figure is bulky and overweight, you should take advantage of the
advice she has just given you.
To every woman who Is overweight I say-don't let this condition rob you
of your chance to be lovely and confident of your charm. Drink a cup of
Charm Tea every day.
Charm Tea reduces moisture weight.
It to!les a sluggish system and prepares it for the loss of any amount of
weight.

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission, this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations and
agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or causing
to be published or circulated, any statement which is false or misleading, and specificallY stipulates and agrees in soliciting the sale of
and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease and
desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That said Charm Tea is of itself a competent treatment for
obesity or excess weight.
(b) That the use of said Charm Tea alone will1. Cause one to reduce.
2. Cause fat to disappear.
a. Reduce moisture weight.
4. Produce a slender figure.
(a) That the use of Charm Tea is a sure way to reduce.
(d) That Charm Tea is recommended for all stout women.
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(e) That Charm Tea will be effective in reducing weight without
dieting.
(f) That nothing is more beneficial than Charm Tea in the process
of weight reducing.
(g) That Charm Tea prepares the system for the loss of any
amount of weight.
(h) That any person making statements regarding the use or
effects of Charm Tea, or any person to whom such statements are
attributed is an authority on beauty or a well-known beauty consultant, unless and until such person shall possess the qualifications
and reputation indicated.
(i) That the usc of Charm Tea in connection with any regimen
prescribed by respondent will cause a reduction of weight in all cases~
and all representations that statements equivalent or similar thereto
in form or substance.
Respondent further stipulates and agrees in soliciting the sale of
and selling said Charm Tea to cease and desist from using the word,
"laboratories", as a part of its trade name.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said Charm Laboratories, Inc., should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative
of the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the
facts may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Apr. 20, 1934.)
0647. Advertising Agent-Cheese Chips.-Shaffer Brennan Advertising Co., of St. Louis, Mo., an advertising agent, prepared and placed
for publication advertising copy alleged to contain false and misleading claims, statements, and representations for the Fluff-0:Manufacturing Co.
In a stipulation filed with and approved by the Federal Trade
Commission this advertising agent admits preparing and placing for
publication such advertising copy; disclaims any interest in the business of the advertiser or the publication of such advertising copy
which he desires to defend before the Commission; and waives all
right to be joined therein as respondent in proceedings instituted
against the advertiser before the Commission, and agrees to observe
and abide by any cease and desist order based on such charges which
may be issued; and also agrees to observe and abide by the terms and
provisions of any stipulation or other agreement between the advertiser and the Commission of which it has notice. (Apr. 20, 1934.)
0648. Vendor-Advertiser-Cheese Chips.-The Fluff-0-Manufacturing Co., of St. Louis, Mo., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in selling
Magic Cheese Chips through small-home makers and dealers and in
advertising represented:
1\fag!c Cheese Chips-Coast to coast success positive proof of up to $00 to
$300 a week at home. • • • Positive proof of opportunity to make up to $30
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first day. Distributors now making high as $60 to $300 a week clear. Menwomen starting at scratch, then ordering 50 to 200 pounds weekly-$2 a pound
profit. Biggest food novelty in years. Virgin territory everywhere. Hundreds
ot successful businesses now operating. Thousands of open territories. Imme<liate success possible everywhere.

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations,
and agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or
causing to be published or circulated any statement which is false or
misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the
sale of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease
and desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That respondents will not represent or hold out as a chance
or an opportunity any amount in excess of what has actually been
accomplished by one or more of respondents' sales persons under
normal conditions in the due course of respondents' business.
(b) That respondents will not represent or hold out as maximum
earnings by the use of such expressions as "up to", "as high as",
or any equivalent expression, any amount in excess of what has
actually been accomplished by one or more of respondents' sales persons under normal conditions in the due course of respondents'
business; and
(c) That in future advertising where a modifying word or phrase
is used in direct connection with a specific claim or representation of
earnings, such word or phrase shall be printed in type equally conspicuous with, as to form, and at least one-fourth the size of the
type used in printing such statement, claim, or representation of
earnings.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said respondents should
ever resume or indulge in any practice violative of the provisions of
this agreement, this said stipulation as to the facts may be used in
evidence against them in the trial of the complaint which the Commtsswn may issue. (Apr. 20, 1934.)
OG49. Ven.dor-Advertiser-Scalp Treatment.-The Health Appliance
Corporation of New Haven, Conn., vendor-advertiser, is engaged in
selling a scalp treatment consisting of a mechanical appliance designated as ~' Skalp-0-Lator" and a shampoo liquid designated as
"Sebasolve ", and in advertising represented:
Grow hair or no pay.
New hair grown in 4 months, falling hair stopped or no pay.
A tight scalp, the greatest cause of baldness, nervous headaches, etc., can be
corrected with the Skalp-0-Lator.
A scientific means of restoring healthy condition and promoting growth of
hair. IIair grown in 4 months, falling hair stopped or no pay.
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Guaranteed to stop hair from falling out in 60 days, start new hair growing
in 4 months.
You risk nothing and send us no money until results have been obtained.
If you are bald or just beginning to lose your hair you need a Skalp-0Lator.
The Skalp-0-Lator raises the scalp and allows foods and nourishment to be
carried to the hair roots.
A tight scalp is the real cause of baldness.
What the Skalp-0-Lator has accomplished in the above case it wlll do for
you.
If you purchase a Skalp-0-Lator you wlll get the results you are after only·
if you use it as recommemled.
We guarantee that use of Skalp-0-Lator and Sebasolve faithfully each <lay
according to directions for a period of at lenst 5 months will start new hair
growing on scalps from which hair has bl'Cn lost, or will stop loss of hair where
Skalp-0-Lator is being used to stop excessive lo>1s of hair.
When you use Skalp-0-Lator diligently you will get results.
We guarantee that its gradual and persistent action will start hair growing
in less than 5 months and that continued use will result in complete restoration.
With tllls scientific method there is no further reason for baldness unless the
cause is due to condition of the blood.
Inside of a few short months-usually 4 months-hair begins to grow where
there was no hair before.
Inside of a few more months, hair is even more abundant on previously bald
heads.
Take the step now that means regaining the hair you once enjoyed.
·we guarantee your success.

In a stipulation filed and approved by the Federal Trade Commission this vendor-advertiser admits making such representations,
and agrees to cease and desist from publishing or circulating, or
causing to be published or circulated any statement which is false
or misleading and specifically stipulates and agrees in soliciting the
sale of and selling its said product in interstate commerce to cease
and desist from representing in advertisements or otherwise:
(a) That the use of said treatment will grow hair.
(b) That the use of said treatment will stop hair from falling out.
(a) That a tight scalp is the greatest cause of baldness or the real
cause of baldness.
(d) That a person who is bald or who is beginning to lose his hair·
needs said treatment.
(e) That the use of said treatment will cause the roots of the hair
to be nourished.
(f) That results obtained by others will be obtained by the
prospective purchaser.
(g) That results are guaranteed.
(h) That there is no further reason for baldness, with said treatment available.
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\'i) That the purchaser risks nothing or that he is required to send
no money, so long as payment of purchase price in escrow is required, and unless and until said treatment is sent without requiring
that any money be paid to any one before trial.
and all representations and statements equivalent or similar thereto
in form or substance.
It is also stipulated and agreed that if the said Health Appliance
Corporation should ever resume or indulge in any practice violative
of the provisions of this agreement, this said stipulation as to the
facts may be used in evidence against it in the trial of the complaint
which the Commission may issue. (Apr. 23, 1934.)
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raising capital is distinguished from the instalment selling of stock primarily by the fact that the stockholder Is under no personal obligation to
pay for the stock, inasmuch as nonpasment of the assessments results simply
in forfeiture of his interest.
SECURITIES Aetr OF 1933-" SALE" OR " OFFER To SELL"-" FREE OFFER" OF
AssEssABLE

STOCK-WHETHER "GIFT".

An individual, president of a corporation, conveyed thereto in exchange
for its entire autholized capital stock of 6,000,000 shares of stock, an option
to purchase certain mining claims and real property. Under a subsequent
agreement between the corporation nnd its vice president, the former also
acquired an option to purchase certain other property in exchange for
1,200,000 shares of fully paid nonassessable stock, to be Issued by said corporation as returned to it for nonpayment of assessments, or otherwise
acquired, in which stock its president, above referred to, was to have an
interest. Under a third transaction it acquired certain "gold interests" in
exchange for a cash payment and an undertaking to make other payments.
Said president, in pursuance of a plan to raise needed funds for the corporation, which was thus left without working capital for development or capital stock to sell directly to the public, announced to a large number of
persons that they were to receive "free" stock certificates for 250 shares,
each, together with the privilege of subscribing "free" for an §dditional
9,750 shares, each (or any part thereof), and thereafter accordingly sent
said persons such certificates, together with blank agreements, under which
the signer keeping the certificate agreed to pay no more than nine assessments of 2 cents per share on such stock, and to make similar payments
upon such other shares as he should take under the rights extended as
aforesaid, it being provided that not more than three assessments should
be levied in any one year, and notice being given that a first assessment was to
'As a matter of convenience there are lnrlu<led in this volume, herewith, four opinions
nnd decl~ion~ In ~top-order proceedin):s. ll!lmlefl down by the Commission during the
period It administered the Securities Act of 10:.13, prior to the tr·ansfer thereof l.Jy the
S~>curltles Exchnnge Act of 1934, to the new Securities and Excbange Commission, eiTectlve Sept. 1, 1934.
An account of the Commission's work In dealln~ with the 1,0115 stntPments filed for
registration un,ler the act, during such perlotl. from July 7, 1933. to Sept. 1, 1934. and
In otherwise administering the act, mny be found In the Commission's Annual Report
for 1934.
,
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be levied on the first of the month following. The words " sale" or "offer
to sell", are defined in section ~ paragraph (3) as including "every contract of sale or disposition of, attempt or offer to dispose of, or solicitation
of an offer to buy, a security or interest in a security, for value". He.ld,
That, regardless of whether the prospective stockholders became obligated
to the corporation, the transaction as between them and the president cannot be regarded otherwise than as n. disposition of the stock for value, and
as constituting a "sale" or "offer to sell" within the aforesaid language,
irrespective of the enforceability of the obligation to pay assessments since
an attempt to secure such an obligation, and thus to sell the stock, was made.

Mr. Richard P. lVhiteley and Mr. William Green for the Commission.
Mr. 0. D. Neilson and Mr. Orman lV. Ewing, of Washington,
D.C., for registrant.
FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

From the testimony of witnesses and from the evidence contained
in the exhibits, the Commission finds as a fact that the registration
statement of Gold Producers, Inc., heretofore filed and received in
evidence as Commission's Exhibit No. 1, is incorrect and inaccurate
in material respects as follows:
Answers are incomplete as given by registrant to the following
questions: Numbers 3, 15, 17, 20, 30, 31, 32, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43,
45, 46, 47, 48, 50, 51, 54. Answers to the following questions are incorrect: 25, 28, 29, 34, 35, 36. Opinion of counsel and consent for
its use were not furnished. Consent of Frank D. Maloney for use
of the report given by him and used in the prospectus has not been
furnished as required by Section 7 of the Act. The prospectus does
not comply with Rules 16 and 17 of the Commission in that Item
7 in the prospectus does not agree with Item 28 of the registration
statement, and Item 8 in the prospectus conflicts with Item 29
of the registration statement. Item 19 in the prospectus is not true
if the stock transaction hereinafter mentioned is adjudged to constitute a sale.
Registrant's answer to Item 26 of the statement says that no
money is to be raised by the issue of stock, but it is shown in
the answer to Item 20 and in the letter of A. W. Lasher dated
October 21, 1933, with accompanying blank shown in this exhibit,
and by Lasher's circular letter of October 14, 1933, and elsewhere
in the record, that the recipient of the alleged free stock is asked
to sign and return an acceptance of the shares received and an
agreement to pay not more than nine assessments of 2 cents each
per share. The Lasher letter of October 14, 1933, says, " - - You
know to start with what the maximum amount your shares would
cost you-would be 18 cents per share, provided it were necessary to
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levy all nine assessments within the three-year period." Recipient
is informed in the letter transmitting the stock and acceptance blanli
that a first assessment of 2 cents per share will be made on November 1. It also appears in the letter of October 14 that stock is
forfeited if assessments are not paid. The par value of the stock
appears by the statement and appended charter to be 10 cents per
share.
OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

This is a proceeding under Section 8 (b) of the Securities Act of
1933 for the entry of an order refusing to permit the registration
statement of the respondent to become effective until properly
amended in accordance with the order.
The contention is that certain answers filed by the respondent to
the questions set forth on Form A-1 are either incomplete or incorrect and that, further, Rules and Regulations of the Commission,
promulgated under the Securities Act, have not been complied with.
The findings of the Commission with reference to each of the contentions made by the counsel for the Commission are set forth above.
These findings are not generally contested by the respondent.
The respondent's claim is limited to insisting upon the correctness of
his statements in the registration statement and the prospectus
which set forth certain transactions as constituting a gift of stock
and not a sale. These transactions counsel for the Commission contend are incorrectly stated inasmuch as they are said to be a sale or
offer to sell, as that term is defined by Section 2 (3) of the Securities
Act of .1933. 2
The determination of this question requires a brief recital of the
respondent's plan of distributing its stock. The respondent is a
Nevada corporation, incorporated on September 19, 1933, to engage
in mining and all related ventures. Its officials consist of A. "\V.
Lasher, president; F. M. Maloney, vice president; and L. M. Dixon,
secretary and treasurer. These officials are also the directors of
the respondent. The authorized capitalization of the respondent is
6,000,000 shares of assessable voting common stock of a par value
of 10 cents. It is these 6,000,000 shares which are sought to be
registered by the registration statement in question.
Prior to the incorporation of the respondent, on :May 24, 1933,
A. ,V, Lasher acquired from the "\Vashington Blue Gravel Co. an
exclusive right and option to purchase certain mining claims and
real property in California. The purchase price of this property to
Lasher was $85,000, without interest, payable by means of a 151 A sale or ofl'er to sell Is defined by this subsection to Include "every contract of BRie
or disposition of, attempt or ofl'er to dispose of, or solicitation of an ofl'er to buy, a
security or lntcrPst In a security, for valUI> ".
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percent royalty on the" net gross mint returns" from the production
of these mines, but subject to the condition that if the purchaser on
July 1, 1935, was in possession of the property, he was to pay the
Dlue Gravel Company $15,000 every six months until the :full purchase price, without interest, was paid. Other covenants, not material to the issue here involved, were assumed by both parties.
On October 18, 1933, Lasher assigned all his rights, " benefits and
obligations" under this agreement to the Gold Producers, Inc. The·
consideration for this assignment was the transfer to Lasher (then
president of the respondent) of 6,000,000 shares of common stock of
the respondent, being its total authorized stock. Strange as it may
seem, this transaction, which resulted in the respondent acquiring
merely an optional right in return for its total authorized stock of a.
par value of $600,000, is said under Nevada law to have the effect
of making these shares fully paid.
The method by which the respondent acquired its second asset also
requires mention. On l\fay 11, 1933, J. S. Cohen conveyed to C. R~
Teter and F. l\fcNulty the exclusive right, privilege and option to·
purchase certain mining property in Montana. The purchase
price of this property was $100,000, payable in five and ten thousand
dollar instalments, the first of which becomes due on January 1,.
1934. In addition, the grantee agreed to pay the grantor 15 percent
of the net smelter returns from all orders produced in the mine, any
payments derived from this source being applied to the purchase
price. This option to purchase was acquired on October 7, 1933, by
Maloney, vice president of the respondent, 8 and was conveyed by him
on the same day to the respondent. The respondent agreed to pay
Maloney for this option 20 percent of the total stock of the respondent which was to be fully paid and nonassessable. This stock
was " to be issued from treasury stock when and if stock actually is
returned to treasury because of nonpayment of assessments or otherwise"· The contract embodying this agreement is not set forth in
the record. The 20 percent of stock payable to Maloney, amounting
to 1,200,000 shares, seems not only to have been payable to Maloney
but also to Lasher, who is to have an interest in these shares.'
'An overriding roynlty ot 7% percent ot the net smelter or mill returns wns promised'
to Teter and his associates as consideration for the assignment ot the option to 1\IaJoney.
• In Item 21 of tile rro"pectuR, the 1,200,000 shares are snid to be pnynble to Maloney
"to be divided among the promoters for their worked (sic) In ncqulrlng property anti
organizing the company". In Items 28, 43, and 53 ot the registration statement, these
shares are snld to be payable to Lasher and 1\fnloney as promoters. In the balance
sheet these are stated as being pa.ya!Jie to "F. M. Maloney, ct a!." The uncertniD
character ot this oi.Jllgntlon Is d<>monstrated by a statement In Lasher's letter of October
14, 1933, to prospective stockholders: " I am turning the Washington property over to
Gold Producers, Inc., for cupltal stock of the compuny, out of which myself nnd associates
will retain 20 percent for ourselve~." It was the 1\Iontann and not the Washington
property which was supposed to have been c'Onveyed to the company fot• this 20 perceqt
ot the capital stock.
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A third asset of the respondent may also be noticed. It was the
'Only asset that was apparently derived other than from an officer
·of the respondent. This consisted of 12,500 " Grainger Gold Interests" of the par value of $1 each, which were conveyed directly
to the respondent by Ben C. Grainger trading as Grainger Gold
Interests. The purchase price was $2,000 payable $650 down and
the balance in two instalments of $675. These interests consisted
each of an undivided 1/80,000 the ownership interest in certain unpatented mining claims still in the development state.
The result of these conveyances to the respondent left the company with neither working capital to develop the property nor capital stock to sell directly to the public. ·working capital, as well as
such other capital as was needed to defray expenses upon the contracts mentioned, was instead to be raised by distributing the common stock and then levying assessments against it.
In pursuance of this scheme, on October 7, 1933, Lasher sent a
letter to some 24,000 persons intimating that something of great
value in the way of gold mining participations was in store for them.
A week later a second letter followed. This told of how each of
these persons was to receive" free" a stock certificate for 250 shares
with the privilege of subscribing "freely" for an additional 9,750
shares or any part thereof. They were advised, however, that the
stock was assessable to a limit of nine assessments of 2 cents each,
no more than three of which were to be levied in any one year. Thus
for a maximum of 18 cents (provided that the limit of nine assessments was legally enforceable) purchasers could acquire, immune
from ~orfeiture for the nonpayment of assessments, stock of the
par value of 10 cents.
On October 21, 1933, the stock certificates for 250 shares were
~ctually mailed to the prospects together with a printed slip which
they were asked to sign, v,rhether they rejected or accepted these
-certificates and also if they subscribed for any portion of 9,750
shares stated to be held for them. By signing this printed slip the
prospect agreed to the following conditions: " I hereby accept and
will make prompt payment of assessments on the 250 share certificate
'()f Gold Producers, Inc., just received. I understand that in no event
will I be required to pay rnore than nine (9) assessments of 2 cents
per share or a total of 18 cents per share and that no more than three
(3) assessments of 2 cents each will be levied in any one calendar
year; Under these conditions, r desire to exercise my personal rese1'-pation privilege by requesting that you immediately issue and mail
me anothell' free certificate of - - shares, upon which payment of
assessments will be made p1'o1nptly as levied." Stockholders were
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also notified that a first assessment of 2 cents per share would be
levied on November 1, 1933. The respondent contends that this transaction does not constitute a " sale " of the stock in question.
The facts of this case differ somewhat from the ordinary method
of raising capital by the distribution of "free" assessable stock.
Such distribution of stock is distinguished from the instalment selling of stock primarily by the fact that the stockholder is under no
personal obligation to pay for the stock, inasmuch as nonpayment
of the assessments results simply in forfeiture of his interest. But
in the capacity of such a plan to induce persons of little financial
competence to invest their savings in speculative enterprises, it is,
perhaps, more dangerous than simple instalment selling. It caters
both to the innate desire of getting something for nothing as well
as leading on a stockholder by risking something in the first instance
to try and save that investment by additional contributions. Furthermore, the stockholder too often retains the hope that all the
indicated assessments will not be levied. That such schemes for
raising capital are common only in highly speculative undertakings,
is in itself not without significance.
The precise case rai,sed for our consideration is not difficult of
determination. Acceptance o.f the stock certificate, though it may
not have resulted in the assumption of a personal obligation by the
. stockholder to the corporation to pay the assessments, did result
in a personal obligation by the stockholder to Lasher to pay the
as,sessments. Such a transaction, as between Lasher and the prosp€Ctive stockholders, cannot be regarded otherwise than as a disposition
of the stock for value. It was to Lasher's. interest as a future recipient of some portion of 1,200,000 shares of nonass~sable fully paid
stock, to have the working capital for the mining properties supplied
by parties other than himself. If any value would accrue to the
stock by working the mine, that value would accrue as a result of
the cash contributions of others, though it would redound to the
benefit of Lasher and his a;;sociates as well as to those who paid
cash in order to retain their stock. 6
Some contention was advanced at the argument that the contract
between Lasher and his prospects was an illegal contract and unenforceable. Of. Dotson v. Hoggan, 44 Utah, 295, 140 Pac. 128
(1914). Were this true, it would be irrelevant. Lasher was trying
to sell the stock, and, even though he should by operation of law
fail to acquire a legally enforceable obligation in return .for the
1 Further benefits from these payments would also accrue to Lasher and l\Inloney ln
the form of monthly salaries of $300 and $500, respectively,
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stock, the fact remain,s that he made an attempt to secure such an
obligation and thus to sell the stock.
The respondent's statements in the registration statement to the
effect that this stock was not to be sold by Lasher but was to be given
away are therefore untrue. An order, in conformity with this opinion and the Commission's findings, refusing to permit the registration
statement to become effective, should, therefore, issue.
STOP ORDER

This matter coming on to be he:trd by the Commission on the
registration statement of Gold Producers, Inc., of Salt Lake City,
Utah, after confirmed telegraphic notice by the Commission to said
registrant that said registration statement include,s untrue statements of material facts and fails to state certain material facts required to be stated therein, or necessary to make the statements therein
not misleading, and upon the evidence received in support of the
allegations made in the notice of hearing duly served by the Commi,ssion on said registrant, and the Commission having duly considered the matter and finding that said registration statement fails
to comply with the requirements of the Securities Act of 1933 and
the Rules and Regulations promulgated thereunder in the particulars
herein ordered to be supplied and corrected, and being now .fully
advised in the premises:
It is orile1·eil, That the effectiveness of the registration ~tatement
filed by Gold Producers, Inc., of Salt Lake City, Utah, is herf)by
suspended until such time as said statement is amended to supply
the infQrmation required under items 3, 15, 17, 20, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30,
31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46, 47, 48, 50, 51, 54, and
Exhibit F of Form A-1, and until amended to conform with the
requirements of Articles 15, 16 and 17, of the Rules and Regulation,s
under the Securities Act of 1933, promulgated July 6, 1933, and
until amended to conform to the requirements of Section 7 of the
Securities Act of 1933.
This order is to remain in full force and effect until the amendments herein indicated have been made and the Commission shall
have so declared.
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CHARLES A. HOWARD, E. HAROLD DENOYELLES, ELMER
"\V. MAHER, WILLIAM B. ATWATER, UNDER THE NAME
OF THE BONDHOLDERS PROTECTIVE COMMITTEE
FOR THE CAMBRIDGE APARTMENTS (GERl\IANTOWN,
PHILADELPHIA)
FINDINGS, OPINION, AND STOP ORDER IN PROCEEDING UNDER SEC. 8(d) OF
THE ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED MAY 27, 1933

F'ile No. 2-658.
SEOURITIES Acr,

Oraer, March 21, 1984

1933-" REGISTRATIONS "-STOP

ORDERS-COMMISSION'S JURIS·

DICTION-DEFICIENCIES-1\IATERIAL FACTS.

Under Section S(d) the Commission's jurisdiction to issue a stop order
is made dependent upon the inclusion in the registration statement of an
untrue statement of a material fact or omission therefrom of a material
fact required to be stated therein, i.e., "a fact which if it had been correctlY
stated or disclosed would have deterred or tended to deter the average
prudent investor from purchasing the securities in question", or upon the
omission of any material fact necessary to make the statements contained
in the aforesaid paper not misleading.
SECURITIES ACT,

1933-" RmrsTRATIONS "-STOP

Oanrns-CoMMissroN's Jurus-

DICTION-DEFICIENCIES-0THEB THAN l\IATERIAL FACTS.

While deficiencies not relating to material facts do not, under the provisions of the act, give ground for the issuance of a stop order, such deficiencies may be Included In the notice to show cause why a stop order should
not issue, and a stop order may embrace In its terms such deficiencies,
aithough it must have as a basis for its issuance a deficiency relating to
an untrue statement or omission of a material fact.
SECURITIES Acr,

1933-" REGISTRATIONS "-STOP

ORDERS-COMMISSION'S JUBIS·

DICTION-DEFICIEJNC'IE8-MATElUALITY-WHEN QUESTION RAISED.

No question being raised in a proceeding as to whether any detlclenctes
relate to a material fact, the existence of deficiencies as such, without
Inquiry into their materiality, need only be considered.
SEOURITIES

Acr,

TIFICATES
. IsSUER,

OF

1933--" REGISTRATIONS
DEPOSIT--ISSUES

"-STOP

REPRESENTING

INCLUDING ACCOMPANYING SINKING

LYING SECURITY (ITEM

0P.D'ERS-DEFIOIENOIE'=!-CEBFU!\"DED

DEJIT

OF

ORIGINAL

FUND PROVISIONS AND

U~DER·

9).

Reply In response to request for such information, to the e!Yect that no
sinking-funtl provisions accompanied the outstanding bonds, must be held
untrue where it appeared that sinking-fund provisions were incorporated in
the indenture covering the bonds, the answer being also incomplete in that It
failed to state that the obligation secured by the bonds in question constituted a prior lien upon the property subject to the mortgage.
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SECURITIES AcT, 1933-" REGISTRATIONS "-TRUTH OF STATEMENT-STATEMENTS
NO LONGER, BUT ORIGINALLY CORRECT-,VHEN DIVERGENCE DEVELOPED AND
KNOWN PRECEDING EFFECTIVE DATE-LIABILITIES AND DUTIEs-REGISTRANTS
AND OTHERS.
Even though reply " none known", in response to query whether any legal
proceedings, known to the registrant, were pending or threatened, which
might materially affect securities to be called for deposit, was true when
made, registrants should amend their answer, it they learned that such
vroceedings were in fact pending or threatened prior to the effective date
of the registration statement. Under Section 11 truth of statements in the
registration is to be tested as of the time said statements become effective,
barring, of course, such matters as balance sheets as of date past. and
registrants learning prior to effective date of registration, that statements
therein made are no longer true, should make said statements reflect such
changes as may have occurred, if they would avoid liability under Section 11:
liabilities of persons other than the issuer, under Section 11, arising out of
the sale of securities sold while such untrue registration statement was in
effect depending upon whether they can bring themselves within exculpatory
provisions of Section 11 (b) (3).
SECURITIES AOT, 1933-" REGISTRATIONS "-STOP ORDERS-STATEMENTS NO LONGER,
BUT ORIGINALLY CORRECT-CO~!MISSION'S POWER.
Section 8 (d) permits Commission to take action looking to issuance of
a stop order at any time that registration statement includes any untrue
statement of a material fact as of the time of the taking effect of such
registration, but not in the event that it finds that statement in question
subsequent to said effective <late ceased to reflect the truth.
SECURITIES ACT, 1933-" REGISTRATIONS "-TRUTH OF STATEMENTS-STATEMENTS
NO LONGER, BUT ORIGINALLY CORRECT-WHEN DIVERGENCE DEVELOPED AND
KNOWN SUBSEQUENT TO EFFEOTIVE DATE-LIABIUTIES AND DUTIES.
Should statement in " registration" cease to reflect truth following effective date thereof, duty of <llsclosing true facts rests upon vendors who know
or should know the true facts, if they would avoid liability under Sectlov
12 (2) of the Act, and Commission can pt·oceed by injunction under SectloP
17 (a) against nondisclosing vendors.
SECURITIES ACT, 1933-"REGISTRATIONS "-STOP ORDERS-DEFICiENCIES-CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT-PENDING OR THill!:ATENED LEGAL PROCEEDINGS (ITEM 11).
Reply "none known", in response to query whether any legal proceedings,
known to the registrant, were pending or threatened, which might materially
affect securities to be called for deposit, held deficient where it appeared that
suit for appointment of a receiver for the corporate successor of the original
issuer of the bonds involved, was pending.
SECURITIES .ACT, 1933-" REGISTRATIONS "-·TRUTH OF STATEMENTS-H.I.LF
TRUTHS.
Reply, "unknown", in response to query asking names, of any persons
soliciting the deposit of any securities of the original issuer, where the fact
was known that a competing committee was seeking tlH~ right to solicit same
bonds but said committee's registration statement could not become effective
until after the making of such reply, constitutes a half trmh and the very
type of untruth to which the language of the Securities Act relating to
omission of material facts, has reference, since "false In a material particular", in conveying "false impression." Rea: v. Kylsa-nt (1932), 1 K. n.
442.
102050°-35-VOL 18--41
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SEOURITIES ACT, 1933-" REJGISTBATIONS "-TRUTH

OF

STATEMENTS-STOP

OK-

DEBS-INTENTIONAL UNTRUTH-EXAMINER'S REPORT-SUGGESTIONS AS TO CRIM·
INAL l'RooEEDINGS-STATUS.

A motion in behalf of registrants to strike out a part of the examiner's
report which considered false statement of registrants a matter for the atten·
tion of the Department of Justice, was unnecessary. The examiner's report is
merely an aid to the finding of the facts by the Commission, but not Its finding
of facts, and whether or not registrants were guilty of an intentional untruth
and thus a crime, is a matter not relevant to a stop order proceeding, although
intentional untruth is relevant with reference to items that call for facts "if
known" to the registrant. And though it is the duty of examiners, as well
as all other employees of the Commission, to bring to the Commission's atten·
tion such criminal violations as may come to their attention, a finding that
fn the examiner's judgment registrant has committed a crime as well as
given cause for the issuance of a stop order, has no place in an examiner's
report in a stop order proceeding.
SEO'UBITIES ACT, 1933-" RIOOISTRATIONS "-STOP ORDEIRS--DEFICIENCIEs-CERTIFI·
OATES OF Dl!lPOSIT--WHETHER ANY OTHERS SOLIOITING DE!POSIT, Ero.

(ITEM

13).

Answer "unknown", in response to question whether any person soliciting
deposit of securities of original Issuer, held, under circumstances, deficient.
SEOURITIES

Aur,

1933-" RIOOISTR.A.TIONS "-CE.RTIFICATES

0RDERB-DEFICIENCIEB-111IsCELLA.Nn>us-IRRESPONSIVE

How NOTICE

OF

DATES

DEPOSIT-STOP
(ITEM

19)-

TO DEPOSITORS (ITEM 34)-0BLIGATIONs AssuMED BY IssUEIII

RE

CERTAIN FEES (ITEM 36)-CONNECTIONS BETWEEN DElPOSITARIES AND ISSUI!lB
(ITEM 41)-ABSElNCE oF ExHmiTS

D

AND F-INcOBJU!lCT DATE oil CA.LL-L.A.cK

OF RECONCILIATION AND TIE OF PROSPECTUS AND REGISTRATION STATEMENT.

Answerg supplying information as of dates prior to those demanded-Item
omitting to specify how notice of adoption of plan is to be given to
depositors, for which alternative methods are provided In the deposit agreement (limiting depositors' right of withdrawal to fifteen days after "notice"
of adoption of plan)-Item 34; falling to set forth obligations assumed by
the issuer re payment of certain fees to pergons associated therewith in the
project-Item 36; setting forth that no members of the issuer were connected
fn a business or professional manner with depositaries named, except that
certain members of the issuer and counsel had been connected with other
committees where said depositaries had acted In a similar capacity, and
thereby incomplete in failure of such answer to particularize, even though
briefly, such prior business and professional connections-Item 41; and
failure to supply Exhibits D and F, called for by form involved, fixing
proposed time of call for deposit as of a date which antedated by three weeks
earliest possible effective date of registration statement and hence time when
such call could lawfully be made, and failure to furnish recoLclllation and
tie of data shown In prospectug with those shown in registration statements,
as required by article 16 of the rules and regulations under the act; constitute deficiencies, along with those hereinabove set forth, making issuance of
stop order imperative.
19;

Mr. Richard P. Whiteley and Mr. William Green for the Commission.
Mr. Elmer W. MaheT and Mr. lVilliam Lehrman, of New York
City, for registrant.
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FINDINGS AND OPINION OF THE COl\:Il\USSION

This is a proceeding under Section 8 (d) of the Securities Act of
193·3, for the issuance of a stop order suspending the effectiveness
of the registration statement filed by the above respondents on Form
D-1, on February 2, 1934, upon the ground that the registration
statement includes untrue statements of material facts and omits to
state material facts required to be stated in the registration statement or necessary to make the statements therein not misleading.
Notice of this proceeding, which notice set forth the deficiencies
found by the Commission to exist in the registration statement of
the respondents, was sent by day telegram to the authorized agent
of the respondents on February 14, 1934, and confirmed, as required
by Section 8 (d) of the Securities Act of 1933. An opportunity for
hearing was given respondents and a hearing was held in ·washington on February 21, 1934, before an examiner of the Commission,
at which hearing the respondents were represented by their attorneys.
The matters alleged to be deficient are Items 9, 11, 13, 19, 34, 36, 38,
41, Exhibits D and F, and the date of the proposed call for deposits.
The prospectus was also alleged not to conform with the Rules and
Regulations of the Commission.
The Commission's jurisdiction to issue a stop order under Section
8 (d) relates to deficiencies arising out of statements of material
fact contained in the registration statement or omissions to state
material facts required to be stated in the registration statement or
necessary to make the statements therein not misleading. It will
thus be seen that a condition precedent to the issuance of a stop
order is ·the existence of deficiencies relating to statements or omissions of material facts. Deficiencies not relating to material facts
do not give ground for the issuance of a stop order. They may,
however, be included in a notice to show cause why a stop order
should not be issued, and the stop order may embrace in its terms
such deficiencies, although it must have as a basis for its issuance a
deficiency relating to a statement or omission of a material fact.
No question is raised in this proceeding as to whether any of the
deficiencies relate to a material fact, or, in other words, a fact which
if it had been correctly stated or disclosed would have deterred or
tended to deter the average prudent investor from purchasing the
securities in question. Broome v. Speak ( 1903), 1 Ch. 586, 604, a:ff'd.
in (1904) A.C. 342; Smith v. Chadwick, 9 App. Cas. 187; 5 Halsbury's Laws of England (2d ed.) 210 n.; 1 Palmer's Cos. Prec. (14th
ed.) 157; Buckley, The Companies Act (11th ed.) 73-74. Consequently, in this proceeding we need only consider the existence of
deficiencies as such without inquiry into their materiality.
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The registration statement in question (File No. 2-G58) consists
of Part 1 of Form D-1, and sets forth the issuance of certificates of
deposit by a bondholders' protective committee against First Mortgage Six Percent Gold Douds of the amount of $1,397,500, secured
by a mortgage on land and building known as " Cambridge Apartments, located at School House Lane, Alden Park, Germantown,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania." The protective Committee consists
of the four named respondents, none of whom holds any interest of
record andjor beneficially in the securities of the original issuer.
Item 9 of the registration statement, which calls for a listing of all
]ssues representing the funded debt of the original issuer, also calls
for the sinking fund provisions which accompany such issues and the
security which underlies them. In answering this item, the registrant stated that there were no sinking fund provisions accompanying the outstanding bonds. This statement is untrue inasmuch as
sinking fund provisions are to be found incorporated in the indenture covering these bonds. Furthermore, the registrant made no
statement to the effect that these bonds constituted a prior lien upon
the property subject to the mortgage.
Item 11 calls for a statement of such legal proceedings, known
to the registrant, which may be pending or may be threatened and
which might materially affect the securities to be called for deposit.
It also asks for a brief description of their nature and a statement
of the names of the parties to the action. To this item the registrant replied: "None known." Evidence was introduced at the
trial that a suit for the appointment of a receiver for the Cambridge Building Corporation (the successor in interest of C. Denton
Cooper, the original issuer of the bonds sought to be called for
deposit) was pending in the Pennsylvania courts. It may well be
true that registrants had no actual knowledge of this pending litigation and that consequently the statement made by them in the registration statement was true as of the time of the making of that
statement. nut, if prior to the time that the registration statement
became effective, registrants learned of the pendency of such litigation, they would be required to amend that statement in their registration statement in order for the registration statement to be free
from deficiencies, since under Section 11 the truth of the statements
in the registration statement is to be tested as of the time that they
become effective.
This does not, of course, mean that a statement in the registration
statement purporting obviously to state a fact as of some time in
the past, as for example, statements in a dated balance sheet, must
speak as of the date of the effectiveness of the registration statement;
but, in order to be certain to avoid the possibility of liability arising
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under Section 11, it becomes necessary for registrants in answer to a
question, such as that embodied in Item 11, which calls merely for
such facts as are within their actual knowledge, to state those facts
as of the time that the registration statement becomes effective. In
other words, if the state of the registrants' knowledge changes between the time that the registration statement is actually signed
and the time that it becomes effective, the registration statement
should reflect that change.
Section 11 sets forth the time when the truth of the statements in
the registration statement is to be tested. If a statement is true
when made, but the registrant learns prior to the date when the registration statement becomes effective that the statement is untrue,
a duty of correcting that statement rests upon the registrant, if it
would avoid liability under Section 11. Section 8 (d) permits the
Commission" at any time. that the registration statement includes any
untrue statement of a material fact * * *" to take action looking toward the issuance of a stop order. This section does not, however, permit the Commission to issue a stop order if it finds that a
statement which reflected the truth as of the time the registration
statement became effecive no longer reflects the truth. It does, however, permit the Commission at any tirne that it finds a statement does
not reflect the truth as of the time that the registration statement
became effective to issue a stop order. The distinction may be illustrated by two simple illustrations.
Let us suppose that the registration statement contained a statement to the effect that the registrant owned 500 acres of timbered
land, aqd that after the registration statement became effective a
forest fire destroyed the timber on 250 of these acres. The statement
made by the registrant would still reflect the truth as of the time
that the registration statement became effective and thu.s would give
no ground for the issuance of a stop order. Vendors, who knew
or should have known of this fact, would, however, thereafter be
under a duty to disclose that fact to their customers in order
to avoid the liabilities of Section 12 (2); and the Commission
could proceed by injunction against such nondisclosing vendors under
Section 17 (a).
On the other hand, let us suppose that the statement that the
registrant owned 500 acres was based upon a mistaken survey, and
that after the registration statement became effective a second and
correct survey disclosed that the registrant only owned 250 acres.
In such a case, the statemen~ would be untrue as of the time that
the registration statement became effective, and the Commission
could proceed by stop order unless appropriate amendments were
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made to the registration statement. The liability of any person,
other than the issuer/ under Section 11 arising out of the sale of the
securities sold while the untrue registration statement was in effect
would depend upon whether these persons could bring themselves
within the exculpatory provisions of Section 11 (b) (3).
Item 13 asks: " If known, state whether or not any other person or
persons are soliciting the deposit of any securities of the original
issuer, and, if known, state the name and address of such person or
persons". To this registrant answered: "Unknown"· On Ja~
uary 23, 1934, more than a week prior to the filing of this registration statement, one of the registrants wrote to the 'V ashington representative of the Corporation Trust Co., requesting a photostatic
copy of the list of the bondholders of the Cambridge Building Cor·
poration as contained in the registration statement (File No. 2-583)
filed with the Federal Trade Commission by another committee seeking the right to solicit the deposit of the. same outstanding bonds as
are covered by this registration statement. Despite such knowledge,
registrants made the above answer to Item 13. It is true that the
registration statement of the competing, protective committee did
not become effective until after February 2, 1934-the date of the
filing of this registration statement.
A literal and technical construction of Item 13 would support the
view that no other person or persons at that time were soliciting the
deposit of the securities in question, inasmuch as the solicitation by
the competing committee could not lawfully begin until after their
registration statement became effective. Such construction, however,
ignores the obvious purpose of the item to elicit information as to
whether any other protective committees are in the field. The
fact that registrants knew that solicitation by others was planned,
and that in all probability another protective committee would be
actively soliciting deposits before the registrants themselves made
their call for deposits, would certainly not be the conclusion that
would be drawn by the average mind from the registrant's answer to
Item 13. But the half-truth embodied in the registrant's answer is
the very type of untruth to which the language of the Securities Act
relating to omissions of material fact has reference. In the language
of Mr. Justice Avory, the registrants' statement is "false in a mate1 lnBtances wiJI, of course, occur where even the Issuer, by the exercl9e of the required
degree of diligence, wlll escape llab!llty despite the fact that statements of material facts
In the registration statement are untrue, where, as In Form D-1, by the rules and regulations of the Commission the Information Is required to "be !urnlshe!l by the Issuer, If
such Information Is known or reasonably should be known by the Issuer". The etrect
of this regulation Is entirely overlooked In Douglas and Bates, "The Federal Securities
Act of 1033," 43 Yale L.J. 171, 214.
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rial particular in that it conveyed a false impression"· Rew. v.
Kylsant, (1932) 1 K.B. 442, 448. 2
The remaining deficiencies may be easily disposed of. Item 19 is
inaccurate in that it answers the questions asked as of dates prior to
those demanded by the item. Item 34 omits to state the means
whereby notice of the adoption of the plan is to be given to deposi·
tors, which under the deposit agreement may be given either by mail
to the depositors or " by publication thereof once in each of two
successive calendar weeks, upon any day in the week, in a daily
newspaper of general circulation, printed in the English language,
published in the Borough of Manhattan in the City of New York",
and any such notice" shall be conclusively taken and considered as
though personally served on all holders of certificates of deposit as
of the date of mailing or of the first publication thereof, as the case
may be, whether they receive actual notice or not, and such mailing
or publication, as the case may be, shall be the only notice required
to be given under this agreement or under any provision thereof."
It is not amiss to point out that the right of withdrawal given to
depositors after "notice " of the adoption of the plan was limited to
a period of fifteen days after the giving of such "notice."
The answer to Item 36 is deficient in that no effort was made in
that answer to set forth the obligations which the issuer had assumed
binding it to pay certain fees to persons that it had associated with
it in this project. Item 41 calls for a statement of any business and
professional connections between each depositary and the issuer and
any member thereof. In answer to the item, the issuer stated that
" none of the members of the issuer are connected in any business or
professional manner with the depositaries named (The Lawyers
County Trust Co. of New York City), except that certain of the
members of the issuer and counsel have been connected with other
committees where the depositaries named have acted in similar ca·
pacity." The answer is incomplete as these prior business and
professional connections should have been particularized though a
brief particularization would be wholly adequate.
1 Counsel for the registrants moved to strike out that portion of the examiner's report
which considered this false statement of reg.lstrants a matter for the attention of the
Department of Justice. Such a motion was unnecessary. The examiner's report Is
merely an aid to the finding of the facts by the Commission but Is not Its finding of
the facts. Whether or not registrants were gul!ty of an Intentional untruth and thus
a crime Is a matter not relevant to a stop order proceeding, although Intentional untruth
Is relevant wltb reference to such Items that call for facts "If known" to the registrant.
Though It 1~ the duty of examiners, as well as all other employees of the Commission,
to bring to the Commission's attention such criminal violations as may come to their
attention, a finding that In the examiner's judgment a registrant bas committed a crime
as well as given cause for the Issuance of a stop order has no place In an examiner's
report In a stop order proceeding.
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Exhibits D and F were not supplied. The date of the proposed
call for deposit, which could not lawfully be made until the registration statement became effective, which could be no sooner than
twenty days after February 2, 1934, was given as February 1, 1934.
No reconciliation and tie of the data shown in the prospectus with
tiiat shown in the registration statement was furnished as is required
by Article 16 of the Rules and Regulations under the Securities Act
of 1933, promulgated July 6, 1933.
These deficiencies make the issuance of a stop order imperative.
STOP ORDER

This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission on the
registration statement of Charles A. Howard, E. Harold DeNoyelles,
Elmer W. Maher, 'William B. Atwater, as a bondholders' protective
committee for The Cambridge Apartments, New York, N.Y., after
confirmed telegraphic notice by the Commission to said registrant
that said registration statement includes untrue statements of material facts and fails to state certain material facts required to be
stated therein or necessary to make the statement therein not misleading and upon the evidence received in support of the allegations
made in the notice of hearing duly served by the Commission on
said registrant, and the Commission having duly considered the
matter and finding that said registration statement fails to comply
with the requirements of the Securities Act of 1933 and the Rules
and Regulations promulgated thereunder in the particulars herein
ordered to be supplied and corrected, and being• now fully advised
in the premises :
It is ordered, That the effectiveness of the registration statement
filed by Charles A. Howard, E. Harold DeNoyelles, Elmer ·w. Maher,
William B. Atwater, as a. bondholders' protective committee for
The Cambridge Apartments of New York, is hereby suspended until
such time as said registration statement is amended to supply the
information required under Items 9, 11, 13, 19, 34, 36, 38, 41, and
Exhibits D and F of Form D-1, part I, and until amended to conform
with the requirements of Article 16 of the Rules and Regulations
under the Securities Act of 1933, promulgated July 6, 1933, and until
amended to conform to the requirements of Section 7 of the Securities
Act of 1933.
This order is to remain in full force and effect until the amendments herein indicated have been made and the Commission shall
have so declared.
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IN THE MATTER OF

COMMONWEALTH BOND CORPORATION AS COMMITTEE FOR FIRST MORTGAGE FIVE PERCENT SINKING
FUND GOLD BONDS OF TUDOR CORPORATION
FINDINGS, OPINION, AND STOP ORDER IN PROCEEDING UNDER SEC. 8(d) OF
THE ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED MAY 27, 1933

File No. 2-440.

Order, IJlay 23, 1934

SECURITIES AcT, ]933-REGISTRATIONS-STOP 0RDEllS-CO~IMISSION'S JURISDIC·
TION-DEFICIENCIES-CONSIDERATION GENERALLY-MATERIAL DEFICIENCIES AS
PREREQUISITE.
The Commission's jurisdiction to issue a stop order under Section 8 (d)
is conditioned upon the existence of untrue statements with regard to, or
omissions to state, material facts, but, given such material deficiencies, the
stop order may embrace in its terms other deficiencies which have been in·
eluded in the notice to show cause and established as deficiencies. F.T.C.
v. Howard et al. No. 2-658, March 21, 1934, 18 F.T.C. 626.
SECURITIES AcT, 1933-HEGISTRATIONs-SToP ORDERS-CoMMISSION's JURISDIC·
TION-DEFIOIENCIES-l\1ATERIALITY-\VHEN QUESTION RAISED.
No question being raised by respondent regarding the materiality of any
of the deficiencies involved, their existence as such will be considered without
discussion of their materiality. F.T.C. v. Howard, supra.
SECURITIES ACT, 1933-REGISTRATIONS-STOP ORDERS-CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSITPENDING OB THREATENED LEGAL PROCEEDINGS WHICH MIGHT MATERIALLY
AFFECT SECURITIES CALLED OR PLAN (FORM D-1, ITEMS 11 AND 65)-SUlT FOB
ACCOUNTING AND DISCOVERY AGAINST CORPORATION, BONDS OF WHICH TO BE
CALLED.
Suit in equity brought by holders of defaulted bonds against the issuer
for accounting and discovery of rents, issues and profits held to constitute
legal proceedings which might materially affect securities to be called for deposit and the plan of reorganization and should therefore have been mentioned
in registration statement of committee for bondholders in answer to items 11
and 65 of form D-1 calling for statement of such proceedings.
SECURITIES AcT, 1933-REoiBTRATioNs-SToP ORDERS-DEFICIENCIES- CERTIFI·
CATES OF DEPOSI'l'-PENDING OR THREATENED LEGAL PROCEEDINGS 'VHICH
1\IICH'I' MATERIALLY AFFEC'l' SECURITIES TO BE CALLED (ITEMS 11 AND 05)KNOWLEDGE OF REGISTRANT-\VHEN OTHER DEFICIENCIES DEFINITELY ESTAB·
LISHED.
A finding of fact as to registrant's knowledge of legal proceedings which it
failed to mention in registration statement is not necessary where other
deficiencies have been so definitely established that stop order must issue.
SECURITIES AcT, 1933--" UNDERWRITER "-REORGANIZATION CoMMITTEE AS.
(SEC. 2(11).)
A reorganization committee, acting as such, is not to be regarded as an
"underwriter" within the meaning of Section 2 (11) of the Act.
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SECURITIES .AcT, 1033--RlooiSTRATION&-STOP 0RDERS-DEFICIENCIE&-CERTIFI·
CATE OF DEPOSIT-NAMES, ETO. OF PRINCIPAL ORIGINAL UNDERWRITERS OF SECURITIES CALLED AND STATEMENT OF GROSS COMPENSATION OR PROFITS (ITEM
12)-REOIWANIZATION COMMITI'EE AS PRIOR UNDERWRITERr-PRIOR DIRECT 0&
INDIRECT RELATIONS WITH, AND PROFITS FROM, PROPERTY INVOLVED-DUTY OF
FULL DISCLOSURE.

Where registrant now acting as committee acted as original underwriter
and as reorganization committee in Intervening reorganization, although technically there was no underwriter of securities now to be called for deposit, a
statement that there was no such underwriter, in reply to item calling for
such underwriter's gross profits if connected with present issuer, would be
deficient in view of facts (1) that registrant had made profits from intervening reorganization by exercising right to acquire interest of nondepositing bondholders and by falling to pay certain expenses incidental to reorganization which it had agreed to assume and (2) that registrant had
received profits in original underwriting of the bonds which were replaced
in the intervening reorganization. Such facts have an important bearIng upon its fitness to act In similar capacity for the present issue, and
such facts are so allied to the underwriting process, that failure to disclose
them, as aforesaid, would make the statement so misleading as to prevent
that full and fair disclosure demanded by the relationship involved and by
the very purpose of the .Act itself.
SECURITIES

.AcT,

1933-REGISTRATIONB--STOP

0RDERS-DEFICIENCIE8-CERTIFI·

14).
Where statement calls for last balance sheet of original issuer as published or reported to security holders, none need be given if none published
or reported, but submission of operating statement instead which omits reference to taxes appears to be misleading.
CATES OF DEPOSIT-BALANOE SHEET OF ORIGINAL IsSUE&-(ITEM

S1001JRITIES AcT, 1933--REGISTRATIONB--STOP 0BDEB9--DEIFICIENCIE9--CERTIFI·
OATES OF DEPOSIT-BUSINESS OF Issuma (ITEM: 17),

Statement that principal business of issuer as a committee Is "real estate
bonds", when registrant bad sold no bonds for years, but had engaged Instead
In the reorganization of Its own bond Issues and insuring properties, through
its subsidiaries, failed to give clear indication of present character of business.
SEOURITIES AcT, 1933-REGISTRATION&-STOP 0BDERS-DEFIOIENCI!IlS-CERTIFI·
OATES OF DEPOSIT-INTEREST OF ISSUER OR COMMI'ITEl!l MEMBERS, IN PROPERTY
OB OBLIGATION OF ORIGINAL ISSUER, OB OF .ANY PERSON DIRI!lCTLY OB INDIRI!lCTLY
LIABLE WITH RESPIOOT TO SECURITIES TO Bill CALLED, OB IN .ANY PBOPI!lRTY Sl!lCUB·
ING SAME (I'IEM 21)-NA.TURJD OF INTERES'l'--CoLLATEB.AL OR INCIDI!INTAL BENZ.
FIT&-PLACING OF INSURANOI!l-FRil:l!l RENT.

Registrant, owner of a majority of the stock of original issuer, the bonds of
which it proposed to call for deposit, owned a subsidiary which continuously
handled the Insurance on said corporation's apartment house property, and
Its president, up to a date some years before, had had at his disposal a rent
free apartment therein, furnished by him, and occupied by resident manager
and family. Failure to set forth said facts was challenged. Held, That the
Interest which must be stated under such item is limited to that "in any
property or obligation " of original issuer, or of persons liable with respect to
securities In question, and does not embrace remuneration in connection with
insurance of premises, and evidence as to rent free apartment does not extend
beyond date in question.
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0RDER.S-DEIFICIENCIEs--CERTIFI·

OA'I:ES OF DEPOSIT-CONNEC'I'IONS OF COUNSEL FOR ISSUER WITH ORIGINAL IBSUEB
OR PRINCIPAL UNDERW~ OF SECJURITIEB THEREOF (ITEM

25).

Reply "none" to item calling for nature of business or professional con·
nections of counsel for issuer with original issuer or principal underwrit~r
held deficient, where it appeared that counsel for issuer were attorneys of
record for original issuer in trustee's foreclosure action, as well as in action
for an accounting.
SEOURITIE's

AcT,

1933-RmisT&A'I'lONs-STOP

ORDERS-DEIFICIENOIEs-CERTIFI·

OATES OF DEPOSIT-" REASONS WHY DEPOSIT OF CER'I'IFIOATES IS DESIRJ!ll "
(hEM 26)-Gooo FAITH.

Registrant's statement that securities were called to enable Committee to
protect interests of bondholders, was challenged as untrue and misleading in
that real purpose was to convert interest-bearing Into Income bonds, so that
control of property by registrant's wholly owned subsidiary, might be perpetutated during life of 10-year voting trust included in reorganization plan.
Held, without foreclosing question of real purpose behind the call, as it might
subsequently arise In criminal and civil proceedings, deficiency In respect
thereto was not clearly established.
SEOURITIES

A err,

1933-RmiS'I1lATIONs-STOP

ORDERS-Dl!lFlCIENCtEs--CERTIFI·

OATES OF DEPOSIT--PROVISIONS OF DEPOSIT AND ALL 0'I'HEIR AGREEMENTS Rill
FEES AND EXPENSES, PAID OR TO BE PAID, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, ETC. (ITEM
36)-PROVISIONS UNDER WHIC'H POSSIBLE BENEFIT TO RF.OIS'I'KANT EQUIVALENT
'10 INDIRECT FEE.

Answer held deficient in that it failed to summarize provision in deposit
agreement that, In case all bonds were not deposited, and total distributive
value of those deposited was less than bid price, registrant as Committee
should have right to pay di!Terence, and be deemed a depositor, pro tanto, of
bonds not deposited (subject to certain rights of nondeposltors to come in),
since application of such provision might result in a benefit to registrant,
equivalent to indirect fee.
SECURITIEs ·AcT,

1933-RmisTRATIONs-SToP

OaoERs-DEFICIENCIEs--CERTIFI·

OATES OF DEPOSIT-WHO TO DETERMINE FEES OF ISSUER, MEMBERS, CoUNSEL
AND DEPOSITARY; CoNNECTIONS OF PARTY SO DETERMINING, WITHIN FIVE YEARS,
WITH ISSUEB, ORIGINAL ISSUER, AND ANY PRINCIPAL UNDERWRITER OF SECURI·
TIES THEREOF (ITEM

37) AND SIMILAR STATEMENT AS TO FEES CONNECTED WITH

PLAN (ITEM 63)-DISCLOSURE OF SUCH CoNNECTIONS WHEN FEES DETERMINED
BY ISSUER, ORIGINAL ISSUER, OR UNDERWRITER OF SECURITIES CALLED.

Where party· determining fees of the Issuer and its members and counsel
and of the depositary is either the Issuer, the original issuer or the underwriter of the securities called for deposit, it is not necessary to state the
connections of such party within five years with the issuer, the original issuer,
or any principal underwriter of the securities of the original issuer.
SECURITIES

ACT,

1933-RI!lJISTRATIONS-STOP

0RDERS-DEFlOIENCIEs-CERTIFl·

OATES OF DEPOSIT-EVER-r 1\IATEJRIAL CONTRACT DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY AFFECT·
ING DEPOSIT AGREEMENT, PLAN,

OR SECURITIES TO BE ISSUED THEREUNDER

(ITEMS 38 AND 61)-LoAN COMMITMENTS-REMUNE&ATION OF DEPOSITARY.

Answer to items regarding material contracts affecting the deposit agreement, plan or securities to be issued under plan, was deficient which (1) failed
to state that registrant had obtained commitment for a loan, to be advanced
to It as reorganization manager to fulfill foreclosure bid, and (2) failed to
mention contract between registrant and trust company providing for latter's
remuneration for service as depositary under depositary agreement.
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SECURITIES

ACT,

1933-llEXliSTRATIONS-STOP

0RDERS-DEFICIENCIES-CERTIFI·

CATES OF DEPOSIT--CONNEOTIONS BETWEEN EACH DEPOSITARY AND ISSUER AND
ANY MEMBER (ITEM 41).

Answer to item calling for business or professional connections between
each depositary and !~suer nnd any member thereof was deficient which
stated that there were no such connections, where it appeared that depositary
was acting in similar capacity for registrant in other defaulted bond issues.
SEOURITIElS AC!I', 1933-REXIISTRATIONS- STOP ORDERS- DEFICIENOIES- CERt'IFI·
CATES OF DEPOSIT-ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF PLAN NOT PREVIOUSLY CALLED FOB
AND REASONS FOR ADOPTION OF PLAN (ITEM 52)-FAILURE TO DISCJLOSE COM·
MON IDENTITY OF REa.JSTRANT'S OFFICERS WITH THOSE OF NEW COMPANY R1L
LAtTEIR's Sl!lRVIOI!l WITHOUT SA..LA..RY.

Answer stating that officers of new corporation, to hold the property,
shall serve without salaries, and voting trustees without compensation, held
deficient where it developed that officers of said new corporation were identl·
cal with those of registrant and Its subsidiaries, and were thus in fact
compensated.
SECURITIES Aar, 1933--RI!lGISTRA TIONS- STOP ORDERS -

DEFIOIENC'IES·- CERTIFI·

OAI'ES OF DEPOSIT--SECURITlES OF ORIGINAL IsSUER !IEJLD BY REORGANIZATION
MANAGE!RS.

(ITEM

53.)

Answer as to amounts of original issuer's securities held by reorganization
managers found to be false.
Sl!lauRrtms AcT, 1933--REXJISTRATIONS- STOP ORDERS OATES OF DEPOSIT--0THElR

PLANs.

(ITEM

DEFictENOIES- CERTIFI·

64.)

Answer to item calling for statement as to existence of other plans if known
was deficient in disclaiming such knowledge, where registrant had issued
letter criticizing rival plan, though details of latter not known.
SECURITIES Aar, 1933-REXJISTRAt'IONS- STOP OIIDEIRS- DEFicrENC[E.S- CERtiFI·
CATES OF DEPOSIT-OPERATING STATEMENT--ASSERTED LACK, WHERE BOOKS
AND RECORDS Oil' ORIGINAL IssUER CONTINUOUSLY IN PosSESSION AND CONT'BOL
OF REGISTRANT AND INCOME TAX RETURNS FILED.

Assertion that no operating statement was available in past few years, held,
in substance, untrue, where it appeared that books and records of the original
issuer, stock of which registrant largely owned, had been in control and
possession of latter and its officers continuously, and that income tax returns
had been filed.
SECURITIEs Aar, 1033-RE"GISTR.\ noNs- STOP Ormr,;n.s- DE'FICIEXCIES- CER'I1FI·
CATES OF DEPOSIT-STATEMENTS IN NATURE OF PROPIIESIES-WHEJN. MADE WITH
KNOWLEDGE OF UNTRL'TH AS OF TIME o~· MAKINO.

A pmpllccy known to be untrue at the time 1t was made Is to be regarded
as an untrue statement of facts.
SECURITIES

ACT,

1933--REOISTBATIONS-STOP

Onmms-DEFICIENCIES-CERTIFI·

CATES OF DEPOSI'l'-PROSPECTUS-Pl:..A.N OF DISTRIBUTION OF CASH PROCEEDS TO
DEPOSITING BoNDHOLDERS--UNWARRANTED IMPLIC:ATIONS RE FUTURE PROSPECTS.

Reference in prospectus to plan for distribution of cash proceeds of new
mortgage, with Implication that cash returned to depositing bondholders
would be more than that received by nondepositors, reflected optimism of an
unwarranted nature, in that evillence, while falllng short of establishing
actual unbelief therein when made, indicated little hope by president of
registrant as to any possible cash return to depositing bondholders, anll,
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due to intenening developments, was of such character that repetition, !Is
of a subsequent effective date following stop order required, would be clearly
deficient.
SEOURITIES Acrr, 1933-llEOISTRATIONS-STOP 0RDI!lRS-DEFIOlENCiE&-CEll!TIFI·
OATES OF DEPOSil'-PROSPEICTUs-WHERE COPY OF PLAN OF FINANC[NG ON

FILm.
Statement in prospectus that copy of plan was on file with trust company
when such was not the case hela to constitute deficiency, requiring, along with
those hereinabove set forth, issuance of appropriate stop order.

Mr. Richard P. Whiteley, Mr. Harold H. Neff, and Mr. Andrew
Ten Eych for the Commission.
Mr. John Paul and Mr. Ohctrles M. Oorc, of New York City, and
Mr. John lValsh, of ·washington, D.C., for registrants.
FINDINGS AND OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

The proceeding is for a stop order suspending, pursuant to section
8 (d) of the Securities Act of 1933, the effectiveness of the respondent's registration statement filed on form D-1 on November 14, 1933,
on the ground that it includes untrue statements of material facts
and omits to state material fad.s required to be stated therein or
necessary to make the statements therein not misleading. Telegraphic notice was sent to respondent on February 14, 1934, and
duly confirmed as required by section 8 (d). Hearings were held
in ·washington on February 27 and March 1 and 7, 1934, at which
respondent was represented by counsel. The respondent is the
Commonwealth Bond Corporation Committee. The title of the
proceeding was by stipulation changed to that indicated above in
order to avoid confusion with other registrations filed by respondent.
The Commission's jurisdiction to issue a stop order under section
8 (d) is conditioned upon the existence of untrue statements with
regard to, or omissions to state, material facts, but, given such
material deficiencies, the stop order may embrace in its terms other
deficiencies which haYe been included in the notice to show cause
and established as deficiencies. Federal Trade Commission v.
lioward, 18 F.T.C. 626 (1934). In this proceeding, respondent has
raised no question regarding the materiality of any of the deficiencies,
and thus the existence of deficiencies will be considered without discussion of their materiality. Federal Tt'ade 001l1!lnission v. Howard,
supra.
Commonwealth Bond Corporation has in the past underwritten a
number of real estate bond issues. Among these was the issuance
in 1926 of 7 percent bonds to the extent of $590,000 on the Tudor
Hall Apartments at 275 Engle Street, Englewood, N.J. Upon the
occasion of a default by the mortgagor, the property was reorganized
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in 1929, the Commonwealth Bond Corporation acting as a committee
for bondholders. Under the terms of this reorganization the bond·
holders were given in exchange 5 per cent bonds of equal face value
issued by the newly formed Tudor Corporation together with one
~;hare of stock in that corporation per thousand dollars. The stock
thus distributed constituted one half of the capital stock of the
corporation. The other half was issued to the respondent for its
services and expenses as reorganization committee. It has since
increased its holdings, so that it now owns an absolute majority
of the stock.
In May, 1932, foreclosure proceedings were instituted by the trustee
of the new bonds on account of a default arising from nonpayment of
the real estate taxes on the mortgaged premises. Shortly thereafter
respondent constituted itself a committee for the bondholders and
issued a call for deposits.
The present registration statement was first filed solely on Part II
of Form D-1, dealing only with the promulgation of a plan. Since,
however, there was to be a further solicitation of deposits, the Com·
mission required that there be filed as an amendment thereto Part I
of D-1, which was done.
The foreclosure proceeding finally resulted in a decree of sale.
The property was bid in by respondent acting as the committee, on
December 20, 1933, for $107,000. Tudor Hall, Inc., was organized in
January, 1934, by the respondent for the purpose of taking title to
the property. A meeting for the closing of title was held on Feb·
ruary 16, 1934, but the title was not closed.
The original complaint charges registrant with having made un·
true and misleading answers to certain items in the registration state·
ment, to wit: 11, 17, 23, 26, 41, 61, and 64. The attorney for regis·
trant stipulated that items other than those enumerated might be
C'Onsidered as if they appeared in the original complaint. By virtue
of said stipulation, the following items were also considered: 12, 14,
21, 25, 36, 37, 38, 46, 52, 58, 63, 65, and the prospectus. Item 7 was
also added, but together with item 23 was later eliminated. Item 46
was waived by counsel for the Commission after conclusion of the
hearings.
Item 11 of the registration statements calls for a brief description
of the nature of any legal proceedings pending or threatened, known
to the registrant, which might materially affect the securities to be
called :for deposit. Item 65 constitutes a similar requirement with
regard to legal proceedings which may materially affect the securities
or the plan o:f readjustment or reorganization. In each case the
answer, while referring to the foreclosure action brought by the
trustee, omits to make any statement concerning a certain legal pro·
ceeding entitled "Martin Frobisher, et al. v. Tudor Corporation",
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which was instituted on October 13, 1933. This is a suit in equity,
for the benefit of the holders of the bonds covered by the registration
Rtatement, for the purpose of requiring an accounting and discovery
by the Tudor Corporation of rents, issues, and profits held by it.
The proceeding is such that it might materially affect the securities
to be called for deposit, since the net proceeds of any such suit would
be distributable to the holders of the bonds called for deposit. The
officers of the Tudor Corporation were identical with the officers of
the registrant. The attorneys acting for the registrant, were likewise attorneys for the defendant in the above entitled action. A
notice of motion on behalf of the defendant, Tudor Corpora Lion,
was filed in said action on November 3, 1933. Thus the attorneys for
the registrant had notice of the pending litigation. But the president and treasurer of responaent, nevertheless, testified that they
had no knowledge of the suit in question until after the effective date
of the registration statement.1
It is not necessary for present purposes to make a finding of fact
with regard to knowledge of the proceedings. Other deficiencies, discussed below, have been so definitely established that a stop order
must issue. Since a new registration statement would have to speak
as of its effective date, there will now be no question with regard
to such knowledge if the litigation is still pending or threatened.
Item 12 provides: " State the names and addresses of the principal
original underwriters of the securities to be called for deposit. If
the issuer or any member thereof is connected with any such underwriter, state also the gross compensation received or gross profit
made by .such underwriter in connection with such underwriting."
To this registrant answered: "Commonwealth Bond Corporation
(the issuer) was the principal underwriter of the securities called
for deposit. It received as gross compensation therefor one half of
the capital stock of Tudor Corporation (the original issuer)."
It is contended that this answer is untrue in three respects. First,
it states that the Commonwealth Bond Corporation was the principal underwriter of the securities called for deposit, whereas, in fact,
the corporation acted merely as a committee or reorganization manager for the reorganization of an issue which it had previously
underwritten. A reorganization committee, acting as such, is not to
1 The president of the respondent testified 'On Mar. 1, 1934, that he "did not learn or
the Institution of this action until yesterday afternoon, when I ascertained the facta
by telephoning to the omces of Ricker & Ricker (attorneys for the registrant)." The
treasurer of the respondent testified on Mar. 7, 1934, that he learned "about a month
ago", and came to learn of It because of advice from the Commission of the apparent
misstatement In the registration statement which caused Wm to have an employee
telephone the attorneys. He stated that he and the president learned of the ault at
the same time, but conceded that this was merely a conclusion on his part Inasmuch
as he had not personally informed the president ot what he had learned trom the
attorneys.
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be regarded as an "underwriter" within the meaning of section 2
{11). It is true, however, that the respondent was the principal
underwriter of the 7 percent bonds originally issued on the Tudor
Hall Apartments. But these bonds had been exchanged for the
5 percent bonds issued following the reorganization of 1929. It is
the 5 percent bonds that are now being called for deposit. There
was no principal underwriter of these securities, the underwriting
relating to the earlier 7 percent bonds.
Counsel for the Commission contends in the second place that the
answer is false in omitting to state that in the reorganization of
1929 the Commonwealth Bond Corporation received $7,800 of bonds
at a price of $8.59 per thousand, as a result of exercising its right
to acquire the interests of nondepositing bondholders on payment of
an amount equal to their distributive share. Likewise, counsel for
the Commission contends that certain " organization expenses "
amounting to $1,575.20 shoulU properly be classified as costs "incidental to the incorporation of the new holding company and the
issuance of the new securities." Respondent had agreed to assume
such costs, and since the amount in question was ultimately paid by
Tudor Corporation, it is argued that this payment amounted to
a clear profit for the Commonwealth Bond Corporation.
Thirdly, the answer to Item 12 is attacked on the ground that
it should have mentioned the gross compensation or gross profits
received by the Commonwealth Bond Corporation in the original
financing of the building in question, where it concededly was the
principal underwriter.
A strict and literal interpretation of Item 12 would consider as
satisfactory an answer by the respondent that there was no principal
underwriter of the securities called for deposit, and consequently
would make irrelevant both the further information furnished by the
respondent in answer to Item 12 and the information which counsel
for the Commission contended should be included. But obviously
the position of respondent as having received substantial underwriting profits in the distribution of the original 7 percent bonds and
as having received further substantial profits, including control of
the issuer, in acting as a reorganization committee for the bonds it
originally distributed, has an important bearing upon its fitness to
act in the capacity of a reorganization committee for the bond issue
now in question. The intrinsic fiduciary relationships existing be·
tween a protective committee and the depositing bondholders call
for full and fair disclosure of these facts. And these facts, as the
partial answer of the respondent itself demonstrates, are of the type
so allied. to the underwriting process that the failure to disclose them
by the simple statement that there were no underwriters of the securi-
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ties called for deposit would make such a statement so misleading as
to prevent that full and fair disclosure which it is the very purpose
of the Securities Act to demand.
Item 14 requires "if available to the issuer, give the last balance
sheet of the original issuer 2 as published or reported generally to its
security holders." No balance sheet had ever been "published or
reported" to the security holders of the Tudor Corporation. Accordingly, this item could have been satisfied by a statement that there
was no such balance sheet. However, respondent submitted under
this item an operating statement for the year 1931, making no reference to real estate taxes for that period, which were not paid. 8 This
omission appears to make the statement misleading.
Under Item 17 the registrant is required, if the issuer be a committee, to give the name, address and principal business of each member thereof. In answer to this, the principal business of Commonwealth Corporation Committee is stated as " real estate bonds"·
Owing to general economic conditions, the company has sold no
bonds since 1930, and has instead been engaged in reorganization of
its own defaulted bond issues, as well as in managing and insuring
the property involved through its subsidiaries. This, it is contended,
amounts to a false answer. The answer certainly gave no clear indication of the character of business now being done by the respondent.
Item 21 requires the registrant to ~:-tate the amount and describe the
nature of any interest of the issuer or of the members of the committee, if the issuer be a committee, in any property or obligation of
the original issuer or in any property or obligation of any person
liable, directly or indirectly, with respect to the securities to be called
for deposit or in any property securing the securities called for
deposit. The answer given is "none". In fact, the Hamilton
Brokerage Company, a wholly owned subsidiary of the Commonwealth Bond Corporation, has continuously handled the insurance on
the apartment property in question, and the president of the
Commonwealth Bond Corporation had until 1931 at his disposal an
apartment in the building without payment of rent, which is furnished with his own furniture and occupied by the resident manager
and his family. The " interest " which must be stated under this
item is by the express language of the item limited to an interest " in
any property or obligation" of the issuer and persons liable with
respect to the securities called for deposit. The receipt of remuneration in connection with insuring the premises does not fall within
this category, and the evidence with regard to the president's apart1
" Original Issuer " is defined by the rules of the Commission as the Issuer of the
securities called for deposit, whereas "Issuer" Is the Issuer of the certificates of deposit.
1 The treasurer ot the respondent also admitted that the statement contained errors
Inasmuch as additional Invoices had been received after the statement was sent out.
102050"-35-VOL 18-42
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ment does not indicate more than that prior to 1931 he had this
apartment at his disposal without rent.
Item 25 calls for a statement of the nature of any business or
professional connections which counsel acting for the issuer in connection with the call for deposits, has had with the original issuer
or with any person who was a principal underwriter of the securities
of the original issuer. The answer given is "none." The answer
is untrue in that such counsel are the attorneys of record for the
original issuer, namely, Tudor Corporation, in the action of foreclosure brought by the trustee, as well as in the action for an
accounting discussed above.
A brief explanation of "the reasons why the deposit of securities
is desired " is required under Item 26. Registrant has answered as
follows: "The original issuer defaulted in payment of taxes on the
mortgaged property ; the trustee bank placed the property in receivership and brought foreclosure proceedings. Securities were
called for deposit in June, 1932, to enable the committee to protect
the interests of bondholders." Counsel for the Commission submits
that the answer is untrue and misleading, in that the real purpose
of the proceeding is to convert the fixed interest bearing bonds at
5 percent into income bonds, so that control of the property by
the Commonwealth Management Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Commonwealth Bond Corporation, might be perpetuated
during the life of the voting trust to be established for ten years
pursuant to the reorganization. A determination of this question
would necessitate a finding of fact as to the good faith of the persons
controlling respondent in connection with the reorganization. It is
true that evidence was adduced impugning this good faith. But
without in any way foreclosing the question of the real purpose
behind the call for deposits, as it might subsequently arise in criminal or civil proceedings, a deficiency in respect to the purpose of
the calling of these securities for deposit does not appear to have
been clearly established.
Item 36 calls for: "A brief statement of the provisions of the
deposit agreement and all other agreements with respect to any
fees, and expenses paid or to be paid, directly or indirectly, in any
way related to the deposit agreement, to the securing of deposits
thereunder, or to any plan of readjustment or reorganization in
connection therewith."
The answer omits to state that the deposit agreement contains a
provision that in case all the bonds are not deposited and the total
distributive value of bonds deposited is less than the bid price,
the committee shall have the right to pay the difference, and in
return for such payment to be deemed a depositor of the number
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bonds not deposited whos~ total distributive value is equal to
such payment, subject to the right of nondepositing bondholders to
eome in under the plan upon certain conditions within thirty days
after the foreclosure sale. The application of this provision might
result in a benefit to Commonwealth Bond Corporation which would
be equivalent to an indirect fee. The provision should, therefore,
bave been summarized.
Item 37 calls for a statement by whom the fees of the issuer and
its members and counsel and of the depositary are to be determined,
together with a brief statement of the nature of any business or
professional connections the party determining such fees has or has
had within five years with the issuer, the original issuer, and any
person who was a principal underwriter of the securities of the original issuer. Item 63 calls for a similar statement as to fees connected
with the plan. The answer in each case states that the fees are to
be determined by the Commonwealth Bond Corporation Committee,
which is the issuer, and that such issuer was the principal underwriter of the securities called for deposit. As explained in connection with Item 12 above, the Commonwealth Bond Corporation is
not to be regarded as the underwriter of the securities of the original
issuer.
Counsel for the Commission contends that the answer is untrue
in that it omits to state further facts of the relationship of the
respondent to the original issuer. These facts are in brief: (1)
That the original issuer is managed by the Commonwealth Management Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of the respondent
having officers identical with those of the respondent, which management corporation received gross receipts of $10,384.69 from Jannary 26, 1930, to May 27, 1932, and still holds a large cash balance
belonging to the original issuer; (2) that the Hamilton Brokerage
Co., another wholly owned subsidiary of the respondent having
officers identical with those of the respondent, has placed all insurance for the original issuer, the gross return from which has been
$1,514.96; (3) that the respondent has received $832.30 as n service
charge in regard to the property of the original issuer; ( 4) that the
respondent owns the majority of the stock of the original issuer;
(5) that the officers of the respondent and the original issuer are
the same; (6) that the president of the respondent had a rent-free
npartment in the apartment house of the original issuer.
Item 37 calls for three things: (1) The person determining the
fees and the funds out of which they are to be paid; (2) a specific
statement that the fees are not to be determined by an independent
person, if such be the case; (3) a statement of the business and
professional connections that the person determining the fees may
<>f
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have had with the issuer, the original issuer and the underwriter of
the securities called for deposit during the last five years. Item 63
is substantially to the same effect. The third matter required to be
stated by Items 37 and 63 seems obviously to call for the disclosure
of the relationship referred to as regards some person other than the
issuer, the original issuer or the underwriter of the securities called
for deposit. This third matter is not applicable to situations where
the person determining the fees is either the issuer, the original
issuer or the underwriter of the securities called for deposit. In
such an event answers responsive to the first and second matters
would be sufficient. But obviously the facts above referred to should
be disclosed by the respondent. Other questions in the registration
statement, however, must be relied upon to uncover relationships of
the character noted by counsel for the Commission, and the items
in the registration statement seem wholly adequate f0r such a purpose even to the extent of unravelling relationships concealed
beneath the artificial curtain of subsidiary companies.
Item 38 calls for a brief statement of every material contract
directly or indirectly affecting the deposit agreement or any plan
connected therewith. Item 61 also calls for such information with
regard to the plan or the securities to be issued thereunder. To each
the registrant has answered" none." The answer omits to state that
a commitment for a loan had been obtained by the committee to be
advanced to the committee as reorganization managers for the purpose of providing cash for the fulfilment of the foreclosure bid.
The existence of such a contract was of course material as it would
give some indication to the bondholders of any result in cash to them
of the reorganization. The president of respondent testified that
it did not secure a loan commitment until December 20, 1933, after
the effective date of the registration statement. However, in an affidavit dated December 16, 1933, the vice president of the Commonwealth Bond Corporation stated that he had negotiated for a loan
on September 15, 1933, and that the commitment would not be available if the sale were adjourned beyond December 20, 1933. The
answer is also deficient in failing to mention a contract, of which
there is evidence, between the Commonwealth Bond Corporation and
the Underwriters Trust Co. providing for remuneration of the latter
for its services as depositary under the depositary agreement.
Item 41 provides: "State the nature of any business and professional connections between each depositary and the issuer and any
member thereof."
The answer thereto is : " None."
It is established that the depositary was acting as depositary for
the Commonwealth Bond Corporation in a number of other de-
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faulted bond issues. The existence of such a course of dealing and
relationship is not disclosed by the issuer.
Under Item 52, registrant is required to give a brief statement of
essential features of the plan not called for in previous items and
the reasons for adopting the particular plan. The answer contains
the statement that: " The officers of the new corporation shall serve
without salaries and voting trustees serve without compensation."
The new corporation to hold the property, Tudor Hall, Inc., was
organized in January of this year. Its officers are identical with
those of the Commonwealth Bond Corporation, the Commonwealth
Management Corporation and the Hamilton Brokerage Co. The
evidence justifies the conclusion that the officers of the new
company, in connection with the .Management Corporation and
the Brokerage Company, will in fact receive compensation as offieers
of the Management Corporation and the Brokerage Company. In
view of the identity of management among the several companies
such information was called for.
Item 58 requires a statement of the securities of the original issuer
held by the reorganization managers as of a date within 20 days
prior to filing of the statement and as of a date approximately a
year prior thereto. The answer states the Commonwealth Bond
Corporation owned as of November 1, 1933, and for a year prior
thereto, $800 principal amount of the securities called for deposit.
In fact the Commonwealth Bond Corporation owned 5,858 shares,
heing a majority of the common stock of the original issuer, Tudor
Corporation. The record also establishes that the amount of bonds
held by the corporation was $7,800 instead of $800.
The alleged deficiencies as to Items 61 and 63 are disposed of by
the discussion above.
Any other plan of readjustment or reorganization k11own to
have been proposed must be mentioned under Item 64:. The answer
disclaims knowledge of any such plan. The evidence establishes
that respondent knew that a rival committee was proposing a plan.
In fact it had issued a circular letter, criticizing the "proposed
plan of reorganization", of such committee. It is true that the
rival committee had only, as far as was shown, given a general
indication of the nature of its plan. But at least some reference
to such plan should have been made in answer to this item. See
Federal Trade Commission v. Hou.Jard, supra.
Item (i5 has been discussed in connection with Item 11 above. A
footnote to this item says that no statement is available subsequent
to the operating statement for the year 1931 attached as an exhibit.
A similar explanation is submitted in paragraph 18 of the prospectus. The evidence establishes that all books and records of the
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Tudor Corporation :from its inception, have been under the control
and possession of the Commonwealth Bond Corporation and its
officers. Income tax returns have been filed to date. It would have
been a simple matter :for respondent to prepare a balance sheet
and profit and loss statement up to date. The claim that no such
statement was "available" is, in substance, untrue.
The contention is made that the prospectus in regard to paragraphs 1, 4, and 12 is misleading in that it refers to a plan for distributing cash proceeds of the new mortgage and implies that the
cash returned to depositing bondholders would be more than that of
nondepositing bondholders, whereas the evidence establishes that n()
cash would be available for distribution to those who deposited.
These statements are rather in the nature of prophecies than statements of present :fact. But a prophecy known to be untrue as of th&
time it is made is to be regarded as an untrue statement of :fact inasmuch as it misstates the mind of the person making the prophecy.
The evidence certainly indicates that the president of the respondent
held little hope as to the possibility of any cash return to the depositing bondholders. Thus optimism of an unwarranted nature
is reflected in these statements. But the evidence is not sufficient
to establish actual unbelief as of the time these statements weremade. In any event, the developments which have intervened will
make repetition of these statements as of the time of a subsequent
effective date :following the present stop order clearly deficient.
Paragraph 9 of the prospectus states that a copy of the plan
of financing is on file with the Underwriter's Trust Co. Such plan
is not on file.
Other deficiencies in the prospectus need not be specifically noted
since they merely reflect those heretofore noted as to the registration statement proper.
A stop order must thus issue in accordance with the above findings.
STOP ORDER

This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission on the registration statement of Commonwealth Bond Corporation as Committee for First Mortgage 5 percent Sinking Fund Gold Bonds
of Tudor Corporation, of New York City, N.Y., after confirmed
telegraphic notice by the Commission to said registrant that said
registration statement contains untrue statements of material facts
and fails to state certain material facts required to be stated therein
or necessary to make the statements therein not misleading and upon
the evidence received in support of the allegations made in the
notice of hearing duly served by the Commission on said registrant,
and the Commission having duly considered the matter and finding
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that said registration statement fails to comply with the requirements of the Securities Act of 1933 and the rules and regulations
promulgated thereunder in the particulars herein ordered to be supplied and corrected, and being now fully advised in the premises,
It is ordered, That the effectiveness of the registration statement
filed by Commonwealth Bond Corporation as Committee for First
:Mortgage 5 percent Sinking Fund Gold Bonds of Tudor Corporation, of New York City, N.Y., is hereby suspended until such time
as said registration statement is amended to supply the information
required under Items 11, 12, 14, 17, 25, 36, 37, 38, 41, 52, 58, 61, 63,
64 and 61l of form D-1, Parts I and II, and until amended to
conform with the requirements of Article 16 of the Rules and
Regulations under the Securities Act of 1933, promulgated July 6,
1933, and until amended to conform to the requirements of Section
10 of the Securities Act of 1933.
This order is to remain in full force and effect until the amendments herein indicated have been made and the Commission shall

have so declared.
IN

THE MATTER OF

UNITY GOLD CORPORATION
OPINION, FINDINGS, AND STOP ORDER IN PROCEEDING UNDER SEC. 8 (d) OF
THE ACT OF CONGRESS APPROVED MAY 27, 1933

File No. 2-411.

Order, June 27, 1934

SlllCU1UTIES Acr, 193~RrorsTRATIONs-PnoMOTER's FEEs (ITEM 39)-STOCK PAY·
llENT BY INDIRE<n'ION-WHETHEB BROKER'S COMMISSIONS,
Answer that no payments bad been made by issuer to promoters was false
because, in tact, tbe issuer bad issued shares, which had five times the value
of those issued to the vendor, to the issuer's organizers, who sought to justify
the payments as broker's commissions pnid by the vendor, but which payments the evidence shows to have been for promoter's services to the issuer.
SECURITIES Acr, 193~REGISTRA.TIONS-STOP 0BDER8-FALSII: INFORMATION VoLUNTI!:EBED.
False information volunteered may constitute a material misstatement and
hence give grounds tor the issunnce of a stop order.
SECURITIES ACT, 193~REGISTRATIONB-IMMATERIALITY IN A STOP ORDER PBOOEEDING OF DISCLAIMER OF KNOWLEOOII: AS TO TRUTH OF STATEMENT-CORBEOTION' UPON AvAILABILITY-ENSUING STOP ORoE&-Sunsl!lQUENT CoRRECTION.
In proceeding under Section 8 (d), the truth or falsity of the statement is
in issue regardless of the good faith of the parties except where information
is expressly called for only "if known", as In Item 28 (Charles A. Hou;ard,
et aZ., March 21, 1934, 18 F.T.C. 626). Regardless of whether unavailability
might excuse omission, correction upon availabllity Is clenrly called for, and,
if a stop order Is to issue, subsequent corrected statements must be made in
view of available Information at such later date ( Conwwnwealth Bond Corporation, etc., May 23, 1934, 18 F. T. C. 635).
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SECURITIES ACT, 1933-REGISTRATIONS-BAI.ANCE SHEETS

(ITEM 54) -INTANGI·

BLES-COST OF MINING RIGHTS-PROMOTER'S FEES.

Whether or not promoter's fees should be deemed organization expense or
a capital asset, it is clear they cannot be treated as part of the cost of
property but must be segregated.
SECURITIES ACT, 1933-REGISTRATIONS-llAI.ANCE SHEETS (ITEM 54)-INTANGIBLES-COST OF 1\IINING RIGHTS-CONCURRENT " DONATION "

BACK IN SAME

TRANSACTION,

Shares transferred to the vendor but concurrently "donated" back to the
issuer cannot be regarded as part of the cost of property. Such bookkeeping
transactions, which create a false valuation of the property as well as inflating capital surplus, do not meet the standards of truthfulness demanded by
the Securities Act, regardless of whether such stock thereby becomes true
treasury stock or not.
SECURITIES

.ACT,

1933-REGISTRATIONS-BALANCE

SHEETS

(ITEM

54)-IN•

TANGIBLES-COST OF MINING RIGHTS-PAR VALUE AS COST FIGURE.

To value stock exchanged for property at par when public sales show fair
valuation to be less is untrue and misleading, inasmuch as cost should reflect
the consideration paid.
SECURITIES

ACT,

1933-REGISTRATIONS-BALANCE

SHEETS

(ITEJII

54)-IN•

TANGIBLES-COST OF l\IINING RIGHTS-PROSPECTIVE VALUE.

Attempt to justify the total valuation as " prospective value" is indefensible because (1) balance sheet figures purport to represent cost to the
registrant, and (2) value of property acquired, assuming no external indicia
of its value, must be its present value and bear a substantial relation to the
value placed thereon in transactions surrounding the purchase, which the
claimed figure did not. The entry as cost of such a figure, which increased
30,000 percent the cost to the vendor, would be untrue and misleading.
SECURITIES ACT, 1!>33-REGISTRATIONS-BALANCE SHEET ENTRY
STOCK (SCHEDULE

8

FOB

CAPITAL

OF ITEM 54)-NATURE AND Ali!OUNT OF CONSIDERATION

RECEIVED FOR CAPITAL STOCK,

Registrant has omitted part of such information, and in other instances the
information given would be untrue in view of conclusion reached above.
SECURITIES ACT, 1!)33-REGISTBATIONS-PROSPECTUS.

Corresponding statements in the prospectus are found to be untrue and
misleading.

Mr. Richard P. lVMteley, Mr. Harold II. Neff, and llfr. Bernard
D. Cahn for the Commission.
Mr. Guilford S. Jameson, of ·washington, D. C., for registrant.
OPINION AND FINDINGS OF TilE COMliiSSION

This is a proceeding for the issuance of a stop order under Section
8 (d) of the Securities Act of 1933 suspending the effectiveness of
respondent's registration statement which was filed December 28,
1933, on Form A-1, and became effective, after amendment, on 1\farch
9, 1934:. After confirmed telegraphic notice, as prescribed by Section
8 (d), a hearing was held before an examiner of the Commission, at
which respondent was represented by counsel.
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The contention is that the registration statement includes untrue
statements of material facts, and omits to state material facts required to be stated therein and necessary to make the statements
therein not misleading, with regard to Items 39, 45, and 54. This
contention extends also to the prospectus insofar as it contains information relating to the subject matter of these items. The examiner has found that there is no deficiency with respect to Item 43 1
which was also in issue, and counsel for the Commission have made
no exception to this finding of the examiner. The Commission also
finds no reason to disturb this finding of the examiner, and thus the
questions requiring determination relate only to Items 39, 45, 54, and
the corresponding statements in the prospectus.
On July 15, 1931, the Katinka group of mining claims in Cripple
Creek, Colo., was acquired by J. L. King under a royalty lease for
three years. King also acquired an option to purchase the property
before the expiration of the lease for $15,000, royalties to apply on
the purchase price. The stated consideration for this option was one
dollar and the acceptance and performance of the lease. King thus
acquired the use and control of the claims at no expense other than
the usual obligations to operate the property and to pay royalties on
the proceeds. Thereafter King organized the Industrial Gold Mining Company (hereinafter referred to as the Industrial Company)
and assigned to it the lease and option in consideration of the issuance to him of 2,000 shares of stock having a part value of $1 per
share.
The Industrial company expended about $5,5()0 in developing the
property, but produced no gold and hence paid no royalties. Desiring further capital, King published an advertisement in the Denver
Post which was answered by R. L. Maxwell. Negotiations ensued,
culminating in the assignment of the lease and option to the Unity
Gold Corporation, the present respondent, a corporation organized
under the laws of Colorado. The alleged deficiencies in the registration statement arise from the description of this transaction and the
significance to be attached to it as determining the cost of the
property.
Item 39 calls for " the name and address of each promoter to whom
any amount has been paid within two years preceding the filing of the
registration statement • • * together with the amount thereof
in each instance, and the consideration for each payment • • *"
The answer of registrant states that "no payments have been made
by the issuer to promoters", but goes on to explain that in the transaction whereby registrant acquired the Katinlm claims " for $5,000
and 599,995 shares of the common capital stock of Unity Gold Corporation, it was stipulated, in the contract dated October 4, 1932,
• • • that the Industrial Gold Mining Company woulJ. immedi-
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ately donate and deliver to the treasury" of respondent 475,000 of
the shares received in payment, and that " it was also requested "
that the remaining 124,995 shares" were to be issued in the names of
various persons and among those named was Robert L. Maxwell, of
Denver, Colo., in whose name 109,435 shares were issued." The
answer concludes: " The present officers and directors were elected in
August, 1933, and have no knowledge as to what consideration, if
:my, was paid by R. L. Maxwell for the 109,435 shares which were
issued in his name at the request of the Industrial Gold Mining
Company."
It is contended that the answer is untrue in that the registrant
itself paid Maxwell and others the 109,435 shares in consideration of
promotional services rendered by Maxwell and these others to the
registrant.
Item 45 requires full particulars as to the interest of every director,·
principal executive officer, underwriter, and every stockholder named
in Item 28/ in any property acquired or proposed to be acquired not
in the ordinary course of business within two years preceding the
filing of the registration statement. Under Item 28 Maxwell is listed
as a record holder of more than 10 percent of the stock of the registrant, and ·w. N. Rockwell, A. M. Kearns, M. Morris, C. A. O'Leary
and E. J. Williams are mentioned among the beneficial owners of
shares included in this holding. The answer to Item 45 states that
none of the persons of the class mentioned in Item 28 had any known
interest in the Katinka claims which property is proposed to be
acquired with part of the proceeds of the issue. There follows a
statement substantially the same as that under Item 39 with regard to
the terms of the contract of October 4, 1932, referring to a request
by the Industrial company for the issue of 109,435 shares in Maxwell's name, and a disclaimer of any knowledge regarding consideration moving from Maxwell.
The truth of this answer is attacked on the ground that the transfer of the 109,435 shares was not at the request of the Industrial
company but was made by registrant for promotional services with
full knowledge as to the nature of the transaction.
Maxwell testified that 109,435 of the shares were divided between
himself and Rockwell, A.M. Kearns, G. C. Kearns, Morris, B. A.
Evans, C. A. O'Leary, and 'Williams, of whom the first five together
with him" were the organizers of the Company", and that the Industrial company did not owe any of these organizers any sums of money.
There was also introduced in evidence an agreement between Maxwell
and two of the organizers providing that 71,685 of the shares stand1 Item 28 calls for a list of stockholders owning 10 percent of record and/or beneficially,
1t known, of any class o! stock of the Issuer or more than 10 percent ln the aggregate of
the IBilucr's outstanding stock.
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ing in Maxwell's name should be equally divided between them
(when released from the pledge securing the cash payment for the
transfer of the Katink!l! claims) " in consideration of the efforts of
said A. M. Kearns, "\V. N. Roc-kwell, and R. L. Maxwell in the promotion of said Unity Gold Corporation". He also testified that there
was an oral agreement for division of the shares prior to the transfer
of the property, and that upon the transfer his beneficial interest
was in 23,895 shares. Furthermore, King, when asked whether consideration was paid by Maxwell to the Industrial company for the
issuance to him of the 109,435 shares, replied: " The Industrial Gold
Mining Company had nothing to do with the stock which was issued
in the Unity Corporation."
Respondent's position is that the payment was in the nature of
a broker's fee paid by the Industrial company out of the proceeds
of the sale. Maxwell testified that he considered himself as acting
for both parties and had reached some sort of agreement with King
regarding a reward for his services, but this indefinite testimony
is denied by King, who stated that Maxwell never worked for
him. Moreover, it is unusual to say the least to regard as a broker's
fee a sum over five times as large as that received by the vendor
itself for the property. Indeed, the evidence impels irresistibly to
the conclusion that most, if not all, of the 109,435 shares were paid
us promoter's fees, and that they should have been disclosed in connection with Item 39.
Item 45 calls merely for a statement of the interests of certain
classes of persons in certain property acquired by registrant. If
respondent had confined its answer to its statement that none of the
persons concerned had any such interest, such answer might, so far
as has been shown, be true. But since respondent volunteered the
same misinformation contained in the answer to Item 39, regarding
the purpose of the payment to Maxwell, the answer to Item 45 must
likewise be deemed untrue. Though the registration statement may
not call for certain information, such information being falsely given
may constitute a material misstatement and hence give grounds for
the issuance of a stop order.
Tho disclaimer in answer to Items 39 and 45 of any lmowledge
as to the consideration paid by 1\faxwell for the shares issued in
his name, which is sought to be explained by the fact that the present
management of respondent was elected in August, 1933, even if the
explanation were to be accepted, is immaterial for the purposes of
the present proceeding. In a proceeding under Section 8 (d), the
truth or falsity of the statement is in issue regardless of the good
faith of the parties.2 Independently of whether the unavailability
1 Thla Ia the rule except aa to Information which Is expressly called for only "ff known",
.aa In the case ot Item 28, Federal Trade CommiBBion v. Howard, 18 F. T. C. 626 (1934).
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of information might warrant its omission from a registration statement without attendant liability, a prompt rectification when the
information becomes available to the registrant is clearly called for.
Furthermore, as to other deficiencies, later to be discussed, respondent's full knowledge cannot be questioned, and, if a stop order is toissue, any subsequent correcteu statement must be maue in the light
of registrant's knowledge as of such later date. Federal Trade Commwsion v. Commonwealth Bond Corporation, 18 F. T. C. 635 (1934}.
It follows that the answers to Items 39 and 45 are deficient.
Item 54 calls for balance sheets of the issuer as of the close of the
last fiscal year, and, if that be more than 90 days past, as of a date·
within 90 days. 8 The balance sheets submitted carry as "intangi·
hies" the lease and option on the Katinka mining claims at $605,047.
This figure is broken down in Schedule 3 as follows: '
LElASE A:SD llOND, KATINKA. GROUP

Original cost:

Cnsh------------------------------------------ $5,000.00
509,905 shares o:r capital stock __________________ 500, 995. 00
$604,9!15.0~

.Additions: .Abstract fees---------------------------------------

52. 00

Ledger value, 12/31/32 and 9/30/33-----------------------

GOa, 047.00

The contention is that the figure given for the cost of the
Katinka lease and option is untrue in three respects: (1) It includes
the 109,435 shares paid to Maxwell and the other promoters by
registrant for services rendered to it; (2} It includes the 475,000
shares which were "donated" back to registrant in the same transaction; (3) The shares included in the cost figures are taken at the
par value of $1 per share whereas their fair value, as shown by sales,.
was much less.
First. The finding with regard to Items 3!) and 45 largely determines the question with regard to the inclusion of the 109,435
shares in the cost of the mining rights. Promoters' fees, which a
substantial portion of these shares represent, cannot be deemed to be
so intimately connected with the purchase of the property as to
justify their inclusion in the cost of the latter without, at least,.
segregating them. Rather, they represent expenditures in the nature
• The registration statement was filed with balance sheets as of December 31, 1932, and'
September 30, 1033. An amendment filed February 11, 1934, submits balance sheets u of
December 31, 1932, ond December 31, 1933, upon the bnsls of which the question of deficiencies Ia considered. With regard to lntangi\JI(·B, however, the amendment makes nochange, and, since no schedule Is appended, reference must be had to the schedule submitted with the balance aheets previously 11Jed.
• Instruction 8 with reference to Intangibles calls for "a comparative statement of the
cost and ledger value of each class of Intangible since January 1, 1922, and n complete
explanation of the llltrer~nces, It nny."
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·of organization expenses for which a separate entry is expressly
required by Form A-1. Or they might be entered, with an appropriate specification, under the item "other intangibles" there provided. Accounting theory and practice reveal some disagreement as
to whether such expenses are properly to be regarded as representing
capital assets or should be treated as a deferred or prepaid expense,
but there is no disagreement that expenses in the nature of promoters'
fees should be listed separately from expenuitures representing the
'Consideration paid for physical property. See Hatfield., Accounting
(1927) 06 et seq.; Paton, Accounting (1930) 709; Paton and Stevenson, Accounting ( 1928) 433-0; Kester, Advanced Accounting ( 1933)
395. See also Interstate Commerce Commission, Classification of
Investment in Road anu Equipmrnt of Steam Roads, 36, and Uniform Systems of .Accounts for Telephone Companies, 39.
Second. The cost figures of the registrant include as an element of
·cost in the acquisition of the Katinka lease and option the 475,000
:Shares that were " donated " back to the registrant by the Industrial
company.
The cost of this property to the registrant was stated to be $5,000
cash and. 599,995 shares of stock entered at their par value of one
dollar. Fur the reasons above stated, the 109,435 shares issued to
_}.faxwell and. his associates were improperly included as an element
of the cost of the lease and option, however rightly they might have
-been capitalized as a promotion expense. There remains $490,500,
representing 490,5GO shares of which the 475,000 above mentioned
constitute the major portion.
That these 475,000 shares could not be regarded as being part of
the cost of the lease and option on the ground that the registrant
parted with these shares in order to obtain the property, seems hardly
-open to question. The " donation " back to the registrant of these
shares was concurrent with the purchase of the property itself. The
Industrial company by the terms of. the purchase contract had no
.ius disponendi at any time over these shares. No evidence was a<.l·duced to show that even the form of transfer and retransfer was
followed. That it was merely a bookkeeping transaction is evidenced
by the records of the Industrial company itself, for one need only
turn to the minutes of this company to find the president reporting
that "the deal ns closed, consummated the sale of all the assets of
·the Industrial Gold Mining Company to the Unity Gold Company
(sic) for the sum of $;3,000 in cash and 15,560 shares of capital stock
·of the Unity Gold Company, par value $1 per share." 1
1
This Is the nrslon In the minutes of the Company's meeting on August 18, 1932. Upon
the formal rntltlcatlon of the deal, minutes purporting to describe a meeting on October 3,
.J.032, set out the .contract, naming $5,000 and 1)00,905 shares as the consideration.
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The purpose of a transaction of this type-pretending to a transfer
and retransfer of capital stock as between purchaser and vendoris primarily to attempt to make the stock fully paid and non-assessable so that thereafrer it can be sold as such at any price without
making purchasers of the stock liable to the corporation's creditors. 8
See Buck v. Jones, 18 Colo. App. 250, 70 Pac. 951 {1902); Spier v.
Bordelau, 20 Colo. App. 413,79 Pac. 332 (1905); Olinton Mining and
Mineral Oo. v. Jamison, 256 Fed. 577 (C. C. A. 3d. 1919). It is for
this reason that some accounting authorities, though admitting that
entries of the type described are untruthful in principle, have been
led to condone the practice. The truthful entry-the making of a
credit for the donation to the overvalued property account instead
of to capital surplus-would admittedly be more nearly expressive of
the property's value, "but such an entry is perhaps too frank an
admission that the property was not worth the par of the stock, that
the reacquired stock is not true treasury stock, and that subsequent
purchasers are liable for the discount." See 1 Finney, Principles of
Accounting (1932} ch. 8, p. 16. See also Sunley and Pinkerton, Corporation Accounting (1931) 134, 137. The accountant, according to
these authorities, is thus entitled to arrange his entries so as to support a legal fiction devoid of any reality and having the tendency
to create values where none exist. But other authorities hold a different conception of the accountant's obligation. Thus Hatfield says:
"But whether the presumption is in favor of valuing the property
at the amount of stock originally given the vendors, or at the net
amount retained by them, if it is established that the former figure
would be an actual overvaluation, there is no excuse for such an incorrect representation in the accounts. The accountant should transcend the limitations under which courts labor"· Hatfield, Accounting (1927) 219. See also Paton, Accounting {1930) 712-717.1
The misleading consequences of such an entry are re-emphasized
by the contra entries necessarily made to capital surplus as evidenced
by the balance sheets of this registrant. These indicate a capital surplus arising out of this donation of 475,000 shares (together with a
•" The purpose of such a transaction, of course, Is to comply with the law and at the
same ttme facllltate the raising of working capital by making the treasury stock more
readily marketable. The conditions of the security market are such that It Is usually difficult to Issue common stock at par value. This Is a more or less unreasonable state of
alralrs-and furnishes another 1llustratlon of the objectionable character of par value as
employed In American corporate finance--but the fact remains that the Investor Is at·
tracted by the olrerlng of a discount. That Is, the Investor seems to belleve that stock
bought at a discount Is a bargain." Paton, Accounting, (1930) p. 713.
'Expert testimony was also Introduced In evidence to this elrect.
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subsequent donation of 50,000 shares by Maxwell and other recipients
of the 109,435 shares). 8
This capital surplus,9 giving to the uninitiated a conception of
prosperity, is as non-existent as the $475,000 added to the property
account by the transfer and retransfer above described.
In behalf of respondent's contention that the sum stated to be the
cost of the property could include shares " donated " by the vendor
back to the registrant, counsel rely on Colorado cases which stand
for the proposition that shares issued in exchange for property will
be regarded under Colorado law as fully paid despite the £act of a
concurrent donation back to the issuing company of a substantial
portion of these shares. Buck v. Jones, supra; Spier v. Borilelau,
supra. These cases involved suits by creditors against stockholders
based upon the theory that the stock acquired in such a fashion was
not full paid. The court held that such a transaction, concerning
property as to whose value there was no independent evidence, represented a valuation put upon the property by the directors at the
total amount of the stock, which valuation would be presumed to
have been honestly made, and hence would not be upset unless some
evidence were available to overcome the presumption. The simultaneous donation back-a fact scarcely noticed in these opinionsdoes not seem to have been regarded as evidence sufficient to over• The figures given are 1
December
Surplus81, 1933
Capital surplus, arising from stock donated to corporate
treasurY----------------------------------------- $450,262.35
Profit and Joss charges deducted---------------------11, 463. 68

December
31,1932
$448, 802. liO
:1,582.48

438,798.67
These are broken down as follows in " DetaU • 8 ' " :
1932 Donated stock-47:1,000 shares---------------------------------Less: Discount on stock sold to 12/31/32------------------------

475,000.00
24,748.75

Less: Discount on stock subscriptions unpaid---------------------

450,251.25
1,.448.7:1

Balance December 81, 1932------------------------------1933 Donated stock-50,000 shares----------------------------------Discounted on stock repurchased--------------------------------

448,802.:10
150,000.00
17.00

443,220.02

408,819.:10
Less : Discount on stock sold----------------------------Discount on stock subscriptions unpaid _____________ _
Bonus on loan-stock issued :1,000 shareS----------------

88,777.1:1
4,780.00
:1,000.00
48,li57.1:1

Balance December 31, 1933-------------------------------450, 262. 3:1
• Exclusive of that arising from the 150,000 shares later donated by Maxwell and his associates, as to which no issue was raised as to whether they represented on actual increment
properly Included In surplus.
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come the presumption of honest valuation. 1\fany courts, though adhering to the doctrine that the valuation thus placed by the directors
on the property acquired would presumptively be deemed to have
been honestly made, have regarded substantial donations of stock
so acquired by the vendor of property, when such donations were
made concurrently with the purchase, as evidence that would raise a
presumption of fraud or gross overvaluation sufficient to permit rejection of the directors' valuation. Enright v. H ekscher, 240 Fed.
863 (C. C. A. 2d. 1917); lla8son v. Koeberle, 180 Cal. 359, 181 Pac.
387 (1919); Libby v. Tobey, 82 Me. 397, 19 Atl. 905 (1890); Honeyman v. Haughey, 66 Atl. 582 (N. J. Ch. 1906); Dougla8s v. Ireland,
73 N.Y. 100 (1878); Blake v. Griswold, 103 N.Y. 429, 9 N. E. 434
(1886) ; Atwell v. Schmidt, 111 Ore. f.J6. 225 Pac. 325 (1924). With
the question of whether or not stock reacquired under these circumstances is true treasury stock and hence is to be regarded as full paid
and nonassessable, this Commission in this case has no concern; but,
under the standards of truthfulness demanded by the Securities Act,
such an entry cannot be regarded as otherwise than untrue and misleading.
Third. It remains to be considered whether the 15,560 shares, constituting the purchase price after elimination of the promoters'
shares and donated shar""', can properly be taken at their par value
of $1 each in determining the cost of the property to the registrant.
This appears to be another situation where principles of accounting
have made some concession to wide-spread practices which are concededly deceptive except insofar as their common acceptance deters
investors and creditors from the reliance which is theoretically justified. Stock issued in payment for property is frequently carried at
par for purposes of determining the value of such property. Where,
however, there. is evidence that the stock is actually worth substantially less than par, accounting authorities for the most part agree
that ~n appropriate discount should be made. See 1 Finney op. cit.,
Ch. 8, p. 11; 2 id. Ch. 38, pp. 3-4; Hatfield, op. cit., 72; Paton, op. cit.,
715. In the present case, the registration statement states in Item
38 that stock of the registrant was sold to the public at prices ranging from 15 to 75 cents a share, but no sales at $1 per share have been
shown to have been made. Under these circumstances, since the cost
figures are to be taken as reflecting the consideration paid for the
property, entering the stock at par would be untrue and misleading.
Registrant seeks to defend the entry of $599,995 on the ground
that it represented the " prospective value " of the lease and option.
The difficulty with this position is twofold. First, registrant purported to state the cost of the property to it and not its prospec-
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tive value,10 • This cost is measured by what registrant parted with,
which consisted of only 15,560 shares and $5,000 cash for the property, and not 599,995 shares and $5,000. These 15,560 shares cannot be contended to have a cash value of $599,995. Second, if we
assume that there is no evidence as to the actual value of the shares
actually given for the property and also assume that they had no
ascertainable market value as of the time of the purchase, it is
arguable that the value of the consideration given for the property should be measured by the value of the property acquired and
this latter figure then be stated as the cost of the property. But in
such an event the value of the property must be an approximation
of its value at the time of the transaction. The concept "prospective value", as the testimony indicated, bears no substantial relation to the value placed upon the property in the transactions surrounding its purchase. It had cost the vendor only $2,000, paid
not in cash but stock. Though about $5,000 had been expended on
the property, no gold had been produced. The sum of $15,000 had
still to be paid by July 15, 1934, in order to exercise the option.
An attempt was made to show that the valuation placed upon
the property had some engineering validity. Paul A. Gow, a nrining engineer, a graduate of the Colorado School of Mines, and a
member of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, who had
had nearly 27 years experience in examining copper, gold, silver,
lead, and zinc mines in Colorado and other western States, and had
worked as a " miner " in the Cripple Creek region where the Katinka claims are located, testified that he had examined the Katinka
claims in :August, 1932, at the request of the officers of respondent
and the stockholders of the North Butte Mining Company through
which Unity was contemplating the financing of the transaction.
He testified that he had verbally reported to the officers of Unity
that, on development, the property would prove very valuable and
that $605,000 was a conservative figure for its" prospective value".
He said that properties immediately adjoining to the north and
south had each produced over $10,000,000 worth of gold at the .~ld
rate of $20 per ounce.
The testimony is not very compelling. No written report was
made by Mr. Gow. In his examination of the property, which lasted
five days, no assays were made. He took "three or four" samples.
20 This Is demonstrated not only by the form of Schedule 8, but Instruction 3, which per.
talus to the Item In dispute, expressly calls for the submission of a comparative statement
of the cost and ledger value of ench class of Intangibles since January 1, 1922, and a complete explanation of the difference, lf any.
·
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There was no "proven ore." Indeed, the basis for his valuation
seems to have rested primarily upon deductions which, because of his
familiarity with the district, he made from certain surface indications as to the presence of various phenolite and basalt dikes. But
more than this, his estimate was only as to "prospective value", inasmuch as he admitted that there was no actual value capable of
being attributed to a property of this character.11 The term "prospective value", as used by this engineer, obviously affords no scientific basis for valuation and the use of such a figure to indicate the
value of the consideration paid for the property and thus permit its
entry as a cost figure cannot in the light of this testimony be permitted.
It is not amiss to notice that Gow was president of the North Butte
Mining Company 12 which, a week after the contract between the
Industrial company and the Unity, had obtained an option on 400,000
shares of the 475,000 shares of the donated Unity stock. This option
was exercisable at prices ranging from 25 cents per share for the
first 100,000 and 37% cents per share for the next 100,000 to 75 cents
per share for the last 100,000. Yet if Gow's estimate as to prospective value had any reality, at the time this contract was made there
were outstanding only 125,000 shares as against property worth
$605,000. Despite the fact that the outstanding shares represented
a prospective value of $5 per share, the North Butte Mining Company allowed this opportunity to acquire shares of the same class at
from 25 cents to 75 cents per share to expire.
Naturally it is difficult to arrive at any precise valuation for such a
highly speculative venture as a lode mine possessing no proven ore.
Any valuation must be based largely upon the good faith of the parties. But relevant to any such valuation is the evidence as to what
experienced speculators were willing to give or take for the property.
tVhen under the guise of imputing "prospective value" to a mine,
the valuation figures as the result of the transfer of the property are
increased some 30,000 percent," prospective value" loses all meaning,
except that of a possible but not probable expectation of ultimate return. As the Supreme Court of California said in Hasson v. [{oe11 When asked whether It Is possible for an engineer to ascertain the actual value of a
gold or silver mining property, Gow replied : " In the case of placer deposits, gold occurring In alluvial deposits or gravel, It Is possible to determine the value of a property
wltnln reasonable limits, by chum drllllng or excavation by test pits or test holes, but In
the case of lode mines and particularly In the case of Cripple Creek mines, It Is absolutely
impossible to determine values by sampling and know what that mine is really actually
v;ortb until it ls worked out and the mineral' bas been-the metal has been sold and the
mine Is through, then you know what the mine ls worth."
11 Gow also acted as "consulting engineer" for the registrant In Washington, holding a
power of attorney to represent the registrant before the Commission In connection with
the present registration.
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berle, lmpra, 181 Pac. at 389: "Nor do we see any reason why it
would work any peculiar hardship upon a mining company, as distinguished from any other kind of corporation, to be required to take
property in exchange for stock at what the corporators honestly and
intelligently believe to be its actual value. If it is true that there is
a custom to fix mining shares at a purely arbitrary par value having
no relation to the value of the assets taken therefor, that fact cannot
alter the rule of law requiring that there be such a relation, . • If,
therefore, it is customary for mining corporations in this State to
issue stock for property which has no relation to the par value of the
stock so issued, we can likewise only express our regret and point out
that it has in every case involved a clear infringement of our laws."
It follows that the answer to Item 54 is deficient.
A further deficiency is to be found in Schedule 8 of Item 54, which
itemizes the balance sheet entry for capital stock. Instruction 16 sets
forth the matter which this schedule is to contain, and it calls for a
statement of the nature and amounts of all consideration received for
its capital stock and other pertinent information. This information
in instances has not been supplied, while in other instances the information given would be untrue in view of the conclusions reached
above.
Deficiencies corresponding to those discussed are also contained in
the prospectus which reflects the statements made in the registration
statement and found to be untrue and misleading.
After conclusion of the hearings, registrant submitted further
amendments which it believed satisfied the objections of the Commission. It is sufficient to note with reference to these amendments that
they fail to correct the deficiencies set forth.
A stop order must accordingly issue.
STOP ORDER

This matter coming on to be heard by the Commission on the registration statement of Unity Gold Corporation, 1606 Pioneer Building,
St. Paul, Minn., aft€r confirmed telegraphic notice by the Commission
to said registrant that said registration statement contains untrue
statements of material facts and fails to state certain material facts
required to be stated therein and certain material facts necessary to
make the statements therein not misleading, and upon the evidence
received in support of the allegations made in the notice of hearing
duly served by the Commission on said registrant, and the Commission having duly considered the matter and finding that said registration statement fails to comply with the requirements of the Securities Act of 1933 and the rules and regulations promulgated there-
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under in the particulars herein ordered to be supplied and corrected,
and being now fully advised in the premises:
It is ordered, That the effectiveness of the registration statement
filed by Unity Gold Corporation of St. Paul, Minn., is hereby suspended until such time as said registration statement is amended to
supply the information required under Items 39, 45, and 54 of Form
A-1, and until amended to conform with the requirements of Article
16 of the rules and regulations under the Securities Act of 1933, promulgated July 6, 1933, and ·until amended to conform to the requirements of Section 10 of the Securities Act of 1933.
This order is to remain in full force and effect until the amendments herein indicated have been made and the Commission shall
have so declared.

DECISIONS OF THE COURTS 1
IN CASES INSTITUTED AGAINST OR BY THE COMMISSION

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION v. HOBOKEN 'WHITE
LEAD & COLOR WORKS, INC. 2
(Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit. November 20, 1933)
TRADE COMMI&SION ACT, SECTION 5--ENFOROEMENT OF OR!>F.RS-DI!lC'llEEl
OF COUNT-VIOLATION-ORGANIZATION AND USE OF NEW, SUIISIDIARY CoRPORATION.
In proceeding to punish New Jersey corporation for contempt for violating
order to cease sale in interstate commerce of paint material not complying
with conditions stated in order, H was no defense that respondent organized
New York corporat'on to which it sent paint and which forwarded material
to respondent's customers (15 USCA sec. 45).

FEiDEB.AL

FEDERAL TRADE CoMM~ssroN AcT, SECTION5--ENFORCEMENTOF Onm:ns-DECREEOF

COUNT--VIOLATION-ORGANIZATION AND UsE OF NEW, SUBSIDIARY CORPOR.\TIONSHIPMENTS TO, BY RESPONDENT, FOR LABELING, AND DELIVERY TO CUSTOMER&VENDOR STATUS OF RESPONDENT.
:Manufacturing corporation's shipping of paint material to subsidiary In
another State for labeling of containers and delivery thereof to customers
held sale and delivery by manufacturing company in interstate commerce, as
respects violation of cease and desist order.
• The period 'covered Is that of this volume, namely, June 10, 1933 to Apr. 23, 1934.
During such period, three court decisions, without opinion, should also be noted as
follows:
U. S. e111 rel Cubberley v. F. T. 0. In this proceeding In the District Supreme Court,
the court, at the Instance of petitioner, !~sued a rule requlrin!l CommlsHlon to show
cause why writ of mandamus should not Issue, compelling It to 1ssue formal complaints
In proceedings pending before It, based on lease agency and lease license contracts,
entered Into by the large oil companies with retail gasoline dealers. or to rule Immediately upon and make public Its opinion concerning the legality of such agreements.
Commission In Its answer and return, among other things, alleged that Investigation In
the premises bad not been completed, It had n·ot yet bad occasion to decide whether or
not formal complaints should Issue, and the petition showed on Its face relator was
seeking to have the court compel the Commission to take action relative to matters
within Its statutory dlscretlon and therefore a matter upon which mandamus could not
lawfully operate. Commission1a petition was sustained and rule discharged on Aug. 11,
1933.
Garment Mfrs. Ass'n, Inc., et a~. v. Huuh 8. Johnson, Ad.min!strator, eto., Federal Tratle
Oommtss!on a-nd other!. In this suit In the District Supreme Court, complainants sought
to restrain General Johnson, as Administrator ot the National Recove.ry Administration,
the Commission (because empowered under sec. 3 (b) of the National Industrial Recovery
Act (seep. 761, Infra), to IH~ne cease and desist order agalnRt vlol11tor~ of the nrovlslon~
of such statute, and the codes approved thereunrler), and others from enforcing as
against complainants the provisions of the Code of Fair Competition for the Coat ami
Suit Industry, as approved Aug. 4, 1933, by the President. on the ground that the
statute wus unconstitutional, and wage scales and cla~slflcatlons Imposed placed comPlalnnnts In the New York nrea at a serious competitive disadvantage with manufacturers
In the Baltimore area. Such suit was dismissed without prejudice, Feb. 8, 1034.
FctJ.eral Trade Commfs•ion v. Maison Piche!. In this proceeding the CommiRRion soutrht
and secured a permanent Injunction on Feb. 13.~. 1934 (following a temporary restraining
order on Feb. 6), In the District Court for the tsouthern District of Nt>w York restraining
defendant, Importer of wines and Uquors, from representing that the Commission bad
Passed upon the merits of, or given approval to, an Issue of $100,000 ot preferred and
common stock, tor which registration statement had been filed.
• Reported In 61 F. (2d) fill1. The case before the Commission Is reported in 12
F. T. C., 495.
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FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT, SECTION ~ENFOBOEMENT OF 0R.DERS-DECBEE OF
COUB'l'--VIOLATION-0UGANIZATION AND

USE OF NEW,

SUBSIDIARY CORPORATION-

INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION BY RESPONDENT.

Creation of new corporation for purpose of changing interstate character
of transportation to intrastate commerce in effort to evade cease and desist
order held ineffectual.
FEDERA,L TRADE COMMISSION ACT, SECTION ~ENFORCEMENT OF 0RDERS-DECREIII
OF COUR'l'--VIOLATION--CONTEMPT.

Disobedience of cease and desist order of Circuit Court of Appeals constitutes contempt within inherent power of court to punish.
FEDERAL TRADE CoMMISSION AcT, SECTION ~ENFORCEMENT OF ORDERs--DECREE oF
COURT-BINDING EXTENT OF.

Decree of Circuit Court of Appeals that corporation cease and desist from
certain unfair trade practices was binding on corporation throughout United
States.

(The syllabus, with substituted captions, is taken from
67 F. (2d) 551)
Proceeding by Commission against Hoboken White Lead & Color
\Yorks, Inc. On motion to punish for contempt for failure to obey
order to cease and desist. Motion granted.
Robert E. Healy, chief counsel, of Washington, D.C., for Federal
Trade Commission.
Lewis, Garviln & Kelsey, of New York City, for respondent.
Before :MANTON, AuausTus N. HAND, and CHASE, Circuit Judges.
:MANTON, Oirmoit Judge:
The Federal Trade Commission, acting under the authority of section 5 of the act of Congress approved September 26, 1914, 38 Stat.
717, 719 (15 USCA sec. 45), on June 10, 1929, served upon the respondent its order to cease and desist in a proceeding before the Commission entitled " In the matter of Hoboken \Yhite Lead & Color \Yorks,
Inc., Docket No. 1565." 8 This proceeding was based upon a complaint, issued February 19, 1929, [552] pursuant to the statute,
which charged the respondent with the practice of misbranding and
misrepresenting its paint materials and paint pigments, sold and
transported in interstate commerce in violation of the act declaring
unfair methods of competition to be unlawful. In the same proceeding, on January 19, 1931, this court upon consent of the parties,
entered the following order :
"It is now fwrther ordered, adjudged, and decreed, That the respondent, Hoboken \Vhite Lead & Colo}.' ·works, Inc., its officers,
agents, representatives, servants, and employees, cease and desist
in the course or conduct of the sale of paint material or paint
pigment in interstate commerce"(1) From using the words 'White Lead', or word or words of
like import, upon the containers of, or 'vith which to brand, label,
1

See 12 F.T.C. 495, 503.
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represent, advertise·, or describe, any such paint material or paint
pigment which contains less than 50 percent white lead, lead carbonate, or lead sulphate; and, if and when ~aid paint material or paint
pigment is not composed wholly of white lead or of lead carbonate
or lead sulphate or of the two in combination, but contains white
lead, lead carbonate, or lead sulphate as its principal and predominant ingredient to the extent of not less than 50 percent by weight
of the product, from similarly using said words 'White Lead', or
word or words of like import, unless immediately preceded in equally
conspicuous form and color by a word or words clearly indicating
that said paint material or paint pigment is not composed wholly
of white lead.
" (2) From using the words 'Zinc Lead', or word or words of
like import, upon the containers of, or with which to advertise,
brand, label, represent, or describe any such paint material or paint
pigment when said product is not in fact zinc lead or is not in fact
wholly composed of zinc in combination with lead carbonate or lead
sulphate."'
Service of a copy of this order was made January 21, 1931.
Since that time, it is charged, the respondent has directly and indirectly caused its paint materials and paint pigments to be sold
and transported in interstate commerce, to wit, from the State of
New Jersey to the State of New York, under brands and labels in
violation of this order. It is established by affidavits that on March
26, May 7, July 3, September 28, and. October 15, 1931, it sold and
transported in interstate commerce, from New Jersey to New York,
to retail paint dealers, in sealed containers, paint materials under
various brands and labels affixed by respondent to such cans containing the paint and materials as follows:
ELYSIAN

One

Master Painters
NEW PROCESS

Contains
Zinc White
White Lead
Pure
Linseed Oll

ZINC LEAD
Ground
1n

Gallon
Used for
Priming and
Finishing Coats
On Interior
and Exterior
Work

Pure Linseed 011
The Paint With No Complaint
WHITE
Manufactured by
lloDoKEN WHITE LeAD & CoLoR WoRKS, Inc.
HoBoKEN, N.J.
• See 14 F.T.C. 711.
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HOBOKEN WHITE LEAD
12% lbs.
New Process
ZINC LEAD
Combination
Ground
In
Pure Linseed 011
& COLOR WORKS INC.

New Process
ZINC LEAD
Combination
Ground
in
Pure Linseed Oil

It alsa established that the zinc lead product manufactured by
the respondent in New Jersey, and which respondent caused to be
marketed to and by the dealers in the State of New York was a paint
material or paint pigment which was not in fact zinc lead nor was
it in any way wholly composed of zinc in combination with lead
carbonate or lead sulphat~ but consisted principally of barium sulphate, to wit, approximately 80 percent of pigment and contained
only about 20 percent of zinc with a trace of lead.
On the labeled containers in which white lead was sold the words
""White Leader" were [553] used as a brand and were printed in
large and conspicuous letters. These are words of like import as
the words "White Lead". They appear upon such brands and
labels in the corresponding space occupied by the words "'White
Lead '' in substantially similar labels and brands used on the containers of paint material which respondent marketed and distributed
in commerce prior to the entry of the order of this court. The term
"White Leader" was developed by the respondent merely by adding
the letters "er" to "1Vhite Lead"· The words "White Lead"
used in the corporate name on the laools were printed in a conspicuous manner in much larger and heavier type than the balance
of the words used in the corporate name.
In truth, the paint pigment and paint material as described upon
these containers did not contain white lead, lead carbonate, or lead
sulphate to the extent of 50 percent of the pigment or of the product
nor did it contain white lead, lead carbonate, or lead sulphate as its
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principal and predominant ingredient to the extent of not less than
.'50 percent of the weight of the product, but contained principally
barium sulphate, to wit, approximately 61 percent of the pigment!
and lithopone, to wit, approximately 27 percent of the pigment,
with only a trace of lead and the content of zinc to the extent of
approximately 10 percent of the pigment. Such product is of substantially the same composition as the paint pigment and paint material marketed and distributed by the respondent in interstate
commerce under the term " White Lead " prior to the entry and
service of the order to cease and desist. The lithopone is a compound ingredient consisting of approximately 30 percent zinc sulphide and approximately 70 percent barium sulphate.
After the entry of the order to cease and desist the respondent
<>rganized the Hoboken White Lead & Color Works, Inc., a corporation under the laws of the State of New York, while the respondent
was a corporation organized under the laws of New Jersey. The
paint was manufactured by the New Jersey corporation, sent to the
New York corporation, which did not manufacture, but it placed
the labels upon the containers and the paint material was sent forward to the customers in the same sealed container. The stockholders and officers of the New York corporation were the same as
those of the New Jersey corporation. Its sole function was to deliver
to retail merchants, under these false and ~raudulent labels prohibited
by the court's decree, the kind of paint referred to in that decree.
To violate the order of this court, it is essential that it be established that the sale of the paint material be found to be in interstate commerce. Soliciting agents, in the name of the New York
corporation, took orders from retail dealers in New York for
respondent's products which it delivered to the New York corporation by interstate transportation from its manufacturing plant in
New Jersey, and the New York corporation delivered the product
to the several retail dealers from whom orders had been procured.
The respondent's agents, officers, and employees who organized the
New York corporation and attempted to carry on the business in the
manner described, are expressly enjoined by this court along with
the respondent corporation. The respondent may act only through
its officers, agents, and employees. Their acts are its acts when done
in furtherance of respondent's business.
The answer filed expressly admits that the New York corporation was cre:ated by respondent's officers to deliver respondent's
product, which respondent could not itself deliver in New York
under the label "Zinc Lead", without violating the order of the
court. It is apparent that the respondent transports its containers
and false labels separately to the office of its subsidiary in New York
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there to be attached and by this means they furnish to retailers a
quality of merchandise which deceives the purchasing public. It is
no defense that the interstate sale and delivery of respondent's
produce under these unlawful labels is accomplished by means of a
new corporation which the respondent created for that purpose.
Prang Co. v. American Crayon Co., 58 F. (2d) 715 (C.C.A. 3).
It is likewise clear that the respondent sells and delivers its product to the New York corporation in interstate commerce. The New
York corporation is used merely as an instrumentality of the respondent and makes delivery for it. The sales and the delivery of
the product by the respondent to the dealers constituted interstate
commerce. The paint thus sold and transported is in a continuous
process of interstate shipment from the time it leaves the respondent's factory until it reaches the several purchasers. An intervening
sale would not terminate the interstate character of the transaction.
Greater N.Y. Live Poultry Chamber of Commerce v. United States,
47 F. (2d) 156 (CCA 2); Binderup v. Pathe Exchange, 263 U.S.
291, 309. Nor did a temporary stoppage in the New York corporation's [554] place of business, and the subsequent transfer to other
trucks for transportation, change the character of that interstate
commerce. Hughes Bros. Timber Co. v. Minn., 272 U.S. 469; 1Vagner v. Covington, 251 U.S. 95, 104.
Moreover, a device created for the purpose of changing transportation from interstate to intrastate commerce, between the factory
of the respondent and the place of business of its several purchasers
in an effort to evade the terms of the decree of this court, is legally
ineffectual for that purpose. Baltimore & 0. S. lV. Ry. v. Settle, 260
U.S.166.
The disobedience of the decree of this court thus entered constitutes a contempt with the inherent power of the court to administer
punishment. The decree of this court hound the respondent perpetually in relation to the prohibited conduct not only within this
circuit, but throughout the United States. Leman Adm'r v. J(rentler-A.rnold Hinge Last Oo., 284 U.S. 451. It is guilty of contempt by
its willful conduct. A fine of five hundred dollars ($500) is accordingly imposed.
Motion granted.
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FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION v. ALGOMA LUMBER
CO. ET AL. 1
No. 240

(Argued December 14, 15, 1933. Decided January 8, 1934)
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT, SEai'ION 5--FACT FINDINGS OF COMMISSIONRI!lVIEW-COURT LIMITATIONS.

Federal Trade Commission's fact findings, supported by testimony, being
conclusive, reviewing court cannot appraise testimony and choose among
uncertain and confiicting Inferences therefrom (Federal Trade Commission
Act, Sec. 5; 15 USCA Sec. 45).
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION AcT, SECTION 5--UNFAm 1\IETHODS OF COMPETITIONYELLOW PINE PRODUCTS AS CALIFORNIA WHITE PINE--BUREAU OF STANDARDS" SIMPLIFIED PRACTICE RECOMMENDATIONS

"-EFFECT.

" Simplified practice recommendations " of Bureau of Standards are wholly
advisory and at most evidence, to be weighed with other evidence by Federal
Trade Commission, in determining whether use of words " California white
pine" to describe yellow pine products constitutes unfair competition.
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION AcT, SECTION 5-UNFAm METHODS OF COMPETITIONYELLOW PINE PRODUCTS AS CAUFORNIA WHITE PINE-RELATIVE QUAUTY OF

Two WooDs.
Sales of yellow pine products under name "California white pine" held
unfair competition, even If latter would be substantially as good as genuine
white pine,
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT, SECTION 5--UNFAIR METHODS OF COMPETITIONYELLOW PINE PRODUCTS AS CALIFORNIA WHITE PINE-RELATIVE QUALITY OF
Two WooDS-FINDING OF WHITE PINE SUPERIORITY.

Evidence ~eltl to support Federal Trade Commission's findings that white
pine Is superior to pinus ponderosa, products of which were sold by certain
manufacturers as " California white pine."
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT,
TION-YELLOW

PINE

PRODUCTS

SECTION 5--UNFAIR METHODS OF COMPETI·
AS

CALIFORNIA

"WHITE

PINE--FINDI:\G

OF

CONFUSION.

Evidence held to support Federal Trade Commission's finding that retailers
and consumers were confused as to character of yellow pine lumber,
supplied under name of " California white pine", with resulting prejudice
to them.
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION Acrr,

SECTION 5--UNFAIR METHODS OF COMPETI·

TION-CONSUMEB 0BDERB-Fn..LING WITH THINGS OTHER THAN REQUESTEDPRICE SAVING-CONSUMER PREJUDICE.

Consumer supplied with something else than thing he ordered is prejudiced
within act prohibiting unfair competition, notwithstanding saving by lower
price.
Reported In 291 U.S. 67, 114 Sup. Ct. Rep. 3111.
The group of cases Involved, before the Commission, are reported In 111 F.T.C. 139,
166-168.
1
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FEDERAL TRADE CoMMISSION Acrr, SECTION 5-UNFAIB METHODS OF CoMPI!11'I·
TION-USE AGAINST COMPETITORS-COMPETITORS' KNOWLEDGE OE'-Ei'nllm'.
Inherently unfair method of competition does not cease to be so because
those competed against have become aware thereof.
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION Ac:r, SEcrriON 5-UNFAIB METHODS OF COMPETI·
TION-USE INITIATED PBECEDING COMMISSION 0RGANIZATION-ABSENOE OF
COMPLAINTB-PUBUO ESTOPPEL.
Absence of complaints of unfair competitive practice even after organization of Federal Trade Commission wlll not estop community at large to prevent continuation thereof, whatever Its etrect on individuals.
FEDERAL TRADE CoMMISSION Am, SEcrrroN 5-UNFAIB METHoDs OF CoMPETl·
'l'ION-LAPSE OF TIME PBEOEIDING CoMMISSION AOTioN.
Lapse of time does not bar proceeding in public interest by Federal Trade
Commission to set In order industry guilty of unfair competition by removing occasion for deception or mistake, unless submission thereto has gone so
far that occasion for misunderstanding, or any so widespread as to be worthy
of correction, has ended.
FEDERAL TRADE CoMMISSION Acr, SEcrrioN 5-UNFAIB METHODS oF CoMPETI·
TION-USI!l PRECEDING CoMMISSION ORGANIZATION AND/OB ACTION-LOOAL EM·
PLOYMENT OF PRACTICE, ABSENT FRAUDULENT INTENT, OR MUCH OPPORTUNITY
FOB CONFUSION-ENLARGEMENT 011' BUSINESS ARJDA-CoNFLICT WITH GENUINE
PBODUcr.
Manufacturers, selling yellow pine lumber in local markets under name
"California white pine" for many years, without fraudulent design or much
opportunity for confusion, could not enlarge area of their business without
adjusting methods to new conditions arising from competition with dealers in
genuine white pine lumber, with resulting confusion and deception, and thereby became guilty of unfair competition.
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION AOT, SECTION 5-UNFAIR l\IETHODS OF COMPETITIONFRAUD-AS NECESSARY ELEMENT OF.
Competition may be unfair within Federal Trade Commission Act, though
not amounting to legal fraud.
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT, SECTION 5-UNFAIB METHODS OF COMPETITIONBENEFIT 011' INNOCENT MISREPRESENTATION.
There is a kind of fraud in clinging to benefit resulting from misrepresentation, however Innocently made.
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION Acrr, SECTION 5-UNFAIR METHODS OF COMPETITIONYELLOW PINE PRODUCTS AS "CALIFORNIA WHITE PINE "-PUBLIC INTEREST IN
SANCTIONING-PRESERVATION OF WHITE PI!I"I!l FORESTS.
Federal Trade Commission's orders, restraining unfair competition by sales
of yellow pine lumber unller name of "California white pine ", heltJ proper as
against contention that publlc Interest would be promoted by increasing demand for such lumber, thus abating destruction of white pine forests.
FEDERAL TRADm CoMMISSION AcT, SECTION 5-UNFAIB METHODS OF CoMPETITIONYELLOW PINE PRODUCTS AS "CALIFORNIA. WHITE PINE "-EXCISION OF WORD
"'VIUTI:" TO REMEDY.
Federal Trade Commission, finding from suificient testimony that sales of
yellow pine lumber under name " California white pine" constituted unfair
competition, did not abuse discretion in concluding that no change of name
short of excision of word "white" would adequately protect public.
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(The syllabus, with substituted captions, is taken from 54 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 315}
Proceeding by the Commission against the Algoma Lumber Co.
and others. Orders of Commission, restraining unfair competition
in interstate commerce, were annulled by Circuit Court of Appeals
for the Ninth Circuit. (AlgomOJ Lumber Co. v. Federal Trade
Commission, 64 F. (2d} 618}, and Commission brings certiorari.
Judgment reversed. See, also (CCA) 56 F. (2d} 774.
Assistant Attorr~.ey General Stephens, with whom Solic-itor General Biggs and Messrs. Robert E. Healy, Martin A. Morrison, and
Eugene lV. Burr were on the brief, for petitioner.
[69] Mr. Allain P. Matthew, with whom Messrs. lVarren Olney, Jr.,
and Carll. Wheat were on the brief for respondents.
By leave of Court, Mr. EdwardS. Rogers :filed a brief as amicus
curiae.
Mr. Justice CARDOZO delivered the opinion of the Court:
In May, 1929, the Federal Trade Commission filed and served
complaint+s against a group of fifty manufacturers on the Pacific
coast charging " unfair competition in interstate commerce " in violation of section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act (38 Stat.
717,719, c. 311, sec. 5; 15 U.S.C.A. sec. 45).
After the service of answers the proceedings were consolidated
and many witnesses examined. The outcome was a series of reports
sustaining the complaints as to thirty-nine manufacturers, with
orders to " cease and desist " from the practice challenged as
unfair. Twelve companies thus enjoined petitioned the Circuit Court
of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit to review the orders of the Commission. Such review being had, the orders were annulle<;l (64 F.
(2d) 618}. A writ of certiorari brings the case here.
The practice complained of as unfair and enjoined by the Commission is the use by the re,spondents of the words " California white
pine" to describe lumber, logs, or other forest products made from
the pine species known as pinus ponderosa. The findings as to this
use and its effect upon the public are full and circumstantial. They
are too long to be paraphrased conveniently within the limit,s of an
opinion. We must be content with an imperfect summary.
The respondents are engaged in the manufacture and sale of lumber and timber products which they ship from [70] California and
Oregon to customers in other States and foreign lands. Much of
what they sell comes from the species of tree that is known among
botanists as pinus ponderosa. The respondents sell it under the name
of" California white pine", and under that name, or at times" white
pine" simply, it goes to the consumer. In truth it is not a white
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pine, whether the tests to be applied are those of botanical science
or of commercial practice and understanding.
Pine trees, the genus "pinus", have for a long time been divided
by botanists, foresters, and the public generally into two groups-the
white pine and the yellow. The white pine group includes by common consent, the northern white pine (pinus strobus), the sugar
pine and the Idaho white pine. It is much sought after by reason
of its durability under exposure to weather and moisture, the proportion of its heartwood as contrasted with its sapwood content
as well as o\.her qualities. For these reasons it commands a high
price as compared with pines of other species. The yellow pine
_group is less durable, harder, heavier, more subject to shrinkage
and warping, darker in color, more resinous, and more difficult to
work. It includes the long leaf yellow pine (pin'U8 palustris), grown
in the Southern States, and the pinus po'!Ulerosa, a far softer wood,
which is grown in the Pacific Coast States, and in Arizona and
New Mexico as well as in the "inland empire " (eastern Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and western Montana).
Of the varieties of white pine, the northern or pinus stro.b'U8 has
been known better and longer than the others. It is described sometimes as northern white pine, sometimes as white pine simply, sometimes with the addition of its local origin, as Maine white pine,
Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Canadian, New Brunswick. It is
native to the Northeastern States and to the Great Lakes region,
as far west as Minnesota. It is found also in Canada and [71] along
the Appalachian highlands. It was almost the only building material for the settlers of New England, and so great is its durability
that many ancient buildings made from it in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries survive in good condition. The sugar pine
is native to the upland regions of California, southern Oregon, and
parts of Nevada. The Idaho white pine grows in the mountainous
sections of Idaho, "\Vashington, and Oregon and in parts of British
Columbia. The white pine species "still holds an exalted reputation among the consuming public " and " in general esteem is the
highest type of lumber as respects the excellences desired in soft
wood material." "It is coming more and more to be a specialty
wood, largely devoted to special purposes, as it becomes scarcer and
higher in price. It is in great demand."
About 1880 the pinus ponderosa, though botanically a yellow
pine, began to be described as a white pine when sold in the local
markets of California, New Mexico, and Arizona, the description
being generally accompanied by a reference to the State of origin,
as "California white pine", etc. By 1886, sales under this description had spread to Nevada and Utah with occasional shipments farther east. About 1900, they entered the Middle "\Vestern
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States, and about 1915 had made their way into New England,
though only to a small extent. The pines from the " inland empire "
traveled east more slowly, and when they did were described as
western white pine, a term now generally abandoned. The progress of the newcomers both from the coast and from the " inland
empire " was not wholly a march of triumph. In their movement
to the central and eastern markets they came into competition more
and more with the genuine white pine with which those markets
had been long familiar. Mutterings of discontent were heard. In
1924, partly as a result of complaints and official investigations,
many of the producers, notably those of the "inland empire", as
well as [72] some producers in California and Arizona, voluntarily
gave up the use of the adjective "white" in connection with their
product, and adopted the description "pondosa pines", pondosa
being a corruption or abbreviation of the ponderosa of the botanists.
"Pondosa pine is the term employed for ponderosa by the repre~
sentatives of producers of slightly more than half of the ponderosa
marketed." The respondents and others, however, declined to make
a change. During the next five years California white pine and its
equivalents became an even more important factor in the lumber
markets of the country. Accumulating complaints led to an inquiry
by the Commission, which had its fruit in this proceeding.
The confusion and abuses growing out of these interlocking names
have been developed in the findings. Many retail dealers receiving
orders for white pine deliver California white pine, not knowing
that it differs from the lumber ordered. Many knowing the difference deliver the inferior product because they can buy it cheaper.
Still others, well informed and honest, deliver the genuine article,
thus placing themselves at a disadvantage in the race of competition
with the unscrupulous and the ignorant. Trade has thus been
diverted from dealers in white pine to dealers in pinus ponderosa
masquerading as white pine. Trade has also been diverted from
dealers in pinus ponderosa under the name pinus pondosa to dealers
in pinus ponderosa under the more attractive label. The diversion
of trade from dealers of one class to dealers of another is not the
only mischief. Consumers, architects, and retailers have also been
misled. They have given orders for the respondents' product, supposing it to be white pine and to have the qualities associated with
lumber of that species. They have accepted deliveries under the
empire of that belief. True indeed it is that the woods sold by the
respondents, though not a genuine [73] white pine, are nearer to that
species in mechanical properties than they are to the kinds of yellow
pine indigenous to the south. The fact that for many purposes they
are half way between the white species and the yellow makes the
practice of substitution easier than it would be if the difference were
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plain. Misrepresentation and confusion flourish in such a soil. From
these findings and others the Commission was brought to the conclusion that the respondents compete unfairly in transacting business as they do, and that in the interest of the public their methods
should be changed.
" The findings of the Commission as to facts, if supported by testimony, shall be conclusive" (15 U.S.C.A. sec. 45). The Court 0f Appeals, though professing adherence to this mandate, honored it, wethink, with lip service only. In form the court determined that thefinding of unfair competition had no support whatever. In fact what
the court did was to make its own appraisal of the testimonyt picking
and choosing for itself among uncertain and conflicting inferences.
Statute and decision (Feaerail Trade Oom'T11Ji8sion v. Pacifia StatesPaper Traae Assoaiation, 273 U.S. 52, 61, 63) forbid that exercise of"
power.
Filrst. The argument is made that unfair competition is disproved
by the "simplified practice recommendations " of the Bureau of
Standards when read in conjunction with the testimony as to the·
comparative utility of the genuine white pine and pi111U8 ponderosa.
The Court of Appeals concedes that the recommendations of theBureau will not avail without more to control the action of the Commission. Cf. Brougham v. Blanton Mfg. Oo., 249 U.S. 495, 499;
Piedmont & Northern Ry. Oo. v. Interstate Oommerce Oomnnission,
286 U.S. 299, 312. The view was expressed, however, that alone
they are in a high degree persuasive, and that in conjunction with
other evidence they are even controlling. In [74] particular that
result was thought to follow in this case because the substituted
wood, in the judgment of the court, is so nearly equal in utility that
buyers are not injured, even though misled. 2
Such a holding misconceives the significance of the Government,.s
endeavor to simplify commercial practice. It misconceives even
more essentially the significance of the substitution of one article for
another without notice to the buyer.
(a) The Bureau of Standards is a branch of the Department o:I
Commerce. At its instance representatives of manufacturers, sellers,.
and users of lumber, as well as architects, engineers, and others, met
in conference at various times between 1922 and 1928 in an endeavor
to simplify methods of business in the lumber industry. Following
these conferences the Bureau in 1929 issued a report entitled "Lum• " It would not necessarlly follow • • • that o. yellow pine might be aold u •
white pine 1f such salea were unfair to the trade and Injurious to the public, notwlth·
standing the Bureau of Standards had spec!Oed a name such as • California white pine,.
In a list of • Standard commercial names' !or pine lumber. It would be dll'rerent, how·
ever, If the particular lumber sold under such name possessed substantially the samequalltlea possessed by the white plnea of commerce as distinguished from certain welll
known commercial yellow pines •• (64 F. (2d) 618 at p. 620).
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her, Simplified Practice Recommendations." Many subjects that
were considered are without relation to this case. The report dealt
with standards of size, of inspection, of structural material, and
other cognate themes. One of its subdivisions, however, enumerates
the standard commercial names for lumber of many types. Sixteen
names of pines are stated in the list, and among them is the name
" California white pine " with its botanical equivalent, pinus ponderosa.
The recommendations of the Bureau of Standards for the simplification of commercial practice are wholly [75] advisory. Dealers
may conform or diverge as they prefer. The Bureau has defined its
own function in one of its reports. The Purpose and Application of
Simplified Practice, National Bureau of Standards, Department of
Commerce, July 1, 1931, pages 2, 7, 10, 17. "Simplified practice
is a method of eliminating superfluous variety through the voluntary
action of industrial groups." "The Department of Commerce has no
regulatory powers" with reference to the subject, and hence "it is
highly desirable that this recommendation be kept distinct from any
plan or method of governmental regulation or control." There is
nothing to show that in making up the list of names the Bureau
made any investigation of the relation between pin'U8 ponderosa and
the white pines of the east. Certainly it had no such wealth of information on the subject as was gathered by the Commission in the
course of this elaborate inquiry. There is nothing to show to what
extent its advice has been accepted by the industry. The record does
show that the recommendation does not accord with the practice of
other governmental agencies. For example, the United States Forest
Service in its publications and forest signs describes the ponderosa
l:pecies as western yellow pine. In such circumstances the action of
the Bureau was at most a bit of evidence to be weighed by the Commission along with much besides. It had no such significance as to
discredit in any appreciable degree a conclusion founded upon evidence otherwise sufficient. The powers and function of the two
agencies of government are essentially diverse. The aim of the one
is to simplify business by substituting uniformity of methods for
wasteful diversity, and in the achievement of these ends to rely upon
cooperative action. The aim of the other is to make the process of
competition fair. There are times when a description is deceptive
from the very fact of its simplicity.
[76] (b) The wood dealt in by the respondents is not substantially
as good as the genuine white pine, nor would sales under the wrong
name be fitting if it were.
The ruling of the court below as to this is infected by a twofold
error. The first is one of fact. The supposed equivalence is unreal.
102050"-35-voL 18-44
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The second is one of law. If the equivalence existed, the practice
would still be wrong.
The Commission found as a fact that the genuine white pine is
superior for many reasons to pinws ponderosa, and notably because
of its greater durability. The court held the view that the difference
in durability had not been proved so clearly as to lay a basis for the
orders, and this, it seems, upon the ground that though the superiority exists, the evidence fails to disclose its precise degree.
"What the testimony appears to establish is that Northern white
pine has relatively a greater durability for exterior use without
establishing any comparative degree of such durability" (64 F. (2d)
618 at p. 622).
Court and counsel for the respondents lean heavily at this point
upon the testimony of the director of the United States Forest
Products Laboratory at Madison, "Wis., and his assistant, Mr. Hunt.
The director testified that he did not know the comparative durability of the pines, and would refer any inquirer to specialists, of
whom Mr. Hunt was one. The testimony of Mr. Hunt is that there
have been no tests in a strict sense, but that the comparison between
the white pines and pinus ponderosa has been based upon observation and opinion. He continues: " The general experience with the
use of the white pines, during the two hundred years since they began
to be used, indicated that those pines had moderately high durability.
The general experience with pinws ponderosa indicated that that
wood had low durability in contact with the ground or any place
favoring the growth of decay. That is a matter of common knowledge." Inquirers at the laboratory were accordingly advised that
" the [77] heartwood of the white pine has more decay resistance,
will give longer service under conditions favoring decay than the
heartwood of pinus ponderosa", and "the mill run of the white
pine pr10bably would average higher in durability under decayproducing conditions."
This testimony, even if it stood alone, would tend to sustain rather
than to discredit the findings by the Commission that the genuine
white pines are materially superior to the woods that the respondents
are selling as a substitute. It is fortified, however, by evidence from
many other sources. To be sure there is contradiction which we
have no thought to disparage. For present purposes we assume the
credibility of those who spoke for the complainants. ·wholesalers,
retailers, manufacturers, lumber graders, laboratory experts, and
others bore witness to the comparative merits of the woods, stating
their own experience as well as common opinion among their fellows
in the industry. If all this may be ignored in the face of the findings
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of the Commission, it can only be by turning the court into an
administrative body which i~ to try the case anew.
What has been written has been aimed at the position that pinus
ponderosa is a good or almost as good as the white pines of the east.
We have yet to make it plain that the substitution would be unfair
though equivalence were shown. This can best be done in considering another argument which challenges the finding of the Commission that there has been misunderstanding on the part of buyers.
To this we now turn.
Second. The argument is made that retailers and consumers are
not shown to have been confused as to the character of the lumber
supplied by the respondents, and that even if there was confusion
there is no evidence of prejudice.
Both as to the fact of confusion and its consequences the evidence
is ample. Retailers order "white pine" from [78] manufacturers
and take what is sent to them, passing it on to their customers. At
times they do this knowing or suspecting that they are supplying
California white pine instead of the genuine article, and supplying
a wood that is inferior, at least for the outer parts of buildings.
Its comparative cheapness creates the motive for the preference.
At times they act in good faith without knowledge of the difference
between the California pines and others. Architects are thus misled,
·and so are builders and consumers. There is a suggestion by the
.court that for all that appears the retailers, buying the wood cheaper,
may have lowered their own price, and thus passed on to the con~
sumer the benefit of the saving. The inference is a fair one that
this is not always done, and perhaps not even generally. If they
lower the price at all, there is no reason to believe that they do so
to an amount equivalent to the saving to themselves.
But saving to the consumer, though it be made out, does not obliterate the prejudice. Fair competition is not attained by balancing
a gain in money against a misrepresentation of the thing supplied.
The courts must set their faces against a conception of business
.standards so corrupting in its tendency. The consumer is prejudiced
if upon giving an order for one thing, he is supplied with something
else. Federal Trade Oommissicm v. Royal Milling Oo., 288 U.S. 212,
216; City of Carlsbad v. lV. T. Thackeray & Oo., 57 Fed. 18. In
such matters, the public is entitled to get what it chooses, though
the choice may be dictated by caprice or by fashion or perhaps by
ignorance. Nor is the prejudice only to the consumer. Dealers and
manufacturers are prejudiced when orders that would have come to
them if the lumber had been rightly named, are diverted to others
whose methods are less scrupulous. "A method inherently unfair
does not cease to be so because those competed against have become
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aware of the wrongful practice." Federal Trade Commission v.
lVinstea [79] Hosiery Co., 258 U.S. 483, 494. 8 The careless and
the unscrupulous must rise to the standards of the scrupulous and
diligent. The Commission was not organized to drag the standards down.
T hira. The argument is made that the name for the respondents'
lumber was adopted more than thirty years ago without fraudulent
design, and that a continuation of the use is not unfair competition,
though confusion may have developed when the business, spreading
eastward, attained national dimensions.
The Commission made no finding as to the motives animating the
respondents in the choice of the contested name. The respondents
say it was chosen to distinguish their variety of yellow pine from the
harder yeUow pines native to the Southern States. vVe may assume
that this is so. The fact remains, however, that the pines were not
white either botanically or commercially, though the opportunity
for confusion may have been comparitively slight when the sales were
restricted to customers in local markets, buying for home consumption. Complaints, if there were any, must have been few and inarticulate at a time when there was no supervisory body to hold
business to its duty. According to the law as then adjudged, many
competitive practices that today may be supressed (Federal Trade
Commission v. lVinsted Hosiery Co., supra), were not actionable
wrongs, the damage to the complainants being classified often as collateral and remote. American lVashboara Co. v. Saginaw Mfg. Co.,
103 Fed. 281, 286.' The Federal Trade Commission was not organized till 1914, its jurisdiction then as now confined to interstate and
foreign commerce. Silence up to that time is [80] not even a faint
token that the misapplied name had the approval of the industry.
It may well have meant no more than this, that the evil was not
great, or that there was no champion at hand to put an end to the
abuse. Even silence thereafter will not operate as an estoppel
against the community at large, whatever its effect upon individuals
asserting the infringement of pl'loprietary interests. French Republic v. Saratoga Vichy Co., 191 U.S. 427. There is no bar through
lapse of time to a proceeding in the public interest to set an industry
in order by removing the occasion for deception or mistake, unless
submission has gone so far that the occasion for misunderstanding,
or for any so widespread as to be worthy of correction, is already
at an end. Competition may then be fair irrespective of its origin.
1 'l'he many cases In which the Federal Trade Commission has acted to prevent mls·
branding or like misrepresentation will be found collected In Henderson, The Federal
Trade Commission, p, 182, et seq,
'The cases are reviewed by Henderson, The Federal Trade Commission, p. 179, et aeq.
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This will happen, for illustration, when by common acceptati.on the
description, once misused, has acquired a secondary meaning as
firmly anchored as the first one. Till then, with every new transaction, there is a repetition of the wrong.
The evidence here falls short of establishing two meanings with
equal titles to legitimacy by force of common acceptat~on. On
the contrary, revolt against the pretender, far from diminishing,
has become increasingly acute. With the spread of business eastward,
the lumber dealers who sold pines from the States of the Pacific coast
were involved in keen competition with dealers in lumber from the
pines of the East and Middle West. In the wake of competition came
confusion and deception, the volume mounting to its peak in the four
or five years before the Commission resolved to act. Then, if not
before, misbranding of the pines was something more than a venial
wrong. The respondents, though at fault from the beginning, had
been allowed to go their way without obstruction while the mischief
was not a crying one. They were not at liberty to enlarge the area
of their business without adjusting their methods to the needs of new
con[Sl]ditions. An analogy may be found in the decisions on the
law of trad,e marks where the principle is applied that a name legitimate in one territory may generate confusion when carried into
another, and must then be given up. Hanover Milling Oo. v. Metcalf, 240 U.S. 403, 416; United Drug Oo. v. Rectanus Oo., 248 U.S.
90, 100. :More than half the members of the industry have disowned
the misleading name by voluntary action and are trading under a
new one. The respondents who hold out are not relieved by innocence of motive from a duty to conform. Competition may be
unfair within the meaning of this statute and within the scope
of the discretionary powers conferred on the Commission, though
the practice condemned does not amount to fraud as understood
in courts of law. Indeed there is a kind of fraud, as courts of
equity have long perceived, in clinging to a benefit which is the
product of misrepresentation, however innocently made. Redgrave
v. Hurd, L.R. 20 Ch.D. 1, 12, 13; Rawlins v. Wickham, 3 De G. & J.
304, 317; Hammond v. Pennock, 61 N.Y. 145, 152. That is the
respondents' plight today, no matter what their motives may have
been when they began. They must extricate themselves from it by
purging their business methods of a capacity to deceive.
Fourth. Finally, the argument is made that the restraining orders
are not necessary to protect the public interest (see Federal Trad~
Oom;mission v. Royal Milling Oo., supra), but to the contrary that
the public interest will be promoted by increasing the demand for
pinus ponderosa, though it be sold with a misleading label, and thus
abating the destruction of the pine forests of the east.
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The conservation of our forests is a good of large importance,
but the end will have to be attained by methods other than a license
to do business unfairly.
The finding of unfair competition being supported by the testimony, the Commission did not abuse its discretion in reaching the
conclusion that no change of the [82] name short of the excision
of the word" white" would give adequate protection.
The judgment is reversed.

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION v. ARTLOOM
CORPORATION 1
No. 5072
(Circut Court of Appeals, Third Circuit, January 30, 1934)
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT, SI!JOTION 1}-.CEJASE AN'D DESIST 0RDEllSENFOBCEMENl'-COURT LIMITATIONS.
On application to enforce Federal Trade Commission cease and desist
order, court is limited to determination of questions whether Commission's
findings are supported by any evidence and justify its conclusion (15 USCA

sec. 45).
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION .Aor, SEOTION 1}-.CEASEl AND DESIST 0RDERSENFOBCEMENT-SA.LE OF RUGS AS AND FOR 'WILTONS,
Evidence held to support Federal Trade Commission's finding that rugs
sold by certain manufacturer as Wilton rugs were not genuine Wilton rugs.
FEDERAL TRADE CoMMISSION Aor, SEO'I'ION ~}-CEASE AND DESIST ORDEJR&ENFOBOEMENT-FINDINGS OF COMMISSION-IN GENERAL.
Federal Trade Commission's fact findings are not merely persuasive, but
conclusive, if supported by testimony, though court might have reached
di:tl'erent conclusions.
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT, SECTION 1}-.CJ!lASEl AND DESIST ORDERSENFORCEMENT-SALE OF RUGS MISBRANDED AS WILTONS-AS UNFAIIl 1\II!ll'HOD
OF CoMPETITION.
Sale of rugs, misbranded as Wiltons, harmed competitors, selling genuine
Wiltons and deluded ultimate consumers, so as to justify Federal Trade
Commission's cease and desist order.

(The syllabus with substituted captions is taken from 69 F. (2d) 36)
Application by Commission for enforcement of order that Artloom
Corporation, trading as Artloom Rug Mills, cease and desist from
misbranding rugs manufactured and sold by it. Order affirmed, and
enforcement order granted.
1 Rehearing dented Mar. 5, 1934.
The case Is reported In 69 F. (2d) 36.
before Commission, see 14 F.T.C. 383.
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PGad B. Morehouse, Robert E. Healy, chief counsel, Federal
Trade Commission, and Martin A. Morrison, assistant chief counsel,
all of Washington, D.C., for petitioner.
Frank B. FoaJ, Fraley & Paul, and Henry N. Paul, all of Philadelphia, Pa., for respondent.
Before WooLLEY, DAvrs, and THOMPSON, Circuit Judges.
[37] THOMPsoN, Circuit Judge:
This case comes before us upon an application for the enforcement of an order of the Federal Trade Commission. The Commission filed a complaint in which it charged that the respondent,
the Artloom Corporation, manufactured and sold in interstate commerce certain rugs, and misbranded them as 'Vilton rugs under the
trade name " Bagdad Seamless Jacquard Wilton ". The Commission found that the respondent had been selling its Bagdad rugs as
and for genuine Wiltons; that the term "·wilton rug", as applied
to a rug fabric on the surface of which is displayed a design of two
or more colors, implied a fabric having a weave construction in which
the warp pile yarns, when not required upon the surface for the
design or pattern, are continued in the subsurface structure of the
fabric; that the respondent's Bagdad rugs were made under a process essentially unlike that used in making Wilton rugs; that, when
made, the Bagdad rugs consist of a weave construction differing
materially from that of "Wilton rugs; that the sale of the respondent's
Bagdad rugs, as and for genuine 1Viltons, constituted an unfair
method of competition in commerce, having a capacity and tendency
to deceive the public into the belief that, in purchasing the respondent's Bagdad rugs, they were purchasing genuine 1Vilton rugs; and
that trade was thereby diverted from competitors to the respondent.
The application for the enforcement order set forth that the Commission had made a cease and desist order which the respondent
failed and neglected to obey. This order reads:
It i8 now ordered, That the respondent Artloom Corporation, a corporation
doing business under the name and style of Artloom Rug lUlls, its agents,
representatives, servants, and employees, in connection with the sale and distribution in interstate commerce of rug and carpet fabrics, do cease and desist
!rom directly or indirectly,
1. Using the word "Wilton" in describing, designating, or labeling any rug
fabric on the surface of which is displayed a design or pattern in two or more
colors, which is of the same weave construction as the " Bagdad Seamless
Jacquard Wilton" rug fabric now manufactured by respondent, or which Is of
a weave construction in which the warp pile yarns, when not required at the
surface for the said design or pattern, are not continued in the subsurface
structure of the fabric.
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The statute, by virtue of which this application was made by the
Commission reads as follows:
Unfair methods of competition in commerce are declared unlawful.
The Commission is empowered and directed to prevent persons, partnerships, or
corporations, except banks, and common carriers, subject to the acts to regulate
commerce, from using unfair methods of competition in commerce. • • •
If such person, partnership, or corporation fails or neglects to obey such
order of the Commission while the same is in effect, the Commission may
:npply to the circuit court of appeals of the United States, within any circuit
where the method of competition in question was used or where such person,
partnership, or corporation, resides or carries on business, tor the enforcement
o:r its order, and shall certify and tile with its application a transcript of the
.entire record in the proceeding, including all the testimony taken and the
report and order o:r the Commission. Upon such :filing of the application and
transcript the court shall cause notice thereof to be served upon such person, partnership, or corporation and thereupon shall have jurisdiction of the
proceeding and of the question determined therein, and shall have power to
make and enter upon the pleadings, testimony, and proceedings set forth in
such transcript a decree affirming, modifying, or setting aside the order of the
<lommlssion. The :findings of the Commission as to facts, if supported by
testimony, shall be conclusive (15 USCA sec. 45).

As the statute directly provides that the fact findings of the Commission, if supported by testimony, shall be conclusive, this court
is limited to the determination of two questions-first, whether such
findings are supported by any evidence and, second, if they are so
supported, whether these facts, as found, justify the conclusion that
the sale of the respondent's Dagdad rugs as Wilton rugs constituted
.unfair competition in commerce. Federal Trade 0o7!1J7nission v.
Ourtis Publishing Oo., 260 U.S. 568. James S. Kirk & Oo. v. Federal
Trade Commission, 59 F. (2d) 179, certiorari denied 287 U.S. 663.
No rug manufacturer today makes and sells Wilton rugs which are
·&i.milar in all respects to those originally named Wiltons more than
one hundred years ago. The definition of a genuine Wilton rug
approved by the Commission was formulated in 1925 by a voluntary association of rug manufacturers and dealers. Had the Commission relied solely on this definition, we could not but ac[38]knowledge the justice of the contention that the respondent is not bound
thereby. The Commission, however, did not rely solely on the definition so formulated, but heard considerable testimony on the question as to what characteristics were essential to a genuine Wilton rug.
The voluminous record contains testimony of many witnesses called
on behalf of the Commission, corroborated by technical works on the
art of rug weaving, to the effect that no rug is a genuine Wilton which
fails to have the dyed warp yarn, when not used in the actual making of the pattern, dormant in the body of the rug. While, on the
other hand, there was testimony defining and describing the method
of manufacture and the characteristics of a genuine Wilton rug
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which would have justified the labeling of the respondent's Bagdad
rugs as Wilton rugs if the Commission had based its findings upon
the testimony of the respondent's witnesses, nevertheless the Commission had before it ample evidence upon which to find that the
respondent's Bagdad rugs did not contain the essentials of genuine
Wilton rugs.
Under the ruling of the Supreme Court in Federal Trade 0o7TIImission v. Algoma L'lllmber Oo., opinion filed January 8, 1934, 291 U.S.
67, the fact findings of the Conimission are not to be regarded as
merely persuasive. Justice Cardozo there said (p. 73):
The findings of the Commission as to facts, if supported by testimony, shall
be conclusive (15 USCA sec. 45). The court of appeals, though professing adherence to this mandate, honored it, we think, with Up service only. In form
the court determined that the finding of unfair competition had no support
whatever. In fact what the court did was to make its own appraisal of the
testimony, picking and choosing for itself among uncertain and conflicting
inferences. Statute and decision (Federal Trade Commission v. Pacific States
Paper Trade Associatian, 273 U.S. 52, 61, 63) forbid that exercise of power.

Since the statute and d~cisions expressly confer upon the Commission and not upon the court the duty of determining the facts, it is
of no consequence that, if the Congress had conferred fact finding
power upon the court, it might have reached a conclusion other than
that of the Commission.
The premise of misbranding being supported by the Commission's
findings, the conclusion follows that, when the respondent sold its
misbranded rugs in commerce, it thereby harmed its competitors and
deluded the ultimate consumers. Federal Trade Oomwission v.
Royal Milling Oo., 288 U.S. 212.
The order of the Federal Trade Commission is affirmed. An
enforcement order may be entered in accordance with the prayer of
the petition.
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FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION v. R. F. KEPPEL
& BRO., INC.1
No. 194
(Argued January 11, 1934. Decided February 5, 1934)
FI!J>ERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT, Sl!lCTION 5-UNFAIB METHODS OF COMPETITIONMERCHANDISING LO'ITERY SCHEMEs-WHERE PRACTICE OF F.A&-REACHING ExTENT .AND IMPLIO.ATIONS-PUBLIO lNTERI!lST.
Distribution of candy by lot or chance by 40 or more manufacturers
necessarily affecting not only competing manufacturers but retailers and
consumers [including young school children], held, of public concern, so as
to justify Federal Trade Commission's order prohibiting practice, if otherwise within statute (Federal Trade Commission Act sec. 5; 15 USCA sec.
45).
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION AcT, SECII'ION 5-UNF.AIB MILTHODS OF COMPETITIONPB.ACTIOES MoRALLY RElPIIJilHENSI.IlLI!l-Av.AIL.ABILITY TO CoMPETITORS.
Method of competition which casts on one's competitors burden of loss of
business unless they will descend to practice which they are under powerful
moral compulsion not to adopt, though it is not criminal, involves "unfair
method of competition" which Federal Trade Commission may prohibit.
FlllDERAL TRADE CoMMISSION ACT, SEOTION 5.-CoMMISSION PowERs-BusiNESS
1\IOBALS AND TROUBLESOME COMPETITION.
Federal Trade Commission is not authorized to make regulation which
has no purpose other than that of relieving merchants from troublesome
competition or of censoring morals of business men.

[424] FlllDEBAL TRADE COMMISSION AOT, SE'Ol"'ON 5.-UNFAIB METHODS OF CoM·
PETITION-DETERMINATION OF, BY CoMMISSION-WEIGHT.
While it is for court to determine what practices or methods of competition are unfair, in passing on that question, determination of Federal
Trade Commission is of weight.
FEDERAL TB.ADE 0oMMISSION ACT, SECTION 5.-UNFAIR METHODS OF COMPETITION-MERCHANDISING LOTTERY SCHEMES-WHERE PRIZES AND PRICES
CoNTINGENT UPON CHANCE SELECTION
Manufncturer's distribution of candy under sales plan whereby prizes
were given with some of pieces, and whereby prices to be pnid for some
pieces were named on tickets enclosed in wrnpper, held, "unfair method of
competition " which Federal Trade Commission could prohibit.
FEDERAL Tru.l>E CoMMISSION Af:fr, SECTION 5.-UNFAIB. METHODS OF CoMPETITION-SCOPE OR EXTENT OF PHRASI!l--AS LIMITED TO FIXED AND UNYIELDING
0.ATEGORIE8
Neither the language nor the histo1·y of the act suggests that Congress
intended to confine the prohibited methods to fixed and unyielding categories, and while the net undoubtedly was aimed at all the famlUur methods
1 The cnse Ia reported In 291 U. S. 304.
fn 1:1 F. T. C. 276.

The case before the Commission Is reported
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.of law violation which prosecutions under the Sherman Act disclosed, it
also had a broader purpose, since Congress, in defining the Commission's
powers, advisedly adopted the phrase in question, which does not "admit of
precise definition, but the meaning and application of which must be arrived
at" by the "gradual process of judicial Inclusion and exclusion."

(The syllabus, with the exception of the captions, and the last
paragraph, supplied by the editor and compiler, is taken from
54 Sup. Ct. Rep. 423.)
Petition to review order of Commission forbidding certain practices of petitioner as an unfair method of competition. On certiorari to review decree of Court of Appeals {63 F. (2d) 81), setting
:aside Commission's order. Judgment of Court of Appeals reversed.
The Att01'1ley General and Mr. Harold M. Stephens, Assistant
Attorney General, for petitioner.
Mr. George E. Elliott, of Washington, D.C., for respondents.
Mr. Justice STONE delivered the opinion of the Court:
This case comes here on certiorari (290 U.S. 613), to review a
decree of the Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit, which set aside
:an order of the Federal Trade Commission forbidding certain trade
practices of respondent as an unfair method of competition. ( 63
F. (2d) 81; sec. 5, Federal Trade Commission Act, 38 Stat. 717,
719; 15 USCA, sec. 45.)
The Commission found that respondent, one of numerous candy
manufacturers similarly engaged, manufactures, sells, and distributes, in interstq.te commerce, package assortments of candies known
to the trade as " break and take " packages, in competition with
manufacturers of assortments known as "straight goods" packages.
Both types are assortments of candies in packages in convenient arrangement for sale by the piece at a small price in retail stores in
what is known as the penny candy trade. The break and take assortments are so arranged and offered for sale to consumers as to
avail of the element of chance as an inducement to the retail pur~hasers. One assortment, consisting of 120 pieces retailing at 1 cent
each, includes 4 pieces, each having concealed within its wrapper
a single cent, so that the purchasers of those particular pieces of
candy receive back the amount of the purchase price and thus obtain
the candy without cost. Another contains 60 pieces of candy, each
l1aving its retail price marked on a slip of paper concealed within its
wrapper; 10 pieces retail at 1 cent each, 10 at 2 cents, and 40 at 3
cents. The price paid for each piece is that named on the price ticket,
ascertained only after the purchaser has selected the candy and the
wrapper has been removed. A third assortment consists of 200
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pieces of candy, a few of which have concealed centers of different
colors, the remainder having white centers. The purchasers of the
candy found to have colored centers are given prizes packed with
the candy consisting of other pieces of candy or a package containing
lead pencils, penholder, and ruler. Each assortment is accompanied
by a display card, attractive to children, prepared by respondent
for exhibition and use by the dealer in selling the candy, explaining
the plan by which either the price or the amount of candy or other
merchandise which the purchaser receives is affected by chance.
The pieces of candy in the break and take packages are either
smaller than those of the competing straight goods packages, which
are sold at a comparable price without the aid of any chance
feature, or they are of inferior quality. Much of the candy assembled in the break and take packages is sold by retailers, located in
the vicinity of schools, to school children.
The Commission found that the use of the break and take package
in the retail trade involves the sale or distribution of the candy by
lot or chance; that it is a lottery or gambling device which encourages
gambling among children; that children, enticed by the element of
chance, purchase candy so sold in preference to straight goods candy;
and that the competition between the two types of package results
in a substantial diversion of trade from the manufacturers of the
straight goods package to those distributing the break and take type.
It found further that in some States lotteri~s and gaming devices are
penal offenses; that the sale or distribution of candy by lot or chance
is against public policy; that many manufacturers of competing
candies refuse to engage in the distribution of the break and take
type of package because they regard it as a reprehensible encouragement of gambling among children; and that such manufacturers are
placed at a disadvan[425]tage in competition. The evidence shows
that others have reluctantly yielded to the practice in order to
avoid loss of trade to their competitors.
The court below held, as the respondent argues here, that respondent's practice does not hinder competition or injure its competitors,
since they are free to resort to the same sales method; that the practice does not tend to create a monopoly or involve any deception to
consumers or the public, and hence is not an unfair method of competition within the meaning of the statute.
Upon the record it is not open to question that the practice complained of is a method of competition in interstate commerce and that
it is successful in diverting trade from competitors who do not employ
it. If the practice is unfair within the meaning of the act, it is
equally clear that the present proceeding, aimed at suppressing it,
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is brought, as section 5 of the act requires, " in the interest of the
public". The practice is carried on by .forty or more manufacturers.
The disposition of a large number of complaints pending before the
Commission, similar to that in the present case, awaits the outcome
Q£ this suit. Sales of the break and take package by respondent
aggregate about $234,000 per year. The proceeding involves more
than a mere private controversy. A practice so generally adopted
by manufacturers necessarily affects not only competing manufacturers but the far greater number of retailers to whom they sell, and
the consumers to whom the retailers sell. Thus the effects of the device are felt throughout the penny candy industry. A practice so
wide-spread and so far-reaching in its consequences is of public
<:oncern if in other respects within the purview of the statute. Federal Trade C~sion v. Royal Milling Oo., 288 U.S. 212, 216.
Compare Federal Trade Co'Tlllmission v. J{~r, 280 U.S. 19, 28.
Hence we pass without .further discussion to the decisive question
whether the practice itself is one over which the Commission is
given jurisdiction because it is unfair.
Although the method of competition adopted by respondent induces children, too young to be capable of exercising an intelligent
judgment of the transaction, to purchase an article less desirable in
point of quality or quantity than that offered at a comparable price
in the straight goods package, we may take it that it does not involve any fraud or deception. It would seem also that competing
manufacturers can adopt the break and take device at any time and
thus maintain their competitive position. From these premises respondent argues that the practice is beyond the reach of the Commission because it does not fall within any of the classes which this
Court has held subject to the Commission's prohibition. See Federal
Trade C01nmission v. Gratz, 253 U.S. 421, 427; Federal Trade Commission v. Beech71!Ut Packing Co., 257 U.S. 441, 453; Federal, Trade
Cornmission v. Ra1adam Co., 283 U.S. 643, 652; Federal Trade
Commission v. Royal Milling Co., supra, [288 U.S.] at 217. But we
cannot say that the Commission's jurisdiction extends only to those
types of practices which happen to have been litigated before this
Court.
Neither the language nor the history of the act suggests that
Congress intended to confine the forbidden methods to fixed and
unyielding categories. The common law afforded a definition of
unfair competition and, before the enactment of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, the Sherman Antitrust Act (15 USCA, sees. 1-7,
15 note) had laid its inhibition upon combinations to restrain or
monopolize interstate commerce which the courts had construed to
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include restraints upon competition in interstate commerce. It woul(l
not have been a difficult feat of draftsmanship to have restricted the
operation of the Trade Commission Act to those methods of competition in interstate commerce which are forbidden at common law or
which are likely to grow into violations of the Sherman Act, if that
had been the purpose of the legislation.
The act undoubtedly was aimed at all the familiar methods of law
violation which prosecutions under the Sherman Act had disclosed.
See Federal Trade Commission v. Raladam, supra, [283 U.S.] 649,
650. Dut as this Court has pointed out it also had a broader purposer
Federal Trade Commis8ion v. 1Vinsted Hosiery Co., 258 U.S. 483, 493;
Federal Trade Commission v. Raladam Co., supra, [283 U.S.] 648.
As proposed by the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce and
as introduced in the Senate, the bill which ultimately became the
Federal Trade Commission Act declared " unfair competition " to
be unlawful.1 But it [ 426] was because the meaning which the common law had given to those words was deemed too narrow that the
broader and more flexible phrase" unfair methods of competition n
1 The Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, In recommending the bill In Its
original form, seems to have adopted the phrase " unfair competition" with the dellberate purpose of giving to tbe Commission some latitude for dealing with new ancl
varied forms of unfair trade practices. The Committee said In Its report of June 13.
1914, Senate Report No. 597, 63d Cong., second session, page 13:
"The committee gave careful consideration to the question as to whether It would
attempt to deOne the many and variable unfair practlce11 which prevail in commerc&
and to forbid their continuance or whether It would, by a general declaration condemnIng unfair practiCE's, leave it to the commission to determine what practice• were unfair.
It concluded that the Iotter course would be the better, for the reason, as stated by one
of the representatives of the Illinois Manufacturers' Association, that there were too
many unfair practices to deOne, and after writing 20 of them Into the law It would be
quite possible to Invent others.
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•
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"It Is believed that the term 'unfair competition' bas a legal slgniOcancl! which can
be enforced by the commission and the courts, and that It Is no more difficult to deter·
mine what Is unfair competition than It Is to determine what Is a reasonable rate or what
Is an unjust discrimination. The committee was of the opinion that It would be better
to put In a general provision condemning unfair competition than to attem'Pt to define
the numerous unfair practices, such as local price cutting, Interlocking directorates, and
holding companies Intended to restrain substantial competition."
Senator Newlands, In Introducing the bill for the Committee, emphasized this feature.
In answering the criticism that the phrase "unfair competition" lacked definition he
said, 111 Cong. Record, 11084 :
"Our answer to this Is that It would be utterly Impossible for Congress to define the
numerous practices which constitute unfair competition and which are against good
morals In trade, for we are beginning to realize that there Is a standard of morals In
trade or that there ought to be. Germany does not hesitate by law to condemn practices
In business that are contra bonos mores. It leaves their tribunals to determine what
practices are against good morals.

"It Is the ll!uslve character of the trade practice that makes It though condemned
today appear In some other form tomorrow. It we should attempt to define all tbe
trade practices that can be devised, that would create dishonest advantage In competl.tlon, we would undertake a hopeless task."
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was substituted. 2 Congress, in defining the powers of the Commission, thus advisedly adopted a phrase which, as this Court has
said, does not " admit of precise definition but the meaning and
application of which must be arrived at by what this Court elsewhere·
has called' the gradual process of judicial inclusion and exclusion'"~
Federal Trade Commission v. Raladam Co., supra, 283 U.S. 648 ~
compare Davidson v. New Orleans, 96 U.S. 97, 104.8
The argument that a method used by one competitor is not unfair
if others may adopt it without any restriction of competition between
them was rejected by this Court in Federal Trad£J C011111nission v~
Winsted Hosiery Co., supra; compare Federal Trade Commission v.
Algoma Lumber Co., 291 U. S. 67. There it was specifically held
that a trader may not, by pursuing a dishonest practice, force his
competitors to choose between its adoption or the loss of their trade.
A method of competition which casts upon one's competitors theburden of the loss of business unless they will descend to a practice
which they are under a powerful moral compulsion not to adopt,.
even though it is not criminal, was thought to involve the kind of
unfairness at which the statute was aimed.
The practice in this case presents the same dilemma to competitors,.
and we can perceive no reason for distinguishing between the element
of chance as employed here and the element of deception involved in
labelling cotton goods" Natural Wool", as in the Winsted case. Itis true that the statute does not authorize regulation which has no.
purpose other than that of relieving merchants from troublesomecompetition or of censoring the morals of business men. But here
the competitiv~ method is shown to exploit consumers, children, whoare unable to protect themselves. It employs a device whereby theamount of the return they receive from the expenditure of money is
made to depend upon chance. Such devices have met with condemnation throughout the community. Without inquiring whether, as.
respondent contends, the criminal statutes imposing penalties on
• The phrase "unfair methods of competition" was substituted for "unfair competition " In the conference committee. This change seems t1 rst to have been suggested by
Senator Hollis In debate on the floor of the Senate In response to the suggestion that
the words " unfair competition " might be construed as restricted to those forms of"
unfair competition condemned by the common law. 151 Cong. Record, 121415. The
House managers of the conference committee, In reporting this change said, House ReportNo. 1142, 63d Congress, 2d sess., September 4, 1914, at page 19-:
" It Is Impossible to frame definitions which embrace all unfair practices. There Is
no limit to human Inventiveness In this field. Even It all known untnlr practices were·
specifically defined and prohibited, It would be at once necessary to begin over again.
If Congress were to adopt the method of detlnltlon, It would undertake an endless task.
It Is also practically Impossible to define unfair practices so that the detlnitlon will fit
business of every sort In every part of this country. Whether competition Is unfair·
or not generally depends upon the surrounding circumstances of the particular case. What
Is harmful under certain circumstances may be beneficial under dllferent circumstances."
• References showing the details of the legislative history of the act may be found.
In Handler, The Jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Commission over False Advertising,
31 Columbia Law Review 1527; Montague, "Unfair Methods ot Competition", 2:! YaleLaw Journal 20; Henderson, The Federal Trade Commission, c. I.
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gambling, lotteries and the like, fail to reach this particular practice
in most or any of the States, it is clear that the· practice is of the
sort which the common law and criminal statutes have long deemed
contrary to [427] public policy. For these reasons a large share of
the industry holds out against the device, despite ensuing loss in
trade, or bows reluctantly to what it brands unscrupulous. It would
seem a gross perversion of the normal meaning of the word, which
is the first criterion of statutory construction, to hold that the method
is not "unfair." See Federril Trade Commission v. Royal Milling
Co., supra, [288 U.S.] at 217; Federal Trade Commission v. Algoma
Lwmber Co., mpra, [291 U. S. 67].
While this Court has declared that it is for the courts to determine
what practices or methods of competition are to be deemed unfair,
Federril Trade Commission v. Gratz, supra, in passing on that question the determination of the Commission is of weight. It was
created with the avowed purpose of lodging the administrative functions committed to it in "a body specially competent to deal with
them by reason of information, experience, and careful study of the
business and economic conditions of the industry affected", and it
was organized in such a manner, with respect to the length and expiration of the terms of office of its members, as would " give to them
an opportunity to acquire the expertness in dealing with these special questions concerning industry that comes from experience".
Report of Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, No. 597, June
13, 1914, 63d Cong., 2d sess., pp. 9, 11. See Federal Trade Commisaion v. Beechnut Packing Co., supra, 257 U.S. 441, 453; compare
Illinois Central R.R. v. Interstate Commerce Commission, 206 U.S.
441, 454. If the point were more doubtful than we think it, we should
hesitate to reject the conclusion of the Commission, based as it is
upon clear, specific and comprehensive :findin~rs supported by
evidence.
'\Ve hold that the Commission correctly concluded that the practice
was an unfair method of competition within the meaning of the statute. It is unnecessary to attempt a comprehensive definition of the
unfair methods which are banned, even if it were possible to do so.
·we do not intimate either that the statute does not authorize the
prohibition of other and hitherto unknown methods of competition
or, on the other hand, that the Commission may prohibit every un·
ethical competitive practice regardless of its particular character or
consequences. New or different practices must be considered as they
arise in the light of the circumstances in which they are employed.
Reversed.
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ARROW-HART & HEGEMAN ELECTRIC COMPANY v.
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 1
No. 3G3
(Argued February 8, 1934. Decided March 12, 1934)
CLAYTON ACT-CORPORATE ACQUISITION OJ!' STOCK IN COMPETITORB-DISSOLUTION
AND/OR MERGER OJ!' IIOIJ)ING COMPANY PRECEDING ORDER-COMMISSION JUBISDICTION.
Where, after Federal Trade Commission's complaint against holding company for acquisition of common stocks of competing corporations, whose preferred shares were owned by public, holding company transferred respective
stocks to two new companies which issued their shares to holding company's
stockholders and new companies merged with the two competing corporations,
and holding company was dissolved, Federal Trade Commission was without
jurisdiction to order merged corporation to divest itself of any fruits of
merger (Clayton Act, sees. 7, 11 ; 15 USCA sees. 18, 21).
CLAYTON ACT-CoRPORATE AcQUISITION OF STOCK IN CoMPETITORs--CoMMISSION
PowERs-IN GENERAL.
Federal Trade Commission is administrative body possessing only such
powers as are granted by statute.
CLAYTON ACT-CORPORATE ACQUISITION OF SrocK IN CoMPETITORB-DJSPOSITION
OF UNLAWFULLY ACQUIRED STOCK PRECEDING 0RDER-RELIEF--CONVEYANCI'l OR
DISTRIBUTION OJ' OTHER PROPERTY.
Where shares acquired contrary to Clayton Act have been disposed of,
Federal Trade Commission Is without additional powers of court of equity to
grant other and further relief by ordering property of different sort to be conveyed or distributed on theory that this Is necessary to render effective the
prescribed statutory remedy,
CLAYTON Ac~f)onPoRATE AcQUISITION OF STOCK IN CoMPI!!TITORs-DissoLuTION AND/OR 1\IEBGER OF HOLDING COMPANY PREClWING 0RDElR--R1!1rENTION OF
UNLAWFULLY AcQUIRED STOCK AFTER ORDER-ACQUISITION OF PROPERTY REPRESENTED BY.
Where shares acquired In violation of Clayton Act are retained by offending
-corporation notwithstanding order of divestiture, Federal Trade Commission
may order that offender shall not acquire property represented by the shares.
CLAYTON Ac~oRPOBATID ACQUISITION oF STOCK IN CoMPETITons-HoLDING
COMPANY'S DIVESTITUlliD AND MERGER--RELIEF--COURTS.
Remedy for any violation of antitrust laws as result of merger following
holding company's divestiture of stocks upon complaint of Federal Trade Comtn!sslon must be sought In courts and not before the Commission.

(The syllabus, with substituted captions, is taken from
54 Sup. Ct. Rep. 532)
Proceeding by Commission against Arrow-Hart & Hegeman, Inc.,
n.nd the Arrow-Hart & Hegeman Electric Co. Order that Arrow1 Reported in 201 U.S. ~87, 54 Sup. Ct. Rep. 532.
For
F'.T.C. 393.
102050"-S:i-VOL 18--45

ens~

bef-ore Commission see lB
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Hart & Hegeman Electric Co., divest itself of ownership of part
of stock and plants and properties received through merger of competing companies, affirmed by Court of Appeals for Second Circuit 2
and Arrow-Hart & Hegeman Electric Co. brings certiorari.
Reversed, Mr. Justice STONE, The CHIEF JusTicE, Mr. Justice
BRANDErs, and Mr. Justice CARDOzo, dissenting.
:Messrs. Oharles Neave, of New York City, Arthur L. Shipman, of
Hartford, Conn., Arthur F. Mullen, of ·washington, D.C., and
Charles Welles Gross and Wallace lV. Brown, both of Hartford,
Conn., for petitioner.
Messrs. J. Crawford Biggs, Solicitor General, of Washington, D.C.,
Harold M. Stephens, Assistant Attorney General, Moses S. Huberman, special assistant to Attorney General, and Robert E. Healy,
chief counsel, Federal Trade Commission, and Everett F. liaycraft,
of 'Vashington, D.C., for respondent.
[589] Mr. Justice RoBERTS delivered the opinion of the court:
The Circuit Court of Appeals 2 affirmed an order of the Federal
Trade Commission issued pursuant to Section 7 of the Clayton Act.'
A writ of certiorari was granted upon the claim of petitioner that
the formation of a holding company which acquired all the voting
shares of two manufacturing corporations was not in violation of
the section, or, if it was, the merger of the two manufacturing corporations and dissolution of the holding company after complaint
by the Federal Trade Commission deprived the latter of jurisdiction to make any order against the company formed by the merger.
A proper understanding of these contentions requires a somewhat
detailed statement of events prior and subsequent to the issuance
of the complaint.
The Arrow Electric Co., hereafter called Arrow, and the Hart &
Hegeman Manufacturing Co., hereafter called Hart & Hegeman,
were Connecticut corporations engaged in the manufacture and
sale in interstate commerce of electric wiring devices. Both were
solvent and successful. There was no community of ownership of
the stock of the two concerns. Each had valuable trade names by
which its goods were known to consumerP. [590] Shortly after the
death of the principal stockholder, who was also the president, of
~
1

65 F. (2<1) 3:l6.

Act of Oct. 15, 1914, c. 323, sec. 7; 38 stat. 731; U.S.C. Title 15, sec. 18. The relevant paragraph Is as follows:
"No corporation shall acquire, directly or Indirectly, the whole or any port of the stock
or other share capital of two or more corporations engaged In commerce where the ell'ect
of such acqulslt!on, or the use of such stock by the voting or granting of proxies or
otherw!Re, may be to substantially Jessen competition between such corporations, or any
of them, whose stock or other 11hare capital Is so acquired, or to restrain such commerce
In any section or community or tend to create a monopoly of any line of commerce."
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Hart & Hegeman, the major interests in that company got into touch
with those controlling Arrow, and after some negotiation it was
agreed that economies could be effected if the business of both were
brought under common control. In view, however, of the competition between the goods known by the names of the two manufacturing companies, it was thought that the trade names and the identity
of the goods could best be preserved by retaining the separate corporate entites and the sales forces of the two organizations. The
plan evolved was, therefore, that of a holding company which should
own all of the common shares of both corporations, under the control of whicl1 the manufacturing and sales organizations should be
kept separate and distinct and in competition with each other as
theretofore. In order to bring about an equitable division of the
stock of the proposed holding corporation, Arrow issued to its common stockholders a dividend in preferred stock. The recipients sold
the preferred shares to a syndicate, which in turn sold them to the
public. Hart & Hegeman increased its common stock and issued the
new stock as a stock dividend. It also created an issue of preferred
stock, which was sold to the public. Prior to the acquisition of
the common stock by the holding company the capitalization was
as follows:
Arrow-Common stock, $750,000, par $25. Preferred stock,
$2,000,000, par $100.
Hart & Hegeman-Common stock, $500,000, par $25. Preferred
stock, $1,333,300, par $100.
The holders of preferred stock in each company were without the
right to vote for directors except upon default in the payment of
six successive dividends, in which case the preferred stockholders
were entitled to elect the board. In October, 1927, Arrow-Hart &
Hegeman, Inc., hereafter called the holding company, was [591]
organized under the laws of Connecticut. It had only common stock.
The owners of all of the common shares of Arrow exchanged them
for 120,000 shares of the stock of the holding company and the owners
of all the common shares of Hart & Hegeman exchanged them for
80,000 shares of the same stock.
On March 3, 1928, the Federal Trade Commission issued a complaint in which it charged the effect of the holding and voting of all
of the common shares of the two operating companies might be to
substantially lessen competition between the companies in electrical
wiring devices, to restrain commerce in those devices, and to create
a monopoly. The holding company filed an answer traversing these
allegations. Shortly thereafter counsel advised that the company be
clil"solnd anrl its assets, consisting of the stock of Arrow and of Hart
& Hegeman. be distributed amongst its stockholders, and that thereupon the two latter companies merge into a single corporation under
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the laws of Connecticut, thus transferring to the new corporation to
be formed by merger all of the assets of Arrow and of Hart &
Hegeman.
It was discovered that such a program might cast heavy taxes upon
the stockholders, and a modification was suggested to work out the
plan in accordance with the reorganization sections of the Revenue
Act of 1928. The stockholders of the holding company and the preferred stockholders of both the operating companies were notified
of the original plan and of its modification, and proxies were asked
so that their votes might be recorded at corporate meetings intended
to be held to carry out the proposal. A two-thirds vote of both preferred and common stock is required by the law of Connecticut to
authorize a merger.
In lieu of the original program of distribution of the shares owned
by the holding company to its stockholders, the shares of Arrow
were transferred to a new company, [592] called the Arrow Manufacturing Co., and those of Hart & Hegeman to another new company, known as the H. & H. Electric Co., against the issue of all of
the shares ofthese companies respectively. The stock so to be issued
by these two new holding companies was, by the direction of the
original holding company, issued directly to its stockholders. As
soon as this transfer of all its assets had been made to the two new
holding companies by the old one, the latter by corporate action
dissolved. Thereafter, pursuant to directors' action, the stockholders, preferred and common, of the four companies having an
interest in the assets (Arrow, Hart & Hegeman, Arrow Manufacturing Co., and the II. & H. Electric Co.) approved a merger agreement whereby the petitioner, The Arrow-Hart & Hegeman Electric
Co., was formed, which directly owned in its own right all of the
assets formerly belonging to Arrow and to Hart & Hegeman. These
transactions were consummated on or prior to December 31, 1928,
except that the dissolution of the first holding company did not
become final until April 11, 1929, the law of Connecticut provid·
ing that a final certificate of dissolution should not issue until
four months after the filing of the resolution for dissolution.
January 11, 1929, counsel notified the Commission of the dissolution of the holding company and the formation of the petitioner.
June 29, 1929, the Commission issued a supplemental complaint,
entitled jointly against the holding company (the original respondent) and the petitioner (the corporation formed by the merger).
After reciting in greater detail than above set forth the action taken,
this complaint asserted that the formation of the petitioner was
brought about by the contrivance and at the instigation of the holding company; that the conveyance of the stocks of Arrow and Hart
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& Hegeman to the two new holding companies failed to restore the

assets [593] to the ownership and control of separate groups in the
manner the shares were held and controlled before the formation of
the original holding company; that the result of the whole plan was
not a restoration of competition as required by the act of Congress,
and that the Commission's jurisdiction having timely attached could
not be ousted by the steps subsequently taken.
Petitioner answered the supplemental complaint, the matter was
heard, and the Commission made its findings. In addition to the
facts above recited, the Commission found that at the time of the
acquisition of the stocks of Arrow and Hart & Hegeman by the
holding company, those corporations were in direct and substantial
competition in interstate commerce, and after the formation of the
holding company competition between them had been substantially
curtailed. The Commission concluded: The acquisition by the holding company of the shares of the two manufacturing companies
might substantially lessen competition between them, restrain
interstate commerce, and create a monopoly; the divestment by the
holding company was not a compliance with the Clayton Act; the
petitioner was organized by the holding company, and its creation
was an artifice to evade the provisions of Sections 7 and 11 of the
Clayton Act; and the effect of the organization of the petitioner
and "the acquisition by it of the common or voting stocks of"
Arrow and Hart & Hegeman has been, is, and may be to suppress
competition between the two manufacturing companies, to restrain
interstate commerce, and to create a monopoly.
The Commission entered an order commanding the petitioner
to cease and desist from violation of the provisions of Section 7 of
the Clayton Act, and to divest itself "of all the common stock of"
Hart & Hegeman " so as to include in such divestment" the said
company's manufacturing plants and equipment, and all other
property necessary to the conduct and operation thereof as a complete [594] going concern, and so as neither directly nor indirectly to
retain any of the fruits of the acquisition of common stock of Hart
& Hegeman; or, in the alternative, to divest itself of " all the common stock of" Arrow in the same manner. It was further ordered
"that such divestment of the common stock or assets" of Arrow
or Hart & Hegeman, as the case might be, should not be made directly or indirectly to the petitioner or any stockholders, officers,
employees, or agents of or under the control of the petitioner.
The findings with respect to the effect of the acquisition and
ownership by the holding company of the shares of the two manufacturing corporations are attacked as unsupported in fact and unjustified in law. The record is said to disclose that competition was
not. in fact diminished but preserved. And it is further argued that
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if competition was or might be in some measure curtailed by the
device of a holding company the result is unimportant and insignificant unless the public was injured, and not only is there a total
absence of proof of injury to the public, but much affirmative evidence that consumers were benefited by reduction of prices consequent on manufacturing efficiency made possible by unified control.
It is unnecessary to discuss or to decide the questions thus raised,
for we think the Commission lacked authority to issue any order
against the petitioner.
Section 7 of the Clayton Act forbids any corporation to acquire
the whole or any part of the share capital of two or more corporations, where the effect of the acquisition or the use of the stock by
voting or otherwise may be to substantially lessen competition between such corporations, restrain competition in interstate commerce
or create a monopoly in any line of commerce. Section 11 4 specifies
the remedy which the Commission may apply, [595] namely, that it
may, after hearing, order the violator to divest itself of the stock
held contrary to the terms of the act. The statute does not forbid
the acquirement of property, or the merger of corporations pursuant
to state laws, nor does it provide any machinery for compelling a
divestiture of assets acquired by purchase or otherwise, or the
distribution of physical property brought into a single ownership
by merger.
If, instead of resorting to the holding company device, the shareholders of Arrow and Hart & Hegeman had caused a merger, this
action would not have been a violation of the act. And if, prior to
complaint by the Commission, the holding company, in virtue of its
status as sole stockholder of the two operating companies, had caused
a conveyance of their assets to it, the Commission would have been
without power to set aside the transfers or to compel the reconveyance. Thatcher Mfg. Oo. v. Federal Trade Commission, 272 U.S. 554,
560, 561.

Clearly, also, if the holding company had, before complaint filed,
divested itself of the shares of either or both of the manufacturing
companies, the Commission would have been without jurisdiction.
And it might with impunity, prior to complaint, have distributed
the shares it held pro rata amongst its stockholders. The fact that
in such case the same group of stockholders would have owned shares
in both companies, whereas theretofore some owned stock in one
corporation only, and some held stock solely in the other, would not
have operated to give the Commission jurisdiction. For if the
holding corporation had effectually divested itself of the stock, the
Commission could not deal with a condition thereafter developing
• U.S.C. Title Hi, sec. 21.
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although thought by it to threaten results contrary to the intent of
the act. Compare National Harness Mfrs. Ass'n. v. Federal Trade
Commission, 268 Fed. 705; Chamber of Commerce v. Federal Trade
Commission, 280 Fed. 45.
[596] Moreover, the holding company could have ousted the Commission's jurisdiction after complaint filed, by divesting itself of the
shares, for that was all the Commission could order. And if it had so
divested itself the transferees of the shares could immediately have
brought about a corporate merger without violating the Clayton
Act. "\;Ve think that is precisely the legal effect of what was done in
the present case. The holding company divested itself of the shares,
and thereafter the owners of these common shares united with the
holders of the preferred shares to bring about a merger.
The Commission apparently was doubtful of its authority to
promulgate the order which it entered. This is evidenced by the
terms of the findings and the order. In its final conclusion the Commission refers to "the acquisition by the said new respondent [the
petitioner] through merger, of the common or voting stocks of the
said Hart & Hegeman Manufacturing Co. and Arrow Electric
Co. * * *", and denominates this a violation of Section 7 of the
Clayton Act. This, of course, is in the teeth of the obvious fact that
the petitioner never acquired the stock of either Arrow or Hart &
Hegeman. In its order the Commission directs that the petitioner
cease and desist from violation of the provisions of Section 7 of the
act, and" divest itself absolutely, in good faith, of all common stock
of the Hart & Hegeman Manufacturing Co. acquired by it as a result
of the merger·"; and then adds that it shall do this so as to include
in such divestment the manufacturing plants and assets of Hart &
Hegeman; and in the alternative the order applies to the stock and
manufacturing plants of Arrow. This is a tacit admission that the
Commission is without jurisdiction to act unless the alleged violator
holds stocks of other corporations. The Commission's own findings
show that the petitioner never held any stock of either company, but
the [597] order, nevertheless, requires that the petitioner divest itself
of those stocks.
The argument on behalf of the Commission is that while it is true
the petitioner never owned any stock of Arrow or Hart & Hegeman,
the holding company, against whom the complaint was originally directed, did hold such stocks in violation of the statute when the proceeding was initiated; and, instead of parting with the shares in
good faith, ineffectually attempted to alter the status by initiating
and carrying through the merger, the dissolution of which is the aim
of the Commission's order.
We think the Commission's premise with respect to the activities
of the holding company in bringing about the merger is without sup-
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port. When the Commission filed its complaint those who had previously been the common stockholders of Arrow and Hart & Hegemant
respectively, had become the owners of the shares of the holding
company. lVhile those shares represented at two removed the
physical assets of the enterprise, they nevertheless evidenced the
equity ownership of those assets. At that time Arrow and Hart
& Hegeman were still separate corporate entities, and about 73
percent of their outstanding cap~tal stqck waSI preferred stock
held by the public, in no wise affected by the creation of the holding
company. After the holding company had conveyed the Arrow
stock to a new holding company, and the Hart & Hegeman stock to
another new holding company, the only persons who could bring
about a merger and consequent consolidation of assets were the pr~
ferred and common stockholders of Arrow and Hart & Hegeman.
Under the laws of Connecticut two thirds of the outstanding stock
of each class had to vote affirmatively to authorize a merger. 'Vhile
the holding company proposed the plan for accomplishing a merger,
and sponsored the preliminary steps to that end, obviously that company had no power to consum[598]mate it. That power resided in
the equity owners of the assets, the preferred and common stockholders of Arrow and Hart & Hegeman.
The common stockholders acted through the two holding companies, but the ultimate decision and action was theirs, through
whatever instrumentality effected. Quite as vital to the accomplishment of the plan was the consent of preferred stockholders. It is
true the consent was given through execution of proxies; but the
shareholders were at liberty to give or to withhold their proxies, and
it would be quite beyond reason to hold, as the Commission suggests, that all corporate entities and all stockholder relationship to
the property should be disregarded and the original holding company be treated as the sole and efficient agent in the accomplishment
of the merger. To do this would be to disregard the actualities, including the fact that the holding company had been effectually dissolved before the merger was voted upon by any of those having an
equity interest in the assets.
But if we assume that the holding company against which the
complaint was originally directed, brought about a change in legal
status, so that before the Commission acted, that company ceased to
exist, as did the shares it formerly owned, and a corporation formed
by merger held all the assets in direct ownership, the respondent's
position is no better. The Commission is an administrative body
possessing only such powers as are granted by statute. It may make
only such orders as the act authorizes; may order a practice to be
discontinued and shares held in violation of the act to be disposed
of; but, that accomplished, has not the additional powers of a court
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of equity to grant other and further relief by ordering property of
a different sort to be conveyed or distributed, on the theory that this
is necessary to render effective the prescribed statutory remedy.
Com[599]pare Federal Trade Commission v. Eastman J(odak Co.,
274 U.S. 619, 623. 'Vhere shares acquired in violation of the act are
still held by the offending corporation an order of divestiture may
be supplemented by a provision that in the process the offender
shall not acquire the property represented by the shares. Federal
Trade Commission v. Western Meat Co., 272 U.S. 554. In the pres-ent case the stock which had been acquired contrary to the act was
no longer owned by the holding company when the Commission
made its order. Not only so, but the holding company itself had
been dissolved. The petitioner, which came into being as a result
of merger, was not in existence when the proceeding against the
holding company was initiated by the Commission, and never held
any stock contrary to the terms of the statute. If the merger of
the two manufacturing corporations and the combination of their
assets was in any respect a violation of any antitrust law, as to
which we express no opinion, it was necessarily a violation of statutory prohibitions other than those found in the Clayton Act. And
if any remedy for such violation is afforded, a court and not the
Federal Trade Commission is the appropriate forum. Compare
Federal Trade Commission v. Western Meat Co., supra.
The judgment is reversed.
1\Ir. Justice STONE, dissenting.
I think the decree should be affirmed.
·while this proceeding was pending before the Federal Trade
Commission to compel a holding company to divest itself of the
controlling common stock of two competing corporations which it
had acquired in violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, that stock
was used to effectuate a merger of the competing corporations. It
is now declared that, however gross the violation of the Clayton
Act, how[600]ever flagrant the flouting of the Cmmnission's authority, the celerity of the offender, in ridding itself of the stock before
the Commission could complete its hearings and make an order restoring the independence of the competitors, leaves the Commission powerless to act against the merged corporation. This is the
case, it is said, because the Clayton Act does not, in terms, forbid
mergers, which may be formed by the stockholders of independent
competing corporations; and, since the holding company was not
the " sole and efficient agent in the accomplishment of the merger ",
which was effected upon the consent of the various classes of stockholders of the merged companies, it is concluded that the holding
company, by its divestment of the stock, complied with the Clayton
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Act and in effect did "all the Commission could order", so there is
no longer any ground for complaint. Further, notwithstanding the
authority broadly conferred on the Commission " to enforce compliance " with Section 7 " whenever * * * any person * * *
has violated" its provisions, it is said that as the statute in terms
specifies only a single method by which compliance can be compelled-ordering the offender to divest itself of the stock-the Commission can make no other form of order.
Apart from the objection that the decision now reached is calculated to encourage hasty and ill considered action by the Commission in order to avoid defeat of its jurisdiction by the adroit manipulations of offenders against the Clayton Act, I am unable to construe
so narrowly a statute designed, as I think, to prevent just such suppression of competition as this case exemplifies.
1. It is true that the Clayton Act does not forbid corporate mergers, but it does forbid the acquisition by one corporation of the
stock of competing corporations so as substantially to lessen competition. It follows that mergers effected as they commonly are,
through such ac[601]quisition of stock necessarily involve violations
of the act, as this one did. Only in rare instances would there be
hope of a successful merger of independently owned corporations
by securing the consent of their stockholders in advance of the acquisition of a working stock control of them. Hence the establishment of such control by the purchase or pooling of the voting
stock, often effected in secrecy, is the normal first step toward consolidation. It is by this process that most corporate consolidations
have been brought about, often by adding one consolidation to another through periods of years. Compare Standard Oil Co. v.
United States, 221 U.S. 1; United States v. American Tobacco Co.,
221 U.S. 106; United States v. United States Steel Corp., 251 U.S.
417; see Bonbright and :Means, The Holding Company, 30, 50.
Unless we are to close our eyes to this open chapter in the record
of corporate concentration, an examination of the legislative history of the Clayton Act, and that of the earlier Sherman Act,
can leave no doubt that the former was aimed at the acquisition of
stock by holding companies not only as itself a means of suppressing
competition but as the first and usual step in the process of merging
competing corporations by which a suppression of competition might
be unlawfully perpetuated. Thus one of the evils aimed at, the
merger of competing corporations through stock control, was
reached in its most usual form by forbidding the first step, the
acquisition of the stock of a competing corporation, and by conferring on the Trade Commission authority to deal with the violation. It seems plain, therefore, tha.t the illegality involved in
acquiring the common stock of the competing companies, which
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was the first step toward the merger, was neither lessened nor
condoned by taking the next and final steps in completing it. There
is, then, no basis for contending that the act has not been violated, or
that [602] the violation has been excused simply because events were
pushed to the very conclusion that Section 7 was designed to forestall.
2. It is also true that the holding company divested itself of the
stock of the two competing operating companies before the Commission had an opportunity to make its order; but it does not follow that it had done all that the Commission could command and
that thus the statute was satisfied. :Mere divestment of the stock
is not enough. The manner of divestment is likewise subject to the
requirements of the Clayton Act. This Court has recognized that
the purpose of the act is to restore the competition suppressed by
the acquisition of the stock and has specifically held, over objections such as are now made, that the Commission has power not
only to order divestment but to prescribe that it shall be done in a
manner that will restore competition. Federal Trade Oomrnission
v. Western Meat Oo., 272 U.S. 554.
Here the Commission has held that the divestment was not a compliance with the statute. In determining whether it was right in
this conclusion, the manner of divestment and the activity of
the holding company after the complaint of the Commission was
filed and before the final merger of the two operating companies
are of crucial significance.
When the complaint was filed the holding company was in complete control of the two operating companies through ownership of
their common stock, which alone had voting power. From the
moment of the acquisition of the stock it had been and it continued
to be a violator of the Clayton Act. Promptly after the complaint
was filed it took measures to secure the fruits of its violation. It
first proposed by letter to its stockholders a consolidation of the
two operating companies, and at a special meeting its board of directors formulated a detailed plan for merger. This plan involved
the organization of the two [603] new holding companies, the transfer to them respectively by the first holding company of its respective
holdings of the common stock in the two operating companies in
exchange for the distribution by the new holding companies of their
stock to the stockholders of the first holding company. Thus for
each share in the first holding company owned by its stockholders
they were to receive one share in each of the new holding companies.
The original holding company was then to be dissolved and the four
remaining companies, the two new holding companies .and the two
operating companies, were to be merged.
The plan from the beginning, contemplat~d that the four companies should be bound by formal agreement to effect the merger.
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It was adopted at a specially called meeting of the stockholders of
the first holding company and was carried into effect under its active
direction and control. Before its dissolution, by exercising that
control it had creat€d the two new holding companies, committed all four of its subsidiary corporations to the merger both
by their corporate action and by binding agreement, and had secured
the approval of its action by its own stockholders. It will be observed that the original holding company did not divest itself of
the stock of the two competing operating companies in the only
manner by which competition could have been restored-by returning the stock to the respective stockholders of the operating companies, from whom it had been secured, or to their successors. Inst€ad, it continued the suppression of competition by placing the
stock of the two operating companies respectively in control of the
two new holding C<?mpanies, tied by contract to effect the merger,
and by the method of distributing the stock of the new holding companies equally to its own stockholders it lodged common ownership
and control of both the new holding companies in the two groups
of stockholders of the original operating companies. The first holding company created the two new [604] ones and throughout guided
their policy, as it did that of the two operating companies. Acting in
concert and in accord with the prearranged plan, all cooperated in
executing it, and all, together with their creature, the merged company, were conscious beneficiaries of the violation of the statute.
By thus manipulating its illegally acquired stock control of the
operating companies, the first holding company avoided such a distribution of the stock as would have restored competition, and made
easy the merger which, if the stock had been returned to those from
whom it had originally been acquired, would have been difficult
or impossible. Upon these and other facts, which need not now be
detailed, the Commission made its finding, abundantly supported by
evidence, that the course of action taken by the holding company was
not to restore competition between the operating companies, but was
" an artifice and subterfuge designed in an attempt to evade the
Clayton Act, to perpetuate the elimination of competition" which it
had brought about by the acquisition of the stock of the operating
companies.
That the stockholders in the successive holding companies, who
were the ultimate owners of the operating companies, consented to all
this; that two thirds of the nonvoting preferred stock of the operating companies which had never been lodged in the holding companies consented to it; that the merger might possibly have been
effected in some other way, had competitive conditions been restored;
all seems without significance. While under local statutes merger
could not have been effected without the consent of the preferred
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stock, equally the consent of the stock acquired through violation of
the Clayton Act and its active promotion of the merger were essential to the desired end. A prohibited act is no less illegal because
its success involves the cooperation of other actors. It was the
suppression of competition [605] by the holding company, through
the use which it made of the illegally acquired stock of the operating
companies, and its manner of disposing of the stock so as to continue that suppression, which were violations of the Clayton Act and
in conflict with the authority of the Commission. This was not
any the less so because others consented.
Doubts whether the divestment effected by the first holding company was all that the Commission could have ordered are dissipated by our decision in Fedeml Trade Co-mmission v. Western Meat
Oo., supra. There we upheld an order of divestment which directed
that in transferring the stock the respondent corporation could not
use it to acquire any of the property of the competing corporation,
and that none of the stock could be transferred to anyone having any
connection with or in any way under the influence of the offending
corporation. Here we need not go so far.
3. There remains the question whether the Commission is now
powerless to undo a consummation which, at an earlier stage, it
could have prevented. It is said, as a matter of statutory construction, that the grant to the Commission of specific power to command
offenders to divest themselves of illegally acquired stock excludes
the possibility of its ordering anything more or different, however
incidental or necessary it may be to the exercise of the granted power.
It would seem that this point also had been settled by our decision
in the Western .Meat Oo. cCMe, where the offending company, through
stock ownership, had acquired possession of the property and control
of the business of a competitor. It wished to be free to divest itself
of the stock without restriction, in order that it might acquire ownership of the competitor's property by transferring the stock to hands
that would make merger easy. It was argued to us there, as it is
here, that the statute [606] provides only that the Commission may
order divestment of the stock; that it does not say that the Commission can command relinquishment of the power, derived from the
stock ownership, to bring the competitor, or its property, under the
control of the offending corporation, either directly or through transfer of the stock into friendly hands. But that argument was rejected,
and the order directing divestment of both the property and
stock by placing both in the hands of those not under the influence
or control of the offender was upheld. This Court said, page 559 :
Further violations of the net through continued ownership coulll be effectively prevented only by requiring tbe owner wholly to divest itself of the
stock nnd thus render possible once more free play of the competition which hnd
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been wrongfully suppressed. The purpose which the lawmakers entertained
m.!ght be wholly defeated if tbe stock could be further used for securing the
competitor's property. And the same result would follow a transfer to one
~ontrolled by or acting for the respondent.

No more here, than there, should it be said that the purpose of
the statute must be defeated because the lawmakers did not attempt
to provide with a meticulous precision how the Commission should
proceed in every contingency that might arise. The dominating
purpose of the statute is to restore to its original state the competition suppressed by the acquisition of the stock, and, just as we
rejected a rigid literalism there in order to effect that purpose, and
upheld an order which was but incidental, though necessary, to the
effective exercise of the power specifically granted, so we should
reject it now. Just as in that case we upheld the Commission's order
directing the surrender of one of the fruits of the wrongful stock
ownership-the power to place a competing unit under the offender's
domination-so should we now sus[607]tain the order commanding
relinquishment of another of the fruits of that ownership-the
accomplished merger.
Even if the question were a new one in this Court, no plausible
reason has been advanced for interpreting this remedial statute as
though it were a penal law. The Clayton Act was designed to prevent abuses growing from deficencies due to the generality of the
Sherman Act. It sought to accomplish that end by conferring upon
the Commission the power to strike at specific practices. In this,
as in most schemes for regulation by administrative bodies, there
must be a balance between the general and the particular. ·when
the courts are faced with interpretation of the particular, administration breaks down and the manifest purpose of the legislature is
defeated unless it is recognized that, surrounding granted powers,
there must be a penumbra which will give scope for practical operation. In carrying such schemes into operation the function of courts
is constructive not destructive, to make them, wherever reasonably
possible, effective agencies for law enforcement and not to destroy
them.
That the merged corporation is different from the original offender
should lead to no different conclusion. It is but the creature and
oltero ego of the offender, created by the offender's exercise of
power over the illegally acquired stock for the very purpose of perpetuating the suppression of competition which the Commission from
the start had power to forbid. To declare that an offender, whose
cause is pending before the Commission, can effect through its creatures and agents what it may not itself do, nullifies the statute.
Some scope may be given to the doctrine of lis pendens. It is true
that the Commission is an administrative body, and not a court. But
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it exercises many of the powers conventionally deemed judicial. It
is authorized to bring offenders before it to determine whether they
are violators of the act and, if so, "to enforce compliance" by [608]
commanding that the violation cease. There is as much reason to believe that Congress did not intend to deny to the Commission the
authority to exercise effectively the granted power, and thus to preserve its jurisdiction until its function could be executed, as there
would be were similar powers extended to a court of inferior jurisdiction. This is the more evident when it is remembered that obedience to the Commission's orders cannot be compelled without first
subjecting them to the scrutiny of a court. Recognition of its authority involves neither departure from accepted principles nor any
risk of abuse.
These considerations demand our rejection of the contention that
an offender against the Clayton Act, properly brought before the
Commission and subject to its order, can evade its authority and defeat the statute by taking refuge behind a cleverly erected screen of
corporate dummies.
The CHIEF JusTICE, Mr. Justice BRANDEis, and Mr. Justice CARDOZO
concur in this opinion.
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION v. INECTO, INC.
(Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit. April2, 1934)
8()¥,
In pt·oceeding by Federal Trade Commission to enforce cease and desist
order, where respondent contended it would be necessary to examine entire
testimony before Commission, Commission held required to print transcript
of entire record, though some issues bad been determined in respondent's
favor by Commission and were no longer in issue (Federal Trade Commission Act Sec. 5; 15 USCA ~ec. 45; Rules of Circuit Court of Appeals,
Second Circuit, Rule 21, subd. 2).

TBADI!l-MARKS AND TRADI!l-NAMES AND UNFAIR COMPETITION KlllY-NO.

(The syllabus is taken from 70 F. (2d) 370)
I>etition of Commission for enforcement of its order.1 On motion
by it for leave to present cause without printing all the evidence
heard by it. Motion denied.
Robert 'E. Healy, chief counsel, Federal Trade Commission, Martin A. Morrison, assistant chief counsel, and Henry Miller, special
attorney, of 1Vashington, D.C., for petitioner.
Hulbert & lleermance, of New York City (Murray Hulbert, of
New York City, of counsel), for respondent.
Before MANTON, SwAN, and CuAsE, Circuit Judges.
1

See 10 F.T.C. 199.
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PER CURIAl! :

Under Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Commission is required to file in this court, a transcript of the entire
record in a proceeding for the enforcement of an order made by the
Commission to cease and desist a practice of the respondent in its
business.
Section 5 provides that this court has jurisdiction to "make and
enter upon the pleadings, testimony and proceedings set forth in
such transcript a decree affirming, modifying or setting aside the
order of the Commission. The findings of the Commission as to the
facts, if supported by testimony, shall be conclusive." (See Federal
Trade Oommissionv. Balme, 23 F. {2d) 615; CCA 2).
The court will have no occasion to resort to the record on which
the findings were based, unless it be asserted by the respondent that
the order is not supported by the evidence. N a:tional Harness M f'rs
Ass'n v. Federal Trade Commission, 261 Fed. 170 (CCA 6). Upon
our review, it will be our duty to ascertain whether such finding is
supported by any evidence, if it be challenged. Petitioner asserts.
that part of the issues of fact tried in this case were determined in
favor of the respondent and are no longer in issue; that there will be
no occasion to consider any portion of that evidence concerning these
issues. The petitioner asks to print only so much of the evidence as
it relies upon to support any finding or findings which bear upon
the issues to be presented to this court.
Rule 21, subdivision 2 of this court, an application for the enforcement of an order, requires that the transcript of the entire record
shall be printed and unle~s the parties agree [371] upon printing
less, we cannot do otherwise than require all the testimony to be
printed as constituting the record for our review. Contentions are
made by respondent that it would be necessary to examine it all to
ascertain if there is a violation of the order to cease and desist. The
one way that we can answer that inquiry is by reading the entire
record and this we can only do if it is before us in the form require(l
by our rule.
Motion denied.

APPENDIX
FEDERAL 'l'HADE COMMISSION ACT
CLAYTON ACT
E..XPOUT THADE ACT
SHERMAN ANTITRUST ACT
NATIONAL RECOVERY ACT
EXECUTIVE ORDER OF JANUARY :!0, 1934 1
STURTEVANT ICE CREAM CO."
RULES OF PRACTICE

Relating to N. H. A. cases before the Commission.
• Jurisdiction of Commission re complaint relative to marketing agreement under
Agricultural Adjustment Act.
1
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FEDERAL TRADE COl\Il\IISSION ACT 1
[Approved Sept. 6, 1914]

[PuBLic-No. 203-63o CoNGREss]
[H.R. 15613]
.AN ACT To create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers and
duties, and for otbPr purposes

Sec. 1. CREATION AND ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COM·
lUSSION. (38 Stat. 717; 15 U.S.C.A., sec, 41.)

Be it enacted by th.e Senate and Home of Representatives of th.e United States of America in Congress as~embled, That a commission is hereby created and established, to be known as the Federal Trade Commission
{hereinafter referred to as the commission), which shall
be com[718]posed of five commissioners, who shall be
1 Reported decisions of the courts for the pe~·iod covet·ed by this volume
(June 10, 1933, to Apr. 23, 1934, Inclusive) and arising under this act,
are printed In full at p. 663 et seq. Previously reported decisions have
been published, u banded down from time to time, In the di!l'erent volumes
of the Commission's Decisions. Such court decisions handed down prior
to Jan. 1, 1930, may also be found complied and Indexed In the Commls·
slon publication entitled "Statutes and Decisions-Federal Trade Commlsslon-1914-1929 ", subsequent decisions being reported In volume 13
and later volumP~, of the Commission's decisions.
Note ijbould also be made of the case of Ct·owell v. Benson, Feb. 23,
1932, 28:i U.S. 22, In which the Supreme Court gave extensive considera·
Uon to questlo.ns Involved In judicial review of fact-finding bodies.
It should be noted that the jurldlctlon of the CommlHHion Is limited
by the Packers and Stockyards Act, 1921, approved Aug. 15, 1921, cb.
64, 42 Stat. 159, sec. 406 (7 U.S.C.A. 227) of said Act pt·ovldlng that "on
and after the enactment of this Act and so long as It remains In e!l'ect the
Federal Trade Commission shall have no power or jurisdiction so far as relating to any matter wblcb by this Act Is made subject to the jurisdiction
of the Secretary [of Agriculture] except In cases In which, before the en·
actment of this Act, complaint has been served under sec. 5 of the Act
entitled 'An Act to create a Federal Trade CommiHslon, to define Its
powers and duties, and for other purposes', approved Sept. 26, 1914, or
under sec. 11 of the Act entitled 'An Act to supplement existing laws
against unlawful restraints and monopolles, and for other purposes', approved Oct. 15, 1914, and except when the Secretary of Agriculture, In
the exercise of his duties hereunder, shall request of the said Federal
Trade Commission that It make Investigations and report In any case."
For legislation establlsbing certain exceptions, as respects the operation
()f the antitrust laws, see footnote on p. 32 dealing with certain provlt!lons relating to shipping and other carriers, and to agricultural and
fisheries associations.
In connection with the history in Congress of the Federal Trade Cornmission Act, see address of President Wilson delivered at a joint Hrs~ion
on Jan. 20, 1914 (Congressional Record, vol. 51, pt. 2, pp. 1962-196-l,
(!3d Cong., 2d aess.) ; report of Senator Cummins, from the Committee
on Interstate Commerce, on control of corporations, persons, and tlrms
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appointed by the President ' by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate. Not more than three of the comNthot mfore than missioners shall be members of the same political party.
ree rom same
political party. The first commissioners appointed shall continue in office

Five comm.issionera. A l'pomtc<l
by Pr~•ndent, by
and w1th, etc.

engagPd ln Interstate commerce (Feb. 26, 1913, 62d Cong., 3d sess.,
Rept. No. 1326) ; Hearings on Interstate Trade Commission before Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce of the House, Jan. 30 to
Feb. 10, 1914, 03d Cong., 2d ses~.; Interstate Trade, Hearings on Bllls
relating to Trust Legislation before Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, 2 vols., 63d Cong., 2d sess. ; r~port of Mr. Covington, from the
IIou~e Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, on Interstate
Trude Commission (Apr. 14, 1914, 63d Cong., 2d sese., RPpt. No. 533) ;
olso parts 2 and 3 of said revort, presenting the minority views, reo;pec•
tlvely, of Messrs. Stevens and I.at'l'erty; n•port of Senator Newlanc!s,
tronl the Committee on Interstate Commerce, on Federal Trade Com·
mi,slon (June 13, 1914, 03d Cong., 2d sess., Rept. No. 597) and debates
and speeches, among others, of Congressmen Co\'IDgton for (references
to Congressional Record, 63d Cong., 2d sess., vol. 51), part 9, pp.
8840-8849, 9068, 14925-14933 (part 15) ; Dickinson for part 9, pp.
9189-9190; Mann against, part Hi, pp. 14939-14940; Morgan, part 9,
8854-881i1, 9003-9064, 14941-14943 (port 15) ; Sims for, 1494(}-14941;
Stevens of N.H. for, 9003 (part 9) ; 14941 (part 15) ; Stevens of Minn.
for. 8849-8853 (part 9); 14933-14939 (part 15) ; and of Senators Borah
against, 1118(}-11189 (part 11) ; 11232-11231; 11298-11302, 1160011601 (part 12); Brnndcgee against, 12211-12218, 1220-12222, 1226112262, 1241(}-12411, 12792-12804 (part 13), 13103-13105, 13299-13301;
Clapp against, 11812-11873 (part 12), 13001-13065 (part 13), 1814313146; 13301-13302; Cummins for, 11102-11106 (part 11), 1131911389, 11447-11458 (part 12),11528-11530,12813-12875 (pnrt 13), 12912129:!4, 12987-12992, 13045-13052, 14108-14770 (part 15) ; Uollls for,
11177-11180 (part 11), 12141-12149 (part 12), 12151-12152; Kenyon for,
13155-13160 (port 13); Lewis for, 11302-11301 (part 11), 12924-12933
(part 13); Llpplt against, 11111-11112 (port 11), 13210-13219 (part 13);
Newlands for, 99:!0 (part 10), 10376-10378 (port 11), 11081-11101,
11106-11116, 11594-11501 (part 12) ; Pomerene for, 12810-12813 (part
13), 1W93-12990, 13102-13103; Reed against, 11112-11116 (part 11),
11814-11816 (part 12), 12022-12020, 12150-12151,12539-12551 (part 13),
12933-12930, 13224-132:14, 14187-14191 (part 15) : Robinson for, 11107
(purt 11), 11228-112:l2; Saulsbury for, 11185, 11591-11591 (part 2);
:lhlelds agalnHt, 130()6-13001 (part 13), 13146-13148; Sutherland against,
11001-11004 (pnrt 12), 128011-12811 (pnrt 13), 128()5-12802, 1298012086, 130M-130il6, 13100-13111; Thomas against, 11181-11185 (part
11), 11598-11600 (pnrt 12), 12862-12809 (part 13), 12918-12080;
'l'owns~nd against, 1187(}-11872 (part 12) ; and Walsh for, 13052-13054
(pnrt 13).
See also Letters from the Interstate Comm~rce Commission to the
chairman of the Commlttre on Interstate Commerc~>, submitting certain
~uggestlons to the bill creating an Interstate Trade Commission, the
tlrst being a letter from lion. C. A. rrouty, dated Apr. 9, 1914 (printed
!or the use of the Committee on Inter~tutc> Commerce, 63d Cong., 2d
sess.) ; Jetter from the Commissioner of Corporations to the chulrmnn of
the Committee on Interstate CommPrCP, tmnsmlttlng rertuln suggestions relath·e to the bill (U.R. 1:1013) to cretlte a Fetlerul Trade Commls·
slon, tlrst Jetter !luted July 8, 1914 (prlntPd for the u~c of the Committee
on Inter~tate Commerce, 6:ltl Co11g., 2tl Sl'Bs.) ; brlt'f by thP Durcnu of
Corporations, relative to sec. 5 of the blll (II. R. 15613) to create a Fedf'rnl Trade Commission, dated A11g, 20, 1914 (prlntetl for the u~e of the
Committee on Interstate CommercP, o:ld Cong., 2d sess.) ; brief by George
Ruhlee n·lnt!ve to the court review In the bill (II.R. 15013) to create a
.Fetleral Tratle Coumll.<slon, dated Aug. 25, 1914 (printed tor the use of the
('ommltt .. e on Int!·rstote Commerce, G3d Cong., 2d sess.); and dissenting
opinion of Ju~tke llran<I••IR In Federal Trade Commhslon v. Gratll, 253
U. S. 421, 420-442. (See rnse also In ,·oJ. II ot Commission's decision~,
p. titH ot pp. :i7G-570, and In Statutes nnd Declijlons, etc., 69, 74-81.)
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for terms of three, four, five, six, and seven years, respectively, from the date of the taking effect of this Act, the
term of each to be designated by the President, but their
successors shall be appointed for terms of seven years, Term,
seven
years.
except that any person chosen to fill a vacancy shall be
appointed only for the unexpired term of the commisto be
sioner whom he shall succeed. The commission shall Chairman
chosen by comchoose a chairman from its own membership. No com- mission.
missioner shall enga()'e
in any other business ' vocation ' or business
Pursuit other
e
prohibemployment. Any commissioner may be removed by the ~:~oval by
President for inefficiency, neglect of duty, or malfeasance President.
in office. A vacancy in the commission shall not impair 1mpau
yaca!'rY not. to
the right of the remaining commissioners to exercise all mauung
at po_wer by recomnus..
the powers of the commission.
•ivner•.
The commission shall have an official seal ' which shall Su•!
Judicio1lly
not1ced.
be judicially noticed.
exerc1~e

Sec. 2. SALARIES. SECRETARY. OTHER EMPLOYEES.
EXPENSES OF THE COMMISSION. OFFICERS. (38 Stat.
718; 15 U.S.C.A., sec. 42.)

SEc. 2. That each commissioner
shall receive a salary salary,
Commisaloner'•
.
'10,000,
o f $10,000 a year, payable m the same manner as the salaries of the judges of the courts of the United States.
The , commission shall appoint a secretary,
who shall secretary.
Appointment of
•
Sal·
receive a salary of $5,000 a year, payable m like manner, ary, f5,ooo.
and it shall, have authority tQ employ and fix the com- Salaries
other p"'~\oyet11.
tlxed by
pensation of such attorneys, special experts, examiners, commission.
clerks, and other employees as it may from time to time
find necessary for the proper performance of its duties
and as may be from time to time appropriated for by
Congress.
'With the exception of the secretary ' a clerk to each tary,
Except for ~ecrecornmlaCOmmissioner' the attorneys ' and such sr)ccial experts and sioncrs'
clerks,
and ruch special
examiners as the commission may from time to time find exp_erts
and exnmmera as Com ..
necessary for the conduct of its work, all employees of ~;:~~~r;,'8[J 1ftnd
the commission shall be a part of the classified civil serv- ~~~~~:i:Jart
ice, and shall enter the service under such rules and servlte.
regulations as may be prescribed by the commission and
by the Civil Service Commission.
All of the expenses of the commission, including all ;~~~~i~~lo~r
necessary expenses for transportation incurred by the on
allowed and.paid
presentatiOn
commissioners or by their employees under their orders, or
Jtemidzed
h
approve
vouc •
in making any investigation, or upon official business in er•.
any other places than in the city of ·washington, shall be
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allowed and paid on the presentation of itemized vouchers
therefor approved by the commission.
Commission may
Until• otherwise
provided
by law, the. commission may
rent suitable
•
•
otHcl'll.
rent smtable offices for Its use.
Auditing of
The Auditor for the State and Other Departments
accounts.
shall receive and examine all accounts of expenditures of
the commission.
Sec. 3. BUREAU OF CORPORATIONS, OFFICE OF THE
COMMISSION. PROSECUTION OF INQUIRIES. (38 Sotat.
718; 15 U.S.C.A., sec. 43.)
Hur~au of Corpo·
ratiou• absorbed
by Commission.

SEc. 3. That upon the organization of the commission
and election of its chairman, the Bureau of Corporations
and the offices of Commissioner and Deputy Commissioner of Corporations shall cease to exist; and all pending investigations and proceedings of the Bureau of
Corporations shall be continued by the commission.
Clerks, employ.
All clerks and employees of the said bureau shall be
ees, records, pa·
pers, pr_op~rty,
transferred
to and become clerks and employees
of the
appiOpnatwns
•
•
transf~rr~d to
commissiOn
at
their
present
!!"rades
and
salaries.
All
Comm1sswn.
'"""
records, papers, and property of the said bureau shall
become records, papers, and property of the commission,
and all unexpended funds and appropriations for the use
and maintenance of the said bureau, including any allotment already made to it by the Secretary of Commerce
from the contingent appropriation for the Department
of Commerce for the fiscal year nineteen hundred and
fifteen, or from the departmental printing fund for the
fiscal year nineteen hundred and fifteen, shall become
funds and appropriations available to be expended by the
commission in the exercise of the powers, authority, and
duties conferred on it by this Act.
Principal office
[719] The principal office of the commission shall be in
in Washington,
but CommiBSion the city of ·washington, but it may meet and exercise all
n>ay me~t elsewb~r~.
its powers at any other place. The commission may, by
May _pro•.ecute
one
or more
o:f its members, or •by such examiners as it
any IIIQUITY any•
•
wh~>re in United may designate, prosecute any mquiry necessary to its
States.
•
•
duties m any part of the United States.
Sec. 4. DEFINITIONS. (38 Stat. 719; 15 U.S.C.A., sec. 44.)

"Cornmme."

SEC. 4. That the words defined in this section shall have
the following meaning when :found in this Act, to wit:
" Commerce " means commerce among the several
States or with foreign nations, or in any Territory of the
United States or in the District of Columbia, or between
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any such Territory and another, or between any such
Territory and any State or foreign nation, or between
the District of Columbia and any State or Territory or
foreign nation.
"Corporation" means any company or association "corporation."
incorporated or unincorporated, which is organized to
carry on business for profit and has shares of capital or
capital stock, and anJ company or association, incorporated or unincorporated, without shares of capital or
capital stock, except partnerships, which is organized to
carry on business for its own profit or that of its members.
"Documentary evidence" means all documents, papers, "pocumtntary
. existence
.
an d correspon dence m
at an d a f ter t h e passage endence.
of this Act.
"Acts to regulate commerce" means the Act entitled commerce.,
"Acta to regulate
,
'An Act to regulate commerce", approved February
·
fourteenth, eighteen hundred and eighty-seven, and all
Acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto.
"Antitrust acts " means the Act entitled "An Act to "Antitrust acta."
protect trade and commerce against unlawful restraints
and monopolies", approved July second, eighteen hundred and ninety; 2 also the sections seventy-three to
seventy-seven, inclusive, of an Act entitled "An Act to
reduce taxation, to provide revenue for the Government,
and for other purposes", approved August twentyseventh, eighteen hundred and ninety-four; and also the
Act entitled ·"An Act to amend sections seventy-three and
seventy-six of the Act of August twenty-seventh, eighteen
hundred and ninety-four, entitled 'An Act to reduce taxation, to provide revenue for the Government, and for
other purposes'", approved February twelfth, nineteen
hundred and thirteen.
Sec. 5. UNFAIR COMPETITION. COMPLAINTS, FINDINGS, AND ORDERS OF COMMISSION. APPEALS. SERVICE.' (38 Stat. 719; 15 U.S.C..A., sec. 45.)

SEc. 5. That unfair methods of competition in com-

Unfair methods
unlawful,

merce are hereby declared unlawful.
The commission is hereby• empowered and directed to Commission
to
prevent. Bank1
prevent persons, partnerships, or corporations, except andriconunont
.•
car era excep eu.
1 For te~t of Sherman Act, see p. 755.
• Jurisdiction of Commission under this section limited by sec. 406 of
the " Packers and Stockyards Act, 1921," approved Aug. 15, 1921, ch. 64,
42 Stat. 159. See third paragraph of footnote on p. 700.
Provisions again11t unfair methods of competition extended by Export
Trade Act (see sec. 4, p. 7ril) to include such methods, used In export
trade against competitors.
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banks, and common carriers subject to the Acts to regulate commerce, irom using unfair methods of competition
in commerce.
Commiasion to
Whenever the commission shall have reason to believe
issue complaint
~~~h~J"~:~~ and that any such person, partnership, or corporation has
:t.publ!c inter· been or is using any unfair method of competition in
commerce, and if it shall appear to the commission that
a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be to the inTo serve sam~ on terest of the public it shall issue and serve upon SUch
reHpondent With
'
notice of hearing. person, partnership, or corporation a complaint stating
its charges in that respect, and containing a notice of a
hearing upon a day and at a place therein fixed at least
Respo~dehntttto
thirty
days after the service of said complaint. The perh ave ng o appeu andt show son, partnership, or corporation so complained of shall
cause, f' c.
have the right to appear at the place and time so fixed
and show cause why an order should not be entered by
the commission requiring such person, partnership, or
corporation to cease and desist from the violation of the
Intervention a\- law so charged in said complaint. Any person, partnerlowed on apphca•
•
k
, ,
tion nnd good slup, or corporatiOn may rna e apphcabon, and upon
cause.
good cause shown may be allowed by the commission, to
intervene and appear in said proceeding by counsel or in
Testimony to be person. The testimony in any such proceeding shall be
reduced
writ· re duce d t o wr1't'mg an d fil ed m
' t h e offi ce of t h e commiS'
ing and to
flied.
u method pro· sion. If upon such hearing the commission shall [720]
hibited
Commis· be of th e opmwn
• • th at t h e met h od of compet't'
' quesaion t~ make
1 10n m
written
report
•
•
h'b'ted
b
h'
A
•
h
11
k
•
stating findings, tlon IS pro 1 1
y t IS ct, 1t s a rna e a report m
and
i88Ue toand Wrl't'mg lll
' Wh'lC h 1't S h a11 S t at e 1'tS fi lld'mgs as t 0 t h e f acts,
servetoorder
cease and desist
d
h
11
•
on 1·espondent.
an s a Issue
an d cause to be served on sueh person,
partnership, or corporation an order requiring such person, partnership, or corporation to cease and desist from
Modification or using such method of competition. Until a transcript of
aetti ng aside by
the Commission the record in such hearing shall have been filed in a cirof Its order.
cuit court of appeals of the United States, as hereinafter
provided, the commission may at any time, upon such
notice and in such manner as it shall deem proper, modify
or set aside, in whole or in part, any report or any order
made or issued by it under this section.
Disobedience .or
If such person, partnership, or corporation
fails or
order. Apphca·
,
tion to Oircuit neglects to obey such order of the commissiOn while the
OoUJt of Appeals
, ,
ff
h
, ,
by Commission. same IS m e ect, t e commisswn may apply to the cir-
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cuit court of appeals of the United States, within any
circuit where the method of competition in question was
used or where such person, partnership, or corporation
resides or carries on business, for the enforcement of its
order, and shall certify and file with its application a
transcript of the entire record in the proceeding, including all the testimony taken and the report and order of
the commission.
Upon such filino-"' of the application and Act~on
by court.
•
NotlCe to retranscnpt the court shall cause
notice
thereof
to
be
served
spond~nt. Dec~ee
•
,
atl\mung, modiupon such person,
partnership,
or corporatiOn and there- as1de
fy!ng, or se!ting
•
•
• •
Comnusupon shall have JUnsdiCtiOn of the proceeding and of the sion's order.
question determined therein, and shall have power to
make and enter upon the pleadings, testimony, and proceedings set forth in such transcript a decree affirming,
modifying, or setting aside the order of the commission.
The findings of the commission as to the facts ' if sup- Commission's
findings,
Conported by testimony, shall be conclusive. If either party clusivde
bu sutp·t
porte
y es 1shall apply to the court for leave to adduce additional mony.
evidence ' and shall show to the satisfaction of the court addttlonsl
Intr_o~uction or
evlthat such additional evidence is material and that there able
dence, if reasongrounds lor
were reasonable grounds for the failure to adduce such theretofore.
failure to adduce
evidence in the proceeding before the commission, the
court may order such additional evidence to be taken fore
May be taken beCommission.
before the commission and to be adduced upon the hearing in such manner and upon such terms and conditions
as to the court may seem proper• The commission may Commission
may
make new or
modify its findinas
as
to
the
facts
or
make
new
findings
modified findings
o
'
llv rea•on thereby reason of the additional evidence so takeri, and it shall ot.
file such modified or new findings, which, if supported by
testimony, shall be conclusive, and its recommendation,
if any, for the modification or setting aside of its original order, with the return of such additional evidence.
The J'ud!!ment and decree of the court shall be final, Jdudgmentb_antd
ecree su J€C t o
except that the same shall be subJ' ect to review by the tiorari,
review upon cerbut
Supreme Court upon certiorari, as provided in section otherwise final.
two hundred and forty of the Judicial Code.
Any party required by such order of the commission to ;;;~~~:t ~~ ~::
cease and desist from using such method of competition~!:! o;~~· dt~ist.
may obtain a review of such order in said circuit court of
appeals by filing in the court a written petition praying
that the order of the commission be set aside. A copy of
~
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SUCh petition shall be forthwith served UpOn the COmmission, and thereupon the commission forthwith shall certify and file in the rourt a transcript of the record as
hereinbefore provided. Upon the filing of the transcript
Jurisdiction of the court shall have the same J. urisdiction to affirm set
Court of Appeals
'
BBlf!e ao on appJi. aside Or modify the Order Of the COmmission a:~ in the
cat10n by Com'
g'~~~l::.i:~~
case of an application by the commission for the enforcefindings. similarly ment of its order and the findinO's of the commission as
conclusiVe.
'
t:>
to the facts, if supported by testimory, shall in like
manner be conclusive.
Jurisdiction of
The jurisdiction of the circuit court of appeals of the
Court exclusive.
United States to enforce, set aside, or modify orders of
the commission shall be exclusive.
Proceedings to
Such proceedino-s
in the circuit court of appeals shall
have precedence
t:>
over other easel!, be given precedence over other cases pending therein, and
shall be in every [721] way expedited. No order of the
Lla~nity under commission or J'udgment of the court to enforce the same
antitrust acts not
affected.
shall in any wise relieve or absolve any person, partnership, or corporation from any liability under the antitrust acts.•
Sen·ice of Com·
Complaints, orders, and other processes of the commismission'• complaints, orden, sion under this section may be served by anyone duly
and other
processes.
authorized by the commission, either (a) by delivering a
copy thereof to the person to be served, or to a member of
Personal ; or
the partnership to be served, or to the president, secretary, or other executive officer or a director of the corAt otll~e or place poration to be served; or (b) by leaving a copy thereof at
of busmesa ; or
•
•
•
the prmc1pal office or place of busmess of such person,
:faif.eglstered
partnership, or corporation; or (c) by registering and
mailing a copy thereof addressed to such person, partnership, or corporation at his or its principal office or place
Verified return of business. The verified return by the person so serving
by person oerv·
ing, and return said complaint, order, or other process setting forth the
poot-olllce receipt, proof of manner of said service shall be proof of the same, and
aervice.
the return post-office receipt for said complaint, order, or
other process registered and mailed as aforesaid shall be
proof of the service of the same.
To be served on
Commiosion.

• For text or Siler man Act, see p. 755.
graph or see. 4 or this act, see p. 713.

.!s. enumerated In last para·
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Sec. 6. FURTHER POWERS," (38 :-tat. 721; 15 U.S.C.A.,
sec. 46.)

SEC. 6. That the comm1sswn shall also have power( a) To gather and compile information concerning, To g~thc:r and
f
.
.
h
. .
compJle mforma·
.
.
an d to mvestigate rom time to tune t e orgamzabon, tion, and to in·
•
•
ve>tigate with
busmess, conduct, practices, and management of any ref<oreu~e to or-.
.
.
.
ganttahon, bust·
corporatiOn engaged • m commerce, exceptmg banks and corporatiOns,
ness, et~., of
ex·
common carriers subJect to the act• to regulate commerce,
cept hanks ••!d
,
common earners.
and its relation to other corporatwns and to individuals,
associations, and partnerships.
(b) To require, by general or special orders, corpora- To
require a_n·
nua 1 or specta 1
tions engaoed
in
commerce
excepting
banks
and
comrepor~s from cor1::>
l
'
porabons, except
mon carriers subJ'ect to the Act to re!!Ulate
conunerce, or man
bank• an~ com·
._.
ca rners.
any class of them, or any of them, respectively, to file
with the commission in such form as the commission may
prescribe annual or special, or both annual and special,
reports or answers in writing to specific questions, furnishing to the commission such information as it may
require as to the organization, business, conduct, practices, management, and relation to other corporations,
partnerships, and individuals of the respective corporareports to
tions filin t:> such reports or answers in writin t:>0', Such Su<·h
be under oath, or
reports and answers shall be made under oath ' or other- flied
otherw~se, and
WJthln such
wise' as the commission may prescribe ' and shall be filed as
reasonable period
Oommlsslon
with the commission within such reasonable period as the may prescribe.
commission may prescribe, unless additional time be
granted in'any case by the commission.
T_o i"'·estigate,
(0) 'tuhenever a final decree has been entered aoainst
I:>
eJther on own
any defendant
corporation
in
any
suit
brou(J'ht
by
the
in~tia~ive or ap·
t:>
phcatJOn o! At·
'
United States to prevent and restrain any violation of torney
General,
observance
11!
the antitrust Acts, to make investigation, upon its own ~~r~~~ d:r;"d~~ ~':;tl·
initiative, of the manner in which the decree has been trust acts.
or is being carried out, and upon the application of the
Attorney General, it shall be its duty to make such inves(J'

• Public, No. 78, 73d Cong., approved June 16, 1933, making approprla·
tlons for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1934, for the " Executive Otnce
and sundry independent executive bureaus, boards, commissions", etc.,
made the appropriation for the Commission contingent upon the provision
(48 Stat. 291· 15 U.B.C.A., tieC. 46a) that "hereafter no new lnvestlga·
tions shall be' Initiated by the Commission as the result of a legislative
resolution, exc~pt the SBme be a concurrent resolution of the two Uouses
of Congress."
Provisions and penalties of sees. 6, 8, 9, and 10 of this act made ap·
plicable to the jurisdiction, powers, and d utles conferred and Imposed
upon the Secretary of Agriculture by sec. 402 nf the Packers and Stock·
yards Act, 1921, approved Aug. 15, 1921, ch. 64, 42 Stat. 159 (7 U.S.C.A.
222).
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To
tran<mit lind- tiO'ation
It shall transmit to the Attorney General a
1ngs and recom·
o
•
m•ndotions to
report
embodyinO'
its findings and recommendations as
a
Attorney Uen1:>
'
eral.
result of any such investigation, and the report shall be
made public in the discretion of the commission.
To dl?ve• t_igatef,
(d) Upon the direction of the President or either
on trf'c 1wn o
P_resident or
House
of Con()'ress
to investicrate
and report the facts
e1thr·r House, al1:>
o
legerl _violations relatinO' to any alleO'ed violations of the antitrust Acts by
of antJtn1st acts.
o
o
any corporation.
;~di':;;~tt~g~~~orn(e) Upon the application of the Attorney General to
mendations, on
investigate
and make recommendations for the readj'ustapplicotion of
~r~~rro•J.~::;:
ment of the business of any corporation alleged to be
Justment of hu•i- violating the antitrust Acts in order that the corporation
ness o I alleged
;~~~i~~~~to!cts.
may thereafter maintain its organization, management,
and conduct of business in accordance with law.
To .make public,
(f) To make 1mLlic from time to time such portions of
as Jt d~ems ex~
ped!ent, po~tions the information obtained by it hereunder except trade
of mlormntwn
'
outained.
secrets and names of customers, as it shall deem expediTo make reports ent in the public interest· and to make annual and special
to Congress, to·
'
gether wit)l rec- reports to the Con()'ress and to submit therewith [722]
ommendatJons
o
fo r. new legisrecommendations for additional lerrislation; and to r)rol a1w•.
To l!rov!de for vide for the publication of its reports and decisions in
pubhratJOn of
Jts. r_eports and such form and manner as may be best adapted for public
<:lccmons.
information and use.
~gracli~·~!~Y .~o;(g) From time to time to classify corporations and to
;.ne:~ia~~~·~· fn~1. make rules and regulations for the purpose of carrying
~i~\::r!?io~d~f out the provisions of this Act.
~~~investigate
(!L) To investigate, from time to time, trade conuitions
~~~~~~o~!"i~~
in and with foreign countries where associations, combi~~~ct~''~/u~lf~ nations, or practices of manufacturers, merchants, or
~~·t~~;~f~·~iih traders, or other conditions, may affect the foreign trade
~i:'.~~.'d·~~~tlon• of the United States, and to report to Congress thereon,
visable.
with such recommendations as it deems advisable.
~

See. 7. SUITS IN EQUITY UNDER ANTITRUST ACTS.
COMMISSION AS MASTER IN CHANCERY. (38 ~tat, 722;
1:5 U.S.C.A., sec. 47.)

SEc. 7. That in any suit in equity brought by or under
Court may refer the direction of the Attorney General as provided in the
1uit to Commia·
•ion.
antitrust Acts, the court may, upon the conclusion of the
testimony therein, if it shall be then of opinion that the
To &Bcertain and complainant is entitled to relief, refer said suit to the
report an ap·
• •
• c11ancery, to ascer t am
· an d
propriate form
commiSSIOn,
as a mas t er Ill
of decree.
•t f
f decree t herem.
•
The comcommlosion to. report an appropr1a e orm o
proceed on notJCe
• •
h
ll
d
h
•
t}
'
to parties and u miSSIOnS a
procee upon SUC notlce to le partles
an d
preS<·riiJed by
•
court.
under such rules of procedure as the court may prescribe,
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and upon the coming in of such report such exceptions ~~g~!'etdi,~;~ ao
may be filed and SUCh proceedinO'S
had in relation thereto in other equity
t:>
as upon the report of a master in other equity causes, but
the court may adopt or reject such report, in whole or in or
Com·~ may adopt
reJect report
part, and enter such decree as the nature of the case may part.
in whole or in
in its judgment require.
caue:~.

Sec. 8. COOPERATION OF OTHER DEPARTMENTS AND
BUREAUS. (38 Stat. 722; 15 U.S.C.A., sec. 48.)

SEc' 8. That the several departments and bureaus ofT?
furnish, when
threet•d by
the Government when directed by the President shall ords,
President, rec·
papers, and
furnish the commission ' upon its request ' all records 'to
inform'!tion. ~nd
detarl ofllcral~
papers, and information in their possession relating to and employees.
any corporation subject to any of the provisions of this
Act, and shall detail from time to time such officials and
employees to the commission as he may direct.
Sec. 9. EVIDENCE. WITNESSES. TESTIMONY. MANDAMUS TO ENFORCE OBEDIENCE TO ACT. (38 Stat. 722;
15 U.S.C.A., sec. 49.)

SEc. f), That for the purposes of this Act the commis- Commission
to
ha l'e access to
sion ' or its duly authorized agent or agents ' shall at all t•ndo•m•e
do~umentary
and
reasonable times have access to, for the purpose of exam- same.
right to copy
ination, and the right to copy any documentary evidence
of any corporation being investigated or proceeded
against; and the commission shall have power to require
by SUbpoena the attendance and testimony of witnesses May require at·
• o f a ll sue}1 d ocumentary eVl'd ence tendanc~
of wlt·
an d t h e prod uctwn
ne ... es and pro·
tt
d
.
t'
t'
A
duction of evi·
.
re1atmg to any rna er un er mves 1ga 10n.
ny mem- dence.
her of the commission may sign subpoenas, and members subpoenas,
•
· • may a d mimster
• •
at!lrma·
an d exammers
of t 11e commiSSIOn
oath s oath•,
tiona, examina·
't
d
.
'd
tion of wit·
.
.
an d affi rmahons, examme w1 nesses, an receive ev1 ence. n.....es. ~ecep·
t10n of en·
.
.
an d t h e prod uct10n
of dence.
S uc h atten d ance o f witnesses,
such documentary evidence, may be required from any Wi.tnes•es and
,
•
,
evtden< e may be
place m the Umted States, at any destgnated place of required tr~m
A
•
plol'e lR
.
h earmg.
.t1.nd
m
case of d"ISObed"tence to a su b poena the anv
Utiited states.
commission may invoke the aid of any court of the United sui.Jpoeuu.
Disohe<1ience to a
Com·
States in requiring the attendance and testimony of wit- ''ok<
mi••io~ may in·
atd of anv
nesses and the production of documentary evidence.
united states
court.
Any of the district courts of the United States within In case or contu·
' • d'1ct10n
' 0 f W h'IC}1 SUCh mqmry
• • IS
• carrie
• d on may, macy
or disoi.Jedi·
th e JUriS
tr.c.i of sul>poePa,
.In case of contumacy or re f usa l toobey a su bpoena Issue
.
d in.1urisdiction
anv dtstrrrt court
in·
•
1
•
• volved may ot·Jer
to any corporation or ot 1er person, 1ssue an order reqmr- out·dicnce.
ing such corporation or other person to appear before the
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commission, or to produce documentary evidence
if so
•
ordered, or to give evidence touching the matter m question; and any failure to obey such order of the court may
be punished by such court as a contempt thereof.
~',:r,'l~~~~u~~~~~n Upon the application of the Attorney General of the
application of At· United States at the request of the commission the distorney General to
'
'
'
:~~~~;th~~1t trict courts of the United States shall have jurisdiction
to issue writs of mandamus commanding any person or
corporation to comply with the provisions of this Act or
any order of the commission made in pursuance thereof.
Commission_n_tay
The commission may order testimony to be taken by
,.rder depostttOns
at any stage.
deposition in any proceeding or investigation pending
under this Act at any [723] stage of such proceeding or
~ray be taken
investigation. Such depositions may be taken before any
L!-fore person
•
d by t h e commiSSIOn
. . an d }1avmg
. power
design~t~d by
person designate
Commtsston.
d
.
.
h
S
h
•
h
1
b
Testimony to ~· to a mimster oat s.
uc testimony s a 1 e red uced to
reducca to wrtt•
•
b
.,
ing, etc.
wnting y the person ta k'mgthe depos1t10n,
or un der h'IS
direction, and shall then be subscribed by the deponent.
tl:!:~~;~~~~d tfe~~- Any person may be compelled to appear and depose and
z~~~~or;,~:. tve. to produce documentary evidence in the same manner as
~~:~:~i~g •'bi.n witnesses may be compelled to appear and testify and
!!~~- commld·
produce documentary evidence before the commission as
hereinbefore provided.
:~~e:~ ~::'d for 'Witnesses summoned before the commission shall be
i~~i1 :J'~~~~!s tn paid the same fees and mileage that are paid witnesses in
c<urts.
the courts of the United States, and witnesses whose
depositions are taken and the persons taking the same
shall severally be entitled to the same fees as are paid for
like services in the courts of the United States.
Incriminating
No person shall be excused from attendin(J'
and testifytestimony or .,.;.
I:>
deuce. no excuse in(J' or from producin(J' documentary evidence before the
for lutlure to
I:>
t:>
testify or pro·
commission or in obedience to the subpoena of the comduce.
• •
missiOn
on t he groun d or f or t he reason that the testimony or evidence, documentary or otherwise, required of
him may tend to criminate him or subject him to a penBut natural per- alty or forfeiture. But no natural person shall be proseson shall not be
prosecuted with cuted or subjected to any penalty or forfeiture for or on
respe< t to matters involnd.
account of any transaction, matter, or thing concerning
which he may testify, or produce evidence, documentary
or otherwise, before the commission in obedience to a
subpoena issued by it: Prov-ided, That no natural p«:>rson
Perjury mepted. so testifying shall be exempt from prosecution and
punishment for perjury committed in so testifying.
Dhisobe dience . h

t erea 1ier pums •

able as contempt.
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(3S Stat. 723; 15 U.S.C.A., sec. 00.)

SEc • 10• That any person who shall nealect
or refuse to t1fy
~ailure
tes1:>
or totoproattend and testify ' or to answer any lawful inquiry I or to duce
d~cumentary evulence.
produce documentary evidence, if in his power to do so,
in obedience to the subpoena or lawful requirement of the
commission, shall be guilty of an offense and upon con- Offender st;biect
, .
h
f b
. . d' .
l to fine or lmVlCtlOn t ereo y a cou~t of competent JUriS 1ction sha lE~~i,~nment, or
be punished by a fine of not less than $1,000 nor more
than $5,000, or by imprisonment for not more than one
year, or by both such fine and imprisonment.
Any person who shall willfully make ' or cause to be statements,
False entries,or
made, any false entry or statement of fact in any report acronnts,
tamvering rerwith
required to be made under this Act, or who shall willfully odrds,
or tother I
ocumen ary ev ..
make or cause to be made anv false entry in any account ce_uce, or willful
'
'
J
' fa1lure to make
record, or memorandum kept by any corporation subject entries, etc.; or
to this Act, or who shall willfully neglect or fail to make,
or cause to be made, full, true, and correct entries in such
accounts, records, or memoranda of all facts and transactions appertaining to the business of such corporation, or
who shall willfully remove out of the jurisdiction of the
Unite<l States, or willfully mutilate, alter, or by any
other means falsify any documentary evidence of such
corporation ' or who shall willfully refuse to submit to to
Willful
~efusai
~uhlhlt docuthe commission or to any of its authorized aaents
for
the
mentary
~vi?ence
1:>
I
to 0ollllll18810n.
purpose of inspection and taking copies, any documentary
evidence, of such corporation in his possession or within
his control, shall be deemed guilty of an offense against
the United States, and shall be subject, upon conviction Offender subject
. d S tates o f competent JUris
, . d'IC- to
fine or tmin any court o f t h e U mte
prisonment,
or
both.
tion, to a fine of not less than $1,000 nor more than $5,000,
or to imprisonment for a term of not more than three
years, or to both such fine and imprisonment.
If any corporation required by this Act to file any Failure of cor• l repor t SllU ll f a1"1 SO t 0 d 0 Wl"th'lll t h e time
• rcquirc<ll·cport..
porabon to file
annua 1 or spec1a
fixed by the commission for filing the same, and such
failure shall continue for thirty days after notice of such
default, the corporation shall forfeit to the United States Forfeiture for
.
Pach day's cor.the sum of $100 for each and every day of the contmu- tinued Iailure.
ance of such failure, which forfeiture shall be payable
into the Treasury of the United States, and shall be
recoverable in a civil suit in the name of the United civil
Re~overable in
suit 1n disStates brouaht
in
the
district
where
the
corporation
has
trict
:wherehsscor1:>
pora twn
its principal office or in any district in which it shall do or
principal
o!flce,
does bustness.
business • It [724] shall be the duty of the various dis- nttorncys
Various districtto
trict attorneys, under the direction of the Attorney Gen- ~~~~~~~~~ fnr
l
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eral of the United States, to prosecute for the recovery of
forfeitures. The costs and expenses of such prosecution
shall be paid out of the appropriation for the expenses of
the courts of the United States.
Any officer or emplovee
of the commission who shall
J
make public any information obtained by the commission
without its authority, unless directed by a court, shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction
thereof, shall be punished by a fine not exceeding $5,000,
or by imprisonment not exceeding one year, or by fine
and imprisonment, in the discretion of the court.
Sec. 11. ANTITRUST ACTS AND ACT TO REGULATE
COMMERCE. (38 Stat. 724; 15 U.S.C.A., sec. 51.)

Not affected bY
this act.

SEc. 11. Nothing contained in this Act shall be construed to prevent or interfere with the enforcement of
the provisions of the antitrust Acts or the Acts to regulate commerce, nor shall anything contained in the Act
be construed to alter, modify, or repeal the said antitrust
Acts or the Acts to regulate commerce or any part or
parts thereof.
Approved, September 26, 1914.
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[Approved Oct. 15, 1914]

[Punuc-No. 212-G3o CoNGREss]
[H.n. 15G57]
AN ACT TO supplement existing luws against unlawful restraints anti
monopolies, and for other purposes

Sec. 1. DEFINITIONS. (38 Stat. 730; 15 U.S.C..A., sec. 12.)

Be it enacted by tiLe Senate and llouse of Represe-ntatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled That "antitrust laws" as used herein includes the "Antitrust
'

'

'

law1,''

'Reported decisions of the courts for the period covered by volumes
I-XIII, Inclusive, of the Commission's decisions (Mur. 16, 1915, to May 4,
1930, Inclusive), and bearing on the provisions of this act alfectlng the
Commission, may be found, with a few exceptions to be noted, reported
In whole or in part in the Commission publication entitled " Statutes
and Decisions--Federal Trnde Commlssion-1914-1929."
Decisions in which the Commission was a party and which wPre handed
down during the period above referred to may also be found reported In
their chronological order In the dill'erent volumes of the Commission's
decisions.
Exceptions above referred to follow: Parker v. New England OIJ OorJJoration, 8 F. (2d) 892, 418; Radio Corporation of America v. United
Radio & Elcctrio Corporation et al., 50 F. (2d) 206: Swift .C Oo. v.
Untted States, 216 U.S. 311, 819; United Statea v. Bafea Valv11 Bag
Corporation et al., 39 F. (2d) 162; Sidney Mania & Co. v. National
Association of Stationera, eto., 40 F. (2d) 620 (C.C.A.).
Decisions banded down subsequent to aforesaid period and during
period covered by volumes 14-18, I.e., May 5, 1930, to Apr. 23, 1934, Include the following: Pittsburgh t!: W.Va. Rv. v. U.S., 281 U.S. 479, 483,
484, 488; American Can Oo. v. Ladoga, 44 F. (2d) 763: Radio Co1'floration.
of America v. DeForest Radio Co., 47 F. (2d) 606; Carblce Oorf)oration of
Amerloa v. American Patents Development 0o1'floration et al., 283 U.S. 27;
Gutterman v. Penn. R.R. Co. et al., 48 F. (2d) 851; Radio Corp. o(
Amerloa v. DeForest Radio Co., 283 U.S 847 (denying certiorari) ; U.S.
Navigation Co. v. Cunard B.S. Co., 110 F. (2d) 83, 284 U.S. 474; Petor1on.
v. Borden Co., 50 F. (2d) 644; Temple Anthracite OoaJ Oo. v. F.T.O., 51 F.
(2d) 656 (see also 15 F.T.C. 616).
Hand v. Kansaa Oit!l Bo. Rv. Oo., 55 F. (2d) 712; V. Vivaudou, Inc., v.
li'.T.C., 54 F. (2d) 273 (see also ll'i F.T.C. 631) ; Atwater v. Wheeling &
L. ID. RV. Oo., 156 F. (2d) 720, 722: F.T.O. v. Paramount Famoua Laskll
0o1'fl. et al., 57 F. (2d) 152 (see also 16 F.T.C. 660) ; Gillson Canning
Co. v. American Can Oo., 1 F. Supp. 242: Arrow-Hart cG Hegeman 11Jieo.
Oo. v. 11'.'1'.0., 63 F. (2d) 108 (see also 17 F.T.C. 658); Fleetwav v.
l'11blio Serviofl Interstate Transp. Oo., 4 F. Bupp. 482: CIMe v. IOIJ Oream
Cabinet Oo., Ino., (N.J. Ch.), 166 At. 722; Arrow-Hart cG Hegeman Eleo.
Oo, v. F.'l'.O., 65 F. (2d) 836 (see also 17 F.T.C, 683); and Penn.svlvania
R. Oo. v. I.O.O., 66 F. (2d) 87.
102050°-85--VOL 18--47
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Act entitled "An Act to protect trade and commerce
against unlawful restraints and monopolies", approved
Stan'lel/ Co. v. A. T. cE T. Co., 4 F. Supp. 80, 15 F. Supp. 880; Carbon!o
Gaa Co., etc. v. Pure Carbonlo Co., eto., 4 F. Supp. 992 ; Alem£te Corp. v.
Roger8, 15 F. Supp. 940; American Equipment Co. v. Tuthill, 69 F. (2d)
406; Arrpw-Hart & Hegeman Eleo. Co. v. F.T.O., 291 U. S. 1587, (see this
volume at p. 691) ; and Pa. R. Co. v.
Mar. 19, 1934, 291 U. S. 651,

I.a.a.;

MS. Ct. 1550.
It should be noted that this law Is limited to some extent by certain
provisions of other acts, as follows:
SHIPPING BOARD

The so-called "Shipping Board Act" (sec. 115, ch. 4:!1, 64th Cong., 1st
sess., 89 Stat. 728, 734: 46 U.S.C.A. 814) provides that "every agreement.
modification, or cancellation lawful under this section shall be excepted
from the provisions of the act approved July 2, 1890, entitled 'An act t<>
protect trade and commerce against unlawful restraints and monopolies',
and amendments and acts supplementary thereto • • •."
PACKmRS AND STOCKYARDS ACT

The jurisdiction of the Commission Is limited by the Packers and
Stockyards Act, 1921, approved Aug. 111, 1921, ch. 64, 42 Stat. Hi9, sec.
406 of sold oct (7 U.S.C.A. 227) providing that "on and after the l'nact~
ment of this act and so long as It remains In ell'ect the Federal Trade Com·
mission shall have 110 power or jurisdiction so far as relating to any matter
which by this act Is made subject to the jurisdiction of the Secretary [of"
Agriculture], except In cases In which, before the enactment of this act,
complaint has been served nuder sec. 15 of the act entitled 'An act to create
a Federal Trade Commission, to define Its powers and duties, and for
other purposes ', approved Sept. 26, 1914, or under sec. 11 of the act
entitled 'An act to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraint&
and monopolies, and for other purposes ', approved Oct. HI, 1914, and
except when the Secretary of Agriculture, In the exercise of his duties
hereunder, shall request of the said Federal Trade Commission that It
make lnvestlgntlons and report In any case"; and
TRANSPORTATION ACT

By the last paragraph of sec. 407 of the Transportation Act, approved
Feb. 28, 1920, ch. 91, 41 Stat. 456 at 482; 40 U.S.C.A. I! (8) the provisions
ot the Clayton Act and of all otber restraints or prohibitions, State or
Federal, are made Inapplicable to carriers, Insofar as the provisions of the
section In question, which relate to division of trame, acquisitions by &
carrier ot control of other carriers and consolldutlons of railroad systems
or railroads, are concerned .
.AGRICULTURAL AND FIBHlllRY ASSOCIATIONS

Public No. 146, Sixty-seventh Congress, approved Feb. 18, 1922 (42 Stat.
:.:88; 7 U.S.C.A. 291, 292), permits, subject to the provisions set :forth,
Including necessary corrective action by the Secretary of .Agriculture :for
undue price enhancement, associations of producers of agricultural products tor the purpose of " preparing tor market, handling, and marketing
In Interstate and foreign commerce such products • • •." See also,
In this gPneral connection, the Cooperative Marketing .Act, approved
July 2, 1926, 44 Stat. 803 (7 U.S.C.A. 4:15).
Publlc No. 464, 73d Cong., approved June 21!, 1934 (48 Stat. 1213, 115
U.S.C.A., sec. 166-1), permits, subject to provisions set forth, Including
similar corrective action by the Secretary of Commerce, associations of
persons engaged In the fishery Industry for the purpose ot "collectively
catching, producing, preparing tor market, processing, handling, and
marketing In Interstate and foreign commerce, such products of said
pPrsons so engaged."
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July second, eighteen hundred and ninety; 2 sections
seventy-three to seventy-seven, inclusive, of an Act entitled "An Act to reduce taxation, to provide revenue for
the Government, and for other purposes", of August
twenty-seventh, eighteen hundred and ninety-four; an
Act entitled "An Act to amend sections seventy-three
and seventy-six of the Act of August twenty-seventh,
eighteen hundred and ninety-four, entitled 'An Act to
reduce taxation, to provide revenue for the Government1
and for other purposes'", approved February twelfth,
nineteen hundred and thirteen; and also this Act.
"Commerce", as used herein, means trade or com-" Commerce."
merce among the several States and with foreign nations,
or between the District of Columbia or any Territory of
the United States and any State, Territory, or foreign
nation, or between any insular possessions or other places
under the jurisdiction of the United States, or between
any such possession or place and any State or Territory of
the United States or the District of Columbia or any foreign nation, or within the District of Columbia or any
Territory or any insular possession or other place under
the jurisdiction of the United States: Provided, That
nothing in this Act contained shall apply to the Philippine Islands.
Pel'80n" or
The word " person " or " persons " wherever used in""persona"
this Act shall be deemed to include corporations and as·
sociations existing under or authorized by the laws of
either the United States, the laws of any of the Territories, the laws of any State, or the laws of any foreign
country.
Sec. 2. PRICE DISCRIMINATION.s (38 Stnt. 730; 15 U.S.C.A.,

sec. 13.)

Sro• 2 • That it shall be unlawful for any person en- Unlawful
effect maywhere
be to
gaged in commerce, in the course of such commerce, either ~!~~·':!,!~ttdirectly or indirectly to discriminate in price between :~:teo! !e:!~·
different purchasers of commodities, which commodities oly.
are sold for use, consumption, or resale within the United
States or any Territory thereof or the District of Colum• The Shermun Act (26 Stat 209; HI U.S.C.A. 1 et seq.), which as a
matter of convenience Is printed herewith on p. 755 et seq.
a On provisions of the Shipping Board Act, Packers and Stockyards
Act, 1921, und Transportation Act, limiting the scope of the Clayton Act
In certain cases, see footnote on p. 724.
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bia or any insular possession or other place under the
jurisdiction of the United States, where the effect of such
discrimination may be to substantially lessen competition
or tend to create a monopoly in any line of commerce:
But permisalble Provided, That nothing herein contained shall prevent
I! baaed on d1!,
, •
•
•
•
b
h
f
d'
terence In grade, d1scnmmatwn 1n pnce etween pure asers o commo 1quality, or quan· ,
,
,
tity, or In sell!ng tles on account of differences m the grade, quality, or
or transportation
coat, or I! made quantity of the commodity sold, or that makes only due
to meet compe.
tition, and
allowance for difference in the cost of selling or transportation, or discrimination in price in the same or different communities made in good faith to meet competivendor may ae- tion · And provided further That nothing herein conlect own custom·
•
I
~!~!!i~~to~n
tained shall prevent persons engaged in selling goods,
trade.
wares, or merchandise in [731] commerce from selecting
their own customers in bona fide transactions and not in
restraint of trade.
Sec. 3. TYING OR EXCLUSIVE LEASES, SALES, OR
CONTRACTS.' (38 Stat. 731; 15 U.S.C.A., sec. 14.)
Unlawful where
effect may be to
eubatantially
leaaen competi·

tion.

SEO. 3. That it shall be unlawful for any person engaged in commerce, in the course of such commerce, to
lease or make a sale or contract for sale of goods, wares,
merchandise, machinery, supplies or other commodities,
whether patented or unpatented, for use, consumption or
resale within the United States or any Territory thereof
or the District of Columbia or any insular possession or
other place under the jurisdiction of the United States, or
fix a price charged therefor, or discount from, or rebate
upon, such price, on the condition, agreement or understanding that the lessee or purchaser thereof shall not use
or deal in the goods, wares, merchandise, machinery, supplies or other commodities of a competitor or competitors
of the lessor or seller, where the effect of such lease, sale,
or contract for sale or such condition, agreement or understanding may be to substantially lessen competition or
tend to create a monopoly in any line of commerce.
• On provisions of the Shipping Board Act, Packers and Stockyards Act,
1921, and Transportation Act, limiting the scope of the Clayton Act ln
certain cases, see footnote on p. 724.
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Sec. 4. VIOLATION OF ANTITRUST LAW8-DAMAGES
TO PERSON INJURED. (38 Stat. 731; 15 U.S.C.A., sec. 15.)

SEc. 4. That any person who shall be injured in his N!he'd'i>~'\:.ny
business or property by reason of anything forbidden in ~~~,:~~~rt,
the antitrust laws 11 may sue therefor in any district court ages,
threet!lld da.m.
mcludmg
of the United States in the district in which the defendant cost of suit.
resides or is found or has an agent, without respect to the
amount in controversy, and shall recover threefold the
damages by him sustained, and the cost of suit, including
a reasonable attorney's fee.
Sec. 5. PROCEEDINGS BY OR IN BEHALF OF UNITED
STATES UNDER ANTITRUST LAWS. FINAL JUDGMENTS
OR DECREES THEREIN AS EVIDENCE IN PRIVATE LITIINSTITUTION THEREOF AS SUSPENDING
GATION.
STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS. (38 Stat. 731; 15 U.S.C.A.,
sec. 16.)

SEc. 5. That a final judgment or decree hereafter ren- Prima fac~e ev{.
,
. , l
.
.
't
dence agamst
cIered In any cr1mma prosecutiOn or In any sm or pro- same defendant
ceeding in equity brought by or on behalf of the United ~tfo~~ate liti·
States under the antitrust laws to the effect that a defendant has violated said laws shall be prima facie evidence against such defendant in any suit or proceeding
brought by any other party against such defendant under
said laws as to all matters respecting which said judgment
or decree would be an estoppel as between the parties
thereto: Provided, This section shall not apply to consent Consent Judg.
' dgments or decrees entere d bef ore any testimony
•
or decree1
JU
has menta
excepted.
been taken: Provided fwther, This section shall not apply to consent judgments or decrees rendered in criminal
proceedings or suits in equity, now pending, in which the
taking of testimony has been commenced but has not been
concluded, provided such judgments or decrees are rendered before any further testimony is taken.
'Vhenever any suit or proceeding in equity or criminal Running or stat.
• IS
· IllS
' t't
ute of reapect
limitation•
prosecu t lOll
1 Ut ed by th e U lll'ted Sta t es to prevent, with
to
'
'
h
·
1
t'
f
f
h
•
private righta
restram Or pums VlO a lOllS 0 any 0 t e antitrust laws, suspended ~end.
'
4-'
• respect of lnll'
proceedin~r
th e runnmg
of the st a t U!A::
of 1'1m1'tabons
m
by the United
·
t
·
ht
f
t'
•
·
•
States
each an d every pnva e r1g o ac IOn ar1smg under said antitru!tunder
Jaws,
laws and based in whole or in part on any matter complained of in said suit or proceeding shall be suspended
during the pendency thereof.
1 For text ot Sherman Act, see p. 71111.
As enumerated In Clayton Act,
Bee first paragraph thereof on pp, 723-72:1.
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Sec. 6. LABOR OF HUMAN BEINGS NOT A COMMODITY
OR ARTICLE OF COMMERCE. (38 Stat. 731; 15 U.S.C.A.,
sec. 17.)
!::a.~\:g~~~~t:

SEc. 6. That the labor of a human being is not a commodity or article of commerce ' Nothing contained in the
memhero, organ- antitrust laWS shall be construed to forbid the existence
!zed for mutual
~~P C:.~1tJith· and operation of labor, agricultural, or horticultural or!~t'ed"06y anti· ganizations, instituted for the purposes of mutual help,
~~~~:·;;·u~~~;h and not having capital stock or conducted for profit, or
~m~~ate
to forbid or restrain individual members of such organizations from lawfully carrying out the legitimate objects
thereof; nor shall such organizations, or the members
thereof, be held or construed to be illegal combinations
or conspiracies in restraint of trade, under the antitrust
laws.
cui~urai organt·.
zattons and thetr

Sec. 7. ACQUISITION BY CORPORATION OF STOCK OR
OTHER SHARE CAPITAL OF OTHER CORPORATION OR
CORPORATIONS.' (38 Stat. 731; 15 U.S.C.A., sec. 18.)

SEc. 7. That no corporation eno-ao-ed
in commerce shall
0
0
acquire, directly or indirectly, the whole or any part of
atantiai_I>: IE!18en the stock or other share capital of another corporation
competttJon, reatratn commerce, eno-aiYed
also in commerce ' where the effect of such acor tend to eret:> 0
ate a monopoly. quisition may be to substantially lessen competition [732]
between the corporation whose stock is so acquired and
the corporation making the acquisition, or to restrain
such commerce in any section or community, or tend to
create a monopoly of any line of commerce.
Otfhtwo or more
N 0 corporation shall acquire, directly or indirectly' the
o er corporations. P~ohibited whole or any part of the stock or other share capital of
where eflect may
b_e to substan- two or more corporations engao-ed in commerce where the
ttally lessen
t:>
cotmpetition, re- effect of such acquisition, or the use of such stock by the
B ra1n commerce, or tend voting or o-rantiniY of proxies or otherwise may be to subto create r.
t:>
t:>
'
monopoly.
stantially lessen competition between such corporations,
or any of them, whose stock or other share capital is so
acquired, or to restrain such commerce in any section or
community, or tend to create a monopoly of any line of
commerce.
or other corporatlono. Prohib-

~~ b':~~e~~g~ct

• On provisions of the Shipping Board Act, Packers and Stockyards Act,
19::!1, and Transportation Act, limiting the scope of the Clayton Act In
certnln cases, s!'e footnote on p 724.
It should be noted also that corporations for export trade are excepted
from the provisions of this section under the Export Trr.de Act. (See
.sec. 3, p. 750, Infra.)
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This section shall not apply to corporations purchasing fo~r~~~~~t~~~r
such stock solely for investment and not using the same excepted.
by voting or otherwise to bring about, or in attempting
to bring about, the substantial lessening of competition.
Nor shall anything contained in this section prevent a
corporation engaged in commerce from causing the for- Fonnatlon ot
. of subsr'd'rary corporatiOns
.
£or t he actuaI carrymg
. poratlons
aubsldlary cor·
mat10n
for lm·
,
,
d'
l
f
l
b
.
h
d
mediate Iawfnl
on of t h err 1mme rate aw u usmess, or t e natural an business also
branch es or extensiOns
•
• excepted.
. •
1egrtlmate
t hereo f , or f rom owmng
and holding all or a part of the stock of such subsidiary
corporations, when the effect of such formation is not to
substantially lessen competition.
<::ammon cat rd.
Nor shall anythin!! herein contained be construed to ners
excep e
any
common
carrier
subJ.
ect
to
the
laws
to
reQ"Uwith
reference to
rohibit
P
l::l
branch or tap
late commerce from aidin!! in the construction of branches au
linbestwht~r
e no
san ta 1
or short lines so located as to become feeders to the main competition.
line of the company so aiding in such construction or
from acquiring or owning all or any part of the stock of
such branch lines, nor to prevent any such common carrier from acquiring and owning all or any part of the
stock of a branch or short line constructed by an independent company where there is no substantial competition between the company owning the branch line so
constructed and the company owning the main line acquiring the property or an interest therein, nor to prtivent
such common carrier from extending any of its lines
through the •medium of the acquisition of stock or otherwise of any other such common carrier where there is no
substantial competition between the company extending
its lines and the company whose stock, property, or an
interest therein is so acquired.
Nothing contained in this section shall be held
to affect heretofore
Existing rights
•
Jaw.
or impair any right heretofore legally acquued: Pro- fully
acqutd.red
not alfecte
vided, That nothing in this section shall be held or construed to authorize or make lawful anything heretofore
prohibited or made illegal by the antitrust laws, nor to
exempt any person from the penal provisions thereof or
the civil remedies therein provided.
~

~
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Sec. 8, INTERLOCKING DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, OR
EMPLOYEES OF BANKS, BANKING ASSOCIATIONS, OR
TRUST COMPANIES OPERATING UNDER LAWS OF
UNITED STATES AND DIRECTORS OF OTHER COR·
PORATIONS.' (38 Stat. 732; 15 U.S.C.A., sec. 19.)
!~~~::~v~ne
~!~i~i~~.~~~
~~~~.~~f.f~a1!
~~~fJ~:i· ;.~~~t~naggregate
over
,5,000,000,

How eligibility
determined,

Not to serve
more than one

bank •. ba.nkln~
aMOcJabon or

SEc. 8. That from and after two years from the date
of the approval of this Act no person shall at the same
time be a director or other officer or employee of more
than one bank, banking association or trust company,
OrCYanized
Or operatin b0' under the laWS Of the United
b
States, either of which has deposits, capital, surplus, and
undivided profits aggregating more than $5,000,000; and
no private banker or person who is a director in any bank
or trust company, organized and operating under the
laws of a State, having deposits, capital, surplus, and
undivided profits aggregating more than $5,000,000, shall
be eHgible to be a director in any bank or banking association organized or operating under the laws of the
United States. The eli!!'ibility
of a director, officer, or
~
employee under the foregoing provisions shall be det~rmined by the average amount of deposits, capital, surplus, and undivided profits as shown in the official state·
ments of such bank, banking association, or trust company filed as provided by law during the fiscal year next
preceding the date set for the annual election of direc·
tors, and when a director, officer, or employee has been
elected or selected in accordance with the provisions of
this Act it shall be [733] lawful for him to continue as
such for one year thereafter under said election or
employment.
N 0 bank, banking association or trust company, organ·
ized or, operating under the laws of the
United States, in
,
any c1ty or incorporated town or nllage of more than

dco mpainy
)trust
ocate 1n c ty or - - - - -

'By the last paragraph of the Act of Sept. 7, 1916, amending the Federal
Reserve Act, ch. 461, 39 Stat. 752 at 756 (12 U.S.C.A. 605), it Is provided
that the provisions of sec. 8 shall not apply to "A director or other ofllcer,
agent, or employee ot any member bank" who may, "with the approval ot
the Federal Reserve Board be a director or other officer, agent or employee
of any " bank or corporation "chartered or incorporated under the laws
of the United States or ot any State thereof, and prlnclpnl!y engaged ln
lnterntlonal or foreign banking, or banking In a dependency or Insular
possession ot the United States", In the capital stock ot wblcl! such
member bank may have Invested under the conditions and circumstances
aet forth in the act.
On provisions ot the Shipping Board Act, Packers and Stockyards .Act,
1921, and Transportation Act, limiting the scope ot the Clayton Act ln
certain cases, see footnote on p, 724.
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two hundred thousand inhabitants, as shown by the last Itncorpora~Pd
own or Vi 11 age
preceding decennial census of the United States, shall ~~o~oot~ !~habit·
have as a director or other officer or employee any private ants.
banker or any director or other officer or employee of any
other bank, banking association or trust company located
in the same place: Provided, That nothing in this section cbertkain
savdings
an s, 1an
shall apply to mutual savin(J's
banks
not
havin(J'
a
capital
banks, a~d nonb
b
commer~ial bank·
stock represented by shares·' to joint-stock land banks lng
institutions
excepted,
organized under the provisions of the Federal Farm Loan
Act, or to other banking institutions which do no comWhere entire
mercial
banking business: 8 Provided further, That a stock
•
of one
director or other officer or employee of such bank, bank- bank, etc.,
.
• •
•
owned by stock·
mg association, or trust company may be a director or holders
of other,
also excepted.
other officer or employee of not more than one other bank
or trust company organized under the laws of the United
States or any State where the entire capital stock of one
is owned by stockholders in the other: And provided fur- ClaRS A director
, d In
, t lUS
, sect10n
, S h all f or b'd
of Federal re. contame
f her, Th at noth mg
I serve
bank ex·
•
cepted, and
a director of class A of a Federal reserve bank, as defined
in the Federal Reserve Act, from being an officer or director or both an officer and director in one member bank:
And provided further, That nothing in this Act Rhall Private banker
. an o:fficer, d'Irec- ofor member
officer, etc.,
proh I'b'It any pn, va t e ban k~er f rom bemg
b!'nk,
•
or class A director, or employee of not more than two banks, bankmg to; may serve,
, .
, or pro h'b'
wtth consent of
associations,
or trust compames,
I It any offi cer, Federal
Resen-e
.
l
f
k
ki
, , Board, not more
d Irector, or emp oyee o any ban , ban ng associatwn, than two other
,
f F d
banks, etc.,
or trust company,
or • any class A director
o a e eral stanttal
wher~ no sub•
•
comreserve bank, from bemg an officer, director, or employee petition.
of not more than two other banks, banking associations,
or trust companies, whether organized under the laws of
the United States or any State, if in any such case there
is in force a permit therefor issued by the Federal Reserve
Board; and the Federal Reserve Board is authorized to
issue such permit if in its judgment it is not incompatible
with the public interest, and to revoke any such permit
whenever it finds, after reasonable notice and opportunity
to be heard, that the public interest requires its revocation.
The consent of the Federal Reserve Board may be Consent may be
secured before
.
procured be f ore t h e person app 1ymg therefor has been applicant elected
dtrector.

a That part of tile pt·ecedlng clause beginning with "t() joint-stock land
banks" added by Act o! Mar. 2, 1029, ch. 681.
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elected as a class A director of a Federal reserve bank or
as a director of any member bank. 0
~ro~~:~r;:a!:t~
That from and after two years from the date of the
~;:;eif:~i~~;!Y approval of this Act no person at the same time shall be
porations if cap· a director in any two or more corporations ' any one of
1tal, surplus, and
~~g~~~~~~ J:~~:ta which has capital, surplus, and undivided profits aggre~'d" e~i~?~~troono, gating more than $1,000,000, engaged in wbole or in part
;:~ c;.o~~;;:;~~n in commerce, other than banks, banking associations,
:~;n':u:lof:~.. trust companies and common carriers subject to the Act
to regulate commerce, approved February fourth, eighteen hundred and eighty-seven, if such corporations are or
shall have been theretofore, by virtue of their business
and location of operation, competitors, so that the elimination of competition by agreement between them would
constitute a violation of any of the provisions of any of
J!~;;.;:J~~ikllity the antitrust laws. The eligibility of a director under
the foregoing provision shall be determined by the aggregate amount of the capital, surplus, and undivided profits,
exclusive of dividends declared but not paid to stockholders, at the end of the fiscal year of said corporation
next preceding the election of directors, and when a
director has been elected in accordance with the provisions
of this Act it shall be lawful for him to continue as such
for one year thereafter.
Eligibility at
·when any person elected or chosen as a director or
time of election
or selection not officer or selected as an employee of any bank or other
changed
for
one year.
corporation subject to the provisions of this Act is eligible
at the time of his election or selection to act for such bank
or other corporation in such capacity his eligibility to act
in such capacity shall not be affected and he shall not
become or be deemed amenable to any of the provisions
hereof by reason of any change in the affairs of such bank
or other corporation from whatsoever cause, whether
specifically excepted by any of the provisions hereof or
not, until the expiration of one year from the date of his
election or employment.
• The part ot the section Immediately preceding beginning with, '"An4
provided further, That nothing In this Act" to this point, amendments

made by act, May 111, 1916, cb. 120, act ot May 26, 1920, ch. 206, and act
Mar. 9, 1928, ch. 165.
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Sec. Sa. DIRECTOR, ETC., OF BANK, BANKING ASSOCIATION OR TRUST COMPANY, UNDER LAWS OF
UNITED STATES, AS ALSO DIRECTOR, ETC., OF CORPORATION, OR PARTNER IN CONCERN, LOANING ON
STOCK OR BOND COLLATERAL.'0 (48 Stat. 194; 15
U.S.C.A., sec. 19a.)

SEc. Sa. • That from and after the 1st day of January cept!ng
Prohibit~d. ezmutual
1934,
no
director,
officer,
or
employee
of
any
bank,
banksav,ings bank~
•
• •
•
.
anu own aubsid·
mg associatiOn, or trust company, orgamzed or operatmg iaries.
under the laws of the United States shall be at the same
time a director, officer, or employee of a corporation
(other than a mutual savings bank) or a member of a
partnership organized for any purpose whatsoever which
shall make loans secured by stock or bond collateral to
any individual, association, partnership, or corporation
other than its own subsidiaries.
Sec. 9. WILLFUL MISAPPLICATION, EMBEZZLEMENT,
ETC., OF MONEYS, FUNDS, ETC., OF COMMON CARRIER
A FELONY. (38 Stat. 733; 18 U.S.C.A., sec. 412.)

SEc. 9. Every president, director, officer or manager of
any firm, association or corporation engaged in commerce
as a common carrier, who embezzles, steals, abstracts or
willfully misapplies, or willfully permits to be misapplied, any of the moneys, funds, credits, securities, property or assets of such firm, association or corporation,
arising or accruing from, or used in, such commerce, in
whole or in part, or willfully or knowlingly converts the
same to his own use or to the use of another, shall be
deemed guilty of a felony and upon conviction shall be
fined not less than $500 or confined in the penitentiary ?ena)ty, fine, or
not 1ess th an one year nor more th an t en years, or both , 1mpnsonment
or both.
'
in the discretion of the court.
Prosecutions hereunder may be in the district court of May prosecute In
,
. .
h . h
di•trict court of
the Umted States for the district w erem t e offense may United states for
,
diRtrict where
have been committed.
offense com[734] That nothing in this section shall be held to take mltted.
away or impair the jurisdiction of the courts of the sev- Jurisdiction or
State courts not
.
eral States under the laws t hereo f ; and a JUdgment of affected. Their
, ,
. l
, un der the laws of tojudgments
a bar
conVIctiOn
or acqmtta
on th e merits
prosecution
,
hereunder.
any State shall be a bar to any prosecutiOn hereunder for
the same act or acts.
•• Sec. Ba Is added by section 83 of the Banking Act of 1933, approved
June 16, 1933 (Public No. 66, 48 Stat. 162, 194),
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Sec. 10. LIMITATIONS UPON DEALINGS AND CON·
TRACTS OF COMMON CARRIERS, WHOSE INTERLOCK·
lNG DIRECTORS, ETC. (38 Stat. 734; 15 U.S.C.A., sec. 20.)

S EC. 10• Tlla t a fte r t WO years f rom th e approva1 0 f
this Act no common carrier engaged in commerce shall
mainte.nance,
ag· have any dealinas
in securitiesl supplies or other articles
gregatmg more
b
5
~~=~ t~ ~eo~~ b~d of commerce, or shall make or have any contracts for
~tc~.a~~ ~~~~~ construction or maintenance of any kind, to the amount
corri~r.
also di· of more than $50 000 in the aao-reaate in any one year
rector, etc., of
l
l
~b
b
'
l
other party or
·
hasuubstantial
WI•th ano th er corpora t•wn, fi rm, part nersh'1p or associa·
tuterest therein. tion when the said common carrier shall have upon its
board of directors or as its president, manager or as its
purchasing or selling officer, or agent in the particular
transaction, any person who is at the same time a direc·
tor, manager, or purchasing or selling officer of, or who
has any substantial interest in, such other corporation,
firm, partnership or association, unless and except such
purchases shall be made from, or such dealings shall be
with, the bidder whose bid is the most favorable to such
Iliddin~ .to be
common
carrier, to be ascertained by competitive bidding
competitive
under regulations under reo-ula.tions to be prescribed by rule or otherwise by
pres~rlbed by
o
Interstate Co!"l· the Interstate Commerce Commission. No bid shall be
rnerce Comm1s•
sion, and to show received unless the name and address of the bidder or the
names and ad·
d•·esses ot biduer, names and addresses of the officers directors and general
officers, etc.
'
managers thereof, if the bidder be a corporation, or of the
members, if it be a partnership or firm, be given with
the bid.
Penalty for pre·
Any person who shall, directly or indirectly, do or
,·enting or at·
~"::f7.~~ t,:>"~re· attempt to do anything to prevent anyone from bidding
fair. co!"petition or shall do any act to prevent free and fair competition
In b1ddmg.
among the bidders or those desiring to bid shall be punished as prescribed in this section in the case of an officer
or director.
Carrier to report
Every such common carrier having any such transactransactions
hereunder to In· tions or making any such purchases shall within thirty
teratate Com·
merce CommiB· days after making the same file with the Interstate Comaion.
merce Commission a full and detailed statement of the
transaction showing the manner of the competitive bidcling, who were the bidders, and the names and addresses
of the directors and officers of the corporations and the
members of the firm or partnership bidding; and whenCommission to
ever the said commission shall, after investigation or
report violations,
•
~and Ita own
hearmg,
have reason to be1'leVe t h at th e 1aw has 1...~D
findings to At·
• I
d
•
d
bo
h
'd
h
t'
torney General. vw ate In an
a ut t e sal pure ases or transac wns
Dealings
In and
secu·
rities, etc.,

~frnut~~\~~ ~~·con·
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it shall transmit all papers and documents and its own
views or findings regarding the transaction to the Attorney General.
If any common carrier shall violate this section it shall Misdemeanor
for
duector, etc., to
be fined not exceeding $25,000; and every such director, kfor,
now_\'.'gly vo~e
uuect, a1d,
agent l manager or officer thereof who shall have know- of
etc., !n vioi_atio11
this section,
ingly voted for or directed the act constituting such violation or who shall have aided or abetted in such a violation shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and shall
be fined not exceeding $5,000, or confined in jail not Penalty.
exceeding one year, or both, in the discretion of the court.
Ell'tectilivde dtateJ
The effective date on and after which the provisions of ex
en e
o an.
section 10 of the Act entitled "An Act to supplement ex-t, 1921.
isting laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies,
and for other purposes", approved October fifteenth,
nineteen hundred and fourteen, shall become and be
effective is hereby deferred and extended to January first,
nineteen hundred and twenty-one: Provided, That such Exce~t aa to cor.
.
l
l , h
f
. poratwns organ.
extensiOn sha 1 not app y m t e case o any corporatwn 12
ized after Jan,
1918
.
.
hun dre d and '
'
orgamzed
a f ter J anuary twe lf t h , nmeteen
11
eighteen.
Sec. 11. JURISDICTION TO ENFORCE COMPLIANCE.
COMPLAINTS, FINDINGS, AND ORDERS.
APPEALS,
SERVICE,,. (38 Stat. 734: 15 U.S.C.A., sec. 21.)

SEc. 11. That authority to enforce compliance with Jurisdiction u
•
• ht of th'IS A ct by t h e r,li~able,
re•pectively ap.
sectwns
two, t h ree, seven an d e1g
vested
persons respectively subject thereto is hereby vested: in n
the Interstate Commerce Commission where applicable Intmtate com.
• su b'Jec t t o th e I nte rs t at e COJUmerce sian;
merce Commisto common earners
Act, as amended; in the Federal Communications Com- Federal Com·
. .
•
Com.
missiOn
where app l'Ica ble t o common earners
engaged munications
mission;
in wire or radio communication or radio transmission o:f
energy; in the Federal Reserve Board where applicable Federal Reserve
• assoc1a
. t'wns an d t rus t compames;
.
to ban1rs, ban k·mg
and Board; and
Feder•} orrade
in the Federal Trade Commission where applicable to CommiBIIlOn.
"Above paragraph, sec. 1:\01 ot the Transportation Act, Feb. 28, 1920,
cb. 91, 41 Stat. 456 at 499.
a On provisions ot the Shipping Board Act, Packers and Stockyards Act,
1921, and Transportation Act, llmitlng the scope ot the Clayton Act In
c~rtnln cases, see footnote on p. 724.
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all other character of commerce, to be exercised as
follows: 18
"The foregoing paragraph is published as amended by sec. 602 (d) of
tile Communications Act of 1934, approved June 19, 1931. (Public No.
416, 73d Cong.), establishing a l<~ederal Communications CommiRsion, to
regulate Interstate and foreign commerce In communication by wire and
radio.
SEC. 212 of snld Act, relating In part to "Interlocking directorates"
provides, as to this, that " after sixty days from the enactment of this
Act It shall be unlawful for any person to· hOld the position of officer
or director of more than one carrier subject to this Act, unll'ss such holding shall have been authorized by order of the [said] Commission, upon
due showing In form and manner prescribed by the Commission, that
neither public nor private interests will be adversely alfected thereby."
SEc. 311 directs the ~aid commission to refuse a station llcense and/or
permit to any person whose license bas been revoked by a court under
Sec. 313 (as set forth below); authorizes the said commission so to do
In case of any other person adjudged guilty by a Federal court of unlawtully monopolizing or attempting to monopolize radio communications,
directly or Indirectly, through control of manufacture or sale of radio
.apparatus, exclusive tramc arrangements, or by any other means, or to
have been using unfair methods of competition; and provides that
granting of a license shall not estop publlc or private proceedings tor
·violation of such laws, or corporate dissolution.
SEC. 312 (a) provides, among other things, that a license may be
revoked on grounds which would have warranted said commission In
refusing to grant a license In the first Instance, or for :failure to observe
the restrictions and the conditions of the Act or regulations of said
commission thereunder.
SFJC. 313 makes applicable to manfacture and sale of, and trade fn,
radio apparatus and devices entering Into or al'l'ectlng lntet·state or
foreign commerce, and Interstate or foreign radio communications, all
laws of the United States relating to unlawful restraints and monopolles,
and combinations, contracts or agreements In restraint of trade, and
provides further that when a licensee shall be found gullty of violating
the provisions of any such laws, or In any proceeding to enforce or
review findings of the Federal Trade Commission or other governmental
agency In respect of matters entrusted thereto, the court, In addition to
other penalties imposed by the laws Involved, may "adjudge, order
and/or decree" the revocation of the license of such licensee.
SEc. 314 r•rovides that after the etrectlve date of the Act, no person
engaged, directly or Indirectly In the " business of transmitting and/or
receiving :for hire, energy, communications or signals by radio In accordance with the terms of the license" Issued under the Act, shall, directly
or Indirectly, by stock acquisition or otherwise, as In detail set forth,
acquire an Interest In or control of any cable or wire system between
any place In any State, or Territory, or possession of the United States,
or the DIHtrlct of Columbia, and any place in any foreign country, where
the Intent and/or elfect thereof "may be to substantially lessen competition or to restrain commerce" between such places, or "unlawfully
to create monopoly In any line of commerce", and similarly provides
that no person, engaged directly or Indirectly In the business of transmitting and/or receiving :for hire mellsages by wire In Interstate or
foreign communication, shall acquire, directly or Indirectly, by stock
acquisition or otherwise, as In detall set forth, any station or apparatus
or system for transmitting and/or receiving radio communications or
signals between any place In any State, Territory, or possession of the
United States, or. the Dl·strlct of Columbia, and any place In any :foreign
country, where the purpose and/or elfect thereof may be to substantiallY
lessen competition or restrain commerce between such places, "or unlawfully to create monopoly In any line of commerce."
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Whenever the commission or board vested with ]'uris- board
Comm!sslon or
to issue
diction thereof shall have reason to believe that any c.omplaint
it believes sees. 2, 8,
7, or s violated,
Person is violatinO't:> or has violated any of the provisions and
serve same
of sections two ' three ' seven and ei()'ht
of
this
Act
it
with notice of
t:>
l
hearing on reshall issue and serve upon such person a complaint stat- d.~'f~:J~!t~r
ing its charges in that respect, and containing a notice of
a hearing upon a day and at a place therein fixed at least
thirty days after the service of said complaint. The person so complained of shall have the right [735] to app(.'ilr Rtoeshponde,nth
ave rig t to
nt the place and time so fixed and show cause why an cause,
appear and show
etc.
order should not be entered by the commission or board
requiring such person to cease and desist from the violation of the law so charged in said complaint. Any person
may make application, and upon good cause shown may Intervention may
. .
d
.
be vermitted for
b e a Ilowed by the commissiOn or boar , to mtervene and good cause.
appear in said proceeding by counsel or in person. The
,
•
•
Transcript of
testimony m any such proceedmg shall be reduced to testimony to be
. . an d fil ed m
. t h e om' ce of t h e commission
. . or boar d . filed.
writmg
If upon such hearing the commission
or board, as the r!l
case of yi~Ia·
. .
tlon commtsswn
case may be, shall be of the opmwn that any of the pro- or !>oard to make
•
•
•
•
•
wr1 tten report
vtsions of said sectiOns have been or are bemg vwlated, stadting findings,
•
,
• •
•
•
•
an to !•sue and
It shall make a report Ill Wrttmg Ill whiCh It shall state cease
serve orddedr t?
an es1st,
its findings as to the facts, and shall issue and cause to be span
etc.,dontre·
en .
served on such person an order requiring such person to
cease and desist from such violations, and divest itself of
the stock held or rid itself of the directors chosen contrary to the provisions of sections seven and eight of this
Act, if any there be, in the manner and within the time
fixed by said order. Until a transcript of the record in commission or
• Sh a11 h ave been fil ed Ill
• a CirCUit
' · COUrt 0 f modify
board may
SUC h bearmg
or set
S
h
.
ft
'd
aside its
.
d
appeals Of the U mte
tates, as erema er prOVl ed, the ord.er until trans·
• •
•
•
scnpt of record
commissiOn or board may at any ttme, upon such notice Hied in Circuit
. sueh manner as It
. sh all deem proper, mo d'lfy or Court of Appeals.
an d m
set aside, in whole or in part, any report or any order
made or issued by it under this section.
If such person fails or neglects to obey such order of rn case of dis' '
th e same IS
• Ill
• eff ect, t h e obedience
of its
or boar d Wh'l
I e
order, commis·
th e commiSSIOn
•
'
b
d
1
t
1
•
•
f
sion or board
commlSSlOn Or Oar may app y 0 t le CirCUit COUrt 0 may apply to
• • w h ere Circuit
Court of
appea I s of th e U m'ted St a tes, Wl'th'm any cucmt
Appeals for en·
•
1
t'
1
•
d
f
•
b
•
.
d
forcement of its
t h e VlO a lOll comp ame 0 WRS Or IS· emg comm1tte Or order, and file
•d
•
•
transcript of
where sue h person res1 es or carries on busmess, for the record.
enforcement of its order, and shall certify and file with
its application a transcript of the entire record in the
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proceeding, including all the testimony taken and the
report and order of the commission or board. Upon such
Court to cause
notice thereof to filing of the application and transcript the court shall
be •~rved on re·
epondent and to cause notice thereof to be served upon such person and
have puwer to
thereupon shall have jurisdiction of the proceeding and
enter decree
affirming, modi· of the question determined therein, and shall have power
lying, or set·
ting aside or·
der or commis· to make and enter upon the pleadings, testimony, and
sion or board.
proceedings set forth in such transcript a decree affirming, modifying, or setting aside the order of the commisFinding& ol
sion
or board. The findings of the commission or board
commission or
board concln·
as to the facts, if supported by testimony, shall be conliVe If 1Up•
ported by test!· clusive. If either party shall apply to the court for leave
mony.
Introduction of to adduce additional evidence, and shall show to the satadditional evi·
isfaction of the court that such additional evidence is
donee may be
permitted on ap·
material and that there were reasonable grounds for the
plication, and
showing of rea·
1onable ground failure to adduce such evidence in the proceeding before
for !allure to
adduce thereto- the commission or board, the court may order such addifore.
tional evidence to be taken before the commission or
board and to be adduced upon the hearing in such manner
and upon such terms and conditions as to the court may
seem proper. The commission or board may modify its
Commission or
boa.t·d may make
11ew or modified findings as to the facts, or make new findings, by reason
findings by rea·
of the additional evidence so taken, and it shall. file such
10n thereof.
modified or new findings, which, if supported by testimony, shall be conclusive, and its recommendations, if
any, for the modification or setting aside of its original
order, with the return of such additional evidence. The
Jurlgment and
judgment and decree of the court shall be final, except
decree suhj•ct to
•
•
b
S
review upon cer· that the same shall be SUbJeCt to reVIeW y the
upreme
tiorati, but
C
•
·
'd
d
•
t'
t
h
otherwise final.
ourt upon certwran as provi e In sec lOll wo un d re d
and forty of the Judicial Code.
Petition by re·
Any party required by such order of the commission or
BJ?Ondent to revtew order to
board to cease and desist from a violation charged may
c~ase and desist.
obtain a review of such order in said circuit court of appeals by filing in the court a written petition praying that
the order of the commission or board be set aside. A
To be served on copy of such petition shall be forthwith served upon the
~~::'r'd 1 ~hi~h or commission or board, and thereupon the commission or
~r,;e~gdnfit~ cer· board forth[763]with shall certify and file in the court
~~~~~r~~ttg~
a transcript of the record as hereinbefore provided. Upon
coi.lrt.
the filing of the transcript the court shall have the same
Juri•dictiun of 3' urisdiction to affirm set aside or modify the order of the
Court ol App£nla
'
'
,
•
s~mi etas obn •P· commission or board as in the case of an apphcatwn by
p. oa ton y
•
cbomm f.. todn or
the commission or board for the enforcement of Its order,
oar'1 an com-
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and the findings of the commission or board as to the ~·:~~~~·fin:lfuga
facts if supported by testimony shall in like manner be •imi.Iariy con'
'
cluMve.
conclusive.
The 3' urisdiction of the circuit court of appeals of the Court
Jurisdiction of
of Appeals
United States to enforce, set aside, or modify orders of exclusive.
the commission or board shall be exclusive.
Such proceedinO'S
in the circuit court of appeals shall hProceedlngs
to
t:::>
a\·e p1·eceaence
0
be given precedence over other cases pending therein, and ~;:!•. ~~."; to be
shall be in every way expedited. No order of the com- expedited.
mission or board
or the judgment
of the court to enforce antitrust
r.ia.bility under
,
•
,
acta
the same shall m any Wise relieve or absolve any person not alferted.
from any liability under the antitrust Acts.~'
Complaints, orders, and other processes of the commis- Jl1J&al0018
Se.rv!ce of cor.>or
sion or board under this section may be served by anyone Pbo1a1n
a_rdt'" comds, or ers,.
duly authorized by the commission or board, either processes.
and other
(a) by delivering a copy thereof to the person to be Personal: or
served, or to a member of the partnership to be served,
or to the president, secretary or other executive officer
or a director of the corporation to be served; or (b) by fJUceo
At otllc e bor
1
1 u•1
leaving a copy thereof at the principal office or place of ness: or
business of such person; or (a) by registering and mail- 10811
By. registered
'
ing a copy thereof addressed to such person at his princioffice
or
place
of
business.
The
verified
return
by
the
V•·rifled
return
al
P
of person 3ervsaid complaint, order, or other process post-otnce
lr~. ani! r~turn
person so servinO'
t:::>
resetting forth the manner of said service shall be proof aer\
ceip t, proof ot
1ce.
of the same, and the return post-office receipt for said
complaint, order, or other process registered and mailed
as aforesaid shall be proof of the service of the same.
Sec. 12. PLACE OF PROCEEDINGS UNDER ANTITRUST
LAWS, SERVICE OF PROCESS. (38 Stat. 736; 15 U.S.C.A.,
sec. 22.)

SEO. 12. That any suit, action, or proceeding under the Proc~eding mav
' t a COrpora t'lOll may be b rough t not process
be Instituted
an t 1'trus t 1aws agams
servedorIn
'
h
'
d'
'
1
d'
t
'
t
h
f
't
'
inh
b'
district
of
On1J Ill t e JU ICia IS riC W ereo 1 IS an
a Itant, whkh corpora·
d'
t
•
t
h
•
't
b
f
tlon
an
!n.
b ut a1so m any IS nc w erem 1 may e ound or trans- habitant ~r
'
• sueh cases may be served b•
wherever 1t rr.ay
acts busmess;
an d a11 process m
round.
in the district of which it is an inhabitant, or wherever
it may be found.
"For text of Sherman Act, see p. 755. As enumerated 1n Clayton Act,
see first paragraph thereof on pp. 723-725.
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Sec. 13. SUBPOENAS FOR WITNESSES IN PROCEEDINGS
BY OR ON BEHALF OF THE UNITED STATES UNDER
ANTITRUST LAWS. (38 Stat. 736; 15 U.S.C.A., sec. 23.)

SEc. 13. That in any suit, action, or proceeding brought
by or on behalf of the United States subpoenas for witnesses who are required to attend a court of the United
States in any judicial district in any case, civil or crimiMay run into
nal, arising under the antitrust laws may run into any
any di.trlct,
h
, , p rovz'ded, T h at Ill
• CIVI
• '1 cases no Writ
• 0 f subbut permission ol ot er district:
trial court nee·
•
•
• .
.
.
essary in ~ivil
poena
shall
ISSUe
for
Witnesses
hvmg
out
of
the
diStrict
Cal!le! if Wl tnCBI
•
•
•
lives. out odt
in which the
court IS held at a greater
distance than
one
<listr1ct an
•
,
,
more than 100
hundred miles from the place of holdmg the same Without
miles distant.
the permission of the trial court being first had upon
proper application and cause shown.
Sec. 14. VIOLATION BY CORPORATION OF PENAL PROVISIONS OF ANTITRUST LAWS. (38 Stat. 736; 15 U.S.C.A.,
sec. 24.)
Deemed also
that of indivld·
ual directors,
oftk:e1·s. etc.

A misdemeanor.

:rena.Ity, ftne or
tmprlt.onment, or
both.

SEc. 14. That whenever a corporation shall violate any
of the penal provisions of the antitrust laws, such violation shall be deemed to be also that of the individual
directors, officers, or agents of such corporation who shall
have authorized, ordered, or done any of the acts constituting in whole or in part such violation, and such violation shall be deemed a misdemeanor, and upon conviction
therefor of any such director, officer, or agent he shall be
punished by a fine of not exceeding $5,000 or by imprison.
.
ment for not exceedmg one year, or by both, m the
discretion of the court.
Sec. 15. JURISDICTION OF UNITED STATES DISTRICT
COURTS TO PREVENT AND RESTRAIN VIOLATIONS OF
THIS ACT. (38 Stat. 736; 15 U.S.C.A., sec. 25.)

District attorneys, under dl·
rection ot At·
torney General,
to ln•ti~ute
proceedmgs,
Proceedings may
be
by way
o!
petition
~etting
forth the case,
etc.

SEo. 15. That the several district courts of the United
States are hereby invested with jurisdiction to prevent
and restrain violations of this Act, and it shall be the
duty of the several district attorneys of the United States,
in their respective districts, under the direction of the
.Attorney General, ,to institute
proceedings
in equity to
,
,
prevent and restram such VIOlatiOns. Such proceedings
• se tt'mg f orth t h e case an d praymay be by way of pet'1t10n
•
l
t
h
'
1
t'
• ' d or oth erw1se
' promg t 1a sue VIO a 10n s}1a11 be enJome
hibited. When the parties com[737]plained of shall
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have been duly notified of such petition ' the court shall Conrt
.\fter due notice,
to proproceed, as soon as may be, to the hearin!! and determina- mg
~eed tod dhetar·
an
e ertion of the case·I and pending such petition I and before lnination
a•
~U~k
final decree, the court may at any time make such tern- Pending peti· ' ord er or pro h'b't'
tlon Instituting
porary rest rammg
1 1 lOll ass h a11 b e d eemed proceeding
Court
• t In
. t h e premises.
.
Wh enever 1't Sh a11 appear t 0 t h e porary
may make
tern
JUS
restrai~mg order or
. h any sueh procee d'mg may be pen d'mg prohibition.
court be f ore wh 1c
that the ends of justice require that other parties should
be brought before the court, the court may cause them to Court· may
'd . h , . ,
. summon other
b e summoned, whet h er t h ey res1 em t e d1stnct m whiCh parties.
the court is held or not, and subpoonas to that end may be
served in any district by the marshal thereof.
~

Sec. 16. INJUNCTIVE RELIEF AGAINST THREATENED
LOSS BY VIOLATION OF ANTITRUST LAWS. (38 Stat. 737;
15 U.S.C.A., sec. 26.)

SEc. 16. That any person, firm, corporation, or associa- Open to any per. Sh a11 b e entit
' 1ed t 0 SUe f or an d h ave lllJUnctlve
• •
• re1'1ef on
son, firm, etc.,
t10n
same condi.lll any court of t h e U mte
. d St ates h avmg
. JUriS
. , d'1ctwn
, over1 ~i~Iea
tiona and prin•.• othe~
,
,
•
mJUnchve rehe!
the parties, agamst threatened loss or damage by a viOla- by ~ourts ?f
• 0 f t he antitrust
'
• 1U d'mg sections
.
eqUity agamst
bon
laws, lllC
two, t hree, threatened
con•
,
duct that will
seven and eight of thiS Act, when and under the same cause loss or
conditions and principles as injunctive relief against damage.
threatened conduct that will cause loss or damage is
granted by courts of equity, under the rules governing
such proceedings, and upon the execution of proper bond
against damages for an injunction improvidently granted
and a showing that the danger of irreparable loss or
damage is immediate, a preliminary injunction may issue: J?reiil_ninary i':'·
..;,] J Th at noth'mg hereln
' cont aine
' d sh a11 b e con- sue
Junction may._.
upon proper
P ro·v«.Leu.,
,
l
fi
t'
bond and showstrued to enbt e any person, rm, corpora wn, or asso- ing.
ciation, except the United States, to bring suit in equity But United
}' £
. t
.
b'
States alone may
, .
,
re 1e agams any common earner su ]ect t1ve
·~e for i,niunc:
f or InJUnctive
, ,
rehe!
to the provJsiOn of the Act to regulate commerce, ap- agah1st com!Jlon
,
<'nrner oub;ect
proved• February fourth, e1ghteen •hundred and eiO'htyto Ac~ to Regub
lute Commerce.
seven, m respect of any matter subJect to the regulation,
supervision, or other jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Sec. 17. PRELIMINARY INJUNCTIONS. TEMPORARY
RESTRAINING ORDERS. (38 Stat. 737; first two paragraphs
are 28 U.S.C.A., sec. 381.)

SEc. 17. That no preliminary injunction shall be issued~'! prel,iminary
' h out notiCe
' to th e Opposl'te party.
IDJUDCtJOn Wlth·
Wlt
out notice.
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~~t;:r.:!'~~·~~der
!Lo~~~~~ ~~~
~~~~;:~~d!njury c.r loss.
Temporary re-

straining order,
to show date
and hour of
hl:t<ue, dt>ft ne

injury, etc.

lf without no·
tice, Issuance of
pr~liminary Injunction to be
uispos•d 0 f at
tarliPat poBBiLla
moment.

Opposite party
may move dissolution or modl-

flc~tion

on two

days' notice.

Se~.

263 o!

Judicial Code
repealed.

Sec. 266 not
affected.

No temporary restraining order shall be granted without notice to the opposite party unless it shall clearly appear :from specific :facts shown by affidavit or by the verified bill that immediate and irreparable injury, loss, or
damage will result to the applicant before notice can be
served and a hearing had thereon. Every such tern porary restraining order shall be indorsed with the date
and hour o:f issuance, shall be :forthwith filed in the
clerk's office and entered o:f record, shall define the injury
and state why it is irreparable and why the order was
granted without notice, and shall by its terms expire
within such time after entry, not to exceed ten days, as
the court or judge may fix, unless within the time so fixed
the order is extended :for a like period :for good cause
shown, and the reasons :for such extension shall be entered o:f record. In case a temporary restraining order
shall be granted without notice in the contingency specified, the matter of the issuance of a preliminary injunction shall be set down :for a hearing at the earliest
possible time and shall take precedence of all matters
except older matters of the same character; and when
the same comes up for hearing the party obtaining the
temporary restraining order shall proceed with the application for a preliminary injunction, and if he does not
do so the court shall dissolve the temporary restraining
order. Upon two days' notice to the party obtaining
such temporary restraining order the opposite party may
appear and move the dissolution or modification of the
order, and in that event the court or judge shall proceed
to hear and determine the motion as expeditiously as the
ends of justice may require.
Section two hundred and sixty-three of an Act entitled
"An Act to codify, revise, and amend the laws relating to
the judiciary", approved March third, nineteen hundred
and eleven, is hereby repealed.
Nothing in this section contained shall be deemed to
alter, repeal, or amend section two hundred and sixty-six
of an Act entitled "An [738] Act to codify, revise, and
amend the laws relating to the judiciary", approved
1\farch third, nineteen hundred and eleven.
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Sec. 18. NO RESTRAINING ORDER OR INTERLOCUTORY
ORDER OF INJUNCTION WITHOUT GIVING SECURITY.
(38 Stat. 738; 28 U.S.C.A., sec. 382.)

SEc. 18. That, except as otherwise provided in section VlE.xdcedr~
a• proe 1n sec. 16
16 of this Act, no restraining order or interlocutory order ot this act.
<lf injunction shall issue, except upon the giving of security by the applicant in such sum as the court or judge
may deem proper, conditioned upon the payment of such
costs and damages as may be incurred or suffered by any
party who may be found to have been wrongfully enjoined or restrained thereby.
Sec. 19. ORDERS OF INJUNCTION OR RESTRAI,NING
ORDERS-REQUIREMENTS. (38 Stat. 738; 28 U.S.C.A., sec.
283.)

SEc. lD. That every order of injunction or restraining reasons,
Must setbforth
e spe·
order shall set forth the reasons for the issuance of the acts
ciflc and describe
to be resame, shall be specific in terms, and shall describe in rea- strair.ed.
sonable detail, and not by reference to the bill of complaint or other document, the act or acts sought to be
restrained, and shall be binding only upon the parties to Din~ing onl~ on
•
•
parties to Blllt,
the smt, their offieers, agents, servants, employees, and their officers. etc.
attorneys, or those in active concert or participating with
them, and who shall, by personal service or otherwise,
have received actual notice of the same.
Sec. 20. RESTR.t\INING ORDERS OR INJUNCTIONS BETWEEN AN EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEES, EMPLOYERS
AND EMPLOYEES, ETC., INVOLVING OR GROWING OUT
OF TERMS OR CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT. (38 Stat.
738; 20 U.S.C.A., sec. 52.)

SEc. 20. That no restraining order or injunction shall
be granted by any court of the United States, or a judge
or the judges thereof, in any case between an employer
and employees, or between employers and employees, or
between employees, or between persons employed and
persons seeking employment, involving, or growing out
of, a dispute concerning terms or conditions of employment, unless necessary to prevent irreparable injury to Not to issue un. h f
.
less necessary to
property, or to a property ng t, o the party malnng the prevent trreph'
h
.
.
th
.
·
d
d
arable injury.
.
.
f
app 11catwn, or w 1c mJury ere 1s no a equate reme y
at law, and such property or property right must be Threatened
-1
'b ed Wlt
• h partlCU
· 1ar1'ty Ill
• t h e app }'lCatJon,
.
h' h property or propuescn
W lC erty rig~ts must
.
.
.
d
b
h
J'
be descnbed
must be m wntmg an sworn to y t e app 1cant or by wlt.h
particu•
lartty.
h1s agent or atrorney.
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~noi ~~r~~~h~~it

And no such restraining order or injunction shall proh'b't
' 1y or m
' concert ,
I 1 nny person or persons, wh eth er smg
relation of em- from terminatin(J' any relation o£ employment or :from
ployment, recomt:>
·
'
mending
others ceasing to perform any work or labor l or :from recomby peaceful
means so to do, mendinrr
advisinff
or persuadinff
Pte.
t:>l
t:>l
o others by peaceful
means bo to do; or :from attending at any place where
any such person or persons may lawfully be, for the purpose of peacefully obtaining or communicating information, or from peacefully persuading any person to work
or to abstain from working; or from ceasing to patronize
or to employ any party to such dispute, or from recommending, advising, or persuading others by peaceful and
lawful means so to do; or from paying or giving to, or
withholding from, any person engaged in such dispute,.
any strike benefits or other moneys or things of value;
or from peaceably assembling in a lawful manner, and
A~ta specified in for lawful purposes· or from doin(J' any act or thin()'
0
tina paragraph
'
t:>
".Otto he_ conwhich mirrht
lawfully be done in the absence of such dis-·
srdPred vrolat:>
f!~~,O~haeny
pute by nny party thereto; nor shall any o£ the acts speciUnited states.
fied in this paragraph be considered or held to be violations of any law o£ the United States.
persons fromany
terminating

Sec. 21. DISOBEDIENCE OF ANY LAWFUL WRIT,
PROCESS, ETC., OF ANY UNITED STATES DISTRICT
COURT, OR ANY DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA COURT. (38
Stat. 738; 28 U.S.C.A., sec. 3SG.)

SEc. 21. That any person who shall willfully disobey
any lawful writ, process, order, rule, decree, or command
of any district court of the United States or any court of
the District of Columbia by doing any act or thing
~f ~~i~~~~i ~~~ therein, or thereby forbidden to be done by him, if the
r:~·.e ~~'{J~ited act or thing so done by him be of such character as to
~t!~:Si~r ~~lch constitute also a criminal ·offense under any statute of the
committed,
per- United States l or under the laws of any State in which
oon to be ~ror.~~~T~~a~r:;n•t as the act was committed, shall be proceeded against for his
provided.
said contempt as hereinafter provided.
Sec. 22. RULE TO SHOW CAUSE OR ARREST.
PENALTIES. (38 Stat. 738; 28 U.S.C.A., sec. 387.)

TRIAL.

SEc. 22. That whenever it shall be made to appear to
any distric-t court or judge thereof, or to any judge therein
sitting, by the return of a proper officer on lawful process~
or upon the affidavit o£ some credible person, or by in:formation_J.iled by any district attorney, that there is reason-
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able ground to believe that any person has been guilty of
such contempt, the court or judge thereof, or any judge
therein sitting, may issue a rule requiring the said person may
Cou~ or judge
1ssue rule
so charged to [739] show
cause
upon
a
day
certain
whyto
cause
,
.
whyshow
person
he should not be pumshed therefor, whiCh rule toaethercharged should
'
t:>
not be
with a copy of the affidavit or information, shall be served punished.
upon the person charged, with sufficient promptness to
enable him to prepare for and make return to the order
at the time fixed therein. If upon or by such return, in
the judgment
of the court, the alleged contempt be not contempt
Trial If alleged
,
not
sufficiently purged, a trial shall be directed at a time and sufficiedntbly
purge y
place fixed by the court: Provided, how'ever, That if thereturn.
accused, being a natural person, fail or refuse to make re- ura
Fai11ure
of natperson
to
turn to the rule to show cause, an attachment may issue~A~~h'~t~:t·
against his person to compel an answer, and in case ofagainst person.
his continued failure or refusal, or if for any reason it be
impracticable to dispose of the matter on the return day,
he may be required to give reasonable bail for his attendance at the trial and his submission to the final judgment
of the court. 'Vhere the accused
is a. body corporate, anlf
corpo.
rate,body
attachattachment for
fG_r se-of
. the sequestration
. of Its property may bement
questratwn
issued upon hke refusal or failure to answer.
its property.
In all cases within the purview of this Act such trial Trial may be by
court, or upon
may be by the court, or, upon demand of the accused, bydemand of
,
,
h' } l
ttl
t
.
l ,
accused, by jury.
a JUry; 111 w IC 1 attereven 1e cour may Impane a JUry
from the jurors then in attendance, or the court or the
judge thereof in chambers may cause a sufficient number
of jurors to be selected and summoned, as provided by
law, to attend at the time and place of trial, at which
time a jury shall be selected and impaneled as upon a trialTriai to (o()nform
' d emeanor; an d sue h t na
' } s}'1a11 con f orm, as near as criminal
to practice
In
for rnis
cases
.
·
·
•
1
d
b
prosecuted
by
may be, to t h e practice m cr1mma cases prosecute
ywdlctment or
· d'ICtment or upon m
• f orma t'Ion.
upon lnforma·
m
tion.
If the accused be found guilty, judgment shall be entered accordingly, prescribing the punishment, either byPena)ty, floe or
•
•
t , or b oth , m
• th e d'Iscretwn
.
lmpr~sonment,
fine or Imprisonmen
of t h eor
both.
court. Such fine shall be paid to the United States or to Fine paid to
t oro th er par t Y lllJUre
' '
d b y th e ac t cons t'l·complalnant
United States oror
'
the compI aman
'
h
t
t
h
th
•
other
tutmg t. e con emp , or may, w ere more an one 1s sojured. party indamaged, be divided or apportioned among them as the
court may direct, but in no. case shall the fine to. be paid to ural
If accused natperson, fin~
the United States exceed , m case the accused IS a natural to United stat..
,
.
not to exceed
person, the sum of $1,000, nor shall such 1mpnsonment$1,ooo.
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~~~·~i~~eJ~.~ge
;';!~~ ~'t.i:c'h~ent
tor arrest.

Accused to be
brought before
judge promptly
and admitted to
bail.
Proceedings
thereafter same
II rule had
issued.

AI

exceed the term of six months: Pro1Jided, That in any case
the court or a judge thereof may, for good cause shown1
by affidavit or proof taken in open court or before such
judge and filed with the papers in the case, dispense with
the rule to show cause, and may issue an attachment for
the arrest of the person charged with contempt; in which
event such person, when arrested, shall be brought before
such court or a judge thereof without unnecessary delay
and shall be admitted to bail in a reasonable penalty for
his appearance to answer to the charge or for trial for the
contempt; and thereafter the proceedings shall be the
same as provided herein in case the rule had issued in the
first instance.
See. 23. EVIDENCE. APPEALS.
sec, 388.)

(38 Stat. 739; 28 U.S.C..A.,

SEc. 23. That the evidence taken upon , the trial of , any
persons so accused may be preserved by b1ll of exceptwns,
Judgment reand any J'udgment of conviction may be reviewed upon
viewable upon
writ of error.
writ of error in all respects as now provided by law in
criminal cases, and may be affirmed, reversed, or modified
Granting of writ as J. ustice may require.
Upon the grantin!!~ of such writ
to stay execu·
tion, and
of error, execution of judgment shall be stayed, and the
:J~~~dt~ob~an. accused, if thereby sentenced to imprisonment, shall be
admitted to bail in such reasonable sum as may be required by the court, or by any justice, or any judge of
any district court of the United States or any court of
the District of Columbia.
Evidence may be
preserved by bill
of exceptions,

Sec. 24. CASES OF CONTEMPT NOT SPECIFICALLY EM·
BRACED IN SECTION 21 NOT AFFECTED. (38 Stat, 739;
28 U.S.C..A., sec. 38D.)
Committed In or
n~ar presence of
court, or

In disobedience
of any lawful

writ or process

In suit or ac·
tion by or In
behalf of United
States.

And other caAea
not In sec. 21.
Punished In eon·
formity with
prevailing
usages, etc.

SEc. 24. That nothing herein contained shall be construed to relate to contempts committed in the presence
of the court, or so near thereto as to obstruct the administration of justice, nor to contempts committed in disobedience of any lawful writ, process, order, rule, decree,
or command entered in any suit or action brought or
prosecuted in the name of, or on behalf of, the United
States, but the [740] same, and all other cases of con·
tempt not specifically embraced within section twenty-one
of this Act, may be punished in conformity to the usages
at law and in equity now prevailing.
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Sec. 25. PROCEEDINGS FOR CONTEMPT.
(38 Stat. 740; 28 U.S.C.A., sec. 390.)

LIMITATIONS.

SEc• 25 • That no proceedina
for contempt shall beMust
lnstlt::>
tuted bewithin
instituted against any person unless begun within oneone )'ear.
year from the date of the act complained of; nor shallN<?t .a bar to
.
,
•
,
criminal prose-any such proceedmg be a bar to any cnmmal prosecutwncution.
for the same act or acts; but nothing herein contained
shall affect any proceedings in contempt pending at the~.~~~~~~ ~~~time of the passage of this Act.
affected.
Sec. 26. INVALIDITY OF ANY CLAUSE, SENTENCE,
ETC., NOT TO IMPAIR REMAINDER OF ACT. (38 Stat. 740;
15 U.S.C.A., sec. 27.)

SEd. 26. If any clause, sentence, paragraph, or part ofr.Buedt
ttoo because,
con,n
1
this Act shall ' for any reason ' be adJ'udaed
by
any
court•~ntence,_etc.,
t::>
d1rectlv 10•
of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, such judgmentvoived:
shall not affect, impair, or invalidate the remainder
thereof, but shall be confined in its operation to the
clause, sentence, paragraph, or part thereof directly involved in the controversy in which such judgment shall
have been rendered.
Approved, October 15, 1914.

•

EXPORT TRADE ACT

1

[Approved Apr. 10, 1918]

[PuBLic-No. 126-65TH CoNGREss]
[H.R. 2316]
AN ACT To promote export trade, and for other purposes

See. 1. DEFINITIONS. (40 Stat. 516; 15 U.S.C.A., sec. 61.)

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa.
tives of the United States of America in Oongresf! as.sembled, That the words "export trade" wherever used
in this· Act means solely trade or commerce in goods, "Export trade."
wares, or merchandise exported, or in the course of being
exported from the United States or any Territory thereof
to any foreign nation; but the words " export trade "
shall not be deemed to include the production, manufacture, or selling for consumption or for resale, within the
United States or any Territory thereof, of [517] such
goods, wares, or merchandise, or any act in the course of
such production, manufacture, or selling for consumption
or for resale.
That the words " trade within the United States " the
"Trad~
within
Umted
wherever used in this Act mean trade or commerce among states."
the several States or in any Territory of the United
• In this general connection, i.e., regulation and prolll'Otlon of export
trade, mention should be made ot the so-called "antidumping" leg.
IHlatlon, prohibiting, penalizing, and atl'ordlng relief for systematic Importation and sale of articles Into the United States at prices substantially less
than their actual market value or their wholesale price, as In the act
specified, where done with the Intent of destroying or Injuring a domestic lndu8try, preventing the establishment thereof, or of restraining or
monopolizing any part of trade and commerce ln the articles concerned,
In the United States. Act of Sept. 8, 1916, cb, 463, sec. 801, 39 Stat. 791:1
(15 U.S.C ..A. 72).
A9 regards cases, see reference to act In United States v. United State•
Steel Corporation, 251 U.S. 417 at 453, in E"' Parte Lamar, 274 Fed.
160 at 171, and In American Ezport Door Corporation v. John A. Gauoer
(}a., 283 Pac. 462 (Wnsh.), In which the court, In a suit by an Export
'Trado Act association against a member, to enforce the membership contract, held the contract void as a restraint ot trade at the common law
and violative of the State constitution, the act !Jloperatlve to regulate
auch Intrastate matters as therein concerned, as beyond the Federal juris.
diction, and, as regards the exemptions provided by the act, trom the antitrust laws, as not Intended to reach such situations as dliiCiosed by the
facts of said case. Except as above noted, the Export Trnde or Webb Act
does not appear to have been Involved In reported cases.
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States, or in the District of Columbia, or between any
such Territory and another, or between any such Territory or Territories and any State or States or the District
of Columbia, or between the District of Columbia and
any State or States.
That the word "Association" wherever used in this
Act means any corporation or combination, by contract
or otherwise, of two or more persons, partnerships, or
corporations.
See. 2. ASSOCIATION FOR OR AGREEMENT OR ACT
MADE OR DONE IN COURSE OF EXPORT TRADESTATUS UNDER SHERMAN ANTITRUST LAW. (40 Stat.
517; 15 U.S.C.A., sec. 62.)

Association not
illegal it organ·
ized for and en·
gaged In export
trade solely.

Nor agreement
nor act,
If not In re-

atrai nt o! trade
within the
United States,
or or the export
trade o! any
dorneotic com·
petitor, and
If such associ&·
tion does not
artificially
or ln.
tentlonally
en·
ha!Jce or depress
priCes
o!,
or
substuntlally
lessen
tlon, orcompetl·
re·
strain trade In
c·ommoditlea o!
clasa exported,

SEc. 2. That nothing contained in the Act entitled "An
Act to protect trade and commerce against unlawful restraints and monopolies", approved July second, eighteen hundred and ninety, 2 shall be construed as declaring
to be illegal an association entered into for the sole purpose of engaging in export trade and actually engaged
solely in such export trade, or an agreement made or act
done in the course of export trade by such association,
provided such association, agreement, or act is not in
restraint of trade within the United States, and is not in
restraint of the export trade of any domestic competitor
of such association: And provided further, That such
association does
not, either in the United States
or else,
.
where, enter mto any agreement, understandmg, or con•
• 11y or ill
• t ent'10nallJ
sp1racy,
or d 0 any ac t Wh'lC h ar t'fi
1 Cla
h
d
•
'th'
th
U
't
en ances or epresses prices Wl 1n e m ed S tates of
• t'10n, or
commo d't'
1 1es of th e c1ass expor t ed by sue h assoc1a
h'
h
b
t'
ll
1
't'
•
h'
th
• d
W lC SU stan IR y essens compet1 lOll Wit m e U mte
States or otherw1se
. restrams
. tra de t herem.
,
Sec. 3. ACQUISITION DY EXPORT TRADE CORPORATION OF STOCK OR CAPITAL OF OTHER CORPORATION.
(40 Stat. 517; 15 U.S.C.A., sec. 63.)

SEc. 3. That nothing contained in section seven of the
Act entitled "An Act to supplement existing laws against
unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for other purpo!,;eS ",approved October fifteenth, nineteen hundred and
• For text of Sherman Act, see p. 755.
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8

fourteen, shall be construed to forbid the acquisition or
ownership by any corporation of the whole or any part of
the stock or other capital of any
corporation
organized Clayton
Lawful under
•
•
Act
solely for the purpose of engagmg Ill export trade, and may
unlesob effect
e to reactually enl!arred
solely in such ex:port trade, unless the strbain
tr.ade or
~ ~
su stant1al!y
tffect of such acquisition or ownership may be to restrain I~ssen
~on:retitwn Within
trade or substantially lessen competition within the United States.
United States.
Sec:. 4. FEDERAL TRADE PROVISIONS EXTENDED TO
EXPORT TRADE COMPETITORS. (40 Stat. 517; 15 U.S.C.A.,
sec. 64.)

SEc. 4. That the prohibition against " unfair methods unrair method•
d competition " and the remedies provided for enforcing prohibited.
said prohibition contained in the Act entitled "An Act to
create a Federal Trade Commission, to define its powers
and duties, and for other purposes ", approved September
tw£>nty-sixth, nineteen hundred and fourteen,' shall be
construed as extending to unfair methods of competition
engaged in ex- acts
Even. though
used in export trade against competitors
•
,
Involved
port trade, even though the acts conshtutmg such unfair don~ w!tho~t
methods are done without the territorial
jurisdiction of Umted
~i:~:~~~~~~
~t
.
States.
the United States.
Sec:. 5. OBLIGATIONS OF EXPORT TRADE ASSOCIATIONS UNDER THIS ACT. PENALTIES FOR FAILURE TO
COMPLY. DUTIES AND POWERS OF COMMISSION. (40
Stat. 517; 15 U.S.C.A., sec. 65.)

SEc. 5. That every association now engaged solely in Expo~t .trade
. t y d ays a ft er th e passage 0 £ thiS
. corporations
assoClatJons or
. h'Ill SIX
export tra d e, Wlt
to
•
t'
t
d
•
t
h
f
.
file statement
A ct, an d every associa IOn en ere m o erea ter which with Federal
. expor t t ra d e, Wl'th'm th'Irty d ays after sion
Trade Commis·
engages so1e1y m
~bowing
•ItS creation,
• Sh a11 fil e WI'th th e F~ ed era1 T ra d e CommiSSlOn
• • ficfiS,
location
of of·and
names,
'fi
d
•
t
t
tt'
f
th
h
.
addreBBeo o!
a ver1 e wrrtten sta emen se mg or t e locatiOn of officers, etc., and
.
f b •
also articles of
Jts offices or places 0
usmess an d t h e names and ad- incorporation
or
.
d
f ll .
contract o!
dresses of ali ItS officers an 0 a ItS stockholders or mem- association, etc.
hers, and if a corporation, a copy of its certificate or
articles of incorporation and by-laws, and if unincorporated, a copy of its articles or contract of association, and
on the first day of January of each year thereafter it shall
• See ante, p. 728.
• See ante, p. 713.
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make a like statement of the location of its offices or places
of business and the names and addresses of all its officers
and of all its stockholders or members and of all amendments to and changes in its articles or certificate of
incorporation or in its articles or contract of association.
To fu rnisb also
information as It shall also furnish to the com[518]mission such inforto organization,
mation as the commission may require as to its organizabusim:o,ss, ttc.
tion, business, conduct, practices, management, and relation to other associations, corporations, partnerships, and
PenaltiesJ loss of individuals. Any association which shall fail so to do
benefl t or sees. 2
and 8, and fine. shall not have the benefit of the provisions of section two
and section three of this Act, and it shall also forfeit to
the United States the sum of $100 for each and every day
of the continuance ·of such failure, which forfeiture shall
be payable into the Treasury of the United States, and
shall be recoverable in a civil suit in the name of the
United States brought in the district where the association has its principal office, or in any district in which it
District attor- shall do business. It shall be the duty of the various
neys to prosecute d'
. attorneys, Un d er t h e d'Irectlon
• 0 f t h e A ttorney
for recovery of
IStriCt
forfeiture.
•
h
General of the Umted States, to prosecute for t e recovery of the forfeiture. The costs and expenses of such
prosecution shall be paid out of the appropriation for
the expenses of the courts of the United States.
Federal Trade
'\Vhenever the Federal Trade Commission shall have
Commission to
investigate rereason to believe that an association or any agreement
•traint of trade,
artifldai or in- made or act done by such association is in restraint of
tentional en·
hancement or
trade within the United States or in restraint of the
depre•sion of
, competitor
.
.
pr1ces or subexport tra de of any d omestiC
of sueh assoCiastantial lessening •
h
•
•
•
h
•
h
U
'
d
S
of competition bon, or t at an associatiOn eit er m t e
mte
tates or
by a•aociation.
•
•
elsewhere has entered mto any agreement, understandmg,
or conspiracy, or done any act which artificially or intentionally enhances or depresses prices within the United
States of commodities of the class exported by such association, or which substantially lessens competition within
the United States or otherwise restrains trade therein, i~
shall summon such association, its officers, and agents to
appear before it, and thereafter conduct an investigation
into the alleged violations of law. Upon investigation,
May recommend readJustment ln case of if it shall conclude that the law has been violated, it may
violation.
make to such association recommendations for the readjustment of its business, in order that it may thereafter
maintain its organization and management and conduct
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its• business in accordance
with law. If
such association and
To refer findings
•
•
recommen·
fa1ls to comply
w1th the
recommendations
of the Federal torney
dations to At·
General If
• •
,
• •
Trade
Comm1sswn, sa1d
comm1ss1on shall refer its find- ar•~
ociation
•
,
a1 1 • to comp1y
mgs and recommendatwns to the Attorney General of the withd
recoromen at
1on.
United States for such action thereon as he may deem
proper.
For the purpose of enforcing these provisions the Fed- ~iv~:,::;:~
eral Trade Commission shall have all the powers ' so far powers
as under
Federal Trade
1
as applicable, given it in "An Act to create a Federal ~'fa~' !:ion Act
Trade Commission, to define its powers and duties, and applicable.
for other purposes."
Approved, April 10, 1918.

.'

SHERMAN ANTITRUST ACT
See. 1. CONTRACTS, COMBINATIONS, ETC., IN RE~
STRAINT OF TRADE ILL.EGAL-PENALTY. (26 Stat. 209;
15 U.S.C.A., sec. 1.)

SECTION 1. Every contract, combination in the form of
trust or otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or
~ommerce among the several States, or with foreign
nations, is hereby declared to be illegal. Every person
who shall make any such contract or engage in any such
~ombination or conspiracy, shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof, shall be pun- penalty-fine,
Misdemeanor:
ished by fine not exceeding
five
thousand
dollars,
or
by
impbrisonment,
•
or oth.
imprisonment not exceedmg one year, or by both said
punishments, in the discretion of the court.
See. 2. PERSONS 1\IONOPOLIZING TRADE GUILTY OF
MISDEMEANOR-PENALTY. (26 Stat. 209; 15 U.S.C.A., sec. 2.)

SEc. 2. Every person who shall monopolize, or attempt
to monopolize, or combine or conspire with any other
person or persons; to monopolize any part of the trade or
commerce among the several States, or with foreign
nations, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
on conviction thereof, shall be punished by fine not
exceeding five thousand dollars, or by imprisonment not
exceeding one year, or by both said punishments, in the
discretion of the court.
See. 3. CONTRACTS, ETC., AFFECTING TERRITORIES OR
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA ILLEGAL-PENALTY. (26 Stat
209; 15 U.S.C.A., sec. 3.)

SEc. 3. Every contract, combination in .form of trust
or otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce in any Territory of the United States or of the
District of Columbia, or in restraint of trade or commerce.
between any such Territory and another, or between any
l020M"-Si'l-vor:.18-49
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such Territory or Territories and any State or States or
the District of Columbia, or with foreign nations, or between the District of Columbia and any State or Statesor foreign nations, is hereby declared illegal. Every person who shall make any such contract or engage in any
such combination or conspiracy, shall be deemed guiltyof a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof, shall be
punished by fine not exceeding five thousand dollars, or·
by imprisonment not exceeding one year, or by both said
punishments, in the discretion of the court.
Sec. 4. ENFORCEMENT.
Juriodict!on ;
circuit courts.

Procedure ; by
way of petition.

(26 Stat. 209; 15 U.S.C.A., sec. 4.).

SEc. 4. The several circuit courts 1 of the United States
are hereby invested with jurisdiction to prevent and
restrain violations of this act; and it shall be the duty of
the several district attorneys of the United States, in·
their respective districts, under the direction of the Attorney General, to institute proceedings in equity to prevent
and restrain such violations. Such proceedings may be
by way of petition setting forth the case and praying
that such violation shall be enjoined or otherwise prohibited. ·when the parties complained of shall have been
duly notified of such petition the court shall proceed, as.
soon as may be, to the hearing and determi[210]nation
of the case; and pending such petition and before final
decree, the court may at any time make such temporary
restraining order or prohibition as shall be deemed just
in the premises.
Sec. 5. ADDITIONAL PARTIES.
sec. 5.)

(26 Stat. 210; 15. U.S.C..&.~

SEc. 5. Whenever it shall appear to the· court beforewhich any proceeding under section four of this act may
be pending, that the ends of justice require that other
parties should be brought before the court, the court may
cause them to be summoned, whether they reside in the
district in which the court is held or not; and subpoenasto that end may be served in any district by the marshaV
thereof.
• Act of Mar. 8, 1911, c. 231, 36 Stat. 1167, abolishes the courts re-.
ferred to, and ·confers their powers upon the district court•.
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See. 6. FORFEITURE OF PROPERTY.

(26 Stat. 210; 15

U.S.C.A., sec. 6.)

SEo. 6. Any property owned under any contract or by
any combination, or pursuant to any conspiracy (and
being the subject thereof) mentioned in section one of
this act, and being in the course of transportation from
one State to another, or to a foreign country, shall be forfeited to the United States, and may be seized and condemned by like proceedings as those provided by law for Procedure.
the forfeiture, seizure, and condemnation of property
imported into the United States contrary to law.
See. 7. SUITS-RECOVERY.

(26 Stat. 210.)

SEo. 7. Any person who shall be injured in his business
or property by any other person or corporation by reason
of anything forbidden or declared to be unlawful by this
act, may sue therefor in any circuit court 2 of the United
States in the district in which the defendant resides or is
found, without respect to the amount in controversy, and
shall recover threefold the damages by him sustained, and Threefold damthe costs of suit, including a reasonable attorney's fee.
agee and costs,
See. 8. "PERSON" OR "PERSONS" DEFINED.
210; 15 U.S.C.A., sec. 7.)

(26 Stat.

SEc. 8. That the word "person", or "persons", wher- Corporations and
. this
, act sh all be d eemed t o Inc
. l u d e corpora- assoclationaunder
ever used In
laws of United
,
. -.
. t'mg un d er or au th or1ze
. d by the States, etc.
bons
an d associations
exis
laws of either the United States, the laws of any of the
Territories, the laws of any State, or the laws of any
foreign country.
Approved, July 2, 1890.
1

See footnote on p, 7156.

NATIONAL RECOVERY ACT 1
[Approved June 16, 1933]

[PUBLic-No. 67-73n CoNGREss]
[H.R. l5755]

AN ACT To encourage national Industrial recovery, to foster fair competition, and to provide tor the construction of certain useful public
works, and for other purposes.

TITLE I-INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY
See. 1. DECLARATION OF POUCY.

(48 Stat. 195; 15

U.S.C.A., sec. 701.)
SECTION 1. A national emergency productive of wide- National emerspread unemployment and disorganization of industry, gency.
which burdens interstate and foreign commerce, affects
the public welfare, and undermines the standards of living of the American people, is hereby declared to exist.
It is hereby declared to be the policy of Congress to Removal of ob·
•
• t erstate an d structions
to
remove 0 bstructiOns
to t h e f ree fl ow 0 f m
commerce.
foreign commerce which tend to diminish the amount
thereof; and to provide for the general welfare by promoting the organization of industry for the purpose of
cooperative action among trade groups, to induce and Promotion of
' t am
• umte
' d ac t'IOn of 1abor an d management un der cooperative
mam
tion among ac•
d
.
.
trade groups.
a d equate government a1 sanet wns an superviSion, to
eliminate unfair competitive practices, to promote the Elimination of
• ca- tion.
unfair competif U 11est poss1'ble uti"1"tza t'IOn of th e present pro d uctlve
pacity of industries, to avoid undue restriction of production (except as may be temporarily required), to
increase the consumption of industrial and agricultural
products by increasing purchasing power, to reduce and Incr~•t•e of pur•
chasmg power,
.
re l1eve
unemp1oymen t , to tmprove
standards of labor, etc.
and otherwise to rehabilitate industry and to conserve
natural resources.
1 Title I only Is published herewith, os of partlculor tntere!!t in connection with the subject matter of this handbook. The act hns three titlesTitle II dealing wtth "Public Works a.nd Construction Projects", and
Title III dealing with "Amendments to Emergency Relief and Construction Act and Miscellaneous Provisions."
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Sec. 2. ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES.

(48 Stat. 195; 15

U.S.C.A., sec. 702, a, b, and c.)
Pre.:id_eht may
estauhs agen·
cies, utilize Federa! and State
officer• and employees, etc.

~'Ztt~~:g:~~
powers.
May establish
Industrial planning and research agency.
Duration of
title.

SEc. 2. (a) To effectuate the policy of this title, the
p resi"dent IS
. h ere b y authoriZe
. d to esta blis h sueh agenCies,
.
to accept
and utilize
such
voluntary and uncompensated
•
•
•
•
services, to appomt, without regard to the proviswns of
the civil service laws, such officers and employees, and to
utilize such Federal officers and employees, and, with the
consent of the State, such State and local officers and
employees, as he may find necessary, to prescribe their
authorities, duties, responsibilities, and tenure, and, without regard to the Classification Act of 1923, as amended,
to fix the compensation of any officers and employees so
appointed.
(b) The President may delegate any of his functions
and powers under this title to such officers, agents, and
employees as he may designate or appoint, and may
establish an industrial planning and research agency to
aid in carrying out his functions under this title.
[196] (c) This title shall cease to be in effect and
any agencies established hereunder shall cease to exist at
the expiration of two years after the date of enactment
of this Act, 2 or sooner if the President shall by proclamation or the Congress shall by joint resolution declare
that the emergency recognized by section 1 has ended.
Sec. 3. CODES OF FAIR COMPETITION.

(48 Stat. 196; 15

U.S.C.A., sec. 703, a to f, incl.)

SEc. 3. (a) Upon the application to the President by
one or more trade or industrial associations or groups, the
President may approve a code or codes of fair competition for the trade or industry or subdivision thereof,
It no unlalr
by the applicant or applicants, if the PresiIepresented
restrictions.
dent finds (1) that such associations or groups impose
no inequitable restrictions on admission to membership
And truly
therein and are truly representative of such trades or
repre,Jentative.
industries or subdivisions thereof, and (2) that such code
or codes are not designed to promote monopolies or to
And not
eliminate or opJ)ress small enterprises and will not OI)Croppressive, etc.
ate to discriminate against them, and will tend to effectuate the policy of this title: Provided, That such code or
~~~ ~~~n~~~ 1f!," codes shall not permit monopolies or monopolistic pracetc.
tices: Provided. further, That where such code or codes
May approve

cod ea.

• The Act was approved Jnne 16, 1933.
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mfect the services and welfare of persons engaged in
Qther steps of the economic process, nothing in this section shall deprive such persons of the right to be heard affected.
Rights of others
prior to approval by the President of such code or codes.
The President may, as a condition of his approval of any
-such code, impose such conditions (including require- ~~Io~~P~S::,~d~·
ments for the making of reports and the keeping of ac- exceptions, etc.
ocounts) for the protection of consumers, competitors, employees, and others, and in furtherance of the public
interest, and may provide such exceptions to and exemptions from the provisions of such code, as the President
in his discretion deems necessary to effectuate the policy
herein declared.
(b) After the President shall have approved any such ~georra~~and·
(!Ode, the provisions of such code shall be the standards of competition.
fair competition for such trade or industry or subdivision
thereof. Any violation of such standards in any transac- ia~~~~~~h~J'~i
,tion in Qr affecting interstate or foreign commerce shall competition.
be deemed an unfair method of competition in commerce
within the meaning of the Federal Trade Commission
Act, as amended; but nothing in this title shall be construed to impair the powers of the Federal Trade Commission under such Act, as amended.
(c) The several district courts of the United States Jurisdiction In
are hereby invested with jurisdiction to prevent and ~o~;~istrict
restrain violations of any code of fair competition approved under this title; and it shall be the duty of the
several district attorneys of the United States, in their District attor·
. .
to Institute
respect!.ve districts,
un d er t h e d'Irec t'10n of t h e A ttorney neya
proceedings.
'General, to institute proceedings in equity to prevent
:a.nd restrain such violations.
(d) Upon his own motion, or if complaint is made to President may
,
. . . l t 0 t he publ'IC mterest
,
preecrlbecode,
and on
the President
that abuses
approve
. Illlmica
.
own motion,
etc.
and contrary to the pohcy herem declared are prevalent
in any trade or industry or subdivision thereof, and if no
:code of fair competition therefor has theretofore been
approved by the President, the President, after such
public notice and hearirig as he shall specify, may prescribe and approve a code of fair competition for such
trade or industry or subdivision thereof, which shall have
the same effect as a code of fair competition approved by
the President under subsection (a) of this section.
~~Y cause ~arift
( e) On his own motion, or if any labor orrranization,
~
..Jvmnuss1on ID•
or any trade or industrial organization ' association ' orveetigation
when
lmpo1'ta threaten
O"roup
which
has
complied
with
the
provisions
of
this
success
of
code
.o
'
or agreement.
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title, shall make complaint to the President [197] that
any article or articles are being imported into the United
States in substantial quantities or increasing ratio to domestic production of any competitive article or articles
and on such terms or under such conditions as to render
ineffective or seriously to endanger the maintenance of
any code or agreement under this title, the President may
cause an immediate investigation to be made by the
United States Tariff Commission, which shall give precedence to investigations under this subsection, and if, after
such investigation and such public notice and hearing as
he shall specify, the President shall find the existence of
such facts, he shall, in order to effectuate the policy of
this title, direct that the article or articles concerned shall
be permitted entry into the United States only upon such
terms and conditions and subject to the payment of such
Llmitatloos upon fees and to such limitations in the total quantity which
Import• In·
may be imported (in the course of any specified period
volved,
or periods) as he shall find it necessary to prescribe in
order that the entry thereof shall not render or tend to
render ineffective any code or agreement made under
this title. In order to enforce any limitations imposed
Ucensing of
on the total quantity of imports, in any specified period
importers.
or periods, of any article or articles under this subsection,
the President may forbid the importation of such article
or articles unless the importer shall have first obtained
from the Secretary of the Treasury a license pursuant to
such regulations as the President may prescribe. Upon
information of any action by the President under this
Action by sec. subsection the Secretary of the Treasury shall, through
retary of Treu·
ury.
the proper officers, permit entry of the article or articles
specified only upon such terms and conditions and subject to such fees, to such limitations in the quantity which
may be imported, and to such requirements of license,
Pre.ident'• d~et- as the President shall have directed. The decision of the
lion collcluslve.
•
•
_, • ,
President as to facts shall be conclusive. Any conu1hon
Duration of
or limitation of entry under this subsection shall conlimitatlona.
tinue in effect until the President shall find and inform
the Secretary of the Treasury that the conditions which
led to the imposition of such condition or limitation upon
entry no longer exists.
(f) ·when a code of fair competition has been apPenal tie&
proved or prescribed by the President under this title,
any violation of any provision thereof in any transaction
in or affecting interstate or foreign commerce shall be a.
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·misd~meanor

and upon conviction thereof an offender
:shall be fined not more than $500 for each offense, and
each day such violation continues shall be deemed a
:separate offense.
Sees. 4 and 5. AGREEMENTS AND LICENSES.

(48 Stat.

197, 198 ; 15 U.S.C.A., sec. 704, a and b, sec. 705.)

SEc, 4. (a) The President is authorized to enter into President
~greements

.

may

~~b~~d

with, and to approve voluntary agreements approve agree•
,
m~nta with perbetween and among, persons engaged m a trade or mdus- sons, groups, etc.
try, labor organizations, and trade or industrial organi-zations, associations, or groups, relating to any trade or
industry, if in his judgment such agreements will aid
in effectuating the policy of this title with respect to
transactions in or affecting interstate or foreign commerce, and will be consistent with the requirements of
-clause (2) of subsection (a) of section 3 for a code of fair
-com petition.
(b) 1Vhenever the President shall find that destructive May license buai.
.
. 't'
ness when deWage or pnce cuttmg or other act! vi Ies contrary to the str_uctive w;age or
• 1e are bemg
·
• any t ra de or oth~r
pnce cuttmg or
. o f t h'IS tit
po l wy
prac t'Iced m
!'<:tivitiee
•1nd ustry or any su bdiVISIOn
. . . t hereo f , an d , a ft er sue h pu b-policy
pre)udJcJal to
herein.
lie notice and hearing as he shall specify, shall find it
<essential to license business enterprises in order to make
·effective a code of fair competition or an agreement under
this title or otherwise to effectuate the policy of this title,
.and shall publicLy [198] so announce, no person shall,
after a date fixed in such announcement, engage in or
'Carry <'n any business, in or affecting interstate or foreign
commerce, specified in such announcement, unless he shall
have first obtained a license issued pursuant to such regulations as the President shall prescribe.
The President Suspension
or
•
revocation of
may suspend or revoke any such license, after due notice license.
:and opportunity for hearing, for violations of the terms
<>r conditions thereof. Any order of the President suspending or revoking any such license shall be final if in
accordance with law. Any person who, without such a Penalties.
license or in violation of any condition thereof, carries
on any such bm;iness for which a license is so required,
shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined not more than
'$500, or imprisoned not more than six months, or both,
and each day such violation continues shall be deemed a
separate offense. Notwithstanding the provisions of sec- Duration ot Iition 2 (c), this subsection shall cease to be in effect at the ~~on~!.ng provt-
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expiration of one year after the date of enactment of this
Act or sooner if the President shall by proclamation or
the Congress shall by joint resolution declare that theemergency recognized by section 1 has ended.
Antltruet law
SEo. 5. While this title is in effect (or in the case of a.
exempt!ona.
license, while section 4 (a) is in effect) and for sixty days
thereafter, any code, agreement, or license approved, prescribed, or issued and in effect under this title, and any
action complying with the provisions thereof taken during such period, shall be exempt from the provisions of
the antitrust laws of the United States.
~~~~~~~ ~~::o,,
Nothing in this Act, and no regulation thereunder,
~~~ :;~t~~d- shall prevent an individual from pursuing the vocation
of manual labor and selling or trading the products
thereof; nor shall anything in this Act, or regulation
thereunder, prevent anyone from marketing or trading
the produce of his farm.
Sees. 6 and 7. LIMITATIONS UPON APPLICATION OF
TITLE. (48 Stat. 198; 15 U.S.C.A., sec. 706; sec. 707, a to d.)

to

SEc. 6. (a) No trade or industrial association or
group
• •
shall be eligible to receive the benefit of the proVISions of
this title until it files with the President a statement containing such information relating to the activities of the
association or group as the President shall by regulation
prescribe.
Presid!'!bnt mar
(b) The President
is authorized to prescribe rules
and
prescr1 e rules
,
,
,
and regulation• to regulations desl!med
to
insure
that
any
orgamzatwn
0
aecure represent&·
tive c~aracter ot availing itself of the benefits of this title shall be truly
orgamr.atlon com·
fng under.
representative of the trade or industry or subdivision
thereof represented by such organization. Any organization violating any such rule or regulation shall cease to
be entitled to the benefits of this title.
!~n:i';J;;!~eto
(c) Upon the request of the President, the Federal
!m-esttgate.
Trade Commission shall make such investigations as may
be necessary to enable the President to carry out the provisions of this title, and for such purposes the Commission shall have all the powers vested in it with respect of
investigations under the Federal Trade Commission Act~
as amended.
Conditions of
Sro. 7. (a) Every code of fair competition, acrree0
code, agreement,
or license.
ment, and license approved, prescribed, or issued under
this title shall contain the following conditions: (1) That
Statemebnt
aecure eneflt of
this title.
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employees
shall have the right to organize and bargain Right
ot em•
ployees to orcollecttvely
through
representatives
of
their
own
choosganize.and act
~ollectivelv,
,
mg, and shall be free from the interference, restraint, or
·
coercion of employers of labor, or their agents, in the
designation of such representatives or in self-organization or in other concerted activities for the purpose of
collective bargaining or other mutual aid or protection;
and no one seekin"
employment stratrung
No ~o!Jdition re(2) that no employee
•
e.
freedom
shall be reqmred as a condition of employment to join of action.
any [199] company union or to refrain from joining,
organizing, or assisting a labor organization of his own
choosing; and (3) that employers shall comply with the
maximum hours of labor, minimum rates of pay, and serve
Employers. to obmax1mum
other conditions of employment, approved or prescribed hours,
minimum
rates, etcw
by the President.8
(b) The President shall, so far as practicable, afford 1Toum~ttrorfd
oppory or mu·
every opportunity to employers and employees in any tual
establishment of maxi·
trade or industry or subdivision thereof with respect to mum
hours, minimum rates,
which the conditions referred to in clauses (1) and (2)
of subsection (a) prevail, to establish by mutual agreement, the standards as to the maximum hours of labor,
minimum rates of pay, and such other conditions of
employment as may be necessary in such trade or industry or subdivision thereof to effectuate the policy of this approve
Effect wdhen
as co de
title; and the standards established in such agreements, ~fti~~-r compewhen approved by the President, shall have the same
effect as a code of fair competition, approved by the
President under subsection (a) of section 3.
(c) 1Vhere no such
mutual agreement
has been ap- when
May Investigate
•
no mutual
,
,
proved by the Prestdent, he may mvestigate the labor agreement ap.
, .
h
f l b
,
proved, labor
practices, pohclCs, wages, ours o a or, and condttions practice•, etc.
of employment in such trade or industry or subdivision
thereof; and upon the basis of such investigations, and
after such hearings as the President finds advisable, he is
authorized to prescribe a limited code of fair competition
fixin!!~ such maximum, hours of labor, minimum rates of cone
May prEO"cribe
lixmg max!.
pay, and other conditwns of employment in the trade or mum hours, etc.
industry or subdivision thereof investigated as he finds
to be necessary to effectuate the policy of this title,
which shall have the same effect as a code of fair competition approved by the President under subsection (a)
et~.

• Public Resolution No. 44, 73d Congress, approved June 19, authorizes
President to eetablish a board or boards to Investigate Issues ot employers
or employees In controversies arising under sec. 7 (a), burdening or
threatening to burden tree flow ot Interstate commerce.
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!;':::~~r~~t~~!r
skill~ etc., wage.
but no
nwxunum

" Person " de·

fined.

" Interstate an<t
foreign com·
mercc."

of section 3. The President may differentiate according
to experience
and skill of the employees affected and ac..
cording to the locality of employment; but no attempt
shall be made to introduce any classification according
to the nature of the work involved which might tend to
set a maximum as well as a minimum wage.
(d) As used in this title, the term " person " includes
any individual, partnership, association, trust, or corporation ·' and the terms "interstate and foreiO'n
com0
merce" and "interstate or foreign commerce" include,
except where otherwise indicated, trade or commerce
among the several States and with foreign nations, or
between the District of Columbia or any Territory of
the United States and any State, Territory, or foreign
nation, or between any insular possessions or other places
under the jurisdiction of the United States, or between
any such possession or place and any State or Territory
of the United States or the District of Columbia or any
foreign nation, or within the District of Columbia or any
Territory or any insular possession or other place under
the jurisdiction of the United States.
Sec. 8. APPLICATION TO AGRICULTURAL
.l\IENT ACT. ( 48 Stat. 100; 15 U.S.C.A., sec. 708.)

Not to repeal or

m~dify.

May dPlegate
lunctiono or
pOWPJ"I, to no(d
c""tlict, to Sec·
retary of Agrl·
culture,

ADJUST·

SEc. 8. (a) This title shall not be construed to repeal
or modify any of tl1e provisions of title I of the Act
entitled "An Act to relieve the existing national economic
emergency by increasing agricultural purchasing power,
to raise revenue for extraordinary expenses incurred by
reason of such emergency, to provide emergency relief
with respect to agricultural indebtedness, to provide for
the orderly liquidation of joint-stock land banks, and
for other purposes", approved May 12, 1933; and such
title I of said Act approved 1\Iay 12, 1933, may for all
purposes be hereafter referred to as the "Agricultural
Adjustment Act."
(b) The President may, in his discretion, in order to
avoid conflicts in the administration of the Agricultural
Adjustment Act and this title, delegate any of his func.tions and powers under this title [200] with respect to
trades, industries, or subdivisions thereof which are engaged in the handling of any agricultural commodity or
product thereof, or of any competing commodity or
product thereof, to the Secretary of Agriculture.
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(48 Stat. 200; 15 U.S.C.A., sec.

709.) 1

SEc. 9. (a) The President is further authorized to May
Initiate
• •
proceedmgs be·
mrtiate before the Interstate Commerce Commission pro- PIPe-line
f<;>re I_.c.o. for
regulaceedings necessary to prescribe regulations to control the tion.
operations of oil pipe lines and to fix reasonable, compensatory rates for the transportation of petroleum and
its products by pipe lines, and the Interstate Commerce
Commission shall grant preference to the hearings and
determination of such cases.
(b) The
President is authorized to institute proceed- May
inst1tute
•
•
P> oceedmgs for
mgs to drvorce from any holding company any pipe-line boldmg
d1vo~cement of
from
company
controlled by such
holding
company which
pip~-line com•
•
•
.
•
•
pr.n1e3 where
prpe-lme company by unfair practrces or by exorbitant ~r:~ir practic.,.,
rates in the transportation of petroleum or its products
tends to create a monopoly.
(c) The President is authorized to prohibit the trans- May prohibit
•
•
•
•
transportation of
portatron m mterstate and forergn commerce of petro- petroleum prod•
ucta where
leum and the products thereof produced or withdrawn withdrawal in
.
.
~~~~
from storage In excess of the amount permitted to be State regulation.
produced or withdrawn from storage by any State law
or valid regulation or order prescribed thereunder, by
any board, commission, officer, or other duly authorized
agency of a State. Any violation of any order of the
President issued under the provisions of this subsection Pellalties.
shall be punishable by a fine of not to exceed $1,000, or
imprisonment for not to exceed six months, or both.
Sec. 10. RULES AND REGULATIONS.
U.S.C.A., sec. 710.)

(48 Stat. 200; 15

SEc. 10. (a) The President is authorized to prescribe May prescribe,
t.._
and fees, tl)
.
sueh rules and regu 1atwns as may IJt} necessary to carry carry out title.
out the purposes of this title, and fees for licenses and
for filing codes of fair competition and agreements, and
any violation of any such rule or regulation shall be
punishable by fine of not to exceed $500, or imprisonment Penaitie•.
for not to exceed six months, or both.
(b) The President may from time to time cancel or May.~ancel or
. any order, approva l , l'rcense, ru le, or regu l atron
. order,
mo<l1fy any
modify
etc.
issued under this title; and each agreement, code of fair
competition, or license approved, prescribed, or issued Each agreeunder this title shall contain an express provision to that ~~~~d:.tc., ao to

effect.
1 Sec. 9 (c) was d~clared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court In the
case of Panama. Refining Co. v. Ruan, Jan. '1', 19311, 293 U. S. 388.

EXECUTIVE ORDER OF JANUARY 20, 1934
RELATING TO N. R. A. CASES BEFORE THE FEDERAL TRADE
COMMISSION

In order to effectuate the policy of Title I of the National Industrial
Recovery Act, approved June 16, 1933, I, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
President of the United States, pursuant to the authority thereby
vested in me and in accordance with the provisions of said act and the
provisions of an act to create a Federal Trade Commission approved
September 26, 1914, do hereby direct that:
1. Whenever any complainant shall be dissatisfied with the disposition by any Federal agency, except the Department of Justice, of any
complaint charging that any person, partnership, corporation, or
other association, or ,form of enterprise, is engaged in any monopolistic practice, or practice permitting or promoting a monopoly, or
tending to eliminate, oppress, or discriminate against small enterprises, which is allegedly in violation of the provisions of any code
of fair competition approved under the National Industrial Recovery
Act, or allegedly sanctioned by the provisions of such code but
allegedly in violation of Section 3 (a) of said National Industrial
Recovery Act, such complaint shall be transferred to the Federal
Trade Commission by such agency upon request of the complainant.
2. The Federal Trade Commission may, in accordance with the
provisions of the National Industrial Recovery Act and the provisions
of an act to create a Federal Trade Commission, approved September
26, 1914, upon the receipt of any such complaint transmitted to it,
institute a proceeding against such persons, partnerships, corporations,
or other associations or form of enterprise as it may have reason
to believe are engaged in the practices aforesaid, whenever it shall
appear to the Federal Trade Commission that a proceeding by it
in respect thereof would be to the interest of the public: Provided,
That if in any case the Federal Trade Commission shall determine
that any such practice is not contrary to the provisions of Section
5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act or of Sections 2, 3, or 7 of the
act of October 15,1914, commonly called the 11 Clayton Act", it shall
instead of instituting such proceeding, transfer the complaint, with
the evidence and other information pertaining to the matter, to the
Department of Justice.
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3. The power herein conferred upon the Federal Trade Commission
shall not be construed as being in derogation of any of the powers.
of said Commission under existing law.
FRANKLIN D. RoosEVELT.
TnE WHITE HousE,

January 20, 1934-.

IN

THE ~fATTER OF

STURTEVANT ICE CREAM COMPANY
J..farch 19, 1934
Jurisdiction of Commission to consider cases of alleged hardship arising undercodes of fair competition promulgated under the National Industrial Recovery
Act, distinguished from similar cases arising out of marketing agreementg,
approved under Agricultural Adjustment Act, and Commission held without.
jurisdiction in such cases.
OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

The petitioner herein has appealed to the Federal Trade Commission for relief against the operation of certain provisions of the,
Evaporated Milk Marketing Agreement, approved September 8,.
1933, and made under the authority of the Agricultural Adjustment.
Act of May 12, 1933 (48 Stat. 31).
The petitioner alleges that the price range of 15 cents per case
permitted under the Agreement works to the hardship of small packers:.
of independent brands, who prior to the Agreement had maintained
a spread between such brands in the neighborhood of 25 cents. The,
petitioner also alleges that the Agreement as interpreted works to the.
hardship of the smnJl packers by permitting pooling arrangements.
whereby several small buyers are enabled to get carload rates upon
shipments that in themselves are in the less-than-carload class. The.
Agreement, it is alleged, permits the acceptance of different orders.
from different buyers up to the capacity of a carload, thereby favoring·
these buyers with the carload rate. Small packers, it is alleged, areplaced at a disadvantage by the adoption of this method, inasmuch
as their orders are insufficient to permit them to adopt these pooling·
tactics and thus afford their buyers the carload rate. Finally, the,
petitioner alleges that numerous small packers, who have not signed.
the Agreement, are selling their product at 10 to 15 cents below theestablished prices and are thus underselling packers who, like the,
petitioner, have signed the Agreement and are maintaining the price,
differentials there established.
The jurisdiction of the Commission to consider cases of alleged.
hardship arising under codes of fair competition promulgated under-
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the National Industrial Recovery Act is to be distinguished from
similar cases arising out of marketing agreements approved under the
Agricultural Adjustment Act. Under Section 3 (b) of the National
Industrial Recovery Act violation of a code is made an unfair method
of competition in commerce. The Commission is thus empowered to
deal with such conduct as it deals with conduct which ip.dependently
of a code would be an unfair method of competition in commerce.
No such power is, however, given to the Commission in connection
with the Agricultural Adjustment Act. Though the method for
enforcing marketing agreements is not unlike that employed by the
Commission in connection with suppressing unfair methods of competition, the agency of enforcement is the Secretary of Agriculture
and not the Commission.
Again, the jurisdiction of the Commission to restrain conduct authorized or permitted under a marketing agreement is also to be distinguished from its jurisdiction to restrain conduct allegedly authorized under codes of fair competition promulgated under the National
Industrial Recovery Act. The Commission's jurisdiction, apart.
from Section 3 (b) of the National Industrial Recovery Act, must be
made to rest upon a claim that the conduct complained of is a violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act (38 Stat. 717-724 (1914),
15 U. S. C. Sees. 41-51) or those sections of the Clayton Anti-trust.
Act (Sees. 2, 3, 7, 8, 38 Stat. 730-733 (1914), 15 U.S. C. Sees. 13, 14,
18, 19; cj. Sec. 11, 38 Stat. 734, 15 U.S. C. Sec. 21) over which the
Commission has been given jurisdiction. But, as distinct from the
National Industrial Recovery Act, the Agricultural Adjustment Act
provides for absolute immunity in connection with its marketing
agreements from violation of "the anti-trust laws of the United
States." Some contention is made that the term 11 anti-trust laws"
does not include the Federal Trade Commission Act, particularly
Section 5 thereof. Without determining this question, it suffices to
note for the present that the petitioner's complaint relates to conduct
which, though it might also be considered a violation of Section 5 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act, is primarily a complaint of the.
nature which, but for the change of policy effected by the Agricultural
Adjustment Act, would give ground for the interposition of government in aid of a policy of protection against monopolies and combinations in restraint of trade. Insofar as Congress has enjoined the
ordinary law-enforcing agencies of government to suspend action for
violation of the anti-trust laws against marketing agreements approved under the Agricultural Adjustment Act, that injunction must
be deemed to be equally applicable with reference to action of a like.
character by this Commission. Thus the term "anti-trust laws"
must be deemed to embrace laws of the United States, however exl02o~o·--35--voL1S----fio
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pressed, which are designed to uproot devices designed to promote
monopolistic practices or further combinations in restraint of trade,
even though it may be admitted that other methods of unfair compe·
tition outlawed by Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act
cannot, despite language which grants a power to the executive branch
of government to authorize action otherwise violative of the "anti·
trust laws of the United States", be pursued with impunity.
No jurisdiction to consider the petitioner's complaint can be
founded upon the Executive Order of January 20, 1934. That order
by its plain terms is limited to conduct allegedly sanctioned or in
violation of codes of fair competition promulgated under the National
Industrial Recovery Act.
Petition dismissed.

RULES OF PRACTICE
RULE I
SESSIONS

(a) The principal office of the Commission at Wash- Principal office.
ington, D.C., is open on each business day, excepting Saturdays, from 9 a.m. to 4 :30 p.m., and on Saturdays from
9 a.m. to 1 :00 p.m. The Commission may meet and
exercise all its powers at any other place, and may, by one Con:m_lission
may
exercise power
or more of its members, or by such examiners as it may elsewhere.
designate, prosecute any inquiry necessary to its duties in
any part of the United States. Branch offices are main- .Branch offices.
tained at New York, Chicago, San Francisco, and Seattle.
(b) Sessions of the Commission for hearings will be Hearings as
• •
ordered.
held as ordered by the Comm1ss10n.
(a) Sessions of the Commission for the purpose of
making orders and for the transaction of other business, ders
Session• tor orand other
unless otherwise ordered, will be held at the office of the business.
Commission at Washington, D.C., on each business day at
10:00 a.ln. A majority of the membership of the Com- Quorum.
mission shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of
business.
(d) All orders 6f the Commission shall be signed by Orders signed hy
secretary.
the secretary.
RULE II
APPEARANCE

(a) Any individual or member of a partnership which Person or
is a party to any proceeding before the Commission may partnership.
appear for himself or such partnership upon adequate
identification, and a corporation or association may be Corporation or
represented by fl bona fide officer of such corporation or as•ociatiou.
association.
(b) A party may also appear by an attorney at law By attorney at
admitted to practice before the Commission. Upon Jaw, etc.
application and for good cause shown, the Commission,
in its discretion, may permit a party to be represented by
any other person having the requisite qualifications to
represent others.
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RULE III
PRACTICE BEFORE COMMISSION
.~ttorneya:

(a) Attorneys at law who are admitted to practice before the Supreme Court of the United States, or the
highest court of any State or Territory of the United
States, or the Court of Appeals or the Supreme Court
of the District of Columbia, may be admitted to practice
before the Commission. No register of admitted attorneys is maintained.
D~ni.ol or ad{b) The Commission may, in its discretion, deny ad; suspen•
sian, or disbar- mission suspend or disbar from practice before it any
ment: Groun<l11.
'
'
person, who, it finds, does not possess the requisite qualifications to represent others, or is lacking in character, •
integrity, or is guilty of unprofessional conduct. Any
person who has been admitted to practice before the
Commission may be disbarred or suspended from practice
for good cause shown but only after he has been afforded
an opportunity to be heard.
Qualifications.

lm~slOn

RULE IV
COMPLAINTS
Who may ask
complaint.

Form of appll·
cation.

Commission to
Investigate,

l•suance an<.l
aervice of com·
plaint.

(a) Any person, partnership, corporation, or association may apply to the Commission to institute a proceeding in respect to any violation of law over which the
Commission has jurisdiction.
(b) Such application shall be in writing, signed by or
in behalf of the applicant, and shall contain a short and
simple statement of the facts constituting the alleged
violation of law and the name and address of the applicant and of the party complained of.
(c) The Commission shall investigate the matters complained of in such application, and if upon investigation
the Commission shall have reason to believe that there is
a violation of law over which the Commission has jurisdiction, and if it shall appear to the Commission that a
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be to the interest of the public, the Commission shall issue and serve
upon the party complained of a complaint stating its
charges imd containing a notice of a hearing upon a day
and at a place therein fixed, at least 30 days after the
service of said complaint.
·
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RULE V
ANSWERS
allowed for
(a) In case of desire to contest the proceeding the Time
answer.
respondent shall, within 20 days from the service of
the complaint, file with the Commission an answer to the
complaint. Such answer shall contain a short and simple Fonn of answer.
statement of the facts which constitute the ground of
defense. Respondent shall specifically admit or deny or
explain each of the facts alleged in the complaint, unless
respondent is without knowledge, in which case respond€nt shall so state, such statement operating as a denial.
Any allegation of the complaint not specifically denied in !":~1 ~W.~~t~~~:
the answer, unless respondent shall state in the answer
that respondent is without knowledge, shall be deemed
to be admitted to be true and may be so found by the
Commission.
(b) In case respondent desires to waive hearincr
on the deSlrt'fJ
H r.espondcnt.
t:>
to watve
charges set forth in the complaint and not to contest the h~aring,proceeding, the answer may consist of a statement that
respondent refrains from contesting the proceeding or
that respondent consents that the Commission may make,
enter, and serve upon respondent an order to cease and
desist from the violations of the law alleged in the complaint, or that respondent admits all the allegations of
the complaint to be true. Any such answer shall be
deemed to be an admission of all the allegations of the
complaint, to waive a hearing thereon, and to authorize
the Commission, without a trial, without evidence, and
without findings as to the facts or other intervening procedure, to make, enter, issue, and serve upon
respondent:
.
(c) In cases arising under section 5 of the net of Con- rn cases under
'ld
sec.6of~'ed·
'gress approved September 26, 1914, entlt e "An act to er!'l :rrade Com.
, .
d fi .
m1sston Act, or
create a Federal Trade CommlSSlOn, to e ne Its powers sees. 2 and 3 of
, (h F d
Clayton Act ;
and duties, and for other purposes
t e e eral Trade
Commission Act), or under sections 2 and 3 of the act of
Congress approved October 15, 1914, entitled "An act to
supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and
monopolies, and for other purposes " (the Clayton Act),
an order to cease and desist from the violations of law
charged in the complaint;
mea under
( d) In cases arising under section 7 of the said act of In
sec. 7 of Clayton
Congress approved October 15, 1914 (the Clayton Act), Act; and
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an order to cease and desist from the violations of law
charged in the complaint and to divest itself of the stock
alleged in the complaint to be held contrary to the provisions of said section 7 of said Clayton Act;
In
cases
under
(e) In cases arising under section 8 of the said act of
sec. 8 of Clayton
Act.
Congress approved October 15, 1914 (the Clayton Act),
an order to cease and desist from the violation of law
charged in the complaint and to rid itself of the directors
alleged in the complaint to have been chosen contrary to
the provisions of said section 8 of said Clayton Act.
Failure to an(f) Failure of the respondent to appear or to file anIWer.
swer within the time as above provided for shall be
deemed to be an admission of all allegations of the complaint and to authorize the Commission to find them to be
true and to waive hearing on the charges set forth in the
complaint.
Number of
(g) Three copies of answers are required to be fur·
copieu, signing,
etc.
nished. All answers are required to be signed in ink by
the respondent or by his attorney at law, or by a duly
authorized agent with appropriate power of attorney
sffixed, and are required to show the office and post-office
address of the signer. All answers are required to be
typewritten or printed. If typewritten, they are required to be on paper not more than 8% inches wide and
not more than 11 inches long. If printed, they are required to be on paper 8 inches wide by 10% inches long.
RULE VI
SERVICE
By seedrletary,hany
one u y aut or·

~~nio:e~.ny

Personal.

By leaving copy.

Complaints, orders, and other processes
of the Com• ,
mission may be served by the Comm1sswn's secretary, by
registered mail (except whenever otherwise specifically
ordered by the Commission), and in those instances where
service cannot be made by such method, service may be
made by anyone duly authorized by the Commission, or
by any examiner of the Commission, either (a) by delivering a copy thereof to the person to be served, or to a
member of the partnership to be served, or to the presi·
dent, secretary, or other executive officer, or a director of
the corporation or association to be served; or (b) by
leaving a copy thereof at the principal office or place of
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business of such person, partnership, corporation, assoa copy thereof By
registered
ciation; or (c) by registering and mailing
.
mall.
a dd resse d to sueh person, partnersh1p, corporation, or
association, at his or its principal office or place of business. The verified return by the person so serving said Return.
complaint, order, or other process, setting forth the manner of said service, shall be proof of the same, and the
return post-office receipt for said complaint, order, or
other process, registered and mailed, as aforesaid, shall
be proof of the service of the same.
RULE VII
INTERVENTION

(a) Any person, partnership, corporation, or associa- Form or applica·
tion desiring to intervene in a contested proceeding shall tlon.
make application in writing, setting out the grounds on
which he or it claims to be interested. The Commission
or in person or
Pedrmltted by
may, by order, permit intervention by counsel
•
er.
to such extent and upon such terms as It shall deem just.
(b) Applications to intervene are required to be on one Size or paper,
'd f
h
•
margin, etc.,
1'- mches
SI e 0 the paper only, on paper not more t an 8"72
used on applicawide and not more than 11 inches long, and weighing not tlon.
less than 16 pounds to the ream, folio base, 17 by 22
inches, with left-hand margin not less than 1¥2 inches
wide, or they may be printed in 10- or 12-point type on
good unglazed paper 8 inches wide by 10¥2 inches long,
with inside margins not less than 1 inch wide.
RULE VIII
WITNESSES AND SUBPEN.AS

except that for or
Exda1mln!ltlon
( a) ·witnesses shall be examined orally,
•
nanly oral.
good and exceptional cause for departmg from the general rule the Commission may permit their testimony to
be taken by deposition.
(b) Subpenas requiring the attendance of witnesses sl!bpenaa for
, the U mte
. d Stat es at any d es1gnated
.
wttne&&es.
from any place m
place of hearing may be issued by any member of the
Commission.
(c) Subpenas for the .production
of documentary
evi- productiOn
Subpen~s for
b
, .
of
dence (unless directed to Issue y a commissioner upon his docd'mentary
.
l
l' , .
.
evi ence.
own motion) will Issue on y upon app 1cat10n m wnting,
which must be verified and must specify, as near as may
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and mileage.
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be, the documents desired and the facts to be proved by
them.
(d) 1Vitnesses summoned before the Commission shall
be paid the same fees and mileage tha't are paid witnesses
in the courts of the United States, and witnesses whose
depositions are taken, and the persons taking the same,
shall severally be entitled to the same fees as are paid
for like services in the courts of the United States. Witness fees and mileage shall be paid by the party at whose
instance the witnesses appear.
RULE IX
TIME FOR TAKING TESTIMONY

E~ami:lationof
w•tnessee to pro·
ceed as fast aa
practi<ahle.

Notice to
counsel.

Upon the joining of issue in a proceeding by the Com• •
• • of Witnesses
·
· sh a ll pronusswn
t he exammatwn
t herem
• h a11 reasona ble d"l"
• h t h e Ieast
cee d wit
I Igence an d wit
practicable delay. Not less than 5 days' notice shall
be given by the Commission to counsel or parties of the
time and place of examination of witnesses before the
Commission, a commissiOner, or an examiner.
RULE X
OBJECTIONS TO EVIDENCE

To 1tate
grounde of
objection, ete.

Objections to the evidence before the Commission, a
commissioner, or an examiner shall, in any proceeding,
be in short form, stating the grounds of objections relied
upon, and no transcript filed shall include argument or
debate.
RULE XI
MOTIONS

To briefly state
nature of order
applied for,
etc.

A motion in a proceeding by the Commission shall
briefly state the nature of the order applied for, and all
affidavits, records, and other papers upon which the same
is founded, except such as have been previously filed or
served in the same proceeding, shall be filed with such
motion and plainly referred to therein.
RULE XII
HEARINGS ON INVESTIGATIONS

Whr.n referred to
alnglo tommia·
aioner, or
examiner.

(a) ·when a matter for investigation is referred to a
single commissioner, or examiner, for examination or report, such commissioner, or examiner, may conduct or
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hold conferences or hearings thereon, either alone or with
other commissioners who may sit with him, and reasonable notice of the time and place of such hearings shall
be given to parties in in~rest and posted.
(b) The chief counsel, or such attorney as shall be Chief counsel r.r
•
d
•
.
attorney to
d esignate by him, or by the commissioner, or by the J.nusecute.
Commission, shall attend such hearings and prosecute the
investigation, which hearings shall be public, unless
otherwise ordered by the Commission.
RULE XIII
HEARINGS DEFORE TRIAL EXAMINERS

(a) Where evidence is to be taken
in a proceeding take
Exami~er to
• •
evidence.
upon complaint issued by the CommissiOn, a trial exami·
ner shall be designated by the Commission for that purpose. It shall be the duty of the trial examiner to complete the taking of evidence with all due dispatch and
he shall state the place, day, and hour to which the taking of evidence may from time to time be adjourned.
( b) All hearings before the Commission or trial exam- Onc?mlllaints;
•
pubhc, unle•s
mers on complaints issued by the Commission shall be otherwise ordered
public, unless otherwise ordered by the Commission.
(c) The trial examiner shall, within 15 days after the
• t 0 f th e stenograph'IC repor t 0 f th 8 t es t'Imony, mare
1 ~ake
Examiner
to
rece1p
and serve
his report on the facts, and shall forthwith serve copy fh: r~r~~ on
of the same on the parties or their attorneys, who, within
10 days after the receipt of same, shall file in writing
their exceptions, if any, and said exceptions shall specify ::,cti~!.ions by
the particular part or parts of the report to which exception is made, and said exceptions shall include any additional facts which either party may think proper. Seven
copies of exceptions shall be filed for the use of the Commission. Citations to the record shall be made in support
of such exceptions. "Where briefs are filed, the same shall mBrletr"oand
arguen n excepcontain a copy of such exceptions. If exceptions are to tlons.
be argued, they shall be argued at the final argument on
the merits.
.
(d) The report of the trial examiner is not· a deci- Trial
examiner's
report not part
sion, finding or ruling of the Commission, and is not a or record.
part of the record in the proceeding. The Commission's
findings as to the facts are based upon the record.
(e) 'Vhen, in the opinion of the trial examiner en- Exa"!ine~ unaer
. ta lnng
.
. any f ormal proceedmg,
.
Circumgaged m
eVI. d ence m
the certam
stances to resize of the transcript or complication or importance of !i.l~e.~~~~~~thot
its ccmteotiODI
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Not to be exchanged or
a.-gued.
Time allowed
for such lltatementa.
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the issues involved warrants it, he may of his own motion
or at the request of counsel, at the close of the taking of
evidence, announce to the attorney for the respondent and
for the Commission that the examiner will receive, at any
time before he has completed the drawing of the trial
examiner's report upon the facts, a statement in writing
(one for either side) in terse outline setting forth the con·
tentions of each as to the facts proved in the proceeding.
(f) These statements are not to be exchanged between
counsel and are not to be argued before the trial examiner.
(g) Any such statement submitted by either side shall
be submitted within 5 days after the closing of the taking
of evidence and not later, which time shall not be
extended.
RULE XIV
DEPOSITIONS

(a) The Commission may order evidence to be taken
by deposition in any proceeding or investigation pending
at any stage of such proceeding or investigation. Such
~::t>::areeJ:oe~c. depositions may be taken before any person designated by
the Commission and having power to administer oaths.
Application for
(b) Any party desiring to take the deposition of a wit·
deposition I.
ness shall make application in writing, setting out the
reasons why such deposition should be taken, and stating
the time when, the place where, and the name and post·
office address of the person before whom it is desired the
deposition be taken, the name and post-office address of
the witness, and the subject matter or matters concerning
which the witness is expected to testify. If good cause
be shown, the Commission will make and serve upon the
parties, or their attorneys, an order wherein the Com·
mission shall name the witness whose deposition is to be
taken and specify the time when, the place where, and the
person before whom the witness is to testify, but such
time and place, and the person before whom the deposition is to be taken, so specified in the Commission's order,
may or may not be the same as those named in said appli·
cation to the Commission.
Te•tlmony of
(a) The testimony of the witness shall be reduced to
witness.
writing by the officer before whom the deposition is
taken, or under his direction, after which the deposition
shall be subscribed by the witness and certified in usual
form by the officer. After the deposition has been so cer·
tified it shall, together with a copy thereof made by such
CommiBBion may
order,
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officer or under his direction, be forwarded by such officer
under seal in an envelope addressed to the Commission Deposition to be
. offi ce m
. W as h'mgton, DC
,,
a t Its
. . S uch d epos1tion,
unless forwarded.
otherwise ordered by the Commission for good cause
And ftled. Copy
shown, shall be filed in the record in said proceeding to
applicant or
and a copy thereof supplied to the party upon whose his attorney.
application said deposition was taken, or his attorney.
(d) Such depositions shall be typewritten on one side ~~~e or paper,
only of the paper, which shall be not more than 8¥2
inches wide and not more than 11 inches long and weighing not less than 16 pounds to the ream, folio base, 17 by
22 inches, with left-hand margin not less than 1% inches
wide.
(e) Unless notice be waived, no deposition shall be Notice.
taken except after at least 6 days' notice to the parties,
and where the deposition is taken in a foreign country,
~uch notice shall be at least 15 days.
RULE XV
DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE

\Vhere relevant and material matter offered in evidence ma
Reltev~n
t andtt
er1:1. 1 rna er
js embraced in a document containing other matter not only to be flied.
material or relevant and not intended to be put in evidence, such immaterial or irrelevant parts shall be
excluded, and shall be segregated insofar as practicable.
RULE XVI
BRIEFS

(a) All briefs must be filed with the secretary of the Filed with secreCommission, and briefs on behalf of the Commission must tary.
be accompanied by proof of the service of the same as rroor of service.
hereinafter provided, or the mailing of same by registered mail to the respondent or its attorney at the proper
auclress. Twenty copies of each brief shall be furnished Number.
for the use of the Commission unless otherwise ordered.
The exceptions, if any, to the, trial examiner's
report cept10na
To c;ontaln e:.:·
•
to tnal
must be incorporated in the brtef. Every bnef, except examiner's re·
the reply brief on behalf of the Commission, hereinafter;~:.
mentioned, shall contain in the order here stated:
(b) A concise abstract or statement of the case.
Abstract of case.
(c) A brief of the argument, exhibiting a clear state- Brief o! argu.
ment of the points of fact or law to be discussed, with the ment.
reference to the pages of the record and the authorities
relied upon in support of each point.
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(d) Every brief of more than 10 pages shall contain on
its top fly leaves a subject index with page references, the
subJect index to be supplemented by a list of all cases
referred to, alphabetically arranged, together with references to pages where the cases are cited.
Printina.
(e) Briefs are required to be printed in 10- or 12-point
type on good unglazed paper 8 by 10% inches, with inside
margins not less than 1 inch wide, and with double-leaded
text and single-leaded citations.
Reply brief,
(f) The reply brief on the part of the Commission
shall be strictly in answer to respondent's brief.
Time for briefs.
(g) The opening brief in support of the complaint
shall be filed within 20 days of the date of the service
upon the trial attorney of the Commission of the trial
examiner's report. The brief on behalf of the respondent
shall be filed within 20 days from the service upon the
respondent or his attorney of the brief in support of the
complaint. A reply brief in support of the complaint
shall be filed only when recommended by the chief counsel and then within 10 days after the filing of respondent's brief. A reply brief on behalf of respondent will not
be permitted to be filed. Appearance of additional
counsel in a case. shall not constitute grounds for extending the time for filing brief or for final hearing.
Briefs not filed
(h) Briefs not filed with the Commission on or before
in time.
the dates fixed therefor will not be received except by
special permission of the Commission.
~~~~~~ b~~~~m·
(i) Briefs on behalf of the Commission may be served
by delivering a copy thereof to the respondent's attorney
or to the respondent in case respondent be not represented
by attorney, or by registering and mailing a copy thereof
addressed to the respondent's attorney or to the respondent in case respondent be not represented by attorney, at
the proper post-office address. 'Vritten acknowledgment
of service, or the verified return of the party making the
service, shall constitute proof of personal service as hereinbefore provided, and the return post-office receipt aforesaid for said brief when registered and mailed shall
constitute proof of the service of the same.
Oral arauments. .
(j) Oral arguments may be had only as ordered by the
Commission on written application of the chief counsel
or of respondent filed not later than 5 days after expiration of time allowed for filing of reply brief of counsel
for the Commission.
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RULE XVII
FILING MOTIONS, ANSWERS, ETC.

All matter required to be filed with the Commission
shall be filed with the secretary.
'

Filed with
secretary,

RULE XVIII
REPORTS SHOWING COMPLIANCE WITH ORDERS

In every case where an order is issued by the Commission for the purpose of preventing violations of law the
respondent or respondents therein named shall file with
• • Wit
• h'Ill t h e time
· speCI'fi ed Ill
• Sal'd Ord er, a Within
time
th e COmmiSSIOn,
specified nnd in
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and writing.
form in which the said order of the Commission has been
complied with.
RULE XIX
REOPENING PROCEEDINGS

In any case where an order to cease and desist, an order an
Wldthfln oo days
or good
dismissing a complaint, or other order disposing of a pro- cause.
ceeding is issued the Commission may, at any time within
90 days after the entry of such order, for good cause
shown in writing and on notice to the parties, reopen the
case for such further proceedings as to the Commission
may seem proper.
RULE XX
CONTINUANCES, AND EXTENSIONS OF TIME

The Commission may, in its discretion, grant continu- In discre~ion
.
. .
d .
ot Commission,
ances, or, on good cause shown m wntmg an pnor to on good cause,
the expiration of the time fixed, extend the time fixed in etc.
these rules.
RULE XXI
ADDRESS OF THE COMMISSION

All communications to the Commission must be ad- Wa.hlngton,
dressed to Federal Trade Commission, Washington, D.C., D.c.
unless otherwise specifically directed.
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Page

"Airosage" hearing device.------------------------------ _________ _
Alfalfa seed._. _______ ------------------------------------ _______ •

144
40
Alkal~s---------------------------------------------------------89
Bath salts ____ --- ___ ---------------------------------------------1
Blankets, curative or therapeutic ___ ----------------------- _________ _
60
232
Books •••• ------------------------------------------------------30
lBracelets.• ------------------------------------------------------393
Broadcloth------------------------------------------------------lBulbs, incandescent----------------------------------------------158
Candies ___ ----------_--------------------------------- 269, 278-285, 287,
295-297, 298,305,306,317,326-32~329,337,339,346,37~385
"Case combination treatment"------------------------------------151
Chewing gum----------------------------------------------- 308,316,366
Cleansers.------------------------------------------------------89
Clothes, men's •• _______ ------- -----------------------------------214
Coal------~-----------------------------------------------------176·
Coats-----~-----------------------------------------------------393
"Concha belt" ________ ------------------------------------------_
30
Correspondence courses in:
"Pedopractic "-------------------- --------------------------- _
92
PhysiotherapY-----------------------------------------------92
Cosmetics ______ - ___ --_------------------------------------------.
170
Creams, face •• ________ ------------------------------~---------- 170, 219
"C. S. Porcelain" ______ ------------------------------------------.
262
Deafness, devices and preparations for------------------------------144
"Delcreo" dog medicine •• ----------------------------------------133
Detergents-- ___ - ______ ------------------------------------------89'
Dog medicines_-- ______ ------------------------------------------133
Ear oil and devices ••• __ ------------------------------------------144
158
Electric lamps or bulbs.------------------------------------------Electric or therapeutic blankets __ ----------------------------------60
Enamel, porcelain _____ -------------------------------------------262
Enamel tile, vitreous ___ -----------------------------~--~---------23
Eye tester------. ____ --------------------------------------------348
Face creams.-- ______ --------------------------------------------170
Face powders _______
219
Fat remover----_------------------------------------------------1
Flour------------------------------------------------------------ 58, 59
Flower seeds or bulbs __ -------------------------------------------82
Foot, correspondence course in care and treatment oL----------------92
French toiletries.------------------------------------------------219'
Gas mantles-----------------------------------------------------240
Glass, window---------------------------------------------------117
"Grimm" alfalfa seed.-~~----------------------------------------- ' 40
785

--_---------------------------------------=---
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Handbags------------------------------------------------------ 126, 190
Hats._ •.•••••••• --- •....•••••••.••••.••••••.••••••••••• _.. 113, 116, 140
Hearing devices, apparatus, and medicines ••••• ---------------------144
H~torybooks •••.• ----------------------------------------------- 232
HosierY---------------------------------------------------------393
158
Incandescent lamps or bulbs ••..••••••• _•••••••.•••••••• _...........
"Indian health tonic"--------------------------------------------16
"Indian made" jewelry, imitation •••.• -----------------------------30
Jackets, outside ••••••••••.•.••••••.••••..••••.•• -.................
393
Jewelry, Indian made, imitation •••••• ------ ••.. ---- ••.• -----------30
"Kruschen Salts", obesity cure .•• --------------. __ -------- __ . __ ••••
1
Lamps, incandescent •••••••• _•••..•••••. - •.•••• _.• -...............
158
1
Laxative salts. __ •••••••.. - ••.. -- •••• - •• - •• -._ ••• - •••••••••• _._ •• _
Leather.------------------------------------------------------- 126,393
Lenses, spectacle. ___ •••.. ___ •.••..••• - ••••. - •• -._._. ___ .•• _•.•• __ •
348
"Lethercoats" --------------------- •• ----- _----- _••••• ------ •• ---393
Luggage .••••••••• --------------------------------------------- 126, 190
Mantles, gas.------_~ •••••••••••• _.•••• _•• __ ._._._._._._ •• __ •• __ ••
240
"Master Hormones"-----.-------_.-----------------------.------379
Medicinal preparations and treatments------------------ 16, 65, 133, 151,379
Mice exterminator •..• __ •• _•.••.•• -.---- .... -- •... ~. __ .•• _•.••• _..
77
Mkrors---------------------------------------------------------69
Moleskin coats, sheep-lined ••••••.••••••••••••••.••••. _. __ .•.••••..•
393
240
Monazite and derivatives ••• _.----------.------------------- •.•• --Monosodium phosphate_. __ ••••••••••••••••••••.•..•• __ •. _.........
89
393
Neckties •• _---------.-----.------- ••••• -------- _•• _•• ----------.
Obesity cure.----- •••••••• --.--- •• --- ••. --.---- •.. --..............
1
Paints----------------------------------------------------------45
Patent medicines ••••••...•••.•• -- ••• ---------- •.•• ----.--------...
16
"Pedopractic" correspondence courses ••••••••••• _•••••• ___ •• _____ •••
92
Perfumes •••••••• ------------------------------------------------219
92
Physiotherapy correspondence course ••••• _..........................
"Porcelain enamel" ••••• __ •••.•••••••••• _•• _......................
262
"Porstelain" tile. __ ------ ••••••••••••• ___ .••••.••••• _. __ •••••• _...
23
Potatoes, seed------------------------------------------------·- 226,253
219
Powder, face •••••••••••• ------- •• __ ----------- ••••• ----------....
"Radox Bath Salts"..............................................
1
Rat exterminator •••••••••• --.....................................
71
Rings ••• ·-------------------------------------------------------·
30
Salts, laxative and bath •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1, 120
240
Sand, monazite ••••• --- •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
190
Seal ••••• -------------------------------------------------------129
Sc~sors ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Seeds:
40
AUalfa ••••••••• ---------------------------------------------Flower •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
82
Potato ••••••• --------------------------------------------·· 226, 253
''Shea-Lac"--------------------------------------------·-··--·--·
108
Sheep-lined moleskin coats.........................................
393
Shellacs •••••••••••• -----------------------------·--------------- 45, 108
Shirts •••••••••• -------------------------------········-·····----393
Silk------------------------------------------------------------393
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Skin creams------------------------------------------------------ 170
Sparkplugs______________________________________________________ 248
Spectacles________________________________________________________ 348
Steel·--------------------------------------------------------- 129, 194
Suitcases ____________ ---_------------------------_______________ 126, 190
Suits,rnen's------------------------------------------------------ 214
"Sun-Glo" electric laiJlpS or bulbs.--------------___________________ 158
Thorium and thorium nitrate--------------------------------------- 240
Ties·------------------------------------------------------------ 393
Tile, vitreous enameL-----------------------------_- ___ ----_______
23
Toiletries._._______ -------_-------------------- __ -________________ 219
Toolsteel .. ------------------------------------------------------ 194
Trisodium phosphate.----------------------------------------- ___ •
89
"Turtle oil cream" ___ -----------------------------------_-________ 170
Underwear------------------------------------------------------- 393
Varnish.--------------------------------------------------------45
Vermin exterminator_-.---------------------------------_----_____
77
Vitreous enamel tile._.-----------------------------------------___
23
Vitreous enamel finish.---------------------------------------_____
262
Window glass _______ ---------------------------------------------117
Wood-fillers.----------------------------------------------------45
STIPULATIONS

I

Account books ... -------------------------------------------- 59B (0621)
Adhesive, liquid. _____ ------------------------------------------._ 582
Advertising matter _____ -----------------------------------------__ 483
Agricultural products.. --------------------------------------- 481 ( 1165)
Aluminum ware·--------------------------------------------- 446 (1110)
11
Amlo Tablets"_--- __ --------------------------------------- 597 ( 0631)
Ant~ept~s-------------------------------------------------- 587 (0578)
AstrologY-------------------------------------------------------- 518
II Automatic Shaving Wizard"-------------------------------------ole
Beads, fiower·---------------------------------------------------- 530
Beauty preparations.. ---------------------------------------- 479 (1160)
Beersigns.. ------------------------------------------------- 571 (0583)
Beeswax .. -------------------------------------------------- 448 (1114)
Belts, rubber------------------------------------------- 571 (0584, 0585)
Black art books ... ___ --------------------------------------------. 519
Bookkeeping systems .. ___ -----------------------------···---- 59B ( 0621)
Books:
Magnetic healing _____ ------------------------------------ 57B (0586)
Money making ...• ------------------------------------------- 523
Bottles----------------------------------------------------- 419 (1072)
Boxes, corrugated. ____ .-------------------------------------- 467 ( 1144)
Brassieres. _____________ --------------------------------- 493 ( 0529), 521
Rubber.------------------------------------------- 571 (0584,0585)
Burial vaults, stone _______ ----------------------------------------- 414
Bust shaping undergarments .. ------------------------------------- 521
1 Page references to stipulations of the special board are Indicated by Italicized page references. Such
stipulations are also distinguished by figure "O" preceding the serial number, e. g., "01 ", "02", etc.
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Cable .. ---------------------------------------------------------- 458
Candles .... ------------------------------------------------- 448 (1114)
Caps ..•... ------------------------------------------------- 554 (0570)
Carbonpaper.----------------------------------------------- 480 (1162)
Caskets.--------------------------------------------------------- 465
Cellulose... ------------------------------------------------- 469 (1147)
Cement, mending-------------------------------------------- 587 (0611)
Chamo~ skins---------------------------------------------------478
"Charme Cream"---------------------------------.- .. -------_--_. 494
Charms---------------------------------------------------------- 513
"Charme Tea''----------------------------------------.--________ 612
Cheese chips and dough ______________________ 57S (0587), 614 (01647, 0648)
Chewing gum, medicated ______ ---------.-----_-- __ --- _________ 589 (0616)
Christmas cards------------------ 497, 505, 511, 540 (0563), 576 (0599), 601
Christmas gift assortments .. -----------------_-._-- ________ -----___ 670
Cigar and cigarette lighter------------------------ ____________ 588 (0561)
Cigars .... ----------------------------------------------------- 420-431,

433-435, 436 (1096)-443, 445, 446 (1111), 449, 450 (1116), 451,
455 (1125), 460 (1133), 464 (1139), 477 (1157), 484 (1169).
Clocksigns.------------------------------------------------------ 508
Cloth, galvanized.------------------------------------------- 460 (1132)
Clothing .... -------------------------------------------- 413,611 (0644)
Cloths, cleaning.. -------------------------------------------- 479 (1161)
Coffee .. ---------------------------------------------------- 415 (1065)
Colds, medicine for .. ------------------------------------ 574 (0592-0597)
Cookingware.---------------------------------------------------- 475
Cordials .••. ------------------------------------------------ 453 (1120)
Correspondence courses.-------------------.-------------.- 473 (1153 ), 568
Rabbits, raising and breeding ___________ _.__________________ 590 (0619)

Corrugated boxes and paper.--------------------------------- 467 (1144)
Cosmetics... ------------------------------------------------ 450 (1117),
455 (1124), 459 (1130), .463, 467 (1143), 676 (0600), 810 (0641)

Cotton fabrics .• -----------------------------.----- ____ --.--_ 448 ( 1113)
Cough medicine----------------------------------------- 674 (0592-0597)
Coupons.-------------------------------------------------------- 483
''Cranolene "_.--- ---------------------------------------.-- _. _-. _ 602
Crayons. __ . __ .--------------------------· --------- ... -... -. _ 466 (1142)
Cream, developing .•. ------------------------------------- 491 (0525), 494
"Crepe"--------------------------------------------------------- 482
Curios.---------------------------------------------------------- 513
Deodorant ... ------------------------------------- 567 (0578), 596 (0629)
Liquid ..• ------------------------------------------------ 600 (0634)
Developing cream .... ------------------------------------- 491 (0525), 494
Diamonds, imitation _____ ------------.-----.------.---._-_---_. 50S (0538)
Diet ..... -------------------------------------------------------566
Dresses .. _____ ------------------.------.------------ __ --- 482, 502 (0537)
Drugs ....... ------------------------------------------------ 477 (1158)
Duplicating machines and supplies---------------------------------- 606
Eczema treatment. .... ---.----------.--.----------._--------- __ . 486, 60S
"Egypta " ___ ----.-.-----.-------------.--------.-- __ . _- --- ___ 507 (0542)
Embroidery __ .----------.--------.----.----- .. --.-_ .. ------ __ 584 (0557)
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Epilepsy remedy or treatment ________________________ 459 (1131), 599 (0623)
"Everlasting match"------------------------------------ ______ 598 (0561)
Extracts------------------------------------------ 415 (1066), 417 (1069),
450 (1117), 453 (1120), 454 (1123), 457 (1128), 462 (1136)
Face creams---------------------.--------------- 453 (1121), 455 (1124), 541
Face powder-------------------------------------------- __ - __ 479 (1160)
"Faid fat reducer"------------------------------------------- 495 (0532)
Fat reducing preparations and products _________________________ 491 (0524),
495 (0532), 496, 571 (0584, 0585), 577 (0603, 0604), 578 (0606),
587 (0610), 590 (0618), 607, 612.
Feminine hygiene, preparations or tablets for (See also Women, treatments, etc.)--------------------- 488,493 (0528), 507 (0543), 51,2, 51,3, 553,
565 (0576), 578 (0605), 588, 588 (0613), 597 (0630, 0631)
Fits, treatment for-------------------------------------------- 599 (0623)
Flasks------------------------------------------------------- 419 (1072)
Flavoring products------------------- 415 (1066), 417 (1069), 459 (1130), 463
Flesh builder ____ ------------------------------------------------494
Flesh reducing preparations. See Fat reducing, etc.
Flowerbeads----------------------------------------------------530
Foods------------------------------------------------------- 477 (1158)
Flavors ___________________ 454 (1123), 457 (1128), 462 (1136), 468 (1146)
Making and displaying machines---------------------------- 579 (0589)
Products ______ --------------------------------------- 459 (1130), 463
Fortune telling _____ ----------------------------------------------519
Frocks------------------------------------------------------- 502 (0537)
Furnishings _______ ------------------------------------------- 611 (0644)
Furniture---------------------------------------------------- 469 (1148)
452
Gallstone treatment_---------------------------------------------Galvanized cloth ____ -_---------------------------------------- 460 (1132)
513
Gazing crystals ___ -----------------------------------------------"Gas-0-Fyer" -------------------------------------------- 577 (0602), 595
Gasoline vaporizer ____ .:----------------------------------- 577 (0602), 595
Gas tank cap lock------------------------------------------------608
General merchandise __ ---------------------------------------- 611 (0644)
"Germania Tea" ___ - --- -- - ---------- -- -------- -- -- -- -- ---- -- - - -- 607
Girdles, rubber _____ -_----------------------------------- 571 (0584, 0585)
Glace fruits __________ ---------------------------------------- 472 (1151)
492
Gland toniC-----------------------------------------------------Glass-------------------------------------------------------- 419 (1072)
Gloves------------------------------------------------------- 436 (1095)
Grave vaults ________ ----------------------------------------- 454 (1122)
Greeting cards--------------------------505, 511,540 (0563), 575 (0599), 601
Hair:
Balsam __________ ---------------------------------------- 1,91 ( 0526)
Color restorer or preparation-------------------------- 419 (1071), 527
I>ye----~-------------------------------------------------- 49~509

(0545), 567 (0579), 576 (0601), 58[) (0617), 599, 600 (0633), 610 (0642)
Grower---------------------------------------------------- 591,615
Remover----------------------------------------------------597
Hardware ________ -------------------------------------------- 460 ( 1132)
Hats-------------------------------------------------------- 554 (0570)
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Compound·------------------------------------------------ 60~612
Laxative.---------------------------------------------------- 580
Remedies.--------------------------------------------------- 519
Household necessaries ... - _____ -- ______________ -- ______________ 477 ( 1158)
"H. Y. G. Tablets"----------------------'-------------------- 507 (0543)
Hypnotism books._--------------------------- ______ -----_________ 519
Inks------------------------------------------------------------- 483
Insecticides-------------------------------------------------464 (1138)
Intestinal
treatment ___________________________________________ 540
( 0562)
Iron, gas.-------------------------------------------------------- 501
JewelrY------------------------------------------ 444 (1107), 502 (0538)
"Jiffy" windshield cleaner_________________________________________ 609
Kelp preparation. ____ ---- __ --- _____ - ____________________ .____ 611 (0643)
"Ladyfair" ______ - ___ - _- ___ --- _--- _- _____ -- ____ -- ____________ 507 (0542)
Laundry forks------------------------------------- 592 (0622), 611 (0645)
Laxative--------------------------------------------------------- 580
Leg trouble and leg sores treatment--------------------------------- 488
"Life Savers"---- __ -_--- ___ ---_---_--_ ... --._-- __ -_._-- __ -- __ 590 (0618)
''Linene"-------------------------------------------------------482
Lock, gas tank cap. ___________ .___________________________________ 608
"Love drops"_.--. __ .--_. __ -.. _-----_-_- __ --- ____ ---- ________ ---_ 519
~acaroniproducts-------------------------------------------- 468.(1145)
~agazines.--------------------------------------- 469 (1149), 554 (0569)

~agic books
... --------------------------------------------------519
healing
books. ______ -- _________________________ . ____ 572 (0586)
~agnetic

~ahoganY------------------------------------------------------465
products. ___ ------ ___ -----_-_- _____ -- _____ - ____________ 453 ( 1120)

~alt

~arriage books--------------------------------------------------519
~ats, rubber cushion·----------------------------------------- 579 (0591)

~attresses.-----------------------------------------------------476
~edicated chewing gum ... ------------------------------------ 589 (0616)
~edicinal and proprietary preparations (see also specific remedies) ____ 418, 450
(1117), 580, 582
~etallic liquid._-. __ -.-- __ -----_----- ___ -_-- ____ -- ______ -_________
592
~oldings, wooden._- __ .. ___ ------._-- ___ --.- ___ ------ __ -- ____ 466 ( 1141)
~oney schemes.-------------------------------------------------519
Necklaces--------------------------------------------------- 457 (1128)
Neckwear-------------------------------------------------------- 456
Needlecraft materials. __ --- ________ .. - ____ -- __________________ 594 (0626)
Nerve tablets ___ -.. --.--_--- __ -- ___ -- ___ -- .. _____ - ______ -_________ 582
"New Deal" window price tags _____________________ 587 (0612), 594 (0625)
"Nu-Color" hair preparation .. _. _____ - _____ -- ____________ --________ 599

Nursery stock ... ---------------------------------- 444 (1108), 481 (1165)
Obesity preparations. See Fat reducing, etc.
Ointment------------------------------ 495 (0531), 585 (0575), 593 (0624)
Oysters.. _________ --- _____ •. ________ • _________ 457 ( 1127 ), 473 ( 1152), 4 74
Paper:
Corrugated---------------------------------------------- 467 (1144)
VVall
.... ----------------------------------------------------432
Pastes,
alimentary
________________________ -- ____ ---- ____ -_---_ 468 ( 1145)
Patterns----------------------------------------------------- 534 (0557)
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Pearls--------------------------------- 444 (1107), 450 (1117), 457 (1128)
Pen and pencil seta ____ ------------------------.------------_______ 483
Perfume--------------------------------------------------------- 618
Pest exterminators.---------------------------------------- ___ 464 (1138)
"Philodermine Salve"-------------------------------------- ___ 495 (0531)
Photo-Engravings ____ ----------------------------_- ___________ 484 (1168)
Photographs.------------------------------------------------- 484 (1168)
Physical culture courses _________ --------------------_----__________ 556
Pile treatment ... -------------------------------------.-._- ___ 491 (0526)
Pongee·--------------------------------------------------------- 413
Porcelain--------------------------------------------------------- 416
Poultice plaster ____ -------------------------------------_-._______ 55'9
Price tags for show windows, "New Deal"------------- 687 (0612), 691, (0625)
Proprietary preparations (see also specific remedies)--- 418, 450 (1117), 580, 681
Puzzle premium progressive plan-------------------------------- 576 (0600)
Rabbits, correspondence course in raising and breeding ____________ 690 (0619)
Radios and radio supplies.. ------------------------------------ 446 (1110)
Raticide. ----- _---------------------------------------------- 464 (1138)
Itayon------------------------------------------------------- 469 (1147)
Itazor-blade stropper-- ----------------------------------------- _-- 61S
Iteducing preparations. See Fat reducing, etc.
Refrigerators.---------------------------------------------------- 416
Itheumatism remedy or treatment---------------------- 486,561,588 (0614)
Itings---------------------------------------------------- 602 (0538),519
Rolled oats ..... ---------------------------------------------- 417 {1068)
Rope, wire------------------------------------------------------- 458
!tubber cushion mats------------------------------------------ 679 (0591)
Salve.------------------------------------------------------- 495 (0531)
Sanitary napkins ....•. ---------------------------------------- 469 (1147)
Satin.----------------------------------------------------------- 456
Scalp preparation or treatment. See Hair, etc.
School supplies. _____ -_--------------------------------------- 466 (1142)
"Schuy-Tone Tablets".------------------------------------------- 681
Sea foods. ________ . ___ ----------------------------------- 473 (1152), 474
"Sea tone". ________ ----------------------------------------- 611 (0643)
"Sebasolve" shampoo.-------------------------------------------- 615
"Sen-Gen-~a"---------------------------------------------------

580

Sewing materials .... _.-.-.------------------------------------ 594 (0626)
Sex books.-----------------------------------~------------------- 519
Shampoo.. ------------------------------------------------------- 615
Shingles----------------------------------------------------- 481 (1164)
Shirts------------------------------------------------------- 462 (1135)
Shoes------------------------------------------------------------· 461
ShrimP---------------------------------------- 457 (1127), 473 (1152), 474
Signs:
Beer----------------------------------------------------- 571 (0583)
Specialties ..•• -.---------------------------------------------- 608
Tube.----------------------------------------- 671 (0588), 675 (0598)
Silk·---------------------------------------- 413,447,448 (1113),456,482
"Skalp-0-Lator".--- ---------------------------------------- -·--- 815
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Skin:
OintDlent •••••••••••••••••••• ---------------------------- 599
Treatment ••• -----------------------------------------------VVhitener ••••• ----------------------------------------------SoaP-----------------------------------:·------------------- 579
"Spanish Diamond" __ •••••••••••••••• __ •••• __ •••••••••••••••• 502
Spices--------------------------------------------- 450 (1117), 462

Page

(0624)
602
591

(0590)
(0538)
(1136)

Sponges •• -------------------------------------------------------478
Steel·----------------------------------------------------------416
Stomach treatments or remedies.--------·----------------------- 418,452,
498, 540 (0562), 558, 567 (0580), 569, 611 (0643)
Suits, rubber forn1-fitting ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 571 (0584, 0585)
Symbols ••• -----------------------------------------------------519
"Synthetic porcelain" ••••• __ •• ---- __ ••••••• _. ___ • ___ •• __ ._ ••• ____ •
416
Syrup of pepsin •• _._---- •• --.------- •• _•• _•• ------ •••••••••• -- 59ft (0558)
Table delicacies ••• __ -- •• __ ••• _•••••••• __ ••••••• _-- ••• _•• ___ •• 472 ( 1151)
Taffeta ••• ---------------------------------------------- 44~448 (1113)
Talismans •• -----------------------------------------------------519
Tea, reducing. (See Fat reducing, etc.)
"Thynn Tabs." (See Fat reducing, etc.)
Tire patch·------------------------------------------------------ 50ft
Tissue builder •••• -----------------------------------------------49ft
Toilet articles or preparations --------------------- 450 (1117), 454 (1123),
457 (1128), 459 (1130), 463, 507 (0542), 576 (0600)
Toiletseats-------------------------------------------------- 472 (1150)
Tonsilitis treatment ••• ____ ------ __ • __ • __ ---.-- •••• --..............
591
Tools------------------------------------------------------- 460 (1132)
Tooth paste·------------------------------------------------ 598 (0560)
Towels, guest •••••••••••••••••••••••••• -- •••••••• --- ••••••••• 59ft (0557)
"Tropic VVeld " •••••••••••••••• __ ••••••••• _--- •••••••• _•••••• 596 (0628)
Tube signs ••••••••••••••••• _••••••••••••• _•••• _. 572 (0588 ), 575 (0598)
"Turtle Oil Cream"------ •••••• ____ •••••• __ •••• _••••••••••••• 455 ( 1124)
Typewriter ribbons ••••• _••• ____ ••• __ •• __ • ____ ••• ____ •• ___ •••• 480 ( 1162)
Ulcer treatment. •••• ----- ___ ••• _----_ •••• __ --- __________________ ••
ft98

•

Umbrellas .•• ----------------------------------------------------447
Undergarments, bust shaping•••••••• __ ••• __ •••••• -- •••••••• -- ••• ___
521
Vanilla ••• _•••• _••••••••••••• __ •••••• ___ •• __ •••• 417 ( 1069), 462 ( 1136)
ft86
Varicose vein treatment ____ •••• __ ••••••• __ ••• _••••••••••••••• _. ___ •
Vaults, metallic grave •• _. __, __ •••• ---- ___ ••••• ________ •• ___ ••• 454 ( 1122)
"Velvetina "------ ••••••••• __ •• _•••••••••• --- •• _--- ••••••• __ • 507 (0542)
Veneers.---------------------------------------------------- 466 (1141)
"Vermifuge" stomach treatment••••••••••••••••• _.---._ •••• --- •• __ •
569
Vigor tablets ••••• ____ ••• __ • __ ._ •••• _. _______ • __ • ___ • ____ ._ ••• ____
525
"Volgar" stomach treatment •• ----- __ ••• ___ ••••••••••••• _•••••• _...
ft98
VVallpaper.-----------------------------------------------------432
VValnut. __ • _. __ --- ••••••••••• ---- •••••••••• 465, 466 ( 1141), 469 ( 1148)
VVashing machines •••••• _____ ••• ____ ••• ___ • ______ •• __ • ____ •• ______ •
552

~aste, cleaning ••• ------------------------------------------- 479 (1161)

Water-heating attachments, electric •• -------------------------- 509 (0544)
VVatches, second-hand •• -------------------------------------- 480 (1163)
VVeight reducing preparations. (See Fat reducing, etc.)
VVindowwashers---------------------------------:·--------------52ft
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Windshield cleaner, liquid ______ -------------------------- 688 (0615 ), 609
• Wine bricks.----------------------------------------.-.----_ 446 (11 io)
Wines •••• -------------------------------------------------- 472 (1151)
Wire rope.~--------------------------------------------- ••• ---- __ · 458
Woll skin .• ------------------------------------------------------413
Women, treatments, preparations or products for (see also, Feminine
hygiene, preparations, etc.).---------------------------- 488, 4!)3 (0528)
Wooden moldings •• ---------·-------------------------------- 466 (1141)
Wool-----------------------------------------------------------413
Woolen fabrics ___________ ------------------------------------ 448 ( 1113)
Worm treatment ___ ----------------------------------------------669
''Zenome"-------------------------------------------------- 665 (0576)

INDEX OF PRACTICES t
DESIST ORDERS

Acquiring stock in competitor in violation of section 7:
CompetitionBrandsPage
Comparable and/or competitive._-______________________
194
Potential and future __________·----------------------------194
Restraint of commerceRelative proportion of total business of separate and combined concerns.------------------------------------194
Substantial lesseningClosing or combining warehouses, etc____________________
194
Common directors, warehouses, etc______________________
194
Increase in year's respective corporate sales. ___ ---------.
194
What constitutes substantialCriteriaFunctionaL------_-----------------_--___________
194
Qualitative •• ------------------------------------194
Quantitative _____ ------------------------_-_______
194
Where effect may be to substantially lessen between corporations
concernedPublic injury and Sherman law tests.-------------------194
Reduction of small number of leading manufacturers______
194
Advantages, business misrepresenting.
See Misrepresenting business status, etc., and, in general, Unfair
methods of competition.
Advertising falsely or misleadingly:
As toBusiness status, advantages or connectionsDealer being manufacturer----------------------------393
Deall!r owning or operating laboratory __________________ 60,379
Plant or quarters _____ --------------------------------60
Professional advisory affiliations-----------------------60
Staff or personneL --- -- - ----- --- --- ----- -------- - -- _- _ 232
393
Composition ____ -----------------------------------------92
Demand for product or service.--------------------·-------Domestic product as imported------------------------------ 1, 219
Earnings-Purchasers------------------------------------------92
Free products------------------------------------ 82,232,348,393
Indorsements.---------------------------------------- 60,65,348
License requirements of State _____________ ---------------___
92
Nature ofManufacture of product. •• ----------------------------- 30,69
Product.---------------------------------------- 60,232,262

-----

1 Covering practloas Included In cease and desist orders In this volume. For Index by commodltle!
Involved rather than practices! 1ee Table of Commodities.
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Advertising falsely or misleadingly-Continued
Page
As to-Continued
Opportunities in product or service ••••• --- __ ••• _. _____ • ____ •
92
232
Prices--------------------------------------------------Qualities, properties, or results of product, service, or treatment------------------ 1, 16, 60, 65, 7G 133,144,151,170,348,379
Quality of product---------------------------------------126
Refunds------------------------------------------------92
Source of origin of productMaker ____________ ---·--_ ••• _______ • ____ • ______ • ____ 219, 393
Place __________________ ._. _________ • ____ ._______ 176, 219, 226
Sponsors of product--------------------------------------219
Terms.-------------------------------------------------232
Used or defective, reconditioned products being new___________
248
Advertising, offering product falsely as free, on pretext of. See Offering,
etc.
Advisory affiliations, misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely or misleadingly; Misrepresenting business status, etc.
Affiliations, misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely or misleadingly;
Misrepresenting business status, etc.
Agreements. See Combining or conspiring.
Applications to enforce, decisions on: Artloom Corporation •• -----------680
Assuming or using misleading trade or corporate name:
As toDealer being manufacturer·-------------------------------393
Dealer owning or operating laboratorY----------------------379
Private corporation being society not for profit--------------232
Source or origin of product (place)-------------------------176
Blank forms, using to misrepresent usual prices. See Misrepresenting
prices.
Bribing:
ByPaying money to employees of customers without their knowledge
or consentAs inducement for purchasing or recommending donor's
products------------------------------------------45
Bureau of Standards, misrepresenting specifications of. See Misbranding
or mislabeling.
Business:
Connections, functions, and status, misrepresenting. See Misrepresenting business status, etc.
Unfair methods of, in general. See Unfair methods of competition.
Chance, using gambling scheme based on. See Using lottery scheme, etc.
Claiming and/or using endorsements or testimonials falsely or misleadingly:
As to or fromInstitutions, professional people, experts and/or persons of standing or prominence.---------------------------------- 60, 65,348
Official inspection ••••• _••• ___ •• ____ • __ • _____ •• ---··------ 40, 253
Claiming or using trade mark or trade name falsely or misleadingly:
As toTrade-mark registration •••••••••••••• _.-------------------158
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Combining or conspiring:

ToEliminate or restrict sale of productThroughTrade association action ________ ---________________
Monopolize raw materialThroughContracts binding vendee users not to reselL_________
Contracts for exclusive importation and sale._________
Commodities, misrepresenting. See, in general, Unfair methods of competition.
Competition, unfair methods of. See Unfair methods of competition.
Composition of product, misrepresenting. See, in general, Unfair methods
of competition.
Concerted action. See Combining or Conspiring.
Conspiring. See Combining or Conspiring.
Contract forms, using to misrepresent usual prices. See Misrepresenting
prices.
Corporate name, using misleadingly. See Assuming, etc.
Corporation, misrepresenting private as not for profit society. See
Assuming, etc.
Courts, decisions of, in cases instituted against or by the Commission:
Algoma Lumber Co. et aL. -----------------------------------Arrow-Hart & Hegeman Electric Co----------------------------Artloom Corporation.----------------------------- •• ---.- __ .-Garment Manufacturers' Ass'n- •• - ----------------------------Hoboken White Lead & Color Works____________________________
Inecto, Inc4-----------------------------------------------4-Keppel & Bro., Inc., R. F -------------------------------------Maison Pichel-----------------------------------------------U. S. ex rel. Cubberley --------------------------------- •• ----- _
Custom tailor, falsely representing self as, by dealer. See Misrepresenting
business status, etc.
Dealer representing self falsely as manufacturer. See Advertising falsely
or misleadingly; Assuming, etc., Misrepresenting business status, etc.
Defective products, representing reconditioned as new. See Advertising
falsely or misleadingly; Misbranding or mislabeling.
Demand for product or service, misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely
or misleadingly.
Describing or designating product misleadingly. See, in general, Unfair
methods of competition.
Domestic product, representing falsely as imported. See Advertising
falsely or misleadingly.
Earnings of product or service, misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely
or misleadingly.
False or misleading advertising. See Advertising falsely or misleadingly.
Free, misrepresenting product as to being. See Advertising falsely or misleadingly; Offering, etc.
Goods or products, misrepresenting. See, in general, Unfair methods of
competition.
Imported product, representing domestic as, falsely. See Advertising
falsely or misleadingly.

Page

23

240
240

669
691
680
663
663
705
684
663
663
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Indorsements, claiming or representing falsely or misleadingly. See
Claiming, etc.
Ingredients of products, misrepresenting. See, in general, Unfair methods
of competition.
Inspection, official, misrepresenting. See Claiming and/or using indorsements, etc.; Misbranding or mislabeling.
Labeling articles falsely or misleadingly. See Misbranding or mislabeling.
Laboratory, misrepresenting ownership or operation of. See Advertising
falsely or misleadingly; Assuming, etc.; Misrepresenting business
status, etc.
License requirements, misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely or misleadingly.
Maker of product, misrepresenting as to. See Advertising falsely or misleadingly.
Manufacturer, falsely claiming to be, by dealer. See Advertising falsely
or misleadingly; Assuming, etc.; Misrepresenting business status, etc.
Misbranding or mislabeling:
As toBureau of Standards specifications._________________________
158
Composition __________ ----______________________________ 108, 129
Nature ofManufacture of product________________________________
30
Product---------------------------------------------262
Official inspection. _______________________________________ 40, 253
Performance---------------------------------------------Qualities, properties, or results of product, service, or treatment_

158
16,
77, 170
Quality of product------------------------------ 117, 126, 158, 190
Renovated being new------------------------ __ -------- __ 113, 140
Source of or origin of productMaker----------------------------------------------120
Place-----------------------------------------------226
Used or defective, reconditioned products being new___________
248
Misleading practices. See, in general, Unfair methods of competition.
Misrepresenting business status, advantages, or connections:
As toDealer being custom tailor·-------------------------------214
393
Dealer being manufacturer·-------------------------------Dealer owning or operating laboratory_______________________
379
Laboratories owned or operated----------------------------60
Plant or quarters _____________________ .____________________
60

Private corporation being society not for profit_______________
Through misdescribing former customers as cooperative
members or nationally known members________________
Professional advisory affiliations. __ ------------------------Staff or personneL _______________ --- ___ ._. ___ .____________
Misrepresenting prices:
ThroughRepresenting usual as reduced._----________________________
Using price-up contracts, blanks, and order forms-------------

232
232
60
232

232
232
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Misrepresenting product:
See also, in general, Unfair methods of competition.
As to-Bureau of Standards specifications.------------------------Composition __________________ -- ___ •. __ ----_-.-- •••• _.____

Page

158
89

Nature.--------------------------------------------- 60,89,232
Nature of manufacture_-_- ___ - __ - __ -_-.-------_. ___ • ______ 30, 69
Qualities, properties, or results----------------------------- 60, 158
Qu~HY------------------------------------------------- 8~ 158
Renovated being new·----------------------------------- 113, 140
V~ue.--------------------------------------------------89
Names, using unfairly, in general. See Assuming, etc., and, in general,
Unfair methods of competition.
Nature of product, manufacture thereof, or operations. See, in general,
Unfair methods of competition.
New product, misrepresenting renovated as. See Advertising falsely or
misleadingly; Misbranding or mislabeling.
Not for profit society, misrepresenting private corporation as. See
Assuming, etc.; Misrepresenting business status, etc.
Offering deceptive inducements to purchase:
See also, in general, Unfair methods of competition.
ThroughRepresenting or offeringCombination items, as sold separately for more, falsely or
misleadingly---------------------------------.--.--_
232
Earnings falsely or misleadingly-----. _______ • _____ ._____
92
"Free," productsFor which service required_________________________
348
Notsent.---------------------------------------82
Price of which included in charge otherwise demanded..
82,
232,393
Sent C. 0. D------------------------------------348
Prices as to be advanced, falsely or misleadingly__________
232
Products not in accord with samples displayed____________
214
Ready-made products as made to order__________________
214
Service to accompany offering_------------------------214
Terms falsely or misleadingly-----------________________
232
Offers, special or limited, claiming falsely. See Advertising falsely or
misleadingly; Misrepresenting prices; Offering, etc.
"Official Inspection", misrepresenting. See Claiming and/or using
indorsements, etc.; Misbranding or mislabeling.
Old or renovated product, representing as new. See Advertising falsely
or misleadingly; Misbranding or mislabeling; Misrepresenting product.
Opportunities in product or service, misrepresenting. See Advertising
falsely or misleadingly.
Order forms, using to misrepresent usual prices. See Misrepresenting
prices.
Origin or source of products, misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely
or misleadingly, and, in general, Unfair methods of competition.
Passing off.
See also, in general, Unfair methods of competition.
ThroughSupplying less costly product, deceptivelY-------------------89
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Personnel, misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely or misleadingly;
Misrepresenting business status, etc.
Petitions to review, decisions on:
Algoma Lumber Co. et aL------------------------------------Arrow-Hart & Hegeman Electric Co----------------------------Keppel & Bro., Inc., R. F-------------------------------------Place or origin or product, misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely 'or
misleadingly; Misbranding or mislabeling.
Plant, misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely or misleadingly; Misrepresenting business status, etc.
Practices, unfair, condemned in this volume. See Unfair methods of
competition.
Prices, misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely or misleadingly; Misrepresenting prices.
.
Products, misrepresenting. See, in general, Unfair methods of competition.
Professional affiliations, misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely or misleadingly; Misrepresenting business status, etc.
Properties of product. See, in general, Unfair methods of competition.
Qualities or quality of product. See, in general, Unfair methods of competition.
Quarters, misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely or misleadingly; Misrepresenting business status, etc.
Reconditioned products, representing as new. See Advertising falsely or
misleadingly; Misbranding or mislabeling; Misrepresenting product.
Refunds, advertising falsely or misleadingly as to. See Advertising falsely
or misleadingly.
Results of product or service, misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely or
misleadingly.
Second-hand product, offering reconditioned, as new. See Advertising
falsely or misleadingly; Misbranding or mislabeling; Misrepresenting
product.
Securities:
Opinions in proceedings under Securities Act of 1933. See Gold
Producers, Inc. (No. S. 1), Charles A. Howard et al. (No. S. 2),
Commonwealth Bond Corporation et al. (No. S. 3), and Unity
Gold Corporation (No. S. 4).
Simulating:
Containers of competitor--------------------------------------Labels of competitor------------------------------------------Society not for profit, misrepresenting private corporations as. See
Assuming, etc.; Misrepresenting business status, etc.
Source of product, misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely or misleadingly, and, in general, Unfair methods of competition.
Sponsors of product, misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely or misleadingly.
Staff, misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely or misleadingly; Misrepresenting business status, etc.
Stock, acquiring in competitor. See Acquiring, etc.
Tailor, custom, falsely representing self as, by dealer. See Misrepresenting business status, etc.

669
691
684

120
120
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Terms, misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely or misleadingly; Offering,
etc.
Trade marks or trade names, using unfair practices in respect of. See
Assuming, etc.; Claiming, etc.; Using misleading trade name, etc.; and,
in general, Unfair methods of competition.
Understandings. See Agreements.
Unfair methods of competition condemned in this volume. SeeAcquiring stock in competitor in violation of section 7.
Advertising falsely or misleadingly.
Assuming or using misleading trade or corporate name.
Bribing.
Claiming and/or using endorsements or testimonials falsely or misleadingly.
Claiming or using trade mark or trade name falsely or misleadingly.
Combining or conspiring.
Misbranding or mislabeling.
Misrepresenting business status, advantages, or connections.
Misrepresenting prices.
Misrepresenting product.
Offering deceptive inducements to purchase.
Passing off.
Simulating.
Using lottery scheme in merchandising.
Using misleading trade name or mark.
Used products, misrepresenting as new. See Advertising falsely or misleadingly; Misbranding or mislabeling; Misrepresenting product.
Using lottery scheme in merchandising ____________ 269,278-285,287,295-297,
298,305,306,308,316,317,326-328,329,337,339,346,366,374,385
Using misleading trade name or mark:
As toQualities, properties or results of product..------------------16
Source or origin of productMaker ••• -------------------------------------------Place .• ---------------------------------------------Values, misrepresenting. See Advertising falsely or misleadingly, and, in
general, Unfair methods of competition.
STIPULATIONS

393
176

I

Advertising falsely or misleadingly:
As toAgentsEarnings or profits------------------------------------ 497,
501,502 (0537), 504-507 (0542), 509 (0544), 511, 51!8, 524,590,
592, 594 (0557), 598 (0561), 540 (0563), 552, 554 (0570), 575
(0598), 577 (0602), 587 (0612), 588 (0615), 589 (0616), 590
(0619), 592 (0621, 0622), 594 (0625), 595-596 (0628, 0629),
601, 606, 608, 609, 611 (0645), 614 (0647, 0648).
Qualifications ____ --------------------------------- 554 (0570)
Ailments, symptoms, treatments, and remedies __ • ______ -----_ 475,
486, 496, 558, 569, 590 (0618), 602, 615
"Before and after" pictures.----------------.-- __ • ___ ---___
527

----Page references to stlpualtlons

1
of the special board are Indicated by Italics. Such stipulations are also
dlstlngulshed by J!gure "0" preceding the serial number, e. g., "Ol ", "02", etc.
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Advertising falsely or misleadingly-Continued.
As to-Continued.
Business status, advantages or connectionsPage
Advisory associates------------------------------- 590 (0619)
Connections-----------------------------------------527
Dealer beingAdvertising agency _____ --_-_---------------------483
Coffee roaster __ ---------_-------------------- 415 ( 1065)
Grower-------- __ -_---_-_-------------------- 444 (1108)
Importer.----------------------------------- 415 (1065)
Institute----------------------------------------486
Manufacturer--------------------------------_____ 432,
446 (1110), 461, 466 (1142), 475, 477 (1158)
Packer or producer ___________________ 473 (1152), 474, 478
Dealer owning or operatingEquipment or plant.-----------------------------474
FactorY-----------------------------------------432
Laboratories __ 418, 459 (1131), 477 (1158), 507 (0543), 525,612
NurserY-------------------------- 444 (1108), 481 (1165)
PharmaCY---------------------------------------559
Domestic manufacturer being importer ____ 450 (1117), 467 (1143)
Eminent and recognized sponsorshiP---------------- 453 (1121)
Experience ______ -----------_--------- __ -_-_--- ___ 484 ( 1168)
612
Expert or employee connections------------------------Foreign place of business _____________ •• ____ -- ____ ._ 479 ( 1160)
Government connection.----_----------_- _________ 469 ( 1149)
Identity as competitor. ________ • ___ • ______________ 457 ( 1127)
Individual beingCorporation------------------------------ 462 (1136), 463
Institute----------------------------------------542
Offices or places of business---------------------------5!!7
Professional connections or sponsorship ______________ 453 (1121)
Volume of business or production ___________________ 417 (1069)
Competitors or their products------------------------ 414,458, 475
Composition of product ____________ 413, 416, 417 (1069), 448 (1113),
456, 462 (1136), 465, 466 (1141), 469 (1147, 1148), 482, 5!!5
Demand for or opportunity in product or service______________
5!!4
Domestic product being imported ____________ 450 (1117), 467 (1143)
Earnings or profitsAgents ________ -----------------------_----------_____ 497,
501,502 (0537), 504-507 (0542), 509 (0544), 511, 51e, 51!4, 590,
592, 594 (0557), 598 (0561), 540 (0563), 552, 554 (0570), 575
(0598), 577 (0602), 587 (0612), 588 (0615), 589 (0616), 590
(0619), 592 (0621, 0622), 594 (0625), 595, 596 (0628, 0629),
601, 606, 608, 609, 611 (0645), 614 (0647, 0648).
Products or service purchased ______________________ 590 (0619)
Form letters being personaL-------------------------------486
FreeProducts __________ 450 (1117), 483, 502 (0538), 591, 554 (0569)
Trial·--------------------------------------------- 552,615
Government affiliation, approval, connection, inspection, or sponsorshiP---------------------------------- 469 (1149), 481 (1165)
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Advertising falsely or misleadingly-Continued.
As to-Continued.
Pate
Guarantees.--------------------------------- 454 (1122),483,615
Under Pure Food and Drugs Act-----------------------559
History of product ______ 459 (1131), 467 (1143), 527, 54-3, 578 (0606)
Endorsement, approval or use of productByGovernment--------------------------------- 464 (1138~
Physicians----------------------- 507,(0543), 521,625, 54-3·
Money back or bonded guarantee __________________ 473 (1153), 527
Nature of manufacture of product--------------------- 467 (1143),.
472 (1150), 498, 54-0, (0562)·
Nature of product------------------------------------ 415 (1066)·
444 (1107, 1108), 447, 450 (1117), 454 (1123), 457 (1128), 459·
(1131), 462 (1136), 463, 502 (0538), 526, 627, 532, 554- (0569),,
659, 602.
Premiums or rewards-------------- 554- (0569), 576 (0600), 610 (0641)
Prices ______ ---------------------------------------- 417 (1069),
454 (1123), 457 (1128), 459 (1130), 462 (1136), 463, 468 (1146).
476, 477 (1158), 483, 4-86, 502 (0538), 552, 556,
Puzzle-prize contests----------------------- 576 (0600), 610 (0641)'
Qualities, properties, or results of product, service, or treatment__
41S:
419 (1071), 452, 453 (1121), 454 (1122), 455 (1124), 459 (1131),
462 (1135), 475, 483, 486-496, 4-98, 502 (0538), 507 (0543), 509'
(0545), 513, 521, 523, 525, 527, 531, 532, 534- (0558), 537, 538
(0560), 540 (0562), 541, 542, 543, 553, 556-574, 575 (0599).
576 (0601)-591, 592 (0622)-593 (0624), 594 (0626)-600 (0634).
602, 607, 609, 610 (0642)-612, 615,
Quality_------------------------------------------- 415 (1065),
460 (1132), 480 (1162), 481 (1164), 502 (0538), 532
QuantitY--------------------------------------------- 417 (1068)
Safety of product_ _____________ 527, 543, 565 (0576), 578 (0606)
Second-hand being new ______ - _________ ---------------- 480 (1163)
Source or origin of productMaker or sponsor_____________________________________
4-88
Place-----------------·----- 450 (1117), 467 (1143), 527, 549
Special or limited offers ________________________________ 450 (1117}
Trade mark or copyrights------------------------------ 469 (1149)
Value of product_------- __ -- __ 415 (1065), 450 (1117), 454 (1123), 483
Assuming or using misleading trade or corporate name:
As toCorrespondence school beingUniversity----_-- ________________________________ 473 ( 1153)
Dealer beingImporter _________________________________________ 415 (1065)
Institute_---_--______________________________________
48(;
________________________________ 432,446 (1110)
~Ianufacturer

Packer------------------------------------------ 473 (1152)
Dealer owning or operatingLaboratories ___________ 418, 459 (1131), 507 (0543), 625, 612
NurserY----------------------------- 444 (1108), 481 (1165)
PharmaCY----------------------------------·--------553
1020~0"-35-VOL

18--152
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Assuming or using misleading trade or corporate name-Continued.
As to-Continued.
Page
Government connection-------------------------------- 469 (1149)
Identity as competitor-------------------------------·- 457 (1127)
Individual being,
Corporation---------------------------------- 462 (1136), 463
Institute _____ • _____ ------ __________ ----. _________ .___
542
Nature of product ____ -- __ --. _____ • __ ---- ____ ._. __ .. __ 415 ( 1066)
Claiming or using endorsements and/or testimonials falsely or misleadingly:
·
As to or fromGovernment approval, endorsement or inspection ••• _.. 464 (1138),
481,(1165)
Physicians •• --------------------------·-- 507 (0543), 521,525,549
Claiming trade mark or copyrights falsely or misleadingly:
As toLetters representing government agency _________________ 469 (1149)
Disparaging or misrepresenting competitors, their business, or products:
CompetitorsFacilities and equipment •• -----------.--------------------458
Guarantees of ___ •• --.-------_-----.---------.---------___
414
Respect of contracts---------- .. ---------------------------458
ProductsQualities. ______ ••• ---------.------------.------- 475, 479 ( 1160)
QualitY-------------------------------------------------414
Source or origin.-----------------------------------------458
Misbranding or mislabeling:
As toBusiness status, advantages or connectionsDealer beingManufacturer.------------------------------- 466 ( 1142)
Packer-------------------------------------- 473 (1152)
Foreign place of business.------------------------- 479 (1160)
Competitive products--------------------------------- 479 (1160)
Composition of product.-------- •• -------------------- 417 ( 1069),
436 (1095), 448 (1114), 456,462 (1136)
Domestic product being imported ••••• -------------- 456, 472 (1151)
Through foreign words, depictions, insignia, etc...........
456,
472 (1151), 478, 479 (1160)
Nature of product ____________ 453 (1120), 462 (1136), 479 (1161)
Prices--------------- 457 (1128), 459 (1130), 462 (1136), 463, 476
Qualities, properties or results of product _______________ 419 (1071),
455 (1124), 462 (1135), 479 (1160), 488,587
QualitY------------------------ 479 (1161), 480 (1162), 481 (1164)
"Close-outs" by manufacturer••• ------------------ 450 (1116)
Through price misrepresentation.------_---_-----_---_ 422-423,
425, 426 (1081), 427, 428 (1084), 429-431, 433-435, 436
(1096), 442,443 (1106), 445,446 (1111), 449,455 (1125), 460
(1133), 464 (1139), 477 (1157), 484 (1169).
"Throw-outs" or manufacturer's by-products---------- 420-431,
433-435, 436 (1096)-443, 445, 446 (1111), 449, 450 (1116),
451, 455 (1125), 460 (1133), 464 (1139), 477 (1157), 484
( 1169).
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Misbranding or mislabeling-Continued.
As to-Continued.
Pa~re
QuantitY--------------------------------- 419 (1072), 479 (1161)
Source or origin of productMaker----------------------------------------•- 467 (1144)
Place------------------------- 468 (1145),478,479 (1160) 5£7
Unit quantities._.-- ___ .-- ___ ••• ---_ •••••••• ___ -- •••• 419 ( 1072)
Misrepresenting business status, advantages or connections:
As toAdvisory associates ______ .--- _______ --------._._ •••• _. 690 (0619)
Connections •• __ • ___ ------_. ___ -------------- __ -----._ •• __ · 5£7
Correspondence school being universitY----------------- 473 (1153)
Dealer beingAdvertising agency ___ -------- ___ • ________ ---- •• _.---._
483
Grower __________________ ---- ______ ---- __ --- •• ___ 444 ( 1108)
Importer ••• ------------------------------------- 415 (1065)
Institute--------------------------·-----------------488
Manufacturer·--------------------·-------------------- 432,
446 (1110), 461,466 (1142), 475,477 (1158)
Packer or producer ••• -------------------- 473 (1152), 474,478
Itoaster ••• -------------------------------------- 415 (1065)
Dealer owning or operatingEquipment or plant.---------------------------------474
FactorY-----·---------------------------------------432
Laboratories. _____ --------.-.-----------.-----------. 418,
459 (1131), 477 (1158), 607 (0543), 5£6,61£
~urserY------------------------------ 444 (1108),481 (1165)
PharmacY-------------------------------------------569
Domestic manufacturer being importer ••••••• 450 (1117), 467 (1143)
Eminent and recognized sponsorshiP-------------------- 453 (1121)
Experience._ ••••••• _______ ---- •• ______ --------. _____ 484 ( 1168)
Expert or employee connections----------------------------611
For:eign place of business •• ~--------------------------- 479 ( 1160)
Government connection _____________________ -------- __ 469 ( 1149)
Identity as competitor ________ ------------------------ 457 ( 1127)
Individual beingCorporation __________________________________ 462 (1136), 463
Institute_____________________________________________
541
Offices or places of business--------------------------------6£7
Professional connections or sponsorshiP------------------ 453 (1121)
Volume of business.·---------------------------------- 417 (1069)
Misrepresenting prices:
As toCompetitive basis •••• ________________ ---- ___ • ___ • _____ 50£ (0538)
"Through representingFictitious, exaggerated price as usuaL ________________ 454 (1123),
457 (1128), 459 (1130)' 462 (1136)
Misrepresenting quantities:
ThroughSimulating standard quantity containers·------------··-- 419 (1072)
Using standard containers deceptively_------------------ 417 (1068)
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Offering deceptive inducements to purchase:
ThroughRepresenting or offeringAgentsPage
Earnings, falsely or misleadingly __ .-. __ 1,.97, 501, 502 (0537),
501,.-507 (0542), 509 (0544), 511, 512, 521,., 530, 53:8, 531,.
(0557)' 538 (0561)' 51,.0 (0563)' 552, 551,. (0570)' 575 (0598)'
577 (0602), 587 (0612), 588 (0615), 589 (0616), 590 (0619),
592 (0621, 0622), 591,. (0625), 595, 596 (0628, 0629), 601,
606, 608, 609, 611 (0645), 611,. (0647, 0648).
Qualifications, falsely or misleadinglY----u------- 551,. (0570)
Coupon certificates, purchase value ____ • ______ -·-_________
483
Free-'
Premium, price of which included in charge or service
otherwise demanded ..• ---------------~------ 551,. (0569)
.)
Product, price of which included in charge otherwise
demanded ___ 450 (1117), 502, (0538), 531, 551,. (0569), 615
Trial offer falsely or misleadingly ____ ~_-·- __ .________
615
Guaranties, falsely or misleadingly ___ 454 (1122), 473 (1153), 527, 615
· Under Pure Food and Drugs Act--------------~--------559
·Prices-As not to be reduced, falsely or misleadinglY--------~----558
Which do not cover all offered or advertised______________
1,.88
Special or limited offers, falsely or misleadinglY------·---- 450 (1117)
Using puzzle-prize advertisements, misleadinglY-------·---- 810 (0641)
Securing agents falsely or misleadingly:
· ThroughMisrepresenting.
Agents' earnings ___ 551,. (0570), 588 (0615); 589 (0616), 592 (0621,
0622), 591,. (0625) 5.95-598 (0629), 601, 608, 808, 609, 811
(0645), 811,. (0647, 0648).
Earnings of product ___ 1,.97, 501, 502 (0537), 501,.-507 (0542),
509 (0544), 511, 512, 524, 530, 532, 531,. (0557), 538 (0561),
51,.0 (0563), 552, 575 (0598), 577 (0602), 587 (0612).
Qualifications needed __________ ~_--·- ____________ --_ 551,. (0570)
Using puzzle prize advertisements, falsely or misleadingly._ 610 (0641)
Simulating:
Trade name of competitor--------------------------------- 457 (1127)
Unfair methods of competition condemned. See-.
Advertising falsely or misleadingly.
Assuming or using misleading trade or corporate name.
Claiming or using endorsements and/or testimonials falsely or misleadingly.
Claiming trade mark or copyrights falsely or misleadingly.
Disparaging or misrepresenting competitors, their business, or products.

..

Misbranding or mislabeling.
Misrepresenting business status, advantages, or connections.
Misrepresenting prices.
Misrepresenting quantities.
Offering deceptive inducements to purchase.
Securing agents falsely or misleadingly.

,,

INDEX OF PRACTICES
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Unfair methods of competition condemned-Continued.
Simulating.
Using misleading trade name, mark, or brand.
Using misleading trade name, mark, or brandAs toPage
Composition of product-------------------------------- 436 (1095)
Government connectionThrough depictions, emblems, insignia, etc ___________ 469 (1149)
Nature of product------------------------------------ 415 (1066)
Quality----------------------------------- 415 (1065), 480 (1162)
"Throw-outs" or manufacturer's byproduct_ __ 420-431, 433-435,
436 (1096)-443, 445, 446 (1111), 449, 450 (1116), 451, 455
(1125), 460 (1133), 464 (1139), 477 (1157), 484 (1169).
Source or origin of product:
Place--------------------------------- 468 (1145), 502 (0538)
Value of product-------------------------------------- 415 (1065)
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